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Preface

We are delighted that Sefer Devarim of the Kol Menachem Chumash is now

entering its third edition, which includes numerous amendments to both the

Hebrew and English texts and commentary to the Haftaros. 

We once again extend our thanks to Rabbi Meyer Gutnick, who has graciously

accepted upon himself the labor and expense of publishing and distributing this work. May

this merit be a source of eternal blessing for him and his family.

May we soon merit the true and complete redemption, with Mashiach Tzidkeinu,

speedily in our days.

Kol Menachem

25th of Elul 5768
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The person who is called to the Torah takes hold of the handles of the Sefer Torah with

his tallis1, unrolls the Sefer Torah and, with his tallis (or the belt of the Torah) touches

the beginning and end2 of the reading. The scroll is then closed, he turns slightly to the

right and says: 

.K�xŸa� *n
d 	ii z�̀  Ek *�ẍA
The congregation responds: 

.c¤r	e m	lFr§l K�xŸa *�n
d 	ii KEẍA
The person called to the Torah continues:

:c¤r	e m	lFr§l K�xŸa *�n
d 	ii KEẍA

Ep«¨A x
g«¨A x�W�` ,m¨lFr�d K¤l«�n Epi«�d÷�` 	ii d�Y
` KEẍA
	ii d�Y
` KEx¨A .Fz�xFY z�` Ep«¨l o
z«	pe ,mi�O©r�d l¨M�n

:d�xFY
d o�zFp
The person called to the Torah now reads along with the reader in an undertone.

After the reading is complete, the person called to the Torah touches the end and the

beginning3 of the reading with his tallis (or belt of the Sefer Torah) and kisses it. 

He then closes the scroll, turns slightly to the right and says:

Ep«¨l o
z«	p x�W�` ,m¨lFr�d K¤l«�n Epi«�d÷�` 	ii d�Y
` KEẍA
d�Y
` KEx¨A .Ep«¥kFz§A r
h	p m¨lFr �iI
ge ,z�n�̀  z
xFY

:d�xFY
d o�zFp ,	ii 
After the reading is complete, the person called to the Torah stays at the bimah until the 

next reading is concluded (or, if it is the last reading, until the Torah is raised).

1. Sefer Haminhagim.  According to the Rebbe’s personal custom, the handles are held directly, without the tallis in between.      

2. Sefer Haminhagim.  According to the Rebbe’s personal custom, the tallis is used to touch the beginning, the end and then the beginning of the reading again.  

3. Sefer Haminhagim.  According to the Rebbe’s personal custom, the tallis is used to touch the end, the beginning and then the end of the reading again.



IInn  tthhee  eeaarrllyy  yyeeaarrss  ooff  hhiiss  lleeaaddeerrsshhiipp,,  tthhee

AAlltteerr  RReebbbbee  ddeeccllaarreedd  ppuubblliiccllyy::

““WWee  hhaavvee  ttoo  lliivvee  wwiitthh  tthhee  ttiimmeess!!””

TThhrroouugghh  hhii ss   bbrrootthheerr,,  tthhee  MMaahhaarrii ll ,,   tthhee

sseenniioorr  cchhaassiiddiimm  ddiissccoovveerreedd  tthhaatt  tthhee  RReebbbbee

mmeeaanntt  tthhaatt  oonnee  sshhoouulldd  lliivvee  wwiitthh  tthhee  PPaarrsshhaa  ooff

tthhee  wweeeekk,,  aanndd  tthhee  ppaarrttiiccuullaarr  PPaarrsshhaa  ooff  tthhee

ddaayy..    OOnnee  sshhoouulldd  nnoott  oonnllyy  ssttuuddyy  tthhee  wweeeekkllyy

PPaarrsshhaa,,  bbuutt  lliivvee  wwiitthh  iitt..

(HAYOM YOM, CHESHVAN 2)
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“Look at these!” are words that might be exclaimed

upon encountering something new or different.

Thus, the opening phrase of our Parsha, “These are the

words which Moshe spoke to all the Jewish people,”

comes to teach us that words of Torah should always be

looked upon as something new and exciting—as our

Sages said, “they should be new in your eyes every day”

(see Rashi to Devarim 26:16).

However, to change the way we think (and act) to

the extent that we have genuinely adopted a “new”

approach is no less than a miracle.  For if the definition of

a miracle is an “unprecedented change in nature,” then a

totally fresh outlook to Torah and Divine service also

represents an unprecedented change in our nature—a

personal miracle.

In order to help us perform this wonder on a daily basis,

God gave us the gift of sleep. At first glance, sleep

appears to be a total waste of time; for how is the purpose

of creation advanced when we are lying in bed? Why did

God charge us with a mission to improve and perfect the

world, only to “handicap” us with the need to spend a

significant portion of each day out of action?

In truth however, God made us need to sleep for a

positive reason; for after a night’s sleep one feel like

a new person who is able to break free from the

limitations of yesterday. So, since God wanted the “words

which Moshe spoke to all the Jewish people,” to be “new

in your eyes every day,” He built into us a mechanism

which makes the miracle of changing our nature a little

bit easier.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Devarim 5750)

[ The Name of the Parsha [



1 xprh      2 anu, yz' d     3 ao hs' ht     4 yu/     5 cnscr ft' v     6 xprh     7 vuag c' h     8 crfu, kc/     9 cnscr h' ht     01 ,gbh, fy/     11 kaui WyurjW/ uthi kveau, thl ahhl kaui WyurjW

cafhbv' fh npura cf,uc )cvgku,l h' ku( cgbhbbu Wucbujv htnr aucv vw duwW' upraWh ao: Wkaui nrdugfuw/ urtv raWh h,ru hy'hj sWv vfcai )keuWa jhWy' gw 1(/

ohrcs ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 2tt::tt--cc

�� How does the Book of Devarim differ from the previous

Books of Moshe?

OHR HACHAYIM: Moshe was not commanded by God to say the

Book of Devarim.  Rather, he said it of his own initiative, as our Sages

taught (Megilah 31b). Thus, the book begins, “These are the words

which Moshe spoke,” as if to say that from this point onwards, Moshe

did not hear these words directly from God.

TOSFOS: They were nevertheless said with Divine Inspiration (ibid).

�� What did Moshe say to the Jewish People? (v. 1)

RASHI: These are words of rebuke, since all the places where they

angered God are listed here. But, out of respect for the Jewish

people, Moshe was vague with his words and he only hinted [at their

sins, by mentioning the places where the sins occurred, and not the

sins themselves]:

“In the desert”—he rebuked them for angering God in the desert

when they said, “If only we had died [in Egypt]” (Shemos 16:3), etc.

“In the plain”—the sin of Ba’al-Pe’or at Shitim, in the plains of

Mo'av (Bamidbar 25:1-9).

“At the Sea of Reeds”—their rebellion at the Reed Sea (Shemos 14:11;

Psalms 106:7).

“Paran”—what they did in the Desert of Paran through the spies.

“Between Tofel and Lavan”—Rabbi Yochanan said: We have

searched the entire Torah, but we have found no place named Tofel

or Lavan! However, this means that he rebuked them because of the

foolish things they had said (Uk§p¨T) about the manna, which was

white (ïc�k), saying “We’re disgusted by this insubstantial bread”

(Bamidbar 21:5).

“Chatzairos”—with the rebellion of Korach. Another explanation:

He said to them, “You should have learned from what I did to Miriam

at Chatzairos because of slander. But you spoke against God.”

“Di-Zahav” (lit., “enough gold”)—He rebuked them for the calf they

had made as a result of their abundance of gold. 

MOSHE’S SUBTLE REBUKE (V. 1)

Rashi’s comments to verse 1 prompt the following questions:

a.) What problem at the literal level was troubling Rashi, leading him to

conclude that the list of locations in verse 1 was a subtle rebuke of the

Jewish people?

b.) Why did Rashi need to stress, “All the places where they angered

God are listed here”? Surely it is obvious that Rashi is speaking about our

verse? Rashi could simply have written, “These are words of rebuke, since

all the places where they angered God are listed.”

c.) Rashi writes, that “all the places where they angered God are listed

here.” However, this does not appear to be the case, since the verse does

not refer to the rebellions at Marah (Shemos 15:24) and Refidim (ibid. 17:2).

THE EXPLANATION

a.) Rashi was troubled: Why does the verse state, “These are the words

which Moshe spoke to all the Jewish people on the bank,” without even

mentioning what Moshe’s “words” were?

Rashi concluded that our verse must contain the actual words that

Moshe said to the Jewish people. Thus, the list of locations at the end of

the verse is not, as it first appears, a description of where Moshe said his

words, but rather, they are Moshe’s words themselves.

This leaves us with the question: Why did Moshe list a series of locations

to the Jewish people? Rashi explains that this was a form of subtle rebuke,

in which Moshe admonished the Jewish people for their various past

rebellions. But out of respect, he did not rebuke them directly, but

indirectly, by mentioning the locations of their various rebellions.

�
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c−©r xi®¦r�UÎx	d K�x−�C a½�xŸg«�n Æ mFi x¬�U¨r cÆ	g	` a :a«�d�f i¬�c
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T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

hWar

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

)t( tkv vscrho/ kph avi scrh ,ufju,unbv fti fk vneunu,

avfghxu kpbh vneuocvi' kphfl x,o t, vscrho uvzfhro crnz npbh

fcusi ak hartk: tk fk hartk/ tku vufhj nem,i' vhu tkuacaue

tunrho' t,o vhh,o aungho nci gnroukt vahcu,o scr nfl ufl' tku

vhhbu ao vhhbunahcho tu,u' kfl fbxo fuko utnr kvo vrhfukfo fti

fk nh aha ku ,aucv hahc
1

: cnscr/ kt cnscr vhu tkt cgrcu, nutc'

unvu cnscr' tkt cachk nv avfghxuvu cnscratnru nh h,i nu,bu

uduw
2

: cgrcv/ cachk vgrcv ajytu ccgk pgurcayho cgrcu, nutc:

nuk xu;/ gk nv avnru cho xu;' ccuto khoxu; atnru vnckh thi ecrho

cnmrho
3

' ufi cbxgo n,ul vho' abtnr uhnru gk ho cho xu;' fsth,t

cgrfhi
4

: chi ptri uchi ,pk ukci/ tnr rch hujbi jzrbu gk fk vnert

ukt nmhbu neuoaanu ,upk ukci' tkt vufhji gk vscrhoa,pku gk vni

avut kci' atnru ubpabu emv ckjo vekuek
5

' ugk nv agaucnscr ptri

gk hsh vnrdkho: ujmru,/ cnjkue,u ak erj/ scr tjr tnrkvo' vhv

kfo kknus nnv agah,h knrho cjmru,cachk kaui vrg' ut,o bscr,o

cneuo
6

: ush zvc/ vufhji gk vgdk agau cachk ruczvc avhv kvo'

abtnr
7

ufx; vrch,hkvo uzvc gau kcgk
8

: )c( tjs gar huo njurc/
tnr kvo navrtu nv drn,o' thi kfo srl emrv njurckesa crbg

fsrl vr aghr ut; vut nvkl tjsgar huo' ut,o vkf,o tu,u cakav

hnho' avrhcgarho cthhr bxgu njurc abtnruhvh cabv vabh, cjsa

vabh cgarho cjsa uduw
9

ucf"y cxhui akju t, vnrdkho nesa crbg
01

' mt

nvo akuaho huo agau cecru, v,tuv' atfkuvcar jsa hnho' uacgv

hnho agau cjmru,kvxdr ao nrho' bnmt cakav hnho vkfu fktu,u

vsrl' ufk fl vh,v afhbv n,kcy,
11

cachkfo knvr cht,fo ktr.' ucachk
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T hese are the words (of subtle rebuke) which Moshe spoke to all the Jewish people in (the Plains

of Mo’av, on the East) bank of the Jordan. (He mentioned the places where they rebelled against

God): “in the wilderness, in the plain(s of Mo’av), at the Sea of Reeds, (in the wilderness) of

Paran, between Tofel and Lavan, at Chatzairos and at Di-Zahav*.”

2 “From Choraiv (where the Torah was given) to Kadaish-Barne’a, (where the spies were sent out), by

way of Mount Se’ir (normally) takes eleven days, (but you took just three days, because God was

speeding your entry into the Land).”

b.) To stress the above point, Rashi writes, “All the places where they

angered God are listed here,” i.e. the reader should not think that “the

words which Moshe spoke” are recorded elsewhere. Rather, Moshe’s

words are cited “here” in our verse.

c.) With the phrase, “He rebuked them for angering God in the desert

when they said, ‘If only we had died [in Egypt]’ etc.,” Rashi makes clear

that he is not referring to one particular rebellion, but rather, to all the

rebellions in the desert, beginning with the complaint in the Desert of Sin,

“If only we had died [in Egypt].” I.e. Rashi’s use of the word “etcetera”

indicates that Moshe was alluding here also to the complaints of the

Jewish people that followed this one.  Therefore, Rashi wrote, “All the

places where they angered God are listed here.”

However, this begs the question: If all the desert rebellions had already

been indicated by the word “etcetera,” then why does Rashi continue to

specify the complaints about the manna, the sin of the spies and the

incident with Korach? Surely these are also “desert rebellions” which were

already indicated by the word “etcetera”?

It would seem, therefore, that when Rashi refers to the rebellions “in the

desert,” he does not mean those incidents which occurred geographically

in the desert, but rather, he is referring to the rebellions which occurred as

a direct consequence of being in the desert. Thus, while the word

“etcetera” alludes to the complaint in Refidim about a lack of water—a

problem associated with being in the desert—it does not allude to the

incidents of the spies, Korach, and the Golden Calf, which were caused

by other factors.**

One problem that remains with this explanation is that Rashi’s

“etcetera” was written after the verse which describes the Jewish people’s

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

11

* See Sichas Shabbos Parshas Devarim 5725 (Sichos Kodesh 5725 vol. 2, pp. 309-311), where it is explained that even according to Rashi, “Tofel,” “Lavan” and “Di-Zahav” are

names of actual places.  However, see Likutei Sichos vol. 14, p. 1ff. for an alternative explanation.      ** The complaint in the Desert of Sin was made because they had no food,

which was a result of being in the desert. But the complaint about the manna itself (“our souls are disgusted by this insubstantial bread”) was not a direct consequence of desert life,

but rather a complaint about the quality of the food which God was giving them. Therefore it was mentioned separately.

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

THE BOOK OF DEVARIM

The Book of Devarim arose from a different form of prophetic

revelation than the previous four Books of Moshe.  For unlike

the preceding books which were “dictated” directly by God, the

Book of Devarim was a Divine revelation which Moshe phrased

in his own words (see Ohr HaChayim & Tosfos).

At first glance, this would appear to be a disadvantage, for

words arranged by God Himself are surely superior to those

composed by Moshe. However, in truth, the Book of Devarim has

its own advantage: that the words of God reached a higher level

of compatibility with the human mind.

Moshe’s contribution to the Book of Devarim did not detract

from the validity of the work, for Devarim remains part of the

Chumash just as much as the other four books. But having passed

through the “interface” of a human mind, the words of this book

were fashioned in a manner that other human beings would find

easier to absorb. Thus:

�� The Book of Devarim was said to the generation which was

about to enter the Land of Israel, where food would not be

provided miraculously, and extensive interaction with the

mundane world would be necessary. As a preparation for this,

the Jewish people were given the Book of Devarim, which

contained Godly wisdom that had been brought more “down

to earth” by Moshe.

�� As a Divinely inspired work of the human mind, the Book of

Devarim sets the precedent for later prophetic works. It is also

a form of precursor for Rabbinic law, which is humanly

conceived and yet is an expression of the will of God.

�� A ba’al teshuvah is one who returned to God through his own

initiative, but God assists the ba’al teshuvah with Divine

revelation to his subconscious soul.  This is similar to the way

the Book of Devarim was said: Consciously it was Moshe’s

own words, but on a deeper level it was a product of Divine

revelation. This similarity between teshuvah and the Book of

Devarim is the inner reason why the book is characterized by

“rebuke” (see Rashi), a way of helping another to do teshuvah.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 4, p. 1087ff.; vol. 19, p. 9ff.; vol. 36, p. 41ff.)

[ The Last Word [

When rebuking the Jewish people here, Moshe did not

mention, or even allude to their sins. Rather, in order to

maintain their dignity, he merely mentioned the places where

they had sinned (see Rashi). This teaches us how careful we should

be not to cause distress to another person. If, on occasion, it

proves necessary to rebuke another Jew—even for serious sins,

such as the ones which Moshe indicated here—we should

nevertheless do so subtly and gently, while at the same time

drawing the person close with warmth and love.

(Sichas Shabbos Parshas Devarim 5725)



1 kfturv re kWy abv/ urtv praWh akj hs' kd/ ugmWg )keuWa jhWy' gw 1' vgrv 7(     2 rtv ahj, aWp scrho ,anWz     3 nkfho_t c' t     4 xprh     5 crtah, hs' v     6 ao hd     7 scrho d' ht

8 crtah, hj' fz     9 ,bjunt c     01 fWv cspuxho akpbhbu/  ukfturv n,tho hu,r vbuxj cspux rtaui uabh )ucfnv f,Wh raWh acxprhh, khuctuuhya(: Wvrcv kfo dsukv uafrW )keuWa jfWs gw 21( 

ohrcs ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 4tt::cc--zz

�� How did Moshe “explain the Torah”? (v. 5)

RASHI: He translated it into seventy languages.

LEVUSH HA’OHRAH: Moshe feared that perhaps not every person

understood Hebrew.

IMRAY SHEFER: Moshe anticipated that the Jewish people would be

exiled in the future, and he wanted to ensure that they could study

Torah in any language that they might come to speak (27:8).

�� How were the people living c©r (“a lot”) by Mt. Sinai? (v. 6)

RASHI: This is to be interpreted literally [i.e. too much time]. 

The explanation of the Midrash Agadah is: I have given you much

(c©r) greatness and reward as a result of living at this mountain. You

made the Tabernacle, the Menorah, and the [Tabernacle] objects.

You received the Torah. You appointed for yourselves a Sanhedrin

(Supreme Court), leaders over thousands and leaders over hundreds.

rebellion in the Desert of Sin (in Shemos 16:3). However, the rebellion at

Marah (regarding the bitter, undrinkable water) occurred before this point,

and thus does not appear to be included by Rashi’s “etcetera,” which only

alludes to rebellions subsequent to that of the Desert of Sin.  So how is

the rebellion at Marah alluded to in Moshe’s words (in keeping with

Rashi’s statement that “All the places where they angered God are listed

here”)?

Upon closer examination of Rashi’s choice of words, this question fades

away: Rashi writes, “All the places where they angered God are listed

here.” But in the Torah’s description of the rebellion at Marah, it says,

“The people complained to Moshe” (ibid. 15:24), suggesting that this was

not a direct rebellion against God, but rather, against Moshe.  

Thus, when listing “All the places where they angered God,” Moshe did

not mention Marah, since Marah was a rebellion against Moshe’s own

leadership, and not directly against God. So, while Moshe felt it

appropriate to admonish the Jewish people for their sins against God,

Moshe did not seek to defend his own honor by rebuking the people for

rebelling against him.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Devarim 5725)
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aekek,o vxc t,fo xchcu, vr aghr trcghoabv
1

: )d( uhvh ctrcgho
abv cga,h gar jsactjs kjsa/ nkns akt vufhji tkt xnul

knh,v/ nnh kns' nhgec akt vufhj t, cbhutkt xnul knh,v
2

/ tnr'

rtuci cbh' tbh tunr klnpbh nv kt vufj,hl fk vabho vkku' fsh akt

,bhjbh u,kl u,sce cgau tjh/ unpbh trcgvscrho thi nufhjhi t, vtso

tkt xnul knh,v'fsh akt hvt nufhju ujuzr unufhju' uakt hvtjchru

rutvu un,chha nnbu fuw fsth,t cxprh/ufi hvuag kt vufhj t, hartk

tkt xnulknh,v' ufi anutk' abtnr vbbh gbuch' ufi sus t, aknv cbu
3

:

)s( tjrh vfu,u/ tnr nav to tbh nufhjoeuso ahfbxu kem, vtr.'

htnru nv kzv gkhbu'nv vhyhc kbu' thbu ct tkt keb,r uknmut ghkv'

athi cu fj kvfbhxbu ktr.' kphfl vn,hi gsavphk xhjui ugud kpbhvo

uvurhao t, trmoutjr fl vufhji
4

: xhjui uduw tar huac uduw/ thku kt

vhvxhjui eav uvhv aruh cjacui' vhv eav'avnshbv eav' uthku vh,v

ghr tjr, uxhjuiaruh c,ufv' vh,v eav' avnkl eav' gk tj,fnv

ufnv avnkl eav uvnshbv eav
2

: tar huac cga,ru,/ vnkl eav

uvnshbveav
2

: ga,ru,/ vut kaui muehi ueuah' fnu ga,ru, erbho
5

'

uga,ru, zv vut ga,ru,erbho avhu ao rptho avfv tnrpk' abtnr

uhfu t, rptho cga,ru, erbho
5

'ugud bnky nvo' uvut abtnr uhct

vpkhy
6

' utunr fh re gud nklvcai batr nh,r vrptho
7

: ctsrgh/ ao

vnkfu,: )v( vuthk/ v,jhk fnu vbvbt vutk,h
8

: ctr t, v,urv/
cacgho kaui phrav kvo

9
: )u( rc kfo ac,/ fpauyu/ uha nsra tdsv'

vrcv dsukv kfo uafr
01

gk hahc,fo cvr vzv'gah,o nafi nburv ufkho'

eck,o ,urv' nbh,okfo xbvsrhi' arh tkpho uarh ntu,: )z( pbu uxgu
kfo/ zu srl grs ujrnv: uctu vr vtnrh/ fnangu: utk fk afbhu/
gnui unutc uvr aghr: cgrcv/ zv nhaur ak hgr: cvr/ zv vr vnkl:

ucapkv/ zu apk, sruo: ucbdc ucju; vho/ taekui ugzv uexrh ufuw

fsth,t cxprh: gs vbvr vdsuk/ npbh abzfr go tr. hartk'eurtu dsuk/

nak vshuy tunr gcs nkl nkl'vsce kajuur uha,juu kl' erc kdch svhbt

hWar
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(However, the Jewish people forfeited this blessing, and were delayed in the desert for forty years, as will now be explained):
3 It happened that in the fortieth year, in the eleventh month, on the first of the month, Moshe spoke

to the children of Israel (shortly before his passing, and rebuked them) about everything that God had

commanded him on their behalf. 4 (Moshe waited to rebuke them until) after he had (proven his military

might by) defeating (the powerful) Sichon, King of the Amorites, who lived in (the powerful city of)

Cheshbon, and (the powerful) Og, King of the Bashan, who lived in (the powerful city of) Ashteros

(Karnayim), in (the kingdom of) Edre’iy. 
5 On the (East) bank of the Jordan, in the land of Mo’av, Moshe began to explain the Torah (translating

it into seventy languages), saying:
6 God, our God, spoke to us in Choraiv, saying, “You have been living too much (time) by this

mountain. 7 Redirect yourselves (towards Arad and Charmah) and travel until you come to the Amorite

mountain, and through its neighboring territories (Amon, Mo’av and Mount Se’ir), through the (forested)

plain, on the mountain (of the king), through the lowlands (of the South), through (Gaza and Ashkelon)

LEAVING MOUNT SINAI (V. 6)

Rashi’s comments to verse 6 prompt the following questions:

a.) What was troubling Rashi?

b.) What was lacking with Rashi’s first interpretation that led him to

bring a second one, from the “Midrash Agadah”?

c.) In his second interpretation, Rashi explains that the Jewish people

became great at Mount Sinai, and he cites the examples of building the

Tabernacle, receiving the Torah, and appointing leaders. But surely the

unique type of “greatness” that the Jewish people gained at Mount Sinai

was the fact that they heard God speak?

THE EXPLANATION

Rashi was troubled why verse 6 states, “You have been living too much

(c©r) by this mountain,”  which seems to imply that the length of time that

the Jewish people had spent at Mount Sinai was inappropriate, when in

truth every moment by Mt. Sinai was certainly valuable and essential.

Surely the Torah should have written, “You have been living enough by

this mountain” and not “too much”?

Apparently, our verse cannot be rendered literally.  Nevertheless, Rashi

writes that, despite first appearances, “This is to be interpreted literally,”

and a simple explanation can be found to solve this problem. 

Rashi did not inform us what this “simple explanation” is, since

he presumed that the reader could work it out for himself, by looking

at the context of the verse and comparing it with one of Rashi’s

earlier comments.

In verse 2, above, Moshe makes a rather cryptic statement: “From

Choraiv (where the Torah was given) to Kadaish-Barne’a, (where the spies

were sent out) by way of Mount Se’ir (normally) takes eleven days.” 

Rashi clarifies: “Moshe was saying to them: ‘See what you caused!

There is no shorter route from Choraiv to Kadaish-Barne’a than by way

of Mount Se'ir, and even that is a journey of eleven days. But you covered

it in three days!....The Divine Presence exerted itself to such an extent to

hasten your arrival at the land of Cana’an, but because you ruined things,

He made you travel around Mount Se'ir for forty years’!”

In verse 2 itself, Moshe only hinted at this point briefly and subtly. But

here in verses 6-8 Moshe spells out in more detail how God’s original plan

was to bring them immediately into the land without delay.

In this context, the reader will understand why God said, “You have

been living too much by this mountain,” for God was expressing the sense

of urgency with which He desired the Jewish people to enter the Land of

Israel, to the extent that “the Divine Presence exerted itself (so to speak)

to such an extent to hasten your arrival to the land.”

RASHI’S SECOND INTERPRETATION

However, in the final analysis, the term, “living too much by this

mountain,” does suggest that the Jewish people had been doing

something wrong in remaining in the same location. This is clearly not the

case, since the camp only relocated under direct instructions from God

(see Bamidbar 9:17-18).

Thus, Rashi felt it necessary to bring a second interpretation, from the

Midrash Agadah, that our verse is to be rendered, “You have become

great (c©r) by living at this Mountain.”

At first glance, the unique “greatness” that the Jewish people acquired

at Mount Sinai was that they heard God speak. However, Rashi rejected

that this was the “greatness” to which our verse refers, as it does not fit

into the context here.

The current passage was supposed to be a message to the Jewish

people right before they entered the Land. Therefore, we can presume

that the “greatness” mentioned here is something connected with the

challenges of living an observant life alongside the other nations that

the Jewish people were soon to face. In order to overcome these

challenges successfully, the Jewish people needed to internalize the

message, “You shall be to Me a kingdom of ministers and a holy nation”

(Shemos 19:6).

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

TRANSLATION OF THE TORAH (V. 5)

Why did Moshe bother the Jewish people to listen to the

Torah being translated into seventy languages, when surely

most of the people were not familiar with the majority of these

languages? (See Rashi to v. 6)

Moshe did this not for the people’s sake, but for the Torah’s

sake.  For Moshe’s translation broke the barrier between Hebrew

and all the other languages, ensuring that the holiness of the

Torah remains even when it is translated into another language.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 36, pp. 38-40)
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�� How could the Jewish people “see” that the Land was “in

their hands”? (v. 8)

RASHI: [Moshe was saying]: “You can see this with your own eyes!

I am not telling you this out of speculation or from hearsay.”

NACHALAS YA’AKOV: Perhaps Moshe’s statement, “You can see this

with your own eyes,” refers to the defeat of Sichon and Og, which

had proven to be easy, despite the fact that they were powerful.

BE’ER BASADEH: The solution of Nachalas Ya’akov is untenable,

since here Moshe is recounting God’s words at Mt. Sinai before the

defeat of Sichon and Og. Rather, Rashi’s statement, “You can see this

with your own eyes,” refers to the fact that God went ahead of the

Jewish people to protect them, as is stated in Devarim 23:15.

PANE’ACH RAZA: God cast down the ministering angels of the

nations and subjugated them before Moshe, as Rashi explains below

(v. 8), that no weapons would be required for the conquest.

�� How were the Jewish people to “come and take posses-

sion of the Land”? (v. 8)

RASHI: [God was saying]: “No one will contest the matter, and you

will not need to go to war.” If they had not sent the spies, [and had

trusted God] they would not have needed weapons.

Thus, the sound of God speaking, which they could not take with them

into the Land, would be of limited assistance to them. Rather, Rashi

writes, what would assist the Jewish people after they had entered the

Land of Israel was: The Tabernacle, which brought the Divine Presence to

dwell with them in the Land; the acceptance of the Torah, i.e. the

internalization and practical application of the Torah’s values into daily

life that they had already achieved; and the appointment of leaders, to

ensure that the Torah was observed among the communities of Israel.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 24, p. 12ff.)

THE PROMISE OF MIRACULOUS CONQUEST (V. 8)

Verses 8-9 describe God’s promise to the Jewish people concerning the

conquest of the Land of Israel, which was communicated by Moshe

before the incident of the spies.

Rashi explains that God was promising a totally miraculous conquest,

without the need for weapons, but this was forfeited by the Jewish people,

due to the incident with the spies.

Rashi’s comments prompt the following questions:

a.) On the words, “See that I have put the Land before you” (v. 8), Rashi

comments, “You can see this with your own eyes!” I.e. Rashi makes it

clear that the Torah is not using a metaphor here, but that the verse refers

to actual, physical sight. This begs the question: At this point, the Jewish

people were still encamped by Mount Sinai (as stated in v. 6), so how would

it be possible to see the Land of Israel and its conquest with their eyes?

b.) It is obvious that if one sees something with one’s own eyes, that no

further confirmation is required.  So why does Rashi add, “I am not telling

you this out of speculation or from hearsay”?

c.) In his second comment to verse 8, Rashi writes, “If they had not sent

the spies, they would not have needed weapons.” On what basis did Rashi

conclude, at the literal level, that no weapons would be required?

THE EXPLANATION

In verse 7, the Jewish people are told the details concerning the

conquest of the Land of Israel: “Redirect yourselves and travel until you

�
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uthsvi
1

: )j( rtv b,,h/ cghbhfo t,o rutho/ thbhtunr kfo ntuns

unanugv
1

: ctu urau/ thi ngrgr cscr
2

uthbfo mrhfhoknkjnv' tku kt

akju nrdkho kt vhu mrhfhokfkh zhhi: ktc,hfo/ knv vzfhr auc

ktcrvo khmjeukhgec' tkt tcrvo fsth kgmnu' hmje fsthkgmnu' hgec

fsth kgmnu: )y( utnr tkhfo cg, vvut ktnr/ nvuktnr' tnr kvo

nav' kt ngmnh tbh tunrkfo' tkt nph vec"v
1

: kt tufk kcsh uduw/
tpar akt vhv navhfuk ksui t, hartk' tso avumhto nnmrhouerg

kvo t, vho uvurhs t, vni uvdhz t,vakhu kt vhv hfuk ksubo' tkt fl

tnr kvo'vw tkvhfo vrcv t,fo' vdshk uvrho t,fo gkshhbhfo' byk

t, vguba nfo ub,bu gk vshhbhi/ ufitnr aknv fh nh hufk kapuyt,

gnl vfcs vzv
3

' tpar nh af,uc cu uhjfo nfk vtso
4

' tunr nh hufk

kapuy'tkt fl tnr aknv thi shhbh tunv zu fshhbhatr vtunu, g�t'

ato si uvurd unfv ujube unyvt, shbu uduzk thi cfl fkuo' tbh to

jhhc,hnnui akt fshi bpau, tbh b,cg' abtnr
5

uecg t, eucghvo bpa
1

:

)h(uvbfo vhuo ffufch vanho6/ ufh ffufchvanho vhu ctu,u vhuo'

uvkt kt vhu tktahaho rcut' nvu uvbfo vhuo' vbfo naukhofhuo'
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in the south and (Caesarea) by the seashore, (conquering) the land of the Cana’anites, and the Levanon,

all the way until the great river, the Euphrates River. 8 See that I have (already) put the Land (into your

hands) before you! (All you have to do is) come and take possession of the Land which God swore to

Avraham, to Yitzchak, and to Ya’akov, that He would give (the Land to) them and their descendants after

them. (Nobody will even oppose you).”

[ RR EE BB UU KK EE CC OO NN CC EE RR NN II NN GG TT HH EE AA PP PP OO II NN TT MM EE NN TT OOFF JJ UU DD GG EE SS [

I said to you at that time—saying (only that which I had been told by God)—“I cannot carry (the

burden of judging) you on my own, 10 (for) God, your God, has made you great. You are (so great

that you are everlasting like the sun which shines during) the day, and like (the moon and) the

come to...the land of the Cana’anites, and the Levanon, all the way until

the great river, the Euphrates River.”  Verse 8 then appears to state the

general instruction to “come and take possession of the Land, etc.” 

So Rashi was troubled: Why are the Jewish people given the details

concerning the conquest of the Land, in verse 7, before the general

command to conquer it, in verse 8?

Rashi came to the conclusion that verse 8 is not merely an instruction to

conquer the Land, but rather, that it is a further description to the Jewish

people about how they would conquer the land (and the actual command

is in verse 7).  

Up to this point, the Jewish people were aware that they would

eventually conquer the Land from two sources:

a.) They had heard from Moshe while they were still in Egypt, that

“I will bring you...to the land of the Cana’anites, the Hitites, the Amorites,

the Perizites, the Hivites, and the Jebusites, to a land flowing with milk and

honey” (Shemos 3:17), and “the people believed” (ibid. 4:31).

b.) After the miracles which occurred when leaving Egypt, and the

splitting of the Reed Sea, where they sang about coming to the Land

(ibid. 15:17).

Since the Jewish people were familiar with these two points, Rashi

concluded that our verse must be confirming the conquest of the Land in

an even more powerful manner. Thus Rashi stresses: I am not telling you

this out of speculation—as you may have speculated yourselves after

seeing God’s miracles when leaving Egypt—or from something I’ve

heard—as I communicated to you God’s promises while you were still in

Egypt.  Rather: You’ll see it with your own eyes!, i.e. the Jewish people

will see the proof themselves, with their very eyes, that the conquest of the

Land was about to occur.

But what exactly were the Jewish people going to be able to see while

still camped at Mount Sinai? And how did Rashi conclude that Moshe

promised them a totally supernatural conquest?

Rashi did not address either of these points directly, since the matter is

self-understood from one of Rashi’s earlier comments:

In verse 2, above, Rashi writes: “There is no shorter route from Choraiv

to Kadaish-Barne’a than by way of Mount Se'ir, and even that is a journey

of eleven days. But you covered it in three days!” (as Rashi continues to

prove by a series of calculations). So, when reaching our verse—which

was said by Moshe before the journey from Choraiv to Kadaish-Barne’a

(see v. 6)—the reader knows that the Jewish people were about to witness

a phenomenal miracle, of completing an eleven-day journey in just three

days.  Therefore, Rashi did not need to explain how the Jewish people

would be given visual confirmation of their imminent conquest (“You’ll

see it with your own eyes!”), for the reader knows that the Jewish people

were about to witness a miraculous beginning to their journey towards

conquering the Land of Israel.

Similarly, Rashi did not need to bring any proof for his assertion, “No

one will contest the matter, and you will not need to go to war,” to the

extent that “they would not have needed weapons,” for the miraculous

beginnings with which the conquest began suggested that the entire

process would be totally supernatural.

WHAT WENT WRONG?

We can now explain a further difficulty with Rashi’s comment here:

Rashi writes, “If they had not sent the spies they would not have needed

weapons.” Now, at first glance, the problem here was not the actual

sending of the spies but the fiasco which followed, where the Jewish

people lost faith in God’s promises after the spies’ negative reports.

So why did Rashi not write, “If it were not for the sin of the spies....”?

However, based on the above we can understand why the sending of

the spies alone was sufficient to forfeit God’s promises. For God had

promised them (and had begun to show them) a totally supernatural

conquest.  Thus, as soon as they had sent out spies, which is a strategy

only required for a natural conquest, the Jewish people had already

demonstrated an open denial of the promise of supernatural conquest.

And this was Moshe’s rebuke here to the Jewish people forty years later,

as they were about to enter the Land: the importance of absolute trust

in God.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, p. 1ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

1:9

[ The Last Word [

R ashi stresses (v. 8) that if the Jewish people had trusted in God,

nobody would have contested the Jewish people’s rights to

the Land of Israel.

Likewise, in our times, when the Jewish people will trust

in God, that the Land of Israel belongs unequivocally to them,

and are willing to declare this openly to the nations of the world,

then, “No one will contest the matter, and you will not need to

go to war.” In fact, even weapons will prove unnecessary, as

Rashi writes.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, p. 8)



1 xprh     2 crtah, hd' yz     3 vdhrxv vbfubv craWh vht )gWs vxprh fti' ufWv cruc f,Wh raWH acxprhh, khuctuuhya( Wtbaho msheho fxuphoW' cvany, ,hc, WjfnhoW' tu a,hc, WjfnhoW mWk

jke nsWv WbcubhoW: jfnho bcubho/// nv chi ufuw/ vhhbu aWfxuphoW vut phruau ak WtbahoW ukt WjfnhoW/ utfWn/  )gWp keuWa jkWs gw 9' vgrv 6' ucaukh vdkhui ao(     4 rtv praWh uhmt kt' k: Wbfxp,

_ jns,W/ ufti vphrua: tbaho abfxpho tkhvo' kvhu, cnjhm,o ukeck nvo fuw )gWp ahj, aWp scrho ,anWu(

�� Who are “insightful” men? (v. 13)

RASHI: Those who can deduce one thing from another. 

This is what Arius asked Rabbi Yosi: “What is the difference

between wise men and insightful men?” 

[Rabbi Yosi replied]: “A wise man is like a rich money changer.

When people bring him coins to examine, he examines them; when

they don’t bring him anything, he sits and does nothing.”

“An insightful man, however, is like an enterprising money

changer. When they bring him coins to examine, he examines them;

but when they don’t bring him any, he goes out and does [business]

with his own [money].

�� Why did Moshe not pick any “insightful” men? (v. 15)

RASHI: [He said]: “I couldn’t find any insightful men.”

”INSIGHTFUL” JUDGES (V. 13, 15)

In his commentary to verse 13, Rashi cites the analogy used by Rabbi

Yosi, which explains the distinction between “wise” and “insightful” men.  

This presents us with the following problems:

a.) In Parshas Ki Sisa, the Torah states, “See, I have appointed Betzalel

the son of Uri the son of Chur...I have filled him with the spirit of God,

with wisdom, with insight etc.” (Shemos 31:2-3). Rashi comments:

“‘Wisdom’—that which a person hears from others, and learns. ‘Insight’—

independently derived ideas that are concluded from things that one has

been taught.”

So since Rashi has already informed us of the meaning of the term

“insight,” in Parshas Ki Sisa, why does he repeat himself here?

�
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m² ¤ki¥l£r s ¯�qŸi mÀ¤k�zF «a�` i´�d÷�` dº �eŸd
i `i :aŸ «ẍl m�i−	n�X	d i¬ ¥a§kF «k§M
*d¬k̈i�̀  ai [ipy] :m«¤k¨l x¬ ¤A�C x−�W�`«©M m½¤k�z�` Ḱ�x¨ai«�e mi®�n¨r§R s¤l´ �̀  m− ¤k̈M
miÆ�W�p�` mÂ¤k¨lÂ Eá�d bi :m«¤k§ai«�x
e m− ¤k�`«	V«	nE m¬ ¤k�g�x�h i®�C©a§l `−�V�`
:m«¤ki�W`«�x§A m−�ni�U�`«�e m® ¤ki�h§a�W§l mi−¦r�ci«�e mi² �pŸa
pE mi¯�n¨k�g
:zF «U£r«©l �Y�x−©A�CÎx�W�` x¬ä�C	dÎaF «h E½x�n`ŸÝ�e i®�zŸ` E −p£r«	Y«�e ci

o¬ �Y�`«�e mi½¦r�ci«�e Æ mi�n¨k�g mi³�W�p�` mÀ¤ki�h§a�W i´�W`�xÎz�` gº	T�`«�e eh

Æ mi�X�n�g i³ �x�U
e zFÀ`�n i´�x�U
e mi¹¦t¨l�` iÆ�x�U m® ¤ki¥l£r mi−�W`�x m²�zF`

`�d¨l�` �i
i `i :i�B�q�n§l `�I	n�W i¥a§kFk§M oi�c `�nFi

oi�p�n�f s©l�` oFk�z�e§M oFki¥l£r s�qFi oFk�z�d¨a�`	c

oi�c§ki�̀  ai :oFk§l li¦N	n i�c `�n§M oFk�z�i K�x¨ai�e

:oFk
pi�c
e oFki�w�q¦r
e oFk�g�x�h i�cFg§l¦A x©aFq�`

o¨r�C	nE oEp�z§l§kEq
e oi�ni¦M	g oi�x§aEB oFk§l Ea�d bi

oEY§a�z�`�e ci :oFki¥l£r oi�Wi�x oEP�P	n�`�e oFki�h§a�W§l

`�Y§l�N	n i�C `�n�B�z¦R oi�T	Y oEY�x	n�`�e i�z�i

oi�x§aEB oFki�h§a�W i�Wi�x z�i zi�ẍa�cE eh :c©A§r�n§l

oFki¥l£r oi�Wi�x oFd�z�i i�zi�P	nE o¨r�C	nE oi�ni¦M	g

i�p¨A	x
e oi�W�n	g i�p¨A	x
e `�z�e`�n i�p¨A	x
e oi¦t§l	` i�p¨A	x

ehhnho kguko fjnv ufkcbv uffufcho
1

: )ht( hux; gkhfo ffo tk;
pgnho/ nvuauc uhcrl t,fo ftar scr kfo' tkt tnru kunav t,v

bu,i emcv kcrf,bu' fcr vcyhjvec"v t, tcrvo tar tohufk tha

knbu, uduw
2

' tnr kvo zu nakh vht'tck vut hcrl t,fo ftar scr kfo
1

:

)hc( thfv tat kcsh/ to tunr keck afrkt tufk' zu vht atnr,h

)x�t atnrbu( kfo kt ngmnh tbhtunr kfo' tkt nph vesua crul vut
1

:

yrjfo/ nkns avhu hartk yrjbhi/ vhv tjsnvo rutv t, cgk shbu bumj

cshi' tunr ha khgsho kvcht' ha kh rthu, kvcht' nuxh; tbhgkhfo

shhbhi
1

: unatfo/ nkns avhu tpheurxhi/ vesho navkmt,' tnru' nv

rtv ci gnro kmt,' antthbu apuh c,ul ch,u/ thjr kmt,' tnru' nv

rtv ci gnro akt kmt,' nv t,o xcurho'huac uhug. gkhfo gmu, rgu,

ujuac gkhfonjacu, )x�t nmu, ujacubu,(: urhcfo/ nkns avhu rudbho:

)hd( vcu kfo/ vznhbu gmnfo kscr: tbaho/ ufh ,gkv gk sg,l baho'

nv ,knuskunr tbaho' msheho: jfnho3/ fxupho
4

: bcubho/ nchbho scr

n,ul scr/ zu vht aatktrhux t, rch huxh' nv chi jfnho kbcubho/ jfo

sunv kaukjbh gahr' fanchthi ku shbrhi krtu,rutv' ufathi nchthi ku

huac u,uvt/ bcui sunvkaukjbh ,dr' fanchthi ku ngu, krtu, rutv'

ufathi nchthi ku vut njzr uncht naku
1

: uhsugho kacyhfo/ avo

bhfrho kfo' atoct kpbh nguy; cykh,u thbh husg nh vut unthzvacy

vut uto vdui vut' tck t,o nfhrhi cu'at,o dsk,o tu,u' kfl btnr

uhsughokacyhfo
1

: crtahfo/rtaho unfucsho gkhfo a,vhubuvdhi

cvo fcus uhrtv: utano/ jxr hu"s' kns atanu,hvo akhartk ,kuhu,

crtah shhbhvo' avhv kvo knju,ukfuui tu,o ksrl vharv: )hs( u,gbu
tu,h uduw/ vjky,o t, vscrkvbt,fo' vhv kfo kvahc' rchbu nav nnh

btvkknus nnl tu n,knhsl' kt nnl abmygr,gkhv/ tkt hsg,h

njacu,hfo/ vhh,o tunrho'gfahu h,nbu gkhbu shhbhi vrcv' to thi

nfhrbutbu nchthi ku surui uvut buat kbu pbho
1

: kgau,/ to vhh,h

n,gmk' t,o tunrho gavnvrv: )yu( utej t, rtah acyhfo/
naf,hocscrho' tarhfo' gk nh ct,o kv,nbu,' gk cbhtcrvo hmje

uhgec' gk cbh tso abertu tjhourgho' jke ubjkv ufk kaui jcv
1

:

tbaho jfnho uhsugho/ tck bcubho ktnmt,h/ zu tj, nacg nsu, atnr

h,ru knav'ukt nmt tkt akav' tbaho msheho' jfnhouhsugho
1

: rtaho
gkhfo/ a,bvdu cvo fcus/ rtahocnej' rtaho cnnfr' rtaho cnat un,i'

bfbx tjrui uhumt rtaui
1

: arh tkpho/ tjs nnubv gk tk;: arh ntu,/

hWar
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(individual*) stars of the heavens, (so you would be an awesome responsibility to judge even if you were

few, all the more so that you are*) many. 11 (In fact, in the future,) God, the God of your ancestors, will

multiply your number a thousand times. He will bless you as He told you (He would, when He took

Avraham outside his tent and showed him the stars).

12 “(If you argue that I should judge you alone, despite the responsibility and risk of punishment,  God

has forbidden me from doing so. For) how could I bear singlehandedly your (tactical legal) maneuvers

(in court, the) burden of your (slander against me), and your disputes (with each other)? 13 (So) prepare

(righteous), wise and insightful men for yourselves, known among your tribes, and I will appoint them

as your leaders.”
14 You answered me (disrespectfully) and said, “The thing which you have proposed to do is good

(for us).” 
15 I selected (and persuaded) wise and well known men from the leaders of your tribes, and I made

them leaders over you—leaders of thousands, leaders of hundreds, leaders of fifties, leaders of tens, and

police officers over your tribes. 

* See Likutei Sichos vol. 39, pp. 4-5.     **Particularly when we consider that these two series of appointments must have occurred at virtually the same time, since the instruction

for both appointments was transmitted by Moshe on the same day—the day following Yom Kippur. See Rashi to Shemos 18:13; 30:16; 31:18; 33:11; 35:1. (Maharik answers that

he found insightful men but they were lacking in other qualities required to be a judge.  However, Rashi appears to write unequivocally, “I could not find any insightful men.”) 

And if Rashi feared the reader might have forgotten this explanation,

which was studied some time ago, and he felt it necessary to remind

the reader, then he should have also reminded us here of the definition

of “wisdom.”

b.) What is added by the analogy of the two money changers?

c.) Why does Rashi quote, “This is what Arius asked Rabbi Yosi”? Of

what relevance is this at the literal level?

THE EXPLANATION

In his comment to verse 15, Rashi writes that Moshe did not actually

appoint any “insightful” men as judges, because he simply was unable to

find any.

But this seems to contradict what was stated earlier: It was possible to

find “insightful men” for the construction of the Tabernacle—as the verse

states, “Betzalel and Ohaliav should do (all the work) together with every

wisehearted man into whom God had instilled wisdom and insight”—so

why was Moshe unable to find any insightful men to appoint as judges?**

Obviously, there were insightful men among the Jewish people, but the

type of insight required to construct the Tabernacle was different from that

required to be a judge:

One level of insight is where a person is able to clarify additional details

on his own, after being given a general overview. This would have been

sufficient for constructing the Tabernacle, since after hearing the general

instructions from Moshe, there would have been certain details that the

engineers would have had to deduce by themselves.

A judge, however, requires a much deeper level of insight, akin to

“lateral thinking.” With this talent, a person is not only capable of filling

in further details within the information transmitted to him by his teacher,

but he is able to reapply what he has learned in a variety of other situa-

tions, and derive innovative, independent conclusions.

In order to clarify this distinction, Rashi cited the analogy of the two

money changers:

The rich money changer only works with the materials he is given,

analogous to a person who can calculate within the parameters of the

information he is given. However, the enterprising money changer “goes

out and does business with his own money”—corresponding to one who

is able to extrapolate beyond the context of the information at hand.

Thus, by citing this analogy, Rashi has explained to the reader why

Moshe was unable to find any “insightful” men suitable to be judges,

whereas he was able to find insightful individuals to construct the

Tabernacle—for the insight required to be a judge is a much rarer talent,

of truly innovative, independent thinking.

ARIUS CHALLENGES RABBI YOSI

After fully explaining a verse at the literal level, Rashi sometimes feared

that the highly astute reader might be troubled by a more subtle question.

Since problems such as these were only relevant to a small portion of

Rashi’s readership, he did not address these issues directly, but he would

often hint to a solution. Rashi chose to do this by expressly mentioning the

original author of the teaching cited, as if to say: Your subtle question can

be answered by bearing in mind who authored this teaching.

In our case, the more astute reader may be left with the following ques-

tion: If there were no individuals blessed with a sufficient degree of insight

that a judge requires, then why did God trouble Moshe to look for

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

When creating the forces of holiness and the forces

of impurity, “God made one opposite the other”

(Ecclesiastes 1:14), i.e. for each holy power, God made a diamet-

rically opposed equivalent.

Arius (see Rashi) the Bishop (250-366 C.E.) embodied the wisdom

(chochmah) of impurity—alluded to by the fact that the word

Arius (,Uh�r�t) in Hebrew contains within it the letters of the word

rIt, which means “light,” and “light is chochmah” (Zohar I 30b).

Since chochmah is the ability to perceive the absolute unity of

God, we find that even the chochmah of impurity—embodied by

Arius—came close to the unity of God. For Arius was a bishop

who rejected some aspects of his religion which are incompatible

with the unity of God (for which he suffered excommunication).

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, p. 15)

SECOND

READING



1 xprh     2 anu, f' j     3 scrho v' hc    4 xbvsrhi z:     5 ao j/      6 nakh h' v       7 anutk_y' hy

tjs nnubv gk ntv: uayrho/ nbh,h gkhfo kacyhfo/ tku vfup,hi

uvnfhi crmugv gk ph vshhbhi
1

: )yz(utmuv t, apyhfo/ tnr,h kvo

vuun,ubho cshi' to ct shi kpbhl pgo tj, a,houaka' tk ,tnr fcr

ct shi zv kpbh pgnhovrcv' tkt vhu buatho ubu,bho cu
1

: cg, vvut/
nanbh,ho tnr,h kvo' thi gfahufkagcr' kagcr vhh,o crau,

gmnfo' gfahuvrh t,o naugcsho kmcur: anug/ kaui vuuv tusb"y

ckg"z'fnu zfur
2

uanur
3

: uchi dru/ zv cgk shbu' atudr gkhu scrho
1

/ scr

tjr uchi dru' t; gk gxeh shrv chi jkue,tjho tphku chi ,bur kfhrho
4

:

)hz( kt ,fhru pbho cnapy/ zv vnnubvkvuahc vshhbhi' akt htnr'

tha pkubh btv tudcur' tuahcbu shhi' tha pkubh eruch' tuahcbu shhi

cghr' uvut thbu ceh cshbhi' bnmt njhhc t,vzfth unzfv t, vjhhc/

ngkv tbh gk nh anbvufthku vfhr pbho cshi
1

: feyi fdsuk ,angui/
ahvt jchc gkhl shiak pruyv fshi ak ntv nbv' ato eso uctkpbhl

kt ,xkebu ktjrui
5

/ scr tjr feyi fdsuk,angui' f,rdunu' akt ,tnr'

zv gbh vut ujchrugahr unmuv kprbxu' tzfv t, vgbh ubnmtn,prbx

cbehu,/ scr tjr akt ,tnr' vhtl tbhpudo fcusu ak gahr zv cachk

shbr' tzfbugfahu' ufahmt kju. tunr tbh ku' ,i ku at,vjhhc ku
1

: kt
,duru npbh tha/ kt ,hrtu/ scr tjrkt ,duru' kt ,fbhx scrhl npbh

tha
1

/ kaui tudr ceh.
6

: fh vnapy ktkvho vut/ nv at,v buyknzv

akt fshi' t,v nzehebh kvjzhr ku' bnmtavyh, gkh vnapy:

,ercui tkh/ gk scr zv bx,ke nnbu napycbu, mkpjs' ufi anutk

tnr katuk tbfh vrutv
7

' tnr ku vec"v' jhhl atbhnushgl athi t,v

“insightful men” in the first place? Surely God knew that there were no

sufficiently qualified candidates, and that He was thus commanding Moshe

in vain!

In response to this question, Rashi writes that the above analogy

was taught by Rabbi Yosi, who was blessed with an outstanding degree

of insight, as our Sages testified: “When Rabbi Yosi died, insight ceased”

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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m½¤ki�h§tŸẂÎz�` Æ d�E©v�`«�e fh :m«¤ki�h§a�W§l mi−�x�hŸ «W
e zŸ½x�U£r i´�x�U
e
Wi¬�`Îoi«¥A w�c½¤v m´ �Y�h©t�WEÆ m¤ki�g�`Îoi«¥A ©rŸ ³n�W xŸ ®n`¥l `e−�d	d z¬ ¥r¨A

Æ lŸc�B©M oŸ ³h�T©M hÀ¨R�W�O©A mi¹�p¨t ExiÆ¦M	zÎ` «÷ fi :F «x�B oi¬ ¥aE ei−�g�`Îoi«¥aE
`E ®d mi´�d÷`«¥l h−R̈�W�O	d i¬¦M Wi½�`Îi�p§R�n Æ ExEÆb�z ` ³÷ oE½r�n�W�Y
d¬ �E©v�`«�e gi :ei«�Y§r	n�WE i−©l�` oE ¬a�x�w	Y m½¤M�n d´ �W�w�i x́ �W�` Æ ẍa�C	d
e
r´	Q�P�e hi :oE «U£r«	Y x¬ �W�̀  mi−�ẍa�C	dÎl̈M z¬ �̀  `e®�d	d ź¥r¨A m− ¤k�z�̀
x́ �W�` `E¹d	d `Æ�xFP	d
e Á lFc�B	d x´Ä�c�O	dÎl¨M z´�` K¤l¿�P�e aÀ�xŸg«�n
`Ÿ¾a�P�e Ep® �zŸ` Epi−�d÷�` d¬ �eŸd
i d² �E¦v x¬ �W�̀ «©M i½�xŸn�̀ «�d x́	d K�x�Cμ mÀ�zi�̀ �x
i½�xŸn�`«�d x´	dÎc©r Æ m�z`¨A m® ¤k¥l�` x−	nŸ`«�e k :©r« �p�x©A W¬ �c�w c−©r
Li− �p¨t§l Li² �d÷�` d¯�eŸd
i oÆ	z�p dÂ�`�xÂ `k :Ep«¨l o¬ �zŸp Epi−�d÷�` d¬ �eŸd
iÎx�W�`
K½¨l Æ LiÆ�zŸa�̀  i³ �d÷�` d¹ �eŸd
i xÆ¤A�C Á x�W�`«©M WÀ�x d́¥l£r u�x® �̀ �dÎz�`
EÀx�n`Ÿ «Y�e ¼ m¤k§NªM » i©l�` oEá�x�w�Y�e ak [iyily] :z«�g�YÎl	`
e `−�xi�YÎl	`
Æ EpÆ�zŸ` Ea³�W�i
e u�x® �`�dÎz�` Ep−l̈ÎEx§R�g�i
e Epi½ �p¨t§l Æ mi�W�p�` d³�g§l�W�p
`Ÿ −a�p x¬ �W�` mi½�x¨r«�d Æ z�`
e D½¨AÎd¤l£r«�p x´ �W�` Æ K�xÆ�C	dÎz�̀  x½ä�C
mi½�W�p�` x´�U¨r mí�p�WÆ m¤M�n g ³	T�`«�e x®ä�C	d i− �pi¥r§A a¬	hi�I�e bk :o«�di¥l�`
lŸ ®M�W�` l	ǵ �pÎc©r E`Ÿ −a�I�e d�x½�d�d Eĺ£r«�I�eÆ Ep§t�I�e ck :h¤a«�X©l c−�g�` Wi¬�`
EaÆ�W�I�e Epi® ¥l�` Ec−�xFI�e u�x½�`�d i´�x§R�nÆ m�c�i§a E ³g�w�I�e dk :D«�zŸ̀  E −l
B	x
i«�e
:Ep«¨l o¬ �zŸp Epi−�d÷�` d¬ �eŸd
iÎx�W�` u�x½� �̀d d´äFh E½x�n`Ÿ´I�e Æ x¨a�c Ep³�zŸ`

z�i zi�ci�T©tE fh :oFki�h§a�W§l oi¦k�x�q
e `�z�i�xFŸû¦r
Er�n�W x	ni�n§l `i�d	d `�p�C¦r§A oFki�p�I	C
oi¥aE `�x§a�B oi¥A `�h�WEw oEpEc�zE oFki�g�` oi¥a
oi¦R	` oEr�cFn�Y�W�z `¨l fi :D�xFi�B oi¥aE i�dEg�`
oEl�g�c�z `¨l oEr�n�W�Y `¨A	x§k `�xi¥r
f i¥N�n `�pi�c§A
i�C `�n�B�z¦tE `Ed �ii	C `�pi�C i�x�` `�x§a�B m�cw o�n
:D�P¦r�n�W�`
e i�z�e§l oEa�x�w�Y oFk
P�n i�W�w�i
l¨M z�i `i�d	d `�p�C¦r§A oFk�z�i zi�ci�T©tE gi

a�xŸg�n `�p§l	h
pE hi :oEc§A§r	z i�C `�I	n�B�z¦R
`Ed	d `¨li�g�cE `¨A	x `�x§A�c	n l¨M z�i `�p§ki¦N	d
e
i�c `�n§M d�`�xFn�`�c `�xEh g	xŸ` oEzi�f�g i�C
:d�`i�B m	w�x c©r �̀pi�z�`�e `�p�z�i `�p�d¨l�` �i
i ci�T©t
d�`�xFn�`�c `�xEh c©r oEzi�z�` oFk§l zi�x�n�`�e k

K�d̈l�̀  �i
i a	d
i i�f�g `k :`�p¨l a�d�i `�p�d¨l�` �ii	C
�i
i li¦N	n i�c �̀n§M o�q�g	̀  w	q `̈r�x	̀  z�i K�n�cw
:x¨a�Y�z `¨l
e l	g�c�z `¨l K¨l K¨z�d¨a�`	c `�d¨l�`
g©l�W�p oEY�x	n�`�e oFk§N¨M i�z�e§l oEY§a�x�wE ak

oEai�zi�e `¨r�x	` z�i `�p¨l oEl§l	`i�e `�p�n�cw oi�x§aEB
z�i
e D¨A w	Q�p i�c `�g�x�` z�i `�n�B�z¦R `�p�z�i
`�n�B�z¦R i�pi¥r§A x©t�WE bk :o�d§l lFr�p i�C `�I�e�x�w
c	g `�x§a�B oi�x§a�B xŸ	y£r oi�x�Y oFk
P�n zi�x¨a�cE
c©r Fz�`�e `�xEh§l Ewi¦l�qE EI�p§R�z�`
e ck :`�h§a�W§l
Eai�q
pE dk :D�z�i Eli¦N	`
e `¨l¨M�z�`�c `¨l�g�p
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rutv/ uthn,h vushgu' factknauj t, sus uhrt t, tkhtcuhtnr tl

bds vw nahju
8

' tnr ku vec"v' ukttnr, tbfh vrutv' tk ,cy tk

nrtvu
9

: )hj( t, fk vscrho tar ,gaui/ tkugar, vscrho achi

shbh nnubu, kshbh bpau,
1

: )hy( vnscr vdsuk uvburt/ avhu cu bjaho

feuru,' ugercho fea,u,
1

: )fc( u,ercui tkh fkfo/ cgrcucht' ukvki

vut tunr u,ercui tkh fkrtah acyhfo uzebhfo u,tnru vi vrtbu uduw
01

'

tu,v erhcv vh,v vudb,' hksho nfcsho t,vzebho uakjuo kpbhvo'

uzebho nfcsho t,vrtaho kkf, kpbhvo' tck fti' u,ercui tkhfukfo'

cgrcucht' hksho sujphi t, vzebhouzebho sujphi t, vrtaho
1

: uhacu
t,bu scr/ cthzv kaui vo nscrho

1
: t, vsrl uduw/ thi srl athicv

genhnu,: ut, vgrho tar bct tkhvi/ ,jkv kfcua: )fd( uhhyc

cghbh vscr/ cghbh ukt cghbhvneuo/ uto cghbh nav vhv yuc knv

tnrvc,ufju,' nak ktso atunr kjchru nfur khjnurl zv' tnr ku

vi/ bu,bu t,v kh kbxhui'tnr ku vi/ cvrho udcgu,' tnr ku vi/ fhui

artv athi ngfcu fkuo' tnr vkuej ckcu'cyuj vut zv akt tnmt cu

nuo/ nhs tnr ku'yuk ngu,hl uthbh nbxvu/ ng,v t; tbh vush,h

kscrhfo' ant ,jzru cfo fa,rtu athbh ngfc'ut,o kt jzr,o cfo
1

:

utej nfo/ ni vcrurho acfo ni vnxuk,hoacfo
1

: abho gar
tbaho tha tjs kacy/ ndhsakt vhv acy kuh gnvo

1
: )fs( gs

bjk tafk/ ndhs abert gk aoxupu
1

: uhrdku tu,v/ nkns avkfu cv

trcgv tunbhia,h ugrc
1

: )fv( uhursu tkhbu/ ndhs atr. hartk dcuvv

nfk vtrmu,
1

: uhtnru yucv vtr./ nh vo atnru yuc,v'hvuag ufkc
1

:
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16 On that occasion, I instructed your judges, saying, “Listen (patiently) to your brothers’ (claims, even

if you have heard a similar case before), and judge righteously between a man and his brother who

disputes him. 17 Do not show favoritism (and appoint judges who are not qualified, who will err) in

judgment.   You should listen (with equal interest) to (a case involving) a small (amount of money as you

do to a case involving) a large amount.  Do not fear any man (and show him favoritism, for this is as if

one has exacted money from) God, (Who must correct) the judgment (and restore the money to its

rightful owner). If a case is too difficult for you, bring it to me, and I will hear it.” 18 And, on that occasion,

I gave you instructions about all the things you should do (in a monetary case and in a capital case). 

[ RR EE BB UU KK EE FF OO RR TT HH EE II NN CC II DD EE NN TT WW II TT HH TT HH EE SS PP II EE SS [

W e journeyed from Choraiv and went through that entire great and fearful desert (filled with

the giant snakes and scorpions) that you saw, towards the Amorite mountain as God, our

God, commanded us—and we arrived at Kadaish-Barne’a. 

20 I said to you, “You have arrived at the Amorite mountain, which God, our God, is giving us!”
21 “Look! God, your God, has put the Land (into your hands) before you!  (All you have to do is) go

and take possession of it, as God, the God of your fathers, has told you! Don’t be afraid or demoralized!” 
22 But you all approached me (in a rowdy mob) and said, “Let’s send men ahead of us who will search

out the Land for us and bring us back (a report detailing which language the people use to speak their)

word(s), which route we should follow, and which cities we should come to (first, to conquer).” 
23 (I claimed that) it seemed like a good idea to me (hoping that this would convince you of the truth

of my words, when you would see that I was ready to put them to the test, but you did not retract your

demands). So I selected twelve men from (the finest among) you, one man for each tribe. 24 They set off

and went up the mountain, until they came to the valley of Eshkol. Then, they spied out (the entire land). 
25 They took some of the fruit of the land in their hands and brought it down to us. They brought us

back a report and said, “The Land that God, our God, is giving us is good!” 
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1:19

(Jerusalem Talmud, end of Tractate Sotah). Therefore, it is understandable

that Rabbi Yosi himself would have stressed the need for insightful

judges, and that this quality should be sought after to the greatest

extent possible.

In addition to Rabbi Yosi’s authorship, Rashi stressed further that,

“This is what Arius asked Rabbi Yosi.” With these words, Rashi was

hinting to his readership: “To accuse God of bothering Moshe in vain

is not an entirely ‘kosher’ question, for it was one posed by Arius

the bishop, to Rabbi Yosi!” Thus, even though Rabbi Yosi did endeavor

to answer the question, and it was recorded in the Torah as an

eternal teaching, Rashi nevertheless stressed to his more astute

readership that questions of this nature are better not asked.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, p. 9ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

THIRD

READING
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)fu( u,nru/ kaui v,rxv' v,rx,o fbdsntnru: )fz( u,rdbu/ kaui

vrg' ufi scrhbrdi
1

' tso vnumht scv: cabt, vw t,bu/ uvut vhv

tuvc t,fo' tckt,o aubtho tu,u/ nak vshuy tunr' nv sckclgk

rjnl nv sckchv gkl: cabt, vw t,bu vumhtbu ntr. nmrho/
vumt,u kabtv vh,v/ nak knkl car uso' avhuku abh cbho uha ku a,h

asu, tj, ak aehtutj, ak cgk' knh avut tuvc bu,i ak aeht'uknh

avut aubt bu,i ku ak cgk/ tr. nmrhoak aeht vht' abhkux gukv unaev

tu,v' utr.fbgi ak cgk' uvumhtbu nnmrho k,, kbu t,tr. fbgi:

)fj(grho dsuku, ucmuru, canho/ scruvf,ucho kaui vcth
2

:

)fy(kt ,grmui/ kaui achrv f,rdunu' usunv kucgru. bjkho kafui
3

'

kacur bjkho:)k( hkjo kfo/ cachkfo: )kt( ucnscr tar rth,/
nuxc gk nertakngkv vhnbu' ffk tar gav t,focnmrho' ugav t;

cnscr tar rth, fh batluduw: ftar hat tha t, cbu/ fnu

aphra,htmk uhxg nktl vtkvho vvuklkpbh njbv hartk uduw
4

/ nak

knvkl csrl ucbukpbhu' ctu kxyho kacu,u ufuw: )kc( ucscr vzv/ avut

ncyhjfo kvchtfotk vtr.' thbfo ntnhbho cu: )kd( krtu,fo/ fnu

kvrtu,fo/ ufi kbju,o vsrl
5

' ufi kanhgceuk ,usv
6

' ufi kkf, kdhs

chzrgtk: )ku( tar srl cv/ jcrui' abtnr uhct gs jcrui
7

:

ohrcs ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 12tt::ffuu--kkuu

�� What was Moshe’s response to the claim that God

“hated” the Jewish people? (v. 27)

RASHI: He loved you, but you hated Him, as in the common saying:

What is in your heart about your beloved, is in his heart about you.

BE’ER MAYIM CHAYIM: In other words, since the Jewish people hated

God, they imagined that God hated them too. 

NACHALAS YA’AKOV: Thus, the “common saying” (“What is in your

heart etc.”) is not in fact applicable to God, for He loved the Jewish

people, even though they hated Him.

DEVEK TOV: Rashi was troubled by the question: What made the

Jewish people think that God hated them?

�� Why did the Jewish people speak slanderously in their

tents and not in public? (v. 27)

RAMBAN: When Yehoshua and Calev persisted in urging the people

to go to war, the other spies met with the Jewish people in their tents

to speak slanderously about the Land.  

These meetings were held secretly in the tents in order to hide what

was happening from Moshe.
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26 But you did not want to go up (to the Land), and you rebelled against the word of God, your God.
27 You spoke slanderously in your tents. You said, “God took us out of the land of Egypt because He hates

us! (He wishes) to deliver us into the hands of the Amorites and destroy us!  28 Where shall we go? Our

brothers have demoralized us, saying, ‘(We saw) a people larger and taller than ourselves and enormous

cities, fortified up to the heavens. And we have even seen giants there!’” 
29 I said to you, “Don’t (let your spirits) be broken! Don’t be afraid of them! 30 God—your God, who

goes ahead of you—will fight on your behalf, just as He did everything (on your behalf) in Egypt, before

your eyes. 31 And as you have seen how God, your God, has carried you in the desert as a man carries

his son, throughout your entire journey, until you arrived here. 32 But you do not believe God, your God

about this statement (that He promised to bring you to the Land. 33 Yet you see that God) goes along the

route ahead of you, to search out a place for you in which to encamp, and (He provides a pillar of) fire

at night, to enable you to see while you travel, and a cloud (of protection) by day!” 
34 God heard the sound of your comments and became angry. He swore, saying, 35 “Not a single man

from this evil generation will see the good Land, which I swore to give to your forefathers, 36 except for

Calev the son of Yefuneh.  He will see it, and I will give the land (of Chevron) which he trod upon to him

and his children, because he followed God loyally.” 

THE JEWISH PEOPLE’S SLANDER (V. 27)

In verse 27, Moshe rebukes the Jewish people for saying, “God took us

out of the land of Egypt because He hates us!” Rashi’s explanation

prompts the following questions:

a.) What was troubling Rashi? Devek Tov argues that Rashi was

troubled why the Jewish people would think that God hated them.

However, this is difficult to accept, since the Torah explains the Jewish

peoples logic: “God took us out of the land of Egypt because He hates us,

to deliver us into the hands of the Amorites and destroy us!”

Since the Torah itself explains why the Jewish people thought that God

hated them, why did Rashi need to explain anything?

b.) Be’er Mayim Chayim and Nachalas Ya’akov explain that the

Jewish people hated God, so they imagined that God hated them too.

Thus, Rashi’s common saying (“What is in your heart about your beloved,

is in his heart about you”) is not meant literally here, because God did not

hate the Jewish people as a result of the fact that they hated Him.

However, if this is the case, why did Rashi not stress that his analogy

was imaginary and not real? Surely Rashi should have written, “What is

in your heart about your beloved, you think is in his heart about you”?

THE EXPLANATION

In Parshas Shelach, the Torah states explicitly that the spies spoke

slanderously about the Land in public (see Bamidbar 13:32ff.). So, on

reaching our verse, Rashi was troubled why the Torah states, “You spoke

slanderously in your tents”? Rashi concluded that there must have been

two types of slander spoken here. First, the spies disparaged the Land in

public, and clearly the statements made in public had to be based on

reality. In private, however, the people were prone to speak a type of

slander which was totally untrue (cf. Ramban).

Thus, the slander which was spoken by the Jewish people in their tents

was clearly not that which is expressed at the end of verse 27 (that God

would “deliver us into the hands of the Amorites and destroy us!”), for this

is an argument which did appear to have some basis to it, considering the

formidable enemy that lay ahead.  

Rather, the slander which they spoke in the tents was clearly limited to

just the first half of the verse, “God took us out of the land of Egypt

because He hates us!”—a slanderous claim which has no substance to it

at all (as Rashi stresses at the beginning of his comment, that in truth, “He

loved you”). Nobody could make this claim in public, as it would be

quickly refuted. 

I.e. Rashi’s innovation here is that the two statements in verse 27 refer

to two different types of slander said on different occasions, in different

locations.

In order to stress further the content of Moshe’s rebuke here, Rashi cited

the saying, “What is in your heart about your beloved, is in his heart about

you.” Moshe was stressing that not only did the Jewish people’s private

slander have no basis, it was in fact the very opposite of the truth.

If they recognized the fact that they hated God, they would have no

reason to complain about how He treated them. Instead, they claimed

that they genuinely loved God but they felt that God hated them, despite

their love for Him. In truth, however, the reverse was true: God loved the

Jewish people, but they hated Him.  

So Moshe said, “What is in your heart about your beloved, is in his

heart about you,” i.e. the very same complaint that you have about Him,

He has about you. You claim that you love Him despite His hatred for

you, but in truth, He loves you despite your hatred for Him!

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, p. 17ff.)

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

Even when the Jewish people lost faith in God, to the extent

that they felt God hated them, Rashi writes that, in truth, “He

loved you.” This teaches us that however low a person falls spiri-

tually, he should know that God continues to love Him. In fact,

the very awareness that God still loves the person, despite his

lowly state, provides the person with the inspiration to return to

God, so he can begin to reciprocate the love which has always

been extended to him.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, p. 23)



1 cnscr hs' n     

)kz(v,tb;/ b,nkt rudz: )n( pbu kfo/ tnr,h kvgchr t,fo srl rujc

tr. tsuo kms mpui khfbx ktr.' ekek,oudrn,o kfo gfuc: pbu kfo/
ktjurhfo u,kfu cnscr kms hoxu;/ avnscr avhu vukfho cu ksrunu ak

vraghr' vhv npxhe chi ho xu; kvr aghr' g,vvnafu kms vho

u,xccu t, vr aghr fk srununi vngrc knzrj: )nt( u,vhbu/ kaui vbbu

ugkhbutk vneuo
1

' zv vkaui atnr,o' kaui vi' fkunrbzsnb,o: )nc( kt

,gku/ kt gkhhv ,vt kfo' tkthrhsv: )ns( ftar ,gahbv vscurho/
nv vscurvvzt, favht nfv t, vtso nhs n,v' t; vofavhu budgho

cfo nhs n,ho: )nv( ukt ang vw cekfo/ fchfuk gah,ons, rjnhu

ftku tfzrh: )nu( u,acu cesa hnho rcho/ h"y abv'abtnr fhnho

tar hac,o catr vnxgu,' uvovhu k"j abv' h"y nvo gau cesa uh"y

abvvukfho unyurpho ujzru kesa' fnu abtnr uhbgo cnscr/ fl nmt,h

ohrcs ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 14tt::kkzz  --  cc::tt

�� Was Moshe prevented from entering the Land due to the

sin of the spies? (v. 37)

RAMBAN: No. Moshe was prevented from entering the Land for not

sanctifying God’s Name at the waters of Merivah (Bamidbar 20:12).

The reason why Moshe referred to this detail here is because he

wished to list together all those individuals who had been prevented

from entering the Land as a punishment.

Moshe also stressed that his own failure to sanctify God’s Name at

the waters of Merivah had been caused by the Jewish people

themselves (“Because of you, God also became angry with me”), for

the event transpired because of the quarrels of the Jewish people.

The fact that Moshe was not destined to enter the Land also serves

as an introduction to the following verse (38), which states that

Yehoshua will lead the Jewish people into the Land of Israel.

OHR HACHAYIM: Ramban’s explanation, that in verse 37 Moshe is

referring to the sin of the waters of Merivah, is unacceptable. For the

entire discussion [from verse 22 until the end of the chapter] is about

the sin of the spies, so why should verse 37 be an exception?

Why would Moshe interrupt the discussion and change the subject

for just one verse? Ramban suggests that Moshe wished to include

together all those individuals who had been prevented from entering

the Land as a punishment, but what would be the point of doing that?

Rather, Moshe was punished for the sin of the spies by being

prevented from entering the Land.

ABARBANEL: Why was Moshe punished for the sin of the spies when

he did not believe the evil reports of the spies, and he did not doubt

God’s ability to bring the people into the Land?  Because by

consenting to the sending of the spies, which God had not

commanded, Moshe was responsible for the sin that resulted.
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—37 Because of you, God also became angry with me, saying, “You will not come there (to the Land)

either!”—
38 “Yehoshua, the son of Nun, who stands at your side, will go there. Support him, for he will lead the

Jewish people to inherit it.”
39 “(Also,) your small children, about whom you said that they will be taken as captives, and your

children, who do not yet know (the difference between) good and evil—they will come there (to the

Land) and I will give it to them to inherit.”
40 “You, (on the other hand), should turn yourselves around (180 degrees) and journey (back) through

the desert, towards the Reed Sea (and then circle the South side of Mount Se’ir).” 
41 You responded and said to me, “We’ve sinned against God! We will go up and we will fight, in

accordance with all the instructions of God, our God.” 

Each of you then equipped yourself with weapons, and you prepared yourselves to go up to

the mountain. 
42 God said to me, “Say to them, ‘Do not go up and do not fight, so you will not be struck down by

your enemies, for I am not with you.’”
43 I spoke to you, but you did not listen. You rebelled against God’s command.  You deliberately

(ignored God) and went up to the mountain. 44 The Amorites who lived in the mountain came out

towards you and pursued you like bees. They struck you down from Se’ir to Charmah. 
45 You came back and wept before God, but God would not accept your prayers. He wouldn’t (even)

listen to you. 
46 You stayed in Kadaish for a long time, as long as you stayed (in all the other desert encampments

put together).

Nevertheless, since Moshe’s error here was unintentional, and the

people’s sin was intentional, God did not punish Moshe with them.  

Rather, when Moshe erred with the waters of Merivah, God

punished him by preventing him from entering the Land, though

really the punishment was a result of both the sin of the spies and the

sin of the waters of Merivah.

MALBIM: The only two individuals from the generation that left

Egypt to enter the Land of Israel were Calev and Yehoshua.

In reference to Calev the Torah states, “He will see” the Land (v. 36),

whereas in reference to Yehoshua the Torah states, “He will lead the

Jewish people to inherit it” (v. 38).  Thus the reader will be troubled

why Yehoshua was given a different role than Calev. 

In order to preempt this question, the Torah included verse 37

(which states that Moshe was prevented from entering the Land) as a

parenthetical statement, for it clarifies why Yehoshua was given the

additional task of leading the Jewish people into the Land.

MOSHE’S PUNISHMENT (V. 37)

The commentators discuss at length why Moshe mentioned that he was

prevented from entering the Land of Israel in the middle of describing the

sin of the spies (v. 37). The Torah states explicitly that this decree was

passed upon Moshe due to the sin of the waters of Merivah—which

occurred almost forty years later—and not the sin of the spies. In fact,

Rashi makes this point explicitly in his comments to Bamidbar 27:13-14,

(thus rejecting the argument of Abarbanel, that Moshe’s punishment was

given as a result of both sins).

Why did Rashi, who explains every problem that arises at the literal

level, fail to address the above question?

THE EXPLANATION

At the literal level, Malbim’s explanation—that verse 37 is a

parenthetical statement to explain why Yehoshua was rewarded more

than Calev—is consistent with Rashi’s approach.*  

Rashi did not feel the need to clarify this matter, since the reader is

already familiar with the concept that the Torah will on occasion make a

parenthetical statement, from a number of previous instances (such as above

1:16-17; Shemos 16:35, etc.). Thus, in cases such as these where Rashi felt the

reader has enough information at hand to work out the solution with

simple logic, Rashi chose not to “spoon-feed” the reader, but rather to

challenge him to work out the solution for himself.**

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 14, p. 8ff.)

�
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*Not all of Malbim’s statements regarding this matter are compatible with Rashi here, for Malbim also writes that the decree against Moshe was primarily a result of the sin of the

spies, which is inconsistent with Rashi, as explained above.       ** For Rashi was not merely a “commentator,” but a teacher who aimed to broaden the minds of his students and

train them towards independent study (See Sichas Shabbos Parshas Mikeitz 5747, par. 25; see also sources cited in Klalei Rashi (Kehos 1991), page 72, rules 6-7). 

FOURTH
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3

: hrav kgau/ ntcrvo' gar gnnho

b,,h ku'acgv kfo' uehbh uebzh uesnubh vi gnui unutcuaghr
4

' tjs nvo

kgau uvabho kcbh kuy' cafravkl t,u knmrho ua,e gk nv avhu tunrho

gkta,u' tju,u vht' gatu fcbu: )u( ,fru/ kaui nej/ ufi tarfrh,h

kh
5

' afi cfrfh vho eurhi knfhrv fhrv
6
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kt ,fpu )x�t ,fpru( t,yuc,u kvrtu, ftku t,o gbhho' tkt vrtu
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npbh vgo
7

' avhu aukkho ucuzzho tu,o/tck ccbh gnui btnr utk ,,dr co
8

'

auo druh' cafr mbhgu, tno akt prxnv gktchv fnu aga,v vcfhrv'

aertv ao cbv'nutc
9

: gr/ ao vnshbv: )h( vtnho kpbho uduw/ t,v

xcur azu tr.rptho ab,,h ku ktcrvo' kph avtnho avorptho hacu

cv kpbho' tck kt zu vht' fh tu,orptho vura,h npbh cbh kuy uvuac,ho
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)hc( hhrauo/ kaui vuuv' fkunr b,,h cvo fjavhu nurhaho tu,o
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[ PP AA SS SS II NN GG TT HH EE LL AA NN DD OOFF EE DD OO MM [

W e turned ourselves around (180 degrees) and journeyed into the desert towards the Reed

Sea, as God told me, and we circled (the South side of) Mount Se’ir for a long time.
2 God spoke to me, saying, 3 “You have circled this mountain long enough! Turn northward!” 

4 “Instruct the people, saying, ‘You are about to pass by the border of your brothers, the children of

Eisav who live in Se’ir, and they will be afraid of you. Be very careful 5 not to provoke them, because I

will not give you any of their land—not even the right of passage (without their permission)—since I have

given Mount Se’ir to Eisav as an inheritance. 6 You can purchase food from them with money, so you

can eat. You can purchase water from them with money, so you can drink. 7 (Don’t be afraid to show

them you have money, since you should be proud) that God, your God, has blessed you in everything

that you do while you were wandering through this great desert for the past forty years. God has been

with you, (so) you have lacked nothing.’”

[ PP AA SS SS II NN GG TT HH EE LL AA NN DD OOFF MM OO ’’ AAVV [

W e departed from our brothers, the children of Eisav who lived in Se’ir, by way of the plain

which runs from Eilat and from Etzyon-Gaver, directing ourselves (northward) and traveling

toward the Mo’av Desert. 
9 God said to me, “Do not besiege Mo’av, and do not incite them to war, because I will not give you

any of their land as an inheritance, since I have given (the land of Mo’av, also known as) Ar, to the

children of Lot as an inheritance. 10 Since the Aimim—a great and numerous people, tall like giants—

lived there previously (before the Mo’avites, you might be under the impression that this is the land of

the Refa’im, which I promised to Avraham, since the Aimim are also known as Refa’im. 11 In truth,

however, the Aimim that lived here are a totally different nation to the one promised to Avraham, and)

they are also called Refa’im, because they are giants, but the Mo’avites call them Aimim. 12 (The Mo’avites

drove out the Aimim who lived there previously, and settled in it as their God-given land, just as) the

Chorites originally lived in Se’ir, and the children of Eisav (gradually) drove them out, eliminated them

from their presence, and settled in their place—and just as the Jewish people (will) have done to the land

of their inheritance, which God gave them.”

22
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

At the Covenant of the Parts, Avraham was promised “the (land of

the) Kenites, the Kenizites, the Kadmonites, the Chitites, the

Perizites, the Refa’im, the Amorites, the Cana’anites, the Girgashites

and the Jebusites” (Bereishis 15:19-21). Rashi explains, “There are ten

nations listed here, but He gave them only seven nations. The other

three, Edom, Mo’av, and Amon, which are the Kenites, the Kenizites,

and the Kadmonites, are destined to be our heritage in the future.”

Thus, here we read that the Jewish people were forced to

circumvent these three lands, because, “I will not give you any of

their land as an inheritance” (v. 9)—in the current era.

Why will the ownership of these three lands only take place in the

future? The Mitteler Rebbe explains that the seven lands which the

Jewish people already possess correspond to the seven emotional

attributes of the soul, and that the three lands which will be acquired

in the future correspond to the three intellectual faculties of the soul.

In the current era, God commands us primarily to “conquer” our

emotional attributes—to coerce and ultimately transform our

“animalistic desires” toward the service of God.

In the future however, when this “conquest” is complete, the main

occupation of the Jewish people will be to develop the intellectual

bond between man and God—i.e. the three intellectual faculties,

represented by the three lands of Edom, Mo’av, and Amon.

Thus, in the last moments of exile, Chabad Chasidus has emerged,

which brings knowledge of God to the three intellectual faculties of

Chochmah, Binah and Da’as—a “taste” of what is soon to come.

(Based on a public letter written by the Rebbe on the 3rd day of Selichos 5750)

FIFTH

READING



1 hvuag hd' d     2 crtah, ft' fs     3 jukhi x:

uvukfho: )yu( vh,v co/ knvr ukvuno c,ul trcghoabv' akt hdrnu

kcbhvo gus kv,gfc cnscr: )yz( uhvh ftar ,nu uduw/ )hz(uhscr vw
tkhuduw/ tck nakuj vnrdkho gs fti kt btnrcprav )zu(' uhscr' tkt

uhtnr' kknsl' afk k"jabv avhu hartk bzupho' kt b,hhjs gnu vscur

ckaui jcv pbho tk pbho uhauc vsg,' kknsl'athi vafhbv aurv gk

vbchtho tkt cachkhartk: tbah vnkjnv/ nci garho abv vhumtho

cmct: )hj( t,v gucr vhuo t, dcuk nutcuduw uerc, nuk cbh gnui

uduw/ nfti atr.gnui kms mpui: )f( tr. rptho ,jac/ tr. rptho

bjac,t; vht kph avrptho hacu cv kpbho' tck ktzu vht ab,,h

ktcrvo: )fd( uvguho vhuacho cjmrho uduw/ guhonpka,ho vo'

agnvo vo bjacho cxpr hvuag'abtnr jna, xrbh pka,ho vgz,h

uvtasush uvtaekubh uvd,h uvgerubh uvguho
1

/ unpbhvacugv abacg

tcrvo ktchnkl
2

kt hfku hartkkvumht trmo nhso' uvct,h gkhvo

fp,urhouvanhsuo uhacu ,j,o' ugfahu t,o nu,rhokej,v nhso
3

:

�� Who are the “Avim”? (v. 23)

RASHI: The Avim are part of the Philistine people, for they are listed together with them in the Book of Yehoshua, as the verse states, “The

five Philistine lords: The Gazites, the Ashdodites, the Ashkelonites, the Gitites, the Ekronites, and the Avim” (13:3). 

However, because of the oath which Avraham had sworn to Avimelech (Bereishis 21:23-24), the Jewish people were unable to take the land

[of the Avim] away from them. So, I brought the Kaftorites against them, and they destroyed them and dwelt in their place. Now, you are

permitted to take [the land of the Avim] from [the Kaftorites’] possession.

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

ohrcs ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 18cc::hhdd--ffvv
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[ EE NNDD OOFF TT HH EE GG EE NN EE RR AA TT II OO NN TT HH AA TT LL EE FF TT EE GG YY PP TT [

“N ow get moving and cross the Zered Brook!”

So we crossed the Zered Brook. 14 The time from when we left Kadaish-Barne’a until we

crossed the Zered Brook was thirty-eight years, (sufficient time) for the entire generation of

the men among the camp that were eligible for war to die out, as God had sworn to them. 15 (So as not

to delay the entry into the Land of Israel), the hand of God came to eliminate those among the camp

(who did not die naturally during this time), until they were all gone. 

[ PP AA SS SS II NN GG TT HH EE LL AA NN DD OOFF AA MM OO NN [

T hen, when all the men among the people who were eligible for war had all died, 17 God spoke

to me, saying, 18 “Today you are going to cross the border of Mo’av (which is also known as) Ar.
19 When you come near the Amonites, do not besiege them or incite them, for I will not give you

any of the Amonites’ land as an inheritance, since I have given it as an inheritance to the children of Lot.”
20 “(Even though) this is also considered the land of the Refa’im (it is not the land of Refaim that I

promised to Avraham, but rather, its name comes from a different group of) Refa’im that lived there

before (the Amonites), whom the Amonites call Zamzumim. 21 (They were) a great, numerous people,

tall like giants, but God annihilated them before (the Amonites), who drove them out and settled in their

place—22 just as He did for the children of Eisav, who live in Se’ir, when He destroyed the Chorites from

before them, and (the children of Eisav) drove them out and settled in their place, (where they remain)

to this day. 23 The Avim, who lived in open cities as far as Azah (are descended from the Philistines whom

the Jewish people are forbidden from conquering.  However,) the Kaftorites came from Kaftor and

destroyed them, and then settled in their place, (so the Jewish people may now conquer this land, as it

no longer belongs to the Avim).”

[ TT HHEE WW AARR WW II TT HH SS II CC HH OO NN ,, KK II NN GG OOFF CC HH EE SS HH BB OO NN [

“G et moving and travel, and cross the Arnon Brook!” (said God). 

“Look, I have delivered Sichon the Amorite, King of Cheshbon, and his land into your hand!

Start driving him out, and provoke him to war! 25 Today I am beginning to make all the

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

2:13

2:16

2:24

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

For a Jew, interaction with the physical world involves sifting out

the sparks of goodness hidden within physicality (known as the

process of birurim, or “refinement”), without becoming enticed and

drawn in by physicality.  Our daily interaction with the world is thus

a form of “war” against the superficial, profane appearance of the

world, in an attempt to “conquer” it for the side of holiness.

Some parts of this world, however, are simply too low to be

“conquered” or spiritually refined, since their non-Godly veneer is

too thick. Such things should be avoided by a Jew, as there is no

chance of a successful conquest.

How then are these parts of the world to be refined?

Rashi teaches us: “The Jewish people were unable to take the land

[of the Avim] away from them”—because the Avim were too

spiritually debased for the Jewish people to refine—“So, I brought the

Kaftorites against them....Now, you are permitted to take [the land of

the Avim] from [the Kaftorites’] possession” (See Classic Questions).

In other words, when the Jewish people follow God’s will, the non-

Jewish world will assist in the task of global spiritual refinement, by

preparing parts of the world for a spiritual conquest—parts that the

Jewish people cannot elevate directly.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Devarim 5744)



1 gWz fv/  ,gbh, f/     2 ,bjunt vesuo )vuxpu, kpw scrho(/ hkWa pw jue, rnz ,axWs     

)fv( ,j, fk vanho/ kns
1

agnsv jnvknav chuo nkjn, gud )x"t

xhjui( ubusg vscr ,j, fkvanho: )fu( nnscr esnu,/ t; gk ph akt

mubhvneuo kert kxhjui kakuo' kns,h nnscr xhbhni v,urv aesnv

kguko/ fact vec"v kh,bvkhartk jzr tu,v gk gau uhangtk' udkuh kpbhu

akt heckuv ut; gk ph fi p,j kvo cakuo't; tbh esn,h t, xhjui cscrh

akuo/ scr tjrnnscr esnu,' nnl kns,h aesn, kguko/ hfuk vhh, kakuj

cre tjs ukaru; t,vnmrhho' tkt akj,bh ni vnscr tk prgvktnr akj

t, gnh' cn,ui
2

: )fy( ftar gau kh cbh gau/ kt kgbhikgcur t, trmo

tkt kgbhi nfr tufk unho: gs tar tgcur t, vhrsi/ nuxc gktgcrv

ctrml: )kt( vjku,h ,, kpbhl/ fpv ar aktnurhho ak ngkv ,j,

rdkhu ak nav uvsrhfugk mutru: )kc( uhmt xhji/ kt akj cachk gud

kgzur ku'kknsl akt vhu mrhfho zv kzv: )kd( ut, cbhu/ cbu f,hc' avhv

ku ci dcurfnu,u: )ks( n,o/ tbaho/ cchz, xhjui btnr czzbu kbukaui

chzv' avh,v jchcv gkhvo ucuzzho tha ku'ufactu kchz, gud fcr vhu

�� Why did Moshe send a “peaceful message” to Sichon

(in v. 26) when God said  to “provoke him to war” ? (v. 24)

RASHI: Even though God had not commanded me to make peace

with Sichon, I learned to do so from what happened in the desert of

Sinai, with the Torah that preceded the world. When God was about

to give the Torah to Israel, He took it to Eisav and Yishma’el.

Although it was clear to Him that they would not accept it,

nevertheless, He started with them for the sake of peace. So too, I first

called to Sichon with words of peace.

RAMBAN: The Torah states: “But from these (local) peoples’ cities,

which God your God, is giving you as an inheritance, you may not

allow any soul to live” (Devarim 20:16), which suggests that one is not

allowed to make a peace treaty with the nations that occupied the

Land. Nevertheless, Moshe would certainly not have transgressed

this prohibition, and the fact that he sent a peaceful message here to

Sichon indicates that it is a mitzvah to offer a peaceful settlement

with the nations. 

This point is proven from the fact that Yehoshua sent three letters

to the Cana’anite nations before entering the Land, one of which

offered a peaceful settlement (Devarim Rabah 5;13). Clearly then, it is a

mitzvah to offer a peaceful settlement even with those nations which

God commanded us explicitly to attack.

The only distinction between an obligatory war (where it is a

mitzvah to conquer) and a non-obligatory war, is that in the former

case, if they refuse to make peace it is a mitzvah to obliterate them

entirely (including the women and children). In the case of a non-

obligatory war, however, one should not annihilate the women and

children, even if the nation refuses to make peace (Ramban to 20:10.  This

concurs with the view of Rambam in Laws of Kings, 6:1-5).

GUR ARYEH: The case of Yehoshua’s three letters is not a valid proof

for Ramban’s argument that one should attempt to make peace even

with a nation which God has commanded us to eradicate. For

Yehoshua offered a peace treaty before he crossed the Jordan, when

the war had not yet begun. (This view is also expressed by Ra'avad ibid.)

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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nations under the skies fear and dread you. When they hear of your reputation they will tremble and

shudder because of you.” 
26 I sent messengers from the Desert of Kedaimos to Sichon, King of Cheshbon, with a peaceful

message, saying, 27 “Allow me to pass through your land. I will only go along the main route. I will not

veer to the right or the left. 28 I will pay for food with money so I can eat, and I will pay for water with

money so I can drink. I will only pass through on foot. 29 (Similar terms to this were agreed upon) with

me by the children of Eisav, who live in Se’ir, and the Mo’avites who live in Ar. (I only require to pass

through your land) until I cross the Jordan, to the Land which God, our God, is giving us.” 
30 But Sichon, King of Cheshbon, did not wish to let us pass by his (land), for God your God hardened

his spirit and made his heart obstinate, so that He could give (his land) into our hand, as it is today. 
31 God said to me, “Look! I have begun to put (the ministering angel of) Sichon and his land (under)

you! Start driving him out, so you can inherit his land!”
32 At Yahtzah, Sichon came out towards us to war. He was with all his people. 33 But God, our God,

gave him over to us.  We destroyed him, his sons—(one of whom was as strong as him)—and all his

people. 34 On that occasion, we conquered all his cities, annihilating (the inhabitants of) each city, the

MOSHE’S PEACEFUL MESSAGE (V. 26)

While it is universally agreed that before initiating a war which was not

explicitly commanded by God there is an obligation to try to make peace

(see Devarim 20:10ff.), the question whether one should do so before an

obligatory war is disputed by the commentators.

Rashi maintains that there is no obligation to make peace, but it is

permitted to do so. (Thus Moshe attempted to make peace with Sichon

here in verse 26, “even though God had not commanded me.”)

Ramban, however, maintains that there is always an obligation to try to

make peace before going to war, regardless of whether the war is

obligatory or not.

Ramban cites proof from the case of Yehoshua, who attempted to make

peace with the Cana’anites before going to war—for the conquest of

Cana’an was certainly an obligatory war, requested explicitly by God. 

Gur Aryeh argues, in Rashi’s defense, that Yehoshua offered to make

peace before crossing the Jordan. After crossing the Jordan, however,

Yehoshua did not attempt to make peace with the enemy, indicating that

there is no requirement to do so.

However, at the literal level of Torah interpretation (to which Rashi

always adheres), there is no indication that crossing the Jordan altered the

requirement to eradicate the Cana’anites, and not to make peace with

them, in any way. 

How then, would Rashi respond to the argument of Ramban?

THE EXPLANATION

In Parshas Shoftim, where the mitzvah of making peace with the enemy

is recorded, the Torah states, “When you approach a city to wage war

against it, you should (first) make a peaceful proposal to it” (Devarim 20:10).

Rashi (ibid.), writes, “The verse is speaking of a non-obligatory war,”

indicating his stance that a “peaceful proposal” is only required in the

case of a non-obligatory war.

However, note that the verse stresses, “When you approach a city to

wage war against it, you should (first) make a peaceful proposal to it.”

This suggests that, at the literal level, a mandatory peace proposal is only

limited to the scenario of a non-obligatory war when one is actually in

close proximity of the enemy. From a distance, however, a peace proposal

would be permissible even in the case of an obligatory war, even

according to Rashi. 

And this explains why, in our case, Moshe was indeed permitted to

propose peace to Sichon, since Moshe did not “approach a city to wage

war against it,” but rather, he merely requested, “to pass through your

land” (v. 27), without passing near any cities—“I will only go along the

main route. I will not veer to the right or the left” (ibid.).

MOSHE’S HALACHIC REASONING

Having explained how it was permissible for Moshe to propose peace

to Sichon, we can now address the question why he wished to do so,

when no attempt at peace was requested by God.

Rashi writes that Moshe learned from the conduct of God, who first

offered the Torah to the other nations, even though He knew they would

reject it. So Moshe reasoned that he too should offer a gesture of peace

to Sichon, even though he knew that God required the eventual

annihilation of Sichon and his people.

In addition to this explanation, the following could be argued from a

halachic perspective:

Rambam writes: “The lands which David conquered outside the Land of

Cana’an...had an inferior status to the Land of Israel, because he

conquered them before he conquered the Land of Israel....If he had seized

the entire Land up to its borders and then afterwards conquered the other

lands, then everything he conquered would have had the same status as

the Land of Israel, in every respect” (Laws of Terumos 1:3).

Thus it could be argued that, likewise in our case, Moshe wished to

conquer Cana’an before he conquered the lands ruled by Sichon and Og,

so that these lands too would have the same halachic status as the Land

of Israel. Therefore, he first requested merely to “pass through” Sichon’s

territory, in order that the Land of Cana’an would be conquered first in its

entirety, and then the Jewish people would return and conquer the Lands

of Sichon and Og.*

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 14, p. 82; Sefer Hasichos 5750, vol. 2, p. 546, note 68)

�
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* Of course, this plan failed when Sichon refused to let the Jewish people through his land and “came out towards us to war” (v. 32). Nevertheless, it could be argued that the

children of Re’uvain and Gad attempted to partially compensate for this failure, by requesting to inhabit the lands of Sichon and Og immediately (Bamidbar 32:5).  For in this way

the connection of these lands to the Jewish people would be emphasized (similar to Moshe’s original intention).

SIXTH

READING
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�� What is c«D§r©t k�c¤j ? (v. 4)

RASHI: “The area of the royal palace,” denoting that the area is

called after its name. 

TALMUD: [According to one opinion], the superior oil [for meal-

offerings] is from Tekoa [in the southern half of the Land of Israel].

Abba Sha’ul said, “The second best is from Regev [c¤d¤r=c«D§r©t] in the

Transjordan.” However, oil from all lands is valid (Menachos 85b).
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men, women, and the young children. We left no survivors. 35 We only plundered the cattle for ourselves,

with the spoil of the cities which we had taken. 36 (Throughout the entire land) from Aro’air, which is on

the edge of the valley of Arnon, and the city in the valley, to Gilad, there was no populated city* too

strong for us. God, our God, delivered them all before us. 
37 (The) only (places that) you did not approach (were): the Amonite’s land, the entire area bordering

the River Yabok, the cities of the mountain, and everywhere God, our God, commanded us (not

to conquer). 

[ TT HHEE WW AARR WW II TT HH OO GG ,, KK II NN GG OOFF BB AA SS HH AA NN [

W e changed direction and went up (northward) toward Bashan. At Edre’iy, Og, the King of

Bashan, came out toward us at war. He was with all his people. 
2 God said to me, “Do not fear him (even though he has the merit of having helped

Avraham**), for I have given him, all his people, and his land into your hands. You will do the same to

him as you did to Sichon, King of the Amorites, who lived in Cheshbon.”
3 God, our God, also delivered Og, the King of Bashan and all his people into our hands. We struck

his (people) down until no survivors remained. 4 On that occasion, we conquered all his cities. There was

no populated city that we did not take from them: sixty cities, all the area of the royal palace—the (entire)

kingdom of Og in Bashan. 5 All these cities were fortified with high walls, double doors, and bolts, in

addition to a large number of unwalled cities, 6 but we destroyed them, just as we did to (the people of)

Sichon, King of Cheshbon, annihilating the men, women, and young children of every city.
7 We (reluctantly) took all the cattle and the spoils of the cities, as plunder for ourselves (since we already

had plenty of plunder from the war with Sichon). 
8 On that occasion we took over the land from the two Amorite kings who were on that side of the

Jordan, from the Arnon Brook to Mount Chermon 9—the Tzidonites call Chermon, Siryon, and the

Amorites call it Senir—10 all the cities of the plain, all of Gilad, and all of Bashan, up to Salchah and

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

33

* **He was the “runaway” mentioned in Bereishis 14:13 who informed Avraham of Lot’s capture. See Rashi ibid.gWp Wgrfh vfhbuhhoW )ncgk xsr vsuru,(' ngrf, ghr 

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“THERE WAS NO POPULATED CITY TOO STRONG” (V. 36)

Chasidic thought explains that even the forces of evil become

stronger by virtue of being united together. Thus, we find that the

“Generation of Dispersion,” who rebelled against God, nevertheless

understood the great power in being a totally harmonious community

(See Sparks of Chasidus to Bereishis ch. 11).

Likewise, Sichon and Og were aware of the great spiritual power in

communal harmony, which is why they specifically opposed the

Jewish people entering the Land of Israel, where they would become

a true Jewish community.  Sichon and Og knew that their strongest

force in opposing the Jewish people at war (from a spiritual perspec-

tive) was their own “populated cities,” i.e. places of communal har-

mony. Thus, the Torah stresses, “There was no populated city too

strong for us...there was no populated city that we did not take from

them” (2:36, 3:4), for this represented the dismantling of the spiritual—

and consequently the physical—strongholds of Sichon and Og.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 29, p. 1ff.)

“THE AREA OF THE ROYAL PALACE” (V. 4)

Abba Sha’ul (in the Talmud) maintained that oil produced in

Regev is second best to that produced in Tekoa in the Land of

Israel.  The first opinion, however, maintained that Regev cannot be

called “second best.” Since it is outside the Land of Israel it cannot be

mentioned together with Tekoa—even to be called “second best.”

What was the underlying basis of their argument? 

The first opinion viewed the holiness of the Land of Israel as being

utterly unique, in that it is a Land in which God caused His Presence

to dwell. To this, there can be no “second best,” and all the other

lands are equally inferior by comparison. Abba Sh’aul however,

maintained that the Transjordan does have some of the special sancti-

ty of the Land of Israel, in that it became the eternal inheritance of the

children of Gad and Re’uvain (upon their request—see Bamidbar 32:5).

And this is the inner reason why Regev is called the “royal palace,”

for it too has a glimmer of the Divine radiance of the Land of Israel.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 24, pp. 22-23)
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�� Why were the tribes of Re’uvain and Gad told to go ahead of the other Jewish people into battle? (v. 18)

RASHI: They would go in front of the Jewish people to battle because they were mighty, and the enemies would fall before them, as the

verse states, “He will tear off an arm (of his enemy in one blow, along) with the head” (Devarim 33:20).

GUR ARYEH: Rashi was troubled by the question: Why should the tribes of Re’uvain and Gad be required to lead the battle? It is

understandable that they were required to join the battle, and not leave the rest of the Jewish people to fight while they relaxed in their newly

acquired inheritance of land—but why should they be required to go first and put themselves in danger more than the others?  Rashi answers

this question by explaining that the tribes of Re’uvain and Gad went first, “because they were mighty.” 
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Edre’iy, cities of Og’s Kingdom in Bashan. 11 For only Og, King of Bashan, remained from the rest of the

Refa’im (that were killed by Amrafel and his colleagues*). His bed was a bed of iron, nine cubits long,

and four cubits wide, according to the cubit of a (giant) man. It is found in the Amonite (city) of Rabah. 

[ TT HHEE LL AA NN DD SS OOFF RR EE ’’ UU VV AA II NN ,,   GG AADD &&  HH AA LL FF TT HH EE TT RR II BB EE OOFF MM EE NN AA SS HH EE HH [

I gave this land, which we acquired on that occasion—from Aro’air, which is by the Arnon Brook, half

of Mount Gilad and its cities—to the tribes of Re’uvain and Gad.
13 I gave the remainder of Gilad, and the whole of Bashan—Og’s Kingdom—to half the tribe of

Menasheh. (This included) the whole area of the royal palace and all of Bashan, which is called the land

of Refa’im (which God gave to Avraham). 
14 Ya’ir, the son of Menasheh, took the whole area of the royal palace until the Geshurite-Ma’achite

border, and named (that part of) Bashan after himself: “Ya’ir’s Villages,” (a name that remains) to this day. 
15 I gave Gilad to Machir. 
16 I gave to the tribes of Re’uvain and Gad: from Gilad to the (area of the) Arnon Brook—(including)

the middle of the brook and its bank, right up to the Yabok Brook on the Amonite border—17 the plain,

the (width of the) Jordan and the area (beyond) its bank from Kineres to the Sea of the Plain, the Sea

of Salt, under the waterfalls of Pisgah, eastward. 

[ II NN SS TT RR UU CC TT II OO NN SS FF OORR BB AA TT TT LL EE WW II TT HH CC AA NN AA ’’ AANN [

O n that occasion, I commanded (the tribes of Re’uvain and Gad) saying:

“God, your God, has given you this land to take possession of it. (When Israel goes to battle)

those of you who are in the army (should) pass over (the land) armed, in front of your brothers,

the children of Israel, (for you are the mightiest tribe).” 
19 “Only your wives, your young children, and your cattle—for I know that you have a lot of cattle—

may live in your cities, which I have given you, 20 until God settles your brothers like you. Then they too

will possess the land which God, your God, is giving them on the other side of the Jordan. (Only) then

may each man return to (settle in) his inherited land, which I have given to you.” 

THE MILITARY LEADERSHIP OF REU’VAIN AND GAD (V. 18)

Even after the explanation of Gur Aryeh, Rashi’s comment to verse 18

presents us with the following problems:

a.) It is commonly accepted that Yehudah (and not Re’uvain or

Gad) is the strongest of the tribes. In Parshas Vayechi, Yehudah is

described as a “lion,” which is the strongest of the animals, and Ya’akov

promised Yehudah, that, “Your hand will be on the necks of your

enemies” (Bereishis 49:8). 

So how can Rashi write here that the tribes of Re’uvain and Gad were

required to lead the battle “because they were mighty,” and not the tribe

of Yehudah?

b.) In Parshas Matos (Bamidbar 32:17), Rashi writes that the tribes of

Re’uvain and Gad were commanded to be “at the head of the invading

armies,” suggesting they would join together with the other tribes’ armies

at their head. However, here Rashi writes that they were required to “go

in front of the Jewish people to battle,” indicating that the entire armies of

Re’uvain and Gad were to go first, followed by the armies of the other

tribes. What caused this change of plan?

THE EXPLANATION

a.) To explain the verse, “Your hand will be on the necks of your

enemies” (Bereishis 49:8), Rashi cites the parallel verse, “And of my

enemies, you have given me the back of their necks” (Sam. II 22:41). This

means that the enemy will “flee, so that I see the back of their necks”

(Metzudas David ibid.). In other words, the unique might of the tribe of

Yehudah is that they cause enemies to flee.

However, the conquest of the Land of Israel was an obligatory war in

which the Jewish people were commanded, “You may not allow any soul

to live” (Devarim 20:16, a verse already familiar to the reader from Rashi to Vayikra

25:44). So clearly in this case, where the Jewish people were required to

obliterate the enemy, the ability to cause an enemy to flee was not ideal.

Therefore Rashi writes that the tribes of Re’uvain and Gad were chosen

because “enemies would fall before them, as the verse states, ‘He will tear

off an arm (of his enemy in one blow, along) with the head,’” i.e. they

were effective in annihilating the enemy.

b.) If Moshe had led the Jewish people into the Land of Israel,  we can

presume that he would have enjoyed a totally miraculous victory,

�
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* See Bereishis 14:1ff.
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no different from all the other wars which Moshe fought that were won

miraculously. Thus, the fact that Moshe did not merit to enter the Land

with the Jewish people, and that they were led instead by Yehoshua, gave

rise to the need to conquer the land within the natural order.

When Moshe instructed the tribes of Re’uvain and Gad in Parshas

Matos, he was still confident that his prayers to enter the Land would

eventually be accepted by God (see Rashi to Bamidbar 27:12), and that he

would lead the Jewish people to a miraculous victory. Therefore he
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1. Not to appoint a judge who is not learned in the laws of the
Torah, even though he is learned in other areas [1:17].

2. A judge should not fear an evil man at a trial [1:17].
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21 I commanded Yehoshua at that time (since he would be leading the battle*), saying, “Your eyes

have seen all that God, your God, has done to these two kings. God will do likewise to all the kingdoms

through which you will pass.” 
22 (To the tribes of Re’uvain and Gad*, I said,) “Do not fear them, for it is God, your God, Who is

fighting for you.” 

THE HAFTARAH FOR DEVARIM IS ON PAGE 274.

instructed the tribes of Re’uvain and Gad merely to be “at the head of the

invading armies.” Their presence was primarily symbolic, since their

strength to fight a war within the natural order would not in fact be

needed under Moshe’s miraculous leadership.

However, when speaking here in our Parsha, Moshe had already been

told that his prayers to enter the Land had not been accepted (as Moshe

related below, 3:26), so he was aware that the conquest would have to take

place within the natural order. Therefore, he instructed the tribes of

Re’uvain and Gad to “go in front of the Jewish people,” i.e. in front of all

of the Jewish people, to utilize their effectiveness to the maximum extent.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 9, p. 1ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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1. SINAI TO KADAISH-BARNE’A—The Jewish

people departed from their encampment at Mount

Sinai on 20th Iyar 2449 (Bamidbar 10:11-12). They

spent 30 days in Kivros Hata’avah (ibid. 11:34), and 7

days in Chatzairos, waiting for Miriam to recover (ibid.

12:15). The final leg of the journey to Kadaish-

Barne’a—a distance of 11 days travel—was complet-

ed miraculously in just three days, as a sign that God

wished to bring the Jewish people into the Land of

Israel speedily (Devarim 1:2 and Rashi ibid.). 

2. WANDERING IN THE DESERT—At this

point the original plan was to cross over the remain-

ing part of Mount Se’ir northwards and enter the

Land. However, at Kadaish-Barne’a the sin of the

spies occurred, and it was decreed that the entire gen-

eration would die in the desert (Devarim 1:34-35).  The

people stayed in Kadaish-Barne’a for 19 years (ibid

v. 46 and Rashi). They then spent another 19 years cir-

cuiting the southern part of Mount Se’ir, camping at a

series of locations (Devarim 2:1; Bamidbar 33:19-35),

moving gradually eastwards across the entire south-

ern border of Mount Se’ir as far east as Mo’av (Rashi to

Devarim 2:1), before returning via Etzyon Gaver to

Kadaish-Barne’a (Bamidbar 33:36; Rashi to Devarim 1:46).

3. JOURNEY TO THE PLAINS OF MO’AV—
At this point, the Jewish people were ready to enter

the Land of Israel, since the previous generation had

died (Rashi to Bamidbar 20:22).  Moshe requested per-

mission from the King of Edom to pass northwards

through the Land of Edom into the Land of Israel, but

his request was denied (Bamidbar 20:14-21). Thus, they

were forced to retrace the steps of their parents along

the southern side of Mount Se’ir, heading east (Rashi to

Bamidbar 21:4), circumventing the Land of Edom until

they reached Mo’av. They crossed the Zared Brook

(Devarim 2:13), but the King of Mo’av also refused

them passage, so they traveled up the eastern side of

Mo’av (Rashi to Bamidbar 34:3). They crossed the Arnon

Brook (Devarim 2:24), and defeated Sichon at war in

Yahtzah (ibid. 32-33). After defeating Og at war (ibid.

3:1ff.—not shown on map), the Jewish people settled in

the Plains of Mo’av, where the Book of Devarim was

said (Devarim 1:1 and Rashi ibid). [See Appendix]
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The word va’eschanan means “I requested,” referring to

Moshe’s requests to enter the Land of Israel: “I

requested from God...Please let me cross over and see the

good land that is on the other side of the Jordan” (3:23-25).

Understandably, Moshe’s prayers to enter the Land

would have been heartfelt and persistent. In fact, the

Midrash states that the Torah’s use of the unusual term

va’eschanan, which has the gematria (numerical value) of

515, alludes to the fact that Moshe made this petition no

less than 515 times! (Devarim Rabah 11:10).

Eventually, however, “God became angry with me...

and He did not listen to me. God said to me, ‘Enough of

your (requests)! Do not speak to Me any more about this

matter’” (v. 26).

Everything in the Torah must convey a practical lesson

for our lives. But this account seems merely to convey a

historical event. What does it mean for us?

The common perception of this incident is that Moshe’s

prayers were not accepted by God, and that when

God became angry, Moshe stopped his petition.

However, we must keep in mind that Moshe was not only

praying for himself, but for the entire Jewish people. Had

he been the one to lead them into the Land, it would have

immediately ushered in the Messianic Age for all time.

Therefore, Moshe could have followed the Talmudic

directive, “Whatever the master of the house tells you,

you must do, except [when he tells you to] leave” (Pesachim

86b). When God (the true “Master”) told Moshe to stop

praying (i.e. to abandon the request for Mashiach, and to

“leave” God’s presence), he was not required to follow

the instructions of his Host, according to Talmudic Law.

So, despite the fact that Moshe was angering God with

his persistent prayers, it is highly unlikely that Moshe

actually stopped petitioning God, even after God said,

“Do not speak to Me any more about this matter.”

For Moshe was not praying for himself, but on behalf of

the Jewish people—the generation that he took out of

Egypt. And, as a true leader and lover of Israel, Moshe

would surely have been willing to put himself at risk (by

angering God), to make every possible effort on behalf

of his people.

And this is the lesson for us: To continue to pray for

Mashiach again and again, until we are finally answered!

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Devarim 5751)

[ The Name of the Parsha [
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vjku, kvrtu, t, gcsl nkjn,xhjui ugud' fsf,hc rtv vjku,h,,

kpbhl
5

' vrtbh nkjn, akuaho utjs nkfho: )fv( tgcrv bt/ thi bt tkt

kaui ceav
3

: vvr vyuc vzv/ zu hruakho
6

: uvkcbui/ zv ch, vnesa
6

:

)fu(uh,gcr vw/ b,nkt jnv
3

: kngbfo/ cachkfo' t,o drn,o kh/ ufi

vuttunr uhemhpu gk nh nrhcv uhrgknav cgcuro
7

: rc kl/ akt htnru

ibj,tu ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 30dd::ffdd--ffzz

�� What type of request does i³B©j§,¤t²u signify? (v. 23)

RASHI: i³b©j§,¤t²u is a derivative of the word iUB�j, which always

signifies [the request for] an unearned (o²B�j) gift. Even though the

righteous could justify their requests based on their good deeds, [in

their humility] they only request “unearned” gifts from God....

Another explanation: This is one of ten terms which denote prayer,

listed in Sifri.

MIDRASH: Rabbi Yochanan said, “There are ten terms which can

denote prayer, and they are: rUMh�C 'v�gh°d�P 'v²B¦r 'v̈ët±b 'v̈e�g�m
'v�g±u©J oh°bUb£j©,±u 'kUK�pU 'kUP°b 'v¨th¦r§e”....Of all these expressions,

Moshe prayed only with the approach of oh°bUb£j©T [an appeal to God’s

grace]. Rabbi Yochanan said, “From here you can learn that no

creature has any worth to the Creator, for even Moshe only asked

God with an expression that denotes asking for an act of grace.

�� What was God’s response? (v. 26)

RASHI: [Request no more to enter the Land] so that people should

not say, “How hard is the Master, and how obstinate and pressing is

the disciple!”  Another explanation: [God said], “More than this is

reserved for you. Much is the goodness that is kept for you [in the

World to Come].”

MOSHE’S REQUESTS (V. 23)

Rashi cites two opinions concerning the nature of Moshe’s requests to

enter the Land of Israel:

a.) That while Moshe could have insisted that God allow him to enter

the Land of Israel because of his good deeds, he nevertheless did not

do so.  Rather, he asked God to allow him to enter the Land as one asks

for an unearned gift.

b.) That Moshe prayed to God.

What is the difference between these two explanations? And why did

Rashi need to bring two explanations?

THE EXPLANATION

Scripture states that God is “merciful to all His creations” (Psalms 145:9),

indicating God’s intention to provide for the needs of everything that He

created. A Jew has the further merit of being a descendant of the

Patriarchs, through whom he has the rights to additional sustenance—as

the Mishnah states, “Even if you prepare for them a meal like Shlomo’s

banquet in his heyday, you will not have discharged your obligation to

them, for they are the children of Avraham, Yitzchak and Ya’akov” (Bava

Metzia 83a). And by fulfilling God’s will, one has yet further rights to

sustenance, as the verse states, “If you pursue (the study of) My laws (in

order to) guard My commands and observe them, then I will give you rain

at (a convenient) time, the Land will yield its produce etc.” (Vayikra 26:3-4).

Thus, in a normal situation when a person approaches God in prayer

for his needs, he will be requesting something which he deserves,

according to principles which God Himself has established.*

But even though one is deserving, one is nevertheless required to pray

to God, since that which a person deserves according to Torah is not a

�

d³�Y�̀  *dÀ �eŸd¡i í �pŸc�` ck :xŸ «n`¥l `e−�d�d z¬ ¥r¨A d® �eŸd�iÎl	` o− 
P�g�z	 «̀ �e bk

d ®�w�f�g«�d −L�c«�iÎz	`�e ½L§l�c�BÎzÆ	` ½L�C§a©rÎz«	` zF ´̀ �x�d§l Æ �zFÆN�g«�d
Li−	U£r«�n§k d¬	U£r«
iÎx	W�` u	x½�`¨aE m�i´ �n�X©A Æ l�`Îi�n x³	W�`
x−	W�` d½¨aFH�d u	x´�`�dÎz	` Æ d	`�x	`�e À̀ �PÎd�x§A§r	` dk :L«	zŸxE «a�b¦k�e
Æ i¦A d¬ �eŸd�i xÆ¥A©r�z�I
e ek :oŸ «p¨a§N�d�e d− G�d aF ²H�d x¬�d�d o®�C�x
I�d x¤a´ ¥r§A
s	qF ÀYÎl�` K½¨lÎa�x Æ i©l�` d³ �eŸd�i x	n`ŸÆ I
e i®l̈�` r−�n�W ` ¬÷�e m½¤k�p©r´�n§l
Li² pi¥r `¬�U�e dÀ�B�q¦R�d W`Ÿx́ | d́¥l£r fk :d« G�d x¬ä�C©A cF −r i² ©l�` x¬ ¥A�C

:x�ni�n§l `i�d�d `�p�C¦r§A �i�i m�c�w i�zi¥N©v�e bk

K�C§a©r z
i d�̀ �f�g�̀ §l �̀zi�x�W �Y�̀  mi�d÷�̀  �i�i ck

`Ed �Y�` i�C `�Y§t	T�Y K�c�i z
i�e K�zEa�x z
i
hi¦N�W�e `¨l¥r§N�n `�I�n�W¦A K�Y�p¦k�W�C `�d¨l�`
:K�Y�x¨A�b§kE Ki�c¨aFr§M c¥A§r
i�C zi¥l�e `¨r�x�`§A
i�C `�z§a�h `¨r�x�` z
i i�f�g	`�e o©r§M x©A¦r£` dk

zi¥aE oi�c�d `¨a�h `�xEh `�p�C�x
i�c `�x§a¦r§A
i©l£r �i�i m�c�w o�n f
b�x d�e�d
e ek :`�W�C�w�n
`¨l K¨l i�B�q i¦l �i�i x�n�`
e i�P�n li�A�w `¨l�e oFk§li�c§A
:oi�c�d `�n�B�z¦t§A cFr i�n�c�w `¨l¨N�n§l s�qFz
`¨a§x�r�n§l Ki�pi¥r sFw�fE `�z�n�x Wi�x§l w�q fk

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

hWar

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

* Of course, a person may be extremely wicked and not deserving of any sustenance, in which case he may still pray to God to support him even though he is undeserving.

Nevertheless, in the normal scheme of things, a person should deserve God’s sustenance, as explained above.

oh¦vO¡t vthrev*
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I requested from God, at that time, saying, 24 “God Almighty (Who is merciful in judgment)! You have

begun to show Your greatness and Your strong hand to Your servant (with our victory over Sichon

and Og)! For who is like God in heaven or on earth who can perform deeds and mighty acts like

You? 25 Please let me cross over and see the good land that is on the other side of the Jordan, this good

mountain (of Jerusalem) and the Levanon (i.e. the Holy Temple).” 
26 But God became angry with me because of you, and He did not listen to me. God said to me,

“Enough of your (requests)! Do not speak to Me any more about this matter. 27 (If you want to see the

debt owed to him by God. Rather, God chose to be merciful to His

creations and He chose to give special treatment to the righteous etc.  So,

even that which a person deserves is ultimately given to him only because

of God’s kindness. Therefore he should ask (and not demand) for it from

God, in prayer.*

RASHI’S TWO EXPLANATIONS

With the above in mind, we can now turn to Rashi’s comments:

At first glance, the use of the unusual term va’eschanan in our verse

seems to suggest that Moshe was not making a normal prayer or request.

Therefore, Rashi explains that the term va’eschanan does not mean

prayer at all, but rather that it “always signifies [the request for] an

unearned gift.”  I.e. Moshe did not pray to enter the Land of Israel,

because the concept of prayer would indicate that he felt he deserved to

enter (as explained above).  Rather, “even though the righteous could

justify their requests based on their good deeds, they only request

‘unearned’ gifts from God.”

However, this explanation is somewhat problematic at the literal level,

because it does not appear to be consistent with other parts of the Torah.

For we do not find that the righteous always request unearned gifts from

God, but rather, we do find in a number of instances that they pray to

God for their needs, as one prays for something that is deserved.

Therefore, Rashi brought a second interpretation that va’eschanan “is

one of ten terms which denote prayer,” i.e. that Moshe actually prayed to

God (because he felt that he deserved to enter the Land).

But Rashi considered this to be only a secondary interpretation, (even

though it is more globally consistent) because: 

i.) It fails to answer the main question, why our verse used the unusual

expression va’eschanan for an ordinary prayer.  

ii.) At the literal level, it is difficult to accept that Biblical Hebrew, the

holy tongue used by God Himself, would have ten different words that

mean the same thing.

THE VIEW OF R’ YOCHANAN IN THE MIDRASH

In the Midrash, R’ Yochanan appears to offer a third, intermediate

opinion.  On the one hand, R’ Yochanan held, in accordance with Rashi’s

second interpretation, that va’eschanan is indeed an expression of prayer,

indicating that Moshe felt that he deserved to enter the Land.

Nevertheless, R’ Yochanan maintained that outwardly, Moshe used “an

expression that denotes asking for an act of grace,” rather than

demanding that his request be granted based on his merits. This is

because Moshe knew that “no creature has any worth to the Creator,” i.e.

however great a person may be, his deeds are ultimately not needed by

God.

According to the Midrash, Moshe felt he had many merits, but

ultimately he was aware that his merits were not of any real value to God.

In contrast, Rashi’s first (and primary) opinion maintained that Moshe did

not feel that he deserved to enter the Land, as in his great humility Moshe

felt that his merits were of no true worth.  Thus, his request to God was

not a prayer at all, but rather, “the request of an unearned gift.”

GOD’S RESPONSE (V. 26)

Based on the above, it appears that Rashi’s two explanations of God’s

response (in v. 26), correspond directly to his two interpretations of Moshe’s

request (in v. 23):

According to the first approach, that Moshe was requesting an

“unearned gift,” there was no limit to how persistent Moshe could be,

since in any case it was not dependent on him being deserving. God

therefore responded, “[Request no more] so that people should not say,

“How hard is the Master, and how obstinate and pressing is the disciple!” 

However, according to the second approach, that Moshe was asking to

be rewarded with entry into the Land due to his merits, God replied that

his merits would be rewarded, but in another way—“More than this is

reserved for you. Much is the goodness that is kept for you [in the World

to Come].”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 24, p. 28ff; Sichas Shabbos Parshas Va’eschanan 5748)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

3:23

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“Why did Moshe desire to enter the Land?  Did he need to

eat its fruit, or enjoy its delights? Moshe said, ‘The Jewish

people have been commanded to observe many mitzvos which

can only be observed in the Land of Israel.  I will enter the Land

so that all [the mitzvos] will be fulfilled through me” (Sotah 14a).

Moshe knew that the work of his hands was eternal.  He knew

that if he had led the Jewish people into the Land, the Temple

would not have been destroyed and the Jewish people would

never have been exiled.

Thus, Moshe did not say, “I will enter the Land so I can observe

all the mitzvos,” for his agenda was not a personal one.  Rather,

he wanted to enter the Land so that “[the mitzvos] will be fulfilled

through me,” i.e. that the mitzvos observed in the Land of Israel

would be a result of Moshe’s leadership, and would thus be

everlasting, without interruption or exile.

(Based on Sicha of the 4th night of Chol Hamo’ed Succos 5746)

*A person may wish to be rewarded with more than he deserves, in which case he must pray to God.  Nevertheless, the concept of prayer in its normal context refers to a petition

to God for one’s needs which are deserved by him.



1 xprh/ urtv keni cpraWh hd' t     2 hvuag z' v     3 ao pxue h  

vrc fnv eav uv,knhsfnv xrci unpmhr/ scr tjr rc kl' vrcv nzv

anur kl' rc yuc vmpui kl
1

: )fz( urtv cghbhl/ cea, nnbhutrtv t,

vtr. vyucv' tbh nrtv kl t, fukv'abtnr uhrtvu vw t, fk vtr.
1

:

)fj(umu t, hvuag/ gk vyrju, ugkvnatu, ugk vnrhcu,
1

: ujzevu
utnmvu/ cscrhl' akt hrl kcu kunrfao abgba rch gkhvo fl xuph

khgba gkhvo'ncyhju tbh fh vut hgcur uvut hbjhk: fh vut hgcur/ to

hgcur kpbhvo hbjku' utoktu kt hbjku/ ufi t,v numt faakj ni vgo

tk vgh uvut hac' uhfu nvo tbahvgh uduw
2

' ufhui abpk gk pbhu tnr ku

euo kl
3

/ eo kl f,hc' t,v vut vguns cneunlunakj t, cbh knkjnv'

knv zv t,v bupk gkpbhl' kt fl tnr,h knav rcl to vut gucr

gucrhi' uto ktu thi gucrhi
1

: )fy( ubac cdht uduw/ ubmns,o kgcusv

zrvut; gk ph fi ug,v hartk angtk vjeho uvfk njuk kl utbh kt

zfh,h khnjkkh
1

: )c(kt ,xpu/ fdui jna prahu, c,phkhi' jna,nhbhi

ckukc ujna mhmhu,' ufi ukt ,drgu
1

:)u( uanr,o/ zu nabv
1

: ugah,o/
fnangu: fh vut jfn,fo uchb,fo uduw/ czt,,jacu jfnho ubcubho

kghbh vgnho: )j(jeho unapyho msheo/ vdubhouneuckho: )y( re
vanr kl uduw pi ,afj t,vscrho/ tz fakt ,afju tu,o u,gauo

gktn,,o' ,jacu jfnho ubcubho' uto ,guu,u tu,on,ul afjv' ,jacu'

auyho: )h(huo tar gns,/ nuxc gk nert akngkvnnbu' tar rtu

ghbhl' huo tar gns, cjurctar rth,o t, veuku, ut, vkphsho:

ibj,tu ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 32dd::ffzz  --  ss::hh

xŸ −a£r«�z ` ¬÷Îi¦M Li® pi¥r§a d´�`�xE d�g−�x�f�nE d�p¬�ni�z�e d�pŸ ²ẗv�e d�Ō�i
`Ed́Îi¦M Ed® ¥v�O�`�e Ed ´�w�G�g�e ©r−�WFd�iÎz	` e¬ ©v�e gk :d« G�d o¬ �C�x
I�dÎz	̀
x¬ 	W�` u	x−�`�dÎz	` m½�zF` li´�g�p
i Æ `Ed�e d½ G�d ḿr̈�d Æ i�p§t¦l xŸÀa£r«
i
lÀ�`�x�U�i d´�Y©r�e ` c t :xF «r§R zi¬ ¥A lE −n `�i½ �B©A a	Ẃ�P
e hk :d«	̀ �x�Y
m−¤k�z	̀  c¬ �O©l�n i² ¦kŸp«�` x¯	W�` mi½�h¨R�W�O�dÎl	`�e Æ mi�T�g«�dÎl	` r³�n�W
d² �eŸd�i x¯	W�` u	x½�`�dÎz	` ḿ 	Y�W�xi«�e Æ m	z`¨aE EÀi�g«�Y o©r´�n§l zF ®U£r«©l

Æ i¦kŸp«�` x³	W�` Æ x¨a�C�dÎl©r EtÀ�qŸz `÷́ a :m«¤k¨l o¬ �zŸp m−¤ki�zŸ «a�` i¬ �d÷�`
d́ �eŸd�i Æ zŸe§v�nÎz	` xŸÀn�W¦l EP® 	O�n E −r�x�b�z ` ¬÷�e m½¤k�z	` d́ E©v�n
z² �̀  zF½`Ÿx«�d Æ m¤ki�pi«¥r b :m«¤k�z	` d¬ E©v�n i−¦kŸp«�` x¬ 	W�` m½¤ki�d «÷�`
í�x�g«�̀ Æ K©l�d x³	W�` WiÀ�`�dÎl̈k i´¦M xF ®r§R l©r´ ©a§A d− �eŸd�i d¬�U¨rÎx	W�`
mi½�w¥a�C�d Æ m	Y�`�e c :L«¤A�x�T�n Li−	d÷�̀  d¬ �eŸd�i F ²ci�n�W�d xF½r§RÎl©r«©a
mÀ¤k�z	̀  i�Y�ć�O¦l | d́�̀ �x d [ipy] :mF«I�d m−¤k§NªM mi¬ �I�g m® ¤ki�d «÷�` d− �eŸdi«©A
a	x ´ 	w§A o½¥M zFÚ£r«©l i®�d÷�` d́ �eŸd�i i�p− 
E¦v x¬ 	W�`«©M mi½�h¨R�W�nE Æ mi�T�g
¼ m	zi�U£r«
e » m	Y�x�n�WE e :D«�Y�W�x§l d�O−�W mi¬�`¨A m² 	Y�̀  x¬ 	W�` u	x½�`�d
z�`μ oEÀr�n�W�i x´ 	W�` mi®�O©r«�d i− �pi¥r§l m½¤k�z
pi´¦aE Æ m¤k�z�n§k�g `e³�d í¦M
lF −c�B�d iF ¬B�d oF½a�p�e m´k̈�gÎm©r w�xμ EÀx�n«�`�e d¤N½�`�d mi ´�T�g«�dÎl¨M
d́�eŸdi«©M ei®l̈�` mi´¦aŸx�w mi−�d÷�` F ¬lÎx	W�` lF½c�B iFb́Îi�n i¦Mμ f :d« G�d
mi ¬�T�g F ²lÎx	W�` lF½c�B iF´B Æ i�nE g :ei«¨l�` Ep−�`�x�wÎl¨k§A Epi½�d÷�`
m−¤ki�p§t¦l o¬ �zŸp i² ¦kŸp«�` x¯	W�` z Ÿ̀½ G�d d́�xFY�dÆ lŸk§M m ®�wi�C©v mi−�ḧR�W�nE
Îz	` gÆ©M�W�YÎo¤R cŸÀ`�n ¹L�W§t
p xŸÆn�WE Á L§l x	ń�X�d w¿�x h :mF «I�d
Li® I�g í�n�i lŸ −M ½L§a´ä§N�n Æ ExEÆq�iÎo¤tE LiÀpi¥r E ´̀ �xÎx	W�` mi¹�ẍa�C�d
d́�eŸd�i iÆ �p§t¦l �Y�c¹�n¨r xÆ	W�` mFÀ i i :Li« p¨a i¬ �p§a¦l�e Li− p¨a§l m¬�Y§r�cF «d�e

Ki�pi¥r§a i�f�g
e `�g�pi�C
n§lE `�nFx�c§lE `�pER¦v§lE
c�T©tE gk :oi�c�d `�p�C�x
i z
i x©A¦r�z `¨l i�x�`
x©A¦r�i `Ed i�x�̀  i�d�n¤N�̀ �e i�d§t	T�z�e ©r�WFd�i z
i
`¨r�x�` z
i oFd�z
i o�q�g
i `Ed�e oi�c�d `�O©r m�c�w
:xFr§R zi¥A l¥a�w¨l `�z¨li�g§a `�p§a�zi�e hk :i�f�g	z i�C
`�p�` i�C `�I
pi�c§lE `�I�n�i�w¦l r�n�W l�`�xŸ�y�i o©r§kE ` 

oEzi�z�e oEgi�z�C li�c§A c©A§r	n§l oFk�z
i s¥N�`�n 
oFk�z�d̈a�̀ �c �̀d̈l�̀  �i�i i�C `̈r�x�̀  z
i oEz�xi�z�e
`�p�` i�C `�n�B�z¦R l©r oEt�qFz `¨l a :oFk§l a�d�i
x�H�n§l d�P�n oEr�p�n�z `¨l�e oFk�z
i c�T©t�n
:oFk�z
i c�T©t�n �̀p�` i�C oFk̈d̈l�` �ii�C �̀I�cFT¦R z
i
i�x�` xFr§R l©r©a§A �i�i c©a£r i�C z
i o�f�g oFki�pi¥r b

�i�i D�i§v�W xFr§R l©r©A x�z¨A l
f�` i�C `�x§a
B l¨k
`�Y§l�g�c§A oEY�w¤A�c�`�C oEY�`�e c :K�pi¥A�n K�d̈l�`
Ff�g d :oi�c `�nFi oFk§N¨M oi�n�I�w oFk�d¨l�` �ii�c
i�p�c�T©t i�c �̀n§M �̀I
pi�c�e �̀I�n�i�w oFk�z
i zi¦t¥N�̀ �C
oi¦N©r oEY�` i�C `¨r�x�` Fb§A o¥M c©A§r	n§l i�d¨l�` ��i�i
`i�d i�x�` oEc§A§r�z�e oEx�H�z�e e :D�z�xi�n§l o�O�z�l
i�C `�I�n�n©r i�pi¥r§l oFk�zEp�z�l§kEq�e oFk�z�n§k¨g
cFg§l oEx�n�i�e oi¥N�`�d `�I�n�i�w l¨M z
i oEr�n�W�i
i�x�̀ f :oi�c�d `¨A�x `�O©r o�z�l§kEq�e mi¦M�g m©r
`¨l¨A�w§l D¥l ai�x�w `�d¨l�` D¥l i�C a�x m©r o�n
o�C¦r l¨k§A `�p�d¨l�` �ii©M D�z�w©r o�C¦r§A D�zFl§v
D¥l i�C a�x m©r o�nE g :i�dFn�c�w o�i©N©v�n `�p�g
p�`�C
i�C �̀c�d �̀z�i�xF` lŸk§M oi�hi�X�w oi�pi�c�e oi�n�i�w
x�O�Y�q�` cFg§l h :oi�c `�nFi oFki�n�c�w a�d�i `�p�`
z
i i�W�p�z `�n§l�C `�c�g©l K�W§t
p x�h�e K¨l
K¨A¦N�n oEC¦r�i `�n§l�c�e Ki�pi¥r Ff�g i�C `�I�n�B�z¦R
:Ki�p§a i�p§a¦l�e Ki�p§a¦l oEP¦r�cFd�zE Ki�I�g i�nFi lŸM
a�xŸg§A K�d¨l�` �i�i m�c�w `�Y�n�w i�C `�nFi i

hWar
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Land), go up to the top of the hill and lift up your eyes westward, northward, southward and eastward,

and see (it from there) with your eyes, for you will not cross this (River) Jordan. 28 Command Yehoshua

(about the burdens of leadership). Strengthen him and encourage him (that he will not be punished

because of the Jewish people, as you were), because (I assure you that) he will cross over (the Jordan)

ahead of the people, and he will bring them to inherit the Land which you will see.”
29 We were living (at that time) in the valley opposite Beis-Pe’or (where you had worshiped idols.

Unlike me, you were forgiven by God and He allowed you to enter the Land).
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N ow Israel, listen to the suprarational commands and to the rational commands which I am

teaching you to perform, in order that you may live. Come and possess the Land which God,

the God of your forefathers, is giving you.
2 Do not add (any additional clauses) to the word(s of Torah law) which I am commanding you, nor

take away (any clauses) from it*, in order to preserve the commandments of God, your God, which I am

commanding you.  3 Your eyes have seen what God did at Ba’al Pe’or, for God, your God, has eliminated

every man who went after Ba’al Pe’or from among you,  4 but you—who remain attached to God, your

God—are all alive today. 
5 Look! As God, my God, commanded me, I have taught you suprarational commands and rational

commands to observe within the Land which you are going to enter and possess. 6 You should preserve

(the laws by studying them) and perform them. For this is your (key to having) wisdom and

understanding in the eyes of the nations, who will hear all these laws and say, “Only this great nation is

a (truly) wise and understanding people.”  7 Which (other) nation is so great that it has a god so close to

it, as God our God is (near to us) whenever we call Him? For, whenever we call upon Him (in prayer

He answers). 8 And which nation is so great that it has suprarational commands and rational commands

which are fair, like all (the laws) in this Torah (of ours), which I am presenting before you today? 
9 Just be careful and keep track of yourself well, so that you do not forget the things that your eyes

saw (at Sinai). Do not let these things depart from your heart, all the days of your life. You should inform

your children and your children’s children about 10 the day you stood before God, your God, at Choraiv

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

44

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“NOW ISRAEL, LISTEN...” (4:1)

If a person hears that his country is ruled by a powerful king who is

surrounded by ministers that tremble in his presence, then the

person is likely to follow the king’s orders.  However, an individual

who actually sees such a powerful king will be affected much more

profoundly by the experience than merely hearing about him—for

“seeing is incomparable to hearing” (Mechilta, Yisro 19:9).

Moshe’s perception of Godliness was on the level of “seeing.”

Therefore, he wanted to be the one to lead the Jewish people into the

Land of Israel, to lift them to the level of “seeing” Godliness within

the Land.  Thus he said, “Please let me cross over and see the good

land” (3:25).

However, God did not grant his request, so Moshe began to

address the Jewish people with the words, “Now Israel, listen” (4:1).

This was because Moshe recognized that he would only be able to

inspire the Jewish people towards an awareness of God on the level

of “hearing” and not “seeing.”

However, with the coming of Mashiach, Moshe’s request will be

finally granted. For Mashiach will lift the Jewish people to an

awareness of God at the level of “seeing”—as the verse states, “I will

show you wonders” (Micha 7:15).

In fact, the Godly experience which Mashiach will show the Jewish

people will be even more profound than that which Moshe had in

mind. For then we will not only experience a metaphorical “seeing”

of spirituality with the “eye” of the intellect. Rather, even our physical

bodies will see Godliness—“the glory of God will be revealed and all

flesh will see together” (Isaiah 40:5).

(Based on Sefer Hama’amorim 5711-3, pp. 78-9; ibid. 5732-3, p. 163ff.)

SECOND

READING

* See below 13:1.



1 ,vkho ku' d

hknsui/ hkpui kgmno: hknsui/ htkpui ktjrho: )hs( ut,h muv vw cg,
vvut kknst,fo/ ,urv acgk pv: )yz( xnk/ murv: )hy( upi ,at
ghbhl/ kvx,fk cscr uk,, kckauc kygu, tjrhvo: tar jke uduw kfk
vgnho/ kvthr kvo/scr tjr ktkuvu,/ kt nbgi nkygu, tjrhvo'tkt

vjkheo cscrh vckhvo kyrso ni vguko/ufi vut tunr fh vjkhe tkhu

cghbhu knmut gubu kabut
1

: )f( fur/ vut fkh anzeeho cu t, vzvc:

)ft(v,tb;/ b,nkt rudz: gk scrhfo/ gk tusu,hfo' gk gxehfo:

)fc(fh tbfh n, uduw thbbh gucr/ ntjr an,nvhfi hgcur' tkt t; gmnu,h

�� How should you “look after yourselves very well” ? (v. 15)

RAMBAM: Having a totally healthy body is among the paths of [serving] God, for it is impossible to have understanding or knowledge [of

God] when one is sick. Therefore, a person must distance himself from things that harm the body (Laws of Moral Conduct 4:1).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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(and saw the flames and the sounds. For) God said to me then: “Assemble the people for Me. I will let

them hear My words, so that they will learn to fear Me all the days that they live on the earth, and so

that they will teach their children (what they heard and saw).” 11 You approached and stood at the foot

of the mountain. The mountain was burning with fire up to the heart of the heavens (and there was)

darkness, a cloud, and fog. 12 God spoke to you from the fire. You were hearing the sound of the words,

but you did not see any image—only sound. 
13 He told you His covenant, which He commanded you to observe—the Ten Commandments—and

He wrote them on two stone tablets. 14 On that occasion, God commanded me to teach you (the Oral

Torah, which explains the) suprarational commands and rational commands, so that you would observe

them in the Land to which you are (now) entering, to take possession of it. 
15 Look after yourselves very well (and remember) that you did not see any image on the day God

spoke to you at Choraiv from the fire, 16 in order that you will not lapse and make a statue for yourselves,

or an image of any form: the shape of a male or female, 17 the shape of any animal that is on the earth,

the shape of any winged bird that flies in the skies, 18 the shape of anything that crawls on the ground,

the shape of any fish that is in the waters, beneath the earth. 19 (Be careful if you) lift up your eyes to the

skies, and see the sun, the moon, the stars, and all the hosts of the skies—which God, your God has

given (to provide illumination) under the skies for all the nations—not to be drawn astray to bow down

to them and worship them. 20 God took you and brought you out of the iron melting pot, from Egypt, to

be His heritage nation, as (you are) today. 
21 God was angry with me, because of you(r actions), and He swore that I would not cross the Jordan

and that I would not come into the good land that God, your God, is giving you as an inheritance. 22 For I

MEZRITCHER MAGID: A tiny hole in the body causes a big hole in the

soul (Hatamim 7:28).

ALTER REBBE’S SHULCHAN ARUCH: One may not strike one’s fellow,

even if he gives permission, because a person does not have rights

over his body at all, whether in relation to hitting it, embarrassing it,

causing it any pain, or even withholding food or drink from it—

unless this is done as part of the process of teshuvah, in which case

it is for his benefit, to save his soul....Therefore it is permissible to fast

for the sake of teshuvah (Hilchos Nizkei Guf Venefesh, law 4).

ZOHAR: The weakness of the body is the strength of the soul (I 180b).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

“LOOK AFTER YOURSELVES VERY WELL” (V. 15)

�� So much of physical health depends on spiritual health. If in

olden days emphasis was placed on ‘mens sana in corpore sano’

[a sound mind in a healthy body], in our days, it is a matter of

general conviction that even a small defect spiritually causes a

grievous defect physically; and the healthier the spirit and the

greater its preponderance over the physical body—the greater its

ability to correct or overcome physical shortcomings; so much so,

that in many cases even physical treatments, prescriptions and

drugs are considerably more effective if they are accompanied by

the patient’s strong will and determination to cooperate.

�� Note that Rambam stresses how “having a totally healthy body is

among the paths of [serving] God,” a point emphasized further by

the Mezritcher Magid (see Classic Questions).

�� Since physical health depends on spiritual health, a person who

becomes ill, God forbid, should search his past deeds to try to

identify what shortcoming may have caused the illness. However,

this approach should be taken only regarding his own lack of

physical health.  When one sees that another person is sick, one

should not think that this was caused by a spiritual shortcoming,

since one is told, “Do not judge your fellow until you have stood

in his place” (Avos 2:4; see Tanya, chap. 30). One’s first reaction to a

sick person should be, to the contrary, that his sickness may well

have been caused by spiritual health, as he may have weakened

his body through fasting, in the process of doing teshuvah (see

Alter Rebbe’s Shulchan Aruch).

�� The statement of the Zohar, that “the weakness of the body is the

strength of the soul,” does not mean to say that a weakening of

the body itself brings about spiritual growth.  Rather, the intent of

the Zohar is that the desire for physicality, for its own sake, is

counterproductive to a person’s spiritual growth.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol 6, p. 326; Sichas Shabbos Parshas Mikeitz 5739)



thbo gucrhi
1

:)fd( ,nub, fk/ ,nub, fk scr: tar mul vw/ tar mul

akt kgau,: )fs( tk ebt/ nebt kbeuo tbprsnb"y ckg"z' n,jrv gk

rudzu kvprg ngfu�o: )fv( ubuab,o/ rnz kvo ahdku nnbv kxu;anubv

ntu, ujnaho ua,ho abv' fnbhi ubuab,o/uvut vesho uvdko kxu;

anubv ntu, ujnahouvesho a,h abho kubuab,o' fsh akt h,ehhocvo

fh tcs ,tcsui
2

' uzvu abtnr uhaeus vw gk vrgv uhchtv gkhbufh mshe

vw tkvhbu
3

' msev gav gnbu anvrkvchtv a,h abho kpbh znbv
4

:

)fu(vghsu,h cfo/ vbbh nznhbo kvhu, gshoav,rh,h cfo:

)fj(ugcs,o ao tkvho/ f,rdunu/ nat,ogucsho kgucshvo' ftku

t,o gucsho kvo: )kt( kt hrpl/ nkvjzhe cl chshu/ ukaui kthrpl kaui

kt hpghk vut' kt h,i kl rphui' kthprha tu,l ntmku/ ufi tjz,hu ukt

t©rpbu
5

' akt bbes t¤rpbu/ fk kaui rphuinuxc gk kaui npghk un,pgk' fnu
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Ex́�n«�X�d bk :z Ÿ̀ «G�d d−äFH�d u	x¬�`�dÎz	` m ¾	Y�W�xi«�e mi½�x§aŸ «r Æ m	Y�`�e
m® ¤k�O¦r z−�ẍM x¬ 	W�` m½¤ki�d´÷�`Æ d�eŸd�i zi³�x§AÎz	̀ Æ Eg§M�W�YÎo«¤R mÀ¤k¨l
i¦Mμ ck :Li«	d÷�̀  d¬ �eŸd�i −L�E¦v x¬ 	W�` lŸ½M z
pEń�YÆ l	qÆ¤R m¬ ¤k¨l mÆ	zi�U£r«
e
Æ mi�p̈A ci³¦lFzÎi«¦M dk t : «̀ �P�w l−�` `E ®d d−l̈§kŸ «̀  W¬ �̀  Li½	d÷�` d́ �eŸd�i
z
pEń�YÆ l	qÆ¤R m	zi³�U£r«
e mÀ	Y�g�W�d�e u	x® �`¨A m−	Y�p�WF «p�e mi½�p¨a í�p§aE

Á i�zŸÁci¦r«�d ek :F «qi¦r§k�d§l Li−	d÷�̀ Îd« �eŸd�i i¬ �pi¥r§A r² �x�d m¬ 	zi�U£r«
e lŸ½M
¼ x�d�n » oEc¥a Ÿ̀ «Y cŸá�`Îi«¦M u	xÀ�`�dÎz	`�e m�i´�n�X�dÎz	` mF¹ I�d mÆ¤k̈a
D®�Y�W�x§l d�O−�W o² �C�x
I�dÎz	̀  mī�x§aŸ «r m¹	Y�` xÆ	W�` u	x½�`�d l´ ©r�n
d² �eŸd�i uī¦t�d�e fk :oE «c�n«�X�Y c−�n�X�d i¬¦M �di½¤l̈r Æ mi�n�i o³ªki�x�`«�zÎ`÷
d² �eŸd�i b¯�d
p�i xÆ	W�` m¾ �iFB©A x½R̈�q�n í�z�nÆ m	Y�x�`�W�p�e mi®�O©r«¨A m−¤k�z	`
ú¥r m®�c�` i´�c�i d−�U£r«�n mi½�d÷�` m´�WÎm	Y�c©a£r« 
e gk :d�O«�W m−¤k�z	`
:o«�gi�x�i ` ¬÷�e oE−l§k`Ÿ «i ` ¬÷�e oE½r�n�W�i `÷́�e Æ oE`�x�iÎ` «÷ x³	W�` o¤a½	`�e
EP½	W�x�c�z í¦M �z`®v̈�nE Li−	d÷�̀  d¬ �eŸd�iÎz	` m² �X�n m¬ 	Y�W�T¦aE hk

mí�ẍa�C�d lŸ −M LE¾`¨v�nE ½L§l x́ ©S©A l :L«	W§t
pÎl¨k§aE −L§a«¨a§lÎl¨k§A
−�Y§r�n«�W�e Li½	d÷�` d́ �eŸd�iÎc©r Æ �Y§a�W�e mi½�n�I�d Æ zi�x�g«�`§A d¤N®�`�d
L® 	zi�g�W
i `́÷�e −L§R�x
i ` ¬÷ Li½	d÷�` d́ �eŸd�i Æ mEg�x l³ �̀  í¦M `l :F «lŸw§A
i´¦M al :m«	d¨l r−©A�W�p x¬ 	W�` Li½	zŸa�` zi´�x§AÎz	` Æ g©M�W�i ` ³÷�e
Á x	W�` Æ mFI�dÎo�n§l LiÀp¨t§l E´i�dÎx	W�` mi¹�pŸW`«�x miÆ�n�i§l Á `�pÎl�`�W
d́¥v�wÎc©r�e m�i−�n�X�d d¬ ¥v�w�n§lE u	x½�`�dÎl©r Æ m�c�` | mi³�d÷�` `Æ�x¨A
:EdŸ «n¨M r¬�n�W�p�d F −̀  d½ G�d Æ lFc�B�d x³ä�C©M dÀ�i�d«�p�d m�i®�n�X�d
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1 xprh     2 scrho s' fu     3 sbhtk y' hs     4 xbvsrhi kj/  urtv ahj, pw ut,jbi ,anWt     5 avWa d' s

*cjuna ,uW, nxuni fti W,rh ygnhW' uf,c cnbj, ah )cnscr hz' fd( aerht, nkho fdui tkv thbv nkghk dnur ukt nkrg dnur tkt cvgnsv nugy, cabh vygnho/



vrpv kv
6

' ,i kv rphui' vr;nnbh
7

' v,rpv nnbh: )kc( khnho rtaubho/
gk hnho rtaubho: uknemv vanho/ udo atk kfk vcruthotar nemv

tk emv zvu pauyu/ unsrau nknsgk eun,u ak tso avh,v ni vtr. gs

vanhouvut vahgur gmnu tar nemv tk emv
8

: vbvhv fscr vdsuk
vzv/ unvu vscr vdsuk'vang go uduw: )ks( vbxv tkvho/ vfh gav

bxho auotkuv kct kej, ku duh uduw/fk vvh"i vkku,nhvu, vi' kfl

beusu, vi cjy"; p,"j' vbvhv'vbang' vbxv' vang: cnxu,/ gk hsh

bxhubu, vushgo dcuru,hu' fdui v,ptr gkh
9

' to tufk kgau, fi'vrh zv

bxhui: ctu,u,/ cxhnbhi kvtnhi avut akuju akneuo' fdui nv zv chsl:

ucnup,ho/ vo bpktu,' avcht gkhvo nfu,nupktu,: ucnkjnv/ cho'
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will die in this land (and even my bones) will not cross the Jordan. You, however, will cross, and you will

take possession of this good land. 
23 Be careful not to forget the covenant of God, your God, which He made with you, and make for

yourselves a statue, an image of anything, which God, your God, has commanded you (not to make).
24 For God, your God, is a consuming fire, a jealous God (Who settles His score against idol-worshipers). 

25 If you have children and grandchildren, and you grow old in the Land, and you lapse and make an

idol, an image of anything, and (thereby) do evil in the eyes of God, your God, to provoke His anger,
26 I call the skies and the earth to be witnesses against you today, that you will be eliminated speedily

from the Land which you will (soon be) crossing the Jordan to take possession of. You will not live a long

time upon it, for you will be utterly destroyed. 27 God will scatter you among the nations, and you will

remain few in number among the nations where God will lead you. 28 (Through being subjugated to idol-

worshippers) there (it will be as if) you are worshiping (their) gods—man’s handiwork, wood and stone,

that neither sees, hears, eats, nor smells. 
29 From there you will seek God, your God, and you will find Him—if you seek Him with all your

heart and with all your soul. 30 At the end of days when you are in distress, and all these things (have)

happened to you, then you will return to God, your God, and obey Him. 31 For God, your God, is a

merciful God. He will not loosen (His connection with) you or destroy you. He will not forget the

covenant of your fathers, which He swore to them. 
32 (If you want proof of this*) inquire now about the earliest times that were before you, from the day

that God created man on the earth! (Inquire from the creatures that are found) from one extremity of the

skies to the other extremity of the skies!  Was there ever such a great thing, or even a rumor like it, 33 that

a people should hear God’s voice speaking out of the midst of the fire, as you heard, and survive?
34 Or has any deity performed miracles, coming to a nation and taking it for himself out from another

nation, with proofs (of true power), signs (of God’s direct involvement), wondrous (plagues), with a war

(fought by God Himself), a strong hand, an outstretched arm, and with awesome acts—like everything

that God, your God, did for you in Egypt, before your eyes? 
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“FROM THERE YOU WILL SEEK GOD YOUR GOD, AND YOU WILL FIND HIM” (V. 29)

C hasidic thought teaches that in order for any entity to exist at all,

God must renew it continually, by enlivening it with a spark of

His own Existence. Without being connected to God—the True

Existence—the entity is unable to exist. Thus, even the forces of evil

must contain a Godly spark that enables them to exist.

But why, then, is it possible for the forces of evil to conceal this

presence of Godliness within them?  The answer is: To make possible

the amazing elevation that can be reached through teshuvah. When

a person has regressed to a very low spiritual state, the Torah teaches

us that “from there (i.e. from amid the forces of evil) you will seek

God.” This teaches us that the Godly revelation which a person

reaches through teshuvah is disproportionate to the effort involved,

like “finding” a previously hidden treasure, as the verse states, “and

you will find Him.”

(Based on Ma’amer s.v. Ani Ledodi, Shabbos Parshas Re’eh 5747)



1 ha amhhbu t, vneur kpraWh zv cpxhe,t rc,h pw nW, unsra avWa gk pxue WhaebhW' tck ao bzfr re vgbhi sWp,hj, vrehghoW cfkku, )ukt vpryho sWerhg, vgkhubho u,vj,ubhoW uvrthw Wavut

hjhshW(/  tnbo cnsra vuct cgehsv )pra,bu' xu; agr pj( ucscrho rcv vumt, khcrni nf,Wh )hruakho ,Wa( gk vpxue ang hartk' do gbhbo tku bnmtho )gWp keuWa jfWs gw 63' vgrv 7(/

2anu,hs' hy     3 nfhk,t     4 ,vkho gj' hc     5 nfu, h/

abtnr fh vwbkjo kvo: )kv( vrt,/ f,rdunu t,jzh,t/ fab,i vec"v

t, v,urv p,j kvo acgv rehgho' ufao aergt, vgkhubho fl erg t,

v,j,ubho/ urtu avuthjhsh' kfl btnr t,v vrt, ksg,
1

: )kz( u,j, fh
tvc/ ufk zv ,j, tar tvc: uhumtl cpbhu/ ftso vnbvhd cbu kpbhu

abtnr
2

uhxg nktl vtkvho vvukl uduwuhkl ntjrhvo
3

/ scr tjr uhumhtl

cpbhu' cpbhtcu,hu' fnu abtnr bds tcu,ogav pkt
4

/ utk ,,nv gk

avzfhro ckaui hjhs'avrh f,co ckaui hjhs uhcjr czrgu tjrhu: )kj(nnl
npbhl/ xrxvu usravu' kvurhanpbhl duho dsukho ugmunho nnl: fhuo
vzv/ ftar t,v rutv vhuo: )nt( tz hcshk/ b,i kc kvhu, jrs kscr

ahcshko/ ut; gk ph athbi eukyu, gs ahcskutu,i actr. fbgi' tnr nav

nmuv atparkehhnv tehhnbv
5

: cgcr vhrsi nzrjv ana/ ctu,u gcr

acnzrju ak hrsi: nzrjv ana/ kph avut scue beusv rh"acjy;' nzrj

�� Why did Moshe separate three Cities of Refuge? (v. 41)

RASHI: Fearfully, Moshe set his heart to the matter of setting them

aside. Even though they were not to serve as Cities of Refuge until

those of the land of Cana’an would be set aside, Moshe said, “Since

it is possible to do a mitzvah, I will do it.”

RAMBAM: The three [cities] in the Transjordan did not serve as a

haven until the three in the land of Cana’an were set aside.  

Why then did [Moshe] set them aside? He said, “Since a mitzvah

has come to my hand, I will do it” (Laws of a Murderer and the Protection of

Life 8:3).

MOSHE’S THREE CITIES (V. 41)

The Cities of Refuge only became a haven for accidental murderers

upon the Jewish people’s entry into the Land of Cana’an (as Rashi stresses

here; see Bamidbar 35:10).  Thus, so long as Moshe was hopeful that he

would enter the Land, there was no need for him to begin setting aside

these cities, as he would have expected to fulfill this mitzvah only when it

would become relevant—i.e. after entering the Land of Cana’an.

At the beginning of our Parsha, however, Moshe was told, “You will not

cross this (River) Jordan” (3:27), which meant that Moshe would not be

able to carry out the mitzvah of setting aside Cities of Refuge at its proper

time.  Notwithstanding this setback, the Torah informs us that Moshe set

aside three cities—as Rashi and Rambam explain, that this may have

appeared premature, but it was a form of participation in the mitzvah

which would later come into force.

�
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35 (When the Torah was given) you were shown (the seven heavens), in order (for you) to know that

God is God. There is none other besides Him. 36 From the skies, He let you hear His voice, to educate

you.  He showed you His great fire upon the earth, and you heard His words from the fire. 
37 (He did all of this) because He loved your forefathers, and He chose their children after them. He

brought you out of Egypt (like a father who leads his son) ahead of him, with His great strength. 38 (His

intention was) to clear nations that are greater and stronger than you out of your way, so as to bring you

and give you their land as an inheritance—as (you see He is doing) today. 
39 Today, you should know and take to your heart, that God is God in heavens above, and on the

earth below. There is no other. 40 You should observe His suprarational commands and His (other)

commandments, which I am commanding you today, so that He will be good to you and your children

after you. Then you will remain for a long time in the land that God, your God, is giving you eternally. 

[ SS EE PP AA RR AA TT II OO NN OOFF CC II TT II EE SS OOFF RR EE FF UU GG EE IINN TT RR AA NN SS JJ OO RR DD AA NN [

A t that time, Moshe separated three cities on the (east) side of the Jordan where the sun rises,
42 so that (at a later time, when the cities would become active) a murderer might flee there. (If a

person) murders his fellow unintentionally, provided he did not hate him yesterday or the day

before, he may flee to one of these cities and live: 

43 Betzer in the desert, in the flatlands of (the tribe of) Re’uvain.

4:41

* Concerning the difference between the two statements “There is none other besides Him” (v. 35) and “There is no other” (v. 39)—see Likutei Sichos vol. 4, pp. 1334-5; ibid. vol.

25, p. 202, note 84, and sources cited loc cit; Sefer Hasichos 5752, vol. 2, p. 349, note 46.

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“THERE IS NONE OTHER BESIDES HIM”* (V. 35)

“In truth, even the creations do not exist as entities in their own

right, as it appears to our eyes.  We perceive it that way because

we do not see Godly energy.  However, from the perspective of the

Godly energy which enlivens us, our existence is totally nullified into

absolute nothingness, like a ray of light inside the globe of the sun....

Thus it follows that there is no existence at all outside that of God.“

(Derech Mitzvosecha, Mitzvas Achdus Hashem ch. 3)

“Even in the current period immediately preceding the true and

complete redemption, the way a Jew acts in day-to-day life

should resemble life as it will be during the actual Messianic Era.

“One of the most fundamental aspects of the future era is that there

will be the fullest expression of the verse, ‘You were shown (the

heavens), in order (for you) to know that God is God. There is none

other besides Him.’  I.e. it will be revealed throughout the entire

world that ‘there is none other besides Him’—that there is no

existence other than God.”

“It is this kind of feeling which is required too in one’s daily lives

now: A person should feel literally, in every part of his life, that “there

is none other besides Him.” In other words, not only should one’s

worldly pursuits be done for the sake of a Godly purpose—i.e. that

one feels the dichotomy between the ‘worldly’ and the ‘Godly,’ but

that one nevertheless dedicates his worldly activities to a higher

purpose.  Rather, one should feel the Godly identity of the worldly

matters themselves. Consequently, he will not even become aware of

any existence other than that of God, since he feels that ‘there is none

other besides Him.’”

(Freely translated from Sichas Simchas Torah 5752)

Nevertheless, Rashi stresses that Moshe did so “fearfully,” since: 

a.) The mitzvah of setting aside the cities had not yet begun, so Moshe

feared that his actions were premature; and,  

b.) This mitzvah might be intrinsically connected with entering the Land

of Cana’an, and since God had decreed that Moshe was not permitted to

enter the Land, Moshe feared that this mitzvah was not meant for him

to observe.

However, we are still left with the question: What did Moshe accomplish

by performing a mitzvah before its time?

THE EXPLANATION

Moshe’s early separation of Cities of Refuge in the Transjordan could be

approached in one of two ways:

a.) It was merely a non-halachic preparation for the mitzvah which was

to be performed at a later date; or,

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

THIRD

READING



ak ana' neuo zrhj, vana: )ns( uzt, v,urv/ zu avut g,hs

kxsr tjrprav zu: )nv( tkv vgsu, uduw tar scr/ vo votar

scr cmt,o nnmrho' jzr uabtv kvocgrcu, nutc: )nz( tar
cgcr vhrsi/ avut cnzrj' avgcrvabh vhv cngrc: )d( kt t,
tc,hbu/ ckcs fr, vw uduw' fht,bu: )s( pbho cpbho/ tnr rw crfhv

fl tnr navtk ,tnru tbh nygv t,fo gk kt scr' fsrlavxrxur

guav chi vnufr kkuej' vrh vnufrgmnu nscr gnfo: )v( ktnr/
nuxc gk scr vw gnfocvr n,ul vta' ktnr tbfh vw uduw' utbfh

gunschi vw uchbhfo: )z( gk pbh/ cfk neuo tar tbh ao' uzvu fk

vguko/ scr tjr fk zni atbh ehho
1

/ gar,vscru, fcr phra,ho:

b.) Moshe performed the actual halachic designation of these cities.

The cities were then “activated” as functional Cities of Refuge when the

mitzvah became applicable, when the other cities were designated in the

Land of Cana’an.*

A practical difference between these two approaches would be whether

the Transjordanian cities would have to be re-designated (by Yehoshua)

after the three cities had been designated in the Land of Cana’an.

According to the first approach ‘a,’ Moshe’s designation was not

halachically effective, so the cities would indeed have to be redesignated;

but according to approach ‘b’ this had already taken place.

It appears that Rashi and Rambam differ over this matter:

Rashi stresses that Moshe said, “Since it is possible to do a mitzvah, I will

do it,” suggesting that Moshe actually observed the mitzvah (halachic

requirement) of separating the cities—i.e. approach ‘b’ above.

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

ibj,tu ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 40ss::nndd  --  vv::jj

m´�UÎx	W�` d®�xFY�d z`Ÿ−f�e cn :i«�X
p�n«©l o−�W¨A©A o¬l̈FBÎz	`�e i½�c�B©l
mi®�h¨R�W�O�d�e mi −�T�g«�d�e zŸ½c¥r«�d d¤N� μ̀ dn :l«�`�x�U�i i¬ �p§A i− �p§t¦l d½	WŸn
x¤aÆ¥r§A en :m�i«�x§v�O�n m−�z ¥̀v§A l½� �̀x�U�i í�p§AÎl	`Æ d	WŸn x³ ¤A�C xÆ	W�`
x¬ 	W�` i½�xŸn�`«�d K¤l´ 	n Æ oŸgi�q u	xÀ	`§A xF½r§R zí¥A lEnμ `�iÀ
B©A o¹�C�x
I�d
m−�z`¥v§A l½�`�x�U�i í�p§aE Æ d	WŸn d³M̈�d xÆ	W�` oF ®A�W	g§A a−�WFi
oÀ�W¨A�dÎK¤l«	n bFŕ | u	x´ 	̀ Îz	`�e F¹v�x�`Îz	` EÆW�xi«�I
e fn :m�i«�x§v�O�n
xº¥rŸx£r«�n gn :W	n«�W g−�x�f�n o®�C�x
I�d x¤á¥r§A x−	W�` i½�xŸn�`«�d í¥k§l�nÆ i�p�W
Îl¨k�e hn :oF «n�x	g `E ¬d oŸ −̀ i�U x¬�dÎc©r�e oŸ²p�x�` l�g¯
pÎz©t�UÎl©r xÆ	W�`
zŸ ¬C�W�̀  z�g−�Y d®ä�x£r«�d ḿ �i c−©r�e d�g½�x�f�n Æ o�C�x
I�d x¤a³ ¥r d¹¨a�x£rÆ�d
x	n`Ÿ´I
e ¼l�`�x�U�iÎl¨MÎl	` » d	WŸn `́�x�w�I
e ` d [iriax] t :d«�B�q¦R�d
i² ¦kŸp«�` x¯	W�` mi½�h¨R�W�O�dÎz	`�e mi ´�T�g«�dÎz	̀ Æ l�`�x�U�i r³�n�W mÀ	d¥l�`
d́�eŸd�i a :m«�zU£r«©l m−	Y�x�n�WE m½�zŸ` m´ 	Y�c�n§lE mF®I�d m−¤ki�p�f�`§A x¬ ¥aŸC
d− �eŸd�i z¬�ẍM Epi½�zŸa�`Îz	` `÷́ b :a«�xŸg§A zi−�x§A Ep² �O¦r z¬�x¨M EpiÀ�d÷�`
:mi«�I�g Ep¬N̈ªM mF−I�d dŸ²t d¤N¬ �̀  Ep�gÆ 
p�̀  Ep½�Y�̀  í¦M z Ÿ̀®G�d zí�x§A�dÎz	̀
iÂ¦kŸp«� Ầ d :W«� �̀d KF ¬Y�n x−�d̈A m² ¤k�O¦r d¯�eŸd�i xÆ¤A�C miÀ�p¨t§A | mí�p¨R c

x́ ©a�CÎz	` m−¤k¨l ci¬ �B�d§l `e½�d�d z´¥r¨A Æ m¤ki�pi«¥aE d³ �eŸd�iÎoi«¥A cÆ�nŸr
q :xŸ «n`¥l x−�d̈A m¬ 	zi¦l£rÎ` «÷�e W½�`�d í�p§R�n Æ m	z �̀x�i i³¦M d® �eŸd�i
zi¬ ¥A�n m�i−�x§v�n u	x¬ 	̀ �n Li²�z ¥̀vF «d x̄	W�̀  Li® 	d÷�` d́ �eŸd�i i−¦kŸp«�̀ * e

dÆ	U£r«�zÎ`÷ g :i«�p¨RÎl©r mi−�x�g�` mi¬�d÷�` ²L§l d¬ i�d«�iÎ`÷ f :mi«�c̈a£r
u	x−�`¨A x¬ 	W�`«
e l©r½�O�n Æ m�iÆ�n�X©A x³	W�` d½ �pEn�YÎl¨M Æ l	qÆ¤t ¬L§l

o¨lFB z
i�e c�b�c `�h§a�W§l c¨r§l�B©A zFn`�x z
i�e
`�z�i�xF` `�c�e cn :d	X
p�n�c `�h§a�W§l o�p§z�n§A
oi¥N�` dn :l�`�xŸ�y�i i�p§A m�c�w d	WŸn x�C�q i�C
d	WŸn li¦N�n i�C `�I
pi�c�e `�I�n�i�wE `�z�e�c	d�q
:m�i�x§v�O�n oFd�w¨R�n§A l�`�xŸ�y�i i�p§A m¦r
xFr§R zi¥A l¥a�w¨l `�z¨li�g§A `�p�C�x
i�c `�x§a¦r§A en

a�z�i i�C d�`�xFn�`	c `¨M§l�n oFgi�q�C `¨r�x�`§A
oFd�w¨R�n§A l�`�xŸ�y�i i�p§aE d	WŸn `�g�n i�C oFA�W	g§A
`¨r�x�` z
i�e D¥r�x�` z
i Ezi�xi�e fn :m�i�x§v�O�n
i�C d�`�xFn�` i¥k§l�n oi�x�Y o�p�z�n�c `¨M§l�n bFr�C
x¥rŸx£r�n gn :`�W�n�W g
p�c
n `�p�C�x
i�c `�x§a¦r§A
oF`iŸ�y�c `�xEh c©r�e oŸp�x�`�c `¨l�g
p si¥M l©r i�C
`�p�C�x
i�c `�x§a¦r `�x�Wi�n l¨k�e hn :oFn�x	g `Ed
K©R�W�n zFg�Y �̀x�Wi�n�c `�O
i c©r�e `�g�pi�C
n§l
x�n�`
e l�`�xŸ�y�i l¨k§l d	WŸn `�x�wE ` : �̀z�n�x�n
`�I
pi�C z
i�e `�I�n�i�w z
i l�`�xŸ�y�i r�n�W oFd§l
oEt§l�z�e oi�c `�nFi oFki�n�c�w l¥N�n�n `�p�` i�C
x
f�B `�p�d¨l�` �i�i a :oFd�c¨A§r	n§l oEx�H�z�e oFd�z
i
�i�i x
f�B `�p�z�d¨a�` m¦r `¨l b :a�xŸg§A m�i�w `�p�O¦r
`¨k�d oi¥N�` `�p�g
p�` `�p�O¦r o�d¨l�` `�c�d `�n�i�w z
i
l¨l�n�n m¦r l¨l�n�n c :oi�n�I�w `�p¨NªM oi�c `�nFi
`�p�` d :`�z�W¥` FB�n `�xEh§A oFk�O¦r �i�i li¦N�n
`�p�C¦r§A oFki�pi¥aE �ii�c �̀x�ni�n oi¥A m�`�w i�zi�e�d
i�x�` �ii�c `�n�B�z¦R z
i oFk§l d�`�E�g§l `i�d�d
`�xEh§A oEY�w¤l�q `¨l�e `�z�W¥` m�c�T�n oEY§l	g�c
`¨r�x�`�n K�Y�w¥R�` i�C K�d¨l�` �i�i `�p�` e :x�ni�n§l
D¨l�` K¨l i�d�i `̈l f : �̀zEc§a©r zi¥A�n m�i�x§v�n�c
l¨M m�li�v K̈l ci¥A§r�z `¨l g :i�P�n x©A o�x�g�`
r�x§N�n `¨r�x�`§a i�c�e `¨l¥r§N�n `�I�n�W¦a i�C zEn�C

hWar

* Or, perhaps it could be argued that when the three cities were designated in the Land of Cana’an, the three Transjordanian cities retroactively attained the status of fullyfledged

Cities of Refuge since the time when Moshe designated them (See Tzafnas Pane'ach al Hatorah to 3:25).

*cmcur eurhi cygo vgkhui ,nmt cxu; vxpr
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– Ramos in Gilad, which belongs to (the tribe of) Gad.

– Golan in the Bashan which belongs to (the tribe of) Menashe. 

[ RR EE VV II EE WW OOFF TT HH EE LL AA WW SS OOFF TT HH EE TT OO RR AA HH [

T he following is the law which Moshe put before the children of Israel. 45 These are the (same)

testimonies, suprarational commands and rational commands which Moshe told the children of

Israel when they went out of Egypt, 46 (and he repeated them now, while they were) on the (east)

side of the Jordan area (in the plains of Mo’av), in the valley opposite Beis-Pe'or. (It was) the land of

Sichon, King of the Amorites, who lived in Cheshbon, whom Moshe and the children of Israel defeated,

after they left Egypt. 47 They took possession of his land, and the land of Og, King of Bashan—the two

Amorite kings, who were on the (east) side of the Jordan, where the sun rises—48 from Aro’air, which is

on the edge of the valley of Arnon, to Mount Siyon, which is (Mount) Chermon, 49 and all the plain across

the Jordan eastward as far as the Sea of the Plain, under the waterfalls of Pisgah. 

[ RR EE PP EE TT II TT II OO NN OOFF TT HH EE TT EENN CC OO MM MM AA NN DD MM EE NN TT SS [

M oshe called all Israel and said to them:

Listen, Israel, to the suprarational commands and rational commands which I am speaking

in your ears today! Learn them, and be careful to observe them!
2 God our God made a covenant with us in Choraiv. 3 God did not make this covenant (only) with

our ancestors, but with us, all of us who are here alive today. 4 At the mountain, God spoke with you

from the fire face to face. 5 On that occasion, I stood between God and you, to tell you the word of God,

since you were afraid of the fire, and you did not go up on the mountain. 

(God spoke to you,) saying:

�
6 “I am God, (the) God (of every one*) of you, Who took you out of the land of Egypt, out of

the house of bondage.”

�
7 “You shall not (possess an idol) of other deities (so long as I exist). 8 You shall not make for

yourself a sculptured image or any picture of that which is in the heavens above, which is on the

4:44

55

Rambam however, writes that Moshe only said, “Since a mitzvah has

come to my hand, I will do it.” This suggests that it was not in fact possible

to observe the mitzvah itself, and it is only that “the mitzvah has come to

my hand,” i.e. Moshe could participate in some way with the mitzvah, but

that his action had no significance from a halachic point of view.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 39, p. 14ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

The two approaches concerning Moshe’s involvement in the

designation of Cities of Refuge (see Toras Menachem) could be

explained from a spiritual perspective, as follows:

The view of Rambam, that Moshe had no halachic involvement in

this mitzvah, teaches us that Moshe was on such a high spiritual

level, that even accidental sin (for which Cities of Refuge are built)

was not compatible with his standing.

The view of Rashi, that Moshe did perform part of this mitzvah,

comes to teach us that even though Moshe was, of course, well

beyond the very notion of inadvertent sin, he nevertheless “set his

heart to the matter,” for the sake of the Jewish people.  Being a true

leader, he catered to the needs of the people, even if this required

him to “fearfully” extend himself to a spiritual domain which was

beneath his own standing.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 39, pp. 20-21)

* tkehl kw hjhs/ rtv pxhe,t srWf pw cjusa vakhah cxupu/ ,bjunt )ctcgr( h,ru hz/  hkWa rnz rpu/  urtv do pxhe,t rc,h pw ft/

FOURTH

READING



1 nfhk,t     2 ac, pz:     3 anu, yu' fv     4 xbvsrhi bu:     5 crtah, c' y

)hc( anur/ ucrtaubu, vut tunrzfur' abhvo cscur tjs uc,hcv tj,

btnruucanhgv tj, bangu
1

: ftar mul/ euso n,i ,urv cnrv
2

:

)yu(uzfr, fh gcs vhh, uduw/ gk nb, fipstl a,vhv ku gcs u,anur

nmu,hu: )yz( ftar mul/ t; gk fcus tc uto bmyuucnrv' abtnr
3

ao ao

ku jueunapy
4

: )hz( ukt ,bt;/ thi kaui bhtu; tkt cta,tha: )hj( ukt
,,tuv/ kt ,hrud' t; vut kauijnsv' fnu bjns knrtv

5
'sn,rdnhbi

snrdd knjzh: )hy( ukt hx;/ n,rdnhbi ukt pxe )kph ans, cu�s thbu

hfuk kscr fk scrhu cbahnv tj, umrhl kvpxhe' uns, vec�v thbu fi' kt

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

ibj,tu ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 42vv::jj--hhyy

`´÷�e m−	d¨l d¬ e�g«�Y�W�zÎ` «÷ h :u	x«�̀ l̈ z�g¬�Y�n m�i−�O©A x¬ 	W�`«
e z�g® �Y�n
Îl©r zFā�` oŸÆe£r cÂ�wŸRÂ ½̀ �P�w l´�` Æ LiÆ	d÷�̀  d³ �eŸd�i iº¦kŸp«�̀  í¦M m®�c§är«�z
mi®¦t¨l�̀ «©l c	q−	g d	UŸ ¬r�e i :i«�̀ �p «ŸU§l mi−¦r¥A�xÎl©r�e mi¬�W¥N�WÎl©r�e mi² �p¨A
Îm«�WÎz	` ²̀ �V�z `¬÷ `i q : [i«�zŸe§v�n 'w] ezevn i¬ �x�nŸ «W§lE i−©a�dŸ«`§l
Îz	` `¬�V�iÎx	W�` z² �̀  d½ �eŸd�i Æ d	T
p�i ` ³÷ i´¦M `�e®�X©l Li−	d÷�` d¬ �eŸd�i
−L�E¦v x¬ 	W�`«©M F ®W�C�w§l z−Ä�X�d mF¬iÎz	` xF ²n�W ai q :`�e«�X©l F −n�W
:L«	Y§k ©̀l�nÎl̈M �zi−�U¨r�e cŸ½a£r«�Y Æ mi�n�i z	W³ �W bi :Li«	d÷�̀  d¬ �eŸd�i
d¹¨k`¨l�nÎl¨k dÆ	U£r«�zÎ`÷ Li® 	d÷�` d́ �eŸdi«©l z−Ä�W i½¦ri¦a�X�d Æ mFi�e ci

Îl¨k�e Æ L�xŸ«n�g«
e ³L�xF «W�e LÀ	z�n�`«
eÎ «L�C§a©r�e L´ 	Y¦aEÎ «L�p¦aE | d´�Y�`
:LF «n¨M −L�z«�n�`«
e ¬L�C§a©r �gE²p�i o©rÀ�n§l Li½	x¨r�W¦A x´ 	W� Æ̀ L�x« �b�e L½	Y�n	d§A
Æ LiÆ	d÷�̀  d³ �eŸd�i ¹L�̀ Æ¦vŸI
e m�i½�x§v�n u	x´ 	̀ §A Æ �ziÆ �i�d c¤a³ ¤r i´¦M À�Y�x©k«�f�e eh

Li½	d÷�` d́ �eŸd�i Æ L�E¦v oÀ¥MÎl©r d® �iEh�p ©rŸx́�f¦aE d −�w�f�g c¬ �i§A m½�X�n
L½	O�`Îz	`�e Æ LiÆ¦a�̀ Îz	̀  c³ ¥A©M fh q :z«Ä�X�d mF¬iÎz	̀  zF −U£r«©l
K½¨l a�hí �iÆ o©rÆ�n§lE LiÀ	n�i o´ªki�x�`«
i | o©r´�n§l Li® 	d÷�` d́ �eŸd�i −L�E¦v x¬ 	W�`«©M
q g−©v�x�z ¬̀÷ fi q :K«¨l o¬ �zŸp Li−	d÷�̀  d¬ �eŸd�iÎx	W�` d½�n�c�`«�d l©rμ
q :`�e«�W c¬ ¥r −L£r«�x§a d¬ p£r«�zÎ`÷�e q aŸ½p�b�z `÷́�e q s®�`�p�z `÷́�e
Ed¹�c�U LÀ¤r�x zí¥A d¹ E�`�z�z `Æ÷�e q L® ¤r�x z	W´�` cŸ −n�g�z ` ¬÷�e gi

Îz«	` hi [iying] q :L«¤r�x§l x¬ 	W�` lŸ −k�e F½xŸn�g«
e Fx́FWÆ Fz�n�`«
e F ³C§a©r�e
Æ W� �̀d KF ³Y�n xÀ�d¨A m¹¤k§l�d�wÎl¨MÎl	` dÆ �eŸd�iÁ x¤A�C d¤N¿�̀ �d mí�ẍa�C�d
zŸǵªl Æ i�p�WÎl©r mÀ¥a�Y§k�I« 
e s® �q�i `÷́�e lF −c�B lF ¬w l½¤t�x£r«�d�e ó �p¨r«	d

oFd§l cEB�q�z `¨l h :`¨r�x�`§l r�x§N�n `�I�n§a i�c�e
`�P�w l�` K�d¨l�` �i�i `�p�` i�x�` oEP�g§l§t�z `¨l�e
x�C l©r oi�c�x�n oi�p§A l©r o�d¨a�` i¥aFg x©r�q�n
oi�n§N�W�n c©M i�`�pŸ�y§l i©ri¦a�x x�C l©r�e i�zi¦l�Y
Eai�h c�a¨r�e i :oFd�z�d¨a�` x�z¨A i�h�g	n§l `�I
p§A
`¨l `i :i�cFT¦t i�x�h�p§lE i�n�g�x§l oi�x�c i¥t§l�`§l
i¥M
f�i `¨l i�x�` `�p�B�n§l K�d̈l�` �ii�c `�n�W z
i i�ni�z

�̀nFi z
i x�h ai : �̀x�w�W§l D�n�W¦a i�n�i i�C z
i �i�i
:K�d̈l�̀  �i�i K�c�T©t i�c �̀n§M D�zEW�C�w§l �̀z§A�W�c
:K�Y�c¦a¦r l¨M ci¥A§r�z�e g¨l§t�Y oi�nFi `�Y�W bi

`¨l K�d¨l�` �i�i m�c�w `�z§A�W d�`¨ri¦a�W `�nFi�e ci

K�C§a©r�e K�Y�x§aE K�x§aE �Y�̀  �̀ci¦a¦r l̈M ci¥A§r�z
i�C K�xFI�b�e K�xi¦r§A l¨k�e K�x�n�g
e K�xFz�e K�z�n�`�e
:K�z�e§M K�z�n�̀ �e K�C§a©r �gEp�i i�C li�c§A Ki�e�x�w§a
`¨r�x�`§A `�zi�e�d `�C§a©r i�x�` x©M�c�z�e eh

`̈ti�T�z �̀ci¦A o�O�Y�n K�d̈l�̀  �i�i K�w§R�̀ �e m�i�x§v�n�c
c©A§r	n§l K�d¨l�` �i�i K�c�T©R o¥M l©r `�n�n�x�n `¨r�x�c¦aE
K�O�̀  z
i�e KEa�̀  z
i x�T
i fh : �̀z§A�W�c �̀nFi z
i
Ki�nFi oEk�xFi�C li�c§A K�d̈l�̀  �i�i K�c�T©t i�c �̀n§M
a�d�i K�d̈l�̀  �ii�C `̈r�x�̀  l©r K̈l a©hi�i�C li�c§aE
aEp�b�z `¨l�e :sEb�z `¨l�e :W¨t�p lFh�w�z `¨l fi :K̈l
`�zEc�d�q K�x§a�g§A c�d�q�z `¨l�e :(`�W§t
p)
`¨l�e K�x§a�g z�Y�` c�n�g�z `¨l�e gi :`�x�w�W�c
d�xFY D�z�n�̀ �e D�C§a©r�e D¥l�w�g K�x§a�g zi¥A bFx�z
oi¥N� �̀d `�I�n�B�z¦R z
i hi :K�x§a�g§l i�C lŸk�e D�x�n�g
e
`�z�W¥` FB�n `�xEh§A oFk§l�d�w l¨M m¦r �i�i li¦N�n
oEpi¦a�z§kE w�q§t `¨l�e a�x l�w `�z�hi�n�`
e `�p�p£r

hWar

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“A GREAT VOICE, WHICH DID NOT STOP” (V. 19)

Our Sages learned from this verse that the voice of God, at the

giving of the Torah, had no echo (Shemos Rabah ch. 28). An echo

is caused when soundwaves encounter a hard substance that cannot

absorb the sound, causing it to be deflected. Thus we would expect

there to have been an echo at the giving of the Torah, especially since

it was a “great voice” which would bring a great echo. In truth,

however, God gave the Torah in a manner that it was absorbed even

into our physical makeup—and thus there was no substance from

which to deflect, so there was no echo to be heard.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 4, p. 1092ff.)
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earth below, or which is in the water beneath the earth.  9 You shall not bow down before them

nor worship them, for I, God, your God, am a God Who is zealous (to exact punishment), Who

visits the iniquity of the fathers upon the sons, upon the third and the fourth generation of those

who (continue in their fathers’ ways to) hate Me. 10 But I act kindly to those who love Me and to

those who keep My commandments for two thousand generations.”

�
11 “You shall not take the name of God, your God, in vain, for God will not absolve anyone who

takes His name in vain.”

�
12 “Guard the Sabbath day to sanctify it, as God commanded you (at Marah, before the giving of

the Torah). 13 Six days may you work and perform all your labor, 14 but the seventh day is a

Sabbath to God, your God.  You shall perform no labor, neither you, your son, your daughter,

your manservant, your maidservant, your ox, your donkey, nor all your (other) animals, and

your convert who is within your gates, so that your manservant and maidservant may rest like

you. 15 You should remember that you were a slave in the land of Egypt, and that God, your God,

took you out from there with a strong hand and an outstretched arm (in order that you serve

Him).  Therefore, God, your God, has commanded you to make the Sabbath day.”

�
16 “Honor your father and your mother, as God commanded you (at Marah), in order that your

days will be lengthened on the land that God, your God, is giving you.”

�
17 “You shall not murder.”

� “You shall not commit adultery.”

� “You shall not steal (people, i.e. kidnap).” 

� “You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor.”

�
18 “You shall not covet your neighbor’s wife. You shall not desire your neighbor’s house, his field,

his manservant, his maidservant, his ox, his donkey, or whatever belongs to your neighbor.” 
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G od spoke these words to your entire assembly at the mountain from the fire, the cloud, and the

fog, with a great voice, which did not stop (for breath). He inscribed them on two stone tablets

and gave them to me. 

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

5:19

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

THE REPETITION OF THE TEN COMMANDMENTS

Chasidic teachings elaborate upon God’s purpose in creating the

world—that there should be a fusion of spirit and matter. Since

God created the world in a manner that it is predominantly material,

our task—generally speaking—is to infuse it with a higher purpose,

and to reveal the inner, spiritual core which pulsates within every one

of God’s creations.

There is, however, a danger in “overdosing” the world with too

much spirit, beyond that which it can comfortably absorb. We must

never forget that the goal is a unity of matter and spirit, where the

physical world is “at home” with its Creator. We must invigorate

and inspire our world, and not burn or blind it with a light that is

too intense.

From where do we derive the strength and the sensitivity to achieve

this difficult balance?

The answer is: from the two accounts of the Ten Commandments

written in the Torah. The first account (in Parshas Yisro) where God’s

voice shattered the heavens and the earth, gives us the ability to break

through the barriers between spiritual and physical, and infuse the

mundane world with Divinity. The repetition of the Ten Command-

ments, here in Parshas Va’eschanan, was said by Moshe, and was

thus articulated in more human terms. This gives us the strength to

bring Divine revelation to the world harmoniously, respecting the

limitations that exist and yet gradually inspiring the world to over-

come its limitations and become a “home for God below.”

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Yisro 5752)
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vhv puxe' unakt vhv puxe kt vhv nuxh;( fh eukujze uehho kguko/

scr tjr ukt hx;' kt vuxh;kvrtu, ctu,u punch: )fs(ut, ,scr
tkhbu/ v,a,o t, fjhfbecv' abmygr,h gkhfo' urph,o t, hsh fhrth,h

athbfo jrsho kv,erc tkhu ntvcv/ ufhkt vhv hpv kfo kknus nph

vdcurv ukt kknusnnbh: )s( vw tkvhbu vw tjs/ vw avut tkvhbu g,v

ukt tkvh vtunu, gucsh tkhkho' vut g,hs kvhu, vw tjs'abtnr fh tz

ibj,tu ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 44vv::hhyy  --  uu::ss

K	W½Ÿg�d KFÝ�nÆ lFT�dÎz	` m³¤k£r�n�W§M iÀ�d�i
e k :i«¨l�` m− �p�Y�I«
e mi½�p¨a�`
:m«¤ki�p�w�f�e m−¤ki�h§a�W i¬ �W`�xÎl¨M i½©l�` oEá�x�w�Y
e W® �`¨A x́¥rŸA x−�d�d�e
F½l�c�BÎz	`�e FćŸa§MÎz	̀ Æ EpiÆ�d÷�` d³ �eŸd�i Ep¹�`�x	d o´�d EÀx�n`Ÿ «Y
e `k

x̄¥A�c�iÎi«¦M Epi½�̀ �x Æ dG�d mF³I�d W® �̀ �d KFÝ�n Ep§r−�n�W F ¬lŸwÎz	`�e
W¬ �̀ �d Ep½¥l§k Ÿ̀ «z í¦M zE½n�p d�O´l̈Æ d�Y©r�e ak :i«�g�e m−�c�`«�dÎz	` mi²�d÷�`
d¯�eŸd�i lFÆwÎz	` ©rŸÂn�W Â¦l Ep�gÀ
p�` | mi´¦t�qŸ «iÎm�` z`Ÿ®G�d d−l̈Ÿc�B�d
miÆ�d÷� Á̀ lFw ŕ �n�W x´ 	W�` x ¿�U¨AÎl¨k i´�n i´¦M bk :Ep�z«�n�e cF −r Epi² �d÷�`
z² �̀  r½�n�W«E Æ d�Y�̀  a³�x�w ck :i�g«I
e EpŸ −n¨M W² �̀ �dÎKF «Y�n x̄¥A�c�n mi¹�I�g

Á z�` EpiÀ¥l�` x´¥A�c�Y | �Y´�`�e Epi® �d÷�` d́ �eŸd�i x−�n`Ÿi x¬ 	W�`Îl¨M
r³�n�W�I
e dk :Epi«�U¨r�e Ep§r¬�n�W�e Li−¤l�` Epi² �d÷�` d¯�eŸd�i x¹¥A�c�i xÆ	W�̀ Îl̈M
iÀ©l�` d¹ �eŸd�i x	n`ŸÆ I
e i®l̈�` m−¤k�x¤A�c§A m½¤ki�x§a�C lFẃÎz	` Æ d�eŸd�i
Eai−�hi�d Li½¤l�̀  Éx§A�C x´ 	W�` Æ dG�d m³r̈�d i¹�x§a�C lFÆwÎz	` i�Y§rÂ�n�WÂ.
i²�zŸ` d¬�`�x�i§l mÀ	d¨l d¹f mÆ¨a¨a§l Á d�i�d�e o¿�Y�iÎi«�n ek :Ex«¥A�C x¬ 	W�`Îl¨M
m−	di�p§a¦l�e m² 	d¨l a¬�hi�i o©rÆ�n§l mi®�n�I�dÎl¨M i−�zŸe§v�nÎl¨MÎz	` xŸ ¬n�W¦l�e
» dŸR dÀ�Y�`�e gk :m«¤ki¥l�d«�`§l m−¤k¨l EaE ¬W m® 	d̈l xŸń�` K−¥l fk :m«¨lŸr§l
mi ¬�T�g«�d�e d² �e§v�O�dÎl¨M z¯�` LiÀ¤l�` d´�x§A�c�`«
e ¼ i�c�O¦r cŸń£r
m−	d¨l o¬ �zŸp i²¦kŸp«�` x¯	W�` u	x½�`¨a EÚ¨r�e m®�c�O©l�Y x´ 	W�` mi−�h¨R�W�O�d�e
m−¤ki�d«÷�̀  d¬ �eŸd�i d² �E¦v x¬ 	W�`«©M zF½U£r«©l m´ 	Y�x�n�WE hk :D«�Y�W�x§l
d̄�eŸd�i d¹�E¦v xÆ	W�` K	xÀ	C�dÎl̈k§A l :l Ÿ̀ «n�UE oi¬�n�i Ex−�q�z ` ¬÷ m® ¤k�z	̀
m´ 	Y§k�x�`«�d�e m½¤k¨l aFh́�e Æ oEi�g«�Y o©r³�n§l Ek® ¥l�Y m−¤k�z	` m² ¤ki�d «÷�`

Æ mi�T�g«�d dÀ�e§v�O�d z`Ÿ´f�e ` e :oE «W�xi«�Y x¬ 	W�` u	x−�`¨A mi½�n�i
zFÚ£r«©l m® ¤k�z	` ć�O©l§l m−¤ki�d «÷�` d¬ �eŸd�i d² �E¦v x¬ 	W�` mi½�h¨R�W�O�d�e
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:Li«	n�i o¬ªk�x�`«
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x¬ 	W�`«
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z¬ ©a�f u	x² 	̀  K½¨l Æ LiÆ	zŸa�̀  i³ �d÷�` d¹ �eŸd�i xÆ¤A�C Á x	W�`«©M cŸ®`�n oE −A�x�Y
:*c«�g	` | d¬ �eŸd�i Epi−�d÷�` d¬ �eŸd�i l® � �̀x�U�i *r−�n�W c [iyy] t :W«¨a�cE a−l̈�g

d�e�d
e k :i¦l oEP¦a�di�e `�I
p§a�` i�gEl oi�x�Y l©r
x¥r¨A `�xEh�e `¨kFW�g FB�n `¨l�w z
i oFk£r�n�W�n�M
oFki�h§a�W i�Wi�x l¨M i�z�e§l oEY§a	x�w�e `�z�W¥`§A
`�p�d¨l�` �i�i `�p�i�f�g�` `�d oEY�x�n�`
e `k :oFki¥a�q�e

�̀p§r�n�W D�x�ni�n l�w z
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`�p�O¦r l¥N�n�Y �Y�`�e `�p�d¨l�` �i�i x�ni�i i�C l¨M z
i
:ci¥A§r
p�e l¥A�w�pE K�O¦r `�p�d¨l�` �i�i l¥N�n�i i�C l¨M z
i
oFki�n�B�z¦R l�w z
i �i�i m�c�w ©ri�n�WE dk

i�n�c�w ©ri�n�W i¦l �i�i x�n�`
e i�O¦r oFk�zEl¨N�n§A
K�O¦r Eli¦N�n i�C oi�c�d `�O©r i�n�B�z¦R l�w z
i
oi�c�d `̈A¦l i�d�i i�C i
e§l ek :Eli¦N�n i�C l¨M Epi�w�z�`
l¨M i�cFT¦R l̈M z
i x�H�n§lE i�n�c�w l�g�c�n§l oFd§l
:m¨l¨r§l oFdi�p§a¦l�e oFd§l a�hi�i�C li�c§A `�I�nFi
:oFki�p§M�W�n§l oFk§l EaEY oFd§l x�n�` l�f�` fk

l¨M z
i K�O¦r l¥N�n�`e i�n�c�w mi�w `¨k�d �Y�`�e gk

oEc§A§r
i�e oEP¦t�N
z i�C `�I
pi�c�e `�I�n�i�wE `�Y�c	w§t�Y
:D�z�xi�n§l oFd§l a�d�i `�p�` i�C `¨r�x�`§A
oFk¨d¨l�` �i�i ci�T©t i�c `�n§M c©A§r	n§l oEx�H�z�e hk

l¨k§A l :`¨l`�nŸ�yE `�pi�O
i oEh�q�z `¨l oFk�z
i
li�c§A oEk�d�Y oFk�z
i oFk̈d̈l�̀  �i�i ci�T©t i�C �̀g�ẍ`
i�C `¨r�x�`§A oi�nFi oEk�xFz�e oFk§l a�hi�i�e oEgi�z�C
i�C �̀I
pi�c�e �̀I�n�i�w �̀Y�c	w§t�z �̀c�e ` :oEz�xi�z
c©A§r	n§l oFk�z
i `¨t¨N�`§l oFk¨d¨l�` �i�i ci�T©t
:D�z�xi�n§l o�O�z§l oi�x§a¨r oEY�` i�C `¨r�x�`§A
l̈M z
i x�H�n§l K�d̈l�̀  �i�i m�c�w l�g�c�z�C li�c§A a

K�x§aE �Y�` K�c�T©t�n �̀p�` i�C i�dFcFT¦tE i�dFn�i�w
:Ki�nFi oEk�xFi�C li�c§aE Ki�I�g i�nFi l̈M K�x§A x©aE
K̈l a�hi�i i�C c©A§r	n§l x�H�z�e l� �̀xŸ�y�i l¥A�w�zE b

`�d¨l�` �i�i li¦N�n i�c `�n§M `�c�g©l oEB�q�z i�c�e
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hWar
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20 Then, when you heard the voice from the darkness, and the mountain was burning with fire, all the

heads of your tribes and your elders approached me 21 and said, “Look! God, our God, has shown us

His glory and His greatness, and we heard His voice from the fire. We saw today that God speaks with

man, and (yet) he can still live. 22 But why should we now die? For if we continue to hear the voice of

God our God any longer this great fire will consume us and we will die! 23 What (mortal of) flesh (and

blood) has heard the voice of the living God speaking from the fire, as we have, and lived?  24 You should

approach (God) and listen to everything that God, our God says, and then you can tell us everything

that God, our God, tells you. We will listen and obey.” 
25 God heard what you said when you spoke to me. God said to me, “I have heard what the people

said when they spoke to you. Everything that they said to you is good. 26 If only their hearts would remain

like this, fearing Me and keeping all My commandments eternally, so that things would be good for them

and their children forever! 27 Go and say to them, ‘Return to your tents.’ 28 You, however, must remain

here with Me, and I will tell you the entire body of commandments, the suprarational commands and

the rational commands, which you will teach them, so that they can observe them in the Land which I

am giving them to possess.”
29 Be careful about observing them, as God, your God, has commanded you. Do not deviate to the

right or to the left. 30 Follow along the complete path which God, your God, has commanded you, so

that you will live and prosper, and your days will be lengthened in the land that you will possess.
1 This is the body of commandments, the suprarational commands and the rational commands, that

God, your God, commanded (me) to teach you, to be performed in the land which you are about to

enter and possess.2 (This is) so that you should fear God, your God, and keep all His suprarational

commands and His commandments that I am commanding you, all the days of your life—(both) you,

your son, and your son’s son—in order that your days be lengthened. 3 You should listen, Israel, and be

careful to do what is good for you, so that you will increase greatly, just as God, the God of your fathers

told you (that He would give you) a land flowing with milk and honey. 
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�
4 Hear, O Israel! (Right now) God is our God (and the nations have their own gods, but in the

future all will realize that) God is one. 

66
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[ The Last Word [

“HEAR, O ISRAEL, GOD IS OUR GOD, GOD IS ONE” (V. 4)

“Man possesses two apparently contradictory elements, no less

incompatible than the incompatibility of matter and spirit, the

counterpart of which in the physical world is matter and energy.

I refer to the Divine soul and animal soul, or, on a lower level, the

yetzer tov [impulse to righteousness] and yetzer hara [impulse to

evil]. But this incompatibility is evident only in the infantile stage of

progress in Divine service, comparable to the plurality of elements

and forces which were presumed to exist in physical nature. But just

as the appreciation of the underlying unity of Nature grew with the

advancement of science, so does perfection in the Divine service lead

to the realization of the essential unity in human nature, to the point

where the yetzer tov and yetzer hara become one, through the

transformation of the yetzer hara by and into the yetzer tov, for

otherwise, of course, there can be no unity and harmony, since all

that is holy, positive, and creative could never make peace and be

subservient to the unholy, negative and destructive. And in this

attained unity the Jew proclaims, ‘Hear, O Israel, God [is] our God,

God is one.’”

“This is also what our Sages meant when they succinctly said—as

they often compress far-reaching ideas into a few concise words—that

the words ‘And you shall love God, your God, with all your heart

(levavecha),’ which immediately follow Shema Yisra’el, mean: with

both your yetzarim, with the yetzer hara, as with the yetzer tov.

(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe on 28 Adar 5721) 
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1 mpbhv d' y    2 zfrhv hs' y     3 xprh     4 ,vkho eyz' hd     5 ao d     6 scrho hs' t     7 nkfho_c c' d     8 scrh vhnho_c fy' t     9 nkfho_c ao hc     01 thi raWh npra avfuubv kerht, ang

fh zvu scr vpauy tphku kWci jna )knert(W' udo knsfcr nmu, eWa cpraWH cke fd'fs )gWp keuWa jWy gw 94(

tvpul tk gnhoapv crurv kerut fuko cao vw
1

' ubtnr chuo vvut

hvhv vw tjs uanu tjs
2

: )v( utvc,/ gav scrhu ntvcv' thbu sunv

guav ntvcv kguav nhrtv/ vguav tmk rcunhrtv' favut nyrhj gkhu

nbhju uvukl ku
3

: cfk kccl/ cabh hmrhl/ scr tjr cfk kccl'akt hvhv

kcl jkue gk vneuo
3

: ucfk bpal/ tphku vut buyk t, bpal
3

: ucfk
ntsl/ cfk nnubl ha kl tso annubujchc gkhu ndupu' kfl btnr ucfk

ntsl/ scrtjr ucfk ntsl' cfk nsv unsv anuss kl' chicnsv yucv

chi cns, purgbu,' ufi sus vuttunr fux haugu, tat uduw
4

mrv uhdui

tnmt uduw
5

: )u( uvhu vscrho uduw/ unvu vtvcv uvhuvscrho vtkv'

an,ul fl t,v nfhr cvec"vunsce csrfhu
3

: tar tbfh nmul
vhuo/ kt hvhu cghbhlfshuydnt habv athi tso xupbv' tkt fjsav

avfk rmhi kert,v/ shuydnt nmu, vnkl vctvcnf,c
3

: )z(uabb,o/

kaui jsus vut' ahvhu njusshocphl' ato hatkl tso scr kt ,vt mrhl

kdndo cu' tkt tnur ku nhs
3

: kcbhl/ tku v,knhsho/ nmhbu cfk neuo

av,knhsho eruho cbho' abtnrcbho t,o kvw tkvhfo
6

' utunrcbh

vbchtho tar cch, tk
7

' ufi cjzehvu akns,urv kfk hartk uerto

cbho abtnr cbh g,v tk ,aku
8

/ ufao av,knhshoeruho cbho' abtnr

cbho t,o kvw tkvhfo
6

' flvrc eruh tc' abtnr
9

tch tchrfc hartk

uduw
3

: uscr, co/ akt hvt gher scurl tkt co/gao gher utk ,gao

ypk
3

: ucafcl01/ hfuk tphku afc cjmh vhuo' ,knuskunr uceunl/ hfuk

tphku gns cjmh vkhkv',knus kunr cac,l cch,l uckf,l csrl/ srl

tr. scrv ,urv' zni afhcv uzni ehnv
3

: )j(uear,o ktu, gk
hsl/ tku ,phkhiaczrug: uvhu kyyp, chi ghbhl/ tku ,phkhi acrta

ugk ao nbhi prahu,hvo bertu yyp,' yycf,ph a,ho' p,

ibj,tu ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 46uu::vv--jj

�� Who are “your sons”? (v. 7)

RASHI: These are your students. We find universally that students are termed “sons.”

SIFSEI CHACHAMIM: The requirement to teach one’s son has already been mentioned above: “(This is) so that you fear God, your God, and

keep all His suprarational commands and His commandments that I am commanding you, all the days of your life—(both) you, your son,

and your son’s son” (6:2). Our verse appears to be an unnecessary repetition of the requirement to teach one’s son. Therefore, Rashi concluded

that it refers to students.

YOUR SONS—YOUR STUDENTS (V. 7)

Rashi expounds verse 7 non-literally, explaining that the requirement to

teach “your sons” actually refers to “your students.”

Sifsei Chachamim explains that Rashi was troubled as to why the

Torah instructs us to teach our sons here in verse 7, when this precept was

already taught in verse 2 above: “(This is) so that you fear God, your God,

and keep all His suprarational commands and His commandments that I

am commanding you, all the days of your life—(both) you, your son, and

your son’s son.”

However this explanation is difficult to accept since verse 2 appears to

be referring, not to a requirement resting upon the father towards his son,

but rather, to an obligation resting on the children themselves.

Furthermore, the verse does not refer to teaching Torah, but rather, the

observance of mitzvos in general.

Thus, it would appear that Rashi was troubled by a different problem,

arising from one of his earlier comments, in Parshas Vayechi:

On the verse, “I will separate them from Ya’akov, and I will scatter them

throughout Israel” (49:7), Rashi writes: “There are no paupers, scribes, or

teachers of children except from the tribe of Shimon, so that they should

be scattered.”

Now, if our verse here in Parshas Va’eschanan were taken literally—that

a father is obligated to teach his own child Torah and he may not delegate

this responsibility to another—then “teachers of children” would only be

required for orphans, or for one whose father is totally ignorant and is

unable to teach him. Clearly, these are minority cases, so the reader will

be troubled: Why does the Torah indicate that an entire tribe will be

devoted to teaching children (and to be scribes) when the need for

teachers is so rare?

In fact, even disregarding the above, a child who is learning Chumash

for the first time—for whom Rashi wrote his commentary—would be

troubled by our verse, since he will be aware that both he and his friends

are not taught exclusively by their fathers.

Thus, in response to these problems Rashi explained: “These are your

students. We find universally that students are termed ‘sons.’”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 9, p. 33ff.)
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�
5 Love God, your God, with all your heart, with all your soul, and with all your might.
6 (I.e.) these words, which I am commanding you today, shall be upon your heart. 

�
7 Teach them thoroughly to your (students, who are like your) sons. Speak of them when you sit

in your house and when you walk on the way.

� (Recite the Shema) when you lie down (at night) and when you get up (in the morning). 

�
8 Bind them as a sign upon your hand, and they shall be “totafos” (tefilin) between your eyes. 

* Both the head and arm tefilin contain the same four scriptural passages. In the head tefilin these four passages are written on four different scrolls which are housed in four different

compartments.  In the arm tefilin the four passages are written on a single scroll which is housed in a single compartment.     **Shemos 13:1-10 and ibid. 11-17 mention the Exodus;

Devarim 6:4-9 and ibid. 11:13-21 do not.      ***Furthermore, if the verse in Parshas Bo did stipulate a requirement for four passages, then it would turn out that the Jewish people

could not fulfill the mitzvah of tefilin until forty years later, when the two passages in the Book of Devarim were given; and, from a literal reading of Parshas Bo, it appears that the

Jewish people were being given a mitzvah that was to be performed immediately.      ****Thus, according to this interpretation of Rashi, two compartments remained empty for

the first forty years of the observance of this mitzvah.

�� What will be “a sign upon your hand” ? (v. 8)

RASHI: These are the tefilin of the arm.

�� What will be “totafos” between your eyes ? (v. 8)

RASHI: These are the tefilin of the head. They are called ,«p̈y«y
because of the number of scrolls [contained within them]: y©y

in Coptic means “two” and ,©P in Phrygian means “two” [making a

total of four].

RAMBAN: The mitzvah of tefilin has already been stated in Parshas

Bo (Shemos 13:9).  It is repeated here to stress that one must “bind

them,” i.e. that tefilin must be secured tightly with a knot.

THE HEAD AND ARM TEFILIN (V. 8)

In Parshas Bo, where the mitzvah of tefilin is mentioned for the first

time, Rashi explains: “they are called ,«p̈y«y because they have four

compartments—y©y in Coptic means ‘two’ and ,©P in Phrygian means

‘two’” (Shemos 13:16).

Why does Rashi stress in Parshas Bo that the term totafos alludes to the

number of compartments; whereas here, in Parshas Va’eschanan, Rashi

writes, “They are called ,«p̈y«y because of the number of scrolls [contained

within them]”?*

THE EXPLANATION

The context in which tefilin is mentioned in Parshas Bo is different to

that mentioned in Parshas Va’eschanan:

In Parshas Bo, the Torah states, “It (singular) should be for a sign upon

your arm and totafos between your eyes.” The use of the singular here

indicates that the tefilin are to be donned as a sign to commemorate a

single event, the Exodus from Egypt, which is the context of the discussion

in Parshas Bo.

Thus the word “totafos” (alluding to the number “four”) in Parshas Bo

could not refer to the number of passages inside the tefilin, since only two

of the four passages written inside the tefilin** mention the Exodus from

Egypt.***

Thus Rashi concluded that, “They are called ,«p̈y«y because they have

four compartments,” i.e. having many compartments is an essential

feature of the tefilin that magnifies the “sign” by which the Exodus is

remembered.****

However, here in Parshas Va’eschanan, the tefilin are mentioned in a

different context.  The Torah states, “Bind them (plural) as a sign upon

your hand, and they shall be totafos between your eyes.” 

To what is the Torah referring, by the use of the plural (“them”)?

Clearly this is a reference to verse 6, “these words, which I am

commanding you today, should be upon your heart,” i.e. with the

mitzvah of tefilin, the Torah is instructing us to bind “these words,” the

scriptural passages, upon our head and arm (adjacent to the heart).

Therefore, Rashi wrote here that the term totafos alludes to “the number

of scrolls” which contain these scriptural passages.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 9, p. 49ff.)

�
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[ The Last Word [

“LOVE GOD...” (V. 5-6)

“One of the best-known portions of the Torah, which Jews

recite daily, both morning and evening, is the portion of

Shema, in which the Torah tells us to love God “with all your

heart and with all your soul and with all your might” (v. 5). The

Hebrew word m’odecha that is generally translated as “your

might,” also conveys the meaning of mida—”measure” or “dimen-

sion,” as our Sages explain. This means that a Jew has to love God

regardless of the kind of “deal” he thinks is meted out to him by

Divine Providence. And this profound love has to express itself, as

the text indicates there, in terms of studying the Torah and observ-

ing its mitzvos, particularly the mitzvos of tefilin and mezuzah

which are mentioned specifically, since tefilin symbolizes all the

mitzvos. Moreover, inasmuch as tefilin is put on the left hand fac-

ing the heart, the seat of the emotions, and on the head facing the

brain, the seat of the intellect, it symbolizes that the totality of a

Jew, both emotionally and intellectually, has to be involved in the

service of God and the fulfillment of the mitzvos.”

“In other words, whatever happens in a Jew’s life, it must not in

any way affect this love and devotion to God, or his everyday life

and conduct in accordance with the Torah and mitzvos. (Needless

to note, the mitzvah of reciting the Shema daily is not reserved for

exceptional Jews, but is for each and every Jew.)”

(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe) 
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3
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THE MEZUZAH (V. 9)

How are we to understand the following:

a.) Why does Rambam write here that, “Every person is obligated to

be extremely cautious about mezuzah,” and not “...cautious about the

mitzvah of mezuzah”?  Indeed at the end of his Laws of Tzitzis, Rambam

is particular to write, “A person should always be careful with the mitzvah

of tzitzis.”

b.) The promise that “any person who wears tefilin on his head and

arm, has tzitzis on his garment, and a mezuzah on his door, is assured that

he will not sin,” was taken by Rambam directly from the Talmud in

Tractate Menachos (43b). However, the Talmud quotes an additional verse

to prove this point: “a threefold cord is not quickly broken” (Ecclesiastes

4:12).  Why did Rambam omit this verse?

c.) In Rambam’s Halachic Code, the Mishneh Torah, the Laws of Tefilin

precede the Laws of Mezuzah, and the Laws of Tzitzis follow later.  Since

the above assurance is the combined effect of all three mitzvos, why did

Rambam not cite it after completing all three sets of laws, at the end of the

Laws of Tzitzis (or, at the first opportunity—the Laws of Tefilin)?

�
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�� What is the importance of mezuzah? (v. 9)

RAMBAM: Every person is obligated to be extremely cautious about mezuzah since it is a universally binding obligation. Then, every time

that a person enters or leaves he will encounter the Unity of God, the holy Name of God....Our Sages said that any person who wears tefilin

on his head and arm, has tzitzis on his garment, and has a mezuzah on his door, is assured that he will not sin....” (End of Laws of Mezuzah).
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�
9 Write them on the doorposts of your house and upon your (public) gates.

[ WW AA RR NN II NN GG NN OOTT TTOO FF OO RR GG EE TT GG OODD [

W hen God, your God, will bring you to the Land He swore to your fathers—Avraham,

Yitzchak, and Ya’akov—that He would give you, (you will find) great and good cities that

you did not build, 11 houses full of all good things that you did not fill (them with), reservoirs

(in the rock) that you did not carve out, vineyards and olive trees that you did not plant—and you will

eat and be satisfied. 12 But beware not to forget God, Who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of

the house of slavery.*
13 You should fear God, your God, worship Him, and (only on this condition may you) swear by

His Name. 
14 Do not go after other gods, the gods of the nations who are around you, 15 so that the anger of God,

your God, does not become kindled against you, leading Him to destroy you off the face of the earth.

For God, your God Who is among you, is a jealous God. 

�
16 Do not test God, your God, as you tested Him in Masah. 

17 You should always be careful to observe the commands of God, your God, His testimonies and His

suprarational commands, which He has commanded you. 18 You shall do what is proper and good in the

eyes of God, in order that you prosper, and so that you will come and possess the good land which God

swore to your forefathers, 19 driving out all your enemies from before you, as God has said.

6:10

THE EXPLANATION

There are two quite distinct halachic obligations concerning the

mezuzah. First, there is the requirement to affix a mezuzah to any

appropriate doorpost on one’s property.

A second, entirely different obligation that one fulfills with the mezuzah,

is not the consequence of an effect which the person has on the mezuzah

(its affixment), but rather, an effect that the mezuzah has on him. Namely,

that when the person passes in or out of a door upon which a mezuzah is

affixed, the person becomes aroused to think about God whose holy

Name is written inside.

It is this second aspect which Rambam is speaking of here at the end of

Hilchos Mezuzah, as he states: “Every time that a person enters or leaves

he will encounter the Unity of God, the Holy Name of God.” Therefore,

it would be incorrect to refer to this aspect of mezuzah as the “mitzvah

of mezuzah,” since, technically speaking, the mitzvah of mezuzah is its

affixment, and here we are speaking of the effect of the mezuzah on the

person.  So Rambam writes that one should be “extremely cautious about

mezuzah” without any reference to it being a “mitzvah” at all.

Nevertheless, he writes that “a person is obligated to be extremely

cautious about mezuzah,” stressing that there is indeed a halachic

obligation here for a person to make himself aware of the content of the

mezuzah as he enters or leaves a room, allowing himself to be affected by

it (see Taz to Shulchan Aruch, Yoreh De'ah, beg. ch. 285).

Based on the above we can now answer the other two questions posed

earlier (‘b’ and ‘c’):

Rambam mentioned the assurance against sinning (through observing

the precepts of tefilin, mezuzah and tzitzis) specifically in his Laws of

Mezuzah for, of these three precepts, mezuzah makes the most powerful

contribution to the assurance. This is because the effect that tefilin and

tzitzis have of reminding a person about God (thus deterring him from

sin) are secondary effects of these mitzvos, whereas in the case of

mezuzah, it is the mezuzah object itself that arouses an awareness of God:

In the case of tefilin, Rambam writes: “The holiness of tefilin is great,

and so long as a person has tefilin on his head and his arm, he will be

humble and God-fearing” (Laws of Tefilin 4:25). I.e. it is not “encountering”

the actual tefilin itself that deters a person from sin, but rather the holiness

which the tefilin emanates (a secondary effect).  

Likewise in the case of tzitzis, it is not “encountering” the tzitzis object

itself that deters a person from sin, but rather, seeing the tzitzis (merely)

reminds a person of the fact (by various allusions**) that “the Torah

equated it to all the mitzvos” (end of Laws of Tzitzis). And this will lead a

person not to sin.

However, in the case of mezuzah, it is the mezuzah itself that affects a

person, and not merely the holiness it emanates or the message it projects

(which are secondary qualities). And that is why Rambam chose to stress

the assurance against sinning specifically in his Laws of Mezuzah.

For this same reason, Rambam also omitted the Talmud’s reference

to the verse, “a threefold cord is not quickly broken.” For this verse

stresses that the three mitzvos protect a person collectively, with each

mitzvah having a similar effect; and the verse also indicates that it is the

mitzvos themselves that provide the protection.  So, since Rambam did

not rule in favor of any of these points, he omitted the verse from the

Laws of Mezuzah.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 29, p. 61ff.)
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* According to Ramban, this is one of the 613 mitzvos of the Torah (see his glosses to Sefer Hamitzvos of Rambam).  See also Sefer Hamitzvos of the Tzemach Tzedek (Derech

Mitzvosecha) page 45b.      **For example: a.) A person ties knots to remind him of things, so too the tzitzis are knotted to remind a person of the mitzvos (Tur, Orach Chaim 24);

b.) The Hebrew word tzitzis has the gematria (numerical value) of 600, which when added to its 5 knots and 8 strings alludes to the 613 Biblical mitzvos (Rashi to Menachos 43b);

c.) The techailes (blue coloring) in the tzitzis reminds a person of the sea, which resembles, the sky, which reminds a person of the Throne of Glory (Menachos ibid.)
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T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

“YOU MUST NOT INTERMARRY WITH THEM” (V. 3)

For a Jewish person to marry a non-Jew is one of the greatest

calamities, and not only from the religious viewpoint. Nor is it

entirely a personal matter affecting the person involved, for it

concerns the whole Jewish people, and there are few transgressions

which affect the whole Jewish people as an intermarriage, God

forbid. It is a transgression also against one's elementary honesty, for

it is exceedingly unfair to the other party, from the viewpoint of each,

and it is also unfair to the respective good friends, who wish to see

their near and dear one lastingly happy, and not otherwise.

I t has often been pointed out that marriage in general, even between

two persons of similar backgrounds, entails a certain risk as to

eventual adjustment and compatibility. Even if the two had been

acquainted for some time, it is not a sure criterion as to what the

relationship will be when the acquaintance is turned into a marriage,
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I n the future, when your son asks you, saying, “What are the testimonies, the suprarational

commands, and the rational commands, which God our God has commanded you?” 
21 You should say to your son, “We were slaves to Pharaoh in Egypt, and God took us out of Egypt

with a strong hand. 22 God enacted great and terrifying signs and wonders upon Egypt, Pharaoh, and his

entire household, before our eyes. 23 He brought us out of there, in order that He might bring us to the

Land which He swore to our fathers, and give it to us. 24 God commanded us to perform all these

suprarational commands, to fear God, our God, so (He could) give us good all the time, and keep us

alive, as (we are) today. 25 It is a merit for us that we are careful to observe all these commandments

before God, our God, as He has commanded us.” 

[ EE NN TT EE RR II NN GG TT HH EE LL AA NN DD [

W hen God, your God, brings you into the Land which you are going to enter and possess, He

will drive away many nations from before you: the Chitites, the Girgashites, the Amorites,

the Cana’anites, the Perizites, the Chivites, and the Jebusites—seven nations more

numerous and powerful than you. 

�
2 God, your God, will deliver them to you, and you will defeat them. You must destroy them

completely.  Do not make a treaty with them.  Do not admire them (in any way). 

�
3 You must not intermarry with them. You must not give your daughter to their sons, and you

must not take their daughters for your son. 4 For (one of their sons) will turn away your

(grand)son from following Me, and they will worship other gods.  Then God’s anger will be

kindled against you, and He will quickly destroy you. 
5 This is what you should do to them: You should demolish their altars, smash their monuments, cut

6:20

77

where the two will be thrown together under one roof for 24 hours a

day, day after day, and week after week, etc. But when the back-

grounds are entirely different, and where this difference dates back

for scores of generations, and is consequently of a deep and lasting

quality—the chances of adjustment and compatibility are so negli-

gible as to be nonexistent. Especially, where the difference is of a

definitely antagonistic and hostile nature, as has been evidenced by

the pogroms and persecutions of Jews in every land where Jews

sojourned in the past 2,000 years. Moreover, modern science has

recognized the hereditary nature of character traits, particularly deep-

rooted ones over generations.

Thus, if one is honest—in the plain sense of the word—one would

not wish to drag another party into an alliance which is doomed from

the start. And if one truly loves the other, and not in a selfish way, one

would certainly not wish to involve the other in such a misfortune,

and would readily forgo the prospect of immediate and short-lived

pleasure in order to spare the other the inevitable result. Otherwise,

the professed love is nothing but selfish and egoistic.

Should there be children from such a union, there is the added

consideration of the tragedy of the children having to witness

constant friction, and worse, between their parents, which is bound

to follow in the natural course of events.

There is no need to elaborate on this very painful subject.

Needless to say, I am aware of the “argument” that the percentage

of intermarriage is a considerable one and many of them seem to

last. But it is surely unnecessary to point out that married people try

to put on the appearance of a “happy” marriage, being ashamed to

confess failure, and to reveal the friction and indignities, etc., suffered

at home. In an intermarriage the sense of shame is even greater,

knowing that many friends had warned them against it, and they had

maintained that their marriage would be different. But as a matter of

fact and statistics, the percentage of separations and divorces are

incomparably greater in intermarriages than in non-intermarriages.

In the vast majority of cases, those who enter into an intermarriage

are emotionally involved. Were they themselves to be asked about

others contemplating such a step, they would counsel against taking

a step which would commit the two people to possible lifelong

misery. Indeed, they would consider it irresponsible to take such a

step in an emotional state of mind.

(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe*)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

* See also Likutei Sichos vol. 24, p. 376.

SEVENTH

READING
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�� How does God pay a person who hates Him “to his

face”? (v. 10)

RASHI: He rewards him in his lifetime for the good [he has done],

so as to cause him to perish from the World to Come.

�� Why does the verse stress that we should observe the

mitzvos “today”? (v. 11)

RASHI: For “tomorrow,” in the World to Come, you will take the

reward [for observing] them. 

BE’ER MAYIM CHAYIM: Rashi’s comments to verses 10 and 11 are

connected. In verse 10, Rashi explains that God pays the wicked in

this world for any good they have done, so as to keep them from

the World to Come. Then, in verse 11, Rashi stresses that in the case

of the righteous, the opposite is true: God does not give them their

main reward in this world, so as to give them a full reward in the

World to Come. 

SEFER HAZIKARON: This is consistent with the Talmudic principle that

“the reward for mitzvos is not given in this world” (Kidushin 39b).

REWARDS IN THIS WORLD AND THE NEXT (V. 10-11)

In his commentary to verse 11, Rashi explains that in the World to

Come, “you will take the reward,” for observing the mitzvos.

Be’er Mayim Chayim and Sefer Hazikaron explain that Rashi’s

comment here is a continuation of his explanation to the previous verse.

In verse 10, Rashi writes that God rewards the wicked in this world for any

good they may have done, so as to ensure they do not have any reward

in the World to Come. In the next verse Rashi continues that the reverse

is true for the righteous. God does not reward them in this world, so as to

save their reward for the World to Come.
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down their idolatrous trees, and burn their statues in fire. 6 For you are a holy people to God, your God.

God, your God, has chosen you from all the peoples upon the face of the earth to be His treasured

people. 7 God did not desire you and choose you because you are more numerous than all the other

nations, for you are (in fact) the smallest of all the nations. 8 Rather, God took you out with a strong hand

and redeemed you from the house of slavery, from the hand of Pharaoh, the King of Egypt, because of

God’s love for you, and because He is keeping the oath that He swore to your forefathers. 
9 You should know that God, your God, is the Almighty God, the faithful God, Who upholds the

covenant and (rewards acts of) kindness to those who (observe) His (commands out of) love and (those

who) keep His commandments (out of fear) for a thousand generations. 10 He causes (each of) those who

hate Him to perish (in the World to Come) by paying (him fully in this world) to his face (for any good

that he has done). He will not delay (payment to) the one who hates Him. He will repay him to his face. 
11 You should keep the body of commandments, the suprarational commands and the rational

commands, which I am commanding you to observe today.

THE HAFTARAH FOR VA’ESCHANAN IS ON PAGE 276

However, at the literal level it is difficult to accept that there is no reward

in this world for the observance of mitzvos, since we find numerous verses

promising rewards for the observance of the mitzvos (including the very

next verse, at the beginning of Parshas Eikev).

How then, is this to be reconciled with Rashi’s statement that only

“‘tomorrow,’ in the World to Come, you will take the reward [for

observing]] them”?

THE EXPLANATION

The key emphasis of Rashi’s comment to verse 11 is that “‘tomorrow,’

in the World to Come, you will take the reward [for observing] them.”

I.e. in contrast to this world, where reward is merely received for

observing the mitzvos, in the future the reward will be taken. In other

words, a person does indeed “receive” reward for observing mitzvos in

this world, but in the World to Come, the manner in which a person will

obtain his rewards will change—he will “take” them.

The disadvantage of having to “receive” a payment is that, even when

a reward is owing, the recipient is at the mercy of his debtor. Thus, it is

feasible that the payment may be delayed due to a secondary reason, and

the recipient simply has to wait until he is paid.  

If however, he has the ability to “take” what is owed to him, then there

need be no delay, since he can help himself.

Based on the above we can now explain the flow of logic between

verses 10 and 11, according to Rashi: 

In verse 10 we first learn that God pays the wicked in this world: “He

causes (each of) those who hate Him to perish (in the next world) by

paying (him fully in this world) to his face (for any good that he has

done).” The verse then continues that this payment will not be delayed:

“He will not delay (payment to) the one who hates Him. He will repay him

to his face.” 

From here the reader will understand that the wicked are always paid in

this world; but that the reward to the righteous is sometimes delayed. The

following verse therefore adds, “to observe today”—that “tomorrow, in

the World to Come, you will take the reward [for observing] them.”

I.e. the notion of a person’s reward being delayed is a phenomenon

unique to this world, as in this world we merely “receive” our reward.

However, in the World to Come, “you will take the reward,” without any

delay at all.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 29, p. 41ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

There are two ways of understanding the mechanism by which

rewards are given for observing the mitzvos:

a.) That the reward comes “naturally,” i.e. God created the

world in such a manner that the observance of a mitzvah will

automatically open spiritual channels which will bring the person

reward.

b.) That the reward comes “miraculously,”  i.e. the mitzvah and

its reward are not in a “cause and effect” relationship.  Rather, the

reward must be generated independently—rather like rewards

from one human being to another, which are awarded willingly

(and not automatically).

The first approach (‘a’) is the method by which we receive

rewards in the current era.  Since they come “automatically,” they

are simply “received” by their recipients (see Toras Menachem).

However, the rewards of the future era will not be a natural

consequence of our deeds, but rather, like a separate “miracle”

that is generated by God.  Thus, since the process of reward is an

additional activity by God, it will require an additional act from

ourselves, that of “taking” the reward (see Rashi).

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 29, pp. 46-7)

MAFTIR



1. Not to desire what belongs to a fellow Jew [5:18].

2. [To believe in] the unity of God [6:4].

3. To love God [6:5].

4. To study Torah [6:7].

5. To recite the Shema every morning and evening [6:7].

6. To tie tefilin on the arm [6:8].

7. To place tefilin on the head [6:8].

8. To affix a mezuzah on the doorpost of our houses [6:9].

9. Not to test a true prophet unreasonably [6:16].

10. To kill the seven nations that occupied the Land of Israel [7:2].

11.Not to have positive feelings for idol-worshipers [7:2].

12.Not to marry non-Jews [7:3].
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[c e g  , a r p

pp aa rr ss hh aa ss   EE ii kk ee vv

The word Eikev literally means “because” or “as a result

of,” as in the opening verse of our Parsha: “As a result

of your listening to these laws....”

A further meaning of the word Eikev is “heel.” In the

context of our verse, this has two implications:

a.) That we should be careful in observing even the

relatively “minor” commandments, which we might be

tempted to “trample with one’s heels” (Rashi ibid.).

b.) Our Sages referred to the period immediately

preceding the coming of Mashiach as “the ‘heel’ of

Mashiach.”  Thus, explained the Tzemach Tzedek, our

verse alludes to the pre-Messianic period when the Jewish

people will eventually “listen to these laws” and return to

God (Ohr Hatorah). 

What is the connection between these two interpret-

ations?

The absence of the Holy Temple clearly has a

detrimental effect on the spiritual “health” of the

Jewish people. In Temple times, the spiritual core of

Judaism was easily accessible, and people found it simple

to maintain an inspired and meaningful connection to

their Creator.  In times of exile, however, it is a struggle

merely to sustain a basic observance of the mitzvos, never

mind attaining a spiritual appreciation of them.

Nevertheless, there is actually a unique advantage to

our relatively “uninspired” exile-Judaism which the

spiritually nourished people of the Temple era did not

possess. For ultimately, it is we who demonstrate true

commitment to Jewish values, for we remain dedicated to

God despite the fact that we are not easily inspired to love

Him and fear Him. We do not see God, or feel God, for

our generation is merely the “heel” of spiritual sensitivity.

But that is also our advantage: We serve God, inde-

pendent of our own feelings of inspiration—and that is the

hallmark of genuine commitment.

Thus, having reached “the ‘heel’ of Mashiach,” we no

longer wish to “trample” upon the minor commandments;

for the distinction between “minor” and “major” is only

significant for those who appreciate and understand the

true worth of the mitzvos, like the Jews of the Temple era.  

Our greatness, however, is our simple faith. Our

unsophisticated approach to Judaism connects us to the

very core of God’s Essence, which is simple and devoid

of any multiplicity at all.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 9, p. 71ff.)

[ The Name of the Parsha [



jf 'jf vhgah 8     df 'v cuht 7      /uk vyux 6     y oa 5     /d 's ,una 4     :sp ihkuj 3     v 'sh ,hatrc 2     dh 'cf ohkv, 1 

)hc( uvhv gec ,angui/ to vnmu, eku,atso sa cgechu ,angui:

uanr vw uduw/ hanur kl vcyj,u: )hd( adr tkphl/ uksh cerl' avbecv

nadr,nnghv: uga,ru, mtbl/ nbjo phra tchrh cai
1

' ncjr vmti/

fnu ga,ru, erbho
2

' kaui juze/ utubekux ,rdougsrh gbl/ urcu,hbu

tnru
3

knv bert anoga,ru, angahru, t, cgkhvi: )hs( ger/ athbu

nukhs: )hz( fh ,tnr ckccl/ gk frjl kaui shkntvut' ant ,tnr

ckccl npbh avo rcho kttufk kvurhao' tk ,tnr fi' kt ,hrt nvo/

ukt h,fi kprau ctj, natr kaubu, ak fh'ahpuk gkhu auc kt ,hrt nvo:

)hy(vnxu,/ bxhubu,: uvtu,u,/ fdui uhvh kbja
4

' uvhu kso chca,
5

:

uvnup,ho/ vnfu, vnupktu,: uvhs vjzev/ zv vscr: uvzrug vbyuhv/
zu vjrc ak nf, cfuru,: )f( vmrgv/ nhi ar. vgu;' avh,v zure,

cvonrv unxrx,i unxntv t, ghbhvo cfk neuoavhu bx,rho ao
6

:

)fc( pi ,rcv gkhl jh, vasv/ uvkt toguahi rmubu ak neuo thi

n,hrthi ni vjhv'abtnr ujh, vasv vaknv kl
7

'tkt dkuh vhv kpbhu

ag,hshi kjyut: )fd( uvno/ beus en". fuku' kph athi n"otjrubv ni

vhxus' uvrh vut fnu uvo tu,o/ tck uvno dkdk gdk,u
8

' fuku hxus'kphfl
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m¬ �Y�x�n�WE d¤N½�`�d Æ mi�ḧR�W�O�d z³ �̀  oEÀr�n�W�Y a�ẃ¥r | d́ �i�d	e ai

Îz�`	e Æ zi�x§A�dÎz«�̀  ÀL§l Li¹�d÷
̀  dÆ �eŸd	i Á x�n�W	e m®�zŸ` m−�zi�U£r«�e
Ḱ�x¥aE L® ¤A�x�d	e −L§k�x«¥aE ½L§a´�d�`«�e bi :Li«�zŸa�`«©l r−©A�Wp x¬ �W�̀  c�q½�g�d
Æ LiÆ¤ẗl�`Îx�b�W LÀ�x�d§vi	e ´L�W «Ÿxi�z	e ¹L	pÆ�b�C LÂ�z�n�c� Ầ Îi«�x§tE ´L	p�h¦aÎi«�x§R
:K«l̈ z�z¬l̈ Li−�zŸa�`«©l r¬ ©A�WpÎx�W�` d½�n�c�`«�d l©rμ L½�p`Ÿv zŸx́�Y�W©r	e
d−�x�w£r«�e x ¬�w¨r ²L§a d¬ �i�d«iÎ`÷ mi®�O©r«�dÎl¨M�n d− �i�d«�Y KE ¬x¨A ci

miÆ�x§v�n Á i�e�c�nÎl¨k	e i¦lŸ ®gÎl¨M −L�O�n d² �eŸd	i xī�q�d	e eh :L«�Y�n�d§a¦aE
:Li«�`	p «ŸUÎl¨k§A m− �p�z	pE K½¨A Æ m�ni�U	i ` ³÷ �Y§rÀ�c�i x´ �W�` mi¹¦r�x«�d
Î` «÷ K½¨l o´�zŸp Æ LiÆ�d÷
̀  d³ �eŸd	i xÆ�W�` miÀ�O©r«�dÎl¨MÎz�` ´�Y§l©k«�`	e fh

`E −d W ¬ �wFnÎi«¦M m½�di�d´÷
`Îz�` Æ cŸa£r«�z ` ³÷	e m® �di¥l£r −L	pi«¥r qF ¬g�z
d¬k̈i�̀  iP® �O�n d¤N−�`�d m¬ iFB�d mi² ¦A�x ½L§a´ä§l¦A Æ x�n Ÿ̀z i³¦M fi q :K«l̈
Æ d�U¨rÎx�W�` z³ �̀  xŸÀM	f�Y xŸḱ�f m® �d�n −̀�xi�z ` ¬÷ gi :m«�Wi�xF «d§l l−©kE`
Îx�W�` z¹÷Ÿc	B�d zŸÆQ�O�d hi :mi«�x§v�nÎl¨k§lE dŸ −r�x©t§l Li½�d÷
` d́ �eŸd	i
d½ �iEh	P�d ©rŸx́	G�d	e Æ d�w�f�g«�d c³ �I�d	e Æ mi�z§tŸ «O�d	e zŸ ³zŸ̀ «�d	e LiÀ�pi¥r E ´̀ �x
Îl¨k§l Æ LiÆ�d÷
̀  d³ �eŸd	i d º�U£r«�iÎo«¥M Li® �d÷
` d́ �eŸd	i −L�̀ «¦vFd x¬ �W�`
g² ©N�W	i d½ r̈�x¦S�dÎz�̀ Æ m�b	e k :m«�di�p§R�n `−�x�i d¬�Y�`Îx�W�` mi½�O©r´�d
:Li« �p¨R�n mi−�x�Y�qP�d	e mi²�x�`�WP�d cŸÀa�`Îc©r m®Ä Li−�d÷
` d¬ �eŸd	i
lF −c�B l¬ �̀  L½¤A�x�w§A Æ LiÆ�d÷
̀  d³ �eŸd	iÎi«¦M m® �di�p§R�n uŸ −x£r«�z ` ¬÷ `k

h́ ©r�n Li− �p¨R�n l² �̀ �d m¬ iFB�dÎz�` Li¹�d÷
` dÆ �eŸd	iÁ l�W�p	e ak :`«�xFp	e
:d«�c�V�d z¬ �I�g Li− ¤l¨r d¬ ¤A�x�YÎo¤R x½�d�n ḿ�zø©M Æ l©kEz ` ³÷ h®r̈�n
c−©r d½¨lŸc	b d́�nEd�n Æ m�n�d	e Li® �p¨t§l Li−�d÷
` d¬ �eŸd	i m² �p�z	pE bk

z�g−�Y�n m½�n�WÎz�` ´ �Y�c©a�̀ «�d	e L½�c�i§A Æ m�di¥k§l�n o³�z�p	e ck :m«�c�n«�X�d
i¬ ¥li�q§R dk :m«�zŸ̀  −L�c«�n�W�d c¬ ©r Li½�p¨t§A Æ Wi�` a¬ ¥S�i�ziÎ` «÷ mi® �n�X�d

oi¥N�`�d `�I�pi�C z�i oEl§A�w�z i�C s©l�g i�di�e ai

z�i K¨l K�d¨l
` �i	i x�Hi	e oFd�z�i oEc§A§r�z	e oEx�H�z	e
:K�z�d¨a�`©l miI�w i�C `�C�q�g z�i	e `�n�i�w
`�C§l�e K�x¨aie K�PB�q�i	e K�P¦k�x¨aie K�P�n�g�xi	e bi

K�g�W�nE K�x�n�g	e K�xEA¦r K¨r�x�`�c `¨A�`	e K¨r�n�c
miI�w i�C `̈r�x�̀  l©r K�p̈r i�x�c¤r	e Ki�xFz i�x�w©A
l¨M�n i�d�Y Ki�x§A ci :K¨l o�Y�n§l K�z�d¨a�`©l
:K�xi¦r§a¦aE `�x�w©r	e x�w£r K¨a `�d	i `¨l `�I�n�n©r
i�W�Y§k�n l¨k	e oi¦r�x�n l¨M K�P�n �i	i i�C§r�i	e eh

oEPp�Yi	e K¨A oEPE�W	i `¨l �Y©r�c	i i�C `�I�Wi¦A mi�x§v�n
�i	i i�C �̀I�n�n©r l̈M z�i x�O�b�zE fh :Ki� 	̀p�q l¨k§A
`¨l	e oFdi¥l£r K�pi¥r qEg�z `¨l K¨l a�d�i K�d¨l
`
:K¨l `Ed `¨l�w�z§l i�x�` oFd�z�e£r�h z�i g©l§t�z
oi¥N�`�d `�I�n�n©r oi�`iB�q K¨A¦l§A x�ni�z `�n§l�C fi

l�g�c�z `¨l gi :oFd�zEk�x�z§l lEM�` oi�c§k�` iP�n
K�d¨l
` �i	i c©a£r i�C z�i x©M�c�Y x©M�c�n oFd	P�n
oi¦a�x§a�x oi�Qp hi :mi�x§v�n l¨k§lE dŸr�x©t§l
`�Y§t�T�z �̀cie �̀I�z§tFnE �̀I�z�`	e Ki�pi¥r d�`�f�g i�C
�i	i c¥A§r�i o¥M K�d̈l
̀  �i	i K�w§R�̀  i�C �̀n�n�x�n `̈r�x�cE
:oFdi�n�c�T�n l�g�C �Y�` i�C `�I�n�n©r l¨k§l K�d¨l
`
c©r oFd§A K�d̈l
` �i	i i�x�b	i �̀zi¦r�x£r z�i s� 	̀e k

`¨l `k :K�n�c�T�n Ex�O�H�`�cE Ex�`�Y�W�`�C oEc§a�i�C
K�pi¥A D�Y	p¦k�W K�d̈l
̀  �i	i i�x�̀  oFdi�n�c�T�n x©a�Y�z
z�i K�d̈l
̀  �i	i K�x�zie ak :`¨li�g�cE `¨A�x `�d¨l
`
lEM�z `¨l xi¥r	f xi¥r	f K�n�c�T�n oi¥N�`�d `�I�n�n©r
: �̀x�A z�ei�g K̈l£r i�B�q�z �̀n§l�C ©ri�x§t¦A oFd�zEïv�W§l
WEB�W oEP�W�B�Wie K�n�c�w K�d¨l
` �i	i oEP�x�q�ni	e bk 

K�ci¦A oFdi¥k§l�n x�q�ni	e ck :oEv�Y�W�i�C c©r a�x 
c�Y©r�zi `̈l �̀I�n�W zFg�Y�n oFd�n�W z�i c©aFz	e 
:oFd�z�i (i¥vi�W�zC) i¥v�Y�Wi�C c©r K�n�c�T(�n) W�p
̀  
c�n�g�z `¨l `�xEp§A oEc�wFY oFd�z�e£r�h i�n§l©v dk

hWar
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A nd what will happen is, as a result of your listening to (even the most neglected of) these laws,

and your care in their observance, God, your God, will keep (His promise) to you: the covenant

and the kindness that He swore to your fathers. 13 He will love you, bless you and multiply you.

He will bless the fruit of your womb, the fruit of your soil, your grain, your wine, your oil, your cattle’s

offspring and the best of your flocks, in the Land which He swore to your forefathers to give to you.
14 You will be blessed above all nations. There will be no sterile male or barren female among you or

among your cattle. 15 God will keep every sickness away from you. He will not give you any of the

diseases of Egypt which you experienced, (rather), He will give them to all your enemies. 
16 You should annihilate all the nations which God, your God, delivers to you. Do not let your eye

pity them, and do not worship their gods, for this is a tempting trap for you. 

[ NN OOTT TTOO FF EE AA RR TT HH EE NN AA TT II OO NN SS [

Y ou might say to yourself, “These nations are more numerous than us! How will we be able to

drive them out?” 18 Do not fear them! You should always remember what God, your God, did

to Pharaoh and to the whole of Egypt: 19 the great proofs (of true power) that your eyes saw, the

signs (of God’s direct involvement), the wondrous (plagues), the mighty hand (of God that brought

disease to Egyptian cattle), and the outstretched arm (that killed the firstborn), with which God, your

God, brought you out. God, your God, will do likewise to all the nations whom you fear. 20 God, your God,

will also send hornet swarms upon them, until the survivors and those who hide from you are destroyed. 
21 Do not be demoralized by them, because God, your God—a great and awesome God—is among

you. 22 Little by little God, your God, will drive away those nations from before you. You will not be able

to destroy them quickly, for then there might be too many wild animals for you to contend with. 
23 God, your God, will deliver them to you, and He will drive them crazy until they are destroyed.

24 He will deliver their kings into your hand, and you will eradicate their names from beneath the skies.

Nobody will stand up against you, until you have destroyed them. 

THE REWARD FOR OBSERVING “MINOR” PRECEPTS (V. 12)

The Midrash appears to suggest that observing the “minor” precepts of

Judaism brings an even greater reward than that which is bestowed for

observing the “important” precepts. 

How is this to be reconciled with the principle, that “Be careful with a

minor mitzvah as with a major one, for you do not know the reward given

for the mitzvos” (Avos 2:1)?

THE EXPLANATION

The reward for mitzvos is of two kinds: 

a.) The reward for the very nature of the precept performed, where the

relative importance of the various mitzvos is not accounted for; and 

b.) A special reward dependent upon specific conditions, i.e., the nature

of the person performing the precept, the kind of performance, and the

circumstances of time and place involved. 

�

�� Why does the Torah use the term Eikev, which can also

mean “heel” ? (v. 12)

RASHI: [The verse is suggesting]: If you will heed the minor

commandments which a person tends to trample with his heels,

[then “God will keep (His promise) to you”].

MIDRASH: David said, “Master of the Universe! I do not fear the

important precepts of the Torah, because they are [obviously]

important.  Rather, I fear the minor precepts, perhaps I was lax with

them because they are minor, and you said: Be careful with a minor

precept just like an important one.”

Thus the verse says: “In keeping them there is great reward (c¨r c ¤e �g)”

(Psalms 19:12).  And it is also written, “Oh how great (c¨r) is your

goodness, which you have laid up for those who fear you” (ibid. 31:20).

This refers to the reward for observing “minor” precepts (Tanchuma,

Eikev 1).

7:12

7:17

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M



1 ,bjunt gec u     2 hvuag fs' kc     3 rtv ahj, aWp gec ,asWn

jmhu en". ujmhu p,"j' fatr pgk akaka tu,hu,: )t( fk vnmuv/
fpauyu/ unsra tdsv

1
tov,jk, cnmuv dnur tu,v' athbv

bert, vnmuv tktgk ao vdunrv' abtnr ut,gmnu, hux; tar

vgku cbh hartk nnmrho ecrucafo
2

' uvkt nav kcsu b,gxe cvo

kvgku,o'tkt kph akt vxphe kdunrv udnruv hartk'bert, gk

ano: )c( v,anur nmu,hu/ akt ,bxvu ukt ,vrvrtjrhu
3

:

�� What is meant by “all the commandment(s)” ? (v. 1)

RASHI: The term “all the commandment(s)” is to be taken literally.

[Another interpretation:] According to the Midrash Agadah [the

verse is teaching]: If you have started a mitzvah, finish it, because

only the one who completes it is credited with [the mitzvah]. As the

verse states, “And they buried the bones of Yosef, which the Jewish

people had brought up from Egypt, in Shechem” (Joshua 24:32). Was it

not the case that Moshe alone took care of this [mitzvah of taking the

bones, and not the Jewish people]? 

However, since he did not complete it, it is accredited to the Jewish

people, who did complete it.

BARTENURA: Rashi was troubled why the Torah states v²u�m¦N©v k�F
(literally: “all the commandment,” in the singular), rather than

,I�m¦N©v k�F, (“all the commandments” in the plural).  

Rashi answers that the verse can be interpreted literally—that the

Torah uses the singular when it really means the plural—but since

this is somewhat difficult to accept, Rashi adds an explanation from

the Midrash Agadah. This explains how the term “all the

commandment” can be taken literally, [i.e. one must fulfill a mitzvah

in its entirety to receive credit for it.]

CHIZKUNI: The term v²u�m¦N©v k�F (literally: “all the commandment”) is

written in the singular because it refers to the previously mentioned

command (7:25) not to covet idols.

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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To illustrate point ‘b’: 

Two people buy the same kind of esrog, pay the same amount of

money, and make the same blessing. But one of them could less afford to

pay the price. This person is performing the mitzvah at greater sacrifice.

He is deserving of greater reward. 

Or take the case of a heavy smoker who stops smoking before Shabbos

and abstains from smoking throughout Shabbos. He is deserving of a

greater reward than one who is less addicted to smoking. 

Or the case of a “self-made” man, who never had occasion to take

orders from anybody, and grew up with the idea of exceptional self-

reliance. When such a person puts his own strong will aside and accepts

the guidance and leadership of a spiritual leader in Israel, he is deserving

of a greater reward than the person who has been brought up since

childhood in the spirit of self-abrogation and submission to the wishes and

guidance of the Rabbi. 

Likewise, keeping even the “minor” precepts is in a way, a greater test

of our devotion to the Torah, and therefore brings a greater reward. 

(Based on a letter written by the Rebbe, dated August 26, 1948)

”ALL THE COMMANDMENT(S)” (V. 1)

Rashi’s comments to verse 1 prompt the following questions:

a.) What was troubling Rashi? Bartenura writes that Rashi was

troubled as to why the Torah used the expression v²u�m¦N©v k�F (“all the com-

mandment”) in the singular, rather than the more appropriate ,I�m¦N©v k�F
(“all the commandments”) in the plural.  

However, it is difficult to accept that this is what prompted Rashi’s

comment here, for in previous cases where the Torah used the expression

v²u�m¦N©v k�F (in the singular), such as 5:28 and 6:25 above, Rashi did not

comment on the fact. So apparently, the use of the singular in such

instances did not trouble Rashi.

�

´ �Y�g�w«¨l	eÆ m�di¥l£r a³�d�f	e s�qÆ¤MÁ cŸn�g�zÎ` «÷ W® �`¨A oEt́�x�U�Y m−�di�d «÷
`
`i³¦a�zÎ` «÷	e ek :`E «d Li−�d÷
̀  d¬ �eŸd	i z² ©a£rF «z ī¦M F½A W ´�w�E�Y o¤Rμ K½¨l
| a¬ ¥r�z	e EP² ¤v�T�W�Y | u ¯�T�W Ed Ÿ®n̈M m�x−�g �zi¬ i�d	e L½�zi¥AÎl�̀ Æ d̈a¥rF «z
²L	E©v�n i¯¦kŸp«�` xÆ�W�` dÀ �e§v�O�dÎl¨M ` g t :`E «d m�x¬ �gÎi¦M EP− ¤a£r«�z«�Y
m´ �Y�W�xi«e Æ m�z`¨aE mÀ�zi¦a�xE oE¹i�g«�Y o©rÆ�n§l zF ®U£r«©l oEx́�n�W�Y mF−I�d
Îl¨MÎz�` ´ �Y�x©k«�f	e a :m«¤ki�zŸ «a�`«©l d− �eŸd	i r¬ ©A�WpÎx�W�` u�x½�`�dÎz�`
x®Ä�c�O©A d− �p�W mi¬¦r¨A�x�` d² �f Li² �d÷
` d¯�eŸd	i ¹L§ki«¦lFd xÆ�W�̀  K�xÀ�C�d
ezevn xŸ ¬n�W�z�d ²L§a«ä§l«¦A x¯�W�`Îz�` z©r¹�c¨l ÀL�zŸ «Q�p§l ¹L�zŸ «P©r o©rÆ�n§l
x́ �W�` Æ o�O�dÎz�` ³L§l«¦k� «̀ �I�e ¼ L¼¤a¦r�x�I�e » L	P©r	i«�e b :` «÷Îm�` [ei−�zŸe§v�n ‡w]

`�n§l�C K¨l a�Q�z	e oFdi¥l£r i�c `¨a�d�c	e `¨R�q©M

:`Ed K�d¨l
` �ii�C `�w�g�x�n i�x�` D¥A l�w�Y�Y

`�n�x�g i�d�zE K�zi¥a§l w�g�x�n�C l¥r�z `¨l	e ek

i�x�̀  D�P�w�g�x�z �̀w�g�x	e D�P¦v�T�W�z `̈v�T�W D�z�e§M

K�c�T©t�n �̀p�̀  i�C �̀Y�c�w§t�Y l̈M ` :`Ed `�n�x�g

oEB�q�z	e oEgi�z�C li�c§A c¨A§r�n§l oEx�H�Y oi�c `�nFi

�i	i miI�w i�C `¨r�x�` z�i oEz�xi�z	e oEzi�z	e

K�x§A�c i�C �̀g�x�̀  l̈M z�i x©M�c�z	e a :oFk�z©d¨a�`©l

li�c§A `�x§A�c�n§A oip�W oi¦r§A�x�` o�p�C K�d¨l
` �i	i

x�H�z�d K̈A¦l§a i�C z�i r�C�n§l K�zEi�Q�p§l K�zEi�P©r§l

z�i K¨l¨kF`	e K�p¨R§k�`	e K�i	P©r	e b :`¨l m�` i�dFcFT¦R

li�c§A K�z�d¨a�` oEr�c�i `¨l	e `�Y§r�c	i `¨l i�C `�P�n

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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[ EE RR AA DD II CC AA TT II OO NN OOFF II DD OO LL AA TT RR YY [

25 You should burn the statues of their gods in fire. 

� Do not covet the silver or gold that is on them and take it for yourself, so that you are not tempted

(to idolatry) by it, for it is an abomination to God, your God. 

�
26 Do not bring any abominable (idol) into your house, for then you will become liable to

destruction, like it. 

You should utterly detest it, and utterly abhor it, for it is something to be destroyed.  

[ RR EE MM EE MM BB EE RR II NN GG TT HHEE FF OO RR TT YY YY EE AA RR SS IINN TT HH EE DD EE SS EE RR TT [

Y ou should safeguard the observance of all the commandment(s) that I am commanding you

today, so that you will live, multiply, and come to possess the Land that God swore to your

forefathers. 2 You should remember the entire path along which God, your God, led you these

forty years in the desert, in order to afflict you.  It was to test you, to find out what is in your heart: Would

you keep His commandments (without questioning Him) or not?  3 He afflicted you and let you go

b.) Why did Rashi bring two interpretations?

c.) Why did Rashi reject the interpretation of Chizkuni that our verse

refers specifically to the preceding command, not to covet the gold and

silver of idols? This would properly explain why the Torah used the

singular (“all the commandment”), for we would in fact be speaking of

one single precept.

THE EXPLANATION

At the time when Moshe said this Parsha to the Jewish people, as they

were about to enter the Land of Israel, the prohibition against coveting

idols was not yet practically relevant. For it is only after “He will deliver

their kings into your hand” (7:24), that it would become possible to “covet

the silver or gold that is on them and take it for yourself” (7:25).

On the other hand, our verse clearly refers to mitzvos that could be

performed before the entry into the Land of Israel: “You should safeguard

the observance of all the commandment(s) that I am commanding you

today, so that you will live, multiply, and come to possess the Land that

God swore to your forefathers.”

Therefore, Rashi rejected the interpretation of Chizkuni, that our verse

refers to not coveting the idols of the non-Jewish nations (mentioned in

7:25 above), since, at the literal level, our verse must be speaking of a

mitzvah (or mitzvos) that was (or were) possible for the Jewish people to

observe while they were still in the desert, before entering the Land.

Thus, Rashi was faced with a problem: It was only possible to observe

all the 613 mitzvos of the Torah after the Jewish people had entered the

Land, since many of the commandments depend on being in the Holy

Land. So why does the Torah stress here, “You should safeguard the

observance of all the commandment(s) that I am commanding you today,

so that you will live, multiply, and come to possess the Land”? How could

the Jewish people be told to keep all the mitzvos in order that they should

enter the Land, when they could not possibly keep all the mitzvos until

after they had already conquered it?

In answer to this question, Rashi brings two solutions:

“The term ‘all the commandment(s)’ is to be taken literally,”

i.e. notwithstanding the above problem, the verse could still be under-

stood literally. Moshe was telling the people that they should safeguard

“all the commandments” that they were in a position to observe at that

time, and this would guarantee them a successful conquest of the Land.

However, since this interpretation is clearly not ideal (as the verse seems

to suggest that they should observe all the commandments literally), Rashi

cited a second interpretation:

“If you have started a mitzvah, finish it, because only the one who

completes it is credited with [the mitzvah].”

In other words, the Torah’s use of the somewhat unusual term here,

v²u�m¦N©v k�F, is suggestive of the Midrashic teaching that the one who

completes a mitzvah is credited with having performed the whole mitzvah

(for v²u�m¦N©v k�F could be translated “the whole mitzvah”).

Thus, Moshe was telling the Jewish people that even though

mitzvos had been performed over the last forty years, there was a special

significance to the mitzvos that the Jewish people were performing at that

precise point.  For these last few deeds would complete the entire body of

commandments which the Jewish people had been performing in the

desert, and in the merit of this “completion,” they would “live, multiply,

and come to possess the Land that God swore to your forefathers.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 19, p. 94ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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[ The Last Word [

The lesson that one who completes a mitzvah is credited with

it (see Rashi), is particularly apt for our generation.  For accord-

ing to all the signs which were given by our Sages, we are

presently in the last generation of exile, which will become the

first generation of redemption.  Thus, it is greatly encouraging to

know that, despite the fact that the Torah study and observance of

mitzvos in previous generations greatly surpassed that of our more

humble efforts, nevertheless, one who completes a mitzvah is

credited with it. Mashiach will come in the merit of our mitzvos,

which are performed in the last moments of exile.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 19, pp. 104-5)
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m�g³ ¤N�dÎl©r `÷́ i¦MÂ ÀL£ri«�cFd o©r´�n§l Li® �zŸa�` oE −r�c«�i ` ¬÷	e �Y§r½�c�iÎ` «÷
:m«�c�`«�d d¬ �i�g«i d− �eŸd	iÎi«¦t ¬̀v̈FnÎl¨MÎl©r i² ¦M m½�c� «̀�d d́�i�g«i Æ FC©a§l
mi¬¦r¨A�x�` d− �f d�w® ¥v̈a `÷́ −L§l	b�x	e Li½¤l¨r«�n Æ d�z§l«ä ` ³÷ ¹L�zÆ¨l�n�U c

d¬ �eŸd	i F½ p§AÎz�`Æ Wi�` x¬ �Q�i	i xÆ�W�̀ «©M iÀ¦M L® ¤a¨a§lÎm¦r −�Y§r�c«�i	e d :d« �p�W
z¤k¬ ¤l̈l Li® �d÷
` d́ �eŸd	i zŸ−e§v�nÎz�` ½�Y�x�n´�W	e e :�J«�x�Q�i�n Li−�d÷
̀
u�x´ �̀ Îl�` −L�`i«¦a�n Li½�d÷
` d́ �eŸd	i i¦Mμ f :F «zŸ` d¬�`�xi§lE ei−k̈�x�c¦A
:x«�d̈aE d−r̈�w¦A©A mi¬�̀ §vŸ «i zŸ½nŸd�zE Æ zŸp�i£r mi½�n i¥l�ǵ �p u�x�`μ d®äFh
:W«¨a�cE o�n−�W zi¬ �fÎu�x«�` oF ®O�x	e d− �p�`�zE o¤t¬ �b	e d½�xŸr�UEÆ d�H�g u�x³�̀ g

D®Ä lŸ −M x¬�q�g�zÎ` «÷ m�g½¤l D́ÄÎl©k`Ÿ «YÆ z�p¥M�q�n§a ` ³÷ xÆ�W�` u�xÀ�` h

−�Y§l©k«�`	e i :z�W «Ÿg	p aŸ ¬v�g�Y �di−�x�x�d«�nE l½�f�x©a �dí�p¨a�` x´ �W�` u�x�`μ
x¬ �W�` d−äŸH�d u�x¬�`�dÎl©r Li½�d÷
` d́ �eŸd	iÎz�̀ Æ �Y§k�x«¥aE �Y§r®ä�U	e
Li® �d÷
` d́ �eŸd	iÎz�` g−©M�W�YÎo¤R ½L§l x�n´�X�d `i [ipy] :K«¨lÎo�z«�p
−L	E©v�n i¬¦kŸp«�` x² �W�` ei½�zŸT�g	e ei´�h¨R�W�nE Æ ei�zŸe§v�n xŸ ³n�W iÆ�Y§l¦a§l
:�Y§a«�W�i	e d− �p§a�Y mi² ¦aŸh mi¬�Y¨aE �Y§r®ä�U	e l−©k`ŸYÎo¤R ai :mF «I�d
−L§lÎx�W�` lŸ ¬k	e K®N̈Îd¤A�xi a−�d�f	e s�q¬ ¤k	e o½ �i§A�xi Æ L	p`Ÿ «v	e ³L�x «�w§aE bi

²L�̀ i«¦vFO�d Li½�d÷
̀  d́ �eŸd	iÎz�̀ Æ �Y�g©k«�W	e L® ¤a¨a§l m−�x	e ci :d«¤A�xi
lŸć�B�d | x´Ä�c�O©A ¹L�kiÆ¦lFO�d eh :mi«�c̈a£r zi¬ ¥A�n mi−�x§v�n u�x¬ �̀ �n
`i³¦vFO�d mi® �nÎoi«�` x́ �W�` oF −̀ �O¦v	e a½�x�w©r	e Æ s�x�U | W³�g�p `À�xFP�d	e
x¬ �W�` x½¨A�c�O©A Æ o�n ¬L§lÆ¦k�`«�O�d fh :Wi«�n¨N�g«�d xE −S�n mi½�n Æ L§l
−L§a«�hi�d§l L½�zŸQ�p Æ o©rÆ�n§lE ÀL�zŸ «P©r o©r´�n§l Li® �zŸa�` oE −r�c«�iÎ`÷

i�dFcFg§l¦a `�n�g©l l©r `¨l i�x�` K�zEr�cF`§l
�ii�c `�x�ni�n zEw¨R�` l¨M l©r i�x�` `�W�p
` m�I�w�z�n
K�P�n z�`i¦l§a `¨l K�zEq§M c :`�W�p
` m�I�w�zi
r�C�z	e d :oip�W oi¦r§A�x�` o�p�C Et�g	i `¨l K�p�q�nE
D�x§A z�i `�x§a�B s¥N�`�n i�c `�n§M i�x�` K¨A¦l m¦r
�ii�C �̀I�cFT¦R z�i x�H�z	e e :K¨l s¤N�`�n K�d¨l
` �i	i
l�g�c�n§lE i�dFn�c�w o�p�w�z�C o�g�x�`§A K�d�n¦l K�d¨l
`
`�z§a�h `¨r�x�`§l K¨l�r�n K�d¨l
` �i	i i�x�` f :D�z�i
o�i�pi¥r i¥rEA�n oiI�n�C oi¦l�g�p `�c	b�p `¨r�x�`
oi�H�g `¨r�x�` g :oi�xEh§aE o¨r�w¦a§A oi�w§t�p oi�nFd�zE
`�d�zi�f�C `¨r�x�` oipFO�x	e oip�`�zE oip§tEb	e oi�x£r�q	e
i�C `̈r�x�` h :W¨a�c `�c§a¨r `i�d	e `�g�W�n oi�c§a¨r
x�q�g�z `¨l `�n�g©l D¨A lFki�Y oi�xES¦r§a `¨l
`¨l	f�x©t `�d�p§a�` i�C `¨r�x�` D¨A m©r�C�n l¨M
r©AŸ�y�z	e lEki�z	e i :`�W�g	p lEq§t�Y `�d�xEH�nE
a�di�C �̀z§a�h `̈r�x�̀  l©r K�d̈l
̀  �i	i z�i K�ẍa�zE

�̀Y§l�g�C z�i i�W	p�z�z �̀n§l�C K̈l x�O�Y�q�̀  `i :K̈l
i�dFpi�c	e i�dFcFT¦R x�H�n§l `̈l�C li�c§A K�d̈l
̀  �ii�c
`�n§l�C ai :oi�c �̀nFi K�c�T©t�n `�p�` i�C i�dFn�i�wE
:a�zi�z	e i�p§a�Y oi�xi¦R�W oi�ŸaE r©AŸ�y�z	e lEki�z
K¨l `�B�qi `¨a�d�c	e `¨R�q©k	e oEB�qi K�p¨r	e K�xFz	e bi

z�i i�W	p�z	e K̈A¦l mi�xie ci :`�B�qi K¨l i�C l¨k	e
mi�x§v�n�c `̈r�x�̀ �n K�w§R�̀  i�C K�d̈l
̀  �ii�c �̀Y§l�g�C
`¨A�x `�x§A�c�n§A K�x§A�c�C eh :`�zEc§a©r zi¥A�n
`�p�e�g©v zi¥aE oi¦A�x�w©r	e o¨l�w o�ei�g x©z�` `¨li�g�cE

�̀x�P�H�n `�I�n K¨l w¥R� �̀C �̀I�n zi¥l i�C x�z�`
i�C `�x§A�c�n§A `�P�n K¨l¨kF`�C fh :`¨ti�T�Y
li�c§aE K�zEi�P©r§l li�c§A K�z�d¨a�` oEr�c�i `¨l

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

“THAT GREAT AND AWESOME DESERT...” (V. 15)

Wandering through the desert before entering the Land of

Israel—“that great and awesome desert, where there were

snakes, serpents and scorpions, and thirst but no water”—is

comparable to the current exile, which precedes the final

redemption.  This spiritual “desert” has the following properties:

“Great”—A person’s spiritual decline begins when he thinks that

the “desert” is “great,” i.e. that the secular world around him is

large and powerful.

“Awesome desert”—This leads him to think that the secular world

is so overpowering that it leaves no room for Jewish values.

“Where there were snakes”—The hot venom of the snake

represents heat and enthusiasm in worldly matters.

“Serpents”—This leads to a state where a person’s enthusiasm for

Torah and mitzvos is totally “burned” away, alluded to by the

Hebrew term for serpent (;̈r̈G) which literally means “burnt.”

“Scorpions”—The cold poison of the scorpion alludes to a

subsequent state of total coldness and apathy in spiritual matters.

“And thirst but no water”—The person is ultimately so far removed

that even when his soul thirsts for Judaism, he does not realize what

he needs.

To eliminate all these symptoms, we need to address the initial

cause: A Jew should be proud of the greatness of the Torah, and not

the apparent “greatness” of his non-Jewish, secular surroundings.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 2, p. 371ff.)



1 avWa rcv s' ht

)s(ank,l kt ck,v/ gbbh fcus vhu aphocfxu,o undvmho tu,o

fnhi fkho nduvmho' ut;eybhvo fnu avhu dskho vhv dsk kcuai

gnvo'fkcua vzv ak juny adsk gnu
1

: kt cmev/ kt bpjv fcme'

fsrl vukfh hj;ardkhvo bpuju,: )j( zh, ani/ zh,ho vguaho ani:
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hungry. He fed you with manna, which you had never experienced, nor had your fathers experienced,

to make you realize that man does not live by bread alone, but rather, that man lives from all the

utterances of God’s mouth. 4 For these (past) forty years, your clothing (was kept miraculously and) did

not become worn (with age) upon you, (and you always had shoes, so) your feet did not become swollen. 
5 You should know in your heart that just as a person reprimands his son, so too God, your God, will

reprimand you. 6 You should keep the commandments of God your God, to go in His ways, and to fear

Him. 7 For God your God is bringing you to a good land, a land with streams of water, of springs and

underground water that flows into valleys and mountains, 8 a land of wheat, barley, vines, figs and

pomegranates, a land of oil-(producing) olives and honey, 9 a land in which you will eat bread without

poverty (and) you will lack nothing in it, a land whose stones are (rich in) iron, and from whose

mountains you will quarry copper.

�
10 You will eat and be satisfied. You must (then) bless God, your God, for the good land He has

given you. 

[ NN OOTT TTOO TT AA KK EE TT HH EE CC RR EE DD II TT FF OO RR PP RR OO SS PP EE RR II TT YY [

B e careful not to forget God*, your God, failing to keep His commandments, rational commands

and suprarational commands, which I am commanding you today. 12 You might then eat and be

satisfied, build good houses and live in them, 13 as your herds and your flocks will increase, your

silver and gold accumulate, and everything that you have prospers.14 As your heart becomes arrogant

you (might) forget God, your God, Who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of

bondage, 15 Who led you through that great and awesome desert, where there were snakes, serpents and

scorpions, and thirst but no water; Who brought you water out of solid rock; 16 Who fed you with manna

in the desert, which your forefathers never experienced, in order to afflict you and test you—though it

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“HE FED YOU WITH MANNA” (V. 3)

The manna failed to provide satisfaction, and it actually left people

hungry. Chasidic thought explains that this was because, being a

food permeated with spirituality, manna gave people a taste of the

infinite. When consuming a finite food, such as “bread from the

earth,” a person will eventually become satisfied, since it is impos-

sible to develop an infinite appetite for a limited taste. Manna, on the

other hand, cultivated a person’s inner appetite for spirituality which

can never be satisfied.

Eating the manna was thus an appropriate preparation for entering

the Land, where the Jewish people would be challenged by various

constraints—be they the trials of poverty, or (more preferably) the

trials of wealth. Because our physical desires limit us; our spiritual

desires—like those developed by the manna—liberate us.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 4, p. 1098ff.)

“YOU WILL EAT AND... BLESS GOD” (V. 10)

Why was the text of Grace After Meals, which was composed

by Moshe, incorporated into the text that we use today (see

Brachos 48b), when Moshe was thanking God for manna—bread from

heaven—whereas we thank God for “bread from the earth”?

In truth however, Moshe’s words are applicable now as well,

because it is not the physical efforts of working the land alone that

causes the land to yield produce. Rather, man’s efforts merely create

a “vehicle” into which God places His blessings, and it is the Divine

blessing which provides us with sustenance. Therefore, even the food

which grows from the ground is in fact “food from heaven,” so it

is indeed appropriate—even nowadays—to thank God for our

nourishment with a text which was composed in praise of “bread

from heaven.” 

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 16, pp. 178-9)

* According to Smag, this is one of the 613 mitzvos.  See Hisvaduyos 5747, vol. 4, p. 204, note 85.

SECOND

READING



1 ndhkv ft/

)t( dsukho ugmunho nnl/ t,v gmuo' uvogmunho nnl: )s( tk
,tnr ckccl/ mse,h urag, vduhodrnu: )v( kt cmse,l uduw t,v

ct kra, uduwfh crag, vduho/ vrh fh nana ckaui tkt: )y( utac
cvr/ thi hahcv tkt kaui gfcv

1
: )ht( kj,/ kj, f,hc' aa,hvo auu,:
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Îz�` i−¦l d�U¬r̈ i½�c�i m¤vŸŕ	e Æ i�gŸM L® ¤a¨a§l¦A −�Y�x�n«�`	e fi :L«�zi�x�g«�̀ §A
�gŸ −M ²L§l o¬ �zŸP�d `EÀd í¦M Li½�d÷
̀  d́ �eŸd	iÎz�̀ Æ �Y�x©k«�f	e gi :d« �G�d li¬�g�d
Li−�zŸa�̀ «©l r¬ ©A�WpÎx�W�` F ²zi�x§AÎz�̀  mi ¯�w�d o©rÆ�n§l li® �g zFÚ£r«©l
Li½�d÷
̀  d́ �eŸd	iÎz�̀ Æ g©M�W�Y �gŸ ³k�WÎm�` dÀ�i�d	e hi t :d« �G�d mF¬I©M
m® �d¨l �zíe�g«�Y�W�d	e m−�Y�c©a£r«�e mi½�x�g�` mi´�d÷
` Æ i�x�g«�` À�Y§k©l«�d	e

Æ d�eŸd	i x³�W�` mÀ iFB©M k :oE «c¥a`Ÿ «Y cŸ −a�̀  i¬¦M mF½I�d Æ m¤k̈a i�zŸ ³c¦r«�d
d¬ �eŸd	i lF −w§A oE½r�n�W�z `÷́ a�w¥rμ oE ®c¥a`Ÿ «Y o−¥M m½¤ki�p§R�n ci´¦a�`«�n
o½�C�x�I�dÎz�̀ Æ mFI�d x³ ¥aŸr dÆ�Y�` lÀ�`�x�Ui r´�n�W ` h t :m«¤ki�d «÷
`
zŸ −xªv§aE z ¬÷Ÿc	B mi²�x¨r �J® �O�n mi−�nªv£r«�e mi¬¦lŸc	B m½iFB z�W´ �x¨l Æ `Ÿa¨l
d́�Y�`	e Æ �Y§rÆ�c�i d³�Y�̀  xÆ�W�̀  mi ®�w�p£r í �p§A m−�x�e lF ¬c�BÎm«©r a :mi«�n�X©A
dÆ �eŸd	i Á i¦M mFÀ I�d ´�Y§r�c« �i	e b :w« �p£r i¬ �p§A i− �p§t¦l a½¥S�i�zi í�n �Y§r½�n�W
`E ¬d	e m² �ci�n�W�i `Ed̄ d½l̈§kŸ «̀  W´�` Æ LiÆ �p¨t§l x³ ¥aŸr«�dÎ`Ed Li¹�d÷
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was for your benefit in the end— 17 and you will say in your heart, “My own ability and the strength of

my own hand has accumulated this wealth for me!” 18 Then you must remember God, your God, for it

is He who gives you the ability to make wealth, in order to establish His covenant which He swore to

your fathers, to this day. 
19 What will happen is, if you forget God, your God and follow other gods, and worship them, and

prostrate yourself before them, I testify to you today, that you will be destroyed again and again.
20 You will be destroyed just like the nations that God (is now going to) destroy before you, since you did

not listen to the calling of God, your God. 

[ NN OOTT TTOO BB EE SS EE LL FF --RR II GG HH TT EE OO UU SS [

H ear, O Israel! Today, you are about to cross the Jordan to come and take control of nations that

are (even) greater and stronger than you, great cities fortified up to the skies, 2 a great and tall

people, the children of giants, whom you know and (about whom) you have heard (it said),

“Who can stand against the children of a giant?” 3 You should know today, that God, your God Who is

passing (into the Land) before you is a consuming fire. He will destroy them, and He will subjugate them

before you. You will evict them and destroy them quickly, just as God said to you. 
4 When God, your God, has driven them from before you, do not say in your heart, “God has brought

me to possess this land because of my righteousness,” and God (also) drove them out from before you

because of the wickedness of these nations. 5 It is not because of your righteousness or the integrity of

your heart that you are coming to possess their land, but rather, it is because of the wickedness of these

nations (alone) that God, your God is driving them out from before you. (It is also) in order to keep the

word which God swore to your fathers, Avraham, Yitzchak, and Ya’akov. 6 You must realize that God,

your God, is not giving you this land as a possession because of your righteousness, for you are a stiff-

necked people. 

[ RR EE MM EE MM BB EE RR II NN GG TT HHEE GG OO LL DD EE NN CC AA LL FF [

Remember—do not forget—how you angered God, your God, in the desert. From the day that you

went out of the land of Egypt, until you came to this place, you have been rebels against God. 
8 At Choraiv, you angered God, and God was furious with you and wanted to destroy you: 

9 When* I went up the mountain to receive the stone Tablets—the Tablets of the testimony which God

made with you—I was delayed on the mountain for forty days and forty nights. I did not eat bread or

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

99

[ The Last Word [

“MY OWN ABILITY...HAS ACCUMULATED THIS WEALTH FOR ME!” (8:17)

Society teaches our children that: “My own ability and the strength

of my own hand has accumulated this wealth for me!” A child is

led to believe that, being a clever boy, he should use his brain to

obtain whatever he desires. If he desires his friend’s sandwich, he

will steal it. And, being clever, he is unafraid of the authorities, for

he will devise a way of concealing his theft. No one can tell him

what to do!

One effective way to correct the present situation is to institute a

“moment of silence” in every public school, devoted to thinking

about God, at the beginning of the school day, before studies begin.

This will help a student to utilize his studies for worthy purposes, for

justice and righteousness. He will then act both on his own behalf

and for the public good, and he will come to understand that the

public benefit outweighs his personal benefit.

(Based on Sichas 12 Tamuz 5744) 

* Concerning the following see Shemos 31:18ff.

9:7

THIRD

READING
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�� Why did Moshe “take hold” of the Tablets if he was

already holding them? (v. 17)

OHR HACHAYIM: Until Moshe saw that the Jewish people had

sinned, the Tablets hovered in the air above his hands (“upon my two

hands”—v. 15). When he witnessed their sin, the Tablets lost their

holiness, and he had to take hold of them and support them.

MIDRASH: The Tablets were a total of six tefachim (handbreadths)

long. Moshe was holding two tefachim and God was holding two

tefachim at the other end, leaving two tefachim unsupported. Moshe

strengthened his grip, grabbed the Tablets and broke them....

Thus God said to Moshe, “It was you who broke them” (Tanchuma 11).

�� Why did Moshe break the Tablets? (v. 17)

MIDRASH: What can this be compared to? To a nobleman who

wished to marry a woman through an agent. The agent went and

found that the woman had been promiscuous with another man.

What did the agent—who was totally innocent—do? He took the

marriage document that was given to him by the nobleman, and tore

it up. He said, “It is better that this woman be judged as a single

woman and not as a married woman!” And this is precisely what

Moshe did. When he saw what the Jewish people had done, he took

the Tablets and broke them, [so he could argue] that if the Jewish

people had seen the punishment for idol worship [written there],

they would not have sinned (Shemos Rabah 43:1).
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drink water. 10 God gave me two stone Tablets, written with the finger of God. On them were all the words

that God said to you on the mountain, from the fire, on the Day of Assembly. 
11 What happened was, at the end of the forty days and forty nights, when God gave me the two stone

Tablets, the Tablets of the testimony, 12 God said to me, “Get moving, and go down quickly from here,

for your people, whom you have brought out of Egypt, have become corrupt. They have rapidly

abandoned the way which I commanded them. They have made themselves a molten statue!” 
13 God then spoke to me, saying, “I have observed this people and—look!—they are a stiff-necked

people (who do not like being rebuked). 14 Leave Me, and I will destroy them. I will obliterate their name

from beneath the skies, and I will make you into a mightier and more numerous nation than them.” 
15 I turned and came down from the mountain. The mountain was burning with fire and the two

Tablets of the testimony were upon my two hands. 16 Then I saw—look!—you had sinned against God,

your God, you had made yourselves a molten calf. You had rapidly abandoned the way which God had

commanded you. 17 So, I took hold of the two Tablets, cast them out of my two hands, and shattered

them before your eyes. 
18 I prayed to God about all your sins that you had committed—doing evil in the eyes of God to anger

Him—for forty days and forty nights (on the mountain), as before. I did not eat bread or drink water.
19 For I was frightened of the anger and fury with which God had shown His discontent with you, wanting

to destroy you, but God listened to me also on that occasion. 

TO WHOM DID THE TABLETS BELONG? (V. 17)

In addition to the solutions of Ohr haChayim and the Midrash, the

reason why Moshe needed to “take hold” of the Tablets can be

understood by first addressing the following question:

Presumably, the Tablets were public property, since they were given

to Moshe in order to be placed into the Ark (which belonged to the

public), together with all the other parts of the Tabernacle (see Rosh

Hashanah 7a; Yoma 35b). This begs the question: How could Moshe break the

Tablets if they did not belong to him. Surely, Moshe was vandalizing

public property!

DID THE TABLETS HAVE ANY VALUE?

At first glance, we might argue that the Tablets were in fact worthless,

since in the desert, stone has no market value, as houses are not built

there. Therefore, Moshe was not guilty of causing any damage, since the

Tablets were of no real value.

However this solution is clearly unacceptable, because:

a.) Even if they are not used for building, stones do have some value,

e.g. they can be used as simple furniture (cf. Shemos 17:12).

b.) According to our Sages, the first Tablets were made of sapphire,

which is tremendously valuable (Tanchuma, Ki Sisa 26).

c.) In any case, since the first Tablets were formed by God Himself, they

obviously had immense value.

“DAMAGE” FOR THE PUBLIC GOOD

Another possible approach to explain why Moshe was not guilty of

damaging public property would be to argue that breaking the Tablets was

actually for the public benefit. For, as the Midrash explains, Moshe broke

the Tablets so as to reduce the punishment for which the Jewish people

would be liable, due to worshiping the calf.  Thus, it is only logical that the

public would wish its own property to be damaged, for the sake of a

public benefit.

Alternatively, we might argue that the public did not enjoy normal rights

of ownership over the Tablets, since no person was allowed to use them

or benefit from them in any way. Thus, in breaking the Tablets Moshe was

not denying the public any privileges of ownership.

However, both of the above arguments fail to take into account that the

breaking of the Tablets ultimately appears to have been an act of theft.

For even if we accept the argument that Moshe did not damage public

property because he acted for the sake of the public good, or that he did

not deny the public any privileges of ownership, we are nevertheless left

with the problem that the unauthorized use (or abuse) of another’s

property is theft. And, in the case of theft, the law is that one may not steal

another person’s object, even if it is for the owner’s benefit (e.g. one

intends to replace it with a superior item—See Shulchan Aruch, Choshen

Mishpat 359:2); and likewise, one may not steal another’s property even if

the owner does not enjoy any privileges of ownership (See Alter Rebbe’s

Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim, Kuntres Acharon 435:2).*

Furthermore, the argument that the Jewish people had no privileges of

ownership of the Tablets is simply not true, since the Tablets were given

“to instruct” the Jewish people (Shemos 24:12), and Divine instruction is

surely a tremendous privilege indeed.

JOINT OWNERSHIP OF THE TABLETS?

Clearly, the Tablets were not public property, otherwise Moshe would

have had no right to break them.

Perhaps then it could be argued that they were in fact private property

in which each member of the Jewish people had their own share. This

notion would appear to be supported by the teaching that when saying

the Ten Commandments, God addressed the Jewish people in the

singular, rather than the plural, since He was speaking to every single Jew

directly and personally (Pesikta deRab Kahana, end of Parsha bachodesh hashlishi;

Tanchuma (Buber) Yisro par. 17). Thus, the Tablets themselves, which

contained the Ten Commandments, likewise belonged to each and every

Jew individually.

�
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* The distinction between damage and theft is that damage means reducing the value of another person’s property, whereas theft is unlawful possession or use. Thus, one could be

exempt from charges of damage if he could argue that he acted in the owner’s best interests, whereas the mere use of another’s property represents a transgression in itself, regardless

of whether the owner benefits or not. 
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4
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vtnurhokngkv' ufpki fti' kph af,uc ftixsr ,pk,u' abtnr vw

tkvho tk,aj, gnl uduw: )t( cg, vvut/ kxu; trcgho huo b,rmv kh

utnr kh pxk kl' utjr fl ugah, trui' utbhgah,h trui ,jkv
5

' afatcut

uvkuju, chsh vhfit,bo/ ukt zv vut vtrui agav cmktk' avrhnafi kt

hWar

*verhtv mi�d÷
` 

This opens a new argument in defense of Moshe’s breaking of the

Tablets. For, according to Torah law, the prohibition of theft only applies

where the item stolen is worth more than a prutah (small coin). In our

case, however, each person’s individual share in the Tablets would surely

have been negligible, so it could not be said that Moshe was guilty of theft,

since in breaking the Tablets he did not misappropriate a prutah from any

single person.

However, in the final analysis, this argument is untenable, because: 

a.) According to the view (cited above) that the Tablets were made

of sapphire, it is likely that there was at least a prutah of value for every

Jewish person. 

b.) In any case, the Torah forbids a person to steal even less than a

prutah.  It is only that the laws of restitution apply only if a prutah or more

was stolen (Alter Rebbe’s Shulchan Aruch, beginning of Laws of Robbery and Theft).

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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20 God was very angry with Aharon (whom you misled) and wanted to destroy his (children). So I

prayed for Aharon too on that occasion (but only two of his children were saved). 
21 I took your sinful object which you had made—the calf—and I burned it in fire. I crushed it, grinding

it well, until it was fine dust, and I cast its dust into the brook that descends from the mountain. 

— 22 (Since then) you (also) provoked God’s anger at Tavairah*, at Massah**, and at Kivros-

Hata’avah***. 23 (Furthermore), when God sent you from Kadesh Barne’a, saying, “Go up and possess

the Land I have given you,” you defied the word of God, your God, and you did not believe Him, nor

did you obey Him****. 24 You have been rebels against God since the day I became acquainted

with you! —
25 So I prayed before God. I prayed for forty days and forty nights, because God said He would

destroy you. 26 In my prayers to God I said, “God Almighty! Do not destroy Your people, Your inheritance

which in Your greatness You have redeemed and brought out of Egypt with a mighty hand!  27 Remember

Your servants, Avraham, Yitzchak and Ya’akov! Do not react to this people’s stubbornness, to their

wickedness or to their sin, 28 so that the nation from which you brought us out won’t say, ‘Because of

God’s inability to bring them to the Land which He told them about, and because of His hatred toward

them, He took them out to slaughter them in the desert.’ 29 They are Your people and Your inheritance,

which You brought out with Your great strength and with Your outstretched arm!”  

[ TT HHEE SS EE CC OO NN DD TT AA BB LL EE TT SS [

A t that time***** (after forty days), God (forgave the Jewish people, and) said to me, “Carve for

yourself two stone Tablets like the first ones, and come up to Me onto the mountain. And make

for yourself a wooden ark.  2 On the Tablets I will write the words that were on the first Tablets,

which you broke, and you should place them into the ark.” 

3 I made an ark of acacia wood. I carved two stone Tablets, like the first ones, and I went up the

THE EXPLANATION

It would seem therefore that the first Tablets must have been Moshe’s

private property, otherwise he would have had no right to break them.

In fact, this appears to be stated explicitly in scripture: “When He had

finished speaking with him on Mount Sinai, He gave Moshe the two

Tablets of the testimony” (Shemos 31:18), on which the Talmud comments

(Nedarim 38a) that God gave them to Moshe “as a gift.”1

Thus these Tablets must have been an exception to the general principle

that all parts of the Tabernacle had to be public property,2 a point stressed

by the fact that the Tablets were given several months before the

construction of the Tabernacle, indicating their existence as an

independent entity.

Nevertheless, when Moshe received the Tablets from God as a personal

gift to him, he intended to give them to the Jewish people, as an act of

generosity (see Nedarim ibid.).  But when Moshe saw the Jewish people

worshiping the calf, he changed his mind and decided to break them

instead.  However, since Moshe had intended to give the Tablets to the

Jewish people, he feared that his outright ownership of the Tablets (and

the accompanying right to break them) had become somewhat confused.

So, before breaking the Tablets, Moshe “took hold” of them once again,

in order to establish his ownership of them unequivocally.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, p. 51ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

Moshe “took hold of the two Tablets” (v. 17), acquiring them as

his personal property, before he cast them out of his hands

and broke them. For, being a true leader and lover of Israel,

Moshe wanted to take sole responsibility for the breaking of the

Tablets, without incriminating the Jewish people at all.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, p. 56)

*Bamidbar 11:1-3. **Shemos 17:1-7. ***Bamidbar 11:4-34. ****See above 1:19ff. *****Concerning the following see Shemos 34:1-4.

1. The Talmud actually stresses that God gave Moshe the “words of Torah” as a gift.  However, this included the Tablets themselves, on which the words of Torah were written, as

the verse itself stresses, “He gave Moshe the two Tablets of testimony.”  This point is further stressed in a number of places in scripture. See Shemos. 24:12, Devarim 5:19, ibid.

9:9-11.      2. In the case of the second Tablets we indeed find a view that they belonged to Moshe in their entirety (Tanchuma, Eikev 9), though there are dissenting opinions that

only the waste chippings belonged to Moshe (Nedarim 38a, Tanchuma ibid; Jerusalem Talmud, Shekalim 5:2; Shemos Rabah 46:2).  The innovation here is that according to all

opinions the first Tablets belonged to Moshe, in their entirety.
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1 hruaknh aekho pWu vWv     2 cnscr kd' kt     3 hruaknh xuyv pWt vWh     4 kfturv ha ygu, ak vWcjur_vzgmgrW fti' uthi zv sWv jsa tkt vnal nsWv veuso )ucbWh bxgu(' ufWv cspux abh ucraWh

f,Wh uckaui raWh crncWi fti/ ucpayu, MWk fi' avrh ttWk araWh h,r. )Wubsnv kfo ftku n, aoW( csWv vabh' atk,u )Wao n, tvri ufuwW( csWv veuso?!  )gWp keuWa jhWs' gw 03(     5uheWrf' hc

6 cnscr hs' s

b,gxeu cu gs ktjr huo vfpurho' fhcrs,u ni vvr muv kvo gk nktf,

vnafi'ucmktk gav nafi ,jkv utjr fl trui ufkho'bnmt zv trui tjr

vhv/ uzvu avhv humt gnvoknkjnv' utu,u agav cmktk kt hmt knkjnv

tkt chnh gkh' ubgbau gkhu ubacv
1

: )u( ucbh hartk bxgu nctru, cbh
hgeinuxrv/ nv gbhi zv kfti/ ugus' ufh nctru, cbhhgei bxgu

knuxrv' uvkt nnuxru, ctu kcbhhgei' abtnr uhxgu nnuxru, uduw
2

/

ugus' ao n, tvri' uvkt cvr vvr n,' mtujauc u,nmt anubv nxgu,

nnuxrv kvr vvr'tkt t; zu ni v,ufjv' ugus gah,o zt, fan,tvri

cvr vvr kxu; trcgho abv ubx,keu gbbhfcus' hrt,o kfo nnkjn,

nkl grs ub,,orta kjzur knmrho' ujzr,o ktjurhfo anubvnxgu, gs

cbh hgei unao knuxrv' ao bkjnucfo cbh kuh uvrdu nfo ut,o nvo'

gs avjzhrut,fo csrl jzr,fo
3

' unao jzr,o vdsdsv vutjur vdsds:

)z(uni vdsdsv uduw4/ ucnuxrv gah,o tckfcs gk nh,,u ak tvri

adrnv kfo zt,'ubsnv kfo ftku n, ao/ uxnl nav,ufjv zu kachr,

vkuju,' kunr aeav nh,,iak msheho kpbh vec"v' fhuo aba,cru cu

vkuju,
5

/ ukvushgl avueav ku nv atnru b,bv rta kprua nnbu' fhuo

agau cu t, vgdk: )j( cg, vvut vcshk vw uduw/ nuxc kgbhivrtaui:

cg, vvut/ cabv vrtaubv kmt,fo nnmrhouygh,o cgdk ucbh kuh kt

ceg ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 68hh::dd--jj

�� Why is Aharon’s passing—which occurred forty years

after the breaking of the Tablets—mentioned here? (v. 6)

RASHI: Moshe juxtaposed this rebuke [about Aharon’s passing] with

the breaking of the Tablets to indicate that the death of the righteous

is as difficult for God as the day the Tablets were broken.

DIVREI DAVID: The Talmud states, “No righteous man departs from

this world before another like him is created, as the verse states,

‘The sun goes up and then the sun goes down’” (Ecclesiastes 1:5; Yoma

38a).  This is stressed by the Torah here, that after “Aharon died,”

immediately, “Elazar his son was appointed as priest in his place.”

Since Aharon was replaced by another righteous person, one

would think that this minimizes the tragedy of his passing for the

Jewish people.  

Therefore, Rashi stresses that this does not soften the blow and “the

death of the righteous is as difficult for God, as the day the Tablets

were broken.” For just as the breaking of the first Tablets remained a

tragedy even after they were replaced by the second Tablets, so too,

the passing of a righteous person is particularly tragic, even though

God replaces him with another righteous person.

AHARON’S PASSING (V. 6)

In his comment to verse 6, Rashi explains the reason why “Moshe juxta-

posed this rebuke [about Aharon’s passing] with the breaking of the Tablets.” 

But why, then, is the mention of Aharon’s passing recorded here, amid

the description of how the second Tablets were given, and not immedi-

ately after the breaking of the first Tablets?

THE EXPLANATION

The Torah records the passing of Aharon here, within the discussion of

the second Tablets, because it only became clear that the breaking of the

first Tablets was a genuine tragedy when the second Tablets were given.

Until that point, there was a hope that the second Tablets would have been

a perfect replacement for the first Tablets, which would have minimized

the earlier tragedy. The second Tablets, however, proved to be  inferior to

the first Tablets, since the first Tablets were made entirely by God, whereas

the second Tablets were made by Moshe, and only written by God. Thus,

only when the second Tablets were given did it become evident that the

loss incurred through the breaking of the first Tablets was irreparable.  

Consequently, the Torah chose to teach, “the death of the righteous is

as difficult for God, as the day the Tablets were broken,” here within the

account of the second Tablets, for likewise, the genuine tragedy of

Aharon’s passing only became apparent when “Elazar his son was

appointed as priest in his place,” since Elazar could not fully replace his

father, who was a much greater person than himself [cf. Divrei David].
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E ²r�q«�p lÀ�`�x�Ui í �p§aE e :d« �eŸd	i ip− �E¦v x¬ �W�`«©M m½�W Ei�d́ I�e i�zi®�Ür x´ �W�`
o² �d©k	i�e m½�W x́¥a�TI�e Æ oŸx�d«�` z³ �n m´�W d® �x�qF «n o −�w £r« �iÎi�p§A zŸ ¬x�`§A�n
d�cŸ´B�c�B�dÎo�nE d�cŸ ®B�c�B�d E −r�q«�p m¬�X�n f :ei«�Y�g�Y F −p§A x¬ �f¨r§l�`
h¤a´�WÎz� Æ̀ d�eŸd	i li³�C§a�d `eÀ�d�d ź¥r¨A g :mi«�nÎi¥l�g« �p u�x−�̀  d�z½ä�h�i

:i�ci¦A �̀I�gEl oi�x�zE �̀xEh§l zi�wi¥l�qE i�̀ �n�c�w§M

z�i d�`�n�c�w `¨a�z§k¦M `�I�gEl l©r a�z§kE c

FB�n `�xEh§A oFk�O¦r �i	i li¦N�n i�C `�I�n�B�z¦t `�xŸ�y©r

:i¦l �i	i oEP¦a�die `¨l�d�w�c `�nFi§A `�z�W¥`

i�zi�E�W	e `�xEh o�n zi�z�g	pE i�zi�p§R�z�`	e d

o�O�z Fe�d�e zi�c¨a£r i�C `�pFx�`©A `�I�gEl z�i

El�h	p l�`�xŸ�yi i�p§aE e :�i	i ip�c�T©t i�c `�n§M

oŸx�d�` zi�n o�O�Y d�x�qFn§l o�w£r�i i�p§A zFx�`§A�n

:i�dFzFg�Y D�x§A x�f¨r§l�` W�O�W	e o�O�Y x©a�w�z�`	e

`¨r�x�` z¨a�h�i§l cFB�c�B o�nE cFB�c�b§l El�h	p o�O�Y�n f

�i	i W�x§t�` `i�d�d �̀p�C¦r§A g :oiI�n�C oi¦l�g�p `�c	b�p
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mountain with the two Tablets in my hand. 4 He wrote on the Tablets the same thing that was written on

the first ones: the Ten Commandments, which God said to you on the mountain, from the fire, on the

Day of Assembly. God then gave them to me. 
5 I turned around and came down from the mountain. I placed the Tablets in the ark which I had

made, and they remained there, as God had commanded me. 

[ RR EE BB EE LL LL II OO NN IINN TT HH EE DD EE SS EE RR TT [

— 6 (Later on you did another sin which, in my eyes, was as bad as the Golden Calf.  It was when

forty years later) Aharon died (in Hor Hahar) and he was buried there, and Elazar his son was appointed

as priest in his place. (A rebellious group from) the children of Israel (arose, planning to lead the Jewish

people back to Egypt). They journeyed (backwards from Hor Hahar, where Aharon died,) through the

wells of Benay Ya’akan to Mosairah (at which point a group of Levites, who were chasing them, caught

up with them and defeated them. After mourning Aharon’s death while they were still) there (in

Mosairah), 7 they journeyed from there (and returned to the camp at Hor Hahar, first passing) Gudgod,

and from Gudgod to Yatvasah, an area with flowing brooks. —

THE UNIQUENESS OF AHARON’S PASSING

One further problem with Rashi’s comment is why the Torah chose to

teach us that “the death of the righteous is as difficult for God etc.,” for

the first time here, in connection with the passing of Aharon?  The student

of scripture has already learned about the passing of a number of

righteous individuals (the Patriarchs, the fathers of the tribes, etc.), and yet

it is only with Aharon’s passing, forty years after the Exodus, that we are

taught for the first time why the passing of a righteous man is so tragic!

THE EXPLANATION

In Parshas Bereishis, the Torah informs us that the ten generations

between Adam and Noach lived extraordinarily long lives, but God then

became angry with man and decreed that a normal lifespan would be 120

years (Bereishis 6:3).

The fact that we that find the subsequent generations between Noach

and Avraham also enjoyed lengthy lifespans, is due to the continued, but

diminishing impact of the earlier generations. Thus, in the days of

Avraham, the average lifespan decreased to around 120 years (see Rashi,

Bereishis 17:17).  

Still, we find that all of the Patriarchs lived much longer than 120

years*, but this is hardly inconsistent with the rest of their lives which were

filled with numerous miraculous occurrences, (and even Yishma’el lived a

long life of 137 years (Bereishis 25:17), in the merit of Avraham and

Yitzchak, and through their blessings). Similarly we find that Levi, Kehos

and Amram lived well in excess of 120 years (see Shemos 6:16, 18, 20), but

again, this is not surprising when we consider their exceptional merits.

The first** righteous person to be recorded in the Torah as having

passed away at the “normal” age of around 120 years is Aharon***.

Therefore the Torah hints here that, “the death of the righteous is as

difficult for God as the day the Tablets were broken.” For in the case of

those righteous individuals who lived more than a normal lifespan, it is

obvious that their passing is particularly tragic, since having broken free

from God’s decree of a 120-year lifespan, we would have expected them

to live on indefinitely.****  In normal cases, however, we might think that

passing away at around 120 years is not especially tragic, as this is the age

at which God had decreed man was to pass away.  Thus, since Aharon

was the first such “normal” case, it would appear at first glance that the

tragedy was not as great as in the case of the Patriarchs, etc.  Therefore,

the Torah teaches us here that “the death of the righteous—at whatever

age—is as difficult for God, as the day the Tablets were broken.”

However, this begs the question: If God Himself decreed that a person

should pass away at 120 years, then why is it that the death of the

righteous is as difficult for God as the breaking of the Tablets? Surely God

should not be pained by something which He Himself orchestrates?

To answer this question, Rashi stresses, “The death of the righteous is as

difficult for God, as the day the Tablets were broken.” In other words,

while the passing of the righteous person was indeed decreed by God, the

fact that it occurred on this particular day indicates that it is a “difficult”

day for God.
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Eikev 5730 & 5745)
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* Avraham lived 175 years (Bereishis 25:7), Yitzchak 180 years (ibid. 35:28), and Ya’akov 147 years (ibid. 47:28).     **Miriam’s death is recorded before Aharon’s, but the Torah

does not mention her age explicitly.     ***Of course, it is not a question why Aharon and Moshe did pass away at the age of (or around) 120 years, since this was God’s decree

upon all mankind.  The question is only regarding those individuals who lived to well over 120 years after the decree had been passed, as explained above.    ****cf. Toras

Menachem to 32:48, below.

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

Why is a tzadik (righteous person) compared to the Tablets

(see Rashi)?

The writing on the Tablets represented the “soul” of the Tablets,

and the Tablets themselves, their “body.” The fact that the Ten

Commandments were engraved into the Tablets, and not merely

written onto them, means that the words and the Tablets (“soul”

and “body”) became one single, indivisible entity.

Likewise in the case of a tzadik, it is not merely that his soul

interacts with his body, but that the tzadik’s physical life is totally

at peace with his soul such that “the life of the tzadik is not a

physical life, but a spiritual life” (Igeres Hakodesh 27).

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 14, pp. 32-34)



1 grfhi ht' t     

ygu' vcshko vneuonfo/ uxnl nert zv kjzr, cbh hgei' kunr at;czu

kt ygu cv cbh kuh' tkt gnsu ctnub,o: kat, t, trui/ vkuho:

kgnus kpbh vw kar,u ukcrl canu/vfvbho' uvut baht, fpho
1

:

)y(gk fi kt vhv kkuh jke/ kph avucskukgcus, nzcj uthbi pbuhhi

kjrua ukzrug: vw vut bjk,u/ buyk prx nzuni nch, vnkl: )h( utbfh
gns,h cvr/ keck vkuju,vtjrubu,/ ukph akt phra kngkv fnv gns

cvr cgkhv tjrubv zu' jzr uv,jhk cv: fhnho vrtaubho/ ak kuju,

vrtaubu,' nvvo crmui t; tku crmui/ tck vtnmghhoagns,h ao

ceg ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 70hh::jj--hh

�� Why did the tribe of Levi not receive a portion of the

Land? (v. 8-9)

RASHI: Because they were singled out for the service of the altar,

and therefore were not free to plow and sow. 

RAMBAM: Why did the tribe of Levi not merit part of the Land of

Israel or its plunder? 

Because they were singled out to work for God and serve as His

ministers, and to teach the public about His morally upright ways

and fair laws—as the verse states, “They will teach your laws to

Ya’akov and your Torah to Israel” (Devarim 33:10).  Therefore, they

were separated from worldly matters: They do not join the army as

the rest of the Jewish people, they do not inherit, and they cannot

acquire things for themselves by a physical act.  They are the army

of God....

But this is not exclusive to the tribe of Levi. Rather, any type of

person from among all the inhabitants of the world, whose spirit

inspires him, and he resolves in his mind to set himself apart [from

worldly pursuits], to stand before God and serve as His minister, to

work for Him, and to know God; who [then acts upon his resolution

and he] goes in a morally upright manner—following his inherent,

God-given disposition, and he discards* all the numerous concerns

that people are normally preoccupied with—then he will attain the

holiness of the Holy of Holies, and God will be his portion and his

inheritance for all eternity. Even in this world, he will merit to receive

his material needs, in a similar manner to the priests and Levites, as

we see that David [who was not from the tribe of Levi] said (Psalms

16:5), ‘God is the portion of my inheritance and of my cup. You

support my lot!’  (Rambam, end of Laws of the Sabbatical and Jubilee Years).

Æ Fz�x«�W§l d³ �eŸd	i iÆ �p§t¦l Á cŸn£r«©l d® �eŸd	iÎzi«�x§A oFx́�`Îz�` z`−�U¨l i½e¥N�d

w¤l¬ �g i² e¥l§l d¯�i�dÎ` «÷ oº¥MÎl©r h :d« �G�d mF¬I�d c−©r F½n�W¦A K´�x¨a§lE

Li−�d÷
̀  d¬ �eŸd	i x² ¤A�C x¬ �W�`«©M F½z¨l�g«�p `Ed́ Æ d�eŸd	i ei® �g�`Îm¦r d−l̈�g« �p	e

mF½ i mi´¦r¨A�x�` mi½ pŸW`´�x�d Æ mi�n�I©M xÀ�d̈a i�Y�ć�n̈r iº¦kŸp«�̀ 	e i :F «l

d¬ä�`Î` «÷ `e½�d�d m©r´ ©R©A m�Bμ iÀ©l�` d¹ �eŸd	i rÆ�n�WI�e d̈l	i®l̈ mi−¦r¨A�x�`	e

�ii�c `�n�i�w oFx�` z�i l�H�n§l ie¥l�c `�h§a�W z�i

c©r D�n�W¦a `¨k�x¨a§lE D�zEW�O�W§l �i	i m�c�w m�w�n§l

w¨l�g ie¥l§l d�e�d `¨l o¥M l©r h :oi�c�d `�nFi

oEP�` �i	i D¥l a�di�C o�p�Y�n i�dFg�` m¦r `�p�q�g�`	e

`�p�`�e i :D¥l K�d̈l
̀  �i	i li¦N�n i�c �̀n§M D�Y	p�q�g�̀

oi¦r§A�x�` oi�`�n�c�w oi�nFi§M `�xEh§A m�`�w i�zi�e�d

s�` i�zFl§v �i	i li¦A�w	e o�e¨li¥l oi¦r§A�x�`	e oi�n�n	i
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* Literally “he casts the yoke off his neck.”  See Sichas 12 Tamuz 5724, section 9.      

** See also Sichas Shabbos Parshas Nitzavim-Vayeilech 5744, Eikev & Ki Seitzei 5751.

[ The Last Word [

“GOD SEPARATED THE TRIBE OF LEVI” (V. 8)

R ambam appears to contradict himself (See Classic Questions).  First

he writes that the tribe of Levi was “singled out to work for God

and serve as His ministers,” suggesting that this role is exclusive to the

tribe of Levi.  But then he continues, “This is not exclusive to the tribe

of Levi,” and it is achievable by “any type of person, from among all

the inhabitants of the world”?

Rambam’s point, however, is that the tribe of Levi was appointed

from above by God to be His ministers, and was blessed with the

natural ability to do so.  The Torah, however, grants the power to any

individual person who wishes to avail himself or herself of the

challenge, to become a true servant and minister of God, by making

the effort (from below) to be “morally upright,” despite social

pressures in the opposite direction.

Rambam also stresses:

�� This is achievable by “any type of person from among all the

inhabitants of the world,” which clearly includes non-Jews.

�� That any person who dedicates himself or herself properly to

God “will attain the holiness of the Holy of Holies,” i.e. the

exalted spiritual greatness of the High Priest (for only the High

Priest is permitted to enter the Holy of Holies).

�� Clearly, however, Rambam’s assertion is that such a person

achieves an equivalent spiritual greatness, but that he or she

would not have the actual legal status of a Levite or priest.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Emor 5749 & Korach 5750, and Sichas

Acharon Shel Pesach 5750; Likutei Sichos vol. 8, p. 325**)
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[ AA PP PP OO II NN TT MM EE NN TT OOFF TT HH EE TT RR II BB EE OOFF LL EE VV II * [

A t that time (after the sin of the Golden Calf), God separated the tribe of Levi (who did not

participate in the sin), to carry the Ark of the testimony of God. (He separated the priests) to

stand before God and serve Him, and to (make the priestly) blessing in His Name, which

continues to this day. 9 (Since they were set aside for holy service, and would not have time for

agriculture) therefore, a (priest, who is from the tribe of) Levi, has no portion or inheritance (in the Land)

with his brothers. His inheritance (comes directly from) God(’s house), as God, your God told him.

[ MM OO SS HH EE ’’ SS TT HH II RR DD PP EE RR II OO DD OONN TT HH EE MM OO UU NN TT AA II NN [

I remained on the mountain forty days and forty nights (when I went to receive the second Tablets,

and God was appeased) like the first (period of forty) days (when I was on the mountain), for God

listened to me also at that time and God did not wish to destroy you. 

�� Why did Moshe remain on the mountain for forty days

and forty nights? (v. 10)

RASHI: To receive the second Tablets.

TARGUM YONASON: Moshe prayed for forty days and nights. God

accepted his prayers that the Jewish people should not be destroyed.

�� How was the third forty-day period “like the first (period

of forty) days”? (v. 10)

RASHI: Just as those days were with [God’s] goodwill, so were these

with [God’s] goodwill. But the middle [forty-day period], when I

stood there to pray for you, was amid [God’s] anger. 

WHAT DID MOSHE DO FOR FORTY DAYS? (V. 10)

Moshe ascended Mount Sinai a total of three times. Initially, he went up

for forty days and nights to receive the first Tablets (above 9:9-11), and then,

after breaking the Tablets, Moshe ascended the mountain for a second

time, when he prayed for the Jewish people to be forgiven (ibid. v. 18-19,

25-29).  

Forty days later, God informed Moshe that the Jewish people were

forgiven (10:1 and Rashi ibid.). He then instructed Moshe to carve out two

replacement Tablets, and bring them back up the mountain (Moshe’s third

ascent), following which God inscribed the Ten Commandments onto

them (ibid. v. 2-4). Finally, we read that Moshe came down from the

mountain with the two Tablets (v. 5). 

One detail omitted from this account is how long Moshe’s third stay on

the mountain lasted. Therefore, after digressing to discuss various other

matters (in verses 6-9), the Torah returns here in verse 10 to inform us that

Moshe’s third stay on the mountain also lasted forty days and nights.

However, this begs the question: Why was Moshe required to stay forty

days and nights on the third occasion? The first occasion clearly required

a lengthy stay, since Moshe was taught the entire Torah; and the second

occasion required forty days and nights of intense prayer to secure God’s

forgiveness for the Jewish people. But why were forty days and nights

required merely for God to inscribe the Ten Commandments on the two

Tablets? After all, even a human being would not need to take so long to

engrave 620 letters onto two stones!

Targum Yonason explains that during Moshe’s third stay he prayed

for the Jewish people not to be destroyed, which would also explain

why a long stay was required. However, Rashi clearly rejected this

interpretation, since:

a.) He mentions only that Moshe’s third trip was “to receive the second

Tablets,” and not to seek forgiveness.

b.) Rashi writes, “Just as those days were with [God’s] goodwill, so were

these with [God’s] goodwill,” indicating that no appeasement was

required during Moshe’s third stay.

So what is the reason, according to Rashi, that forty days and nights

were required?**

THE EXPLANATION

Verse 10 stresses, “I remained on the mountain forty days and forty

nights like the first (period of forty) days (when I was on the mountain),”

i.e. that Moshe’s first and third periods on the mountain were the same in

�
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* See below 18:1-6.     ** One cannot argue that the forty days and nights were required to give Moshe the Torah “as a gift” for a second time, since God’s initial “gift” (see Rashi

to Shemos 31:18) was presumably taken away when Moshe was “brought down from his exalted position” after the sin of the Golden Calf (see Rashi ibid. 32:7)—for why would

forty days be required to give a gift?  In fact, it could be argued that it is due to this problem that Rashi found it necessary to bring a second interpretation in his commentary to

Shemos 31:18.

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

When the first Tablets were given, the Jewish people were on

the level of tzadikim (righteous), whereas when the second

Tablets were given, they were on the even higher level of ba’alei

teshuvah (penitents). Thus, it follows that God’s “goodwill” (see

Rashi) when Moshe received the second Tablets, was even greater

than His goodwill at the time the first Tablets were given. 

(Based on Sichas Rosh Chodesh Elul 5742)



1 xsr guko PWu     2 anu, kc' ks     3 cfnv spuxho banyu ,hcu, tku )Wfh to khrtv uduwW( cygu,/ )ahj, aWP gec ,akWz(     4 crfu, kd:     5 rtv keuWa jfWs gw 37 uthkl     6 ndhkv kt/  pxhe,t

zuyt' hkeuy angubh rnz ,,bWu     7 crtah, fj' f/ urtv crtah, rcv G' v     8 cct nmhgt by' c

kv,pkk gkhfo vhu cfgx
1

: )ht( uhtnr vw tkh uduw/ t; gk ph axr,o

ntjrhu uygh,o cgdk' tnr khkl bjv t, vgo
2

: )hc( ug,v hartk/ t;

gk ph agah,o fkzt,' gusbu rjnhu ujc,u gkhfo' unfk nvajyt,o

kpbhu thbu autk nfo fh to khrtvuduw
3

: fh to khrtv uduw/ rcu,hbu

srau nfti vfkchsh anho ju. nhrt, anho
4

: )hd( kanur t, nmu, vw/
ut; vht kt kjbo'tkt kyuc kl' a,ecku afr: )hs( vi kvw tkvhl/ vfk'

ut; gk ph fi rectcu,hl jae vw ni vfk: )yu( cfo/ fnu at,o )rutho

t,fo( jauehonfk vgnho vhuo vzv: )yz( grk, kccfo/ tuyo kccfo

ufhxuhu: )hz( utsbh vtsbho/ kt hufk auo tsui kvmhkt,fo nhsu: kt
hat pbho/ to ,preu guku

5
: ukt hej ajs/ kphhxu cnnui

5
: )hj( gav

napy h,uo utknbv/ vrh dcurv'utmk dcur,u t,v numt gbu,bu,u
6

:

utvc dr k,, ku kjo uankv/ uscr jaucvut zv' afk gmnu ak hgec

tchbu gk zvv,pkk' ub,i kh kjo ktfuk ucdskkcua
7

: )hy( fh drho vhh,o/
nuo acl tk ,tnrkjcrl

8
: )f( t, vw tkvhl ,hrt/ u,gcus ku u,sce

ceg ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 72hh::hh--ff

virtually every respect. Rashi explains: “Just as those days were with

[God’s] goodwill, so were these with [God’s] goodwill,” i.e. that God was

not angry with the Jewish people at all during the last forty days.  

Consequently, Rashi did not need to explain why forty days were

required to receive the second Tablets, since he had already stressed that

the second Tablets were received in equally positive circumstances to the

first Tablets. And if Moshe were to have stayed any less than forty days,

he would not have reached as high a spiritual level as the first time, and

the second Tablets would have been received in an inferior manner.

Therefore, forty days and nights were required for Moshe’s third stay too.

However, this explanation presents us with another problem. Above,

Rashi explained that it was only when Moshe came down from the

mountain after his third stay, on Yom Kippur, that, “on that very day God

was joyfully reconciled with the Jewish people....Therefore it was

designated as a time of pardon and forgiveness” (Rashi to 9:18, above).

So how can Rashi write that the entire forty days and nights of Moshe’s

third stay on the mountain were “with [God’s] goodwill,” when God only

became reconciled with the Jewish people when Moshe came down from

the mountain?

In truth, however, God had completely forgiven the Jewish people for

the sin of the Golden Calf after Moshe’s second stay on the mountain,

and the third stay was genuinely “with [God’s] goodwill.” A further

accomplishment which occurred on Yom Kippur was that “God was

joyfully reconciled with the Jewish people.”  I.e. when Moshe finally

presented the Tablets to the Jewish people, bequeathing them the Torah

for all eternity, it was a particularly joyous time for God.  For joy comes

after passing over a hurdle; and since the relationship between the Jewish

people and God had been in jeopardy, the moment when all obstacles

had been overcome and the Jewish people finally received the Torah was

a true moment of joy for the Almighty.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Eikev 5733)
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:mi�x§v�n�c `¨r�x�`§A oEzi�e�d oi�x�I�c i�x�` `�xFIB
g¨l§t�z i�dFn�c�wE l�g�c�Y K�d¨l
` �i	i z�i k
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11 God said to me, “Get going! Lead the people in their journeys to come and take possession of the

land I promised their forefathers to give them.”

[ MM OO SS HH EE EE NN CC OO UU RR AA GG EE SS TT HH EE PP EE OO PP LL EE TTOO SS EE RR VV EE GG OODD [

N ow, O Israel, (even though you sinned) what does God, your God, demand of you? (Because

He still has compassion on you and He still loves you, He does not punish you, but asks you)

only to fear God, your God, to follow all His ways, to love Him, to serve God, your God, with

all your heart and with all your soul, 13 and to keep the commandments of God and His suprarational

commands, which I command you today—(and even this) is for your own benefit (because you will

receive reward). 
14 God, your God, (has the choice of everything in) the lower and upper skies, the earth and all that

is on it. 15 But God desired only to love your forefathers, and He chose their descendants after them —

(i.e.) you—out of all nations, (a choice which) remains until today. 
16 You should “circumcise” the “foreskin” of your heart (which blocks you from serving God), and

you should stop being stiff-necked. 17 For God, your God, is God of gods and the Master of masters, the

great, mighty and awesome God, who does not show favor and will not accept a bribe. 18 (Yet) He (is

sensitive) to enact judgment for the orphan and widow. And he loves the convert and gives him bread

and clothing. 

�
19 You should love the convert, because you were aliens in the land of Egypt. 

�� How could God possibly “accept a bribe” ? (v. 17)

MIDRASH: It is written in Your Torah, “Do not accept a bribe” (Shemos 23:8)...but You do accept bribes, as the verse states, “He will take a

bribe from a wicked man’s bosom [to turn the roads of justice]” (Proverbs 17:23)? What is the “bribe” that God accepts? He accepts teshuvah

(repentance) and good deeds from the wicked in this world. God says to the Jewish people, “My children! So long as the gates of teshuvah

are open, I will accept bribes in this world.  But when I sit in judgment in the World to Come, I will not accept bribes, as the verse states

(ibid. 6:35), ‘He will not regard any ransom’” (Yalkut Shimoni, Psalms, Remez 670).

”BRIBING” GOD (V. 17)

Taking bribes is an explicit prohibition of the Torah (Shemos 23:8; Devarim

16:19), because it may cause a judge to make a ruling which is not in

accordance with the law. So how could any person possibly think that

God might take bribes, to the extent that the Torah needs to inform us

here in verse 17 that, in fact, He does not?

Furthermore, our verse appears to contradict the statement in Proverbs

that “He will take a bribe from a wicked man’s bosom, to turn the roads

of justice” (17:23). Rashi (ibid.) comments, “The Holy One, blessed be He,

accepts words of humility and appeasement from the bosom of the

wicked [i.e. in secret, between Him and them,] to overturn His verdict

from evil to good.”

The Midrash explains further that the “bribes” which God takes are the

teshuvah and good deeds of the wicked who return to Him.

In this respect, we can understand that the verse, “God...will not accept

a bribe,” must be speaking of mitzvos in general, which are not sufficient

to “bribe” God to annul one of His decrees.  Teshuvah, on the other hand,

is capable of doing just that, so the verse in Proverbs states, “He will take

a bribe from a wicked man’s bosom,” if He is bribed with teshuvah.

It nevertheless remains to be understood why the Torah compares

teshuvah to bribery, which is a perversion of justice?

THE EXPLANATION

Rambam describes the process of teshuvah as follows:

“The following are part of [going on] the path of teshuvah: The repenter

should cry out persistently to God with tears and supplications.  He should

give charity to the extent of his ability, and he should distance himself as

much as possible from the matter with which he sinned.  He should

change his name, as if to say, ‘I am a different person. I am not the same

person who did those things.’  He should change all of his actions for the

better to follow an upright path. He should exile himself [from his

hometown], since exile atones for sins, and it causes one to be submissive,

humble and meek” (Laws of Teshuvah 2:4).

All these steps need to be carried out if a person wishes to be forgiven

for his sins completely.  Nevertheless, the basic principle of teshuvah is

very simple indeed, as the Alter Rebbe writes: 

“The commandment of teshuvah, as required by the Torah, is simply the

[resolution of] abandonment of the sin” (Igeres Hateshuvah, ch. 1).

I.e. the mere resolution in a person’s mind not to perform the sin again

is sufficient to fulfill “the commandment of teshuvah, as required by the

Torah.”

Thus, even before a person has carried out the entire process

mentioned by Rambam above, he is considered to have repented.

�
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2

' ukt
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3

: ut, fk vheuo tar crdkhvo/ zv nnubuak tso angnhsu

ceg ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 74hh::ff  --  hhtt::uu

What, then, is the need to “cry out persistently to God with tears and

supplications,” and, “change all of his actions for the better etc.,” if

he has already fulfilled “the commandment of teshuvah as required by the

Torah” by abandoning the sin? 

This is because the moment he resolves to abandon the sin represents

the mere “conception” of his teshuvah, but his new identity has not yet

been “born.” From the moment of “conception” a lengthy process must

occur, during which the person cries out to God persistently for

forgiveness, gives large amounts of charity and changes his entire lifestyle

for the better.  Only at that point is the person “born” as a tzadik (right-

eous person).

Thus, “the commandment of teshuvah as required by the Torah,”

(which the Alter Rebbe speaks of), which occurs in an instant, forms the

core and the foundation from which the person’s teshuvah grows—in a

similar way to the moment of conception of a child, which forms the basis

for the nine months of development which follow. And it is this process of

development which is described in the above passage of Rambam.

A further distinction between the “conception” and the “birth” of the

repenting Jew is the difference between how God perceives the person,

and how he perceives himself.

From the person’s perspective (and likewise, the perspective of a Jewish

court), he cannot be considered free of sin until all of its effects, both on

himself and his environment, are eradicated. Thus, it is not until he is

“born” as a tzadik that he can be confident that his sin is atoned for.

However, from God’s perspective, as soon as the person resolves in his

mind not to sin again, the seed of a potential tzadik is sown, and the key

part of his repentance has already taken place. From this point on, it is

only a matter of time until the genuine emotions that have surfaced will

materialize into the changes of lifestyle that will eradicate the sin. 

Thus, from God’s perspective, as soon as the sinner resolves in his mind

not to sin again, God forgives him.* But this forgiveness is to a certain

extent “unjust,” as the person has not yet completed the process of

teshuvah and therefore, according to the letter of the law, he should not

yet be forgiven. Nevertheless, as explained above, since the seed of his
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c©r `�x§A�c�n§A oFk§l c©a£r i�c	e d :oi�c�d `�nFi c©r

o�z�c§l c©a£r i�c	e e :oi�c�d �̀x�z�̀  c©r oFki�zi�n
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* I.e. the person is forgiven because God perceives how the initial phases of remorse will eventually blossom into full

repentance.  The effects of the sin itself on the world cannot be atoned for, however, until a complete teshuvah is carried out.

For further discussion of this distinction, see Toras Menachem to Vayikra 16:20-22.
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�
20 You must fear God, your God. 

� You must serve Him.

� You must cleave to Him.

� (If you do all the above, then you may) swear by His Name. 

21 He is your praise and He is your God, Who did these great and awesome things for you, which

your eyes have seen. 22 Your forefathers went down to Egypt with seventy souls, and now God, your

God, has made you as numerous as the stars of the skies. 

[ MM II RR AA CC LL EE SS WW II TT NN EE SS SS EE DD BB YY TT HHEE JJ EE WW II SS HH PP EE OO PP LL EE [

S o you should love God, your God, keep what He has entrusted to you: His suprarational

commands, His rational commands, and His commandments, for all time. 
2 You should now realize, (by focusing your heart to take my rebuke), that (I am) not (speaking) with

your children, who (could claim that they) did not know and did not see God, your God, reprimand (us).

— (They did not see) His greatness, His mighty hand, His outstretched arm, 3 His signs (of Divine

Providence), and His deeds, which He performed within Egypt, to Pharaoh, King of Egypt and to his

entire land. 4 And what He did to Egypt’s army, to its horses and chariots, how He swamped the waters

of the Reed Sea upon them when they pursued you. God destroyed them (and they cease to exist) to

this day. 5 (They did not see) what He did for you in the desert, until you arrived at this place, 6 and what

He did to Dasan and Aviram, sons of Eliav, Re’uvain’s son, when the earth opened its mouth and

swallowed up: them, their households, their tents, and all the possessions (that kept them on) their feet,

in the presence of all Israel —

�� How were Dasan and Aviram swallowed up? (v. 6)

RASHI: “Wherever one of them fled, the earth split under him and

swallowed him up”—these are the words of Rabbi Yehudah. 

Rabbi Nechemiah said to him: But is it not written above, “the

earth opened its mouth” (Bamidbar 16:32), and not, “its mouths”

[suggesting that the earth opened up in only one place]? 

[Rabbi Yehudah] said to him: How, then, does one explain [the

emphasis that this occurred]: “in the presence of all Israel,”

[suggesting that the earth opened up throughout the Jewish camp]? 

[Rabbi Nechemiah] replied to him: The earth began to slope like a

funnel, and wherever one of them would be, he rolled down until he

reached the place where the earth was split.

repentance (which is the basis of the entire teshuvah process) has been

sown, from God’s perspective he is forgiven.

And it is this scenario which the Torah depicts as “bribery”: The

teshuvah of the person is sufficient to “bribe” God to forgive him, even

though he does not yet deserve to be forgiven.

Nevertheless, in the final analysis, God is not committing a “forbidden

act,” as in truth (from God’s perspective) the person has changed for the

better internally, and it is only a matter of time before this change

manifests itself fully.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, pp. 59ff.)

RABBI YEHUDAH & RABBI NECHEMIAH (RASHI V. 6)

In his commentary to verse 6, Rashi cites a dispute between Rabbi

Yehudah and Rabbi Nechemiah concerning the manner in which Dasan

and Aviram were swallowed up by the ground.

At first glance, Rabbi Nechemiah’s criticism of Rabbi Yehudah’s

argument seems to be valid, indicating that the interpretation of our verse,

at the literal level, follows Rabbi Nechemiah.

However, if Rashi did indeed maintain that our verse is to be interpreted

in accordance with Rabbi Nechemiah, and not Rabbi Yehudah, then he

would have just cited Rabbi Nechemiah’s opinion alone. For Rashi’s

commentary is aimed at explaining the literal meaning of scripture as

concisely as possible, so if Rabbi Yehudah’s opinion were not valid at the

literal level, Rashi would simply have omitted it. Rather, it appears that

Rashi found both interpretations acceptable.

However, this leaves us with the following questions:

a.) Why did Rashi deem it necessary to bring two interpretations? 

b.) Why did Rashi cite the names of the Sages who authored these

interpretations—Rabbi Yehudah and Rabbi Nechemiah? Of what

relevance is this to understanding the verse at the literal level?

c.) According to Rashi, Rabbi Yehudah said, “Wherever one of them

fled, the earth split under him and swallowed him up.” However, this

detail (of Dasan and Aviram fleeing) is not mentioned in any of the source

texts from which Rashi may have cited this teaching (Bamidbar Rabah 18:13;

Tanchuma Buber, addendum to Korach 4; Yalkut Shimoni, Korach, Remez 752).  What

led Rashi to conclude that this was indeed Rabbi Yehudah’s intention?

�
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fl kcbuvdsuk' tkt ancubv gk tjs nacgv cmugi: tar hmt,o nao/

tphku tr. rgnxx tar hac,o cv uvht cnhyc tr. nmrho'abtnr cnhyc

vtr. uduw
8

' t;vht thbv ftr. hartk
9

: uvaeh, crdkl/ tr. nmrho

vh,v mrhfvkvcht nho nbhkux crdkl ukvaeu,v' umrhl t,vkbss nab,l

ukgnuk' uvbnul au,v ukt vdcuv'ut,v ngkv vnho ni vbnul kdcuv/

tck zu knyr vanho ,a,v nho' t,v haigk ny,l' uvec"v naev bnul

udcuv' dkuh uathbudkuh' ftj,
9

: fdi vhre/ athi sh ku cdanho unaehi

tu,ucrdk ucf,;: )ht( tr. vrho ucegu,/ naucj vvr nivnhaur'

avnhaur' cch, fur t,v zurg fur' tckvvr ch, fur nnbu jna, furhi'

trcg ntrcgapughu' utjs crtau
9

: ucegu,/ vi nhaur: )hc(tarvw
tkvhl sura tu,v/ uvkt fk vtrmu, vut sura' abtnrkvnyhr gk

tr. kt tha
01

' tkt fchfuk thbu suratkt tu,v' ugk hsh tu,v srhav

asurav surat, fk vtrmu, gnv
9

: ,nhs ghbh vw tkvhl cv/ krtu,

nv vhtmrhfv ukjsa cv dzru,' g,ho kyucv g,hokrgv fuw' fsth,t

crta vabv
11

: nrah, vabv/ nrta vabv bhsui nv hvtcxupv
21

:
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THE EXPLANATION

Rashi was troubled by the following problem:

In the desert, each tribe camped separately (see Bamidbar 2:1ff.). Dasan

and Aviram would have resided in the camp of the tribe of Re’uvain, to

which they belonged (ibid. 16:1).  Thus, when reading in our verse that

Dasan and Aviram were swallowed up, “in the presence of all Israel,”

Rashi was troubled: How could all Israel have witnessed something that

occurred in just one camp, the camp of Re’uvain?

To answer this question, Rashi cites the teaching of Rabbi Yehudah,

that, “Wherever one of them fled, the earth split under him and swallowed

him up.” I.e. when the earth began to split under the feet of Dasan and

Aviram in the camp of Re’uvain, they fled, running throughout all the

camps, as they were chased by an expanding hole in the ground which

ultimately swallowed them up.  Thus, by the time they were consumed,

all of the Jewish people had witnessed the miracle.

(Consequently Rashi found it necessary to stress, that “Wherever one of

them fled, the earth split under him and swallowed him up”—even

though this detail is not stated explicitly in the source texts—since this

clarifies how “all Israel” witnessed this miracle.)

Nevertheless, this interpretation is somewhat flawed, as Rabbi

Nechemiah pointed out: “But is it not written above, ‘the earth opened its

mouth’ (Bamidbar 16:32), and not, ‘its mouths,’” suggesting that the earth

opened up at only one place? 

Thus, Rashi cited a second interpretation, from Rabbi Nechemiah:

“The earth began to slope like a funnel, and wherever one of them would

be, he rolled down until he reached the place where the earth was split.”

z² �̀  zŸ½`Ÿx«�d Æ m¤ki�pi«¥r i³¦M f :l«�`�x�UiÎl¨M a�x −�w§A m½�di¥l	b�x§A
Îl¨MÎz�` Æ m�Y�x�n�WE g :d«�U¨r x−�W�` lŸ ®c�B�d d− �eŸd	i d¬�U£r«�nÎl¨M
m´ �Y�W�xi«eÆ m�z`¨aE EÀw	f�g«�Y o©r´�n§l mF®I�d −L	E©v�n i¬¦kŸp«�` x² �W�` d½�e§v�O�d
o©rÆ�n§lE h :D«�Y�W�x§l d�O−�W mi¬�x§aŸ«r m² �Y�` x¬ �W�` u�x½�`�dÎz�`
z¬ �z¨l m² ¤ki�zŸ «a�`«©l d¯�eŸd	i rÆ©A�WpÁ x�W�` d½�n�c�`´�dÎl©rÆ mi�n�i Eki³�x�̀ «�Y
xÆ�W�` u�xÀ �̀ �d í¦M i [iyy] q :W«¨a�cE a−l̈�g z¬ ©a�f u�x² �̀  m®r̈�x�f§lE m−�d¨l
m−�z`̈v	i x¬ �W�` `e½�dÆ miÆ�x§v�n u�x³�̀ §k `÷́ D½�Y�W�x§lÆ d�OÆ�WÎ`¨a d³�Y�`
:w«�x�I�d o¬ �b§M −L§l	b�x§a �zi ¬�w�W�d	e ½L£r�x�fÎz«�` Æ r�x	f�Y x³�W�` m®�X�n
mi−�x�d u�x¬ �̀  D½�Y�W�x§l Æ d�OÆ�W mi¬�x§aŸ «r m¹�Y�` xÆ�W�` u�xÀ�`�d	e `i

d¬ �eŸd	iÎx�W�` u�x¾�` ai :mi«�OÎd�Y�W�Y mi−�n�X�d x¬�h�n¦l zŸ ®r�w§aE
Æzi�W�x«�n* D½Ä Æ LiÆ�d÷
̀  d³ �eŸd	i iÆ �pi¥r ciÀ�n�Y D® �zŸ̀  Ẃ�xŸC Li−�d÷
̀

l¨M z�i d�`�f�g oFki�pi¥r i�x�` f :l�`�xŸ�yi l¨M

l̈M z�i x�H�z	e g :c̈a£r i�C `̈A�x �ii�c �̀c̈aFr

li�c§A oi�c �̀nFi K�c�T©t�n �̀p�̀  i�C �̀Y�c�w§t�Y

oEY�` i�C `¨r�x�` z�i oEz�xi�z	e oEl£r�z	e oEt�w�z�z�C

oi�nFi oEk�xFz�C li�c§aE h :D�z�xi�n§l o�O�z	l oi�x§är

oFd§l o�Y�n§l oFk�z©d¨a�`©l �i	i miI�w i�C `¨r�x�` l©r

i�x�` i :W¨a�cE a©l�g `�c§a¨r `¨r�x�` oFdi�p§a¦l	e

`¨l D�z�xi�n§l o�O�z§l l¥l¨r �Y�` i�C `¨r�x�`

i�C o�O�Y�n oEY�w©t	p i�C `i�d mi�x§v�n�c `̈r�x� §̀k

z�Pb§M K¨l	b�x§A D¨l z�w�W�nE K¨r�x�f z�i r�x	f�z

o�O�z§l oi�x§a¨r oEY�` i�C `¨r�x�`	e `i :`�w�x�i

`�I�n�W x�h�n¦l o¨r§w�aE oi�xEh r�x�` D�z�xi�n§l

D�z�i r©a�Y K�d̈l
̀  �ii�C `̈r�x�̀  ai : �̀I�n i�Y�W�Y

c©r	e �̀Y�W�C �̀Wi�x�n D̈A K�d̈l
̀  �i	i i�pi¥r �̀xi�c�Y

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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7 But your eyes did see all the great acts of God, which He performed. 8 Therefore, you should keep

all the commandments that I am commanding you today, so that:

– You will be strong to come and take possession of the Land, that you are crossing over to acquire.

– 9 And in order that you may prolong your days on the land that God swore to give to your

forefathers—to them and to their descendants—a land flowing with milk and honey.

[ QQ UU AA LL II TT II EE SS OOFF TT HH EE LL AA NN DD OOFF II SS RR AA EE LL [

F or the land to which you are coming to take possession of is not (bad) like the land of Egypt, out

of which you came, where you would plant your seed and (then have to) water (it by carrying

buckets from the Nile) by foot, like (looking after) a vegetable garden. 11 (No!) The land which you

are (soon) crossing over to acquire, is a land of (arable) mountains and plains, and it is watered by rains

from the skies, 12 a land which God, your God, cares about. The eyes of God Almighty are continually

upon it, from the beginning of the year to the end of the year. 

This explains how there could have been just one opening in the earth,

and yet the miracle was witnessed by the entire camp.

However, Rabbi Nechemiah’s solution also has a drawback, since our

verse appears to imply that all the Jewish people actually witnessed the

earth open its mouth; whereas according to Rabbi Nechemiah's

interpretation, most people would only have seen the “funnel.”

Thus Rashi cited both opinions, of Rabbi Yehudah and Rabbi

Nechemiah, as each have their own respective advantages and

disadvantages.

THE CRUX OF THE ARGUMENT

What underlying difference of approach led Rabbi Yehudah and Rabbi

Nechemiah to their conclusions?

Rabbi Yehudah took the approach that problems which arise in the

context of a verse (among its adjacent verses) are the most important.

Rabbi Nechemiah, on the other hand, prioritized problems that arise

within a verse.

Thus, in our case, Rabbi Yehudah learned that the earth opened up

throughout the entire camp, enabling all Israel to see the miracle, as this

fits better in the context of our verse within a passage that lists various

miracles that were witnessed by the entire Jewish people (v. 2-7). The

drawback of this interpretation, that it renders the word “mouth” difficult

to interpret within the verse itself, was of more concern to Rabbi

Nechemiah. Therefore, Rabbi Nechemiah offered an alternative

interpretation which solves this difficulty, but loses the contextual

superiority of Rabbi Yehudah’s interpretation.

In fact, these two approaches are commensurate with the respective

lifestyles of these two Sages. For while they were both poor, Rabbi

Nechemiah suffered from a much greater degree of poverty than Rabbi

Yehudah.* Thus, it turns out that the “broader” approach to Torah study

which looks at the overall context of a verse was—by Divine

Providence—exemplified by the Sage who, comparatively speaking, had

a “broader” and more comfortable lifestyle.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Eikev 5726**)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

11:10

* See the original Sicha (Sichos Kodesh 5726, pp. 583-4) where this assertion is substantiated with proofs from the Talmud.    **For an explanation why the Torah mentions here

only Dasan and Aviram and not Korach himself, nor his sons, nor the 250 leaders who were with him. See Sichas Shabbos Parshas Re’eh 5726 (ibid., pp. 590-91)

[ The Last Word [

“THE EYES OF GOD ALMIGHTY ARE CONTINUALLY UPON IT...” (V. 12)

“Many Jews, including frum [observant] Jews, naturally tend to

see all the good qualities of Eretz Yisrael, which is indeed ‘a

desirable and good land’ (Text of Grace after Meals).  However, one often

overlooks the essential thing about Eretz Yisrael, which is that all its

physical beauty is as nothing in comparison to its essential nature—

that of being the Holy Land, a land of which the Torah says that ‘the

eyes of God Almighty are continually upon it, from the beginning of

the year to the end of the year.’ This essential nature of Eretz Yisrael

should inspire in everyone a tremendous sense of reverence, which

should be expressed in increased efforts to bring one’s everyday

conduct into accord with the holiness of Eretz Yisrael. The impact

must be strong enough to be of a lasting nature, so that a visit to the

Holy Land should have a permanent effect on one's whole outlook

and the resulting daily conduct.

“However, if a visit to Eretz Yisrael is confined to sightseeing and

the taking of photographs and slides of the beautiful places and

the landscape, etc., then Eretz Yisrael becomes no more than a tourist

attraction, one land among many. Such a visit contributes little to the

real future and destiny of Eretz Yisrael, of which we say in our

prayers, ‘Because of our sins we have been exiled from our land’ (Text

of Additional Prayer for Festivals).  The immediate conclusion should be,

therefore, to eliminate all those causes which have deprived us of

Eretz Yisrael, and to strengthen all those factors which will firmly and

permanently restore Eretz Yisrael to us.”

(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe in 5729 [1969])

SIXTH

READING



1 hunt nu' c     2 scrho j' hy     3 xprh/  urtv ahj, aWp gec ,anWz     4 xprh )ht' fc(     5 bsrho xc/  hkeuWa rnz ,,gWd     6 sbhtk u' hz     7 ao ht     8 ,vkho ent' c     9 rtv ahj, aWp

gec ,anWz     01 xprh     11 crtah, k' nc     21 ,gbh, u:  hkeuWa rnz ,,xWd     31 haghw xc' j     41 aupyho u' d     51 scrho j' hc     61 ao hs     71 aWt fu' hy

)hd(uvhv to anug/ uvhv nuxc gk vtnurkngkv' knyr vanho ,a,v

nho: uvhv to anug ,angu/ to ,ang chai,ang cjsa
1

/ ufi uvhv to

afuj,afj
2

' to v,jk, kafuj xupl a,afj fukv'afi f,hc cndkv to

,gzcbh huo hunho tgzcl
3

: nmuv t,fo vhuo/ ahvhu gkhfo jsaho'ftku

ang,o cu chuo
4

: ktvcv t, vw/ akt ,tnr vrh tbh kunscachk atvhv

gahr' cachk atert rc' cachkateck afr/ tkt fk nv a,gau gau

ntvcv'uxu; vfcus kct
5

: ukgcsu cfk kccfo/ gcusv avht ckc/ uzu

vht ,pkv' av,pkv eruhv gcusv' abtnr tkvl sh tb, pkj khv c,shrt
6

'

ufhha pukji ccck' tkt gk avhv n,pkk' abtnr ufuhi p,hji khvuduw
7

/ ufi

csus vut tunr
8

,fui ,pk,h eyr, kpbhl
9

: cfk kccfo ucfk bpafo/
uvkt fcr vzvhr cfk kccl ucfk bpal' tkt'tzvrv khjhs tzvrv kmcur

01
:

)hs( ub,,h nyr trmfo/ gah,o nv agkhfo't; tbh tgav nv agkh:

cg,u/ ckhku, akt hyrhju t,fo/ scr tjrcg,u' ckhkh ac,u, avfk nmuhhi

cc,hvo
01

: hurv/ vht rchgv vbupk, ktjr vzrhgv anruvt, vtr. ut,

vzrgho
01

: unkeua/ rchgv vhurs, xnul kemhr knktu,v,cutv ceahv/

ukaui nkeua' scr vntujr/fsn,rdnhbi uvhv vgyupho kkci
11

'keaht/ scr

tjr kfl bert, nkeua' ahurs,gk vnkhku, ugk veahi
21

: utxp, sdbl/
t,v ,txpbu tk vch, ukttuhchl/ fgbhi abtnr

31
to t,it, sdbl uduw fh

ntxphu htfkuvu' ukt fgbhiabtnr
41

uvhv to zrg hartk uduw
01

:

)yu(ub,,h gac casl/ akt ,myrl kvukhfvknscrhu,/ scr tjr a,vhv

duzz ,cut,l fkhnu, vdanho unakhl kpbh cvn,l' ut,v nubghsl nnbv

akaho huo euso kemhr uthbv puj,,nsdbv
01

: utfk, uacg,/ vrh zu

crfv tjr,' a,vtcrfv nmuhv cp, c,ul vngho/ utfk, uacg,:

)yz(vanru kfo/ fhui a,vhu tufkho uacgho'vanru kfo akt ,cgyu'

athi tso nurscvec"v tkt n,ul achgv' abtnr
51

pi ,tfk uacg, ucerl

umtbl hrchui' nvvut tunr tjrhu' uro kccl uafj,
61

: uxr,o/ kprua ni

v,urv' un,ul fl ugcs,otkvho tjrho/ afhui atso pura ni v,urv

vukl unsce cgcusv zrv/ ufi sus vut tnr' fh draubh vhuo nvx,pj

cbjk, vwktnr kl gcus uduw
71

' unh tnr ku fi' tkt fhuiatbh ndura

nkgxue c,urv' vrhbh eruc kgcustkvho tjrho: tkvho tjrho/ avo

ceg ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 78hhtt::hhcc--yyzz

�� What is unique about God’s promise, “I will grant...rains

of your land at their proper time”? (v. 14)

RASHI: [God says:] “You have done what is incumbent upon you,

so I will do what is incumbent upon Me.”

MIZRACHI: Rashi was troubled by the question: Why does the Torah

stress the reward for keeping mitzvos here more than in other places?

For example, in Parshas Bechukosai the Torah states simply, “I will

give you rain (at a convenient) time” (Vayikra 26:4), without entering

into details, whereas here the Torah specifies many additional

blessings in verses 14-15.

Rashi answers that God is saying, “You have done what is

incumbent upon you, so I will do what is incumbent upon Me.”

I.e. since the Jewish people have done everything that God could

possibly have wanted, therefore God will respond with every

possible blessing that they may need.

THE BLESSINGS OF RAIN (V. 14)

In the second paragraph of the Shema, the Torah promises “rains in

their proper time,” if, “you always listen to My commandments that I am

commanding you etc.” (v. 13-14).

Mizrachi comments that the promise of rain here is more substantial

than the similar promise at the beginning of Parshas Bechukosai, since the

Torah specifies here that there will be “early and late rains...grain, wine,

and oil...grass in your field for your livestock...you will be satisfied.”

Thus, according to Mizrachi, Rashi is explaining the unique quality of

the blessings recorded here: “You have done what is incumbent upon

you, so I will do what is incumbent upon Me,” as if to say: “Since you

have fulfilled what is required of you in every detail, likewise I will reward

you in every detail.”

However, Mizrachi’s argument—that the blessings here are superior to

the blessings in Parshas Bechukosai—is difficult to accept.  Since Parshas

Bechukosai mentions the supernatural promise that “non-fruit bearing

trees will bear fruit,” which clearly exceeds any of the natural blessings

offered here.

What, then, is the meaning of Rashi’s comment?

�

Æ Er�n�W�Y ©rŸ ³n�WÎm�` dÀ�i�d	e bi q :d«�p�W zi¬�x�g«�` c−©r	e d½�p�X�d
d³ �eŸd	iÎz�` dº¨a�d«�`§l mF®I�d m−¤k�z�` d¬ �E©v�n i² ¦kŸp«�` x¯�W�` i½�zŸe§v�nÎl�`
Îx«�h�n i¯�Y�z«�p	e ci :m«¤k�W§t�pÎl¨k§aE m−¤k§a©a§lÎl¨k§A F½c§a¨r§lEÆ m¤ki�d «÷
`
:L«�x�d§vi	e −L�W «Ÿxi�z	e L½�p�b�c ´ �Y§t�q«�`	e WF ®w§l�nE d´ �xFi F −Y¦r§A m² ¤k§v�x�̀
Ex́�n«�X�d fh :�Y§r«¨a�U	e −�Y§l©k«�`	e L® �Y�n�d§a¦l −L�c«�U§A a�U¬ ¥r i²�Y�z«�p	e eh

mi½�x�g�` mi´�d÷
` Æ m�Y�c©a£r«�e mÀ�Y�x�q	e m® ¤k§a©a§l d−�Y§tiÎo¤R m½¤k¨l

oEl§A�w�z `¨l¨A�w m�` i�die bi :`�Y�W�c `¨tFq

oi�c `�nFi oFk�z�i c�T©t�n `�p�` i�C i�cFT¦t§l

l¨k§A i�dFn�c�w g©l§t�n§lE oFk�d¨l
` �i	i z�i m�g�x�n§l

oFk£r�x�` x�h�n o�Y�`	e ci :oFk�W§t�p l¨k§aE oFk§A¦l

K�x�n�g	e K�xEA¦r WFp§k�z	e Wi�T©l	e xi¦M©A D�p�C¦r§A

K�xi¦r§a¦l K¨l�w�g§a `¨AŸ�y¦r o�Y�`	e eh :K�g�W�nE

`�n§l�C oFk§l Ex�O�Y�q�` fh :r¨AŸ�y�z	e lFki�z	e

`�I�n�n©r z�e£r�h§l oEg§l§t�z	e oEh�q�z	e oFk§A¦l oEr�hi

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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W hat will happen is:

—If you always listen to My commandments that I am commanding you, (regarding them

as if you heard them) today.

– (And you keep them, not for personal gain, but rather out of) love for God, your God. 

– And you serve Him (in prayer) 

– (And, as a community, you serve Him) with all your heart and with all your soul.

14 Then I will grant the early and late rains of your land at their proper time, and you—(not your

enemies)—will gather in your grain, wine, and oil. 15 I will provide grass in your field for your livestock

(so you do not have to take them to pasture at a distance. When) you will eat, you will be satisfied. 
16 (But when you are in a state of satisfaction) beware not to let your heart be lured away (from the

Torah, causing you to) go astray and worship other (strange) gods, and prostrate yourselves before them.

THE EXPLANATION

In Parshas Bechukosai, the Torah stresses “I will give you rain” (literally,

“I will give your rains”), indicating that the blessing is being bestowed to

the Jewish people.  In contrast, the Torah states here, “I will grant the...

rains of your land,” indicating that the blessing is being bestowed to the

land itself.

The practical distinction between these two approaches is that if the rain

is bestowed according to the Jewish people’s merits, then they will receive

the rain that they deserve, regardless of whether or not this is possible

within the natural order. But if the rain is bestowed to the land (as in our

Parsha) then it will come according to the limitations of nature.

The reader will thus be troubled: Why is the Torah offering here a

natural reward for keeping the mitzvos that is inferior to the supernatural

reward which has already been promised in Parshas Bechukosai?

Rashi answers: “You have done what is incumbent upon you, so I will do

what is incumbent upon Me.” The reason why an inferior reward is

offered is because the Torah speaks here of a person who only did what

was incumbent upon him, and no more.  Therefore God responds in a

similar fashion (“I will do what is incumbent upon Me”), blessing the

Jewish people for their observance of the mitzvos, but without

“extending” Himself to do so in a supernatural fashion.

By contrast, Parshas Bechukosai speaks of a person who “toils in the

study of Torah” and the observance of mitzvos (Rashi, Vayikra 26:3), beyond

his natural tendencies and abilities.  Consequently, God responds to such

a person (not merely with “what is incumbent upon Me,” but) with

blessings that break through the limitations of nature.

(Based on Likutei Sichos, vol. 19, p. 115ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

11:13

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

THE SECOND PARAGRAPH OF THE SHEMA

While the second paragraph of the Shema appears to be little

more than a repetition of the first paragraph (above 6:4-9), with

various additions and changes, Chasidic thought explains that the two

paragraphs are fundamentally different.

The first paragraph of the Shema is speaking from the realm where

Godliness is visibly present. (Thus it is found in Parshas Va’eschanan,

where Moshe requested, “Please let me cross over and see the good

land”—3:25).  The second paragraph, however, speaks to a Jew who

is devoid of open Godly revelation from Above; (thus it is found in

Parshas Eikev, which means “heel,” a particularly “uninspired” part of

the human body).

Consequently:

�� The first paragraph speaks of loving God (not only “with all your

heart and with all your soul,” but) “with all your might” (6:3),

alluding to an unlimited form of love, which is granted to a

person by revelation from Above. In the second paragraph

however, one is commanded to serve God only “with all your

heart and with all your soul,” since no further Divine assistance

is available. 

�� At the level of the first paragraph, where Godliness is revealed,

a person will fulfill the mitzvos naturally, without needing to be

warned of the consequences of non-observance. In the second

paragraph, however, where Godly revelation is absent, it is

necessary to mention punishments (v. 16-17).

�� Despite the apparent superiority of the first paragraph (Godly

revelation), there is nevertheless an advantage to the second

paragraph of the Shema. For the second paragraph represents

the universal relevance of Torah to every time and circumstance,

even when Godly revelation is absent. Thus, Rashi stresses here

that Torah is relevant not only to those capable of studying it, but

also: “As soon as the child knows how to speak, teach him

Torah” (Rashi to v. 19).
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 9, p. 79ff.)



1 xprh     2 jdh t' u     3  crtah,  u' d     4 hrnhv kt' f     5 scrho kd' s     

tjrho kgucshvo' mugetkhu uthbu gubvu' bnmt gauh ku fbfrh
1

: )hz(t,
hcukv/ t; nv at,v nuchk kv' fgbhiabtnr

2
zrg,o vrcv uvct ngy

1
:

utcs,o nvrv/ gk fk atr vhxurhi tdkvt,fo ni vtsnv' adrnv kfo

kjyut/ nakknkl aakj cbu kch, vna,v' uvhv huacunpehsu tk ,tfk hu,r

nmrfl a,ct behkch,l' ukt vadhj vci vvut' tfk ua,v hu,rnmrfu uveht

uyb; t, fk cbh vnxhcv/ bykuvuchshu ucrdkhu uzreuvu tjurh pkyrhi
1

:

nvrv/ thbh bu,i kfo trft/ uto ,tnru uvktb,bv trft ksur vncuk'

abtnruvhu hnhu ntv ugarho abv
3

' sur vncuk kt vhvkvo nnh kknus

ut,o ha kfo nnh kknus
1

: )hj( uan,o t, scrh/ t; ktjr a,dku vhu

nmuhhbho cnmu,' vbhju ,phkhi' gau nzuzu,' fshakt hvhu kfo jsaho

fa,jzru/ ufi vut tunr vmhch kl mhubho
4

: )hy( kscr co/ nagv avci husg

kscr'knsvu ,urv muv kbu nav
5

' ahvtzv knus scuru/ nfti tnru'

fav,hbue n,jhkkscr tchu nxhj gnu ckaui vesa unknsu,urv' uto kt

gav fi vrh vut ftku eucru'abtnr ukns,o tu,o t, cbhfo kscr co uduw
1

:
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�� Are the mitzvos of tefilin and mezuzah obligatory at all

times? (v. 18)

RASHI: Even after you go into exile, make yourselves distinctive

with My commandments: Put on tefilin and make mezuzos, so that

they will not be new [and unfamiliar] to you when you return—as the

verse states, “Set up markers for yourself” (Jeremiah 31:20).

MIZRACHI: Rashi was troubled why the observance of these mitzvos

is mentioned immediately after the threat of exile in verse 17.

GUR ARYEH: How can Rashi claim that this verse is required to teach

us that the mitzvos of tefilin and mezuzah apply “even after you go

into exile,” when these are personal obligations which are not

dependent on living in the Land of Israel?

The answer is, that during the exile one might think that the Jewish

people would indeed be exempt from tefilin and mezuzah. The

worries of the exile would exempt a person from tefilin, which

require total concentration; and, as a wandering nation, the Jewish

people would not purchase any property which would obligate them

in mezuzah.

This verse teaches us that during exile a person should clear his

mind of worry to ensure that he is obligated in tefilin, and purchase

a house so that he will be obligated in mezuzah.

OBSERVING THE MITZVOS WHILE IN EXILE (V. 18)

Rashi’s comment to verse 18 prompts the following questions:

a.) What was troubling Rashi?

b.) Tefilin and mezuzah are not mitzvos that are dependent on residing

in the Land of Israel, so why does the verse need to tell us that even after

being exiled, the Jewish people are still obligated in tefilin and mezuzah

[as Gur Aryeh asks]?

c.) In addition to tefilin (v. 18) and mezuzah (v. 20), the current passage

also mentions (between the above two verses) the mitzvah of teaching

one’s child Torah (v. 19).  Why did Rashi mention only tefilin and mezuzah,

and omit the mitzvah of teaching Torah?

THE EXPLANATION

a.) At first glance, it would appear that Rashi was troubled by the

question: Why does the Torah repeat the mitzvos of tefilin and mezuzah

here when they have already been commanded in the first paragraph of

the Shema (6:8-9)?

However, if this problem alone was troubling Rashi he could have

explained the repetition more simply, in a similar fashion to his comment

on verse 13 above: “Has scripture not already stated ‘with all your heart

and with all your soul’ (Devarim 6:5)? That was addressed to the individual,

and this is addressed to the community.”

Likewise, in our case, if Rashi was troubled by repetition alone, he could

have answered that the mitzvos are repeated here as a warning to

the community.

Therefore, it would appear that, in addition to the repetition, Rashi was

troubled why the mitzvos of tefilin and mezuzah were written here

immediately after the threat of exile [as Mizrachi writes].

Rashi thus answers, “Even after you go into exile, make yourselves

distinctive with My commandments,” for this explains both, i.) The

repetition of the mitzvos here; and ii.) The juxtaposition to the threat

of exile.

b.) The reason why (at the literal level) we might imagine that tefilin

and mezuzah would not be obligatory outside the Land of Israel is

because: When introducing the first paragraph of the Shema (where the

mitzvos of tefilin and mezuzah are commanded), the Torah states, “This

is the body of commandments, the suprarational commands and the

rational commands, that God, your God, commanded (me) to teach you,

�

Îz�` x³©v¨r	e mÀ¤k¨A d¹ �eŸd	iÎs�` dÆ�x�g	e fi :m«�d¨l m−�zie�g«�Y�W�d	e
D®l̈Ea	iÎz�` o−�Y�z ` ¬÷ d½�n�c�`´�d	e x½�h�n d́�i�d«iÎ`÷	e Æ miÆ�n�X�d
:m«¤k¨l o¬ �zŸp d− �eŸd	i x¬ �W�` d½¨aŸH�d u�x́� �̀d Æ l©r�n dÀ�x�d�n ḿ �Y�c©a� «̀�e
mÆ�Y�x�W�wE m® ¤k�W§t�pÎl«©r	e m− ¤k§a©a§lÎl©r d¤N½�` i´�x¨a�CÎz�`Æ m�Y�nŸ�y	e gi

m¬ �Y�c�O¦l	e hi :m«¤ki�pi«¥r oi¬ ¥A zŸ −t�hF «h§l E¬i�d	e m½¤k�c�iÎl©r Æ zF`§l m³�zŸ`
K�x½�C©a Ĺ�Y§k¤l§aEÆ LÆ�zi¥a§A ³L�Y§a�W§A m®Ä x́¥A�c§l m− ¤ki�p§AÎz�` m² �zŸ̀

cFg�i	e oFk§A �ii�c `�f	b�x sFw�zi	e fi :oFd§l oEc	B�q�z	e

z�i o�Y�z `¨l `¨r�x�`	e `�x�h�n i�d	i `¨l	e `�I�n�W z�i

`�z§a�h `¨r�x�` l©r�n ©ri�x§t¦A oEc§ai�z	e D�Y§l©l£r

l©r oi¥N�` i�n�B�z¦R z�i oEE�W�zE gi :oFk§l a�d�i �ii�C

l©r z�`§l oFd�z�i oEx�h�w�z	e oFk�W§t�p l©r	e oFk§A¦l

oEt§N�z	e hi :oFki�pi¥r oi¥A oi¦N¦t�z¦l oFdie oFk�c�i

K¨a�Y�n§A oFd§a `¨l¨N�n§l oFki�p§A z�i oFd�z�i

:K�ni�w�n¦aE K̈a§M�W�n§aE �̀g�x�̀ §A K̈k�d�n¦aE K�zi¥a§A

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

hWar
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17 Then the anger of God will be kindled against you! He will close up the skies, and there will be no

rain. The ground will not yield its produce, and you will perish quickly from the good land that God is

giving you. 
18 (Even after you go into exile) you should (continue to) place these words of Mine upon your heart

and upon your soul. You should bind them as a sign upon your hand, and they should be “totafos”

between your eyes. 19 (From infancy) you should teach these (words) to your sons to (be accustomed to)

speak of them, when you sit in your house and when you walk on the way, when you lie down (at night)

to be performed in the Land which you are about to enter and possess”

(6:1). This might lead a person to think that the mitzvos of tefilin and

mezuzah are only obligatory when the Jewish people possess the Land of

Israel, but that when they are exiled, the obligation ceases.  Therefore, our

verse is required to confirm, “Even after you go into exile...put on tefilin

and make mezuzos.”

c.) As for the question why Rashi did not mention the continued

requirement of Torah study during exile, there are a number of possible

explanations:

i.) The Torah is a guide as to how to observe the mitzvos. Thus, the

continued requirement to observe the mitzvos in exile logically includes a

requirement to study the Torah.

ii.) If the requirement to study Torah did indeed apply only in the Land

of Israel, then it would not be productive to continue studying Torah in

exile, so that the Torah “will not be new [and unfamiliar] to you when you

return.” For human nature is such that new subject matter actually

enhances study, since people generally find repetition and review tedious.

So if there was no obligation to study Torah outside the Land of Israel it

might be better to stop studying while in exile, so that upon returning to

the Land, the Torah could be studied with fresh excitement.  

In the case of practical mitzvos, however, such as tefilin and mezuzah,

observance actually becomes easier by continued practice, without

interruption.

iii.) The requirement to study Torah that is recorded here is not a

repetition of the mitzvah written in the first paragraph of the Shema.  For,

the first paragraph teaches the requirement to teach our students (Rashi

to 6:7), whereas here we are commanded to teach our children (Rashi

to v. 19).  

Thus, the fear that a person might think that teaching Torah does not

apply outside the Diaspora does not apply in this case, as this fear only

applies to mitzvos taught in the first paragraph of the Shema (which is

introduced with the words “This is the body of commandments...to be

performed in the land”). The requirement to teach our children, however,

was not taught in the first paragraph, and is thus being learned here for

the first time. So there would be no reason to suspect that we would be

exempt from teaching our children Torah outside the land, and

consequently, Rashi omitted this case.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Re’eh 5729; 

Likutei Sichos vol. 9, p. 80, notes 6 & 9)

A WOMAN’S REQUIREMENT TO STUDY TORAH (V. 19)

Concerning the applicability of the mitzvah of Torah study to women,

we find a seemingly paradoxical statement in Jewish Law:

On one hand, it is clearly ruled that a woman is not obligated in the

mitzvah of Torah study*, based on the Talmud.

It is thus difficult to understand, on the other hand, why Jewish Law

mandates that women should make the morning blessings on the study

of Torah.

Alter Rebbe’s Shulchan Aruch explains (based on the commentary

of Sefer Ha’agur) that a woman makes these blessings, despite her

exemption from the mitzvah of Torah study, because women “are

obligated to study about the mitzvos which are incumbent upon them.”

However:

a.) According to this logic, the study incumbent upon women is not a

mitzvah in itself, but a means to an end.  I.e. her study is not “Torah study”

in its own right, but rather, a preparatory phase of her observance; being

that a woman is required to observe many mitzvos, and refrain from

prohibitions.  The blessings on Torah study, however, are to thank God

for the requirement of study for its own sake.**

b.) According to the above logic, once a woman knows all the laws

applicable to her, she no longer has a requirement to study Torah.

So how can the Alter Rebbe write unequivocally, “Women are required to

�

�� Is a woman obligated in Torah study? (v. 19)

TALMUD: How do we know that a woman is not obligated to teach

herself Torah?  

Because the verse states o¤T§s©N�k±u (“you should teach”) [which is

identical to the word] o¤T§s©n�kU (“you should study”—Devarim 5:1) [with

different vocalization. From here we equate teaching with studying,

indicating that] one whom others are commanded to teach is

commanded to teach oneself, but one whom others are not

commanded to teach, is not commanded to teach oneself. 

And from where do we know that there is no obligation to teach a

woman? From the verse: “You should teach these (words) to your

sons,” which excludes teaching “your daughters” (Kidushin 29b).

ALTER REBBE’S SHULCHAN ARUCH: Women are required to recite the

blessings made on Torah study, for they are obligated to study the

mitzvos which are incumbent upon them, in order to know how to

perform them, and in order to [know how to] refrain from all the

prohibitions [of the Torah] which they are warned against transgress-

ing to the same extent as men (Orach Chaim 47:10, from Sefer Ha’agur, ch. 2).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

* See also Rambam, Laws of Torah Study 1:1; ibid. 13; Tur and Shulchan Aruch, Yoreh De'ah 246:6; Alter Rebbe’s Shulchan Aruch, Laws of Torah Study 1:14.       **It would

appear that she could recite the first blessing on Torah study (“Blessed are You...who has sanctified us with His commandments and commanded us about the words of Torah”),

since a woman is indeed “commanded” to study the laws applicable to her.  The question concerns the second blessing recited daily (“Blessed are You...who has chosen us from

among all the nations and given us His Torah.  Blessed are you God Who gives the Torah”) for a woman was not “given” the privilege of Torah study as a mitzvah in its own right.

(See Likutei Sichos vol. 14, p. 150, note at foot of the page; ibid. p. 39, note 29).



1 xprh     2 rtv ahj, aWp gec ,afWv

3 anu, fd' fz

)ft(kngi hrcu hnhfo uhnh cbhfo/ togah,o fi hrcu' uto ktu kt

hrcu' ascrh ,urvbsrahi nfkk ktu vi' unfkk vi ktu
1

: k,, kvo/ k,,

kfo thi f,hc fti' tktk,, kvo' nfti nmhbu knsho ,jhh, vn,ho ni

v,urv
1

: )fc( anur ,anrui/ tzvr, anhru, vrcvkvzvr c,knusu

akt ha,fj
1

: kkf, cfk srfhu/ vut rjuo ut,v ,vtrjuo' vut dunk

jxsho ut,v dnuk jxsho
1

: ukscev cu/ tpar kunr fi' uvkt ta tufkv

vut' tkt vsce c,knhsho ucjfnho ungkv tbhgkhl ftku bsce, cu
1

:

)fd(uvurha vw/ gah,o nv agkhfo' t; tbhtgav nv agkh: ugmnho

nfo/ t,o dcurho' uvo dcurho nfo'ato kt ahartk dcurho' nv vacj

vvut anacj t,vtnurhho kunr ugmunho nfo' tkt t,o dcurhonatr

vtunu, uvo dcurho nfo: )fv( kt h,hmc tha uduw/ thi kh tkt tha'

tunv unapjv utav cfaphv nbhi' ,knus kunrkt h,hmc nfk neuo/ to

fi nv ,knus kunrtha' tphku fgud nkl vcai
1

: pjsfo unurtfo/ uvkt

pjs vut nurt' tktpjsfo gk verucho unurtfo gk vrjueho: pjs/
kaui cgh,, p,tuo: nurt/kaui stdv nhnhorcho

2
: ftar scr kfo/

uvhfi scr' t,
3

thn,h takj kpbhl uduw
2

: jxk, pra, gec
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recite the blessings made on Torah study,” without qualifying precisely

when this obligation applies?

THE EXPLANATION

The Mishnah teaches: “A sacrifice can be invalidated [through an error]

in any one of the four procedures: ‘slaughtering’, ‘receiving’ [the blood

in a sacred vessel], ‘conveying’ [it to the Altar] and ‘throwing’ [it onto

the Altar].”

“Rabbi Shimon permits a sacrifice [if the error occurs] during

‘conveying,’ for he used to say: ‘It is impossible to offer a sacrifice without

slaughter, receiving and throwing; but it is possible to offer one without

conveying. For one could slaughter right next to the Altar and throw [the

blood from there]’” (Zevachim 13a).

Rabbi Shimon’s logic is that “conveying” the blood is not a full-fledged

service in its own right, but merely a “means to an end.” Therefore, an

error in this procedure would not render the sacrifice invalid, since it is a

procedure which could have been dispensed with.

What, then, is the reason why the first opinion in the mishnah maintains

that a sacrifice is invalidated by an error during “conveying,” if the entire

process of conveying is not really necessary?

The Rogatchover Ga’on writes that this teaches us a profound principle

of Jewish law: That when halachah requires a procedure to take place,

even if it appears to be no more than a means to an end, it becomes an

end in itself.

Thus, in the above case, even though “conveying” the blood is not an

“end” in itself (as is evidenced from the fact that it could be dispensed

with), nevertheless, when the need for it arises, it becomes a full-fledged

service in its own right, which can invalidate the entire sacrifice if

performed incorrectly (see Tzafnas Pane’ach al Hatorah, Bamidbar 33:2 and sources

cited loc. cit; Tzafnas Paneach leMoreh Nevuchim I:72*).

:Li«�x¨r�W¦aE L−�zi¥A zF¬fEf�nÎl©r m² �Y§a�z§kE k :L«�nEw§aE −L§A§k�W§a «E
r¯©A�Wp xÆ�W�` d½�n�c�`«�d l©rμ m½¤ki�p§a i´�nie Æ m¤ki�n	i E ³A�xi o©rÆ�n§l `k

q :u�x«�`�dÎl©r mi−�n�X�d i¬ �ni¦M m® �d¨l z´�z¨l m−¤ki�zŸ «a�`«©l d² �eŸd	i
z`ŸÀ G�d d́ �e§v�O�dÎl¨MÎz�` oE¹x�n�W�Y xŸÆn�WÎm�` Á i¦M ak [xihtne iriay]

m² ¤ki�d «÷
` d¯�eŸd	iÎz�̀  dºä�d«�̀ §l D®�zŸU£r«©l m−¤k�z�` d¬ �E©v�n i² ¦kŸp«�` x¯�W�`
Îl¨MÎz�` d² �eŸd	i Wi¯�xFd	e bk :F «aÎd�w§a�c§lE ei−k̈�x�CÎl̈k§A z¤k¬ ¤l¨l
:m«¤M�n mi−�nªv£r«�e mi¬¦lŸc	B m½ iFB m´ �Y�W�xi«e m® ¤ki�p§t¦N�n d¤N−�`�d m¬ iFB�d
Îo�n d® �i�d«i m´ ¤k¨l F −A m² ¤k§l	b�xÎs«©M KŸx̄�c�Y xÆ�W�` mFÀw�O�dÎl¨M ck

d− �i�d«i oF½x�g«�̀ �d ḿ �I�d Æ c©r	e zÀ�x§RÎx�d	p x´�d�P�dÎo�n oF¹p¨a§N�d	e xÆ¨A�c�O�d
| o´�Yi m¹¤k�`«�xFnE mÆ¤k�C�g©R m® ¤ki�p§t¦A Wi−�` a¬ ¥S�i�ziÎ` «÷ dk :m«¤k§l«ªa	B
x−�W� «̀©M D½äÎEk�x�c�Y x´ �W�` Æ u�xÆ� �̀dÎl¨k i³ �p§RÎl©r mÀ¤ki�d «÷
` d́ �eŸd	i

q q q :m«¤k̈l x¬ ¤A�C

K�zi¥a i¥R�q§A oEP¦r§A�w�z	e o�i	fEf�n l©r oEP¦a�Y§k�z	e k

i�nFi	e oFki�nFi oEB�qi�C li�c§A `k :Ki¨r�x�z§aE

o�Y�n§l oFk�z�d¨a�`©l �i	i miI�w i�C `¨r�x�` l©r oFki�p§a

m�` i�x�` ak :`¨r�x�` l©r `�I�n�W i�nFi§M oFd§l

�̀p�̀  i�C �̀c�d �̀Y�c�w§t�Y l̈M z�i oEx�H�Y x�H�n

oFk�d¨l
` �i	i z�i m�g�x�n§l D�c§A§r�n§l oFk�z�i c�T©t�n

`¨a�x�w�z�`§lE i�dFn�c�w o�p�w�z�C o�g�x�` l¨k§A K�d�n¦l

oi¥N�̀ �d �̀I�n�n©r l̈M z�i �i	i K�x�zie bk :D�Y§l�g�c§l

oi¦ti�T�z	e oi¦a�x§a�x oi�n�n©r oEz�xi�z	e oFki�n�c�T�n

oFk§l	b�x z�q�x©R KFx�c�z i�C `�x�z�` l¨M ck :oFk	P�n

`�x�d�p o�n o�p§a¦l	e `�x§A�c�n o�n i�d	i oFk§l�C D¥A

:oFk�nEg�Y i�d	i `¨a�x©r�n `�O�i c©r	e z�x§t `�x�d�p

oFk�z¨l�g�C oFki�n�c�w W�p
` c�Y©r�zi `¨l dk

i�C `¨r�x�` l¨k i¥R�` l©r oFk�d¨l
` �i	i o�Yi oFk�z�ni�`	e

t t t :oFk§l li¦N�n i�c `�n§M D©A oEk�x�c�z

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

hWar

* For the philosophical implications of this stance, and its connection with the Ba’al Shem Tov’s conception of Divine

Providence, see Sicha of the second day of Shavuos 5728, ch. 8 (Sichos Kodesh 5728, vol 2, p. 180ff.)     

ehWt pxueho' thWe xhni/ hgkWt xhni/
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and when you get up (in the morning). 20 You shall write them on the doorposts of your house and upon

your (public) gates. 21 (All this is) in order that your days and your children’s days will be prolonged upon

the land which God swore to your forefathers to give them, so long as the skies will be above the earth. 

[ MM II TT ZZ VV OO SS ::   KK EEYY TTOO CC OO NN QQ UU EE SS TT OOFF TT HH EE LL AA NN DD [

F or if you will always be careful to keep these commandments which I am commanding you to

keep, to love God, your God, to follow all His ways, and to cleave to Him, 23 then God will drive

out all these nations from before you, and you will take over nations that are greater and stronger

than you. 24 Every place upon which the soles of your feet will tread will be yours. Your boundary will

be from the desert and the Lebanon, and from the river, the Euphrates River, until the western sea.
25 No man will stand before you. God your God will cast the fear and dread of you upon all the land

where you will tread, just as He said to you. 

THE HAFTARAH FOR EIKEV IS ON PAGE 278

A similar argument could be offered in our case:

Initially, the need for a woman to study Torah arose, not as an exercise

in Torah study per se, but a necessary step towards observing the mitzvos

in which she is obligated.  However, when halachah requires an activity to

take place, even if it appears to be no more than a means to an end, it

becomes an end in itself. Therefore, the fact that Jewish Law now requires

her to study Torah, (even though the need for her study arose initially as

a “means to an end”), signifies that the Torah study of a woman has

become a means of serving God in its own right; an “end” in itself.

Consequently, she is required to make the blessings on the Torah every

morning, since whenever she studies, it is indeed an act of Torah study*

through which she serves God, and not merely a preparatory phase

towards the observance of a mitzvah at a later time. Likewise, even if a

woman has already mastered the laws pertaining to all the mitzvos

incumbent upon her, she still makes the blessings on Torah study, since

her Torah study has value in its own right.

A TALMUDIC PRECEDENT

The above ruling, that a woman makes the blessings on the Torah since

her Torah study has independent value, appears to be based on the

Talmudic teaching, “Even a non-Jew who busies himself with Torah study

(i.e. those parts which pertain to the seven Noachide laws), is like a High

Priest” (Bava Kama 38a).

Tosfos (ibid.) connects this with the verse which describes Torah as being

“more precious than pearls (o°bh°b�P),” on which the Talmud expounds, that

the Torah is “more precious” than “the High Priest who enters the

innermost sanctum (oh°b�p�k±u h³b�p�k)” (Sotah 4b).**

From here we see that even though a non-Jew is not obligated in the

mitzvah of Torah study for its own sake***, and he is required to study

the Torah only as a means to an end (to know how to observe the

Noachide Laws), nevertheless, through this exercise he can appreciate the

unique and precious qualities of the Torah. Thus, his Torah study

becomes spiritually uplifting in its own right.

And certainly if this is true for a non-Jew (to whom the Torah was not

given), then a Jewish woman can certainly appreciate that the Torah is

“more precious than pearls,” and enjoy its study as a spiritually uplifting

method of serving God.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 14, p. 37ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

* Nevertheless, she does not fulfill the mitzvah of Torah study, since she is not commanded directly to study Torah.  Rather, her obligation to study stems indirectly from her

obligation to observe the mitzvos.  However, she may still make the blessing, “Blessed are You...who has given us His Torah,” since women were indeed given the privilege of Torah

study (indirectly), as an obligation which stems out of the mitzvos in which they are obligated.  The woman is also enjoined to support her husband and sons in Torah study (See

Alter Rebbe’s Shulchan Aruch, Hilchos Talmud Torah 1:13), even though she can study Torah herself, since a man’s (direct) obligation—and the accompanying merit—is greater,

and thus by supporting them she shares some of this greater merit.     ** For an explanation of this teaching, see Likutei Sichos vol 14, p. 44, note 57; Sichas Shabbos Parshas Naso

5730.     ***Indeed, if not related to the Noachide Laws, he is prohibited to study Torah (Sanhedrin 59a).

[ The Last Word [

While in times gone by, women and girls were not taught

Torah at all (see Alter Rebbe’s Shulchan Aruch, Hilchos Talmud

Torah I:13), nowadays it is not only permissible to teach women

even the deepest parts of the Torah, but it is an absolute necessity

to do so. For, in the modern world, women are no longer con-

fined to the home and they are highly exposed to the “market-

place” of secular ideas.  Thus, if the policy of not teaching women

Torah at an advanced level is upheld, the result will be that a girl’s

sophisticated worldly knowledge—which is likely to harbor many

ideas that are antithetical to Torah—will be insubstantially

compensated for by her rudimentary Torah knowledge.

Furthermore, it goes without saying that Chasidic teachings

should be taught to women and girls, as this provides a person

with the tools to “know the God of your father, and serve Him

with a perfect heart” (Chronicles I 28:9), in which their obligation is

identical to men and boys.

(Based on Sichos Kodesh 5741 vol. 2, p. 809ff.;

Sichas Shabbos Parshas Emor 5750)
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1. Not to derive benefit from the ornamentation of an idol [7:25].

2. Not to possess an object of idol-worship or to derive benefit from
it [7:26].

3. To bless God after eating bread [8:10].

4. To love converts [10:19].

5. To fear God [10:20].

6. To pray to God [10:20].

7. To associate with and attach oneself to Torah scholars [10:20].

8. To swear by God’s Name when taking an oath [10:20].

Parshas Eikev ccoonnttaaiinnss  66  ppoossiittiivvee  mmiittzzvvooss &&  22  pprroohhiibbiittiioonnss
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[v t r  , a r p

pp aa rr ss hh aa ss   RR ee ’’ ee hh

Re’eh means “See!” as in the opening verse of our

Parsha: “See!  I am giving to you today a blessing and

a curse.”

What, exactly, is the Torah demanding, in asking us to

“see” God’s blessings and curses?

Broadly speaking, a person’s observance of the

precepts of Judaism could fall into one of three

categories:

a.) Plain obedience.  At this level, a person is willing to

observe the mitzvos because he is aware of a Higher

Authority.  However, his observance is not inspired by an

understanding or appreciation of the Torah; he simply

“accepts the yoke of heaven.”

b.) Intellectual appreciation. A higher level is where a

person not only observes the precepts of the Torah out of

deference to a Higher Authority, but he also has an

intellectual appreciation of the importance of observing

the mitzvos, and he understands the rewards that

mitzvah-observance brings.

However, even this person has not yet reached

perfection. For intellectual conviction alone—while

immensely powerful—still leaves room to explore other

avenues, so it does not represent an absolute

commitment. 

Thus, the highest level of mitzvah observance is: 

c.) Vision.  At this level, one does not merely appreciate

the value of keeping the Torah’s precepts, one sees it.

I.e. the necessity and positive results of observing the

mitzvos become as clear and self-evident as seeing a

physical object with one’s eyes.

And it is this third level which our Parsha commands—

and spiritually empowers—every Jew to reach, with the

words: “See! I am giving to you today a blessing and

a curse.”

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Re’eh 5743)

[ The Name of the Parsha [



1 xprh     2 scrho fz' yu     3 rtv ahj, aWp rtv ,akWz      4 cWr ns' v     5 xuyv kd:     6 crtah, hc' u     7 ao

)fu( rtv tbfh bu,i/ crfvuekkv/ vtnuru, cvr drhzho ucvr ghck:

)fz( t, vcrfv/ gk nb, tar ,angu: )fj( ni vsrl tar tbfh
nmuv t,fovhuo kkf, uduw/ vt kns, afk vgucs gcusvzrv vrh

vut xr nfk vsrl abmyuu hartk/nfti tnru fk vnusv cgcusv zrv

ffupr cfkv,urv fukv
1

: )fy( ub,,v t, vcrfv/ f,rdunu h,

ncrfht' t, vncrfho: gk vr drzho/ fkph vr drzho vupfhi pbhvo

up,ju ccrfv' crul vtha tar kt hgav pxkunxfv uduw/ fk vtrurho

acprav
2

tnru ,jkvckaui crul' utjr fl vpfu pbhvo fkph vr ghck

up,ju cekkv
1

: )k( vkt vnv/ b,i cvo xhni
3

: tjrh/ tjrh vgcr,

vhrsi vrcv uvktvknrjue/ uzvu kaui tjrh/ fk neuo abtnr tjrh'

nupkd vut
4

: srl ncut vana/ kvki ni vhrsi kmsngrc/ uygo

vnert nufhj avo abh scrho'abbesu cabh ygnho' tjrh beus cpayt'

usrlbeus cnapk uvut sdua' uto vhv tjrh srlscur tjs' vhv beus

tjrh cnar, caupr vpul'usrl cpayt urpv: nuk vdkdk/ rjue ni

vdkdk
5

: tkubh nurv/ vut afo' abtnr
6

gs neuo afo gs tkui nurv
7

:

)kt(fh t,o gucrho t, vhrsi uduw/ bxhoak hrsi hvhu xhni chsfo

vtr ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 86hhtt::ffuu--kktt

�� What is the blessing and curse mentioned here? (v. 26)

RASHI: Those [blessings and curses] which were said at Mount

Gerizim and Mount Aival (See 27:15-26 below).

MIZRACHI: At first glance, the “blessing and curse” mentioned in our

verse were given here, as the verse stresses, “I am giving to you today

a blessing and curse.”

Rashi informs us, however, that the “blessing and curse” were not

actually given here, but rather, that this refers to the later event

detailed in Parshas Ki Savo, where blessings and curses were recited

at Mount Gerizim and Mount Aival. 

Thus, when our verse states that the “blessing and curse” were

given “today,” it does not mean that the blessings and curses were

actually given here in Parshas Re’eh. Rather, the verse is to be

understood: “See! I am giving to you today the precise sequence of

blessings and curses which are later to be given at Mount Gerizim

and Mount Aival.” (This sequence is then described in verses 29-30.)

If you still argue that perhaps the blessings and curses were indeed

said by Moshe here, and that they were merely repeated at Mount

Gerizim and Mount Aival—two responses could be given: 

a.) It is unreasonable to suggest that the blessings and curses would

have been repeated in such a short time of less than two months.

b.) The Torah makes no reference to Moshe issuing any specific

blessings or curses here, and in Parshas Ki Savo, no indication is

given that the blessings and curses are merely being repeated.

�� What does v�k�k§eU v�f̈r�C mean? (v. 26)

ONKELOS: “A blessing and a Curse.”

TARGUM YONASON: “A blessing and its substitute.” (See “Sparks”)

d®k̈�x§A�dÎz«�` fk :d«¨l¨l�wE d−k̈�x§A mF®I�d m− ¤ki�p§t¦l o¬ �zŸp i² ¦kŸp«�` dÀ�`�x ek

d¬ �E©v�n i² ¦kŸp«�` x¯�W	` m½¤ki�d «÷
` d́ �eŸd�i Æ zŸe§vnÎl�` EÀr�n�WY x´ �W	`
d́�eŸd�i Æ zŸe§vnÎl�` Æ Er�n�Wz ` ³÷Îm` dÀ¨l¨l�T�d�e gk :mF «I�d m− ¤k�z�̀
mF®I�d m− ¤k�z�̀  d¬ �E©v�n i² ¦kŸp«�` x¯�W	` K�x½�C�dÎon m´ �Y�x�q�e m½¤ki�d «÷
`
i³¦M dÀ�i�d�e hk q :m«�Y§r�c�iÎ` «÷ x¬ �W	` mi−x�g	` mi¬d÷
` i² �x	g«�` z¤kÀ¤l¨l
d�O−�WÎ`¨a d¬�Y�`Îx�W	` u�x¾�`�dÎl�` Li½�d÷
` d́ �eŸd�i Æ L	`i«¦a�i
d−l̈¨l�T�dÎz�`�e mi½�Gx�B x´�dÎl©r Æ d¨k�x§A�dÎz�` d³�Y�z«�p�e D® �Y�Wx§l
`Fá�n K�x�Cμ Æ i�x	g«�̀  oÀ�C�x�I�d x¤á¥r§A d�O¹�dÎ`÷	d l :l«¨ai¥r x¬�dÎl©r
i¬ �pFl«�` l¤v−�` l½ �B§l�B�d lEnμ d®ä�x£r«¨A a−�WŸI�d i½�p£r«�p§M«�dÆ u�xÆ�`§A W�n½�X�d
u�x½�̀ �dÎz�̀  z�W´ �x¨l Æ Ÿ̀äl o½�C�x�I�dÎz�` mi´x§aŸ «r Æ m�Y�̀  i³¦M `l :d«�xŸn

o¨k�x¦A oi�c `�nFi oFki�n�c�w a�d�i `�p	` iC if	g ek

�ii�C �̀I�cFT¦t§l oEl§A�w�z iC ök�x¦A z�i fk :oih�e§lE

:oi�c `�nFi oFk�z�i c�T©t�n `�p	` iC oFk¨d¨l
`

�ii�C `�I�cFT¦t§l oEl§A�w�z `¨l m` `�I�h�e§lE gk

c�T©t�n `�p	` iC `�g�x�` on oEh�qz�e oFk¨d¨l
`

iC `�I�n�n©r z�e£r�h x�z¨A K�d�n¦l oi�c `�nFi oFk�z�i

K�d¨l
` �i�i K�P¦l¥r�i i�x	` i�di�e hk :oEY§r�c�i `¨l

z�i o�Yz�e D�z�xi�n§l o�O�z§l l�l¨r �Y�` iC `¨r�x�`§l

l©r `�I�h�h©l�n z�i�e mi�Gx�bc `�xEh l©r `�I©k�x¨a�n

`�p�C�x�i�c `�x§a¦r§A oEP` `¨l	d l :l¨ai¥r�c `�xEh

d�`�p£r�p§M r�x	`�A `�W�nW i�p¨l£r�n g�xŸ` i�xFg	`

i�x�Wi�n x�h�q¦A `¨l¨B§l�B l¥a�w¨l `�x�Wi�n§A a�z�i�C

l©r�n§l `�p�C�x�i z�i oix§a¨r oEY�` i�x	` `l :d�xFn

hWar

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

“A BLESSING AND A CURSE” (V. 26)

Upon reading the opening of our Parsha, Rashi was troubled why the

verse states, “I am giving to you today a blessing and a curse,” when we

do not find that any blessings or curses are given here at all.

Rashi answers that the blessings and curses were indeed given by God

to the Jewish people here in Parshas Re’eh, but that they were not actually

“said [until a later date] at Mount Gerizim and Mount Aival.” At first

glance it is somewhat perplexing that God should give a blessing and a

curse here, when they were not actually uttered until a later date.

However, Rashi felt that it was unnecessary to discuss this point, since the

reader will already be familiar with the idea that precepts can be given

well before they become applicable, as we find for example in the case of

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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S ee!  I am giving to you today a blessing and a curse.

— 27 The blessing (is being given) on the basis* that you will listen to the commandments of God,

your God, which I am commanding you today. 28 And the curse (will come) if you do not listen to

the commandments of God, your God, and go astray from the way I am commanding you today, to

follow other gods, which are unacquainted to you— 
29 What will happen is, when God, your God, will bring you to the Land which you are going

to come and take possession of, you should place (the people who will recite) the blessing (facing)

towards Mount Gerizim, and (when they recite) the curse (they should turn so that they face) towards

Mount Aival.** 
30 (These mountains) are to be found well beyond the other side of the Jordan, (to the west) where

the sun sets, in the land of the Cana’anites, who dwell in the plain, far from Gilgal, near (Shechem in)

the plains of Moreh. 
31 When you cross the Jordan (you will see miracles that will be a sign for you that you are going) to

come and take possession of the Land which God, your God, is giving you. You will take possession of

11:26

* See Rashi here, explained in Likutei Sichos vol. 14, pp. 119-120.        ** See 27:15-26 below.

[ The Last Word [

“A BLESSING AND A CURSE...” (V. 26)

The Almighty did not want the soul to eat “bread of shame,”

(i.e. sustenance given gratuitously, without having been

earned by the recipient); He therefore made it possible for man to

serve Him in a meaningful way with toil of body and soul.

Through our endeavors in avoda [service of God] we are Divinely

enabled to earn all manner of goodness....

The difficulties, trials, and tests of life are themselves the means

by which we are to attain our ultimate objective—that the soul

achieve the lofty spiritual level it once possessed before it

descended into the body: “The soul that you have given me is

pure” (Text of Morning Prayer). The purpose of life is for the soul to

regain that level of original “purity” and even transcend it—for

one hour of teshuvah [repentance] and good deeds in this world

is worth more than all the lifetime of the spiritual World to Come.

So you see that life’s trials, tragedies and difficulties actually

bring us closer to our goal, our raison d'etre; they are part of the

divine system of toil and endeavor enabling us, finite mortals, to

reach the highest levels of rewards and goodness—which can

only be earned by meaningful “labor” and effort.  It follows that

one must not allow the difficulties of life’s trials (or even one's

failure from time to time) to overcome the double joy of being

God’s children and of having received His promise, “Your people

are all righteous” (Isaiah 60:21).
(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe)

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

How could God, who is the very essence of good, issue a

curse (v. 26)?  Are we not taught, “No evil thing is issued from

Above” (Bereishis Rabah 51:3)?

In truth, however, God does not issue curses at all, and only

blessings are “issued from Above.” The problem lies “below,” in

our ability to receive God’s blessings. If a person is not a fitting

receptacle for the goodness which God bestows upon him, he

will simply be unable to accommodate God’s blessings. The result

will be that after its downward path through the spiritual worlds,

the blessing is received in a way that appears, to our human eyes,

as a curse (See Shaloh, Re’eh 374b).

At least that is how it appears in the spiritually dampened

moments of exile.  Thus Onkelos, who authored his work amid

the Babylonian exile, interpreted the word v�k�k§e as “curse” (See

Classic Questions). However, Targum Yonason wrote his comment-

ary in the Land of Israel during Temple times, when even the

average person could easily appreciate that “no evil thing is

issued from Above.”  Thus, he rendered v�k�k§e as “substitute”

(t�pUKh¦j), indicating that God Himself only issues blessings,

but that His blessings may later become “substituted” by

something else.

And this also explains why, in the Messianic Era, we will not

only forgive God for the sufferings of exile, but we will thank Him

(see Isaiah 12:1), for then it will be evident how even God’s “curses”

were in fact blessings in disguise.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 19, p. 133ff.; vol. 4, p. 1091)

the many mitzvos that are dependent upon living in the Land of Israel,

which were given well before the Jewish people entered the Land. 

In the final analysis, we see that Rashi explains how our verse can be

understood literally: “I am giving to you today a blessing and a curse,”

since the blessings and curses were indeed given to the Jewish people at

this point.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Re’eh 5748)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M



1 xprh     2 gWz nz:     3 ao nu/ urtv keuWa jWy gw 49 uthkl     4 xprh/  urtv ahj, aWp rtv ,akWu     5 scrho fu' s     6 aupyho d' t    

a,cutu u,hrau t,vtr.
1

: )c( tcs ,tcsui/ tcs utjr fl ,tcsui' nfti

kguer gcusv zrv amrhl kara tjrhv
1

: t, fk vneunu, tar gcsu
ao uduw/unv ,tcsui nvo' t, tkvhvo tar gk vvrho

1
: )d( nzcj/ ak

tcbho vrcv: nmcv/ ak tci tj,' uvut chnux aabuhv cnabv
2

' tci

ajmcv n,jk,v kchnux: tarv/ thki vbgcs: utcs,o t, ano/
kfbu, kvo ao kdbth'ch, dkht eurhi kv ch, frht' ghi fk ghi eu.

3
:

)s(kt ,gaui fi/ kveyhr kanho cfk neuo' fh to cneuo tar hcjr/

scr tjrub,m,o t, nzcju,o utcs,o t, ano kt,gaui fi' tzvrv

knuje t, vao ukbu,. tcini vnzcj tu ni vgzrv/ tnr rch hangtk

ufh,gkv gk sg,l ahartk bu,mhi t, vnzcju,'tkt akt ,gau

fngahvo' uhdrnu gubu,hfoknesa tcu,hfo ahjrc
4

: )v( kafbu
,srau/ zv nafi ahkv

1
: )u( zcjhfo/ aknho ak jucv: ngar,hfo/

ngar cvnv ungar abh ktfukkpbho ni vjunv
1

: ,run, hsfo/ tku

vcfurho' abtnr cvo ukej vfvi vybt nhsl
5

: ucfuru, cerfo/ k,,o

kfvi uherhco ao: )z(tar crfl vw/ kph vcrfv vct: )j( kt ,gaui
ffk tar tbjbu gaho uduw/nuxc kngkv gk fh t,o gucrhot,

vhrsi uduw fa,gcru t, vhrsi nhs nu,rhot,o kverhc ccnv' fk trcg

garv abv akfcua ujkue' uccnv kt ,erhcu fk nv at,onerhcho pv

vhuo cnafi' avut gnfo ubnajuvut far kverhc cu jytu, utanu,

bsrhoubscu,' tck ccnv thi erc tkt vbhsr uvbhsc/uzvu tha fk vhar

cghbhu' bsrho ubscu, at,on,bscho gk hsh ahar cghbhfo kvchto ukt

gkhsh jucv' tu,o ,erhcu ccnv
1

: )y( fh kt ct,o/ fk tu,i trcg

garv abv: gs g,v/ fnu gshhi
1

: tk vnbujv/ zu ahkv: vbjkv/ zu

hruakho: )h(ugcr,o t, vhrsi uhac,o ctr./a,jkeuv' uhvt fk

tjs nfhr t, jkeu ut,acyu: uvbhj kfo/ ktjr fcua ujkue unbujvni

vduho tar vbhj vw kbxu, cot, hartk
6

/ uthi zt, tkt chnh sus' tz:

vtr ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 88hhtt::kktt  --  hhcc::hh

:D«¨AÎm�Y§a�Wi«�e D−�zŸ` m¬ �Y�Wxi«�e m® ¤k¨l o´�zŸp m− ¤ki�d «÷
` d¬ �eŸd�iÎx�W	`
x¯�W	` mi®h¨R�WO�dÎz�`�e mi −T�g«�dÎl̈M z¬ �̀  zF½U£r«©l ḿ �Y�x�n�WE al

x́ �W	` » mih¨R�WO�d�e mi ´T�g«�d d¤N� Ầ ` ai :mF «I�d m− ¤ki�p§t¦l o¬ �zŸp i² ¦kŸp«�`
−L§l Li² �zŸa	` i¯�d÷
` d¹ �eŸd�i oÆ�z�p Á x�W	` u�x¾�`¨A ¼zFU£r«©l oEx́�n�WY
ć¥A�` a :d«�n�c	`«�dÎl©r mi− �I�g m¬ �Y�`Îx�W	` mi½n�I�dÎlÆ ¨M D® �Y�Wx§l
m² �Y�̀  x¬ �W	` mÀ�iFB�d m´�WÎEc§a«¨r x¯�W	` zFºnŸw�O�dÎl¨MÎz«�` oEÂc§A�`�YÂ.
zF½r¨a�B�dÎl©r�e Æ min�x«�d mi³x�d«�dÎl©r m® �di�d «÷
`Îz�` m−�zŸ` mi¬W�xŸ«i
Îz�` Æ m�Y�x©AW�e mÀ�zŸg§A�fnÎz�` m´ �Y§v�Y�p�e b :o«�p£r«�x u¬ ¥rÎl¨M z�g−�z�e
oE ®r�C�b�Y m−�di�d «÷
` i¬ ¥liq§tE W½�`¨A oEt́�x�UY Æ m�di�x«�W	`«�e m½�zŸá¥S�n
d− �eŸdi«©l o½¥M oEÚ£r«�zÎ`÷ c :`E «d�d mF −w�O�dÎon m½�n�WÎz�` m´ �Y�c©A �̀e

Æ m¤ki�d «÷
` d³ �eŸd�i xÆ�g§a�iÎx�W	` mFºw�O�dÎl�`Îm«` i¦MÂ d :m«¤ki�d «÷
`
�z`¬äE E −W�x�cz F¬p§kW§l m® �W F −n�WÎz�` mE ¬U¨l m½¤ki�h§aWÎl¨Mn
m½¤ki�zŸx́�U§r�n Æ z�`�e m½¤ki�g§a�f�e Æ m¤ki�z «÷Ÿr d�OÀ�W m´ �z`¥a	d«�e e :d�O«�X
m−¤k�x�w§A zŸ ¬xŸk§aE m½¤ki�zŸá�c�p�e Æ m¤ki�x�c�p�e m® ¤k�c�i z´�nEx�Y z−�`�e

Æ lŸk§A mÀ�Y�g�n�UE m½¤ki�d «÷
` d́ �eŸd�i Æ i�p§t¦l mÀ�WÎm�Y§l©k	 «̀ �e f :m«¤k�p`Ÿ «v�e
`÷́ g :Li«�d÷
̀  d¬ �eŸd�i −L§k�x«¥A x¬ �W	` m® ¤ki�Y«äE m−�Y�̀  m½¤k�c�i g´ ©l�Wn
x¬�W�I�dÎl̈M Wi−̀  mF®I�d dŸ −R mi²UŸr Ep�g¯�p	` xÆ�W	` lŸÂk§MÂ oE½U£r«�z
d½¨l	g«�P«�dÎl�`�e Æ d�gEp�O�dÎl�` d�Y®r̈Îc©r m−�z`¨aÎ` «÷ i¬¦M h :ei«�pi¥r§A
m´ �Y§a�Wi«�e ¼ o�C�x�I�dÎz�̀ » m�Y�x©a£r«�e i :K«¨l o¬ �zŸp Li−�d÷
̀  d¬ �eŸd�iÎx�W	`
Îl¨Mn m¯¤k¨l �giÆ �p�d�e m® ¤k�z�` li´g�p�n m− ¤ki�d «÷
` d¬ �eŸd�iÎx�W	` u�x½�`¨A

oFk§l a�d�i oFk¨d¨l
` �ii�C `¨r�x�` z�i z�xi�n§l
oEx�Hz�e al :D¨A oEa�zi�z�e D�z�i oEz�xi�z�e
a�d�i �̀p	̀  iC �̀I�piC z�i�e �̀I�n�i�w l̈M z�i c©A§r�n§l
iC �̀I�pic�e �̀I�n�i�w oi¥Ǹ ` :oi�c `�nFi oFki�n�c�w
`�d¨l
` �i�i a�diC `¨r�x�`§A c©A§r�n§l oEx�Hz
oEY�` iC `�I�nFi l¨M D�z�xi�n§l K¨l K�z�d¨a	`�c
l¨M z�i oEc§A�`�z `�c¨A�` a :`¨r�x�` l©r oin�I�w
oiz�x�i oEY�` iC �̀I�n�n©r o�O�z Eg̈l§t iC �̀I�x�z�`
l©r�e `�I�n�x `�I�xEh l©r oFd�z�e£r�h z�i oFd�z�i
z�i oEr�x�z�zE b :sFA©r o©li` l¨M zFg�zE `�z�n�x
oFdi�xi�W	`�e oFd�z�n�w z�i oEx§A�z�zE oFdi�xFb
`
oEv§vFw�Y oFd�z�e£r�h i�n§l©v�e `�xEp§A oEc�wFY
`¨l c :`Ed�d `�x�z�` on oFd�nW z�i oEc§aFz�e
`�x�z�`§l o�d¨N�` d :oFk̈d¨l
` �i�i m�c�w o¥M oEc§A§r�z
d�`�x�W�`§l oFki�h§aW l̈Mn oFk¨d¨l
` �i�i i¥r�x�z�i iC
oEzi�z�e oEr§A�zY D�Y�p¦k�W zi¥a§l o�O�Y D�Y�p¦k�W
z�q§k�p�e oFki�z�e¨l£r o�O�z§l oEz�i�z�e e :o�O�z§l
zEW�x§t�` z�i�e oFki�z�xŸ�y§r�n z�i�e oFki�W�cEw
oFk�xFz i�xFk§aE oFki�z¨a�c�p�e oFki�x�c�p�e oFk�c�i
oFk¨d¨l
` �i�i m�c�w o�O�Y oEl§ki�z�e f :oFk�p¨r�e
W�p
`�e oEY�` oFk�c�i zEh�WF` lŸk§A oEc
g�z�e
oEc§A§r�z `¨l g :K�d̈l
̀  �i�i K̈k�ẍa iC oFki�ŸA
l¨M x©a�B oi�c `�nFi `¨k�d oic§a¨r `�p�g�p	` iC lŸk§M
c©r oEzi�z	` `¨l i�x	` h :idFn�c�w x�Ẅk�C o�n
:K¨l a�d�i K�d¨l
` �ii�C `�p�q	g�`§lE `�g�i�p zi¥a§l o©r§M
�ii�C `¨r�x�`§A oEa�zi�z�e `�p�C�x�i z�i oEx§A§r�z�e i

i¥l£r©A l¨Mn oFk§l �gi�pi�e oFk�z�i o¥q	g�n oFk¨d¨l
`
:o¨v£g¨x§l oEa�zi�z�e xFg�q xFg�Qn oFki¥a¨a�c
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it and settle in it. 32 So be careful about observing all the suprarational commands and rational

commands that I am presenting before you today. 

[ MM II TT ZZ VV OO SS TTOO BBEE OO BB SS EE RR VV EE DD UU PP OO NN EE NN TT EE RR II NN GG TT HH EE LL AA NN DD [

T hese are the suprarational commands and rational commands that you should be careful to

perform in the Land which God, the God of your fathers, is giving you as a possession for all

the days that you live on the earth:

�
2 From all the places where the nations—that you will take over—performed acts of worship,

upon the high mountains, the hills, and under every lush tree, you should progressively destroy

their gods (until nothing remains of them). 3 You should demolish their altars, smash their

monuments, burn their idolatrous trees with fire, cut down the graven images of their gods, and

spoil the names (of their gods with ridicule, ensuring they have no respect) from that place. 

[ TT HHEE UU NN II QQ UU EE NN EE SS SS OOFF SS HH II LL OO HH &&  JJ EE RR UU SS AA LL EE MM [

Y ou should not do any (act of sacrificial worship) to God, your God, 5 other than at the site where

God, your God, will choose, to place His Name there, from amongst all your tribes. You should

seek out His dwelling (place in the Tabernacle at Shiloh) and come there. 6 You should bring

there your burnt-offerings, and your (obligatory peace-)offerings, your tithes, (your first fruits—which

are) lifted from your hand (by the priests)—your vows, your pledges, and the firstborn of your cattle and

of your sheep (which are to be given to the priests. 7 It is) there that you should eat (your sacrifices) before

God, your God. Then you and your households will rejoice in all the work of your hands. (You should

bring offerings according to the means with) which God, your God, blesses you.

8 (When you cross the Jordan, for the first fourteen years, before the Tabernacle at Shiloh is

established) you should not (erect private altars to) carry out all the (obligatory sacrifices) that we are

currently offering (in the Tabernacle. At that time, private altars will be permitted only for) all (the

voluntary sacrifices) which each man sees fit (to offer.  9 Obligatory sacrifices will be prohibited at that

time), for you will not yet have come to the resting place (at Shiloh) or to the eternal abode (in

Jerusalem), which God, your God, is giving you.

10 You should cross the Jordan, (apportion) the Land that God, your God, is giving you as an

inheritance (and) settle in it. Then, (after the conquest and apportionment), He will give you rest from

GOD’S CHOICE OF SHILOH & JERUSALEM (V. 4ff.)

In contrast to the Tabernacle in the desert, which wandered from place

to place, the Tabernacle at Shiloh was a permanent structure fashioned

from stone. Thus, at Shiloh, the Divine Presence which dwelt in the

Tabernacle became associated with a particular location for the first time.

So Shiloh is referred to by the Torah—according to Rashi—as God’s

“chosen site.”

�
�� To which “chosen site” do verses 4-7 refer?

RASHI: The Tabernacle at Shiloh* (Rashi to v. 5; according to Gur Aryeh).

KLI YAKAR: How could the Torah possibly suggest that Shiloh is

God’s chosen location, when we know that the site of the Temple in

Jerusalem has always been revered as God’s chosen place?  Avraham

carried out the Akeida there, and we even find that Adam offered his

sacrifice there. So how could Shiloh be described as “the site where

God, your God, will choose”?

Rather, I maintain that every reference to God’s chosen site here

refers to the site of the Holy Temple in Jerusalem.

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

1122

12:4

* When the Jewish people entered the Land of Israel in 2488, they erected a Tabernacle at Gilgal, which stood for fourteen years, until they had conquered and divided the Land.

Then they built the Tabernacle at Shiloh, a stone structure with an animal-skin roof which stood for 369 years, until 2871. They then constructed a Tabernacle at Nov, which stood

until Shmuel the prophet died in 2882. This was followed by another Tabernacle in Givon, which stood until the construction of the Holy Temple in Jerusalem in 2928.

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M



1 aWc z' t-c     2 zcjho ehy/     3 xprh     4 pxue v     5 pxue f     6 uhert z' hy     7 hvuag yu' xd     8 pkWu     9 aWc v' u

)ht(uvhv vneuo uduw/ cbu kfo ch, vcjhrvchruakho/ ufi vut tunr

csus uhvh fh hac vnkl cch,u' uvw vbhj ku nfk tuhchu nxchc' uhtnr

vnkl tk b,i vbcht rtv bttbfh huac cch, trzho' utrui vw huac c,ul

vhrhgv
1

: anv ,chtu uduw/ kngkv tnur kgbhi ahkv ufti tnur kgbhi

hruakho' ukfljkeo vf,uc' kh,i vh,r chi zu kzu' najrcvahkv uctu

kbuc' ujrcv buc uctu kdcgui' vhuvcnu, nu,ru,' gs actu khruakho
2

:

ncjr bsrhfo/ nkns ahchtu ni vnucjr
3

: )hd( vanr kl/ kh,i kt

,gav gk vscr: cfk neuo tar ,rtv/tar hgkv ckcl' tck t,v

nerhc gk ph bcht' fdui tkhvu cvr vfrnk
3

: )hs( ctjs acyhl/ cjkeu

ak cbhnhi/ ukngkvvut tunr nfk acyhfo
4

/ vt fhms'faebv sus t,

vduri ntrubv vhcuxh dcv vzvcnfk vacyho' unfk neuo vduri cjkeu

akcbhnhi vhv
3

: )yu( re cfk tu, bpal/ cnv vf,uc nscr'to ccar

,tuv kv,hrv kvo ckt verc,thnurho' vrh vut tunr cneuo tjrfh

hrjhc vw tkvhl t, dcukl uduw utnr, tufkvcar uduw
5

' cnv zv nscr'

cesaho abpk cvonuo' ahpsu uhtfku cfk neuo/ hfuk hpsu gk nuogucr'

,knus kunr re
3

: ,zcj utfk,/ thi kl cvo vh,r dhzv ujkc'tkt tfhkv

gk hsh zchjv: vynt uvyvur/ kph actu nfj esaho'abtnr cvo uvcar

tar hdg cfkynt kt htfk
6

' vumrl kv,hr cu' aynt uyvurtufkhi cegrv

tj,: fmch ufthk/ athi erci ct nvo
3

: fmch ufthk/ kpuyri ni vzrug

uvkjhhouvehcv: )yz( re vso kt ,tfku/ t; gk phatnr,h athi kl

cu zrhe, so cnzcj' kt,tfkbu: ,apfbu fnho/ kunr kl athi mrhl fxuh/

scrtjr vrh vut fnho kvfahr t, vzrgho
3

: )hz( kt ,ufk/ ct vf,uc

kh,i kt ,gav gkvscr: kt ,ufk/rch hvuag ci erjv tunr hfuk t,v'

tckthbl rath' fhumt cu ut, vhcuxhhuach hruakho kt hfku cbh hvusv

kvurhao
7

'hfukho vhu' tkt athbi rathi' kph afr, kvotcrvo crh,

fakej nvo ngr, vnfpkv/ ukthcuxho vhu tkt j,hho vhu' tkt gk ao

vghraanv hcux/ fl npura cprehsrch tkhgzr
8

/ uvut abtnr
9

fhto

vxhrl vgurho uvpxjho' mknho af,cugkhvo t, vacugv: ucfuru,

vtr ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 90hhcc::hh--hhzz

This, however, begs the question: Why do we find that the term, God’s

“chosen house” (v¨rh¦j�C©v ,h�C) is used only in reference to the Holy Temple

in Jerusalem, and not the Tabernacle at Shiloh, if Shiloh is also God’s

“chosen site”?

THE EXPLANATION

There are two possible ways of understanding the concept that God

“chose” a particular place to be the exclusive location where sacrifices

are offered:

a.) That the emphasis is primarily on the negative: He does not want

sacrifices to be offered in any place other than this; or

b.) That he positively desires this site, (and inevitably this precludes the

use of any other site).

It could be argued that this is the distinction between God’s choice of

Shiloh, and His choice of Jerusalem:

When introducing the prohibition of offering a sacrifice outside Shiloh,

the Torah stresses the negative (precluding other sites) before the positive

Îx�W	` mFÀw�O�d d́ �i�d�e `i [ipy] :g�h«¤AÎm�Y§a�Wi«�e ai−¦a�Qn m² ¤ki¥a�iŸ «̀
z² �̀  E`i½¦a�z d�Ó�W m½�W Æ Fn�W o³ ¥M�W§l Æ FA m¬ ¤ki�d «÷
` dÆ �eŸd�i Á x�g§a�i
Æ m¤ki�zŸ «x�U§r�n mÀ¤ki�g§a�f�e ḿ ¤ki�z «÷Fr m® ¤k�z�̀  d́�E©v�n i−¦kŸp«�` x¬ �W	`Îl¨M
:d«�eŸdi«©l E −x�CY x¬ �W	` m½¤ki�x�c�p x´�g§an Æ lŸk�e m½¤k�c�i z´�n�x�zE
m½¤ki�zŸ´p§aE Æ m¤ki�p§aE mÀ�Y�` ¼ m¤ki�d «÷
` d́ �eŸd�i » i�p§t¦l mÀ�Y�g�n�UE ai

w¤l¬ �g F²l oi¬ �̀  í¦M m½¤ki�x£r«�W§A x´ �W	` Æ i�e¥N�d�e m® ¤ki�zŸ «d�n�`�e m− ¤ki�c§a©r�e
mF −w�nÎl̈k§A Li® �z÷Ÿ «r d− ¤l£r«�YÎo«¤R ½L§l x�n´�Xd bi :m«¤k�Ỳ  d−l̈	g«�p�e
ć�g� §̀A Æ d�eŸd�i x³�g§a�iÎx�W	` mFºw�O©AÎm` i´¦M ci :d«�̀ �xY x¬ �W	`
:�J« �E©v�n i−¦kŸp«�` x¬ �W	` lŸ²M d½�U£r«�Y m´�W�e Li® �z÷Ÿ «r d́ ¤l£r«�Y m−�W Li½�h¨a�W
d̄�eŸd�i zÆ©M�x¦a§M x À�U¨a ´�Y§l©k«�`�e | ǵ ©A�fY ¹L�W§t�p zÆ �E�`Îl¨k§A Á w�x eh

EP½¤l§k Ÿ̀ «i Æ xFd�H�d�e `³ �n�H�d Li® �x¨r�WÎl¨k§A −L§lÎo�z«�p x¬ �W	̀  Li² �d÷
`
EP− ¤k§R�WY u�x¬ �`�dÎl©r El® ¥k Ÿ̀z `÷́ m−�C�d w¬�x fh :l«�I�̀ «k̈�e i−¦a§S©M
Ĺ�W «Ÿxiz�e Æ L�p«�b�C x³ Ÿ�y§r�n LiÀ�x¨r�W¦A lŸḱ
`«¤l lº©kEzÎ` «÷ fi :m�i«�O©M
Li−�zŸa�c�p�e xŸ½CY x´ �W	 Æ̀ LiÆ�x�c�pÎl¨k�e L® �p`Ÿv�e −L�x «�w§A zŸ ¬xŸk§aE L½�x�d§v�i�e

D¥A oFk¨d¨l
` �i�i i¥r�x�z�i iC `�x�z�` i�di�e `i 

l¨M z�i oEz�i�Y o�O�z§l o�O�Y D�Y�p¦k�W d�`�x�W�`§l

z�q§k�p�e oFki�z�e¨l£r oFk�z�i c�T©t�n `�p	` iC

lŸk�e oFk�c�i zEW�x§t�`�e oFki�z�xŸ�y§r�n oFki�W�cEw

oEc
g�z�e ai :�i�i m�c�w oEx�Cz iC oFki�x�c�p x©t�W

oFki�z�p§aE oFki�p§aE oEY�` oFk¨d¨l
` �i�i m�c�w

i�x	` oFki�e�xw§a iC d�`�e¥l�e oFki�z�d�n�`�e oFki�c§a©r�e

K̈l x�O�Y�q̀  bi :oFk�O¦r `�p�q	g�`�e w¨l�g D¥l zi¥l

:i�f
g�z iC `¨r�x�` l¨k§A K�z�e¨l£r w�Q�z `�n§lC

on c�g§A �i�i i¥r�x�z�i iC `�x�z�`§A o�d¨l
` ci

iC l̈M c¥A§r�Y o�O�z�e K�z�ël£r w�Q�Y o�O�Y Ki�h§aW

K�W§t�p zEr�x l¨k§A cFg§l eh :K�c�T©t�n `�p	`

iC K�d̈l
̀  �ii�c �̀z§M�x¦a§M �̀xŸ�y¦A lFki�z�e qFMY

D�Pªl§ki�i �̀i§k�c�e `̈a£̀ �q�n Ki�e�xw l̈k§A K̈l a�d�i

`¨l `�n�C cFg§l fh :`¨l�i�`�e `�i§a�h xŸ�y§a¦M

K̈l zi¥l fi :`�I�n§M D�Pc�Wz `¨r�x�` l©r oEl§ki�z

K�x�n�g�e K�xEA¦r xŸ�y§r�n Ki�e�xw§A l©ki�n§l EW�x

x�Cz iC Ki�x�c�p l̈k�e K�p¨r�e K�xFz i�xFk§aE K�g�WnE

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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all your enemies surrounding you, and you will dwell securely. 11 Then (you will build the Holy Temple)

in the place in which God, your God, will choose to make His Name rest there.

� (Only) there should you bring everything that I am commanding you: your burnt-offerings, your

(obligatory peace-)offerings, your tithes, (your first fruits—which are) lifted from your hand

(by the priests)—and all your vow-offerings which you will vow to God (from your) choicest

(quality produce). 

�
12 You should rejoice before God, your God: you, your sons, daughters, servants and

maidservants, and the Levite who lives in your town, for he has no portion or inheritance

with you. 

�
13 Be careful not to offer up your burnt-offerings in any place you see (fit to do so. 14 This must

be done) only in the place God will choose in (the territory of) one of your tribes. (Only) there

may you offer up your burnt-offerings, and there you should do everything that I am

commanding you. 

�
15 (If a blemish develops in a holy offering and you) desire with all your soul (to eat its meat):

� You may slaughter (it in any place) and eat (its) meat in all your cities, for God, your God,

is giving it to you as a blessing, (but you may not make use of its fleece or milk).  

� (You may) only (redeem it and slaughter it if it is a permanent blemish that will not heal). 

� (Even though the animal was originally a holy offering which may not become ritually

impure, after it has been redeemed) a ritually impure person and a ritually pure person

may eat it (together on the same plate).  

� (The foreleg, jaw and end-stomach do not need to be given to the priest), as if (you were

slaughtering) a deer, or a gazelle. 

�
16 Even though (the blood of this animal is exempt from being thrown on the Altar) you

may not eat the blood. You should spill it on the ground like water (and you do not have

to cover it). 

�
17 You may not eat (the following) within your (own) cities: your grain, wine, or oil tithes, the

firstborn of your cattle or of your sheep, any of your vow-offerings that you will vow, your

pledge-offerings, or (your first fruits—which are) lifted from your hand (by the priests). 18 Rather,

(exclusivity of Shiloh): “[4] You should not do any (act of sacrificial

worship) to God, your God, [5] other than at the site where God, your

God, will choose, to place His Name there.” This indicates that God’s

intent in “choosing” Shiloh was primarily for the sake of excluding other

locations, and not because God had an intrinsic “desire” that His

sacrifices should be offered at Shiloh in particular.

However, in the case of the Holy Temple in Jerusalem, the Torah

stresses the superiority of the site itself first: “Then (you will build the Holy

Temple) in the place in which God, your God, will choose to make His

Name rest there” (v. 11), before outlining the prohibition of offering

elsewhere, “(Only) there should you bring everything that I am

commanding you” (ibid.). This indicates that God positively desired

Jerusalem as a place of sacrificial worship, not as a means to an end.

The prohibition of offering a sacrifice in any other location thus follows as

a secondary logical necessity.

And it is for this reason that only the Holy Temple in Jerusalem can truly

be called God’s “Chosen House.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 24, p. 79ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

The Torah mentions only “the place which God, your God, will

choose,” without making any explicit reference that this refers

to Jerusalem.  This hints to the fact that God “chooses” every place

in which a Jew makes his personal “offering” of prayer to his

Maker.  For this reason, when a Jew prays he faces in the direction

of Jerusalem, because spiritually speaking he is found in

Jerusalem—“the place which God, your God, will choose”—at

that very moment.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 2, pp. 617-9)

SECOND

READING



1 xprh     2 jukhi fj:     3 cfuru, yu/

cerl/ tzvrv kfvbho: u,run, hsl/ tku vcfurho: )hj( kpbh vw/ kpbho

ni vjunv: uvkuh tar cagrhl/ to thi kl k,, kunjkeu' fdui ngar

rtaui' ,i ku ngar gbh/ thikl ngar gbh' vznhbvu gk aknhl: )hy( vanr
kl/ kh,i kt ,gav gk vscr: gk tsn,l/ tck cdukv thbl nuzvr gkhu

hu,rngbhh hartk: )f( fh hrjhc uduw/ knsv ,urv srl tr.' akth,tuv

tso ktfuk car' tkt n,ul rjc, hshouguar: cfk tu, bpal uduw/ tck

cnscr btxr kvocar jukhi' tkt to fi neshav unerhcvaknho
1

:

)ft(fh hrje nnl vneuo/ ukt ,ufk kcutukgau, aknho cfk huo fnu

gfahu avnafivukl gnfo: uzcj, uduw ftar muh,l/ knsbu aha muuh

czchjv vhtl hajuy' uvi vkfu, ajhyv abtnruknav cxhbh
2

: )fc( tl
ftar htfk t, vmch uduw/ thblnuzvr ktfki cyvrv/ th nv mch uthk

jkcinu,r' t; jukhi jkci nu,r' ,knus kunr tl
3

: )fd( re jze kck,h
tfk vso/ nnvabtnr jze t,v kns avhu ayupho cso ktfku'kphfl

vumrl kunr jze' scrh rch hvusv/ rchangui ci gzth tunr' kt ct vf,uc

tktkvzvhrl ukknsl gs fnv t,v mrhl kv,jzecnmu,' to vso' avut

ek kvanr nnbu' athitso n,tuv ku' vumrl kjzel ctzvr,u' ekujunr

vtr ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 92hhcc::hhzz--ffdd

�� Why is the requirement of ritual slaughter mentioned here, shortly before entering the Land? (v. 21)

TALMUD: Rabbi Yishma’el says: “Originally, it was prohibited to eat non-sacrificial meat. When they entered the Land of Israel, non-

sacrificial meat was permitted to them.”  Rabbi Akiva says: “Originally, they were permitted to eat meat from an animal that was not ritually

slaughtered.  When they entered the Land, non-ritually slaughtered meat became forbidden to them” (Chullin 16b-17a).

Æ mFw�O©A EPÀ¤l�k Ÿ̀ «Y Li¹�d÷
̀  dÆ �eŸd�i Á i�p§t¦lÎm` i¿¦M gi :L«�c�i z¬�nEx�zE
L½�z�n	`«�e ´L�C§a©r�eÆ LÆ�Y¦aE ³L�p¦aE dÆ�Y�`¼ FA» Li»�d÷
̀  d́ �eŸd�i x¹�g§a�i xÆ�W	̀
g¬ ©l�Wn lŸ −k§A Li½�d÷
̀  d́ �eŸd�i Æ i�p§t¦l À�Y�g�n«�U�e Li® �x¨r�W¦A x´ �W	` i−�e¥N�d�e
:L«�z�n�c�`Îl©r Li−�n�iÎl¨M i® �e¥N�dÎz�` aŸ−f£r«�YÎo«¤R ½L§l x�ń�Xd hi :L«�c�i
¼ K¨lÎx¤AC x´ �W	`«©M » L§l«ªa�BÎz«�` Li¬ �d÷
` dÆ �eŸd�i Á aig�x�iÎi«¦M k q
z¬ �E�`Îl¨k§A x® �U¨A lŸḱ
`«¤l −L�W§t�p d¬ �E�`�zÎi«¦M x½�U¨a d́l̈§kŸ «̀ Æ �Y�x�n«�`�e
x¹�g§a�i xÆ�W	̀  mFÀw�O�d ¹L�On wÆ�g�x�iÎi«¦M `k :x«�U¨A l¬ ©k`ŸY −L�W§t�p
xÆ�W	` ÀL�p`Ÿ «SnE ´L�x «�w§An º�Y�g©a«�f�e ¼ m�W Fń�W mEÚ¨l » Li»�d÷
̀  d́ �eŸd�i
:L«�W§t�p z¬ �E�` lŸ −k§A Li½�ẍr�W¦AÆ �Y§l©k«� �̀e L®zi�E¦v x−�W	 «̀©M ½L§lÆ d�eŸd�i o³�z�p
Æ `�n�H�d EP® ¤l�k`Ÿ «Y o−¥M l½�I�`´ �dÎz�`�eÆ i¦a§S�dÎz«�̀  l³ ¥k �`« �i xÆ�W	`«©M KÀ�` ak

m−�C�d i¬¦M m½�C�d lŸḱ	̀ Æ iY§l¦a§l wÀ�f	g ẃ�x bk :EP«¤l�k`Ÿ«i e−�C�g�i xF½d�H�d�e

�i�i m�c�w o�d¨l
` gi :K�c�i zEW�x§t�`�e Ki�z¨a�c�p�e

K�d̈l
̀  �i�i i¥r�x�z�i iC �̀x�z�̀ §A D�P¦l§ki�Y K�d̈l
̀

d�`�e¥l�e K�z�n�`�e K�C§a©r�e K�Y�x§aE K�x§aE �Y�` D¥A

l¨k§A K�d¨l
` �i�i m�c�w i�c
g�z�e Ki�e�xw§a iC

wFA�Wz `�n§lC K¨l x�O�Y�q` hi :K�c�i zEh�WF`

�i�i i�Y§t�i i�x	̀ k :K¨r�x�` l©r Ki�nFi l¨M d�`�e¥l z�i

x�ni�z�e K̈l li¦N�n ic �̀n§M K�nEg�Y z�i K�d̈l
̀

l©ki�n§l K�W§t�p i¥r�x�zz i�x	` `�xŸ�y¦A lFki�`

:`�xŸ�y¦A lFki�Y K�W§t�p zEr�x l¨k§A `�xŸ�y¦A

�i�i i¥r�x�z�i iC `�x�z�` K�Pn w�g�x�z�i i�x	` `k

K�xFYn qFMz�e o�O�Y D�Y�p¦k�W d�`�x�W�`§l K�d¨l
`

lFki�z�e K�Yc�T©t ic �̀n§M K̈l �i�i a�d�i iC K�p̈r�nE

ic �̀n§M m�x§A ak :K�W§t�p zEr�x lŸk§A Ki�e�xw§A

D�P¦l§ki�Y o¥M `¨l�i�`�e `�i§a�h xŸ�y§A li¥k	`�zn

s�w�Y cFg§l bk :D�P¦l§ki�i �̀c	g©M �̀i§k�c�e `̈a	 �̀q�n
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

When a Jewish person eats food and it subsequently becomes

incorporated into his body, the food becomes “elevated” from

its prior state—be it animal, vegetable or mineral—and it attains the

special holiness of a Jewish person.  In the case of meat, which is a

material luxury, this spiritual elevation is more difficult, so the special

procedure of shechitah (ritual slaughter) is required.

Thus, the precept of (non-sacrificial) shechitah was only given to

the Jewish people as they entered the Land of Israel.  For in the desert,

they were removed from worldly matters, but upon entering the

Land, the Jewish people were charged with the mission to interact

with, and spiritually elevate, the material world.

Both Rabbi Yishma’el and Rabbi Akiva (in the Talmud, see Classic

Questions) agreed with the above reasoning—that “elevation” of

non-sacrificial meat was spiritually “irrelevant” to the unwordly mode

of Divine service in the desert.  Where they differed was regarding

the practical implication of this spiritual “irrelevance”:

Rabbi Yishma'el maintained that God would not have empowered

the Jewish people to do something which is spiritually “irrelevant.”

Therefore, he maintained that non-sacrificial meat was forbidden. 

But Rabbi Akiva maintained that, since eating meat was spiritually

“irrelevant” to the Jewish people, the Torah would not have legislated

any rules regarding its consumption. Thus it could be eaten freely.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 4, p. 1108ff.)
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you should eat them before God, your God, in (Jerusalem, which is) the place God, your God,

will choose.  You (should eat them along with) your son, daughter, servant, maidservant, and the

Levite who lives in your town, and you should rejoice before God, your God, in all the work of

your hands. 

�
19 Be careful not to abandon the Levite, all your days upon your Land.

[ CC OO NN SS UU MM PP TT II OO NN OOFF NN OONN --SS AA CC RR II FF II CC II AA LL MM EE AA TT [

�
20 When God, your God, extends your boundary, as He said to you, and you say, “I want to eat

meat,” because your soul desires to eat meat, then you may eat as much meat as your soul

desires. 21 If the place where God, your God, chooses to put His Name is far from you (so you

cannot bring peace-offerings every day), you may (eat) from your cattle and sheep, which God

has given you, (provided that you first) slaughter (them, as) I have commanded you (in the Oral

Law). Then, you may eat (meat) in your (own) cities, as much as your soul desires. 

�
22 You may eat them just as a deer or a gazelle is eaten, (i.e.) a ritually impure person may eat

together with a ritually pure person. However, (unlike in the case of a deer or a gazelle, their

sacrificial fats are not permitted).

�
23 However, be strong not to eat the blood, for the blood is the soul, and you may not eat the

soul with the flesh. 

�� Why must one be “strong not to eat the blood”? (v. 23)

RASHI: “From the statement ‘be strong,’ you can infer that [the

Jewish people] used to eat blood excessively. Therefore, the Torah

found it necessary to say, ‘be strong’”—these are the words of

Rabbi Yehudah. 

Rabbi Shimon ben Azzai says: “This statement comes only to

caution you and to teach you the extent to which you should

strengthen your observance of the mitzvos. For if the Torah needed

to ‘strengthen’ you to observe the prohibition of eating blood—which

is easy to guard oneself against, because a person has no desire for

it—then how much more so [must one strengthen oneself to observe]

all other commandments!”

RASHBAM: Blood becomes absorbed into all the organs of the body.

Therefore, the Torah warns us to be especially careful not to eat it.

BACHAYE: Eating blood strengthens the body. Therefore, the Torah

promises that a person will be strong even if he does not eat blood.

“BE STRONG!” (V. 23)

In his comments to verse 23, Rashi explains why the Torah chose to

stress, “Be strong not to eat the blood,” rather than stating simply, “Do

not eat the blood.” However, Rashi’s comments prompt the fol-

lowing questions:

a.) Why did Rashi cite two explanations, and not deem one sufficient?

b.) Why did Rashi cite the authors of these comments, Rabbi Yehudah

and Rabbi Shimon ben Azzai, in contrast to his usual practice not to

provide references?

THE EXPLANATION

The prohibition against eating blood does not appear for the first time

here, in Parshas Re’eh. (Indeed, Rambam (Sefer Hamitzvos, Shoresh 9)

maintains that this prohibition is mentioned no less than seven times in

the Torah!) So Rashi was troubled: Why does the Torah stress here the

additional need to be “strong” not to eat blood, rather than in one of the

previous instances when the prohibition is mentioned?  And since the

Jewish people learned the practice of eating blood in Egypt (see Rambam

cited in Classic Questions to Vayikra 17:10-12), why is the prohibition emphasized

here again, forty years after the Jewish people left Egypt?  

This led Rashi to conclude that even here, some forty years later, the

Jewish people still “used to eat blood excessively,” and, “therefore, the

Torah found it necessary to say, ‘be strong,’” here in Parshas Re’eh.

Nevertheless, Rashi was not satisfied with this answer alone, because:

a.) It still does not explain why the Torah failed to stress the need to “be

strong” when mentioning the prohibition of blood on the first occasion

(the primary source for this prohibition).

b.) It is unreasonable to suggest that the Jewish people ignored

repeated warnings against eating blood, and that they still “used to eat

blood excessively,” after forty years.

c.) Furthermore, at this point, the generation that left Egypt had already

died. So why should their children, who were not directly influenced by

Egyptian culture, have such a strong desire to eat blood and ignore God’s

repeated warnings not to do so?

Due to these difficulties, Rashi brought an additional explanation, the

teaching of Rabbi Shimon ben Azzai, that the Jewish people were not

actually eating blood at this point at all, and, “This statement comes only

to caution you and to teach you the extent to which you should strengthen

your observance of the mitzvos.”

�
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1 xprh     2 frh,u, s:     3 nfu, fd:     4 cfuru, hs:     5 sbhtk v' u     6 ,vkho ey' ht     7 anu, fc' hy

katr nmu,
1

: ukt ,tfk vbpa go vcar/ tzvrv ktcrni vjh:

)fs(kt ,tfkbu/ tzvrv kso v,nmh,
2

: )fv( kt ,tfkbu/ tzvrv kso

vthcrho: kngi hhyc kl uduw/ mt ukns n,i afri aknmu,' to vso

abpau ak tso emv nnbu'vpura nnbu zufv ku ukcbhu tjrhu' ek ujunr

kdzk ugrhu, abpau ak tso n,tuv kvo
3

: )fu( re esahl/ t; gk ph at,v

nu,rkajuy jukhi' kt v,r,h kl kajuy t, vesahouktfki cagrhl ckt

vercv' tkt vchto kch,vcjhrv: )fz( ugah, gk,hl/ to guku, vo'

,i vcaruvso gk dch vnzcj' uto zcjh aknho vo' sozcjhl hapl gk

vnzcj ,jkv utjr fl uvcar,tfk/ ugus srau rcu,hbu' re esahl'ct

kkns gk vesaho acjumv ktr.
1

ukkns gkv,nuru, ugk uksu, esaho

aherhcu
4

: )fj( anur/ zu nabv at,v mrhl kanrvccybl akt ,afj/

fgbhi abtnrfh bgho fh ,anro ccybl' uto abh, tpara,ang u,ehho'

vt fk athbu cfkk nabv thbucfkk ngav
1

: t, fk vscrho/ a,vt

jchcv gkhl nmuvekv fnmuv jnurv: vyuc/ cghbh vanho: uvhar/ cghbh

tso
1

: )k( pi ,bea/ tubekux ,rdo kaui nuea/ utbhtunr akt ja ksese

ckaui' akt nmhbu bu"ickaui huea utphku khxus vbupk nnbu' tckckaui

yhru; ueaeua nmhbu bu"i'utrfc,v st kst beai
5

/ ut; zv tbh tunr' pi

,bea tjrhvo' pi ,yr; tjrhvo kvhu, frultjr ngahvo' ufi hbea buav

kfk tar ku
6

' nekk t, vrag kvhu, gkhu buahorcho uhvhu njzhrhi unbeahi

tjr nnubu: tjrh vanso npbhl/ tjr a,rtvatanhso npbhl' ha kl

k,, kc npbh nvbansu tku' npbh ngaho neukekho achshvo' t;t,v

kt ,gav fi akt hcutu tjrho uhanhsul
1

: thfv hgcsu/ kph akt gba gk

gcus, tkhkhotkt gk zcuj ueyur ubxul uva,jutv' fnuaf,uc
7

ck,h

kvw kcsu' scrhovbgaho kdcuv' ct uknsl fti' ato srfv akgcus,

vtr ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 94hhcc::ffdd--kk

However, Rashi cited this only as a secondary explanation, since it has

an even greater drawback than Rabbi Yehudah’s interpretation. For, at the

literal level, it is difficult to accept that the very specific command to, “be

strong not to eat the blood,” is actually a universal principle that applies

to all the mitzvos of the Torah.

Furthermore, the fact that the prohibition against eating blood is

mentioned here in a passage which speaks about the “desire” to eat meat

(see v. 20-21) suggests that the Jewish people did desire to eat blood—

contrary to what Rabbi Shimon ben Azzai suggests.

RABBI YEHUDAH AND RABBI SHIMON BEN AZZAI

In order to indicate to the more advanced student why these two

divergent opinions arose, Rashi cited their respective authors: Rabbi

Yehudah and Rabbi Shimon ben Azzai.

In contrast to some Rabbinic opinions that allow a “loose” rendering of

scripture, where clauses and conditions may be extrapolated beyond the

precise case in which they are recorded, Rabbi Yehudah maintained that

“the words of scripture are to be interpreted exactly as they are written.”

(Pesachim 21b). Consequently, we can appreciate why, in our case, Rabbi

Yehudah rejected Rabbi Shimon ben Azzai’s extrapolation of the clause

“be strong” to apply to all the mitzvos of the Torah.

Rabbi Shimon ben Azzai, on the other hand, was famous for teaching,

“Run to perform an easy mitzvah” (Avos 4:2). So we can appreciate why

Rabbi Shimon ben Azzai was sympathetic to an interpretation of our verse

which stressed how the prohibition of blood is an “easy mitzvah”

(“because a person has no desire for it”) and how nevertheless the Torah

highlights its importance (“be strong not to eat the blood”).

Furthermore, Rabbi Shimon ben Azzai used to say, “One mitzvah leads

to another” (ibid.), which explains why he taught, in our case, that

additional care with the prohibition of eating blood would lead to addi-

tional care in the case of other mitzvos too.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 14, p. 45ff.)

EP® ¤l§k`Ÿ «Y ` −÷ ck :x«�U¨A�dÎm¦r W¤t− �P�d l¬ ©k`ŸzÎ` «÷�e W¤t® �P�d `E´d
Æ L§l a³�hi�i o©rÆ�n§l EP® ¤l§k`Ÿ «Y ` −÷ dk :m�i«�O©M EP−¤k§R�WY u�x¬�`�dÎl©r
Li² �W�c «�w w̄�x ek :d«�eŸd�i i¬ �pi¥r§A x−�W�I�d d¬ �U£r«�zÎi¦M Li½�x	g«�̀  Lí�p¨a§lE
x¬�g§a�iÎx�W	` mF −w�O�dÎl�` �z`½¨aE `́�VY Li® �x�c�pE −L§l E¬i�d«�iÎx�W	`
Li® �d÷
` d́ �eŸd�i g−©A�fnÎl©r m½�C�d�e x́�ÜA�d Æ LiÆ�z÷Ÿ «r �zi³U¨r�e fk :d«�eŸd�i
:l«¥k Ÿ̀Y x−�U¨A�d�e Li½�d÷
` d́ �eŸd�i Æ g©A�fnÎl©r Æ K¥t�X�i LiÀ�g¨a�fÎm�c�e
�J® �E©v�n i−¦kŸp«�` x¬ �W	` d¤N½�`�d mi´x¨a�C�dÎl¨M z�`μ À�Y§r�n«�W�e xŸń�W gk

aFH́�d Æ d�U£r«�z i³¦M m½¨lFrÎc©r Æ LiÆ�x	g«�̀  Li³ �p¨a§lE ¹L§l aÆ�hi�i Á o©rÁ�n§l
Li¹�d÷
̀  dÆ �eŸd�i Á zix§k�iÎi«¦M hk [iyily] q :Li«�d÷
̀  d¬ �eŸd�i i− �pi¥r§A x½�W�I�d�e
´�Y�W�x«�i�e Li® �p¨Rn m−�zF` z�W¬ �x¨l d�O² �WÎ`¨a d¬�Y�` xÆ�W	` mÀ �iFB�dÎz�`
i−�x	g«�̀  m½�di�x	g«�̀ Æ W�w�PYÎo¤R ÀL§l x�n´�Xd l :m«¨v�x� §̀A −�Y§a�W«�i�e m½�zŸ`
E¹c§a©r«�i dÆ¨ki�` xŸÀn ¥̀l m¹�di�d «÷`¥l WÆŸx�cYÎo¤tE Li® �p¨Rn m´�c�n«�Xd

`�W§t�p `Ed `�n�c i�x	` `�n�C l©ki�n§l `¨l�C lic§A

D�P¦l§ki�Y `¨l ck :`�xŸ�y¦A m¦r `�W§t�p lFki�z `¨l�e

D�P¦l§ki�Y `¨l dk :`�I�n§M D�Pc�Wz `¨r�x�` l©r

c¥A§r�z i�x	̀  K�x�z©A Ki�p§a¦l�e K̈l a�hi�i�C lic§A

oFdiC Ki�W�cEw x�V§r�n cFg§l ek :�i�i m�c�w x�Ẅk�C

:�i�i i¥r�x�z�i iC �̀x�z�̀ §l i�zi�z�e lFHY Ki�x�c�p�e K̈l

`�g§A�c�n l©r `�n�cE `�xŸ�y¦A K�z�e¨l£r c¥A§r�z�e fk

l©r K¥t�Y�W�i Ki�W�cEw z�q§k�p m�c�e K�d̈l
̀  �ii�C

x�h gk :lFki�Y `�xŸ�y¦aE K�d¨l
` �ii�C `�g§A�c�n

K�c�T©t�n `�p	` iC oi¥N`�d `�I�n�B�z¦R z�i l�A�w�zE

i�x	̀  m̈l̈r c©r K�x�z©A Ki�p§a¦l�e K̈l a�hi�i�C lic§A

i�x	̀  hk :K�d̈l
̀  �i�i m�c�w x�Ẅk�cE o�w�z�C c¥A§r�z

o�O�z§l l¥l̈r �Y�̀  iC �̀I�n�n©r z�i K�d̈l
̀  �i�i i¥v�W�i

oFd�z�i z�xi�z�e K�n�c�Tn oFd�z�i (z�xi�n�l) `̈k�x�z§l

l�w�Yz �̀n§lC K̈l x�O�Y�q̀ l :oFd£r�x�`§A a�zi�z�e

`�n§lc�e K�n�c�Tn oEv�Y�W�i�C x�z¨A oFdi�x�z©A

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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�
24 You may not eat (the blood which trickles out of an animal). Spill it on the ground, like water.
25 You should not eat (the blood within internal organs), for your own benefit, and for your

children after you, because you will be doing what is proper in the eyes of God. 

�
26 (Although I have permitted you to sacrifice non-sacred animals), however, your holy offerings

and voluntary offerings which you will have should be carried and brought to (the Holy Temple),

the place that God will choose. 27 (If they are) burnt-offerings, the meat and the blood should go

upon the Altar of God, your God. (If they are peace-)offerings, their blood should be poured

upon the Altar of God, your God, and you should eat the meat. 
28 Safeguard and listen to all these words that I am commanding you, which are for your benefit and

that of your children after you, for all time, because (God benefits you) when you have done what is

good in the eyes of God, your God, and proper (in the eyes of man).
29 When God, your God will cut off the nations (from the Land) where you are (soon) to come and

drive them out from before you, and you (succeed) in driving them out, and settle in their Land, 30 be

careful not to be lured into following (their ways, especially) after (you witness how) they have been

�� How does one “safeguard all these words”? (v. 28)

RASHI: This refers to study of the law, which you must guard in your

heart*, so that it should not be forgotten, as the verse states: “For it

is pleasant that you guard them in your heart” (Proverbs. 22:18). 

�� Why does the verse stress the need to safeguard “all
these words”? (v. 28)

RASHI: This means that a minor mitzvah should be as precious to

you as a major one.

SAFEGUARDING THE TORAH (V. 28)

At first glance, verse 28 appears to be a straightforward reminder to

safeguard all the mitzvos.  Why did Rashi find it necessary to make any

comment at all on this verse?

Furthermore:

a.) Why did Rashi need to cite a scriptural source to prove that Torah is

forgotten if it is not studied?  Surely, even the child studying Chumash for

the first time understands this fact, without the need for proof?

�
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[ The Last Word [

“BE CAREFUL NOT TO BE LURED TO FOLLOW (THEIR WAYS)” (V. 30)

Finding themselves a small minority and encountering certain diffi-

culties, which are largely unavoidable in all cases of resettlement,

some parents had the mistaken notion, which they injected also into

their children, that the way to overcome these difficulties is to

become quickly assimilated with the new environment, by discarding

the heritage of their forefathers and abandoning the Jewish way of

life. Finding the ensuing process somewhat distasteful, as such a

course is bound to be full of spiritual conflict, some parents were

resolved that their children would be spared the conflict altogether. In

order to justify their desertion and appease their injured conscience,

it was necessary for them to devise some rationale, and they deluded

themselves, and deluded their children, by the claim that in their new

surroundings the Jewish way of life, with the observance of the Torah

and Mitzvos did not fit.  They looked for, and therefore also “found,”

faults with the true Jewish way of life, while in their non Jewish envi-

ronment everything seemed to them only good and attractive.

By this attitude the said parents hoped to assure their children's

existence and survival in the new environment. But what kind of exis-

tence is it, if everything spiritual and holy is traded for the material?

What kind of survival is it, if it means the sacrifice of the soul for the

amenities of the body?

Moreover, in their retreat from Yiddishkeit, they turned what they

thought was an “escape to freedom” into an escape to servi-

tude, pathetically trying to imitate the non Jewish environment, fail-

ing to see that such imitation, by its caricature and inferiority com-

plex, can only call forth mockery and derision, and can only offend

the sensibilities of those whose respect and acceptance they are so

desperately trying to win....

The dire consequences of this utterly false approach were that thou-

sands upon thousands of Jews have been removed from their fountain

of life, from their fellow Jews and from their true faith....

I t is one of the vital tasks of our time to exert all possible effort to

awaken in the young generation, as also in those who are advanced

in years but still immature in deeper understanding, a fuller apprecia-

tion of the true Jewish values, of Torah-true Yiddishkeit, a full and

genuine Yiddishkeit; not of that which goes under a false label of mis-

represented, compromised, or watered-down “Judaism,” whatever

the trademark. Together with this appreciation will come the real-

ization that only true Yiddishkeit can guarantee the existence of the

individual, of each and every Jew, at any time, in any place, and

under any circumstances....

(Excerpt from a public letter written by the Rebbe on 11 Nissan 5717)

* Literally “in your innards.” See Rashi to Proverbs ibid.

THIRD

READING



1 xbvsrhi x:     2 xprh     3 nfu, hd:  

tkhkho kgcsv cscr tjr' fdui pugr kpgur'uzure tci knreukhx'

zu vht gcus,v ujhhc/ tckzcuj ueyur ubxul uva,jutv' tphku akt

fsrfvjhhc
1

: )kt( fh do t, cbhvo/ do' krcu, t,tcu,hvo

utnu,hvo/ tnr rw gehct tbh rth,hbfrh afp,u ktchu kpbh fkcu

utfku
2

: )t( t, fk vscr/ ekv fjnurv: ,anru kgau,/ kh,i

kt ,gav gk gavvtnurho cprav/ afk vanr kaui kt ,gav

vut' tkt athi kuehi gk vanr ak gav
3

: kt ,x; gkhu/ jnav

yuypu, c,phkhi'jnav nhbhi ckukc' trcg crfu, ccrf, fvbho
2

:

�� “They also burned their sons and daughters in fire to their gods” Isn’t the word “also” superfluous? (v. 31)

RASHI: The word “also” (o�d) alludes to their fathers and mothers [whom they burned also].  Rabbi Akiva said, “I saw a heathen who bound

his father before his dog [which he worshiped as a god], which then devoured him.”

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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b.) Rashi writes that our verse teaches us, “A minor mitzvah should be

as precious to you as a major one.” But the distinction between a “minor”

and “major” mitzvah does not appear to be indicated by our verse at all,

nor is there any mention of mitzvos being “precious” to a person.  What

is Rashi’s basis for this comment, at the literal level?

THE EXPLANATION

When the reader reaches our verse, he will immediately be struck by the

following question: The Torah has stressed the need to safeguard and

observe its precepts on numerous occasions, so what is being added here

with the words, “Safeguard and listen to all these words that I am

commanding you”?

Rashi explains: “This refers to study of the law.” At first glance, Rashi is

referring to Torah study in general, which helps a person safeguard the

observance of mitzvos.  But, if this is indeed the case, then we have not

answered our question: What is being added here that the reader did not

already know?

Therefore, it appears that Rashi is not referring to the general

requirement to study all parts of the Torah, but rather, to the need to study

the laws recorded in this chapter, in particular:

Chapter 12 begins: “These are the suprarational commands and

rational commands that you should be careful to perform in the Land

which God, the God of your fathers, is giving you.” I.e. we are introduced

here to a series of mitvzos which only become incumbent on the Jewish

people upon entering the Land of Israel: Destroying the idols found in the

Land (v 2-3), to offer sacrifices only in Shiloh, and later, in Jerusalem (v.  4-

19), and to bring terumah, agricultural gifts, etc. (v. 11).

Thus, when we read here at the conclusion of the chapter, “Safeguard

and listen to all these words that I am commanding you,” the verse is

referring specifically to the extra effort that is required to safeguard the

mitzvos recorded in this chapter. And this, adds Rashi, is to be done

through Torah study.

Why does the observance of these mitzvos require an extra effort? 

Rashi answers this question by citing a verse, “For it is pleasant that you

guard them in your heart.” I.e. since these mitzvos are connected with

something especially “pleasant” to, and cherished by, the Jewish people

(entering into the Land of Israel) their study and observance will need to

be guarded with extra special care and devotion.

The result, continues Rashi, is that, “A minor mitzvah should be as

precious to you as a major one” i.e. since these mitzvos are especially

precious to the Jewish people, they will keep them with extra care.

Rashi mentions that this applies both to a “minor mitzvah” and “a major

one,” since we find both of these cases in the current chapter.  At the

opening of the chapter we are commanded to “progressively destroy their

gods,” i.e. the elimination of idolatry, one of the Ten Commandments,

which is a “major” mitzvah.  And near the end of the chapter we read of

the prohibition against eating blood which is, as Rashi comments, “easy

to guard oneself against, because a person has no desire for it.”

Thus, when our verse stresses, “Safeguard and listen to all these

words that I am commanding you,” this means the words of the current

chapter, and Rashi notes that this includes both “a minor mitzvah,” and

“a major one.”

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Re’eh 5742)

RABBI AKIVA’S TESTIMONY (V. 31)

In his comment to verse 31, Rashi explains the significance of the

superfluous word “also,” which indicates that the idolatrous nations not

only sacrificed their sons and daughters to their gods, but that they offered

their fathers and mothers too.

Rashi then adds: “Rabbi Akiva said, ‘I saw a heathen who bound his

father before his dog, which then devoured him.’”

What is the purpose of this addition? What does it add to our

understanding of the verse at the literal level?

�
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destroyed from before you (for their degenerate behavior).  Be careful not to inquire about their gods,

saying, “How did these nations serve their gods? I will do likewise!” 
31 Do not do this to God, your God. For they worshiped their gods with all the abominable methods

which God hates. They also burned their sons and daughters in fire to their gods. 
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B e careful to observe everything which I am commanding you (no matter how trivial it may seem):

� Do not add to it.

� Do not detract from it.

�� How might one add to the Torah? (v. 1)

RASHI: Tefilin with five “totafos,” five species for the lulav, or four

blessings for the priestly blessing.

RAMBAN: Rashi limits the prohibition of adding to the Torah to

adding a detail within a given mitzvah.  However, in my opinion, the

prohibition also forbids adding an entirely new mitzvah (4:2).

At first glance, we might argue that Rashi added Rabbi Akiva’s

testimony because he feared that the reader might simply not believe that

any person could possibly sacrifice their father or mother to their god.

However, it is difficult to accept that this was Rashi’s reasoning, for why

would the reader find the notion of sacrificing parents any less credible

than the sacrificing of children? Yet Rashi did not deem it necessary to

prove that heathen people sacrificed their children (which could have

been proven from scripture—see Kings II 16:3). 

Why, then, did Rashi cite Rabbi Akiva’s testimony?

THE EXPLANATION

The concept of idol-worship has been mentioned in the Torah on

numerous occasions prior to this point, including the idea that a person

might use his child as a tool of idol-worship. Here, however, is the first

instance where we learn that heathens would utilize even their parents in

acts of idol-worship. Thus, the reader will be troubled: Why did the Torah

only inform us of this important detail here, in Parshas Re’eh, and not on

one of the earlier occasions when idol-worship was mentioned?

And why was this detail not mentioned explicitly in the Torah, but rather

by means of adding the superfluous word “also”?

To answer these questions, Rashi cites the testimony of Rabbi Akiva:

“I saw a heathen who bound his father before his dog, which then

devoured him.” This indicates that such a practice must have been very

rare indeed, and that even Rabbi Akiva (who traveled extensively

throughout the world) only witnessed this once.

Thus, being a highly unusual practice, the reader will appreciate why

the Torah never mentioned it up to this point, and only alluded to it here

by the inclusion of a superfluous word.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Re’eh 5735)

”DO NOT ADD TO IT” (V. 1)

Rashi explains that the prohibition, “Do not add to it,” refers to adding

details within one of the mitzvos of the Torah, such as “Tefilin with five

‘totafos,’” rather than four, etc. This prompts the following questions:

a.) Why did Rashi reject the more simple explanation [of Ramban] that

the Torah comes here to prohibit a person from adding an additional

mitzvah (and not merely a detail within a particular mitzvah)?  Surely, it

is a much more likely scenario that a person may, due to additional piety,

want to add extra precepts to the Torah? The notion of corrupting one

of the existing mitzvos by adding additional details seems much

more remote.

b.) Why did Rashi bring three examples: tefilin, lulav and the priestly

blessing?

c.) In Parshas Va’eschanan, on the words, “Do not add to the word(s of

Torah law)” (4:2), Rashi comments, “For example, tefilin with five

scriptural passages, five species for the lulav, or five tzitzis.” Yet here, in

Parshas Re’eh, Rashi omits the example of tzitzis, swapping it instead for

the priestly blessing.  Furthermore, in Parshas Va’eschanan, Rashi writes,

“tefilin with five scriptural passages,” whereas here he alters this to read,

“tefilin with five ‘totafos.’” What are the reasons for these changes?

THE EXPLANATION

Let us begin by addressing Rashi’s comments in Parshas Va’eschanan,

and then we will proceed to clarify his explanation here, in Parshas Re’eh:

Rashi could not accept that the prohibition against adding to the Torah

means that it is forbidden to add an additional mitzvah, because Rashi

�
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[ The Last Word [

Why does the Torah state first, “Do not add to it,” and only

afterwards, “Do not detract from it” (13:1)?  Surely, detract-

ing from the Torah is the more serious crime, and should have

been stated first?

The yetzer hara (evil inclination) knows that if it will tell a pious

person to “detract from the Torah,” the person will simply not

listen. Therefore, the yetzer deceptively encourages a person to

“add” to Judaism, in the hope that this will begin to corrupt the

person, eventually leading him to “detract” from observance. So,

the Torah warns us of the yetzer’s ploy, by warning us first of all

not to add to the Torah.
(Based on Sicha of the third of Tamuz 5742)



1 aupyho u' hz     2 ao ky      3 crtah, t' hs     4 aupyho u' kz     5 xprh

)c( ub,i tkhl tu,/ canho' fgbhi abtnrcdsgui ugah, kh tu,
1

' utunr

hvh bt jurc tk vdzv uduw
2

: tu nup,/ ctr. )x�t ub,i tkhl tu,/
canho' sf,hc uvhu ktu,u, uknugsho

3
: tu nup,/ ctr.' sf,hc to yk

hvhv gk vdzv kcsv ugk fk vtr. jrc
4

( t; gk ph fi kt ,ang ku/uto

,tnr npbh nv bu,i ku vec"v nnakvkgau, tu,' fh nbxv vw tkvhfo

t,fo: )v( ut, nmu,hu ,anru/ ,ur, nav
5

: uceuku ,angu/ ceuk
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wrote his commentary primarily for the child who is studying Chumash

for the first time, and:

a.) The child knows that the Sages did add additional mitzvos, such as

the observance of Purim and Chanukah.*

b.) Rashi stated previously (Bereishis 26:5) that Avraham observed

“precautionary measures on top of the prohibitions in the Torah, such as

the prohibition to marry ‘second-degree’ relations and the Rabbinic

prohibitions concerning Shabbos.” From this the reader will already be

familiar with the idea that one may—and indeed should—add

precautionary measures “on top of” the Torah’s precepts.

Therefore, Rashi concluded that our verse does not refer to an add-

itional mitzvah, but to an addition within one of the mitzvos of the Torah.

TWO TYPES OF ADDITION

An added detail within a mitzvah could be either relevant or irrelevant

to the overall theme of the mitzvah.

If we were simply told not to add details to a mitzvah, without being

informed whether this refers to a prohibition against “irrelevant” or

“relevant” details, we would presume that it is only forbidden to add

irrelevant details and not relevant details. Thus, when the Torah prohibits

adding details to a mitzvah for the first time, in Parshas Va’eschanan, the

reader will presume that it is only forbidden to add “irrelevant” details

within a mitzvah, because it makes sense that we should not introduce

“alien” features into the mitzvos.  However, we would not have any basis

to assert that the Torah forbids the addition of details which are relevant

to the theme of the mitzvah.

To illustrate this point, Rashi in Parshas Va’eschanan cites three

examples of additions to a mitzvah which are irrelevant to the theme of

the mitzvah:

“Tefilin with five scriptural passages”—There are only four passages in

the Torah which mention tefilin.  Thus, if a fifth passage was added, it

would contain no mention of tefilin and would thus be “irrelevant.”

“Five species for the lulav”—The Torah specifies only four species

which cause a person to “rejoice before God, your God, for a period of

seven days” (Vayikra 23:40).  Thus, adding another one will not cause

further joy, so it would be irrelevant to the theme of the mitzvah.

“Five tzitzis”—In Parshas Shelach, Rashi writes: “On the four corners—

but not on a garment with three, or with five. This corresponds to the four

expressions of redemption which were stated in Egypt (Shemos 6:6-7): ‘I will

take you out...I will save you...I will redeem you...I will take you’” (Rashi to

Bamidbar 15:41). Since there are only “four expressions of redemption,”

adding a fifth tzitzis would be irrelevant to the mitzvah.

RASHI’S COMMENT IN PARSHAS RE’EH

In our Parsha, the Torah repeats the prohibition against adding details

to a mitzvah, “Do not add to it.” Rashi understood that this is an

additional prohibition against adding even a thematically relevant detail

to a mitzvah—and he cited three examples of such an addition:

Tefilin with five ‘totafos’—Earlier, Rashi explained that “totafos” refers to

the compartments of the tefilin (Rashi to Shemos 13:16).  The significance of

the compartments is that, being externally visible, “whoever sees them

tied between the eyes will remember the miracle and speak about

it” (ibid.). Thus, adding compartments (“totafos”) to the tefilin would

indeed be thematically relevant to the mitzvah, since it would magnify

their impact when people would see them.

Five kinds for the lulav—Here, Rashi points out that even if we found a

species that causes joy (and is therefore thematically relevant to the

mitzvah), it would still be forbidden.

Four blessings for the priestly blessing—Rashi could not bring the

example of tzitzis here, as there is no way of making a thematically

relevant addition to this mitzvah.  Rather, he cites the example of “four

blessings for priestly blessing,” since there are numerous blessings in the

Torah which could be added here. And clearly any such blessing would

be a thematically relevant addition.

`³äE b :z«¥tFn F ¬̀  zF −̀  Li² ¤l�` o¬�z�p�e mF ®l	g ḿ¥lŸg F −̀  `i½¦a�pÆ L§A�xw§A
mīd÷
` iÆ�x	g«�` dº¨k§l« �p xŸ ®n`¥l Li− ¤l�` x¬ ¤ACÎx�W	` z½¥tFO�d�e Æ zF �̀d
Æ i�x§aCÎl�` rÀ�n�Wz `´÷ c :m«�c§a¨r«�p�e m−�Y§r�c�iÎ` «÷ x¬ �W	` mi²x�g	`
d³ �eŸd�i dº�Q�p�n í¦M `E ®d�d mF −l	g«�d m¬ ¥lFgÎl�` F ²̀  `E½d�d `i´¦a�P�d
m½¤ki�d «÷
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`
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* Many commentators maintain that the verse in Parshas Va’eschanan does prohibit adding an extra mitzvah, and they explain why the additional mitzvos added by the Sages are

not a contradiction.  Nevertheless, these solutions are halachic in nature, and thus could not be employed here by Rashi, who limited his commentary to the interpretation of

scripture at the literal level.
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2 If a prophet will arise from among you, or a person who has a vision in his dream, and he

indicates to you a sign (in the heavens) or a miracle (upon the earth), 3 and then the sign or the

miracle which he told you happens, (and he) says, “Let’s go after other gods which are

unacquainted to you, and let’s worship them!”  4 You should not listen to the words of that

prophet, or to the person, who had a vision in his dream, for God, your God, is testing you, to

know whether you do in fact love God, your God, with all your heart and with all your soul. 

5 You should follow (only) God, your God, and fear Him. (You should) keep His commandments (that

were given through Moshe), listen to His voice (through genuine prophets), worship Him (in the Holy

Temple), and adhere to His (ways of kindness).

WHY THREE EXAMPLES?

While all the mitzvos of the Torah were received by Moshe directly from

God, the Torah may record a command in one of three ways:

a.) Moshe’s words alone. A command given through Moshe, without

specific mention that the command was issued by God. 

b.) The words of God and Moshe. The verse mentions explicitly that

God told Moshe to transmit this instruction to the Jewish people.  

c.) God’s words alone. A command whose details we know from a

record of God’s private conversation with Moshe.

Generally speaking, God’s words in the Torah are briefer than those of

Moshe. Therefore, one might argue that in the case of a mitzvah which we

learn from Moshe’s words, we cannot add any details, because Moshe

would have explained all the details thoroughly.  But, we might argue,

God did leave room for additions, since His words were so brief.

On the other hand, we could take the opposite point of view, that God’s

words are absolutely precise and cannot be added to in any way; whereas

Moshe’s words do not enjoy the same degree of precision, and additions

could be made.

In order to refute both of these arguments, Rashi cited three examples

of prohibited additions: Tefilin, which is given over in Moshe’s words (see

Devarim 6:6; ibid. 11:13); Lulav—which stresses the words of God and Moshe

(Vayikra 23:33); and the priestly blessing, which was said privately by God

to Moshe (Bamidbar 6:22).

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Re’eh 5729; Likutei Sichos vol. 9, p. 53, note 24)
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“GOD IS TESTING YOU, TO KNOW WHETHER YOU DO IN FACT LOVE GOD” (V. 4)

�� “One of the basic teachings of the Torah is that God does not

expect of a human being anything which is beyond the human

capacity to carry out. This is quite understandable, for even a

human being, who is very far from absolute perfection, would not

expect of a tool that he has fashioned any more than he has put

into it. Certainly God, the Creator of man, knows man’s

capacities. From this, it immediately follows that when a Jew

faces any kind of a test of faith, it is certain that he has been given

the capacity to overcome it. And the more difficult the test, the

greater are the individual's capacities. The reason that an

individual is tested is not because God wants to know how he

will acquit himself, but in order that this person be afforded the

opportunity to realize his potential, even that which is unknown

to him. And when one's potential capacities are released and

activated, they become part and parcel of his or her arsenal, to be

used for personal as well as communal benefit.”

�� “The stronger one’s faith in God remains even under adverse

circumstances, the sooner it will become clear it was all a matter

of a test. But this faith should not be merely a matter of lip service,

but must have the full force of conviction.”

�� “Some Jews are born with greater natural capacities, and

consequently they are faced with greater challenges and trials.

Others are born with lesser capacities, and therefore the

challenges and trials that God presents to them are also lesser, in

keeping with their strength....If you truly have great trials, this in

itself is proof that you possess a great capacity and strength to

overcome them.”

�� “If anyone may think that he or she should not be afraid to be

exposed to a test or trial, suffice it to mention that our Sages of

blessed memory who knew well human nature, strongly

cautioned against such over-confidence. Indeed, every Jew, even

a Tzadik [righteous person] who has spent scores of years in

learning and practicing the Torah and mitzvos, also begins the

day, like any other Jew, with the prayer at the beginning of the

morning prayer: “Bring me not into the hands of temptation.”

Moreover, our Sages point out that when King David, God’s

anointed, in a moment of great spiritual elation said, “Test me, oh

God, and try me,” it brought him into trouble.

�� “When it is seen Above, that one is strong in one’s faith in God,

and one rises in the general observance of Torah and mitzvos...

the test is nullified and there is an increase in blessing, salvation

and success.”

(Excerpts from letters written by the Rebbe on various occasions)
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nyhci akerucho t,v kns yhci ak rjueho' fao athinna cerucho

fl thi nna crjueho
2

: nemv vtr./ zu jnv ukcbv umct vanhoavi

nvkfhi nxu; vguko ugs xupu: )y( kt ,tcv ku/ kt ,vt ,tc ku/ kt

,tvcbu/ kph abtnr utvc, krglfnul' t, zv kt ,tvc
2

: ukt ,ang
tkhu/ cv,jbbu gk bpau knjukku' kph abtnr gzuc ,gzuc gnu

7
'kzv kt

,gzuc
2

: ukt ,jux ghbl gkhu/ kph abtnr kt ,gnus gk so rgl
8

' gk

zv kt ,jux
2

: ukt ,jnuk/ kt ,vpul czfu,u: ukt ,fxv gkhu/ to

t,v husg ku jucvthbl rath ka,ue
2

: )h( fh vrd ,vrdbu/ )to hmt

nch, shi zfth'vjzhrvu kjucv( hmt nch, shi jhhc' tk ,jzhrvukzfu,
2

:

hsl ,vhv cu crtaubv/ nmuv chs vbhx,kvnh,u/ kt n, chsu' hnu,

chs tjrho' abtnruhs fk vgo uduw: )hd( kac, ao/ pry khruakho akt

bh,bvkshrv
9

: fh ,ang uduw ktnr/ tunrho fi' hmtu uduw: )hs( cbh
ckhgk/ ckh guk/ apreu guku akneuo

2
: tbaho/ ukt baho

2
:
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�� Why are several family members listed here? (v. 7)

RASHI: Scripture specifies those who are dear to you, and how

much more so does this apply to others!

�� Why is incitement described as being “in secret”? (v. 7)

RASHI: The Torah speaks of that which usually occurs, since an

inciter speaks in secret.

`E¹d�d mFÆl	g«�d Á m¥lŸg F ´̀  `E¿d�d `i´¦a�P�d�e e :oE «ẅA�cz F ¬aE EcŸ −a£r«�z
| m´ ¤k�z�` `i¬¦vFO�d m¹¤ki�d «÷
` dÆ �eŸd�iÎl©r dÂ�x Â�qÎx¤Ac i´¦M zÀ�nEi
x¯�W	` K�x½�C�dÎonÆ L	gi«C�d§l mi½c̈a£r zí¥AnÆ L�cŸ «R�d�e m�iÀ�x§vn u�x´ �̀ �n
í¦M f q :L«¤A�xTn r−�x�d ¬�Y�x©r«¦aE D®Ä z¤k´ ¤l¨l Li−�d÷
` d¬ �eŸd�i ²L�E¦v
F ¯̀  LÀ�wi�g z�Ẃ�` | F ´̀  ¹L�Y¦aÎF «̀ ÆL�p¦aÎF «̀  LÂ�O Ầ Îo¤a Líg�̀  ¿L�zi«q�i
mi´d÷
` Æ d�c§a©r« �p�e dÀ¨k§l« �p xŸ ®n`¥l x�z´�Q©A −L�W§t�p§M x¬ �W	` ²L£r«�x

Æ x�W	` miÀO©r«�d i´�d÷
`«�n g :Li«�zŸa	̀ «�e d−�Y�̀  �Y§r½�c�i `÷́Æ x�W	` mi½x�g	`
u�x−�̀ �d d¬ ¥v�wn �J® �On mi ´wŸg�x«�d F −̀  Li½¤l�̀  mí¦aŸx�T�d m½¤ki�zŸái¦a�q
Î` «÷�e ei®l̈�` r−�n�Wz ` ¬÷�e F½l d´ ¤a`ŸzÎ` «÷ h :u�x«�̀ �d d¬ ¥v�wÎc©r�e
Æ bŸx�d i³¦M i :ei«¨l̈r d−�Q©k�zÎ` «÷�e lŸ ¬n�g�zÎ` «÷�e ei½¨l¨r Æ L�pi«¥r qF ³g�z
m−r̈�dÎl¨M c¬ �i�e F ®zin	d«©l d− �pFW`«x¨a F ¬AÎd�i�d«Y ²L�c«�i EP½ �b�x�d«�Y

Æ l©r�n Æ L	gi«C�d§l WÀ�T¦a i¦M z® �n�e mi−�p¨a	`«¨a F ¬Y§l�w�qE `i :d« �pŸx	g«�`¨A
ÎlÆ¨k�e ai :mi«c̈a£r zi¬ ¥An m�i−�x§vn u�x¬ �̀ �n ²L	`i«¦vFO�d Li½�d÷
` d́ �eŸd�i
d− �G�d r² �x�d x¬ä�C©M zF ÀU£r«©l Et´qFiÎ` «÷�e oE ®̀ �x«�i�e E −r�n�W�i l½�`�x�U�i
o¬ �zŸp Li¹�d÷
̀  dÆ �eŸd�i Á x�W	` LiÀ�x¨r ź�g�`§A rº�n�WzÎi«¦M bi q :L«¤A�xw§A
L½¤A�xTn Æ l©rÆ �I¦l§aÎi«�p§A mi³W�p	` Eº`§v«�i ci :xŸ «n`¥l m−�W z¤a¬ �W¨l ²L§l

m¥l�g F` `Ed�d `�I¦a�pE e :oEa�x�w�zY D�Y§l�g�c§aE
�i�i l©r �̀i�h�q li¦N�n i�x	` li�h�w�z�i `Ed�d �̀n§l�g
m�i�x§vn�c `¨r�x�`�n oFk�z�i w¥R�` iC oFk¨d¨l
`
`�g�x�` on K�zEi£r�h�`§l `�zEc§a©r zi¥An K�w�x¨t�cE
i¥N©t�zE D�A K�d�n¦l K�d¨l
` �i�i K�c�T©t iC
x©A KEg	` K�P¦k§N�n�i i�x	` f :K�pi¥An Wi¦a�C c¥är
F` K�n�i�w z�Y` F` K�Y�x§a F` K�x§a F` K�O`
g©l§t�p�e K�d�p x�ni�n§l `�x�zq§A K�W§t�p§k iC K�x§a�g
:K�z�d¨a	`�e �Y�` �Y§r�c�i `¨l iC `�I�n�n©r z�e£r�h§l
K̈l oi¦aix�wC oFki�p�x	g�q§A iC `�I�n�n©r z�e£r�Hn g

i¥t�i�q c©r�e `¨r�x�` i¥t�i�Qn K�Pn oiwig�xC F`
`¨l�e D�Pn l¥A�w�z `¨l�e D¥l i¥ai�z `¨l h :`¨r�x�`
i�Q©k�z `¨l�e m�g�x�z `¨l�e idFl£r K�pi¥r qEg�z
D¥a i�d�Y K�c�i D�P¦l�h�wY l�h�wn i�x	̀ i :idFl£r
`�O©r l¨k�c `�ci�e D¥l�h�wn§l `�zi¥n�c�w§A
i�x	` zEni�e `�I�p§a�`§A D�Pn�B�xz�e `i : �̀zi�x�z©a§A
iC K�d¨l
` �ii�C `�Y§l�g�Cn K�zEi£r�h�`§l `¨r¨a
:`�zEc§a©r zi¥An m�i�x§vn�c `¨r�x�`�n K�w§R�`
oEt�qFi `¨l�e oEl	g�c�i�e oEr�n�W�i l�`�xŸ�y�i l¨k�e ai

i�x	̀  bi :K�pi¥A oi�c�d `�Wi¦a `�n�B�z¦t§M c©A§r�n§l
K̈l a�d�i K�d̈l
̀  �i�i ic Ki�e�xTn �̀c	g�A r�n�Wz
`¨r�Wx i�p§A oix§aEB Ew¨t�p ci :x�ni�n§l o�O�Y a�Yn§l
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�
6 That prophet, or that person who had a vision in his dream should be put to death because he

spoke falsehood about God, your God—who brought you out of the land of Egypt, who

redeemed you from the house of bondage—to lead you astray from the path in which God, your

God, commanded you to go. (By killing him) you will eliminate the evil from your midst. 

[ II NN CC II TT EE MM EE NN TT TTOO II DD OO LL WW OO RR SS HH II PP [

�
7 If you are incited in secret by your (paternal) brother, (or) your mother’s son, your son or your

daughter, your wife who is one with you, your friend, (or your father) who is as (dear to you) as

yourself, and are told, “Let us go and worship other gods!”—(gods) which are unacquainted to

you and your ancestors, 8 from among the gods of the peoples around you, (whether) near to

you or far from you, from one end of the earth to the other end of the earth:

�
9 You should not feel affection for him.

� You should not listen to him (when he pleads forgiveness for his life).

� You should not pity him (if he is in a life-threatening situation).

� You should not have mercy upon him (to turn justice in his favor).

� You should not withhold evidence (that may lead to) his (conviction). 

�
10 Rather, you should (try his case) repeatedly (until he is sentenced) to be killed.

� (The victim’s) own hand should be the first against him, to put him to death, and

afterwards the hands of all the people.  

�
11 You should pelt him with stones until he dies, because he sought to lead you astray

from God, your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of

bondage. 

12 All Israel should hear (of it) and be afraid, so they should no longer do such an evil thing in your midst. 

[ AA  CC II TT YY OOFF II DD OO LL WW OO RR SS HH II PP EE RR SS [

�
13 If, in one of your cities which God, your God, is giving you as a place to live, you hear a report,
14 “Reckless men, from among you, have gone and led the inhabitants of their city astray, saying,

‘Let’s go and worship other gods, which are unacquainted to you!’”: 

THE INCITER (V. 7)

When describing those who might incite a person to idol-worship, the

Torah cites a series of close relatives. Rashi explains, “Scripture specifies

those who are dear to you, and how much more so does this apply

to others!” 

Since the list appears to be comprehensive, why are the cases of mother

and sister omitted?

THE EXPLANATION

On numerous occasions, Rashi repeats the principle, “the Torah speaks

of that which usually occurs.” (See Rashi to Shemos 21:28; 22:17, 21, 30. This

principle is also cited by Rashi here, see Classic Questions.)

Thus when describing the “typical” victim of incitement to idol worship,

the Torah depicts here an adult male, with a wife and children, since the

very young are unlikely to have the intellectual maturity to see anything

tempting in idol worship, and the very old are not easily influenced by

new ideas.

A married person is strongly influenced by his wife and children, with

whom he lives on a daily basis and has a strong emotional bond. This

close relationship between a man and his wife and children renders him

susceptible to their influence.

Outside the home, a man’s outlook tends to be influenced by his father

and brothers even after he has married and has a family. Therefore they

are also included by our verse as likely inciters.

However, after a man is married, his mother and sisters do not tend to

be major contributors to his outlook and philosophy. And since he no

longer lives under the same roof with them, it is also unlikely that the

closeness of their relationship will be strong enough to sway him to idol

worship.  Therefore, the verse omitted the case of mother and sister, since

“the Torah speaks of that which usually occurs.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 19, p. 148ff.)

�
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1 xbvsrhi eht:     2 scrho hy' hj     3 ao hz' s     4 xprh

hachghro/ ukt huach ghr tjr,/ nfti tnruthi bgah, ghr vbsj, gs

ahshjuv tbaho' ugsahvhu nshjhv n,ufv
1

: )yu( usra, ujer, uatk,
vhyc/ nftiknsu acg jehru, nrcuh vnert/ fti ha aka'srhav ujehrv

uvhyc/ uatk,' thbu ni vnbhi'unnbu knsu csheu,/ ucneuo tjr vut tunr

usrau vaupyho vhyc/
2

uguscneuo tjr vut tunr usra, vhyc
3

/uknsu

vhyc vhyc kdzhrv auv' kh,i vtnur akzv czv: )yz( vfv ,fv/ to thbl

hfuk kvnh,o cnh,vvf,ucv cvo' vnh,o ctjr,
4

: )hz( kvw tkvhl/
kanu ucachku: )hj( kngi hauc vw njrui tpu/ afk zniagcusv zrv

THE CITY OF IDOL WORSHIPERS (V. 13-19)

Ra’avad criticized Rambam’s opinion that a city of idol-worshipers is

exonerated if they do teshuvah, since the ruling of a Beis Din (Jewish

Court) cannot be reversed even if the convicted person repents after his

sentence has been passed.

Both Kesef Mishneh and Tzafnas Pane’ach defend Rambam’s

ruling, but with different solutions.  Kesef Mishneh argues that in this case

the sentence can be reversed, since the inhabitants of the city were not

given a full-fledged halachic warning. On the other hand, Tzafnas

Pane’ach suggests that the teshuvah does not annul the punishment

entirely, but rather that, it exonerates the “public crime” of a city of idol-

worshipers, and replaces it instead with the “private crime,” of personal

idol worship.

However, both these solutions do not appear to address Ra’avad’s main

contention here. The primary reason why a court’s sentence cannot be

reversed through repentance is because there is no way that a court can

evaluate whether or not teshuvah has actually taken place, since teshuvah

is an internal/emotional conviction of the heart (see Sha’alos Veteshuvos Noda

Biyehudah, Orach Chaim, Mehadurah Kama, responsum 35). So why is the case of

a city of idol-worshipers an exception to this rule?

�

vtr ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 102hhdd::hhss--hhyy

�� After the witnesses have been examined (v. 15) what is

done before executing the inhabitants of the city? (v. 16)

RAMBAM: Two Torah scholars are sent to the city to warn them and

to encourage them to do teshuvah (repent). If they do teshuvah, then

all is well and good.  But if they persist in their foolishness...then if

the idol worshipers are found to be in a minority, they are stoned and

the rest of the city is saved. If they are found to be a majority...then

all the inhabitants of the city are killed by the sword, including

children and women (Laws of Idol Worship 4:6).

RA’AVAD: Teshuvah cannot help [to annul the court’s sentence] after

a person has already been warned, and committed a sin (ibid.).

KESEF MISHNEH: In response to Ra’avad’s criticism of Rambam: The

general warning of the Torah scholars to the inhabitants of the city is

not a full-fledged halachic warning, since it was not administered to

each person individually. Therefore, the city can still be exonerated

through teshuvah even after being “warned” by the Torah scholars.

TZAFNAS PANE’ACH: When Rambam writes that the city is

exonerated through teshuvah, he does not mean to say that no

punishment is administered at all.  Rather, he means that the city is

exonerated from being judged as a “city of idol-worshipers,” but that

the individual idol-worshipers would nevertheless be punished by

stoning (Tzafnas Pane’ach al Hatorah, Bereishis 18:21).

mi−x�g	` mi¬d÷
` d² �c§a©r«�p�e dÀ¨k§l« �p xŸ ®n`¥l m−�xi¦r i¬ ¥a�W«ŸiÎz�̀  Egi²C�I�e
d³ �Pd�e a® �hi�d −�Y§l�`«�W�e ² �Y�x�w«�g�e ¯�Y�W�x«�c�e eh :m«�Y§r�c�iÎ` «÷ x¬ �W	`
d́¥M�d fh :L«¤A�xw§A z`Ÿ−G�d d¬ä¥rF «Y�d d² �z�U¤r« �p x½¨a�C�d oFḱ�p Æ z�n
`
D¯�zŸ` mÆ�x	g«�d a�x®�gÎi¦t§l `e−d�d xi¬¦r�d i² ¥a�W «ŸiÎz�` dÀ¤M�z
Îl¨MÎz�`�e fi :a�x«�gÎi¦t§l D−�Y�n�d§AÎz�`�e D²ÄÎx�W	`Îl¨MÎz�`�e
xi³¦r�dÎz�` WÀ�`¨a ´�Y§t�x«�U�e ¼ D¨aŸg�x KF´YÎl�` » uŸA�wY DÀ¨l¨l�W
`¬÷ m½¨lFr l´�Y Æ d�z�i«�d�e Li® �d÷
` d− �eŸdi«©l li½¦l̈M Æ D¨l¨l�WÎl¨MÎz�`�e
aEÆW�i Á o©rÁ�n§l m�x®�g�dÎon d�nE −̀ �n ²L�c«�i§A w̄©A�c�iÎ` «÷�e gi :cF «r d− �p¨Az
x¬ �W	`«©M L½¤A�xd�e ´L�n�g«x�e Æ min	g«�x ³L§lÎo�z«�p�e FÀR�` oFx́	g«�n d¹ �eŸd�i
Æ xŸn�W¦l Li½�d÷
` d́ �eŸd�i Æ lFw§A rÀ�n�Wz i´¦M hi :Li«�zŸa	`«©l r−©A�W�p
i− �pi¥r§A x½�W�I�d Æ zFU£r«©l mF®I�d −L�E©v�n i¬¦kŸp«�` x² �W	` ei½�zŸe§vnÎl¨MÎz�`

K�d�p x�ni�n§l oFd�Y�x�w i¥a�z�i z�i Eïr�h�̀ �e K�pi¥An

:oEY§r�c�i `¨l iC `�I�n�n©r z�e£r�h§l g©l§t�p�e

`�h�WEw `�d�e zE`�i l�`�Wz�e wFC§az�e r©A�zz�e eh

:K�pi¥A `�c�d `�Y§a¤rFY `�ci¦a£r�z` `�n�B�z¦R o�e¥M

`id�d `�Y�x�w i¥a�z�i z�i i�g�nz `�g�nn fh

z�i�e D̈a iC l̈M z�i�e D�z�i x�O�B a�x�g�C m�B�z¦t§l

WFp§kY D�`�c£r l¨M z�i�e fi :a�x�g�C m�B�z¦t§l D�xi¦r§A

z�i�e `�Y�x�w z�i `�xEp§A ci�wFz�e D�i�z§t Fb§l 

aix�g l�Y i�d�zE K�d̈l
̀  �i�i m�c�w xin�B D�̀ �c£r l̈M

K�ci¦A w©A�c�i `̈l�e gi :cFr i�p§A�zz `¨l m¨l¨r§l

D�f�b�x sFw�Yn �i�i aEziC lic§A �̀n�x�g on m©r�Cn

ic `�n§M K�P�B�q�i�e K¨l£r m�g�xi�e oin	g�x K¨l a�di�e

�ii�C �̀x�ni�n§l l¥A�w�z i�x	̀  hi :K�z�d̈a	̀ ©l mi�I�w

K�c�T©t�n `�p	` iC idFcFT¦R l¨M z�i x�Hn§l K�d̈l
`

:K�d¨l
` �i�i m�c�w x©W¨k�C c©A§r�n§l oi�c `�nFi
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�
15 You should interrogate, probe, and question (the witnesses) thoroughly.  

If indeed the matter is confirmed to be true, that this abomination has occurred in your midst: 

�
16 (If possible) you should kill the inhabitants of that city by sword, (but otherwise just) kill (them

by any means).  Wipe out (the city) together with all that is in it, (killing) its livestock by sword. 

�
17 You should gather all its spoil into its main square, and burn the city with all its spoil completely

with fire, for (the sake of) God, your God. It should remain a heap of destruction forever, never

to be rebuilt. 

�
18 Nothing that is doomed to destruction should remain in your hands.

(The city must be destroyed) in order for God’s anger to cease, and (only then) will He have mercy

on you. (When) He will have mercy on you He will cause you to multiply, as He swore to your

forefathers. 
19 So you should listen to the voice of God your God, and keep all His commandments which I am

commanding you today, so as to do that which is proper in the eyes of God, your God. 

THE EXPLANATION

In order to resolve this problem, let us first pose another question:  

The Talmud states that if a person commits an act which involves two

different transgressions, rendering him liable for the death penalty twice

over, and each punishment requires him to be executed by a different

method, then we administer the more severe form of execution (Sanhedrin

81b; Rambam, Laws of Sanhedrin 14:4).

Now, an ordinary individual who worships idols is liable for death by

stoning, whereas the punishment for a person who merely lives in a city

of idol worshipers is decapitation by the sword (Sanhedrin 111b). Of these

two punishments, death by stoning is the more severe.

So an inhabitant of a convicted city of idol-worshipers who worships

idols, appears to be liable for the death penalty twice over: stoning for his

personal idol worship, and decapitation for being a citizen of a city of idol

worshipers. Why then is he not administered the more severe of these two

punishments, that of stoning?

Or, to put it more graphically: A city of idol worshipers is only sentenced

to execution by the sword if the majority of its inhabitants worship idols.

Otherwise, the minority of idol-worshipers are executed by stoning, and

the rest are not punished at all (see Rambam cited in Classic Questions). Now,

picture the scenario where a city is one person short of a majority of idol

worshipers, and one individual then proceeds to worships idols.  He has

now reduced the sentence of all those who were liable for stoning, and

replaced it with the less severe sentence of death by the sword! How could

this be the case?

In fact, however, he has not “reduced” the sentence at all.  What has

happened, is that the idol-worshipers have ceased to exist as individuals,

and have now merged identities to become a community of idol

worshipers. Thus, it is not the case that they are guilty of a private crime

(personal idol worship) and a public crime (being a citizen of a city of idol

worshipers).  Rather, their new identity as a community of idol-worshipers

has replaced their prior identity as private idol-worshipers. Therefore, they

are only liable for one punishment: death by the sword.

(This also explains why all members of the city—even those who did

not worship idols (v. 16)—are punished by death, and even their

possessions are burned (v. 17), since the judgment is upon the entire

community as a single unit.)

If the inhabitants of the city were then to do teshuvah, a very unusual

phenomenon would occur. If we bear in mind that the “community of

idol-worshipers” only became united as a single unit through their sins,

then if the sins are wiped away through teshuvah, the cohesive force (of

sin) that is responsible for forming the community’s very identity will no

longer be present, and the “community” will cease to exist. Consequently,

the death sentence on the community is annulled (not through a legal

technicality, exemption or immunity, but rather) because the convicted

party—the community of idol-worshipers—no longer exists.

Thus we have not violated the principle that a court’s sentence cannot

be reversed through repentance, since it is not the case here that the

sentence of the convicted party was legally reversed. Rather, the case was

simply “thrown out of court,” since the convicted party was no longer to

be found.

RAMBAM’S SOURCE

Based on the above, we can answer a problem concerning Rambam’s

source for the ruling that (through teshuvah) a city of idol-worshipers is

exonerated. According to Tzafnas Pane’ach (ibid.), Rambam’s source was

from the case of Sodom, which God promised not to destroy if its

inhabitants would repent (see Onkelos to Bereishis 18:21), because Sodom had

the status of a “city of idol worshipers.” 

This begs the question: There is a principle that “we cannot derive a law

from events before the giving of the Torah” (Jerusalem Talmud, Mo’ed Katan

3:5, cited in Tosfos, Mo’ed Katan 20a). So how can Tzafnas Pane’ach assert that

Rambam’s source is from the destruction of Sodom, an event that

occurred before the Torah was given?

However, based on the above, we can appreciate that what Rambam

derived from the case of Sodom was not a point of Jewish Law, but

rather, the definition of what constitutes a community—when it comes

into existence and when it is dissolved. (The law governing such a

community is then derived from our Parsha, which was said after the

giving of the Torah). 

And certainly, the events recorded before the giving of the Torah can act

as a source text for factual information, such as the definition of what

constitutes a “community”—just as Rambam rules in our case.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 9, p. 106ff.)
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”YOU MAY NOT EAT ANY ABOMINATION” (V. 3)

Verse 3 prohibits the consumption of “any abomination.” Rashi gives

two examples: i.) a firstborn animal which was intentionally mutilated in

order to avoid slaughtering it in the Holy Temple.  ii.) Cooked milk and

meat. This prompts the following questions:

a.) Why did Rashi need to offer examples here of an “abomination”

which is forbidden to eat? The reader is already familiar with many

forbidden foods which the Torah refers to as an abomination—such as

forbidden fat, blood, pigul and nosar—so why is any comment from Rashi

needed here?

b.) When citing an example of an abominable food, why did Rashi pick

the unusual case of a mutilated firstborn animal, which only applies to

those who own flocks that produce an unblemished firstborn male, in

seeming defiance of the principle that “the Torah speaks of that which

usually occurs” (above 13:7)?

�

1 xprh     2 uhert ft' t     3 rtv ahj, aWp rtv ,afWu     4 jukhi ehs:     5 ao xy:     6 ao x:     7 ao xd:      8 uhert ft' t     9 rWv yz:

cguko' jrui t; cguko
1

: )t( kt ,,dussu/ kt ,,bu dshsv uaryccarfo

gk n, fsrl avtnurhho guahi
1

' kphat,o cbhu ak neuo ut,o rtuhi

kvhu, bthoukt dsusho uneurjho: chi ghbhfo/ tmk vpsj,/ ucneuo tjr

vuttunr kt herju erjv crtao
2

'kgau, fk vrta fchi vghbho
1

: )c( fh
go esua t,v/ esua, gmnlntcu,hl/ ugus' ucl cjr vw

3
: )d( fk

,ugcv/ fk a,gc,h kl' fdui mrotuzi cfur fsh kaujyu cnshbv' vrh scr

a,gc,hkl fk nuo kt hvhv cu' uct ukns fti akthajy uhtfk gk tu,u

vnuo/ cak car cjkc vrhscr a,gc,h kl' uvzvhr fti gk tfhk,u
4

:

)s(zt, vcvnv uduw: )v(thk umch uhjnur/knsbu avjhv cfkk cvnv

uknsbu acvnv ujhvyntv nrucv ni vyvurv' acfk neuo puryt,

vnugy: uteu/ n,urdo hgk"t' hgkh xkgvut taybcu"e: u,tu/ ,urckt'

aur vhgr/ ctkt hgr ckauitrnh: )u( nprx,/ xsuev f,rdunu: prxv/
pktby"v: uaxg,/ jkuev ca,h mprbho' aha xsuevuthbv jkuev cmprbho

uvht yntv: ccvnv/ nang nv abnmt ccvnv tfuk'nfti tnru avakhk

bh,r cajhy, tnu
5

: )z( vaxugv/ crhv vht aha kv abh dchi uabh

asrtu,
6

/ tnru rcu,hbu knv babu' ccvnu, npbhvaxugv' ucgupu, npbh

vrtv' akt btnru c,ur,fvbho
7

: )j( ucbck,o kt ,dgu/ rcu,hbu

phrau' crdk/atso jhhc kyvr t, gmnu crdk/ hfuk hvhunuzvrho cfk

vabv' ,knus kunr tnur tk vfvbho uduw
8

' unv yunt, vn, jnurv'

fvbho nuzvrho uthi hartk nuzvrho' yunt,bckv ekv kt fk afi
9

:
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�� To which “abomination” does verse 3 refer?

RASHI: Anything that I have declared to be an abomination to you.

[E.g.] if one made a cut in the ear of a firstborn [animal], in order to

[be permitted to] slaughter it in the country, [outside the Temple].

This is something that I have declared as an abomination for you—

“It should not have any blemish in it” (Vayikra 22:21). Here scripture

teaches that one may not slaughter [the firstborn] and eat it because

of that [deliberately made] blemish. [Another example is] if one

cooked meat in milk, which is a thing that I have declared as an

abomination to you. Here scripture warns against eating it.

`÷́ m® ¤ki�d «÷
` d− �eŸdi«©l m½�Y�` mí�p¨A ` ci [iriax] q :Li«�d÷
̀  d¬ �eŸd�i
Æ WFc�w m³©r i´¦M a :z«�n¨l m− ¤ki�pi«¥r oi¬ ¥A d² �g�x�w Eni¯U�zÎ` «÷�e EÀc�cŸ «B�zz
d½¨N�b�q m´ ©r§l Æ Fl zF¬i�d«¦l dÀ �eŸd�i x́�g̈A ºL§aE Li® �d÷
` d− �eŸdi«©l d½�Y�̀
Îl¨M l−©k`Ÿz ` ¬÷ b q :d«�n�c	̀ «�d i¬ �p§RÎl©r x−�W	` mi½O©r«�d Æ lŸMn
d¬�U�e mi−¦a�U§k d¬�U xF¾W El® ¥k Ÿ̀Y x´ �W	` d−�n�d§A�d z`Ÿ¬f c :d«¨a¥rF «Y
Îl¨k�e e :x�n«�f�e F ¬̀ �zE oŸ −Wic�e F ¬T�`�e xE ®n�g�i�e i−¦a§vE l¬ �I�` d :mi«�G¦r
d−�x�B z¬ ©l£r«�n zF½q�x§t i´�Y�WÆ r�qÆ�W z©r³�qŸW�e dÀ�q�x©R z�q´ �x§t�n dº�n�d§A
d½�x�B�d i´ ¥l£r«�OnÆ El§k`Ÿ «z ` ³÷ dº�fÎz�` K´�` f :El«¥k Ÿ̀Y D−�zŸ` d®�n�d§A©A
z¤aÆ�p�x�`«�dÎz�`�e lÂ�n�B�dÂ Îz«�` d®r̈Eq�X�d d−�q�x©R�d i¬ �qix§t�OnE
mi¬̀ �n�h Eqi½x§td `÷́ Æ d�q�x©tE d�OÀ�d d´�x�b d¯¥l£r«�nÎi¦M o¹¨t�X�dÎz�`�e
`¬ �n�h d½�x�b `÷́�eÆ `Ed d¬�q�x©R qiÆx§t�nÎi«¦M xiÂ�f	g« Â�dÎz�`�e g :m«¤k¨l m−�d
q :Er«�Bz ` ¬÷ m−�z¨l§a�p§aE El½¥k`Ÿz `÷́ Æ m�x�U§An m® ¤k¨l `E −d

oEn�n�g�zz `¨l oFk¨d¨l
` �i�i m�c�w oEY�` oi�p§A `

i�x	̀ a :zin l©r oFki�pi¥r oi¥A h�x�n oEE�W§z `¨l�e

�i�i ir�x�z̀  K̈aE K�d̈l
̀  �i�i m�c�w �Y�̀  WiC�w m©r

iC `�I�n�n©r lŸMn ai¦A�g m©r§l D¥l i�e
d�n§l

:w�g�x�nC l¨M lFki�z `¨l b :`¨r�x�` i¥R�` l©r

oi¦l�g�xC oix�O` oixFY oEl§ki�z�C �̀xi¦r§A oi�C c

`¨l§r�i�e `�xEn�g�i�e `�i§a�h�e `¨l�i�` d :oi�G¦r�C o�i�c�b�e

`�xi¦r§A l¨k�e e :`¨vic�e `¨l¨A�xFz�e `�ni�x�e

oi�Y�x�Y oi¦t§lh `¨t§lH�nE `�z�q�x©t `�wic�qC

:oEl§ki�Y D�z�i �̀xi¦r§a¦A �̀x�W¦t �̀w�Q�n �̀z�q�x©R

`�x�W¦t i�w�Q�On oEl§ki�z `¨l oi�C z�i m�x§A f

`̈l�n�B z�i `�I©t§lh i¥t§lH�n `�z�q�x©t i�wiC�q�OnE

oEP` `�x�W¦t i�w�Q�n i�x	` `�f§t�h z�i�e `¨a�p�x�` z�i�e

:oFk§l oEP` oi¦a	`�q�n `�wic�q `¨l oFd�z�q�x©tE

`¨l�e `Ed �̀z�q�x©R wiC�q�n i�x	` �̀xi�f	g z�i�e g

oEl§ki�z `¨l oFd�x�q¦An oFk§l `Ed a�`�q�n x�W¨t

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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c.) Eating milk cooked in meat is already prohibited by the verse, “Do

not cook a tender young animal in its mother’s milk,” which “is written in

three places in the Torah: One for the prohibition of eating meat with milk,

one for the prohibition of deriving any benefit from meat with milk, and

one for the prohibition of cooking meat with milk” (Rashi to Shemos 23:19). 

What then is added by our verse?

THE EXPLANATION

When the verse states, “You may not eat any abomination,” without

specifying any further details, it appears that the Torah is referring to an

abomination with which the reader is already familiar.  However, this begs

the question: If the reader is already aware that a certain thing is an

“abomination,” then surely he already knows not to eat it?  Why does the

Torah need to tell us, “You may not eat any abomination”?

Rashi answers that this refers to “anything that I have declared to be an

abomination to you.”  I.e. this verse is referring to eating something which

in itself has not yet been forbidden by the Torah, and it has only become

forbidden to the person due to something “abominable” which that

person has done—it is “an abomination to you.”

In other words, the Torah can prohibit the consumption of a food

substance in one of two ways: a.) By rendering the food itself an

intrinsically abominable and forbidden substance; or b.) By prohibiting

the person from eating this food, for whatever reason.

Rashi explains that our verse is speaking of the latter case, where a food

that is intrinsically permitted became prohibited because of something a

person did—it became an abomination, not in itself, but “to you.”

105 / DEVARIM - DEUTERONOMY - PARSHAS RE’EH 14:1-8

[ TT HHEE HH OO LL II NN EE SS SS OOFF TT HH EE JJ EE WW II SS HH PP EE OO PP LL EE [

�
1 You may not gash yourselves or make any baldness between your eyes (as a sign of mourning)

for the dead (as the Amorites do, because) you are children of God, your God (and thus your

appearance should be pleasant).  
2 For you are a(n inherently) holy people to God, your God, and (furthermore), God has chosen you

to be a treasured people for Him, out of all the nations that are upon the earth. 

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF FF OO RR BB II DD DD EE NN FF OO OO DD SS * [

�
3 You may not eat any abomination. 

�
4 These are the animals that you may eat: 

� ox, sheep, goat, 5 gazelle, deer, and yachmor, ibex, antelope, buffalo, and giraffe. 

�
6 You may eat any animal which has a split hoof which is completely split into two hooves, if it

chews the cud; (and you may eat the fetus) inside the animal (once the animal is slaughtered).

�
7 But, among those that chew the cud and those that have a cloven hoof, you may not eat these: 

� The dromedary, the camel, the hare, and the hyrax, because they chew the cud, but do

not have split hooves. They are impure for you. 

�
8 The pig, because it has a split hoof, but does not chew the cud. It is impure for you. 

� You may not eat their flesh. (When it comes to a festival, you must make yourself ritually

pure to come to the Temple, so then) you may not touch their carcasses (which would

render you impure). 

1144

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“YOU ARE CHILDREN OF GOD” (V. 1)

All creation is derived from “the word of God” which brings

matter into being and sustains it every instant continuously.

However, the parallel Godly force of contraction and

concealment obscures the Divine creative force; as a result, all

one can see is the external form of the physical. Service of God,

aided by the simple belief that “there is nothing aside from Him,”

mandates an honest effort by each of us to “bring to the surface”

the Godliness inherent in everything in our lives, and to remove

as much as possible the mask of physical externality obscuring the

inner Godliness.

The same applies to each individual; his inner “essence” is

Godliness. “You are the children of God your God.” It is

explained in the Tanya [ch. 2] that just as the child is drawn from

the mind of his father, so is the soul of every Jew drawn from the

Almighty's wisdom and thought (which is synonymous with His

Essence, for He and His Wisdom are one). The essential being of

each and every Jew...is Godliness.

(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

* See Vayikra, chap. 11.
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1 xprh     2 jukhi xd:     3 kghk pxue u     4 nWc hy' fu     5 rtv ahj, numaWe rtv ,akWy/

)ht(fk mpur yvurv ,tfku/ kv,hrnaukj, acnmurg
1

: )hc( uzv
tar kt ,tfku nvo/ ktxur t,vajuyv: )hd( uvrtv ut, vthv
uduw/ vht rtv vhtthv vht shv/ uknv bert anv rtv' arutvchu,r/

uknv vzvhr cfk anu,hv' akt kh,ip,jui pv kcgk shi kjkue' akt hvt

vtuxrveurt tu,v rtv' uvct kv,hr tunr' zu shv anvtu thv anv'

uzu kt txr vf,uc/ ucgupu, prykl vyntho' kkns avgupu, vyvurho

nruchogk vyntho' kphfl pry t, vnugy
2

: )yz( uv,ban,/ ekc"t

aurh".: )hz( akl/ vaukv sdho ni vho
2

: )hj( sufhp,/ vut ,rbduk vcr

uckg"z vrup"tufrck,u fpukv
2

: )hy( ar. vgu;/ vo vbnufho vrujaho

gkvtr.' fdui zcuchi umrgho ujdcho yntho' voeruhho ar.: )f( fk
gu; yvur ,tfku/ ukt t, vynt/ct kh,i gav gk kt ,gav/ ufi

ccvnv' tu,v,tfku
3

ukt cvnv yntv' ktu vct nfkk gavgav' kgcur

gkhvo cgav ukt ,gav
1

: )ft( kdr tar cagrhl/ dr ,uac aeck gkhu

akt kgcus gcusv zrv utufk bcku,: fh go esua t,v kvw/ esa t,

gmnlcnu,r kl/ scrho vnu,rho utjrho buvdho cvothxur' tk ,,hro

cpbhvo: kt ,cak dsh/ akav pgnho/ pry kjhvukgupu, ukcvnv

yntv: kt ,cak dsh uduw:)fc( gar ,gar/ nv gbhi zv tmk zv' tnr

kvo vec"v khartk' kt ,drnu kh kcak dshhoak ,cutv gs avi cngh

tnu,hvi' ato thit,o ngarho ngaru, frtuh' favut xnulkv,cak

tbh numht ruj esho uvht nasp,i/abtnr uaspv kpbh env
4

' ufikgbhi

cfurho
5

: abv abv/ nfti athi ngarhi ni vjsa gkvhai
1

: )fd( utfk,
uduw/ zv ngar abh/ afcr knsbukh,i ngar rtaui kkuho' abtnrfh ,eju

To illustrate what this means, Rashi brings the unusual example of a

person who mutilated a firstborn animal so as to avoid taking it to

Jerusalem. Torah law normally permits the consumption of a firstborn

animal which became blemished naturally, but in this case, since the

person has committed a deceptive and abominable act, our verse

prohibits him alone from eating the animal.

RASHI’S SECOND EXAMPLE

Rashi then cited a second example to teach us an even greater

innovation of our verse: 

Up to this point we have understood that a food substance can either

be intrinsically forbidden (as in most cases), or alternatively, the Torah can

decree against a person not to eat a particular food due to his actions (as

in our verse). 

Now, we might think that if a food is already intrinsically forbidden, then

there would be no point in the Torah adding a prohibition on the person

(even if he did something abominable with it), since the food is

intrinsically abominable in any case.

Therefore, Rashi adds a further example which indicates that this is not

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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xi¬¦R�p�q F²lÎx�W	` lŸM̄ m�i®�O©A x´ �W	` lŸ −Mn E½l§k`Ÿ «Y Æ d�fÎz�` h

`´÷ z�U −�w�U�w�e xi¬¦R�p�q F²lÎoi«�` x¯�W	` lŸÆk�e i :El«¥k Ÿ̀Y z�U −�w�U�w�e
d¾ �f�e ai :El«¥k Ÿ̀Y d−�xŸd�h xF ¬R¦vÎl¨M `i q :m«¤k¨l `E −d ¬̀ �n�h El® ¥k Ÿ̀z
Æ d�`�x«�d�e bi :d« �I�p�f¨r«�d�e q�x− ¤R�d�e x�W¬ �P�d m® �d�n E −l§k`Ÿ «zÎ`÷ x¬ �W	`
ź ©AÆ z�`�e eh :F «pin§l a−�xŸrÎl¨M z¬ �̀ �e ci :D« �pin§l d− �I�C�d�e d½�I�`́�dÎz�`�e
Îz�` fh :Ed« �pin§l u− �P�dÎz�`�e s�g® �X�dÎz�`�e q−�n�g�Y�dÎz�`�e d½ �p£r« �I«�d
Îz�`�e d�n−�g�x«�dÎz«�`�e z¬�`�T�d�e fi :z�n«�W�pY�d�e sE −W�p�I�dÎz�`�e qF ¬M�d
:s«¥N�h£r«�d�e z−©ti¦kE «C�d�e D® �pin§l d−ẗ�p	`«�d�e d½�ciq	g´�d�e gi :K«l̈�X�d
xF −d�h sF ¬rÎl¨M k :El«¥k�`« �i ` −÷ m® ¤k¨l `E −d ¬̀ �n�h sF½r�d u�x´ �WÆ lŸk�e hi

d�Ṕ �p�YY Li¹�x¨r�W¦AÎx�W	` xÆ�B©l dÂ¨l¥a�pÂ Îl¨k E´l§k Ÿ̀ «z `÷́ `k :El«¥k`ŸY
Î` «÷ Li® �d÷
` d− �eŸdi«©l d½�Y�̀ Æ WFc�w m³©r i´¦M i½x§k�p§lÆ xŸk�n F ³̀  DÀ¨l¨k	`«�e
Îl¨M z−�` x½�V©r�Y x´�V©r ak [iying] t :F «O` a¬ ¥l	g«©A i−c�B l¬ �X©a�z
d́�eŸd�i | í�p§t¦l º�Y§l©k«�`�e bk :d« �p�W d¬ �p�W d−�c�V�d `¬ ¥vŸI�d L® ¤r�x�f z´�`Ea�Y
Æ L�p«�b�C x³Ÿ�y§r�n ¼ m�W F´n�W ó¥M�W§l » x�g§a�iÎx�W	` mFẃ�O©A LiÀ�d÷
̀
d² �`�x�i§l cÀ�n§lY o©r´�n§l L® �p`Ÿv�e −L�x«�w§A zŸ ¬xŸk§aE L½�x�d§v�i�e Ĺ�WŸ «xiY

oEl§ki�Y oi�C z�i h :oEa�x�wz `¨l oFd�Y§l¦a�p¦aE

:oEl§ki�Y oi¦t§l�w�e oi¦vi¦v D¥l iC lŸM �̀I�n§a iC lŸMn

oEl§ki�z `¨l oi¦t§l�w�e oi¦vi¦v D¥l zi¥l iC lŸk�e i

:oEl§ki�Y `�i§k�C x©R¦v l¨M `i :oFk§l `Ed a�`�q�n

x¨r�e `�x�W�p oFd�Pn oEl§ki�z `¨l iC oi�c�e ai

:D�p�f¦l `�z�i�c�e `�zi¦t�x�h�e `¨t�p©M z©aE bi :`�i�f©r�e

�̀zin£r�p z©A z�i�e eh :Di�p�f¦l `¨a�xFr l¨M z�i�e ci

�̀i�x�w�e fh :idFp�f¦l `¨v�p�e `¨R�g�W x©R¦v�e `¨vi¦v�e

:`�pEpi¥l�W�e `�w�x�w�xi�e `�z`�w�e fi :`�z�e©aE `¨tFRw�e

:`¨t¥N�h£r�e `�xEh x�B�p�e D�p�f¦l EA`�e `�zix�E�g�e gi

`¨l oFk§l `Ed a�`�q�n `¨tFr�c `�W	gx lŸk�e hi

`¨l `k :oEl§ki�Y i¥k�c `¨tFr l¨M k :oEl§k�`�z�i

Ki�e�xw§a iC l�x	r a�zFz§l `¨li¦a�p l¨M oEl§ki�z

i�x	` oin�n©r x©a§l D�P�p§A�f�z F` D�P¦l§ki�i�e D�P�p�YY

xŸ©y§A lFki�z `̈l K�d̈l
̀  �i�i m�c�w �Y�̀  WiC�w m©r

K¨r�x�f z©l¨l	r l¨M z�i x©V©r�z `�x�V©r ak :a�l	g©A

�i�i m�c�w lFki�z�e bk :`�Y�W§a `�Y�W `¨l�w�g wFR�i�C

d�`�x�W�`§l i¥r�x�z�i iC `�x�z�`§A iC K�d¨l
`

K�g�WnE K�x�n�g K�xEA¦r xŸ�y§r�n o�O�Y D�Y�p¦k�W

m�c�w l�g�cn§l s©li�z�C lic§A K�p̈r�e K�xFz i�xFk§aE

hWar



the case and that the Torah can prohibit a food-substance simultaneously

for both reasons:

“[Another example is] if one cooked meat in milk, which is a thing that

I have declared as an abomination to you. Here scripture warns against

eating it.”

Meat cooked in milk is intrinsically forbidden as an abomination by the

Torah, regardless of who cooked it.  Our verse adds that if a person cooks

meat in milk himself, then (in addition to the existing, intrinsic prohibition

against eating this food substance) the Torah adds a further prohibition

upon the person who did the abominable act of cooking this food, from

eating it.

And from the negative, we can learn the positive: That God allowed the

Jewish people to eat only the most spiritually refined food, since “you are

a holy people to God, your God, and God has chosen you to be a treas-

ured people for Him, out of all the nations that are upon the earth” (v. 2).

(Based on Likutei Sichos, vol. 29, p. 88ff.)
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�
9 Among all (the creatures) that are in the water, you may eat these:

� You may eat any (of) those (creatures) in the water that have fins and scales. 10 But you

must not eat any that do not have fins and scales. They are impure for you. 

�
11 You may eat every bird from a ritually pure species (even the one which is sent off after the

ritual purification of a tzara’as sufferer.*)

�
12 Among (birds), you may not eat the following: 

� The griffon vulture, the bearded vulture, the osprey, 13 the buzzard, the kite and the

buzzard family, 14 the entire raven family, 15 the ostrich, the tachmas, the gull, the hawk

family, 16 the kos-owl, the yanshuf-owl, the barn owl, 17 the ka’as-owl, the roller, the

cormorant, 18 the stork, the heron family, the hoopoe and the bat. 

�
19 Every flying insect is impure for you. They may not be eaten. 

�
20 You may eat any ritually pure species of clean fowl. 

�
21 You may not eat any carcass. You can give it to the (non-Jewish resident) alien who is in your

cities, and he may eat it, or you can sell it to a non-Jew.

� You are a holy people to God, your God, so (you should abstain even from things that

are permitted).

� Do not cook a tender young animal in its mother’s milk. 

[ TT HHEE SS EE CC OO NN DD TT II TT HH EE [

�
22 You should always take the (second) tithe from all the produce of the seed crop that the

field produces.

� (Do not separate tithes for this) year from (last) year(’s produce). 

�
23 You should eat the (second) tithes of your grain, your wine, and your oil—and the firstborn of

your cattle and of your sheep—before God, your God, in (Jerusalem), the place where He will

choose to make His Name rest. (Do this) in order that you will learn to fear God, your God,

for all time. 

* See Vayikra 14:7.

[ The Last Word [

“ASSER T’ASSER” (V. 22)

There is the Divine Promise: Asser t’asser (v. 22)...as explained

by our Sages of blessed memory (Ta’anis 9a), that through

giving tithes and Tzedakah [charity], a person will not only not

reduce what he has, but, on the contrary, it will be greatly

increased, to the degree of riches.  And although the Mitzvos in

general (including Tzedakah) must be fulfilled not for the sake of

reward, but because God, the Creator and Master of the world,

commanded them, nevertheless God has given the assurance of a

generous reward (Asser t’asser), both materially and spiritually.

(Excerpt from public letter of 6th Tishrei 5733—Free Translation)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

FIFTH

READING



1 cnscr hj' fu     2 ghruchi fz:  rtv ahj, aWp rtv ,anWz/     

nt, cbh hartk uduw
1

' ub,i kvo rau,ktfku cfk neuo' abtnr utfk,o

tu,u cfk neuo' gk frjl zv ngar tjr vut: )fs( fh hcrfl/ a,vt

v,cutv nrucv kat,: )fu( cfk tar ,tuv bpal/ fkk: ccer ucmti
uchhi ucafr/ pry: ucfk tar ,atkl bpal/ jzr ufkk/ nvvpry

npura uks uksu, vtr. urtuh kntfktso ufuw
2

: )fz( uvkuh uduw kt
,gzcbu/ nkh,i ku ngarrtaui: fh thi ku jke ubjkv gnl/ hmtu key

afjv uptv uvper' at; vut ha ku jke gnlcvi fnul' uthbi jhhchi

cngar
1

: )fj( nemv aka abho/ ct ukns atovavv ngaru,hu ak abv

rtaubv uabhhvkanyv' ahcgro ni vch, cakhah,: )fy( uct vkuh/ uhyuk

ngar rtaui: uvdr uvh,uo/ uhyku ngar abh' avut ak gbhak abv zu'

ukt ,tfkbu t,v chruakho fsrlabzee, ktfuk ngar abh ak a,h abho:

utfku uacgu/ ,i kvo fsh achgv/ nftitnru thi puj,hi kgbh cduri

vtr ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 108hhss::ffdd--ffyy

�� What happens if a person exchanges his second tithe for

money, and spends it on food outside Jerusalem? (v. 24-26)

RAMBAM: If second tithe is exchanged for money, and that money is

used to buy fruits, they may not be exchanged back for money while

one is still distant [from Jerusalem]...rather, the fruits themselves must

be taken to Jerusalem and eaten there. This is an instance where we

treat fruits bought with money exchanged for the second tithe more

stringently [since they cannot be exchanged] than the second tithe

itself, [which can be exchanged] (Laws of Second Tithe 7:1-2).

SHITAH MEKUBETZES: The Torah permitted a person to exchange his

second tithe for money so as not to burden him with a heavy load on

his journey to Jerusalem: “If the journey is great for you...[and] you

are unable to carry it, then you should exchange it for money” (v. 24-

25). Thus, if a person purchases fruits with this money before reaching

Jerusalem, he indicates that the burden of carrying them does not

bother him.  Therefore, the Torah does not permit him to exchange

them again (Zevachim 49a).

TOSFOS: The second tithe may be exchanged for money at a

distance from Jerusalem, in order to use that money to purchase

produce in Jerusalem. But if the person used the money to buy fruits

outside Jerusalem, he may not exchange them again for money, just

as fruits bought within Jerusalem may not be exchanged once again

for money (ibid., s.v. veharai ma’aser).

`́÷ í¦M K�xÀ�C�d ¹L�On dÆ¤A�x�iÎi«¦k�e ck :mi«n�I�dÎl̈M Li−�d÷
̀  d¬ �eŸd�iÎz�̀
Li½�d÷
̀  d́ �eŸd�iÆ x�g§a�i x³�W	` mF½w�O�dÆ L�On w³�g�x�iÎi«¦M ¼ Fz�`�U »l©kEz
s�q®M̈©A d−�Y�z«�p�e dk :Li«�d÷
̀  d¬ �eŸd�i −L§k�x«ä�i i¬¦M m®�W F −n�W mE ¬U¨l
d¬ �eŸd�i x²�g§a�i x¬ �W	` mF½w�O�dÎl�` Æ �Y§k©l«�d�e ½L�ć �i§A Æ s�qÆ¤M�d ³�Y�x©v�e
x ´ �w¨A©A ¹L�W§t�p dÆ �E�`�YÎx�W	 Á̀ lŸk§A s�q¿¤M�d d́�Y�z«�p�e ek :F «A Li−�d÷
̀
mÀ�X �Y§l´ ©k�`�e L® �W§t�p −L§l«�`�W«Y x¬ �W	` lŸ ²k§aE x½¨k�X©aE Æ o�iÆ �I©aE o`ŸÀS©aE
Îx�W	` i¬ �e¥N�d�e fk :L«�zi¥aE d¬�Y�̀  −�Y�g�n«�U�e Li½�d÷
̀  d́ �eŸd�i Æ i�p§t¦l
| d́¥v�wn gk q :K«�O¦r d−l̈	g« �p�e w¤l¬ �g F²l oi¬ �̀  i´¦M EP® ¤a�f©r«�z `÷́ Li−�ẍr�W¦A
`e®d�d d− �p�X©A ½L�z´�`Ea�Y Æ xŸ�y§r�nÎl¨MÎz�` Æ `i¦vFY miÀ�p�W W÷́�W 
KÀ�O¦r d¹¨l	g«�p�e w¤lÆ�g Á FlÎoi«�` í¦M i¿ �e¥N�d `´äE hk :Li«�ẍr�W¦A −�Y�g�Pd�e
o©r³�n§l Er® ¥a�U�e E −l§k«�`�e Li½�x¨r�W¦A x´ �W	` Æ d�p�n§l�`«�d�e mF ³z�I�d�e xÂ�B�d�eÂ.
q :d«�U£r«�Y x¬ �W	` −L�c«�i d¬�U£r«�nÎl¨k§A Li½�d÷
` d́ �eŸd�i Æ L§k�x«¨a�i

`�g�x�` K�Pn i�B�q�i i�x	`�e ck : �̀I�nFi l̈M K�d̈l
̀  �i�i

K�Pn w�g�x�z�i i�x	` D¥l�Hn§l lEMz `¨l i�x	`

D�Y�p¦k�W d�̀ �x�W�̀ §l K�d̈l
̀  �i�i i¥r�x�z�i iC �̀x�z�̀

`¨R�q©k§A o�Yz�e dk :K�d̈l
̀  �i�i K�P¦k�ẍa�i i�x	̀  o�O�Y

i¥r�x�z�i iC �̀x�z�̀ §l K�d�zE K�ci¦A `̈R�q©M xEv�zE

i¥r�x�z�i iC lŸk§A `̈R�q©M o�Yz�e ek :D¥A K�d̈l
̀  �i�i

wiY©r�e z�c	g x�n	g©aE `�p¨r§aE i�xFz§A K�W§t�p

�i�i m�c�w o�O�Y lEki�z�e K�W§t�p K�P¦l	`�Wz iC lŸk§aE

d�`�e¥l�e fk :K�zi¥A W�p
`�e �Y�` i�c
g�z�e K�d¨l
`

ẅl�g D¥l zi¥l i�x	̀  D�Pw	g�x�z `̈l Ki�e�xw§a ic

w¥R�Y oi�p�W z©l�Y sFQn gk :K�O¦r `�p�q	g�`�e

r�p§v�z�e `id�d `�Y�W§A K�Y§l©l£r x�V§r�n l¨M z�i

ẅl�g D¥l zi¥l i�x	̀  d�̀ �e¥l i�zi�i�e hk :Ki�e�xw§A

iC `¨l�n�x�`�e `�O�Y�i�e `�xFI�b�e K�O¦r `�p�q	g�`�e

�i�i K�P¦k�ẍa�i iC lic§A oEr§AŸ�y�i�e oEl§ki�i�e Ki�e�xw§a

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

hWar

EXCHANGING THE SECOND TITHE FOR MONEY (V. 24-26)

After a person has separated the second tithe from his crops, he is

required to take it to Jerusalem, and eat it there (v. 23). Since the produce

may be quite heavy, and he may have some distance to travel, the Torah

gives him the option to exchange the second tithe for money at home,

take the money to Jerusalem, and use that money to purchase produce

in Jerusalem (v. 24-26).

Rambam discusses the question of what happens if the person uses that

money to purchase produce before he reaches Jerusalem.  In such a case,

“they may not be exchanged back for money while one is still distant

[from Jerusalem]...rather, the fruits themselves must be taken to

Jerusalem, and eaten there.”

Why may an exchange not be carried out for a second time?  Shitah

Mekubetzes explains that through using the exchange money, “he ind-

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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�
24 If the journey is great for you, because the place which God, your God, will choose to make

His Name rest there, is too far from you and God has blessed you (with so much produce) that

you are unable to carry it, 25 then you should exchange it for money, bind up the money in your

hand, and you should go to the place that God, your God, will choose. 26 You should use the

money to buy whatever your soul desires—cattle, sheep, wine or beer, or whatever your soul

desires—and you should eat there before God, your God, and you should rejoice, (both) you

and your household. 

�
27 Do not abandon the Levite who lives in your town (by failing to give him the first tithe), for he

has no portion or inheritance with you. 
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�
28 At the end of three years, you should take out all the (undistributed first and second) tithes from

your crop, (before the end) of that year, and put it in a public place. 

�
29 The Levite (will come and take the first tithe) because he has no portion or inheritance with

you.

� (That year you will not separate the second tithe and take it to Jerusalem.  Instead, you will give

the poor man’s tithe, so that the destitute) converts, orphans, and widows, who are in your cities,

will come and eat. (You must give them enough to) be satisfied.

(Do this) in order that God, your God, will bless you in all the work of your hand that you will do. 

icates that the burden of carrying them does not bother him. Therefore,

the Torah does not permit him to exchange them again.”

Tosfos offers a different explanation: “If the person used the money to

buy fruits outside Jerusalem, he may not exchange them again for money,

just as fruits bought within Jerusalem may not be exchanged once again

for money.”

Rambam himself offers a further insight into this law: “This is an

instance where we treat fruits bought with money exchanged for the

second tithe more stringently than the second tithe itself.”

What is Rambam adding with this statement?

And did Rambam accept the logic of Shitah Mekubetzes? Or that of

Tosfos? Or did he have a different reasoning?

THE EXPLANATION

The Torah’s “permission” to exchange the second tithe for money could

be interpreted in three different ways:

a.) It is a dispensation for those who are unable to bring their actual

second tithe fruits to Jerusalem, due to the burden of the load and the

distance involved. However, the preferable way to observe this mitzvah is

by carrying the produce itself to Jerusalem.

b.) It is not a dispensation at all.  Rather, redeeming the second tithe

produce for money, and using that money to purchase produce in

Jerusalem, is an equally acceptable way of eating the second tithe in

Jerusalem, as transporting the actual second tithe fruits themselves.  

c.) Exchanging one’s second tithe for money is not merely a (totally

acceptable) means of eating the second tithe in Jerusalem, but rather, it is

an independent precept in its own right, which a person who lives outside

Jerusalem may perform.  When a person later takes the exchange money

to Jerusalem to buy produce and eats it there, his eating is distinct from

the precept of exchanging the second tithe for money.

Shitah Mekubetzes adopted the first approach (‘a’) that exchanging the

second tithe for money is a dispensation granted to a person to relieve

him of a burden. Consequently, “if a person purchases fruits with this

money before reaching Jerusalem, he indicates that the burden of

carrying them does not bother him,”  i.e. he has shown that he does not

need the dispensation, and, that “therefore, the Torah does not permit

him to exchange them again.”

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

It is true, that man and his deeds are finite, and that God is the

source of holiness and infinitude. But nevertheless, we are

taught that, “He desires the work of your hands” (Job 14:15), i.e. the

ultimate purpose of creation is that holiness and goodness should

be brought into the world via man’s efforts, and not by God alone.

This principle is hinted to in the concept of the second tithe, and

its exchange for money (see verses 24-26 & Classic Questions):

When the second tithe is separated, God confers holiness on the

produce (and it must be eaten in Jerusalem).  

However, when a person exchanges the second tithe into

money, and then exchanges the money back into produce, it is

the person’s act which renders the produce holy.

Rambam comments: “We treat fruits bought with money

exchanged for the second tithe more stringently than the second

tithe itself”—i.e. man’s actions (“fruits bought with money”) are

cherished by God most, and are thus more central to the purpose

of creation (more “stringent”) than something made holy by God

alone (“the second tithe itself.”)
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, p. 80)



1 xprh     2 scrho fu' hd     3 ao hc     4 kvki pxue y     *4 cfnv spuxho bux; fti raWh zv:)d( t, vbfrh ,hdua/ zu nmu, gav:5 pxue ht     6 uheWr ks' u     

ufuw
1

/ ut,v vuklkhruakho cngar ak abv rtaubv uabhhvavavh,' un,usv

cgr,h vesa ni vch,
2

fnu anpura cfh ,fkv kgar
3

: )t( ne. acg
abho/ hfuk acg abho kfknkuv unkuv' ,knus kunr ercv ab,vacg

4
/ uto

t,v tunr acg abho kfk nkuvunkuv kvkut, fk tjs utjs'vhtl vht

ercv'vt kns, acg abho knbhi vanhyu,
1

: )c( anuy fk cgk nav hsu/
anuy t, hsuak fk cgk nav

*4
: )s( tpx fh kt hvhv cl tchui/ ukvki

vuttunr fh kt hjsk tchui
5

' tkt czniat,o guaho rmubu ak neuo'

tchubho ctjrhoukt cfo' ufathi t,o guaho rmubu ak neuotchubho cfo/

tchui sk ngbh' ukaui tchui avut,tc kfk scr
6

: )v( re to anug ,ang/
tz kt hvhv cltchui: anug ,ang/ ang engt nanhghi tu,uvrcv

1
:

)u(ftar scr kl/ uvhfi scr' crul t,v cghr: uvgcy,/ fk kaui vkutv

fabupk gk vnkuv'bupk ckaui npghk/ fdui uvkuh,' uvgcy,/ uto vhvtunr

ugcy, vhv bupk gk vkuv' fnu ukuh,: uvgcy, duho/ hfuk a,vt kuv nzv

unkuvkzv' ,knus kunr ut,v kt ,gcuy
1

: unak, cduho rcho/ hfuk duho

tjrhonuakho gkhl' ,knus kunr ucl kt hnauku
1

: )z(fh hvhv cl tchui/
v,tc ,tc euso: ntjs tjhl/ tjhl ntchl' euso ktjhlntnl

1
: agrhl/

gbhh ghrl eusnho kgbhh ghr tjr,
1

: kt ,tn./ ha kl tso anmygr to

h,i tokt h,i' kfl btnr kt ,tn./ ha kl tsoapuay t, hsu ueupmv' kfl

btnr ukt ,epu.
1

: ntjhl vtchui/ to kt ,,i ku' xupl kvhu,tjhu ak

tchui
1

: )j( p,j ,p,j/ tphku fnv pgnho
1

: fh p,j ,p,j/ vrh fh

nana ckaui tkt: uvgcy ,gchybu/ to kt rmv cn,bv' ,i kucvkutv: sh
njxuru/ uth t,v nmuuv kvgahru

1
: tar hjxr ku/ tphku xux krfuc

vtr ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 110yyuu::tt--jj

Tosfos adopted the second approach (‘b’), that the exchange of second

tithe produce into money is an equally acceptable substitute for taking the

second tithe produce itself. But, on the other hand, Tosfos maintained that

exchanging the second tithe into money is (not a precept in its own right,

but) only a means to an end, to “relocate” the produce to Jerusalem. 

Thus, according to Tosfos, there is a single “process of exchange,”

which takes place in two phases: i.) Exchanging the second tithe for

money (v. 25), and, ii.) “Use the money to buy whatever your soul desires”

(v. 26), i.e. exchanging the money back into produce. Once the person has

bought the produce, the whole process of “exchange” as described by the

Torah is complete, and no further exchanges are allowed. Thus, “fruits

bought within Jerusalem may not be exchanged once again for money,”

and likewise, the same law applies to fruits bought outside Jerusalem. 

Rambam, however, took the third approach (‘c’), that exchanging the

second tithe for money is an independent precept in its own right.

Therefore, Rambam could not accept Tosfos’s argument that exchanging

the money back into fruits completes the “process of exchange,” because,

according to Rambam, the initial exchange of the second tithe into money

is an independent process in its own right, which is not “completed” by

a further act.  

To clarify this point Rambam writes: “This is an instance where we treat

fruits bought with money exchanged for the second tithe more stringently

than the second tithe itself.” For this stringency is in regard to the first

precept—the exchange of produce for money, which can be done only

with the second tithe itself.  It is for this reason that Rambam adds this

statement: By pointing out that there is a stringency in regard to the

exchange of produce for money, he clarifies that it is not merely a “means

to an end,” but an independent precept.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, p. 75ff.)

x´ ©a�C » d�f�e a :d«�Hn�W d¬�U£r«�Y mi−�p�WÎr©a«�W u ¬�Tn ` eh [iyy]

Ed® ¥r�x§A d−�X�i x¬ �W	` F½c�i d´�X�n Æ l©rÆ©AÎl¨M hFÀn�W ¼ d�Hn�X�d
Îz�` b :d«�eŸdi«©l d−�Hn�W `¬�x�wÎi«¦M ei½g�`Îz�`�e Æ EdÆ¥r�xÎz�` UŸ ³B�iÎ` «÷
i² ¦M q¤t¾�` c :L«�c�i h¬ �n�W�Y Li−g�`Îz�` ²L§l d¬ �i�d«�i xÆ�W	`«�e UŸ®BY i−x§k�P�d
d́�eŸd�i Æ x�W	` u�x¾�`¨A d½ �eŸd�i Æ L§k�x«ä�i K³ �ẍaÎi«¦M oF®i§a�̀  −L§AÎd�i�d«�i ` ¬÷
lF −w§A r½�n�WY ©rFń�WÎm` w�xμ d :D«�Y�Wx§l d−l̈	g«�p ¬L§lÎo�zŸ«p Li½�d÷
`
x² �W	̀  z Ÿ̀½G�d d́ �e§vO�dÎl¨MÎz�` Æ zFU£r«©l xŸ ³n�W¦l Li® �d÷
` d́ �eŸd�i
K®l̈Îx¤AC x−�W	`«©M ½L§k�x«¥A Æ LiÆ�d÷
̀  d³ �eŸd�iÎi«¦M e :mF «I�d −L�E©v�n i¬¦kŸp«�̀
mi½¦A�x ḿ �iFb§A Æ �Y§l�W«�nE hŸ½a£r«�z `÷́ Æ d�Y�̀ �e miÀ¦A�x ḿ�iFB º�Y�h©a£r«�d�e
ć�g� §̀A Æ LiÆ�g�` c³�g�`«�n oF¹i§a�` ÆL§a Á d�i�d«�iÎi¦M f q :ElŸ «W�n�i `¬÷ −L§aE
u´�O�`�z `÷̄ K®l̈ o´�zŸp Li−�d÷
` d¬ �eŸd�iÎx�W	` ½L§v�xÆ�`§A Li½�x¨r�W
�gŸz̈̄tÎi«¦M g :oF «i§a�̀ «�d Li−g�̀ «�n ½L�ć �iÎz�̀ Æ uŸR�wz ` ³÷�e ÀL§a«¨a§lÎz�`
x−�q�g�i x¬ �W	` F½xŸq�g�n i�Cμ EP½�hi¦a£r«�Y Æ h¥a£r«�d�e F ®l −L�c«�iÎz�̀  g² �Y§tY

sFQn ` :c¥A§r�z iC K�c�i i�c̈aFr l̈k§A K�d̈l
̀
m�B�z¦R oi�c�e a :`�z�Hn�W c¥A§r�Y oi�p�W r©a�W
i�W�x�i iC EW�x i�x�n x©a�B l̈M hi�n�W�z�C �̀z�Hn�W
i�x	` idEg	` onE D�x§a�g on r©A�z�i `¨l D�x§a�g§A
oin�n©r x©A on b :�i�i m�c�w `�z�Hn�W `�x�w
:K�c�i hi�n�W�Y KEg	̀  m¦r K̈l i�d�i ic�e r©A�zY
`¨k�x¨a i�x	` `�p¥M�qn K¨a i�d�i `¨l i�x	` cFg§l c

K¨l a�d�i K�d¨l
` �i�i iC `¨r�x�`§A �i�i K�P¦k�x¨a�i
l¥A�w�z `¨l¨A�w m` cFg§l d :D�z�xi�n§l �̀p�q	g�`
l¨M z�i c©A§r�n§l x�Hn§l K�d¨l
` �ii�C `�x�ni�n§l
:oi�c �̀nFi K�c�T©t�n �̀p	̀  iC �̀c�d �̀Y�c�w§t�Y
K¨l li¦N�n ic `�n§M K¨k�x¨A K�d¨l
` �i�i i�x	` e

hFl�Wz�e sEf�z `¨l �Y�`�e oi`i�B�q oin�n©r§l s�fFz�e
K̈a i�d�i i�x	̀ f :oEh§l�W�i `¨l K¨aE oi`i�B�q oin�n©r§A
�ii�C K̈r�x�̀ §A Ki�e�xTn �̀c	g©A Ki�g	̀ �n c�g �̀p¥M�qn
uFR�wz `̈l�e K̈A¦l z�i si�w�z�z `̈l K̈l a�d�i K�d̈l
`
g�Y§tn (i�x	̀ ) `¨N�` g : �̀p¥M�qn KEg	̀ �n K�c�i z�i
z�Qn§M D�P¦t�fFY `̈t�fF`�e D¥l K�c�i z�i g�Y§tY

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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[ AA NN NN UU LL MM EE NN TT OOFF LL OO AA NN SS [

�
1 At the end of (the) seven-year (cycle) you must annul (all loans). 2 These are the terms of the

annulment: Every creditor should release from his hand the debt which he can claim from his

fellow. He may not demand payment from his friend or his brother, because the time of God’s

annulment has arrived. 

�
3 You should demand payment from a gentile (who owes you money), but your hand should

release whatever (claim) you have against your (Jewish) brother. 

4 (So long as you perform the mitzvos), there will no longer be any destitute people among you, for

God will bless you repeatedly in the Land God, your God, is giving you as an inheritance and a

possession. 5 However, (this is only) if you listen to the voice of God, your God, and are careful to

observe every commandment, which I am commanding you today. 6 For God, your God, has blessed

you, as He has told you: You will lend to many nations, and you will not borrow. You will rule over many

nations, and they will not rule over you. 

[ CC HH AA RR II TT YY &&  LL OO AA NN SS TTOO TT HH EE PP OO OO RR [

�
7 If there will be a destitute person—(especially) from among one of your (own paternal)

brothers, (or from) one (of the residents) in your (own) town—in the Land that God, your God,

is giving you, you must not harden your heart or shut your hand from your destitute brother.
8 Rather, you must repeatedly open your hand to him, and give him (charity—and if he will not

take a gift, then) give him a loan—sufficient to fulfill his requirements that he is lacking. 

�� How many times should you “open your hand”? (v. 8)

RASHI: Even many times.

MIDRASH: “In the morning sow your seed and in the evening do not

withhold your hand, for you do not know which will succeed—this

one, or that one, or whether both of them will be equally good”

(Ecclesiastes 11:6). Rabbi Yehoshua says: “If a poor man comes to you in

the morning, give to him. [If he comes again] in the evening, give to

him. For you do not know on account of which one God will

inscribe you for—this one, or that one; or if both are ‘equally

good’” (Bereishis Rabah 61:3).

”YOU MUST REPEATEDLY OPEN YOUR HAND” (V. 8)

On the verse, “You must repeatedly open your hand to him” (v. 8), Rashi

comments: “even many times.”

However on the similar verse below, “You must give him repeatedly”

(v. 10), Rashi writes (not “many times” but) “even a hundred times.”

What is the reason for this change?

THE EXPLANATION

The purpose of giving tzedakah (charity), could be viewed from two

perspectives:

a.) The goodwill of the giver—That the person who gives the charity

must overcome the emotional and psychological barriers that might

prevent him from giving, and that he should give the money willingly.

b.) The benefit to the recipient—That the recipient should receive funds.

(A practical ramification between these approaches would be the

question whether a person fulfills the mitzvah of tzedakah in a case where

the recipient refuses to accept the donation.  If we accept that the main

�
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[ The Last Word [

“YOU MUST ANNUL (ALL LOANS)” (V. 1)

W hen Hillel the Elder saw that people refrained from lending

to the poor for fear of their debts being remitted by the Sab-

batical year, he innovated the transfer of debts to the court, which

may collect them despite the Sabbatical year (called pruzbul).

Since the requirement to annul one’s loans is still in force, even

in the diaspora, it is highly recommended for every person to

make a pruzbul at the end of the sixth year of the Sabbatical

cycle*, on the eve of Rosh Hashanah.  This can be done simply

by declaring in front of three people: “I hereby transfer to you

all debts that are owed to me so that I may collect them whenever

I wish.”
(See Likutei Sichos vol. 24, p. 316ff and sources cited loc. cit)

* See Alter Rebbe’s Shulchan Aruch, Laws of Loans, 35-6.  Some also have the custom to make a further pruzbul at the end of the seventh year on the eve of Rosh Hashanah, in

order to satisfy all halachic opinions. (This was the Rebbe’s practice on Erev Rosh Hashanah 5748—See Shvach Hamoadim by Rabbi S. Hurwitz (1992), p. 10, note 11.)

SIXTH

READING



1 crtah, c' hj     2 xprh     3 ehsuahi hs:     4 anu, ft' c     5 nfhk,t     6 anu, fc' c     7 xuyv fd:

gkhuugcskru. kpbhu: ku/ zu tav/ ufi vut tunrtgav ku gzr fbdsu
1

:

)y(uert gkhl/ hfuk nmuv' ,knus kunr ukt hert: uvhv cl jyt/ nfk

neuo' tphku kt hert/to fi knv btnr uert gkhl' nnvr tbh khprggk

hsh veurt hu,r nnh athbu eurt
2

: )h( b,ui ,,i ku/ tphku ntv pgnho:

ku/ chbu uchbl
2

: fh cdkk vscr/ tphku tnr, kh,i' t,v buykafr

vtnhrv go afr vngav
2

: )ht( gk fi/ npbh fi: ktnr/ gmv kyuc,l tbh

nahtl: ktjhl kgbhl/ kthzv tj' kgbh: kgbhl/ chu"s tjs' kaui gbh tjs

vut/ tckgbhhl cabh hush"i' abh gbhho: )hc( fh hnfr kl/ gk hsh tjrho'

anfruvuch, shi cdbc,u vf,uc nscr
3

/ uvrh fcr btnr fh ,ebv gcs

gcrh
4

' ucnfruvu ch,shi vf,uc nscr
5

/ tkt npbh abh scrho ab,jsaufti/

tjs af,uc tu vgcrhv' t; vht ,mt caa/ukt anfruv ch, shi' athi

vtav bnfr,cdbc,v' abtnr
6

cdbc,u ukt cdbc,v
7

' tkt ceybvanfrv
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emphasis is that the recipient should actually receive the money, then

clearly the person has not fulfilled the mitzvah.*  But if the main emphasis

is the goodwill of the giver, then perhaps it could be argued that the

mitzvah was carried out.**

A further practical ramification would also appear to be the reverse

case: where the recipient received funds, but there was no intended act of

giving at all, e.g. if a person unwittingly dropped money on the floor, and

it was found by a poor person.)

At the literal level, the Torah appears to stress both these elements.

First we read: “If there will be a destitute person...you must not harden

your heart or shut your hand....Rather, you must repeatedly open your

hand to him” (v. 7-8).  Here the Torah stresses primarily the goodwill of the

giver, and his need to overcome internal barriers (“you must not harden

your heart...your hand....”).

However in verses 9-10, the Torah stresses the second aspect discussed

above, the actual transfer of funds to the poor man: “Be careful that a

reckless thought should not enter your heart...and you look begrudgingly

upon your destitute brother and do not give him....(Rather) you should

give him repeatedly.”

(The fact that the Torah stresses first (v. 7-8) the importance of goodwill

on the part of the giver, implies that, at the literal level, this is the most

important element of the mitzvah of tzedakah.***  However, since from

these verses alone a person might be given the impression that goodwill

alone is sufficient, the Torah also stresses that, “You should give him”—

that one must actually give the money too).

Based on the above, we can explain the subtle difference between

Rashi’s comments to verses 8 and 10:

In verse 8, where the Torah is stressing the goodwill of the giver, (“you

must not harden your heart or shut your hand...open your hand”), we are

not speaking about the quantity of the gift, but the transformation of the

giver.  Therefore, Rashi did not write here, “even a hundred times,” as this

would give the mistaken impression that verse 8 is stressing the quantity

of the donation. Rather, the requirement to “repeatedly open your hand

to him,” writes Rashi, means that one should overcome one’s internal

barriers “even many times,” if necessary.

However in verse 10, where the main stress is upon the benefit to the

recipient, Rashi emphasizes the importance of the quantity of one’s

donations: “even a hundred times.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, p. 82ff.)
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* This concurs with the view that our Sages did not institute a blessing on the mitzvah of tzedakah because if the recipient refused the donation, the blessing would have been made

in vain (Rashba, Sha’alos Veteshuvos, 1:18; Avudraham, Laws of Blessings Performed on Mitzvos).        **See Beis Hillel to Yoreh De'ah ch. 248 (cited by Yad Avraham ibid.), who

rules that the mitzvah is fulfilled even if the poor person refuses to accept the donation.       ***In contrast, it would appear that Rambam perceived the second aspect, the actual

transfer of funds, to be primary, since: a.) He rules that the mitzvah of tzedakah is valid even if it is carried out begrudgingly (Laws of Gifts to the Poor 10:14); b.) When Rambam

initially defines the mitzvah of tzedakah, he makes no mention of the goodwill of the giver, and stresses only that the mitzvah is “to give charity to the poor, according to the needs

of the poor.” (ibid. 7:1). In fact, even when he later discusses the importance of goodwill, he describes this as one of the “virtues” of giving tzedakah, as opposed to an intrinsic

element of the mitzvah itself.  A practical ramification between the views of Rashi and Rambam would appear to be that, according to Rambam, the priority is to meet the poor

person’s requirements, even if this will cause one to give begrudgingly, whereas, according to Rashi, it is preferable to give less than the poor person requires, if this will enable one

to give willingly. (However, this matter requires further clarification). [See also “The Rich Go to Heaven,” by Eli M. Shear & Chaim Miller (Jason Aronson 1998), ch. 2].
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�
9 Be careful that a reckless thought should not enter your heart, saying, “The seventh year, the

year of cancellation (of loans) is approaching,” and you look begrudgingly upon your destitute

brother and do not give him—then he might cry out against you to God, and it will be an (even

more serious) sin for you. 10 (Rather) you should give to him repeatedly, and your heart should

not feel bad when you give to him. For God, your God, will bless all your work and everything

you do, as a result of (the promises you made to the poor and the money you gave to them).
11 There will never cease to be destitute people within the Land, and therefore I am commanding

you, as follows: you should repeatedly open your hand to your poor brother and to your

destitute (resident) in your Land. 

[ GG II FF TT SS TT OO JJ EE WW II SS HH SS LL AA VV EE SS UU PP OO NN TT HH EE II RR RR EE LL EE AA SS EE [

�
12 If one of your brethren—a Hebrew man or woman—is sold to you (by the courts), he should

work for you for six years, and in the seventh year you should send him away, free from you. 
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THE UNIQUE QUALITY OF TZEDAKAH

“By giving tzedakah a person’s mind and heart become refined

one thousand times”  (Torah Ohr, Bereishis 1b)

Our Sages praised the greatness of tzedakah considerably,

equating it with all the other mitzvos together (Bava Basra 9a).

Throughout the Jerusalem Talmud, charity is called simply “the

Commandment,” since that used to be the normal way to refer to

tzedakah—because charity is the most important of the practical

mitzvos, and surpasses them all. 

For the purpose of all the [mitzvos] is simply to elevate one’s

vitalizing soul [which animates the physical body] to God, since it is

this vitalizing soul alone that is responsible for performing them...

and you will find no other mitzvah in which the vitalizing soul is

elevated to the same extent as in the mitzvah of tzedakah. 

For, in the case of all other mitzvos [which require action from just

one part of the body] only one aspect of the vitalizing soul becomes

involved, and even this one faculty is only involved in the mitzvah at

the moment when the mitzvah is being performed.  However, in the

case of tzedakah, a man gives away “the toil of his hands,” and

certainly all the faculties of his vitalizing soul were immersed in doing

his manual work, or other business through which he earned this

money. So when he gives it to charity, it turns out that his entire

vitalizing soul is elevated to God. 

And even one who does not earn a living from his “toil”, could

nevertheless have used this money that he gave to tzedakah to buy

life-sustaining necessities for his vitalizing soul, so [in giving

tzedakah] he is actually giving his soul’s life to God.

Therefore, our Sages said that [tzedakah] brings the redemption

nearer (ibid. 10a). For one act of charity brings about the elevation

of so much of the vitalizing soul. The elevation of so many of its

faculties and characteristics would not have been achieved through

the observance of [even] numerous practical mitzvos.

(Free translation of Tanya, chapter 37)

MATERIAL & SPIRITUAL TZEDAKAH

Every Jew should be an “animator of living” (Yoma 71a)—to instill

vitality into living Jews, and do so in a way that not merely adds

more vitality (quantitatively), but also new life (qualitatively), as when

breathing life into an inanimate object....

Inasmuch as the essential thing is the deed, the capacity of

“animating the living” must express itself in concrete terms, beginning

with the mitzvah of tzedakah [charity]—for tzedakah is in effect an

act of life-giving, by sustaining the life of the poor man and his family.

In tzedakah itself there is the ordinary aspect, namely, sustaining

the life of the needy person, and also a higher level, that of

resuscitation, as it were, when the poor man is in a desperate

situation, not knowing “whence shall my help come?” (Psalms 121:1),

and the benefactor helps him graciously, cheerfully, and

wholeheartedly, which is in the category of instilling new life into the

one who had despaired of hope.

A nd from material tzedakah to spiritual tzedakah, especially

bearing in mind that, as is well known, every physical thing has

its spiritual root and source from which it evolves and derives its

existence and vitality (Likutei Torah, Shelach, s.v. Inyan Hanesachim).

Spiritual tzedakah, in the sense of “animating the living,” is

exemplified in the teacher-disciple relationship, as our Sages say, “He

who teaches his friend’s son Torah is deemed as if he had given birth

to him” (Sanhedrin 19b), and “disciples” is synonymous with natural

“children” (Rashi to 6:7, above).

Here “disciples” is not meant in terms of years, but includes also

one who is mature in years but a disciple in the acquisition of his

knowledge of Torah and mitzvos.

The mitzvah of spiritual tzedakah makes it the duty of every Jew,

man or woman, to work for the creation of opportunities for all

Jews—young and old—to learn Torah and fulfill its mitzvos.

Through the practices of tzedakah materially and (even more so)

spiritually—and tzedakah is typical of all the mitzvos—a Jew becomes

an “animator of living” in actual fact.

(Excerpt from public letter of “Days of Selichos,” 5736—Free Translation)



1 xprh     2 s; hz/     3 xprh/  urtv keuWa jfWs gw 78 uthkl/     4 uhert fv' h     5 nfhk,t ft' ku     6 anu, ft' v     7 ehsuahi yu/     8 uhert fz' fu     9 grfhi fy/     01jukhi ekz/

tchv' ukns fti ato hmtu aa abhoeuso a,cht xhnbhi ,mt/ ugus jhsa

fti vgbhe ,gbhe: )hs( vgbhe ,gbhe/ kaui gsh cducv ucnrth,vghi'

scr ahvt bhfr avyhcu, ku/ uha npraho kauivygbv gk mutru: nmtbl
undrbl unhecl/ hfuk thi kh tkttku ckcs' ,knus kunr tar crfl' nfk

nvacrfl curtl/ uknv btnru tku' nv tkunhujsho avo cfkk crfv t;

fk avut cfkkcrfv' hmtu prsu,
1

/ uknsu rcu,hbu cnxf,ehsuahi
2

cdzrv

auv fnv bu,i ku nfk nhiunhi: )yu( uzfr, fh gcs vhh,/ uvgbe,h

uabh,h klnchz, nmrho uchz, vho' t; t,v vgbe uabv ku
3

:)hz( gcs
guko/ hfuk fnangu' ,knus kunr uac,o tha tk tjz,u utha tknapj,u

,aucu
4

' vt kns, athi zv' tkt guknuak huck
5

: ut; ktn,l ,gav

fi/ vgbhe kv/ hfuk t;krmhgv vauv vf,uc tu,v' ,knus kunr uto tnur

htnr vgcs
6

' gcs brmg' uthitnv brmg,
1

: )hj( fh nabv afr afhr/
nfti tnru gcsgcrh gucs chi chuo uchi ckhkv/ uzvu fpkhoacgcus,

afhrh huo/ unvu gcus,u ckhkv' rcunuxr ku apjv fbgbh, uvuksu, ktsui
7

:

)hy( fk vcfur uduw ,esha/ ucneuo tjrvut tunr kt hesha
8

' abtnr

tlcfur tar hcfr kvw uduw
8

' vt fhms' thbu neshaukerci tjr' ufti kns

anmuv kunr vrh t,vesua kcfurv/ scr tjr th tpar kunr ,eshaafcr

btnr kt hesha' uth tpar kunr kthesha avrh fcr btnr ,esha' vt

fhms'neshau t,v vesa gkuh' ubu,i kvesa fphyuc, vbtv acu
9

: kt
,gcus ccfur aurl ukt ,duz uduw/ t;vjku; knsu rcu,hbu

01
atxur'
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�� To whom is one obligated to give severance gifts? (v. 14)

TALMUD: “When a slave who sold himself [into slavery] goes free,

he is not given severance gifts. But when a slave who was sold by the

courts goes free, he is given severance gifts.”

Rabbi Elazar says: “Both of them are given severance gifts.” 

What is the rationale of the first opinion, that a slave who sells

himself is not given severance gifts?  The Torah states, “[If one of your

brethren...is sold to you (by the courts)...when you send him away]

you should give him many gifts” (v. 12-14). This suggest that you

should give only to “him” [who was sold by the courts], and not to

one who sells himself.

The other opinion [Rabbi Elazar] interprets the word “him” as

meaning “him and not his heirs” (Kidushin 14b-15a).

RAMBAM: One who sells himself is not given severance gifts. One

who is sold by the courts is given severance gifts (Laws of Slaves 3:12).

�� When is the mitzvah of giving severance gifts in force?

SEFER HACHINUCH: Only in Temple times, because the laws of

Hebrew slaves are only practiced when the Jubilee year is observed.

Nevertheless, even today, “Let the wise man hear and increase in

learning” (Proverbs 1:5)—if one hires a Jewish person who serves for a

long period of time, or even a short period, he should be given gifts

when he leaves him (Mitzvah 483).

MINCHAS CHINUCH: Sefer Hachinuch argues that, even today, a

person should give severance gifts to one’s employees out of a sense

of decency. However, according to the first view in the Talmud,

severance gifts are surely not given for reasons of decency, since

decency would dictate that all of a person’s staff should be given

severance gifts, and the first view of the Talmud is selective in who

should receive the gifts.

Since Rambam rules in favor of the first opinion in the Talmud (that

the gifts are given selectively), it turns out that, according to

Rambam, there is no basis to give severance gifts today.  

However, in the final analysis, this is somewhat difficult to accept,

since the Sefer Hachinuch rarely deviates from a ruling of Rambam,

without stating so explicitly.

�� Are severance gifts a type of earnings?

PNEI YEHOSHUA: Yes (Kidushin 16b, s.v. ve’iy iysa).

SHACH: No. The gifts are a form of charity (Choshen Mishpat 86:3).
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cÆ¥l�E�i Á x�W	` xF¿k§A�dÎl«¨M hi [iriay] t :d«�U£r«�Y x¬ �W	` lŸ −k§A Li½�d÷
̀
Æ cŸa£r«�z ` ³÷ Li® �d÷
` d́ �eŸdi«©l Wi−C�w�Y x½k̈�G�d Æ L�p`Ÿ «v§aE ³L�x «�w§a¦A

:oEp�wi�x D�Px�h§tz `¨l K�O¦r�n oixFg x©A
K�x�C`�nE K�p¨r�n D¥l W�x§t�z `�W�x§t�` ci

:D¥l o�YY K�d̈l
̀  �i�i K�P¦k�ẍa�i iC K�Y�x©v£r�OnE
`¨r�x�`§A `�zi�e	d `�C§a©r i�x	` x©M�cz�e eh

K�c�T©t�n `�p	` o¥M l©r K�d¨l
` �i�i K�w�x�tE m�i©x§vn�c
x�ni�i i�x	̀  i�di�e fh :oi�c �̀nFi oi�c�d �̀n�B�z¦R z�i
W�p
` z�i�e K�n	g�x i�x	` K�O¦r�n wFR�` `¨l K¨l
`̈r§v�x�n z�i a�Qz�e fi :K�O¦r D¥l a�h i�x	̀  K�zi¥A
g©l§R c©a	r K¨l i�di�e `�W�c§aE D�p�cE`§A o�Yz�e
i�W�w�i `̈l gi :o¥M c¤A§r�Y K�z�n�`§l s�`�e m¨l¨r§l
i�x	` K�O¦r�n oixFg x©A D�z�i K�x�h§tn§A K�pi¥r§a
oi�p�W ziW K�g§l¨R `�xi�b	` x�b	`©A oi�x�Y c�g l©r
l¨M hi :c¥A§r�z iC lŸk§A K�d¨l
` �i�i K�P¦k�x¨ai�e
oix§kEC K�p¨r§aE K�xFz§A ci¦l�i�z¦i iC `�x§kEA

�̀x§kEa§A g©l§tz `̈l K�d̈l
̀  �i�i m�c�w Wi�C�w�Y

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

hWar
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�
13 When you send him away, free from you, you should not let him go empty-handed. 

�
14 You should give him many gifts from your flock, your threshing floor, or from your wine vat,

(or) you should give him from whatever God, your God, has blessed you with. 

15 Remember that you were slaves in the land of Egypt, and that God, your God, redeemed you.

Therefore, I am commanding you today to do this thing.

�
16 In the event that he says to you, “I will not leave you,” because he loves you and your household,

since it suits him to be with you, 17 then you should take a pointed tool and put it through his ear

and into the door, and he will then be a servant to you permanently (until the Jubilee year). 

� You should give the same (adornment of gifts) to a maidservant. 

18 Let it not seem difficult in your eyes when you send him away free from you, for he has served you

(day and night) for six years, twice as many (hours) as a salaried worker (who only works by day). God,

your God, will bless you in all that you do. 

[ SS AA NN CC TT II TT YY OOFF FF II RR SS TT BB OO RR NN AA NN II MM AA LL SS [

�
19 You must sanctify every firstborn male, from your cattle or your flock, to God, your God (by

declaring it sacred as a firstborn). 

� You must not work the firstborn of your ox, or shear the firstborn of your flock (or vice-versa).

SEVERANCE GIFTS IN THE CURRENT ERA (V. 14)

According to the first opinion in the Talmud, severance gifts are not

given to a person who sells himself into slavery.  The legal dynamics of

this ruling could be understood in one of two ways:

a.) Logic dictates that there is no necessity to give severance gifts.

The Torah prescribes that severance gifts should be given only to a slave

sold by the courts.  A person who sells himself into slavery is therefore not

eligible for severance gifts; or  

b.) In principle, all slaves should receive severance gifts, but the Torah

made a specific exception in the case of the person who sells himself into

slavery, and disqualified him from receiving them.

A practical difference between these two approaches (to this first

opinion in the Talmud) is whether the concept of severance gifts of slaves

in the Temple era could act as a moral basis on which to recommend

severance gifts today:

According to the first approach (‘a’), the Torah only teaches us one

isolated case that is eligible for severance gifts (that of a slave sold by the

courts).  Thus, we have no basis on which to extend the principle to other

cases. However, according to the second approach (‘b’), the concept of

severance pay applies in principle to all cases (and it is only that the Torah

made a special exception in the case of the slave who sells himself).

Consequently, it could be argued that the principle is relevant today too.

Rambam rules in accordance with the first opinion of the Talmud.

Therefore, if we can ascertain whether Rambam adopted approach ‘a’ or

approach ‘b,’ we could clarify whether Rambam would concur with the

view (of Sefer Hachinuch) that severance gifts are given even today.

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

�� It would be wise to heed the advice of Sefer Hachinuch (see

Classic Questions) that, even today, a person should offer sever-

ance gifts to a Jewish employee that is dismissed.  This would

apply even if he or she is dismissed due to unsatisfactory work.  

�� Generally speaking, the lesson from the mitzvah of severance

gifts is that people should be given more than what is

appropriate for them to receive. For example, a teacher

should attempt to give his students, not only simplified ideas

that the students are naturally capable of understanding, but

the teacher should also try and convey some of his own

deeper understanding of the subject matter. This will

stimulate the student’s growth such that he may eventually

attain the knowledge and level of his teacher.

(Based on Likutei Sichos, vol. 19, pp. 155-6)

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“GOD WILL BLESS YOU IN ALL THAT YOU DO” (V. 18)

The Torah view is clear: It rules that “one should not rely on a

miracle” (Jerusalem Talmud, Yoma 1:4), but at the same time it

requires every Jew to be permeated with complete faith that God

acts through nature, and also “above” nature. This is also the plain

meaning of the posuk [verse]: “And God, your God, will bless you

in all that you do” (v. 18). It is necessary to do (not rely on

miracles), yet ultimately the blessing comes from God. To think

otherwise would also be contradictory to the three daily tefilos

[prayers]. The blessings of Shemoneh Esrei [the standing prayer]

are clearly based on the conviction that God can interfere with

nature, e.g., heal the sick and bless the crops, etc., even where the

natural factors are unfavorable.  

(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe)

SEVENTH

READING
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Li³�d÷
̀  dÆ �eŸd�i Á i�p§t¦l k :L« �p`Ÿv xF ¬k§A fŸ−b�z ` ¬÷�e L½�xFW xŸḱ§a¦A
:L«�zi¥aE d−�Y�̀  d® �eŸd�i x´�g§a�iÎx�W	` mF −w�O©A d½ �p�W§a d́ �p�W Æ EPÆ¤l§k Ÿ̀ «z
EP½�g¨A�fz `÷́ r®�x mEń lŸ −M x½ �E¦r F ´̀ Æ �gÆ�Q¦R mEÀn F¹a dÆ�i�d«�iÎi¦k�e `k

e½�C�g�i Æ xFd�H�d�e ³̀ �n�H�d EP® ¤l§k`Ÿ «Y Li−�ẍr�W¦A ak :Li«�d÷
̀  d− �Fdi«©l
EP−¤k§R�WY u�x¬�`�dÎl©r l® ¥k`Ÿz `´÷ F −n�CÎz�` w¬�x bk :l«�I�̀ «k̈�e i−¦a§S©M
d− �eŸdi«©l g�q½¤R �zíÜr�e ai½¦a�̀ «�d W�cŸǵÎz�` Æ xFn�W ` fh t :m�i«�O©M
m�i−�x§vOn Li² �d÷
` d¯�eŸd�i ¹L	̀ iÆ¦vFd aiÀ¦a�̀ «�d W�cŸǵ§A iº¦M Li® �d÷
`
x́ �W	` Æ mFw�O©A x ®�w¨aE o`Ÿv́ Li−�d÷
̀  d¬ �eŸdi«©l g�q² ¤R �Y�g¬ ©a�f�e a :d̈l�i«l̈
z¬ ©r§aW u½�n�g Æ ei¨l¨r l³©k`ŸzÎ` «÷ b :m«�W F −n�W o¬ ¥M�W§l d½ �eŸd�i x́�g§a�i
u�x´ �̀ �n Æ �z`Æ¨v�i oFÀf¨Rg§a i´¦M i�pŸ®r m�g´ ¤l zF −S�n ei¬l̈¨rÎl©k`Ÿ «Y mi²n�i
i¬ �n�i lŸ −M m�i½�x§vn u�x´ �̀ �n Æ L�z`«¥v mF³iÎz�` xŸÀM�fY o©r´�n§l m�i½�x§vn

�i�i m�c�w k :K�p¨r�c `�x§kEA fFb�z `¨l�e K�xFz�c
iC `�x�z�`§A `�Y�W§a `�Y�W D�P¦l§ki�Y K�d¨l
`
D¥a i�d�i i�x	̀ �e `k :K�zi¥A W�p
̀ �e �Y�̀  �i�i i¥r�x�z�i
D�Pq§Mz `¨l Wi¦A mEn lŸM xi�e£r F` xi�b	g `�nEn
`̈a¦̀ �q�n D�P¦l§ki�Y Ki�e�xw§A ak :K�d̈l
̀  �i�i m�c�w
z�i cFg§l bk :`¨l�i�`�e `�i§a�h x�q§a¦M `�c	g©M `�i§k�c�e
:`�I�n§M D�Pc�Wz `¨r�x�` l©r lFki�z `¨l D�n�C
m�c�w �̀g�q¦R c¥A§r�z�e `̈ai¦a	̀ �c �̀g�x�i z�i x�h `

K�d̈l
̀  �i�i K�w§R�̀  `̈ai¦a	̀ �c �̀g�x�i§A i�x	̀  K�d̈l
̀  �i�i
qFMz�e a :`�i§li¥l§A oiQ�p K¨l c©a£r�e m�i�x§vOn
z�q§k�p�e `�p¨r i�p§A on K�d¨l
` �i�i m�c�w `�g�q¦R
�i�i i¥r�x�z�i iC `�x�z�`§A i�xFY on `�I�W�cEw
idFl£r lFki�z `¨l b :o�O�Y D�Y�p¦k�W d�`�x�W�`§l
m�g§l xiH©t idFl£r lFki�Y oinFi `¨r§aW ©rin	g
m�i�x§vn�c `¨r�x�`�n `�Y�w©t�p Elid§a¦a i�x	` i�pŸr
`¨r�x�`�n K�w§Rn mFi z�i x©M�cz�C lic§A

1 cnscr hj' hj     2 cfuru, fj/     3 scrho hs' fd     4 cfuru, fz:     5 xprh     6 cnscr kd' d     7 anu, hc' kt     8 xprh/  urtv ahj, aWp rtv ,aWn/     9 pxjho xy:     01anu, hc' yu

tkt ascr vf,uccvuuv: )f( kpbh vw tkvhl ,tfkbu/ kfvi vut tunr'

afcr nmhbu avut nn,bu, fvubv tjs ,o utjscgk nuo' abtnr
1

ucaro

hvhvkl uduw
2

: abv cabv/ nfti athi navhi tu,u hu,r gkab,u/ hfuk

hvt pxuk nagcrv ab,u' fcr vueakngar' abtnr
3

utfk, kpbh vw

tkvhl ngar sdbl ,hrual uhmvrl ucfuru, cerlumtbl' nv ngar abh

thbu bpxk nabv kjcr,v't; cfur thbu bpxk' tkt anmuv ,ul ab,u: abv
cabv/ to ajyu cxu; ab,u tufku tu,uvhuo uhuo tjs nabv tjr,/ kns

abtfk kabhhnho ukhkv tjs
4

: )ft( nuo/ fkk: pxj tu gur/ pry: fk
nuo rg/ jzr ufkk/ nv vpry npura nuovdkuh uthbu juzr' t; fk nuo

acdkuh uthbu juzr
5

: )fd( re t, snu kt ,tfk/ akt ,tnrvuthk ufuku

vh,r vct nfkk thxur vut' avrhesua ubajy cju. ckt pshui ubtfk'

hfuk hvtt; vso nu,r' ,knus kunr re t, snu kt,tfk: )t( anur
t, jsa vtchc/ neuso cutuanur' ahvt rtuh ktchc kverhc cu t,

nbj,vgunr' uto ktu' gcr t, vabv: nnmrho khkv/ uvkt chuo hmtu'

abtnr
6

nnjr, vpxj hmtu cbh hartkuduw' tkt kph ackhkv b,i kvo prgv

rau,kmt,' abtnr
7

uhert knavuktvri khkv uduw
8

: )c( uzcj, pxj
kvw tkvhl mti/ abtnr ni vfcaho uni vgzho ,eju: ucer/ ,zcj

kjdhdv
5

/ ato bnbu gk vpxjjcurv nrucv nchtho gnu jdhdv fsh ahvt

btfkgk vaucg
9

' ugus knsu rcu,hbu scrho vrcvnpxue zv: )d( kjo
gbh/ kjo anzfhr t, vgubh ab,gbucnmrho

5
: fh cjpzui hmt,/ ukt

vxphe cme kvjnh.uzv hvhv kl kzfrui/ ujpzui kt akl vhv tktak

nmrho' afi vut tunr
01

u,jzenmrho gk vgo uduw: kngi ,zfur/ gk hsh

hWar

THE LEGAL BASIS OF SEVERANCE GIFTS

The legal basis on which severance gifts are granted could be

understood in one of two ways:

1.) It is a type of earnings awarded to the worker as a bonus on his

departure [as Pnei Yehoshua writes], over and above what he

earned; or

2.) The severance gifts are given as a charitable donation (as Shach

rules) and a display of kindness.

It could be argued that these two views are commensurate with the two

approaches (‘a’ and ‘b’) above:

Approach ‘a’ understands that, in principle, nobody deserves to be

given severance gifts. This corresponds to view ‘1,’ that the gifts are given

as a type of earnings, since a person cannot be said to deserve “earnings”

after he has already been fully paid for his work. The Torah therefore

teaches us, as an exception, that a slave sold by the courts is given gifts.

On the other hand, approach ‘b’ maintains that, on the contrary,

everybody really deserves severance gifts. This corresponds to view ‘2’,

that severance gifts are a type of charity, and charity should be given to

everyone. It is only that the Torah made a special exclusion in the case of

a person who sells himself into slavery.

In his Sefer Hamitzvos, Rambam codifies the precept of severance gifts

(not among the laws of slavery, but rather,) immediately adjacent to the

mitzvah of giving charity (commands 195 & 196; prohibitions 222 & 223), which

suggests that Rambam perceived severance gifts as a type of charity. 

Thus, Rambam would have sympathized with approach ‘b’ (that, being

a type of charity, everybody deserves severance gifts) which means that—

according to the above logic—the precept of severance gifts is a model

which can be extended, by the dictates of decency, to apply to all

employees even today.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 19, p. 153ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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�
20 In the same year (it is born) you should (give it to the priest who will) eat it before God, your

God, in the place God will choose. You, (the priest, should eat it) with your household. 

�
21 If there is any blemish in it, whether it is lame, blind, or has any defective blemish, you should

not offer it to God, your God:

�
22 You may eat it within your (own) cities. 

� (Even though the animal was originally a holy offering, after it has been redeemed) a

ritually impure person and a ritually pure person may eat it (together on the same plate).  

� (The foreleg, jaw and end-stomach do not need to be given to the priest,) as if (you were

slaughtering) a deer, or a gazelle. 

�
23 Only, you may not eat its blood. You should spill it on the ground like water (and you

do not have to cover it).

[ PP EE SS AA CC HH [

�
1 Ensure that the month of (Nissan occurs in) springtime—(by declaring a leap-year if necessary,

so that the produce will have ripened by Nissan, allowing the Omer offering to be brought)—and

offer the Pesach sacrifice (then) to God, your God. For in the month of springtime, God, your

God, brought you out of Egypt, at night. 

�
2 You must slaughter the Pesach offering to God, your God, (from the) flock, and (the festival

sacrifices from the) cattle, in the place where God will choose to place His Name. 

�
3 You may not eat leaven with it. (Rather,) because of it, eat matzos for seven days. (This is) a

bread (which reminds you of) affliction since you went out of the land of Egypt in haste (and did

1166

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

“YOU WENT OUT OF THE LAND OF EGYPT IN HASTE” (V. 3)

One of the important details of the exodus from Egypt is the haste

with which the exodus took place. When the hour of liberation

struck, the Jewish people left Egypt at once, losing not a moment, or,

as our Sages express it—not even a wink of an eye (Mechilta, Shemos

12:41-2). They add, moreover, that if the Jewish people had tarried and

missed that auspicious moment, the opportunity for liberation would

have been lost forever.

This seems incomprehensible, for it was already after the ten

plagues, which had prompted the Egyptians to virtually expel the

Jews from their land. The situation was thus “well in hand.”

Why, then, was the haste of the moment so important? And how is

one to understand the statement of our Sages that if that moment had

been missed, the whole liberation would have been in jeopardy?

The explanation is as follows: When the end of the road of exile is

reached, and the moment of liberation from the “abomination of

Egypt” arises, the opportunity must be seized at once. There must be

no tarrying, even for an instant--not even for “the wink of an eye.”

The danger of forfeiting the opportunity lay not in the possibility of

the Egyptians changing their minds, but in the possibility that some

Jews might change their minds, being loath to leave their accustomed

way of life in Egypt, to go out into the desert to receive the Torah.

The practical lesson for every Jew, man or woman, young or old, is

that the exodus from Egypt, as it is to be experienced in day-to-

day life, is the personal release from subservience to the dictates of

the body and the animal in man. It is the release from the passions

and habits within, as well as from the materialistic environment with-

out....As at the time of the first liberation, true freedom is conditioned

upon the acceptance of the Torah and mitzvos.

This call for freedom never ceases. The exodus from Egypt must be

achieved every day; each day the opportunity beckons anew....

May God grant that every Jew and Jewess seize the extraordinary

opportunity of the present moment, to achieve self-liberation and to

help others in the same direction. And may they be liberated from all

manner of bondage, internal and external, and above all, liberation

from the most dismal bondage of all—the idea of “Let’s be like

the rest.”

May they return to the way of the Torah and mitzvos in the fullest

measure, and thus merit the fulfillment of the promise: When the

Jewish people return, they are redeemed at once, with the true and

complete redemption through our righteous Mashiach.  

(Excerpt from a public letter written by the Rebbe on 11 Nissan 5723)
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mi®n�i z´ ©r§aW −L§l«ªa�BÎl¨k§A xŸ ²̀ �U ¬L§l dÆ�`�x«�iÎ`÷�e c :Li« �I�g
:x�wŸ «A©l oF −W`x«�d mF¬I©A a�x² ¤r¨A g¬ ©A�fY xÆ�W	` x À�U¨A�dÎon oi´¦l�iÎ` «÷�e
d¬ �eŸd�iÎx�W	` Li½�ẍr�W ć�g� §̀A g�q®R̈�dÎz�` �gŸÁ�f¦l l−©kEz `¬÷ d

d³ �eŸd�i xÆ�g§a�iÎx�W	` mFºw�O�dÎl�`Îm«` i¦MÂ e :K«¨l o¬ �zŸp Li−�d÷
`
W�n½�X�d `Fá§M a�x®r̈¨A g�q− ¤R�dÎz�` g¬ ©A�fY m² �W F½n�W o´¥M�W§lÆ LiÆ�d÷
̀
x² �g§a�i x¬ �W	` mF¾w�O©A ½�Y§l©ḱ�`�e Æ �Y§l�X¦aE f :m�i«�x§vOn ¬L�z «̀¥v c−¥rFn
mi−n�i z�W¬ �W g :Li«¤l�dŸ «̀ §l −�Y§k©l«�d�e x�wŸ½A©a �zí�p¨tE F ®A Li−�d÷
̀  d¬ �eŸd�i
d−�U£r«�z `¬÷ Li½�d÷
` d́ �eŸdi«©lÆ z�xÆ¤v£r iÀ¦ri¦a�X�d mF́I©aE zF ®S�n l´ ©k Ÿ̀Y
d½�n�T©AÆ W�n�x�g l³ �g�d«�n K®l̈ÎẍR�qY zŸ −rªa«�W d¬r̈§aW h q :d«¨k`¨l�n
d́�eŸdi«©l Æ zFrªa«�W b³�g �zi¹U¨r�e i :zF «rªa«�W d−r̈§aW xŸ½R�q¦l l´�g�Y

xin	g K̈l i�f	g�z�i `̈l�e c :Ki�I�g i�nFi l̈M m�i�x§vn�c

`�x�q¦A on zi¦a�i `¨l�e oinFi `¨r§aW K�nEg�Y l¨k§A

:`�x§t©v§l d�`�n�c�w `�nFi§A `�W�n�x§A qFMz iC

`�c	g©A `�g�q¦R z�i qFMn§l EW�x K¨l zi¥l d

`�x�z�`§l o�d¨l
` e :K̈l a�d�i K�d̈l
̀  �ii�C Ki�e�xTn

o�O�Y D�Y�p¦k�W d�̀ �x�W�̀ §l K�d̈l
̀  �i�i i¥r�x�z�i iC

o�n�f `�W�nW l©r�n§M `�W�n�x§A `�g�q¦R z�i qFMY

iC `�x�z�`§A lFki�z�e l�X©a�zE f :m�i�x§vOn K�w§Rn

K�d�zE �̀x§t©v§a i�p§R�zz�e D¥A K�d̈l
̀  �i�i i¥r�x�z�i

`�nFi§aE `�xiH©R lFki�Y oinFi `�YW g :K�e�xw§l

c¥A§r�z `¨l K�d¨l
` �i�i m�c�w W�p§M d�`¨ri¦a�W

zEi�x�W�Cn K¨l i�p�nY oi¦rEa�W `¨r§aW h : �̀ci¦a¦r

i�p�nn§l i�x�WY `�zEn�x	`�c `�x�nEr c©v	g©A `¨l�B�n

m�c�w `�I©rEa�W�c `�B�g c¥A§r�z�e i :oi¦rEa�W `¨r§aW

tfhk, vpxj uvnmv' t,huo mt,l: )s( ukt hkhi ni vcar tar ,zcj
cgrcchuo vrtaui kcer/ tzvrv knu,hr cpxjsuru,' kph akt btnr

tkt cpxj nmrho' uhuortaui vtnur fti vut h"s cbhxi' fnv st,tnr
1

tl chuo vrtaui ,ach,uatur nc,hfo/ ukph abx,ke vf,uc ngbhbu ak

pxj uv,jhk kscr cjeu, acg, hnho' fduiacg, hnho ,tfk gkhu nmu,

ukt hrtv kl aturcfk dcukl' vumrl kpra cthzu zchjv vut nzvhr'ato

f,c ukt hkhi ni vcar tar ,zcj cgrckcer' vhh,h tunr aknho vbajyho

fk acgvfuki cck ,u,hru uthbi btfkhi tkt khuo ukhkv'kfl f,c cgrc

chuo vrtaui/ scr tjr cjdhd,h"s vf,uc nscr' ukns gkhv abtfk, kabh

hnho/uvrtaui vtnur fti' chuo yuc vrtaui vf,ucnscr/ ufi nangu,

vnert' car jdhdv tar,zcj cgrc' kt hkhi chuo yuc vrtaui gs ceru

ak abh' tck btfk, vht ctrcgv gar ucjnavgar' ufl vht abuhv

cnxf, pxjho
2

: )u( cgrc fcut vana nugs mt,lnnmrho/ vrh

akav znbho jkueho` cgrc naaagu, ukngkv zcjvu' ufcut vana

,tfkvu'unugs mt,l' t,v aurpvu/ fkunr' bgav bu,ruhmt kch, varpv
3

:

)z( ucak,/ zvu mkh ta' at; vut eruh cauk
4

: upbh, ccer/ kceru ak abh'

nkns ayguikhbv khk numth huo yuc
3

: )j( aa, hnho ,tfk nmu,/
ucneuo tjrvut tunr acg, hnho

5
' acgv nivhai uaav ni vjsa

3
/ scr

tjr kns gk tfhk,nmv cachgh' athbv jucv' unfti t,v knskaa,

hnho/ avrh achgh cfkk vhv uhmt nivfkk kkns' athi tfhk, nmv cu jucv

tktrau,' ukt kkns gk gmnu hmt tkt kkns gkvfkk fuku hmt' nv achgh

rau, t; fuko rau,'ju. nkhkv vrtaui avf,uc ecgu jucv' abtnr
6

cgrc ,tfku nmu,
7

: gmr, kvw tkvhl/ gmur gmnl ni vnktfv/scr tjr

fbupht ak ntfk una,v' kaui bgmrv bt tu,l: )y(nvjk jrna cenv/

hWar

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

1 anu, hc' yu     2 s; gt:     3 xprh     4 nfhk,t     5 anu, hc' yu     6 ao hj     7 pxjho ef/

[ The Last Word [

THE PESACH OFFERING (V. 2-7)

The liberation from Egypt was not merely the liberation of

numerous individuals; it was the liberation of a People.

Accordingly, one would have expected that the Korban Pesach

[Pesach Offering] would emphasize the “nation” motif, the idea of

community. Actually the approach and instruction was exactly the

reverse.

True, all the “congregation” was enjoined to offer the Korban

Pesach, but the instructions were explicit: each home had to have its

own Korban Pesach; each Jew was individually singled out and

counted for the purpose of sharing in it; each one had to be confined

to his particular home or company for the duration of the Korban

Pesach repast.

Herein the Torah teaches us that the way to accomplishment, even

if it is intended for the community as a whole, and even if it concerns

the very “liberation” of the community, must nevertheless begin with

concentration on the self, and on the members of one’s family and

immediate circle, even though the call must necessarily go out to the

whole community.

Moreover, attention should be directed not towards general

considerations and all-embracing resolutions, but towards applying

the main concern and energy in the realization, in the daily life, of

the various “small” duties. For it is precisely this approach that will

eventually bring the deliverance of the individual as well as of the

community as a whole.

(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe)
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not have time for the bread to rise. Eat the matzah) in order to remember all the days of your

life, the day when you went out of the land of Egypt. 

�
4 No leaven may be seen with you within all your borders for seven days.

� You may not leave over any of the flesh that you slaughtered on the preceding day, in the

afternoon, (uneaten) until the morning. 

�
5 You may not slaughter the Pesach offering in any of your cities, which God, your God, is giving

you, 6 except in the place which God, your God, will choose to place His Name. You should

slaughter the Pesach offering there, in the afternoon (after the sixth hour).

� (You must eat it after) the sun comes down, (and you must burn any meat that is left uneaten

past) the precise time that you went out of Egypt. 

�
7 You should cook it (by roasting) and eat it in (Jerusalem), the place which God, your God, will

choose.

� (You must stay in Jerusalem the night following the festival) and in the morning you may depart

and go to your homes. 

�
8 For you should eat matzos six days, and on the seventh day there should be a holiday to God,

your God, when you may not do any manual work. 

[ CC OO UU NN TT II NN GG TT HH EE OO MM EE RR &&  SS HH AA VV UU OO SS [

�
9 Count for yourself seven weeks. From when the sickle is first put to the standing crop (and the

Omer is reaped), you should begin to count seven weeks. 

�
10 And you should make the festival of Shavuos to God, your God. Offer as many gift-offerings

(and invite as many guests) as you can afford, according to how God, your God, blesses you. 

�� Why does the Torah not tell us to rejoice on Pesach

(v. 1–8), as it does on Shavuos (v. 11) & Succos (v. 14-15)? 

TZROR HAMOR: When the Jewish people came out of Egypt, on

Pesach, the Torah had not yet been given.  Therefore, the Torah does

not stress the concept of rejoicing. Furthermore, the Jewish people

did not see the Egyptians drown until the seventh day of their

departure, and it was only at this point that they rejoiced.

BA’AL HATURIM: On Pesach, the crops have not yet been harvested,

so the Torah does not mention rejoicing at all. 

On Shavuos, the harvest has taken place, but the grapes have not

yet been made into wine, so rejoicing is mentioned just once (v. 11).

But by Succos, all the harvest is ready to eat, so the Torah mentions

rejoicing twice (v. 14 & v. 15).

YERE’IM: According to the Talmud, the Torah equates the laws of all

three festivals together (Shavuos 10a).  Thus, the fact that the Torah

states explicitly that rejoicing is required on Shavuos and

Succos provides us with the legal basis for a requirement to

rejoice on Pesach (ch. 227).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

REJOICING ON PESACH (V. 1-8)

Rashi does not suggest any of the explanations offered by the

commentators as to why the Torah does not command us explicitly to

rejoice on the festival of Pesach. 

However, since Rashi explains every difficulty that arises at the literal

level, we can presume that Rashi was silent here, as he wanted the reader

to work the answer out for himself, with simple logic and knowledge of

Rashi’s earlier comments. So what is Rashi’s “explanation” of this matter?

A further question concerns the Torah’s statement in verse 12, at the

end of the section of Shavuos: “Remember that you were slaves in

Egypt.” Since remembering the slavery in Egypt is the key motif of the

festival of Pesach, why does the Torah state, “You should remember that

you were slaves in Egypt,” in connection with Shavuos and not Pesach?

THE EXPLANATION

On the verse, “When you take the people out of Egypt, you will worship

God on this mountain” (Shemos 3:12), Rashi writes, “As for what you asked:

‘What merit do the Jewish people have that they should go out of Egypt?’

I have a very good reason to bring them out, for they are going to receive

the Torah on this mountain, three months after they go out of Egypt.”

From here the reader will already be aware that the Exodus from Egypt

and the giving of the Torah are two phases of a single process, because

God took the Jewish people out of Egypt in order to receive the Torah.  

�
T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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Thus, the reader will not be surprised here that the Torah only tells us

to “rejoice before God, your God,” and to “remember that you were

slaves in Egypt,” in connection with Shavuos, and not Pesach. For it is

obvious that these commands apply to both Pesach and Shavuos, and

that the Torah needed only to mention these concepts once—at the end

of the passage dealing with both festivals—since the reader already knows

that Pesach and Shavuos celebrate two phases of a single process.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Re’eh 5733)

REJOICING ON A FESTIVAL (V. 14)

Verse 14 states: “Rejoice on your festival—you, your son, your

daughter, etc.” One detail that is not clear in this verse, is what exactly

the term “festival” refers to: Does it refer specifically to the “festival

offering,” i.e. the special peace-offering which was sacrificed in honor of

the festival? Or, does it refer to the festival in general, suggesting that a

person should carry out all sorts of activities that will bring him to a mood

of rejoicing?

�

d¬ �eŸd�i −L§k�x«ä�i x¬ �W	 «̀©M o®�YY x´ �W	̀  −L�c«�i z¬ ©a�c�p z² �Qn Li½�d÷
̀
» L»�Y¦aE ´L�p¦aE dÆ�Y�` LiÀ�d÷
` d́ �eŸd�i | í �p§t¦l º�Y�g�n«�U�e `i :Li«�d÷
̀
d− �p�n§l�`«�d�e mF ¬z�I�d�e x² �B�d�e Li½�x¨r�W¦A x´ �W	`Æ i�e¥N�d�e ¼ L¼�z�n	`«�e ´L�C§a©r�e
F −n�W o¬ ¥M�W§l Li½�d÷
` d́ �eŸd�i Æ x�g§a�i x³�W	` mFÀw�O©A L® ¤A�xw§A x´ �W	`
�zi ½U¨r�e ´�Y�x�n«�W�e m�i®�x§vn§A �zi−�i�d c¤a¬ ¤rÎi¦M ½�Y�x©ḱ �f�e ai :m«�W
ź ©r§aW −L§l d¬ �U£r«�Y zŸ ²M�Q�d b¯�g bi [xihtn] t :d¤N«�`�d mi −T�g«�dÎz�̀
³L�p¦aE dÆ�Y�` L® �B�g§A −�Y�g�n«�U�e ci :L«¤a�w�InE −L�p�x�B«n ½L§R�qÆ� §̀A mi®n�i
x¬ �W	` d− �p�n§l�`«�d�e mF ¬z�I�d�e x² �B�d�e iÀ �e¥N�d�e L½�z�n	`«�e ´L�C§a©r�e Æ LÆ�Y¦aE
mF −w�O©A Li½�d÷
` d́ �eŸdi«©l Æ bŸg�Y miÀn�i z´ ©r§aW eh :Li«�x¨r�W¦A
Æ L�z«�̀ Ea�Y lŸ ³k§A LiÀ�d÷
̀  d́ �eŸd�i ºL§k�x«ä�i í¦M d® �eŸd�i x́�g§a�iÎx�W	̀
d¿�p�X©A | mi´n¨r§R WFĺ�W fh :�g«�n�U K¬�̀  �zi−�i�d�e Li½�c�i d́�U£r«�nÆ lŸk§aE
x½�g§a�i x´ �W	`Æ mFw�O©A LiÀ�d÷
` d́ �eŸd�i | í�p§RÎz�` ¹L�xE «k�fÎl¨k *dÆ�̀ �x« �i

ic �̀n§M o�Yz iC K�c�i z©a�c�p z�Qn K�d̈l
̀  �i�i

K�d̈l
̀  �i�i m�c�w i�c
g�z�e `i :K�d̈l
̀  �i�i K�P¦k�ẍa�i

iC d�`�e¥l�e K�z�n�`�e K�C§a©r�e K�Y�x§aE K�x§aE �Y�`

K�pi¥a iC `¨l�n�x�`�e `�O�Y�i�e `�xFI�b�e Ki�e�xw§a

d�`�x�W�`§l K�d¨l
` �i�i i¥r�x�z�i iC `�x�z�`§A

�̀zi�e	d �̀C§a©r i�x	̀  x©M�cz�e ai :o�O�Y D�Y�p¦k�W

:oi¥N`�d `�I�n�i�w z�i c¥A§r�z�e x�Hz�e m�i�x§vn§A

oinFi `¨r§aW K¨l c¥A§r�Y `�I©N�h�nc `�B�g bi

i�c
g�z�e ci :K�Y�x©v£r�OnE K�x�C`�n K�W�p§kn§A

d�`�e¥l�e K�z�n�`�e K�C§a©r�e K�Y�x§aE K�x§aE �Y�` K�B�g§A

`¨r§aW eh :Ki�e�xw§a iC `¨l�n�x�`�e `�O�Y�i�e `�xFI�b�e

i¥r�x�z�i iC �̀x�z�̀ §A K�d̈l
̀  �i�i m�c�w bFg�Y oinFi

l̈k§aE K�Y§l©l£r l̈k§A K�d̈l
̀  �i�i K�P¦k�ẍa�i i�x	̀  �i�i

oi�p�n�f z©l�Y fh :i�c�g m�x§A i�d�zE Ki�c�i i�c̈aFr

K�d¨l
` �i�i m�c�w K�xEk�C l¨k i�f	g�z�i `�Y�W§A

`�B�g§aE `�I�xiH©t�c `�B�g§A i¥r�x�z�i iC `�x�z�`§A

1 rWv hd/     2 xufv nj/  urtv ahj, aWp rtv ,anWz/   

nabemr vgunravut rtah, vemhr: )h( nx, bsc, hsl/ sh bsc, hsl'

vfk kphvcrfv' vct aknh anjv' uesa erutho ktfuk: )ht( uvkuh
uvdr uvh,uo uvtknbv/ trcgvakh fbds trcgv akl' cbl uc,l

ugcsl utn,l'to t,v nanj t, akh' tbh nanj t, akl: )hc( uzfr,
fh gcs vhh, uduw/ gk nb, fipsh,hl' a,anur u,gav t, vjueho

vtkv: )hd(ctxpl/ czni vtxh; at,v nfbhx kch,phru, veh./ scr

tjr ctxpl ndrbl unhecl'kns anxffhi t, vxufv cpxuk, duri

uhec
1

: )yu(uvhh, tl anj/ kph pauyu thi zv kauimuuh tkt kaui

vcyjv' ukph ,knusu knsu nftikrcu, khkh huo yuc vtjrui kanjv
2

:

)yz( ukt hrtv t, pbh vw rheo/ tkt vctguku, rthhv uaknh jdhdv:

hWar

�� How should one rejoice on a festival (v. 14)? 

RAMBAM: Throughout the seven days of Pesach, the eight days of

the festival [of Succos] and the other festival days...a person is

obligated to be happy and of cheerful spirit, both he and his wife, his

family, and all those who share his company, as the verse states,

“Rejoice on your festival” (v. 14). 

Despite the fact that the rejoicing mentioned in the verse refers to

the peace-offering, as we explained in the Laws of Festival Offerings,

nevertheless, included within that requirement to rejoice [with the

peace-offering] is also the requirement for the person to rejoice

himself, along with his children and family, making each person

happy in a way that is suitable for them.

How is this carried out?  

Children are given roasted grains, nuts and sweets. Women are

bought new clothes and jewelry, according to the person’s financial

ability. 

Men should eat meat and drink wine, for rejoicing can only be

achieved with meat and wine (Laws of Festivals 6:17-18).

ALTER REBBE’S SHULCHAN ARUCH: Throughout the seven days of

Pesach, the eight days of the festival [of Succos] and the festival of

Atzeres [Shavuos], a person is obligated to be happy and of cheerful

spirit, both he and his wife, his family, and all those who share his

company. This rejoicing is a Biblical requirement, as the verse states,

“Rejoice on your festival—you, your son, your daughter etc.” (v. 14).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

*xWt¹L�xE «Æk�fÎl¨k Á d�̀ �x« �i



Two approaches could be taken:

a.) When the Torah uses the words “rejoice on your festival,” it is

referring specifically to the spiritual joy of bringing and sacrificing the

peace-offering. The requirement to rejoice with physical pleasures is

secondary, and thus was not referred to by the Torah directly, to indicate

its lesser importance. 

This appears to be the view of Rambam who stresses, “The rejoicing

mentioned in the verse refers to the peace-offering.” Thus it is only

“included within that requirement...the requirement for the person to

rejoice himself, along with his children and family, making each person

happy in a way that is suitable for them.”

Consequently, according to Rambam, when the peace-offering cannot

be brought (in the current era), we are unable to carry out the primary

mitzvah of rejoicing on a festival at all. Nevertheless, the secondary

(physical) aspect can be carried out even now, and it does not suffer from

the destruction of the Temple.

b.) Alternatively, it could be argued that when the Torah uses the phrase

“rejoice on your festival,” it is referring generally to all the rejoicing that is

carried out during the period of the festival. Thus, there are not two

separate requirements here (spiritual and physical), but one single

obligation to rejoice.  This appears to be the view of the Alter Rebbe’s

Shulchan Aruch, which makes no mention that verse 14 is speaking

about the peace-offering in particular, indicating that, in his view, the
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�
11 And you should rejoice before God, your God—you, your son, your daughter, your servant,

your maidservant, the Levite who lives in your town, the convert, the orphan, and the widow

among you—in the place which God, your God, will choose to place His Name there. 

12 Remember that you were slaves in Egypt, and (that I took you out in order that) you should be

careful to perform these statutes.

[ SS UU CC CC OO SS [

�
13 When you gather in (the produce) from your threshing floor and your wine vat, make for

yourself the festival of Succos, for a seven day period,  

�
14 Rejoice on your festival—you, your son, your daughter, your servant, your maidservant, the

Levite, the convert, the orphan, and the widow who lives in your town. 

�
15 Celebrate the festival to God, your God, for seven days in the place which God will choose,

because God, your God, will bless all your produce and all the work of your hands, and you will

only be happy.

[ PP II LL GG RR II MM AA GG EE TTOO JJ EE RR UU SS AA LL EE MM [

�
16 Every male among you must appear before God, your God, three times in the year, in the place

He will choose: on the festival of Matzos, on the festival of Shavuos, and on the festival of Succos.

How is this rejoicing carried out? 

Children are given roasted grains and nuts. Women are bought

new clothes and jewelry, according to the person’s financial ability.

As for men, at the time when the Holy Temple stood they would eat

the meat of the peace-offering in order to rejoice. Now, that the

Temple does not stand we are only able to fulfill our obligation

through drinking wine—as the verse states, “wine satisfies the heart

of man” (Psalms 104:15)—since in the current era there is no legal

requirement to eat meat, as we no longer have the peace-offering.

Nevertheless, if one does eat meat on the festival one still performs

a mitzvah since, after all, we are told to rejoice on the festival, and

since we are unable to rejoice through the main method, through

eating the meat of the peace-offering, we therefore use other

methods of rejoicing (Orach Chaim 529:6-7).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

MAFTIR

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

“REJOICE ON YOUR FESTIVAL!” (V. 14)

The Festival of Succos, Shemini Atzeres and Simchas Torah,

which are the Season of our Rejoicing, are not intended to

bring true joy and inspiration only during these days, and when

they are over they are forgotten. But their purpose and intent is

that the Jew should draw from them stores of joy and inspiration

to last him throughout the year and every day of the year. The

nature of such joy and inspiration, being connected with the Torah

and mitzvos, is such that it truly permeates one’s whole being and

is the wellspring of a harmonious and happy Jewish life. 

(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe on 25th of Tishrei, 5721)
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requirement is that of general rejoicing. Therefore, he suggests that being

of “cheerful spirit, both he and his wife, his family,” is part of the Biblical

requirement mentioned in the verse (“This rejoicing is a Biblical

requirement, as the verse states, ‘Rejoice on your festival’”).

According to this view we are able to carry out the mitzvah of rejoicing

on a festival as it is specified in the Torah even in the current era, after the

destruction of the Temple. The only drawback is that the most effective

method of carrying out the mitzvah (the peace-offering) is not available,

but we are still able to use all the other methods (such as eating meat,

etc.), which achieve the same effect, but to a lesser degree.

CONTEMPORARY CONNECTION TO THE PEACE-OFFERING

A further innovation that arises from this stance of the Alter Rebbe is

that even in the current era, when we eat meat on a festival, we are

observing a mitzvah which is actually connected with the sacrifices:

According to Rambam, the sacrificial part of the mitzvah (the primary

element) and the physical rejoicing are totally separate. Therefore, in the

current era, when the former element has ceased, there is no practical

connection between our rejoicing and the sacrifice itself.

However, according to the Alter Rebbe, who perceived the spiritual and

physical dimensions as one single precept, it turns out that even today,

when we eat meat on Yom Tov, we perform an act which is halachically

connected with the mitzvah of eating the peace-offering. 

Nevertheless, both views agree that:

1.) We can observe at least some aspects of the Biblical requirement to

rejoice on Yom Tov, even in the current era.

2.) This occurs on some level when men eat meat and drink wine, when

women wear new clothes, and when children are given candies.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 33, p. 62ff.)

i¬ �p§RÎz�` d² �̀ �x« �i `÷̄�e zF®M�Q�d b´�g§aE zF −rªa«�X�d b¬�g§aE zF²S�O�d b¯�g§A

x¬ �W	` Li−�d÷
` d¬ �eŸd�i z² ©M�x¦a§M F ®c�i ź�p�Y�n§M Wi−` fi :m «�wi�x d− �eŸd�i

q q q :K«¨lÎo�z«�p

�i�i m�c�w i�f	g�z�i `¨l�e `�I©N�h�nc `�B�g§aE `�I©rEa�W�c
�ii�C `�z§M�x¦a§M D�c�i z�p�Y�n§M x©a�B fi :oEp�wi�x

t t t :K̈l a�d�i iC K�d̈l
̀

1 xprh

)hz( tha fn,b, hsu/ nh aha ku tufkhivrcv ubfxho nruchi hcht guku, nrucu, uaknhonrucho
1

: jxk, pra, rtv

hWar

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

efWu pxueho' pkhtWv xhni/
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� He may not appear before God empty-handed (without animals for the festival offerings). 17 Each

man (must bring sufficient animals to feed the people) that he supports, according to the blessing

of God, your God, which He has given you.

HAFTARAHS: RE’EH (& EREV ROSH CHODESH)—P. 281.     ROSH CHODESH—P. 299.

Maftir: Rosh Chodesh—p. 302.

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

Every Jewish person possesses both a Godly soul, which yearns to

be close to its Creator, and an Animal Soul, which is the source

of physical desires. Both Rambam and the Alter Rebbe (see Classic

Questions) agree that in order to be complete, rejoicing on a festival

must involve not only the Godly soul but the Animal Soul too.

Where they disagree is to what extent the Animal Soul is to be

involved:

Rambam understood that rejoicing through the peace-offering (i.e.

with the Godly soul) is primary, whereas eating meat and buying new

clothes (to please the Animal Soul) is secondary (see Toras Menachem).

This is because Rambam perceived the Animal Soul as an obstacle in

Divine service, which needs to be “appeased” with food and clothes,

to prevent it from disturbing the true rejoicing of the Godly Soul.

On the other hand, the Alter Rebbe maintained that the spiritual

and physical celebrations take equal priority, for he perceived that the

Animal Soul is not an obstacle, but a tool in the service of God.  Thus,

on a festival, the Animal Soul itself also rejoices equally in its Creator,

by means of things which the Animal Soul can appreciate—meat,

wine, clothes and candies.

In fact, the difference of opinion between Rambam and the Alter

Rebbe reflects their conflicting viewpoints about the future era:

Rambam maintained that, eventually, in the ultimate stage of

existence (the World to Come) there will be nothing physical, for the

most perfect form of existence is a soul without a body (Laws of

Teshuvah 8:2).  Consequently, he understood that on a festival, the

main emphasis should be the rejoicing of the (Godly) soul, whereas

the Animal Soul and body take second place.

The Alter Rebbe, however, ruled (in favor of Ramban’s opinion in

Sha’ar Hagemul) that the climax of spiritual perfection in the World

to Come is existence as souls within bodies (Likutei Torah, Tzav 15b).

Therefore, on a festival he perceived it to be equally important to

rejoice with both the Godly and Animal Souls.

(Based on Likutei Sichos, vol. 33, pp. 69-70)



1. To destroy places of idol-worship [12:2].

2. Not to erase holy writings, the written Names of God,

or destroy places of worship which bear His Name

[12:4].

3. To bring all obligatory offerings and voluntary offerings

which a person has vowed, at the first pilgrim festival

that occurs after the person’s vow [12:5-6].

4. Not to sacrifice offerings outside the Temple [12:13].

5. To sacrifice all offerings in the Temple, and not

anywhere outside it [12:4].

6. To redeem animals consecrated for offerings which

have become blemished [12:15].

7. Not to eat the Second Tithe of grain outside Jerusalem

[12:17].

8. Not to consume the Second Tithe of wine outside

Jerusalem [12:17].

9. Not to consume the Second Tithe of oil outside

Jerusalem [12:17].

10. Not to eat an unblemished firstborn animal outside

Jerusalem [12:17]

11. Not to eat the meat of a sin-offering or a guilt-offering

outside the Temple [12:17].

12. Not to eat the meat of a burnt-offering [12:17].

13. Not to eat the meat of offerings of lesser holiness

before their blood is sprinkled on the Altar [12:17].

14. The priests should not eat first-fruits before they are

placed down in the Temple Courtyard [12:17].

15. Not to neglect the Levites by failing to give them their

due gifts, especially at the time of a festival [12:19].

16. To ritually slaughter an animal before eating its meat

[12:21].

17. Not to eat a limb taken from a living animal [12:23].

18. To bring an animal offering that one is obligated to

offer to the Temple, even from the Diaspora [12:26].

19. Not to add to the mitzvos of the Torah [13:1].

20. Not to detract from any of the mitzvos of the Torah

[13:1].

21. Not to listen to anyone prophesying in the name of an

idol [13:4].

22. Not to have affection for an inciter to idol-worship

[13:9].

23. Not to lessen our hatred for an inciter to idol-worship

[13:9].

24. Not to rescue an inciter to idol-worship from death

[12:9].

25. A person who is incited should not speak in favor of an

inciter to idol-worship [13:9].

26. A person who is incited should not refrain from

criticizing an inciter to idol-worship [13:9].

27. Not to incite a Jew towards idol-worship [13:12].

28. To examine witnesses thoroughly [13:15].

29. To burn a city which has strayed and worshiped idols,

together with all its contents [13:17].

30. Not to rebuild a city which has strayed and worshiped

idols to its former condition [13:17].

31. Not to derive any benefit from the wealth of a city

which has strayed and worshiped idols [13:17].

32. Not to gash oneself like idol-worshipers do [14:1].

33. Not to uproot the hair of the head in grief over the

dead [14:1].

34. Not to eat holy animal offerings that became

disqualified [14:3].

35. To examine the signs of a bird to see if it is kosher

[14:11].

36. Not to eat non-kosher locusts, or any winged insects

[14:19].

37. Not to eat the meat of any domestic or wild animal

that died by itself [14:21].

38. The Second Tithe [14:22].

39. The Tithe for the Poor, given instead of the Second

Tithe in the third year [14:28].

40. Not to demand payment of a loan over which the

Sabbatical year has passed [15:2].

41. To collect full payment for a loan made to a non-Jew

[15:3].

42. To relinquish debts owed in the Sabbatical Year [15:3].

43. Not to refrain from supporting a poor person and

giving him what he needs [15:7].

44. To give charity [15:8].

45. Not to refrain from lending money to the poor because

the Sabbatical Year will cancel the loan [15:9].

46. Not to send away a Hebrew slave empty-handed when

he goes free [15:13].

47. To give a severance gift to a Hebrew slave when he

goes free [15:14].

48. Not to work an animal which has been consecrated as

an offering [15:19].

49. Not to shear an animal which has been consecrated as

an offering [15:19].

50. Not to eat chametz (leavened bread) after midday on

the day before Pesach (Passover) [16:3].

51. Not to leave over any flesh of the festival offering,

slaughtered on the fourteenth day of Nisan, until the

third day [16:4].

52. Not to offer up a Pesach offering on a private altar

[16:5].

53. To rejoice on the pilgrim festivals [16:14].

54. To appear at the Temple on the pilgrim festivals

[16:16].

55. Not to go up to Jerusalem for a pilgrimage festival

without an animal offering [16:16].
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At the beginning of our Parsha there is a command

to “appoint judges (shoftim) and police officers

(shotrim) for yourself.”  

The Midrash stresses the need for both of these roles:

“Without the policeman, there is no judge. For if the court

finds a person guilty, once he leaves [the courtroom,] the

judge is powerless unless the policeman takes control”

(Tanchuma, Shoftim, 2).

Why then is the Parsha simply called “Judges,” without

any reference to the police, if “without the policeman,

there is no judge”? 

In his prophecy of the Messianic Era, Isaiah mentions

judges, but not police: “I will restore your judges as

they were at first, and your advisers as they were in the

beginning” (Isaiah 1:26). This is because the Messianic Era

will witness the disappearance of evil and selfishness (see

Zechariah 13:2), so there will be no need for policemen who

force people to be righteous.  However, there will remain

a requirement for judges who will pass laws, study Torah,

and provide practical direction to the Jewish people in

matters of Torah and its commandments.

Thus, in truth, policemen are secondary assistants to the

judges. Only in a case where the judge is incapable of

enforcing justice, must one resort to policemen, who

work with the “stick and the whip,” forcing the guilty

party to accept the judge’s decision.  

Therefore, our Parsha is simply entitled “Judges,” as the

appointment of policemen is not a separate command-

ment, but a subcategory within the command to appoint

judges. Policemen are not an intrinsic legal necessity, and

in a time when people are respectful, such as the

Messianic Era, they will be rendered redundant.

However, since all aspects of Torah are eternal, there

will be a role for police even after the Redemption,

only then it will be a positive one—to announce and

make public the affairs of the Judges and to assist the

people in fulfilling the directives of the courts.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shoftim 5751)

[ The Name of the Parsha [



1 cspuxh raWh vbpumho ,hc, WuauyrhoW vht ctu,hu, dsuku, _ sWv jsa/  tck kfturv vut yvWs' uvsWv acpraWh vut Waupyho uauyrhoW' utjWf npra vjhkue chbhvo _ Waupyho shhbho fuw uauyrho

vrushi fuwW )keuWa jkWs gw 89' vgrv 1(      2 cspux tw ucw ufk f,Wh acxprhh, khuctuuhya' kh,t ,hcu, tku/ ufi kh,t c)raWh avug,e c(xnWd gahi mz c,jhk,u/  tck cspuxh raWh vbpumho vut

fcpbho/ udhrxt zu vh,v kpbh vctr nho jhho ubjk, hgec' ufi nang cduWt )keuWa ao' vgrv 11(/     3 ,bjunt c     4 xprh     5 xbvsrhi yz:     6 f,ucu, ev:

)hj( aupyho uauyrho/ aupyho' shhbhovpuxeho t, vshi: uauyrho/1

vrushi t, vgotjr nmu,i/ anfhi ufup,hi
2

cnek ucrmugv gsaheck gkhu

t, shi vaupy
3

: cfk agrhl/ cfk ghr ughr
4

: kacyhl/ nuxc gk ,,i kl/

aupyho uauyrho,,i kl kacyhl cfk agrhl tar vw tkvhl bu,ikl:

kacyhl/ nkns anuahchi shhbhi kfk acyuacy ucfk ghr ughr
5

: uapyu
t, vgo uduw/ nbv shhbhi nunjhoumsheho kapuy mse

4
: )hy( kt ,yv

napy/ fnangu: ukt ,fhr pbho/ t; cag, vygbu,/ tzvrvkshhi akt

hvt rl kzv ueav kzv' tjs gunsutjs huac/ kph afarutv avshhi nfcs

t,jchru nx,,nhi ygbu,hu: ukt ,ej ajs/ tphku kapuy mse
4

: fh
vajs hgur/ naeck ajs nnbu th tparakt hyv t, kcu tmku kvpul

czfu,u
6

: scrh msheho/ scrho vnmuseho' napyh tn,: )f( mse mse
,rsu;/ vkl tjr ch, shi hpv

4
: kngi ,jhv uhra,/ fsth vut nbuh

vshhbhi vfarho kvjhu, t, hartk ukvuahci gk tsn,i
4

:)ft( kt ,yg
kl tarv/ kjhhcu gkhv nag,byhg,v' utphku kt gcsv gucr ckt ,gav
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�� What is the difference between judges (oh¦y§p«J) and

police officers (oh¦r§y«J)? (v. 18)

RASHI: oh¦y§p«J are judges who decide the law, and oh¦r§y«J are those
who impose authority over the people in accordance with the
judges’ decision. They strike and bind people with sticks and whips,
until they accept the judges’ ruling.

GUR ARYEH: Rashi wished to explain why the Torah mentions the

need for police officers. Therefore he stressed that judges ”decide the

law,” as if to say, “they decide the law and nothing more than that.”

Consequently, police are required to enforce the law.

BARTENURA: Why did Rashi need to explain the words “judges” and

“police officers,” when their meaning is straightforward?

Because in Parshas Devarim, the Torah states that Moshe appoint-

ed, “police officers over your tribes” (1:15), but no mention is made of

judges. Therefore, one might think that if no judges are to be found,

one should simply appoint police, without judges.

To counteract this notion the Torah stresses here that both judges

and police officers are needed, as Rashi clarifies that the police

officers serve only to enforce the rulings of the judges. Thus, if there

were to be no judges, there would be no police either.

�� How must judges be placed “in all your gates”? (v. 18)

RASHI: “In all your gates,” means in every city.

SHACH AL HATORAH: The term “gates” here alludes to the “gates” of

the body: the two eyes, the two ears, the nose, the mouth, etc.

The verse teaches us that a person should place “judges” and

“police” over all his bodily “gates” to ensure that only positive and

kosher influences enter his body.

JUDGES AND POLICE-OFFICERS (V. 18)

Why did Rashi deem it necessary to define the terms “judges” and

“police officers”?

Gur Aryeh writes that Rashi wished to stress the unique role of police

officers in law-enforcement, so he contrasted this with the role of judges,

who merely “decide the law” without implementing it at all.

However, this is somewhat difficult to accept, because:

i.) If Rashi merely wished to inform us of the role of police officers, he

could have done just that, without touching upon the issue of judges.

ii.) In his commentary to Parshas Devarim, Rashi has already explained

the role of police officers as implementers of the law: “I appointed police

officers over you, for your tribes. These are the ones who bind a person

and strike him with a whip, at the judges’ order” (Rashi to 1:15 above). 

So why did Rashi need to clarify the role of police officers again here?

Bartenura argues that the Torah’s innovation here is that police would

be useless in the absence of judges, a point we would not have automatically

deduced from Parshas Devarim, which does not mention judges.

However, this is difficult to accept, because Parshas Devarim does

mention the appointment of judges: “I selected wise and well known men

from the leaders of your tribes, and I made them leaders over you” (ibid.).

We are thus left with the question: What is the need for Rashi’s

comment here, when the meaning of “judges” is obvious, and the

meaning of “police officers” has already been explained by Rashi in

Parshas Devarim?

THE EXPLANATION

The process of law enforcement by the police contains two elements:

a.) The execution of the law, i.e. ensuring that the appropriate

punishments are administered; and b.) Deterring people from crime by

�
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the active promotion of the law, i.e. applying pressure to a person to

encourage him to act in accordance with the law.

In Parshas Devarim, Rashi is discussing the former case, administering

punishments required by law.  Therefore Rashi stresses the role of police

as “the ones who bind a person and strike him with a whip, at the judges’

order.” In our Parsha, however, Rashi is discussing the second element of

law enforcement, the active promotion of the law: “police officers are

those who impose authority over the people...until they accept the judges’

ruling.”  Note that Rashi does not write that they are doing this “at the

judges’ order,” since we are speaking here of how the police encourage

the people to be law abiding, and not the direct implementation and

execution of legally required punishments.*

THE BASIS OF RASHI’S TWO COMMENTS

What led Rashi to his respective conclusions in these two instances?

Two explanations could be offered:

1.) In Parshas Balak, Moshe instructed the “judges of Israel” to kill those

who had worshiped the idol Ba’al Pe’or (Bamidbar 25:5). Here we see that,

at the literal level, a judge is not one who merely decides the law, but he

can be involved in administering the punishment too.

127 / DEVARIM - DEUTERONOMY - PARSHAS SHOFTIM 16:18-20
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�
18 You should appoint judges and police officers for yourself—for each of your tribes—in all your

(city) gates that God, your God, is giving you.

� (Appoint expert judges so that) they should judge the people correctly. 

�
19 Do not pervert justice, do not show favoritism, and do not take a bribe (even to judge

correctly), for bribery blinds the eyes of the wise and perverts legitimate words. 

�
20 Pursue justice, (by seeking a high quality court of) justice.

(In the merit of appointing judges) you will live and settle upon the land God, your God, is giving you. 

16:18

* Based on this distinction, we can also explain a number of further subtle differences between Rashi’s two comments: a.) In our Parsha, Rashi writes, “they strike and bind [people],”

mentioning the less aggressive method (striking) first, because when implementing a deterrent, one begins with softer methods and then progresses to harsher ones.  In Parshas

Devarim, however, where the issue is executing a prescribed punishment of the court, Rashi writes the order in which the punishment of lashes is administered—they “bind a person

and strike him.” b.) In Parshas Devarim, Rashi mentions striking “with a whip,” as this is one of the specific prescribed punishments of the court.  However, in our Parsha, which

speaks of the police promoting the law, a variety of methods may be used, including even “sticks” if necessary.     **In 5746 (1986) the Rebbe instituted a campaign for every Jewish

person to appoint a “mentor” (in accordance with the Mishnah’s directive to “provide for yourself a teacher“—Avos 1:6) who could guide a person so as not to be influenced by the

“bribery of self-love.” See Likutei Sichos vol. 29, pp. 246-8; Sichas Purim 5747, ch. 32-4; see also sources cited in Sha’arey Limud Hachasidus (by Rabbi M. Golomb, Kehos

Publication Society 5754) pp. 17-8.

[ The Last Word [

“BRIBERY BLINDS THE EYES OF THE WISE” (V. 19)

The Yetzer-hara [Evil Inclination] is an expert in his trade, an

extraordinary specialist, particularly when he injects a most

effective “bribe”—the person’s natural self-love.

One of the accuser’s tricks is to delude a person into thinking

that he is unavoidably prevented from performing a mitzvah,

bolstering this delusion by various arguments and “proofs,” giving

no respite.

And since a person tends to be partial to himself, and it is very

difficult to be objective in a matter concerning his own self, a

person must always be aware that what seems to him a case of

being a victim of circumstances, is not necessarily so in actual fact.

Therefore, in order to clarify his true position, he must turn to a

person** who is beyond such bribery and corruption...one who

is permeated by the spirit of the Torah of Truth, and truth brooks

no compromise.

For only such a person can evaluate the situation and determine

whether it is indeed a case of unavoidable constraint, or delusions

stemming from the Yetzer-hara....

(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe in the “Days of Teshuvah” 5732)

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“APPOINT JUDGES...IN ALL YOUR GATES” (V. 18)

Acity gate is its opening, so the Torah is requesting here that

even the incomprehensible and seemingly unacceptable

rulings of the judges should penetrate “your gates,” that they

should enter into your way of thinking.  In other words, when a

person learns a new Torah directive, it should penetrate all his

faculties until he feels that it is good advice.

In light of the explanation of Shach al Hatorah (that “your gates”

represent the organs which form the interface between a person

and his environment), “You should appoint judges...in your gates,”

means that the senses (one’s “gates”) should be controlled by

judgment from the Godly soul.

As the Alter Rebbe writes in Tanya (ch .13): “The evil inclination

is no more than, for example, a judge or advocate who offers his

legal opinion, but nevertheless...it is challenged by the second

‘judge,’ which is the Godly Soul....The final verdict follows the

ultimate arbitrator, God Himself, who assists the good inclina-

tion...by means of a Godly revelation to the Godly Soul, so that it

may gain the upper hand....” 

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shoftim 5751)
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1 xprh     2 zcjho gu:     3 ndhkv y:    

gkbyhg,v: kt ,yg kl tarv fk g. tmk nzcj vwtkvhl/ tzvrv

kbuyg thki ukcubv ch, cvrvch,
1

: )fc( ukt ,eho kl nmcv/ nmc, tci

tj,'kverhc gkhv tphku kanho
1

: tar abt/ nzcj tcbho unzcj tsnv

muvkgau,' ut, zu abt fh je vh,v kfbgbho/ ut;gk ph avh,v tvucv

ku chnh vtcu, gfahuabtv' ntjr agatuv tku je kgcusv zrv: )t( kt
,zcj uduw fk scr rg/ tzvrvknpdk cesaho gk hsh scur rg

1
/ ugus

bsrau cuatr srau, cajhy, esaho
2

: )c( kgcr crh,u/ tar fr, vw

t,fo aktkgcus tkhkho: )d( tar kt muh,h/ kgcso
3

: )s( bfui/ nfuui

vgsu,: )v( uvumt, t, vtha vvut uduw tk agrhluduw/ vn,rdo

tk agrhl' k,rg ch, shbl' yugv'afi abhbu tk agrhl zv agr agcs cu'

tu thbutkt agr absui cu' btnr agrhl knyv ubtnragrhl kngkv' nv

agrhl vtnurkngkv agr agcs cu t; agrhl vtnur knyvagr agcs

cu/ u,rdunu keruhl: )u( abho gsho tu akav/ to n,ehhn,gsu, abho

knv pry kl cakav' kvehaakav kabho' nv abho gsu, tj,' t; akav

ohypua ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 128yyzz::fftt  --  hhzz::uu

Thus in our Parsha, where the Torah refers explicitly to “judges,” Rashi

could not describe the police as having exclusive rights to the execution of

punishments, as this was a role shared by the judges. Consequently, Rashi

wrote that the police provide additional help to the judges, to enforce

the law.

In Parshas Devarim, however, the Torah does not refer explicitly to

judges (but to “wise and well known men”), so Rashi did not have the

above limitation. Thus, he was able to describe the police officers as the

exclusive administers of justice, thus making a clearer distinction between

the judges and police.

2.) At the literal level, there is a distinction between details cited in the

course of a narrative, and instructions that are issued as a direct command.

In the case of a narrative, there is no basis (at the literal level) to presume

anything more than is implied by the narrative. But in the case of a

command, which has a specific goal, one might logically include any

detail that is necessary for the achievement of that goal.

Thus, when we read of the appointment of judges as a narrative in

Parshas Devarim, Rashi was unable to suggest more than a minimal role

for the police officers (as those who execute judgments of the court, and

no more), since the Torah gives no indication of any additional role.

However, here in our Parsha where we read of the command to appoint

police officers, Rashi was able to expand the role of the police to include

the more general task of law-enforcement and promotion of the law.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, pp. 98ff.; Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shoftim 5748)
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[ The Last Word [

At the literal level of Torah interpretation, a judge is not merely

one who decides Torah law, but he also shares the

responsibility of enforcing the law (see Toras Menachem).

This teaches us that genuine Torah study is not merely the

accumulation of knowledge, but “the purpose of wisdom is

teshuvah and good deeds” (Brachos 17a).  Thus, if a person’s Torah

study does not lead him to increase in good deeds, it proves that

something was lacking in the Torah study itself.

That is why we are promised that in the future era, “I will restore

your judges” (Isaiah 1:26), without any need for police—for then

everybody’s Torah study will be of such a quality that it will

automatically engender “teshuvah and good deeds.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, pp. 104-5)

*xWtr	x
d
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[ PP RR OO HH II BB II TT EE DD SS TT RR UU CC TT UU RR EE SS &&  OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG SS [

�
21 You should not (even) plant for yourself an idolatrous tree (let alone worship it).

� (You should not plant) any tree (or build any house on the Temple Mount) near the Altar of God,

your God, which you will make for yourself. 

�
22 You should not set up for yourself a monument (consisting of a single stone), which God, your

God hates. 

�
1 You should not offer to God, your God, an ox or a sheep that has in it a blemish, or (one that

is slaughtered with) any incorrect statement (of intention), for that is an abomination to God,

your God. 

[ PP UU NN II SS HH MM EE NN TT FF OO RR II DD OO LL WW OO RR SS HH II PP [

I f there is found among you—in one of your cities which God, your God is giving you—a man or

woman who does what is evil in the eyes of God, your God, and violates His covenant, 3 by going

and worshiping other gods—or the sun, the moon, or any heavenly body which I have not

commanded (you to worship)—and he prostrated himself before them. 4 Then when you are informed

(by witnesses), and you hear (the case), investigating (them) thoroughly, you see that the(ir) statements

(of testimony) are consistent and true, and that this abomination has occurred in Israel:

�
5 You should bring that man or that woman who has committed this evil thing, outside the (city)

gates, and you should pelt them—the man or the woman—with stones, and they should die. 

�
6 The one liable to death should be put to death only by the testimony of two witnesses, or three

witnesses. He should not be put to death by the testimony of one witness. 

�� Is a person executed if he admits guilt? (v. 6)

RAMBAM: It is a scriptural decree that the court does not execute a

person or administer lashes to him as a result of his own admission,

but only “by the testimony of two witnesses” (Laws of Sanhedrin 18:6).

RADVAZ: This “scriptural decree” is somewhat rational, because a

person’s soul does not belong to him, but to God, as the verse states,

“all souls are Mine” (Ezekiel 18:4). Thus a person’s admission will not

help to cause damage to something that is not his....A person’s

money, however, does belong to him. Therefore, [in monetary cases]

we rule that a defendant’s admission is equivalent to the testimony

of a hundred witnesses (Gittin 40b) ....Nevertheless, I agree that this is

a decree of God which we cannot fully fathom (Laws of Sanhedrin ibid.).

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

R advaz writes that a person is not executed as a result of his own

admission, “because a person’s soul does not belong to him, but

to God” (see Classic Questions).

But surely, a person’s money also belongs to God, as the verse

states, “The earth and everything in it belongs to God” (Psalms 24:1),

and, “‘Silver is Mine and gold is Mine,’ says God,” (Haggai 2:8).

So why is there a difference between a person’s admission in criminal

and financial cases?

Aperson’s soul is not his own possession, but rather, an article of

value that was deposited with him by God for safekeeping. But

in the case of money, while it is true that the Creator does maintain

the ultimate rights of ownership over “the earth and everything in it”;

nevertheless, He does allow a person to possess his own property—

“He gave the earth to man” (Psalms 115:16).  

And while this is fundamentally a “decree of God,” nevertheless, it

is “somewhat rational”: For while everything ultimately belongs to

God, there exists from man’s perspective a difference between the

soul, which is obviously sacred, and money, which does not openly

reveal God’s presence. Consequently, the Torah allowed us to

acquire that which appears to be ownerless because its True Owner

remains hidden; but we were not granted the right to possess

something which clearly belongs to an existing Owner. 

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, p. 106ff.)
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�� Surely it is self-evident that one can only consult the judges who “exist at that time”? (v. 9)

RASHI: Even if they are not like the other judges who preceded them, you must listen to them, for you have only the judges of your time.

TALMUD: The judge in each generation is like Shmuel in his generation...and like Moshe in his generation (Rosh Hashanah 20b).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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[ The Last Word [

“YOU SHOULD COME TO...THE JUDGES WHO EXIST AT THAT TIME” (V. 9)

It is axiomatic to Chasidic thought that the completeness of the

redemption is “dependent on our actions and effort to serve God

throughout the period of Exile, since the reward for a commandment

is [the result] of the commandment itself” (Tanya, chap. 37). Everything

that is bestowed from Heaven is carefully meted out according to the

actions which elicit it, and therefore a person’s actions must be

somewhat similar to the desired result.  

Thus, in order to reach and relate to the Messianic Era when “I will

return your Judges as they were at first, and your advisors like they

were in the beginning” (Isaiah 1:26), a Jew has to incorporate this

dimension in his life now. Judaism must have for him two

dimensions: “Judges”—submission to the directives of Torah (even if

they are not logically understood), and “Advisors”—the internaliza-

tion and appreciation of these directives, (as he understands and

appreciates receiving good advice).

This preparation has been achieved throughout history, by

following the “Judges” and “Advisors” of the generation. Therefore,

we are taught: “You should come to...the judges that exist at that

time. You should question them, and they will tell you words of

judgment” (v. 9).
(Excerpt from Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shoftim 5751—Free Translation)
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�
7 The hands of the witnesses should be against him first to put him to death, and afterwards the

hands of all the people—and you will eliminate this evil from among you. 

[ AA UU TT HH OO RR II TT YY OOFF TT HH EE HH II GG HH CC OO UU RR TT [

I f a point of law eludes you(r local court)—be it the distinction between (pure) blood and (impure)

blood, between a verdict (of innocence) and a verdict (of guilt), or between a (pure) lesion and an

(impure) lesion, (resulting in) conflicting rulings (among the sages) in your city:

� You should make the journey up to (the Holy Temple), the place that God, your God, will

choose. 9 You should come to the priests, (who are from) the (tribe) of Levites, and to the judges

who exist at that time. You should question them, and they will tell you words of judgment. 

�
10 You must obey the words that they will tell you—from the place God will choose. You should

carefully obey everything they instruct you.  11 You should act in accordance with the teachings

that they instruct you, and according to the judgments they issue to you. 

� You must not divert from the words they tell you, (even if they tell you that) right (is left) and left

(is right). 

�
12 (If) any man intentionally disobeys and fails to listen to the priest who is standing and officiating

there before God, your God, or to the judge, that man must die. Thus you will eliminate this evil

from Israel. 

�
13 (They should wait until the next festival to execute him, so that) all the people will hear (of it)

and be afraid, so they will no longer disobey intentionally. 

�� How does one fulfill the command not to “divert” from

the words of the Sages? (v. 11)

RAMBAM: There are additional mitzvos which were introduced after

the giving of the Torah, that were fixed [as Jewish law] by the

Prophets and the Sages, and they were adopted by the entire Jewish

people, such as reading the Megilah, the Chanukah lights, the fast of

Tisha b’Av, the principle of the Eruv, and the washing of the hands

etc. All of these mitzvos that were introduced at a later date are

obligatory for us to accept and observe, as the verse states: “You must

not divert from the words, etc.” (Introduction to Mishneh Torah).

THE NATURE OF RABBINIC LAW (V. 11)

The above statement of Rambam presents the following problem:

It is generally accepted that there are seven Rabbinic mitzvos, namely:

1. Washing of the hands (before eating bread), 2. The laws of Eruv,

3. Recital of Brachos (blessings), 4. Lighting Shabbos candles, 5. Reading

the Megilah, 6. Chanukah lights, 7. Reciting Hallel (see Sefer Hachinuch end

of listing of mitzvos; Shaloh 316a; Toras Olah of the Rema 3:38). 

Of course, there are literally thousands of other Rabbinic laws, but all

those apart from the above are extensions or enhancements of Torah law.

The above seven mitzvos are unique among the vast body of Rabbinic

law in that they are: 1.) Mitzvos in their own right, that require a blessing

beforehand. 2.) They are all positive commands (and not prohibitions).

3.) They are not an extension of existing Torah law. Thus, the common

consensus is that there are just seven Rabbinic “mitzvos,” and many

thousands of additional Rabbinic enactments and decrees that serve to

protect Torah law.

However, Rambam makes no mention here of the fact that there are

seven Rabbinic mitzvos. Furthermore, of the five mitzvos that he does

mention, one of them—the fast of Tisha b’Av—is not generally considered

to be one of the seven Rabbinic mitzvos, for it is not a positive command,

and it is not a mitzvah on which a blessing is made.

Why did Rambam not enumerate the Rabbinic mitzvos here, in his

introduction to the Mishneh Torah, in the same way as he listed the 613

mitzvos of the Torah? And why did he disregard the common consensus

that there are seven Rabbinic mitzvos?

THE EXPLANATION

The number of Biblical mitzvos is an absolute, fixed sum. There are

precisely 613 mitzvos, and it is categorically forbidden to add any further

mitzvos, or annul any of the existing laws (as Rambam writes in his Laws of

Foundations of the Torah, chap. 9).

However, according to the principles of Jewish law, Rabbinic mitzvos

are not limited to any particular number, because the Sages are permitted

to add mitzvos, enactments and decrees as they see fit. As time passes

and new problems arise, they are charged with the task of adding further

laws or, under certain circumstances, modifying or abolishing previously

existing law. So, by its very nature, Rabbinic law is dynamic and

constantly evolving with the times.

Of course, nowadays the Rabbis do not have sufficient authority to

modify the existing Rabbinic law, so the number of Rabbinic mitzvos and

decrees has become static. But this is purely a technical limitation.

In essence, however, the body of Rabbinic law may be modified, provided

there are Rabbis of sufficient authority (and in the Messianic era, we are

�
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�� What does “he and his sons” teach us? (v. 20)

RASHI: It teaches that if his son is worthy of becoming king, he is

given preference over another person.

RAMBAM: Once a king is anointed, he and his descendants are

granted the monarchy forever, since the monarchy is transferred by

means of inheritance....Not only the monarchy, but all other

positions of authority and appointments in Israel are transferred to

the children and grandchildren forever, provided the son’s wisdom

and fear of God equal that of the father.

Once David was anointed, he earned the rights to the “Crown of

Kingship.” Thus, the monarchy belongs to him and his male descen-

dants forever....However, this right was only transferred to his right-

eous descendants....Nevertheless, God promised him that the monar-

chy would never cease from his descendants....” (Laws of Kings 1:7).
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promised that such a situation will return). Thus, from a conceptual point

of view, Rabbinic law constantly remains flexible and dynamic.

For this reason, Rambam omitted any specific mention of the number

of mitzvos when he introduced the concept of Rabbinic law in his

Mishneh Torah, for he wished to stress that Rabbinic law is essentially

dynamic in nature, and it is not limited to a specific number of mitzvos

(unlike Biblical law).

RABBINIC LAW TODAY

Furthermore, it could be argued that, even today, new Rabbinic

precepts may be introduced, even before the Sanhedrin is re-convened. 

Rambam writes in his introduction to the Mishneh Torah: “All of that

which is written in the Babylonian Talmud is legally binding on the whole

Jewish people...since the entire content of the Talmud was agreed upon

universally by the Jewish people.” 
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W hen you come to the land God, your God, is giving you, and you take possession of it

and settle in it, you will (eventually) say, “I will set a king over myself, like all the nations

around me”:

�
15 You should always set a king over you, one whom God, your God, chooses.

� The king that you appoint over yourselves must be from among your (Jewish) brothers.

� You may not appoint a gentile over yourselves, one who is not your brother. 

�
16 However, he may not acquire many horses for himself (more than he needs for his chariot).

� (This is) so that he will not bring the people back to Egypt, in order to get more horses, for God

said to you: “You should never return on that road again!”

�
17 He should not take too many wives for himself, so his heart will not be led astray.

� He should not acquire an abundance of silver and gold for himself. 

�
18 After he is already sitting upon his royal throne, he should write two copies of this Torah scroll

for himself, in the presence of the priests, the sons of Levi. 

�
19 (One copy should be placed in his treasury, and the other) should remain with him, and he

should read from it all the days of his life, so that he may learn to fear God, his God, to carefully

guard the observance of all the words of this Torah, and its suprarational commands. 20 (This is)

so that his heart will not be arrogant over his brothers, and he will not veer away from (even) the

(smallest) commandment, either to the right or to the left, in order that he will reign for a long

time over his kingdom—he and his sons—among Israel.  

Now, there are many Rabbinic laws in the Talmud which were

introduced after the Sanhedrin ceased to function, and yet, Rambam

writes that they are legally binding on the basis that these laws were

“agreed upon universally by the Jewish people.” 

Therefore, it would seem that, according to Rambam, any enactment or

custom which becomes universally accepted among the entire Jewish

people actually acquires the full legal status of a Rabbinic mitzvah, even

in the current era.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 29, p. 104ff.)

INHERITANCE OF THE MONARCHY (V. 20)

From Rambam’s words in the above law, the distinction between an

ordinary Jewish king and one who is descended from King David is not

immediately obvious. Both types of monarchy seem to be passed via

inheritance (provided that the son is a worthy candidate), so why does

Rambam write a separate law in reference to King David, repeating the

same idea? And what does he mean with the words, “Once David was

anointed, he earned the rights to the ‘Crown of Kingship’”?

THE EXPLANATION

There are two different ways of understanding the concept of a king: 

a.) He is a monarch by virtue of his task of ruling the nation and

carrying out the duties appointed to him; or 

b.) The king is naturally engendered with the qualities of kingship.  Such

a person is inherently “cut out” for the job.

When Rambam writes that King David “earned the rights to the ‘Crown

of Kingship’...for him and his male descendants forever...,” he is not

recording a Divine promise, but rather, he is defining the quality of

Davidic Kingship.  Namely, that King David and his descendants are not

merely functioning as kings, but they are essentially ingrained with the

qualities of nobility and illustriousness that a king must possess. It is thus

guaranteed that monarchy will not cease from King David’s descendants

(not only due to the Divine promise, but) as a natural consequence of the

fact that they are born with the attributes of sovereignty. Non-Davidic

rulers must acquire the necessary talents that are needed to be a king, but

in the house of David, they possess them naturally.

�
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“The king is the heart of the entire congregation of Israel” 

(Rambam, Laws of Kings 3:6)

The heart has no role unto itself, and it merely serves the rest of

the body. It moves constantly, as its entire purpose is the

service of the other limbs. 

In contrast, the brain is “distant” from the rest of the body. It is

the coordinator of all the energetic activity which occurs in the

body, but it itself remains somewhat aloof. Therefore, it does not

move (like the body), illustrating its quality of aloofness.

For this reason, a king is compared specifically to the heart, since

he is totally devoted to the people and involved with their needs.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 19, p. 165ff.)
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1 xprh      2 scrho h' hy     3 cnscr hj' f     4 jukhi eks:     5 cnscr fv' z     6 ,vkho eu' k     7 cnscr ao j     8 ,runu, pWs nWs     9 hjzetk nv' hd     01 anutk_t fv' hj

cbuvdui knkfu, vuteuso kfk tso: )t( fk acy kuh/ chi ,nhnhi chi

cgkhnunhi
1

: jke/ cchzv: ubjkv/ ctr.: tah vw/ esah vnesa )x�t

esah vesaho(: ubjk,u/ tku esah vdcuk ,runu, ungaru,/tck:

)c(bjkv/dnurv kt hvhv ku cerc tjhu/ucxprh srau' ubjkv kt hvhv

ku/ zu bjk, atr/ cerc tjhu/zu bjk, jnav/ uthbh husg nvvht/ ubrtv kh

atr. fbgi angcr vhrsi uthklbert, tr. jnav gnnhi' uak xhjui ugud'

abhgnnhi tnurh ufbgbh/ ubjk, atr krcu, ehbh uebzhuesnubh/ ufi sura

cpra, n,bu, abtnru ktvrigk fi kt vhv kkuh uduw
2

kvzvhr gkehbhuebzh

uesnubh/ auc bnmt cscrh rchekubhnux vfh drxhbi cxprh ubjkv kt hvhv

kutku bjk, jnav/ cerc tjhu tku bjk, acgv/bjk, jnav acyho ubjk,

acgv acyho/ un,ulanav uhvuag kt jkeu bjkv tkt kjnavacyho

ckcs' afi nav vbjhk krtuci uds ujmhacy nbav' uhvuag vbjhk khvusv

utprho ukjmhacy nbav' uacgv vtjrho byku ntkhvi tjrhnu, hvuag'

n,ul fl vzfhr jnav kcs uacgvkcs: ftar scr ku/ctrmo kt ,bjk

uduwtbh jkel
3

: )d( nt, vgo/ ukt nt, vfvbho
1

: to aur to av/
pry kjhv: vzrug/ ni vpre ak trfucv gs f; ak hsaeurhi tapksu"i

4
:

uvkjhho/ go vkaui/ surah raunu, vhutunrho' zrug' ,j, hs' abtnr
5

uhej runj chsu/ kjhho' ,j, ,pkv' abtnr
6

uhgnus phbjx uhpkk: uvecv/

,j, vtav tk ec,v
7

: )s(rtah, sdbl/ zu ,runv' ukt phra cv

ahgur' tck rcu,hbu b,bu cv ahgur' ghi hpv tjsntrcgho' ghi rgv tjs

naaho' chbubh, tjsnjnaho/ uxnfu gk vnert akt kpju, ntjs

naaho
8

' abtnr uaah,o vthpv njunr vagurho
9

aah, vthpv' jmhxtv/

fat,vbu,i jmh xtv kfur' vrh tjs naaho' avfurakaho xthi:

urtah, dz mtbl/ fat,v duzz mtbl cfkabv ,i nnbv rtah, kfvi/ ukt

phra cv ahgur/urcu,hbu b,bu cv ahgur tjs naaho/ ufnv mtijhhcu,

crtah, vdz' jna rjku,' abtnr ujnamti gauhu,
01

/ rch gehcttunr

rtah, dz a,ho' udz mtbl trcgv' ,,i kuvrh jnav
1

: )v( kgnus
kar,/ nfti athi ahru, tktnguns: )u( ufh hct vkuh/ hfuk cci kuh

usth vf,ucnscr' ,knus kunr uar,' hmtu kuho athi rtuhikahru,
1

: uct
cfk tu, bpau uduw/ )z( uar,/ kns gkvfvi act unerhc ercbu, bsc,u

tu juc,uutphku cnanr athbu aku/ scr tjr gus knsgk vfvbho vctho

krdk anerhchi cnanrugucshi cercbu, vctu, njn, vrdk' fdui nuxph

ohypua ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 134hhjj::tt--zz

This affects the way that monarchy is inherited. In non-Davidic lines, the

son of a king inherits precedence to the throne, i.e. he is given the first

opportunity to attempt to acquire the skills that are needed to be a king

and make a success of the monarchy. 

But with a child descended from King David there is no need to prove

this point, as the suitability for kingship is a fact of birth. Thus, sovereignty

is inherited automatically, forever. (Of course, it is only the potential for

these royal qualities that is inherited. They must be nurtured and brought

to expression in order for the son to be fit to rule. Thus Rambam stresses

that “this right was only transferred to his righteous descendants.”)

KING DAVID AND KING SHLOMO

Based on the above, we can explain the account in Kings (I 1:1-48), that

Shlomo was anointed as king in the lifetime of King David. At first glance,

this seems to contradict the Talmud’s statement that God told King David:

“The time of your son Shlomo’s monarchy has come, but one monarch

will not overlap the other, even by a hairsbreadth” (Shabbos 30a); and in

general, there is the rule that “two kings cannot use the same crown”

(Chullin 60b). So, how are we to explain the fact that Shlomo was anointed

as king in the lifetime of his father?

Based on the above, we can understand that in the case of ordinary

(non-Davidic) kings, the monarchy merely represents the seat of power

(not a natural quality). Since it is only possible for one person to be the

final authority, it follows that there can only be one king at any given time,

for the king has the final authority.

However, a king from the House of David possesses the “Crown of

Kingship,” as an inherent, personal quality. Therefore, the concept of

kingship could be revealed in two people at the same time, even though

only one of them is the practical ruling authority.
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�
1 The priests (who are from) the (tribe of) Levites shall have no portion (from the spoils of war).

� Nor (shall they have any) inheritance (of the land) with the (rest of) the Jewish people.

� (This applies to) all (the priests who are from) the tribe of Levi (regardless of whether they are fit

to serve in the Temple, or not).

� (Rather, the priest and Levite) will eat God’s fire-offerings (terumah and tithes) that He

bequeathed (to them). 

�
2 But (the priest) will have no (territorial) inheritance among his brothers. God is his inheritance,

as He told (Aharon). 

3 These are the priests’ rights from the people:

� When any ox or sheep is slaughtered, the priest should be given the foreleg, the jaw (with the

tongue), and the end-stomach. 

�
4 You should give him (terumah, which is) the first portion of your grain, your wine, and your oil.

� You should give him the first (shearings) of the fleece of your sheep. 

5 For God, your God, has chosen him out of all your tribes, to stand and serve in the Name of God—

he and his sons—for all time. 

�
6 If a (priest, a member of the) Levite (tribe), comes from any one of your cities throughout Israel

where he lives, he may come whenever his soul desires, to the place God will choose, 7 and he

may minister in the Name of God, his God, just like all his (priestly) brothers, (from) the (tribe

of) Levites, who stand there before God. 

�� “The priests, the Levites...all the tribe of Levi” refers to

whom? (v. 1)

RASHI: “The priests, the Levites” means the priests, who are

members of the tribe of Levi (Rashi to 17:9, above). “All the tribe of Levi”

means all the priests of the tribe of Levi, regardless of whether they

are fit to serve in the Temple or not. 

RAMBAM: The entire tribe of Levi is prohibited from inheriting part

of the land of Cana’an, and they are also prohibited from taking a

portion of the spoils of war, as the verse states: “The priests, the Lev-

ites, all the tribe of Levi, shall have no portion nor inheritance” (Laws

of the Sabbatical and Jubilee Years 13:10).

�� Who is the “Levite” that “may minister in the Name of

God” in verses 6-7?

RASHI: With the words, “If a Levite comes,” one might think that

scripture is referring to an actual Levite [and not a priest]. To teach us

otherwise the verse states, “and he may minister” (v. 7), which

excludes Levites, who are not eligible to minister in the Temple.

RAMBAM: The verse states, “and he may minister in the Name of

God, his God, just like all his brothers, the Levites” (v. 7). 

Which service is “in the Name of God”?   

It is the singing [of the Levites] (Laws of Temple Apparatus 3:2).

The anointing of Shlomo in his father’s lifetime was a process which

catalyzed the fruition of Shlomo’s inherent kingly qualities, so that his

ingrained nobility should no longer remain latent and should be revealed

in the form of actual sovereignty. Therefore, after the anointing had taken

place, he could now be termed a king (despite the fact that he was not

ruler), as the anointing had already brought out his royal attributes from

“potential” to “actual.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 30, p. 97ff.)

THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN PRIESTS & LEVITES (V. 1-8)

According to Rashi, the current passage refers primarily to priests, and

not Levites.  When the Torah states, “the priests, the Levites” (v. 1) it

means, “the priests, who are members of the tribe of Levi.” Similarly,

Rashi writes that verse 6, which mentions “a Levite,” actually refers to

a priest. On the other hand, Rambam maintains that these verses do

refer to Levites. 

What is the underlying basis of this dispute?

�
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1 xprh     2 xbvsrhi xs:     3 vuag s' hc     4 xbvsrhi xv:     5 ao gnus tw

vrdk' ut; gk ph athi vnanr akvo: )j( jke fjke htfku/ nkns

ajukehicguru, uccar aghrh jytu,/ hfuk t; cscrhovctho akt njn,

vrdk' fdui ,nhshi unuxphac, ubsrho ubscu,' ,knus kunr kcs nnfrhu

gkvtcu,' ju. nnv anfru vtcu, chnh susuanutk' abecgu vnanru,

unfru zv kzv' yukt,v ac,l utbh tyuk ac,h
1

: )y( kt ,kns kgau,/
tck t,v kns kvchiukvuru,' fkunr kvchi ngahvo fnv voneukekho'

ukvuru, kcbhl kt ,gav fl ufl'azv vut jue vgfu�o: )h( ngchr cbu
uc,u cta/ vht gcus,vnukl/ guav nsuru, ta nfti unfti ungchru

chi a,hvo
2

: euxo exnho/ thzvu euxo' vtujz t, nekuutunr to tkl

to kt tkl/ ufi vut tunr
3

' gnhcgmu hatk uneku hdhs ku
1

: ngubi/ rch

gehct tunr tku bu,bh gubu,'atunrho gubv pkubh, hpv kv,jhk/ ujfnho

tunrho tku tujzh vghbho
4

: nbja/ p,u bpkv nphu' mch vpxheu csrl'

neku bpk nhsu
4

: )ht( ujucr jcr/ anmr; bjaho tu gercho tuatr jhu,

kneuo tjs
5

: uatk tuc/ zv nfapu, aanu ph,uo unscrnajhu ungkv

t, vn, cch, vajh aku
5

: uhsgbh/ nfbhx gmo jhv aanv hsug' k,ul phu'

unscr vgmo gk hsh nfapu,
4

: usura tk vn,ho/ fdui vngkv czfru,u

uvbatk cdkduk,
4

: )hc( fk guav tkv/ guav fk tkv kt btnrtkt fk

guav tkv' tphku tj, nvi
1

: )hd( ,nho ,vhv go vw tkvhl/ v,vkl
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THE EXPLANATION

There are two ways of understanding the distinction between priests

and Levites:

a.) Priests and Levites are two independent classes. 

God separated the priests from the rest of the Jewish people to perform

a specific task in His service, and likewise, He separated the Levites for

their function. Each has their own unique status which is totally

independent of the other.

b.) Priests and Levites are different levels within the same class structure.

God first separated the entire tribe of Levi from the rest of the Jewish

people as an elite group which would be entirely devoted to His service.

Then, from among the Levites themselves, He selected a further, super-

elite group of priests, for an even higher level of service.

A difference that arises from these approaches is whether or not Levites

are considered to be full-time ministers of God. If we adopted the first

approach, that priests and Levites are totally separate classes, then it

follows that Levites are not direct ministers of God, because it was the

priests—and the priests alone—who were separated by God to perform

His services in the Temple. Then, in order to provide assistance to the

priests, God made a second, totally separate class of helpers, the Levites.

However, if we adopted the second approach (that the entire tribe of Levi

were separated first, and then an upper sub-class of priests were formed

from among the Levites), then it turns out that all the Levites are

actually ministers of God, since when God made that first separation,

he was distinguishing the entire tribe of Levi as His personal servants,

or ministers.

THE CONTENTION BETWEEN RASHI AND RAMBAM

At the literal level, scripture appears to stress the first approach (that the

priests and Levites are two independent classes). First we read of the

selection of priests in Parshas Tetzaveh: “You should draw Aharon your

brother close to you together with his sons, (separating them) from the

children of Israel, to serve Me as priests” (Shemos 28:1), and it is only much

later that the Levites are appointed (see Bamdibar 3:6).

This suggests that, at the literal level (followed by Rashi), the entire tribe

of Levi was not separated as ministers of God. Rather, the priests alone

were selected, and the Levites were added later, as their assistants.

However, Rambam writes, “All the descendants of Levi were separated

to serve in the Temple....The priests were separated out from among

the Levites for the task of offering sacrifices” (Laws of Temple Apparatus 3:1,

4:1), which indicates that Rambam follows the second approach

described above.

Based on this, we can now explain why Rashi and Rambam took

different approaches to the current passage:

Verse 1 seems to equate the status of priests and Levites: “The priests,

the Levites, all the tribe of Levi, shall have no portion or inheritance.”

This “equality” fits Rambam’s view, since he understood, “All the descen-

dants of Levi were separated to serve in the Temple,” so priests and

Levites are essentially members of the same class.

But Rashi perceived the priests as being the only true ministers of God

(and Levites as being a supplementary group added at a later time), so he

could not explain that our verse was “equating” priests and Levites.

Consequently, Rashi explained that the verse is speaking of priest alone:
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�
8 They should eat equal portions (of the hides and meat of the festival offerings), except for (the

tamid offering, the additional offering of Shabbos and voluntary offerings, for which the priests)

were (divided into “watches,” whose rights were) sold by their ancestors. 
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W hen you come to the land God, your God, is giving you, you must not learn to do the

abominable practices of those nations. 10 There must not be found anyone among

you who: 

� Passes his son or daughter (between two) fires (to Molech),*

� Practices stick divination,

� Acts on the basis of fortuitous times,*

� Divines (on the basis of strange occurrences),*

� Practices sorcery,*

�
11 Divines with animals,

� Turns to (the sorcery) of Ov or Yidoni,*

� (Raises and) consults with (spirits of) the dead.

12 For whoever does these things is an abomination to God, and it is because of these abominations

that God, your God is driving out these (nations) before you. 

�
13 (Do not probe into the future, but) be simple-hearted with God, your God. 

* Passes his son or daughter (between two) fires—see Vayikra 18:21;  acts on the basis of fortuitous times — ibid. 19:26; divines (on the basis of strange occurrences)—ibid;

practices sorcery—see Shemos 22:17; one who turns to (the sorcery) of Ov or Yidoni—see Vayikra 19:31.

18:9

�� How is one to be oh¦nT̈ with God? (v. 13)

RASHI: Walk with Him simple-heartedly (,Unh¦n §,¦C) and look for-

ward to what He has in store. Do not probe the future, but rather

accept whatever happens to you simple-heartedly. Then, you will be

with Him and His inheritance.

RAMBAN: The word oh¦nT̈ means “perfect.” 

Thus, after the Torah warns us not to follow those who predict the

future in verses 10-11, we are then told to be perfect in our faith that

the future is in God‘s hands, rather than seeking fortune-tellers who

are not always correct.

“‘the priests, the Levites means the priests, who are members of the tribe

of Levi.”

Likewise in verses 6-7, Rashi could not accept that a “Levite” could

“minister in the Name of God,” because he understood that Levites are

only assistants to the priests, and not ministers. Therefore, Rashi wrote

that the “Levite” of verse 6 is in fact a priest.

However, Rambam did not share this objection, as he understood, “All

the descendants of Levi were separated to serve in the Temple.”

Therefore, he took verse 6 at face value, that a Levite may indeed

“minister in the Name of God,” through singing in the Holy Temple.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 28, p. 115ff.)

”BE SIMPLE-HEARTED” (V. 13)

The word oh¦nT̈ has appeared on numerous occasions in the Torah up

to this point, and its translation is always “perfect.”  For example we find

in numerous instances that the Torah requires a sacrifice to be oh¦nT̈,

which means perfect and without blemish (for example: Vayikra 1:3, 10; 3:1, 9;

4:3, 23; 5:15, 18, 28).  Furthermore, we also find that the word oh¦nT̈ suggests

a perfection of character: Noach is described as a oh¦nT̈, one who was

perfect in his dedication to God (Bereishis 6:9), and Avraham was told by

God, “Come close to Me in worship and be perfect (oh¦nT̈),” (ibid. 17:1).

Why, then, did Rashi veer from this interpretation in our verse (which is

suggested by Ramban), and write instead that oh¦nT̈ means, “Walk with

Him simple-heartedly”?

THE EXPLANATION

Rashi could not accept that the meaning of oh¦nT̈ in verse 13 is

“perfect,” as it is inconsistent with the context of the verse:

In verses 9-12 we read of various prohibitions of fortune-telling and

divining.  The Torah then concludes by saying that instead of doing “these

abominations” (v. 12), we should be oh¦n¨T with God. So being oh¦n¨T is

clearly a specific response to the desire to do these particular sins (“these

abominations”).  Thus, Rashi could not accept that oh¦n¨T means “perfect”

�
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1 cspux tw ucw ucf,Wh jxr xhuo zv' tck fWv catr

vspuxho arth,h/ urtv rtWo uctr nho jhho )gk

praWh( fti )keuWa jhWs' gw 46' vgrv 4(/     2 xprh

gnuc,nhnu, u,mpv ku ukt ,jeur tjr vg,hsu,'tkt fk nv ahct gkhl

eck c,nhnu, utz
1

,vhvgnu ukjkeu
2

: )hs( kt fi b,i kl/ vec�v

kanug tkngubbho utk euxnho avrh varv afhbv gkvbchtho uturho

u,unho: )yu( nercl ntjhl fnubh/ fnu atbh nerclntjhl heho kl
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in this case, because “perfection” is a general term applying to all mitzvos,

and not those specifically connected with fortune-telling.*

Therefore, Rashi argued that in this case oh¦n¨T means (not “perfection”

but) “simple-heartedness.” This translation of the word is similar to the

Torah’s description of Ya’akov as a oT̈ (Bereishis 25:27), meaning a simple,

honest person—“one who is not knowledgeable...whose mouth speaks

what is in his heart, and who is not skillful in deceiving others” (Rashi ibid.).

Thus, the Torah is commanding us here: a.) Not to seek knowledge of

the future (verses 9-12); but instead b.) To enjoy a complete sense of

security in the faith and conviction that the future is safely in God’s hands

(v. 13): “Walk with Him simple-heartedly and look forward to what He has

in store. Do not probe the future, but rather accept whatever happens to

you simple-heartedly.”

COULD FORTUNE-TELLING ACTUALLY WORK?

An interesting distinction that arises from the different approaches of

Rashi and Ramban is the reason why the Torah forbade fortune-telling:

Ramban argues that the Torah forbade fortune-telling because only God

knows the future, so the words of the fortune-tellers cannot be true. Thus,

we should be perfect in our faith in God, and not rely on fortune-tellers.

However, Rashi argued that the Torah does not allow fortune-telling

because a Jew should be “simple-hearted” and not even attempt to

forecast future events.  Thus, according to Rashi, it could be that some of

the methods of fortune-telling mentioned here in the Torah would be

effective. The reason why we may not utilize them is because God finds

this kind of activity “abominable” (v. 9, 12).

IS PROPHECY NOT A FORM OF “FORTUNE-TELLING”?

An apparent problem with Rashi’s approach is that it appears to apply

equally to prophecy:

According to Ramban, who saw fortune-telling as being false

and unreliable, it makes sense why God gave us prophecy as a

reliable alternative.
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* It appears that Ramban was also sensitive to this problem, and thus he argued that the Torah is demanding here, not a

general perfection in all areas, but a specific perfection—one’s faith that the future is in God’s hands alone.  However,

such an interpretation was unsatisfactory to Rashi, since at the literal level “perfection” (when used in an unqualified

sense, as in our verse) is general in scope, and the Torah would thus appear to be saying, “Do not do these 10 prohibitions,

but rather, be perfect and keep all the 613 mitzvos”!

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

TORAH & PROPHECY

Torah is superior to prophecy in that:

�� Torah teaches the ultimate purpose of existence. Prophecy is a

“means to an end,” to encourage people to observe the Torah.  

�� The Torah is constantly evolving and expanding through the

innovative Torah ideas of the Jewish people. However, “a

prophet may not make any innovations of his own,” in the

prophecy that he receives (Laws of Foundations of the Torah 9:1).

However, prophecy is superior to Torah in that:

�� The Torah is inherently an incomprehensible Godly wisdom

(although it has been expressed in human terms). The prophet

speaks to the people in a language to which they directly

relate, so its immediate impact is greater.

�� What a Torah scholar perceives in the spiritual realms through

the Torah will not necessarily materialize in the physical

world. However, what a prophet predicts will definitely come

true, in the literal sense.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 19, p. 182ff.; vol. 34, pp. 116ff.;

“Short Ma'amarim” of the Alter Rebbe, p. 355)
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W hile* these nations, which you are about to take possession of, listen to diviners of fortuitous

times and stick diviners, in your case however, God your God has not given you things like

these, (but rather, genuine prophets and the Urim v’Tumim).

�
15 God, your God, will establish a prophet like me, from among you, from your brothers, and you

must listen to him. 

16 This is what you asked from God, your God, at Choraiv, on the Day of Assembly, saying, “I don’t

want to hear the voice of God, my God any more, or see this great fire, so that I will not die!” 
17 God said to me, “They have spoken well! 18 I will establish for them a prophet like you from among

their brothers. I will put My words into his mouth, and he will tell them everything that I command him.
19 And then, if anybody does not listen to My words that he speaks in My name, I will punish him (with

death from heaven).”

�� How does a person become a prophet? (v. 15)

TALMUD: God only allows His presence to rest on a person who is

strong, wealthy, wise and humble. All of these requirements are

derived from Moshe” (Nedarim 38a).

RAMBAM: It is one of the principles of faith to know that God

communicates to man via prophecy. In order to receive prophecy a

person must be extremely wise, a master of his emotions, and unper-

turbed by his evil inclination in worldly matters. He must constantly

control his evil inclination with his mind, and he must have an

extremely broad and fine mind (Laws of Foundations of the Torah, 7:1).

KESEF MISHNEH: Why did Rambam omit the requirements of

strength, wealth and humility mentioned by the Talmud? 

Rambam understood this passage of Talmud to be speaking about

prophecy on a permanent basis, which requires these three addi-

tional criteria. However, here in the Mishneh Torah, Rambam was

describing the qualities required for prophecy on a temporary basis,

and for this, strength, wealth and humility are not required.

TUREI EVEN: Rambam was forced to reject the requirements of

strength and wealth for a prophet, on the basis that we find that many

of the prophets in history were neither wealthy nor strong.

But Rashi deemed the very notion of looking into the future as undes-

irable, because a person should be “simple-hearted” and accept whatever

God has in store for him. This seems to contradict the fact that God does

indeed send prophets to warn the Jewish people of future events.

Similarly, how does Rashi reconcile the practice of seeking a solution from

the High Priest’s breastplate** with the requirement to “accept whatever

happens to you simple-heartedly”?

Rashi answers this question by stressing: “Do not probe (rIe£j©,) the

future,” i.e. the Torah prohibits a person from making intensive efforts to

investigate the future thoroughly (cf. 13:15 above, where this term is used to

describe the thorough cross-examination given to witnesses in court).  However, the

Torah does permit a person to consult a prophet (or the High Priest’s

breastplate), when there is a good reason to do so, but not as a means

to probe extensively into one’s destiny.  In this way, a person can use

some knowledge of the future to assist his service of God, but still

maintain a spirit of “simple-heartedness,” innocence and trust in God’s

benevolent Providence.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 14, p. 64ff.)

A PROPHET’S QUALIFICATIONS (V. 15)

Kesef Mishneh asks why Rambam omitted the requirement, men-

tioned in the Talmud, that a prophet must be “strong, wealthy...and

humble.”

Kesef Mishneh answers that Rambam is speaking of a person who

becomes a prophet temporarily, whereas the Talmud is listing the criteria

required to become a prophet on a permanent basis.

However, this answer is difficult to understand, since:

a.) Why should the spiritual qualities of wisdom and self-control be

required for a lower level of (temporary) prophecy; and yet to achieve a

higher level of (permanent) prophecy, the more physical qualities of

wealth and strength are needed?

b.) How could we accept the notion that Rambam limits himself to a

discussion of temporary prophecy, omitting the phenomenon of

permanent prophecy? Especially, when we consider that most instances

of prophecy described in the Torah are of the permanent kind.

Turei Even suggests that Rambam was forced to reject some of the

Talmud’s criteria, since we find that many of the prophets in history were

neither wealthy nor strong.

�
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18:14

* See Likutei Sichos vol. 14, p. 68.      

** Raised letters upon the gems of the High Priest’s breastplate which answered questions (See Rashi to Shemos 28:30; Rambam, Laws of Temple Apparatus 10:11-12).

FIFTH

READING



1 xbvsrhi py/     2 pxue hy     3 hrnhv fz' yz     4 ao hy_fc     5 xprh     6 scrho hd' s     7 kghk pxue yu     8 nfu, h:

,j,h' ufi nbcht kbcht: )f( tar kt muh,hu kscr/ tck muh,hkjchru
1

:

utar hscr cao tkvho tjrho/ tphkufhui t, vvkfv' ktxur t,

vtxur ukv,hr t,vnu,r
1

: un,/ cjbe/ akav nh,,i chsh tso' vn,bct

nv akt ang' unv akt btnr ku ubtnr kjchru'uvn,bct cao gcus, tkhkho/

tck vfuca t,bcut,u uvgucr gk scrh bcht uvgucr gk scrhgmnu nh,,i

chsh anho' abtnr
2

tbfhtsrua ngnu
1

: )ft( ufh ,tnr ckccl/ g,hsho

t,o kunr'fahct jbbhv ci gzur un,bct vbv fkh ch, vwnuacho ncckv

g,v nvrv
3

' uhrnhvu guns umuuj gk vgnusho ugk vho ugkh,r vfkho akt

dku go hfbhv' cckv huctu
4

go dku, msehvu
5

: )fc( tar hscr vbcht/

uhtnr scr zv g,hskcut gkhfo' u,rtu akt hct' vut vscr tarkt scru

vw uvrud tu,u/ uto ,tnr zu cn,bctgk vg,hsu,' vrh act utnr gau

fl ufl unphvec"v tbh tunr' fcr bmyuu ato ct kvshjlntj, nfk

vnmu, kt ,ang ku
6

' tkt to finunjv vut kl avut mshe dnur' fdui

tkhvucvr vfrnk averhc ccnv cag, thxur vcnu,fsh kdsur t,

hartk/ vfk kph murl vagvuxhhd vprmv' kfl btnr
7

tkhu ,angui
5

: kt
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5
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8

: uaka,
t, dcuk trml/ ahvt n,jk,vdcuk gs vghr vrtaubv ak ghr neky'
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However, this still does not explain why Rambam omitted the

requirement of humility.

THE EXPLANATION

At first glance, we might have presumed that Rambam’s intention here

when codifying this law, was to list all of the qualities that a prophet

requires.

But, at the very outset, Rambam makes clear that this was not his

intention. He writes, “It is one of the principles of faith to know that God

communicates to man via prophecy...”, i.e. Rambam is codifying here

only those details which are required knowledge for every Jew, as part of

the principles of faith. He is not making a comprehensive list of all the

criteria required for a budding prophet, but rather, the facts about

prophecy that every person needs to know.

Rambam understood that there are two elements to the prophetic

process: 

a.) Factors which establish the phenomenon of prophecy. In order to

receive prophecy, a person must have an extremely refined and pure

intellect. Then God’s prophecy is revealed and enclothed within the

prophet’s mind, thereby uniting him with God.

b.) There must be no disqualifying factors. If a person is weak, poor or

lacking in humility, despite the fact that he possesses an appropriate mind

for prophecy, he is disqualified on other grounds. 

When Rambam came to codify the facts which every person must know

in order to understand the “principle of faith” known as prophecy, he only

listed the factors which establish the phenomenon of prophecy, as these

details are crucial to an understanding of the concept. The disqualifying

factors, which render a person unfit to be a prophet, are irrelevant to

Rambam’s discussion here. 

So, in the final analysis, it is not humility that makes a person into a

prophet. A trace of arrogance would disqualify an otherwise suitable
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�
20 But if a prophet intentionally utters a word in My Name, which I did not command him to say,

or he speaks in the name of other gods, that prophet must be (put to) death. 

21 If you will say to yourself, “How will we know if a declaration was not said by God?” (The answer is):

�
22 If the prophet (claims to) speak in the name of God, and the thing does not occur and (you

see that it will) never come about, then it is a declaration which God did not say. The prophet

has spoken it (to deceive you) intentionally. Do not be afraid of him. 

[ CC II TT II EE SS OOFF RR EE FF UU GG EE [

hen God, your God, cuts off the nations, whose land God, your God, is giving you, and

you inherit them, and settle in their cities and in their houses: 

�
2 You should separate three cities for yourself within your land, which God, your God, is

giving you as a possession. 

�
3 Prepare (signs to indicate) for yourself the route (to these cities), and (position the) three (cities

so that they) are equally spaced across the expanse of your land, which God, your God, is giving

you as an inheritance. They will be (available) for every (accidental) murderer to flee there. 

4 These are the terms upon which the murderer may flee there in order to live: 

� Whoever gives a (fatal) blow to his fellow unintentionally, provided he did not hate him yesterday

or the day before; 5 or if a man goes with his fellow into the forest to chop wood, and his hand
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prophet, since arrogance acts as a barrier between man and God.

Similarly, a lack of health or wealth are mere disqualifying factors, as a

prophet must represent the highest level of humanity, even in the physical

sense.* But the single, primary quality that makes prophecy possible is

purity of mind alone.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 23, p. 82ff.)

* In addition, strength and wealth are qualities that bring about people’s respect, and will thus cause the prophet’s words to be held in esteem (Drashos Haran).

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE OF CITIES OF REFUGE (19:1-3)

A ny sin shares qualities with murder itself, since the abuse of

energy for the purposes of evil is like the spilling of blood (Likutei

Torah, Bamidbar 13c). However, a sin is only like accidental murder,

since the true intention of every Jew is, as Rambam testifies, “To fulfill

all the commandments and to avoid any sins” (Laws of Divorce, ch. 2).

Furthermore, the act of sin is considered to have been done

“unintentionally,” (v. 4) for “a person does not commit a sin unless he

is possessed by a spirit of folly” (Sotah 3a).

The atonement for this is to study Torah, which is analogous to

the  escape to a city of refuge—because, “the words of Torah protect”

(Makos 10a). In other words, just as a city of refuge is a haven to protect

accidental murderers from “avengers of the blood,” (relatives of the

deceased who seek revenge), so too, Torah is a refuge from one’s

personal “avenger of the blood,” the evil inclination (Bava Basra 16a).

Furthermore, Torah study is effective in achieving atonement for

the “spilled blood,” since one’s energies become re-devoted to

holiness and Torah, which is described as the “Torah of life.”

However, in the Messianic Era, the Cities of Refuge will fulfill a

different purpose altogether:

Despite the perfect global refinement which will occur in the

future, the first stage of the Messianic Era will not witness a total

elimination of evil, since the possibility of evil occurring will still

remain. (Only afterwards, in the period of resurrection, will God

completely eliminate the existence of evil from the world, when

“I will cause the spirit of impurity to depart the earth,” Zechariah 13:2).

Consequently, Cities of Refuge will be required as a mechanism to

eliminate even the possibility of sin, which will exist as a result of the

residual evil within the world (similar to the state of the world before

Adam's sin, when there was no actual evil—just the potential for sin). 

This prevention of the possibility of evil will be achieved by the

introduction of a new type of city of refuge, the three new cities

(v. 9)—which allude to a new dimension of mystical knowledge which

will provide protection against even the possibility of evil.

(Based on Sicha of the 2nd Day of Shavuos 5751)
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CITIES OF REFUGE IN THE FUTURE (V. 8-10)

The Torah promises: “When God, your God, will expand your

borders...and He gives you the entire land....You should add for yourself

three more cities, in addition to these three, so that innocent blood will not

be shed within your land which God, your God, is giving you for an

inheritance, and you will be responsible for his blood” (v. 8-10).

But why should there be a need for Cities of Refuge in the Messianic

Era at all? Surely, in that time, there will not be any murder, neither by

Jew nor gentile, as the verse promises, “One nation will not lift a sword at

another" (Isaiah 2:4)?  True, the main function of these cities is to act as a

refuge for accidental murderers, but even accidental murder will not occur

in the future, as we are promised that evil will be eliminated.

�
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�� Does the Torah suggest that the victim of an accidental

murder should have his blood avenged? (v. 6)

SIFRI: It is a mitzvah for the avenger of the blood to chase and kill

the accidental murderer.

RAMBAM: If he [the accidental murderer] intentionally leaves the

city of refuge he is allowing his own death, for the avenger of

the blood is permitted to kill him” (Laws of a Murderer and the Protection

of Life 5:10).

�� When will the three further cities be added? (v. 8-10)

RAMBAM: In the days of King Mashiach, three additional [Cities of

Refuge] will be added (ibid. 8:10).

MINCHAS CHINUCH: This is a scriptural decree. Logically there will

not be a need for Cities of Refuge in the future, as then there will be

only peace, truth and good (mitzvah 520).

ALSHICH: The cities might be used to provide refuge for acts

committed before the Redemption.
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swings with the ax to cut down the tree, and the iron flies off the handle, and it happens (to hit)

his fellow, and he dies—he should flee to one of these cities in order to live. 

�
6 (I instructed you to signpost these cities clearly and place them at equal distances) in case an

avenger of the blood pursues the killer, while his heart is hot, and he (manages) to catch up with

him, because of the long road, and he strikes him to death. (For) being that (the murderer) had

not hated (the victim) yesterday or the day before, he did not deserve (to be punished) with

death. 7 Therefore, I am commanding you, saying, “You should separate three cities for yourself.” 

8 When God, your God, will expand your borders, as He swore to your forefathers, and He gives you

the entire land which He told your forefathers He would give, 9 as a result of your safeguarding and

observing all these commandments which I am commanding you today—to love God, your God, and

to walk in His ways for all time:

� You should add for yourself three more cities, in addition to these three, 10 so that innocent blood

will not be shed within your land which God, your God, is giving you for an inheritance, and you

will be responsible for his blood.

11 However, if a man hates his fellow, lies in wait for him, rises up against him, and issues him a fatal

blow and he dies, and then (the murderer) flees to one of these cities: 

�
12 The elders of his city should send (representatives) and take him from there, and allow him to

die at the hands of the avenger of the blood. 

�
13 Do not have pity on him. You should eliminate from Israel (one who sheds) innocent blood,

and you will benefit from it. 
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Minchas Chinuch argues that this is a suprarational decree of

scripture, but this explanation is difficult to accept since a “scriptural

decree” would be written without any rationale. In our case, however, the

Torah does give the reason for the three new cities: “so that innocent

blood will not be shed within your land which God, your God, is giving

you for an inheritance” (v. 10).

We could argue, as Alshich suggests, that the cities will function as a

refuge for accidental murders that took place prior to the redemption, in

the time of exile. And since these murderers might well be spread over an

extended geographical area when the redemption begins, there will be a

need for a large number of Cities of Refuge.

However, this only explains how there could be an accidental murderer.

The problem still remains: how could there be a vengeful relative? Once

evil desires cease to exist, the desire for revenge should also disappear,

so there appears to be no purpose in providing Cities of Refuge in

the future.

According to Sifri, this problem does not arise, since Sifri maintains

that it is a command of the Torah to avenge the blood of the deceased.

The relative’s motivation is then not revenge, but rather the desire to

perform a mitzvah, which will certainly exist in the future. 

Rambam, however, did not accept this argument, because he

maintained that the relative’s vengeance is only an option, not an

obligation (see Classic Questions). Therefore, in an era when there will be no

jealousy and “the whole world will be occupied with the knowledge of

God,” why should one man seek vengeance from another when there is

no mitzvah to do so, even if it is permitted?

We might argue that the cities will exist in the future for a spiritual

purpose, merely as an atonement, but that there will be no need for refuge

from avengers of the blood. However, this cannot be the case, since

the Torah clearly states that the cities will exist to avoid actual spilling of

blood  (v. 10).

Furthermore, if the cities were only sites of atonement and did not

provide actual havens of escape, then there would be no need for

additional cities to make the escape route shorter.

THE EXPLANATION

When the Torah presents the possibility of avenging the blood of the

deceased, it is not providing an outlet for man’s vicious nature. If the

accidental murderer did not deserve the death penalty, the Torah would

not permit his execution. Rather, the concept of “avenging the blood”

provides a method by which the Torah itself exacts the death penalty.

In other words, the death penalty can be administered in one of three

ways: a.) Capital punishment which is carried out by the court, with

witnesses and a prior warning of the defendant; or b.) In certain cases,

the Torah prescribes a punishment of “death at the hands of Heaven”;  or

c.) In our case, the death penalty of an accidental murderer is prescribed

not by a court, or by Heaven, but by the relatives—similar to the case of

Pinchas, who was not directly commanded to kill Zimri, but nevertheless,

fulfilled God’s will by doing so (see Rashi, Bamidbar 25:7).

Therefore, even according to Rambam, who rules that avenging the

blood is optional, the “vengeance” has a logic within the Torah system (of

atonement), and is not mere personal vengeance. The relative’s act is

therefore not incompatible with the Messianic Era, and creates the need

for Cities of Refuge to protect those who killed accidentally before

Mashiach arrived.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 24, p. 107ff.)
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ubnmtu abhhartkho vrudho
1

: )hs( kt ,xhd dcuk/ kaui bxudu tjur
2

'

anjzhr xhni jkue, vereg ktjurk,ul asv jchru kngi vrjhc t,

aku/ uvktfcr btnr kt ,dzuk
3

' nv ,knuskunr kt ,xhd' kns gk

vguer ,juo jchruagucr cabh ktuhi/ hfuk t; cjumv ktr.' ,knuskunr

cbjk,l tar ,bjk uduw' ctr. hartk gucrcabh ktuhi' cjumv ktr. thbu

gucr tkt nauokt ,dzuk
1

: )yu( gs tjs/ zv cbv tc fk gs ac,urv

abho' tkt to fi pry kl cu tjs
4

: kfk gui ukfk jyt,/ kvhu, jchru

bgba gkgsu,u' kt guba du; ukt guba nnui' tck eovut kacugv/ tnr

kjchru ,i kh nbv avkuh,hltnr ku thi kl chsh fkuo ugs tjs nghsu aha

ku' jhhc kvacg ku
1

: gk ph abh gsho/ ukt ahf,cu gsu,o ctdr,uhakju

kch, shi' ukt ahgnus ,urdni chi vgshouchi vshhbho: )yz( kgbu, cu
xrv/ scr athbu' avuxr vgsvzv nfk vgsu, vzt,' fhms' atnru kvo

uvktgnbu vhh,o tu,u vhuo cneuo pkubh
5

: )hz( ugnsu abh vtbaho/
cgsho vf,uc nscr'ukns athi gsu, cbaho' ukns amrhfhi kvghsgsu,i

nguns
6

: tar kvo vrhc/ tku cgkh vshi
1

: kpbh vw/ hvh' sunv kvo

fthku gunshi kpbhvneuo' abtnr cerc tkvho hapuy
7

: tar hvhu
chnho vvo/ hp,j csurufanutk csuru' mrhl t,v kbvud cu fcus

8
:

)hj(uvbv gs aer/ fk neuo abtnr gs' cabhovf,uc nscr
4

: usrau
vaupyho vhyc/ gk ph vnzhnhitu,o' acuseho ujuerho t, vctho

kvzhnocsrhav ucjehrv
1

: )hy(ftar zno/ ukt ftar gav/ nfti

tnru'vrdu' thi bvrdhi
9

: kgau, ktjhu/ nv ,knus kunr ktjhu' kns

gk zunnh c, fvi bautv athbi carhpv' tktfnh,, vcugk avut cjbe'

abtnr vht cta,ar;
01

vht ukt cugkv/ kfl btnrfti ktjhu' ftar

zno kgau, ktjhu' ukt ftarzno kgau, ktju,u/ tck cfk atr nh,u,

vauvvf,uc tav ktha' uzunnh tav bvrdhi fzunnhtha/ fdui avghsuv

avrdv t, vbpa' ajkkvt, vac,' bvrdhi cnh,,v/ akt nhgy fti

tju,u tkt cneuo aha kehho cvi vznv cnh,,vcugk
1

: )f( hangu
uhrtu/ nfti amrhfhi vfrzv' thapkubh upkubh bvrdhi gk avuznu cch,
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�� Is the testimony of a single witness ever accepted? (v. 15)

RAMBAM: A judgment is never issued based on the testimony of a single witness, neither in cases of financial law nor in cases of capital

punishment, as the verse states: “A single witness cannot incriminate another person for any sin or for any type of fraud” (v. 15). Oral tradition

teaches that [a single witness] is sufficient to obligate another to take an oath. The Torah accepts the testimony of one witness in two instances:

In the case of a sotah, so she does not drink the bitter waters (see Bamidbar ch. 5); and in the case of a calf whose neck is broken (below ch. 21), to

prevent its neck from being broken (Laws of Witnesses 5:1-2).
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THE SINGLE WITNESS (V. 15)

The reason why the Torah considers the testimony of a single witness to

be invalid could be understood in one of two ways:

a.) Because the testimony of two witnesses is in a different class alto-

gether from that of one witness—it is of a completely different quality; or

b.) One witness provides testimony of the same quality as two witnesses,

but there is simply not enough of it; i.e. a lack of quantity.

These two approaches would also differ in their understanding why a

single witness is sufficient to obligate a person to take an oath, but not to

make him pay money (see Rambam). Take, for example, the case where

a single witness testifies that X owes Y money, but X denies the claim.

Since there is only one witness, the law is that X does not have to pay Y,

but he does have to swear an oath that he does not owe Y any money.

Now, if we will accept that a single witness cannot incriminate a person

due to a qualitative deficiency in his testimony, then it turns out that the

witness did not manage to establish that X owes any money to Y, since a

single witness’s testimony is not of sufficient quality to incur any financial

obligation upon another person.  All the witness has managed to achieve

is the lesser obligation of an oath for X, as for this, the lesser quality of a

single witness’s testimony is sufficient.

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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�
14 You should not move back your neighbor’s boundary (marker) that the initial (settlers) will fix

as borders in your inherited (land), which you will inherit in the land that God, your God, is

giving you as a possession. 

�
15 A single witness cannot incriminate another person for any sin (for which a person is liable for

lashes or death) or for any type of fraud. An allegation must be confirmed by the verbal

testimony of two witnesses, or three witnesses. 

16 If a false witness attempts to incriminate a person (who has given testimony in court), by claiming

that he was not present (to witness the act that he testified he had seen):

�
17 The two men should stand before God, before the priests and the judges who will exist in those

days, together with (the litigants) who have the (original) dispute. 

�
18 The judges should cross-examine him thoroughly, and if the witness is (proven to be) a false

witness who has testified falsely against his brother, 19 then you should do to him as he plotted to

do to his brother. You will thus eliminate this evil from among you. 

�
20 (The court should announce the verdict publicly so that) those who remain will hear (what

happened) and be afraid, and they will never commit any such evil thing in your midst again. 

SIXTH

READING

�� Why does the Torah stress, “You should do to him as he

plotted to do to his brother”? (v. 19)

RASHI:  [Do to him] as he plotted, but not as he did. From here our

Sages derived that if they [the false witnesses] already caused the

death of the defendant [by their false testimony, and are only

exposed afterwards], they are not put to death.

RAMBAN: If, by Divine providence, the witnesses were found to be

false before the defendant was executed, it proves that the defendant

was genuinely innocent, so the witnesses deserve death for trying to

kill an innocent person. 

If however, by Divine Providence, the witnesses were only found

to be false after the defendant’s execution, then in truth the defen-

dant must have been guilty. For God would certainly not have

allowed the Sanhedrin to issue the death penalty unnecessarily.

The false witnesses are therefore not punished.

�� How will “those that remain hear and be afraid”? (v. 20)

RASHI:  From here we derive the law that a public announcement

is required: “Mr. X and Mr. Y are executed for having been

discovered by the court to be false witnesses.”

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

On the other hand, if we were to understand that the single witness is

only disqualified on the basis of a quantitative deficiency (that there is not

enough evidence), then it turns out that a single witness can incriminate

another person, but not to a sufficient degree that the Torah deems the

matter to have been fully resolved. Thus, the single witness has, to a

certain extent, made X liable to pay Y the money, and X is required to

swear an oath to exempt himself from payment. 

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shemos 5747)

THE PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT OF FALSE WITNESSES (V. 20)

The crime of giving false testimony is deemed to be so serious by the

Torah that not only are the false witnesses punished, but their crime has

to be publicized by the court, so that “those who remain will hear and be

afraid, and they will never commit any such evil thing in your midst again.”

At first glance, making an effective public announcement appears to be

a logistical impossibility.  For how could the court effectively publicize this

crime to every single Jew, in every Jewish community? In the days when

the Sanhedrin was in existence, it was only viable to send messengers to

larger communities and synagogues; so how could one be sure that all the

people who were actually contemplating giving false testimony “will hear

and be afraid”?

THE EXPLANATION

Ramban explains that when the Jewish Court comes to a verdict, it

does so under special Divine Providence that ensures that the punishment
�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

The Torah considers false testimony to be a heinous crime,

because God refers to the Jewish people as “My witnesses”

(Isaiah 43:10), indicating that the very existence of the Jewish people

“testifies” to the existence of God.  As the Talmud explains, “The

Name of Heaven should become loved through you...people will

say...‘so-and-so studied Torah and look how fine are his ways,

how correct his deeds are!’” (Yoma 86b).  By bearing false witness,

the person therefore contravenes the purpose of his existence.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, p. 258)
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shi
1

: )ft( ghi cghi/ nnui' ufi ai cai uduw
2

: )t(fh ,mt knkjnv/
xnl vf,uc hmht,nkjnv kfti' kunr kl' athi njuxr tcr humtknkjnv/

scr tjr kunr kl' to gah, napymse t,v nucyj ato ,mt knkjnv

t,v bumj/ufi sus vut tunr
3

gah,hnapy umse ck ,bhjbh kguaeh
4

: gk
thcl/ hvhu cghbhl ftuhcho' tk ,rjogkhvo fh kt hrjnu gkhl: xux
urfc/ cghbh fuko fxux tjs' ufi vuttunr uvfh, t, nshi ftha tjs

5
/

ufi vut tunr
6

fh ct xux prgv
4

: go rc nnl/ cghbhl vut rc' tck cghbh

thburc: )c( fercfo tk vnkjnv/ xnul kmt,foni vxpr ndcuk

trmfo
2

: ubda vfvi/ vnauj kfl/ uvut vbert naujnkjnv
7

: uscr tk
vgo/ ckaui vesa

7
: )d( ang hartk/ tphku thi cfo zfu, tkterht,

ang ckcs' fsth t,o ahuahg t,fo: gk thchfo/ thi tku tjhfo' ato

,pku chsothbo nrjnho gkhfo' thi zu fnkjn, hvusv gohartk' abtnr

uheunu vtbahotar becu canu, uhjzheu cachv' ufk ngrunhvovkchau

ni vakk uhkchauo uhbghkuo uhtfhkuouhaeuo uhxhfuo uhbvkuo cjnurho

kfk fuak'uhchtuo hrhju ghr v,nrho tmk tjhvo' uhaucuaunrui
8

' tkt

gk tuhchfo t,o vukfho' kphflv,jzeu knkjnv: tk hrl kccfo tk
,hrtu utk ,jpzuutk ,grmu/ trcg tzvru, fbds trcgv scrho

ankfh vtunu, guaho/ ndhpho c,rhxhvo fshkvehai zv kzv fsh

kvanhg euk ahjpzu tkuafbdso uhbuxu' urunxho cxuxhvo unmvhkhi

tu,okvanhg euk agy, prxu, xuxhvo' umuujhiceuko' u,ueghi

caupru, unhbh nanhgh euk: tk hrl kccfo/ nmvku, xuxho: tk
,hrtu/ nvdp, v,rhxhi: utk ,jpzu/ neuk verbu,: utk ,grmu/ neuk

vmuujv
2

: )s( fh vw tkvhfo uduw/ vo ctho cbmjubu akcar uso ut,o

ctho cbmjubu ak neuo/ pka,hoctu cbmjubu ak dkh,' nv vhv xupu' bpk

ubpkugnu
7

: vvkl gnfo/ zv njbv vtrui
7

: )v( ukt jbfu/ kt sr cu/ jbul

kaui v,jkv: utha tjr hjbfbu/ uscr ak gdn, bpa vutzv: )u( ukt
jkku/ kt pstu cabv vrchgh,'avphru, ygubhi ktfki chruakho tu kjkki

csnho uktfuk vsnho chruakho: )z( pi hnu, cnkjnv/ hauc pi hnu,'

atokt hang kscrh vfvi fsth vut ahnu,: )j( uhxpu vauyrho/ knv

btnr fti uhxpu'nuxhphi zv gk scrh vfvi' avfvi nscr unanhgni

ang hartk gs kvuahg t,fo'unh vtha uabh uakhah fvi nscr uauyr

nanhg'uzv auyr nscr uauyr nanhg
9

: vhrt url vkcc/ rch gehct

tunr fnangu'athbu hfuk kgnus cearh vnkjnv ukrtu, jrcakupv/

rch huxh vdkhkh tunr vhrt ngchru,achsu' ukfl ,k,v ku ,urv kjzur

gk ch, ufroutav kfxu, gk vjuzrho cachk gchru, achso'akt hchbu

avo cgkh gchrv' uvrutvu juzr tunrant cbv ch, tu byg fro tu trx
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�
21 You should not have pity (on the false witness).  He must (pay with his) life for (attempting to

end a) life. (Or he must pay the value of) an eye for (a false testimony about) an eye, (the value

of) a tooth for (false testimony about) a tooth, (the value of) a hand for (false testimony about) a

hand, (and the value of) a foot for (false testimony about) a foot. 

[ PP RR EE PP AA RR AA TT II OO NN FF OO RR AA WW AARR [

�
1 If you go out to war* against your enemies, and see a horse and chariot, a people (which

appears to be) more numerous than you—you should not be afraid of them! For God is with you,

your God who brought you out of the land of Egypt. 

�
2 Then, when you (have left your land and) are close to the battle, the (specially anointed) priest

should approach and speak to the people (in Hebrew).  3 He should say to them:

“Hear, O Israel! Today you are coming close to the battle against your enemies. Do not let your hearts

become faint (from the noise of their horses)! Do not be afraid (when they bang their shields together)!

Do not panic (when they sound their trumpets), and do not be terrified of them (when you hear them

shout)! 4 For (the Holy Ark of) God, your God, is going with you, to fight your enemies for you, (and)

to save you!”

5 Then the officers should speak to the people and say: 

“Is there any man who has built a new house and did not begin to live in it? Let him go back home,

in case he dies at war and another man will begin to live in it!
6 “Is there any man who has planted a vineyard, and has not yet rendered it fit for ordinary use?**

Let him go back home, in case he dies at war, and another man will render it fit for use!
7 “Is there any man who has betrothed a woman and has not yet taken her? Let him go back home,

in case he dies at war, and another man will take her!” 
8 The officers should speak to the people further and say:

“Is there any man who is fearful or fainthearted? Let him go back home, so he will not cause his

brothers’ hearts to melt, like his heart (has melted)!” 

�� What does “fearful” and “fainthearted” mean? (v. 8)

RASHI: Rabbi Akiva says: “This is to be taken literally, that he cannot

stand at the front line of battle and look upon a drawn sword.”

Rabbi Yosi Hagalili says: “It means one who is afraid [to go to war]

because of his sins. Therefore, the Torah gives a person the pretext of

returning home because of his house, vineyard, or wife (v. 5-7), so as

to cover up for those who return because of their sins. For nobody

will know that they are sinners, and anybody seeing such a person

would say, ‘Perhaps he has built a house, or planted a vineyard, or

betrothed a woman.’”

will be just. Thus, even if the witnesses in a case were found to be

false after the defendant had been executed, we can be sure that the

defendant was in fact guilty, for God would not have “allowed” a person

to be wrongly executed. (And thus, in such a case, the false witnesses

are not punished, since, in spite of their intentions, they incriminated a

guilty man).

Based on Ramban’s argument of special Divine Providence for the High

Court, one could argue that this Providence extends to the public

announcement of convicted false witnesses too. Even though it would be

logistically impossible for the announcement to reach every Jewish

person, the special Divine Providence on all matters of the court will

ensure that the announcement will reach those who are actually

contemplating a false testimony—and then, “they will never commit any

such evil thing in your midst again.”

(Based on Sichas Purim Katan 5746)

THE “FEARFUL OR FAINTHEARTED” (V. 8)

At the literal level, the meaning of “fearful” and “fainthearted” is self-

understood. It is also obvious that any member of the army who is

“fearful or fainthearted” should “go back home,” in order that he not

“cause his brother’s hearts to melt, like his heart (has melted)” (v. 8). So

why did Rashi need to make any comment at all on this verse?

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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*Sifri and the Talmud (Sotah 44b) both maintain that this passage refers exclusively to a non-obligatory war. However, Rashi’s silence here suggests that, at the literal level, the Torah

is speaking here of any type of war, be it obligatory or non-obligatory (see Likutei Sichos vol. 14, p. 80 note 18).       **See Vayikra 19:24-25.
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1
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ak crzk chshvo ufk nharumv kjzur vrau, chsu kepj t, auehu/zephi'

cbh tso gunsho cemv vngrfv kzeu;t, vbupkho ukjzeo cscrho' aucu

tk vnkjnvukt ,buxu' a,jk, bphkv bhxv
1

: )h( fh ,erc tk ghr/
cnkjn, vrau,vf,uc nscr' fnu anpura cgbhi' fi,gav kfk vgrho

vrjueu, uduw
2

: )ht( fk vgo vbnmt cv/ tphku t,v numtcv nacgv

tunu, abmyuh, kvjrhno' t,vrath kehhno: knx ugcsul/ gs ahecku

gkhvo nxhouagcus
2

: )hc( uto kt ,akho gnl uga,v gnl

nkjnv/ vf,uc ncarl ato kt ,akho gnl'xupv kvkjo cl to ,bhjbv

u,kl: umr, gkhv/ t; kvrghcv ukvmnhtv ukvnh,vnh,, ,jkutho
2

:

)hd(ub,bv vw tkvhl chsl/ to gah, fkvtnur cgbhi' xu; avw bu,bv

chsl
2

: )hs( uvy;/ t; y; ak zfrho/ unv tbh nehho uvfh, t, fk zfurv'

cdsukho
2

: )hz( ftar mul/ krcu, t, vdrdah
2

: )hj( kngi tar kt
hknsu/ vt to gau,aucv uv,dhhru' t,v rath kecko

2
: )hy( hnho/

abho: rcho/ akav/ nfti tnru' thi mrhi gk ghhru,ak bfrho pju,

nakav hnho euso kac,/ uknsapu,j cakuo abho tu akav hnho/ ufi

ohypua ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 148ff::yy--hhyy

THE EXPLANATION

At the literal level, the fear that a member of the army will not have the

courage to fight, thus weakening the morale of the group, is an extremely

serious concern. So Rashi was troubled: Why is this concern recorded last,

after the exemptions for those who built houses, planted vineyards or

betrothed a woman (v. 5-7), when this concern is the most serious of all?

Surely, the announcement, “Is there any man who is fearful and

fainthearted? Let him go back home,” should have been made

immediately after the priest’s words of encouragement in verses 3-4:

“Do not let your hearts become faint.  Do not panic....For (the Holy Ark

of) God, your God, is going with you, to fight your enemies for you, (and)

to save you”?

To answer this question, Rashi offered two explanations:

Rabbi Akiva says: “This is to be taken literally, that he cannot stand at

the front line of battle and look upon a drawn sword.” I.e. this was not

only an exemption for those members of the army who felt fainthearted

at that moment, but rather, it was also for those who would be struck by

terror later—“at the front line of battle,” or after seeing, “a drawn sword.”

Since this was a case that would only arise much later, when the army

reached the front line, it was mentioned last.

However, Rashi was not satisfied with this answer alone, because

leaving this warning until last would not have made any practical

difference, since the army did not travel until all the announcements had

been made. Thus, by leaving the warning about being fainthearted at the
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9 Then, when the officials finish speaking to the people, they should appoint disciplinary officers for

the troops at (both) ends of the people, (to ensure that nobody flees).

[ MM AA KK II NN GG AA PP EE AA CC EE FF UU LL PP RR OO PP OO SS AA LL * [

10 If you approach a city to wage (a non-obligatory) war against it:

� You should (first) make a peaceful proposal to it. 

11 What will then happen is:

� If it responds to you peacefully, and it opens (its gates) up to you, then all the people found in it

should give you a (monetary) tribute, and serve you. 

�
12 But if it does not make peace with you, it will (eventually) wage war against you.  So you

should besiege it, 13 and God, your God, will (eventually) deliver it into your hands.

� You should strike down all its males by the sword, 14 but you may take for yourself the women,

the children, the livestock, and everything that is in the city, all its spoils. You should eat the spoils

of your enemies, which God, your God, has given you. 

15 That is what you should do to all the cities that are very far from you, which are not among the cities

of these (local) nations. 

16 But from these (local) peoples’ cities, which God, your God, is giving you as an inheritance:

� You may not allow any soul to live**. 17 Rather, you should utterly destroy them—the Chitites,

the Amorites, the Cana’anites, and the Perizites, the Chivites, and the Jebusites—as God, your

God, has commanded you, 18 so that they will not teach you to copy all their abominable acts

that they have performed for their gods, causing you to sin against God, your God. 

19 If you besiege a city for many days in order to wage (a non-obligatory) war against it, to capture it:

� You should not destroy its trees by wielding an ax against them. You may eat from them, but you

may not cut them down. 

front line until the end, nothing was really achieved, as the army was no

closer to the front line at the end of the announcements than they were at

the beginning.

Consequently, Rashi felt the need to offer an alternative interpretation:

Rabbi Yosi Hagalili says: “It means one who is afraid [to go to war]

because of his sins.”

The advantage of this interpretation is that it explains why there was a

practical advantage to leaving this announcement until last:

“Therefore, the Torah gives a person the pretext of returning home

because of his house, vineyard, or wife (earlier in verses 5-7), so as to cover

up for those who return because of their sins. For nobody will know that

they are sinners, since anybody seeing such a person [leaving] would say,

‘Perhaps he has built a house, or planted a vineyard, or betrothed a

woman.’”***

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 9, p. 121ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

*See Toras Menachem to 2:26 above.       **See Sichas Shabbos Parshas Bo 5747 (Hisvaduyos 5747, vol. 2, pp. 369-70, 376-7.         ***Even R’ Yosi Hagalili would have to accept

that a person who could not stand in the front line or could not look at a drawn sword would also be exempted from the army. However, according to R’ Yosi Hagalili, this could

be inferred from the priests warning not to be afraid (v. 3), and did not need to be stated explicitly.    

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

Why did Rabbi Akiva reject the notion that a person may

exempt himself from the army since he is “afraid because

of his sins”? (See Classic Questions & Toras Menachem)

Because Rabbi Akiva “consistently judged the Jewish people

favorably” (Rashi to Sanhedrin 110b). Therefore, he felt that the very

fact that a person is “afraid because of his sins” was a sign that the

person truly regretted sinning, and thus (even if he had not yet

changed his behavior, he) had already started the teshuvah

(repentance) process—sufficiently at least, to ensure that God

would not punish him for his sins during battle.  

Thus having started to do teshuvah, a person would have

nothing to fear from his former sins.

(Likutei Sichos vol. 9, pp. 128-9)

SEVENTH

READING



1 anutk_c t' t     2 xprh     3 xuyv ns:     4 ao nv:

vuttunr
1

uhac sus cmekd hnhoabho' ucnkjn, vrau, vf,uc nscr
2

:

fh vtso g. vasv/ vrh fh nana ckauisknt/ ant vtso g. vasv

kvfbx c,ulvnmur npbhl kv,hhxr chxurh rgc umnt ftbahvghr' knv

,ajh,bu: )f( gs rs,v/ kaui rsuh' a,vt fpupv kl: )c( uhmtu zebhl/

nhujsho aczebhl' tkuxbvsrh dsukv
3

: unssu/ nneuo avjkk aufc
4

: tk
vgrho tar xchcu, vjkk/ kfk mskhsg thzu erucv: )s( tk bjk
th,i/ eav akt bgcs

4
: ugrpu/ eum. grpv ceuph./ tnr vec"v ,ct

gdkv c, ab,v akt ga,v phru,' u,gr; cneuoathbu guav phru,'

ohypua ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 150ff::hhyy  --  fftt::vv

�� In what respect is man compared to a tree? (v. 19)

TALMUD: If a Torah scholar is respectable, one may “eat” [=study Torah] from him and one should not “cut” [=shun] him. But if he is not,

one should “destroy” [= keep away from] him and “cut him down” [=shun him]” (Ta’anis 7a.).
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“IS THE TREE OF THE FIELD A MAN...?” (V. 19)

What is the connection between man and a tree? (See Talmud)

The unique quality of a tree, which no animal possesses, is that

it is firmly and deeply rooted in its source of life and energy, the

ground. And due to this firm rooting, the tree grows taller and

stronger than any member of the Animal Kingdom.

Thus, the “tree” within man is that part of his make-up which is:

a.) the most deep-rooted in the soul; and consequently, b.) it is the

most powerful. And this is: his character and emotions.

While at first glance, the intellect would appear to be a man’s most

expressive and “personal” faculty, Chasidic thought teaches that

one’s emotions and character are in fact more deep-rooted in the

soul. For this reason our emotions tend to be powerful and uncom-

promising, like a tall tree, because their deep “roots” unleash the

inner wellsprings of the soul directly into the conscious arena.

Intellect, on the other hand, has no fixed roots (rather like members

of the Animal Kingdom which are not fixed to one particular place).

So we are able to be intellectually involved in all sorts of matters with

which we have no personal connection, since the intellect is not so

deeply rooted in the soul that it will passionately “take offense” to

something which runs contrary to a person’s make-up.  

Likewise, changing one’s mind is relatively easy, whereas changing

one’s personality—from miserly to generous, or from evil to good—is

no easier than uprooting a tree and planting it somewhere else. 

Nevertheless, the Torah wishes us to do exactly that: to change

our character and emotional traits for the good. In this way we

bring perfection to even the innermost aspects of the soul, where the

“roots” of our emotions reach.

And it is in this vein that the Talmud warns us only to study Torah

from “a respectable Torah scholar” i.e. one whose knowledge “bore

fruit” in the form of good deeds and fine character. For a person

should seek a teacher who has both intellectual and emotional

refinement, who will provide a living example of how to cultivate his

“arborous” side.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 24, p. 115ff.)
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—(For why should you need to destroy it?)  Is the tree of the field a man, that you should include it

in the siege (and destroy it)? —

�
20 However, if you know it is a (type of) tree which is not a fruit tree, you may destroy it by cutting

it down. (Use it to) build a barricade against the city that is waging war with you, until it is

conquered.   

[ UU NN SS OO LL VV EE DD MM UU RR DD EE RR [

f a murder victim is found lying in the field in the land which God, your God, is giving you as a

possession, (and) it is not known who killed him:

�
2 Your senior judges should go out (from the Sanhedrin), and they should measure (the

distance from where the corpse is lying) to the cities around the corpse (in each direction).

3 What will happen is, that (from) the city closest to the corpse: 

� The elders of that city should take a female calf which has never been used for work, one that

has never drawn a yoke. 

�
4 The elders of that city should bring the calf down to a rock-hard valley, which was never tilled

or sown, and there in the valley, they should break the (back of the) calf’s neck. 

�� Why is the distance to the nearby cities measured? (v. 2)

RASHI: In order to find out which is the nearest. 

MIZRACHI: Rashi is teaching us that measuring is not an absolute

requirement, but rather a means to locate the nearest city. Thus, in a

case where the corpse was found near one city, and it was obvious

that this city was the closest, no measurement is required.

RAMBAM: Even if the corpse is found adjacent to a city such that it

is clear that this city is the closest, it is nevertheless a mitzvah to

measure (Laws of a Murderer and the Protection of Life 9:1).

�� How is the calf’s neck broken, and why? (v. 4)

RASHI: He breaks its neck with a hatchet. God says: “A calf which

is in its first year, which has not yielded any fruit, should come and

be decapitated in a place that does not yield fruit (see v. 4), to atone for

the murder of this man, whom they did not allow to yield fruit.”

RAMBAM: The city that is nearest to the victim brings the calf, and

in most cases the murderer comes from that place....Generally

speaking, the investigation, the procession of the elders, the

measuring and the taking of the calf, become the subject of much

talk, and by making the event public the murderer might be discov-

ered....Furthermore, since the place where the neck of the calf is

broken may never be cultivated or sown, the owner of the land will

not cease in his investigations until he identifies the murderer, in

order that the calf not be killed and his land not become forbidden

to him forever (Guide for the Perplexed 3:40). 

RAMBAN: This mitzvah, together with the scapegoat of Yom Kippur

and the Red Heifer, are suprarational decrees of scripture.

�� Where is the calf’s neck broken? (v. 4)

RASHI: In a hard valley (ï,h¥t k�j�b) that was never tilled.

RAMBAM: ï,h¥t k�j�b means a river that flows strongly (ibid. 2).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

2211 I

THE DECAPITATED CALF (21:1-9)

Rashi’s commentary was written exclusively to explain the literal

meaning of scripture, as Rashi himself declared, “I am coming only to

explain the literal meaning of scripture” (Rashi to Bereishis 3:8).  It is not

Rashi’s declared intention to explain the reasons behind all the mitzvos

and how these themes take expression in the various procedures which

any given mitzvah entails.

Why then did Rashi elaborate upon the reasons for the mitzvah of

breaking a calf’s neck?

A further peculiarity in Rashi’s comment is his use of the unusual

expression, “God says”: Why did Rashi need to stress here that the

rationale for breaking a calf’s neck was said by God?  Surely, here is not

the place to emphasize the basic tenet that the mitzvos were given directly

by God?

THE EXPLANATION

Verse 8 states that the purpose of breaking the calf’s neck is to “atone

for Your people Israel, whom You have redeemed, O God!”  In all cases

up to this point when the Torah has required an animal’s life to be

sacrificed in order to achieve atonement, there has always been a

requirement for the animal to be offered: a.) by a priest; b.) in the Holy

Temple*; and c.) via the specialized procedure of ritual slaughter and

sprinkling the animal’s blood on the altar, etc.

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

* An exception to this rule appears to be the scapegoat of Yom Kippur whose life is sacrificed by casting it off a mountain in the desert (see Vayikra 16:21).  However, it could be

argued that in this case atonement is actually achieved in the Temple itself when the High Priest “places” all the sins of the Jewish people upon it (ibid. 10), and recites the

confession (ibid. v. 21), and the scapegoat is only cast into the desert to “dispose” of the sins which it is “carrying.” The Red Heifer, which is sacrificed outside the Jewish Camp

(Bamidbar 19:3), is of course not brought for purposes of atonement at the literal level, but rather, to ritually purify a person so that he may enter the Temple; (although according

to the Midrashic interpretation of R’ Moshe Hadarshan—cited by Rashi to Vayikra ibid. 22—the Red Heifer does atone).
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So when Rashi read that a calf’s life is sacrificed in order to atone for an

unsolved murder, outside the Temple by a non-priest breaking its neck,

Rashi was troubled: Surely this runs contrary to the procedure followed by

all animal sacrifices that secure atonement?

Rashi came to the conclusion that the Torah is introducing us here to a

totally unprecedented form of animal sacrifice.  Therefore he began, “God

says...,” as if to say that in this passage we are hearing something new

from the Almighty which we have not heard before.

THREE TYPES OF ATONEMENT

In order to appreciate Rashi’s assertion here—that the novel procedure

of this mitzvah indicates a totally different type of atonement—we first

need to examine some of the explanations given for breaking a calf’s neck

(see Classic Questions on previous page):

Rambam writes that the unusual procedure of the delegation of elders

serves to publicize the unsolved murder, thereby assisting the process of

discovering the perpetrator of the crime.

According to Ramban, there is simply no reason for this mitzvah.  It is

a suprarational decree of scripture.*

Rashi, however, did offer a logical explanation: “A calf which is in its first

year, which has not yielded any fruit, should come and be decapitated in

a place that does not yield fruit, to atone for the murder of this man, whom

they did not allow to yield fruit.”

It could be argued that the underlying basis of the differing opinions of

Rambam and Ramban revolves around the question of which element of

the murder is atoned for by breaking the calf’s neck—the agent, the act,

or the effect of the sin:

Rambam maintained that the mitzvah atones for the agents of the sin,

in this case the people of the nearest city, who became associated with this

crime. Consequently, Rambam emphasized that the matter becomes

publicized through the involvement of the city’s elders, who do everything

within their power to help find the perpetrator of the crime, and this

atones for the apparent connection between the city and the crime.

Ramban, however, understood that this mitzvah atones for the act of

murder itself, like an animal sacrifice which atones for a sinful act.

Consequently, Ramban perceived the mitzvah of breaking a calf’s neck

as being in the same category as the scapegoat of Yom Kippur, which

defies logic.

Rashi took the third approach, that this mitzvah atones for the effect of

the sin, i.e. the fact that the premature death of the victim has prevented

him from “yielding fruit.” Therefore: “A calf which is in its first year, which

has not yielded any fruit, should come and be decapitated in a place that

does not yield fruit.”

Consequently, “God says,” this is a totally unprecedented type of

sacrifice, since all other animal sacrifices atone for the agent or act of a sin,

whereas this one atones for its effect.

PRACTICAL RAMIFICATIONS

The above distinction between the opinions of Rashi, Rambam and

Ramban has the following practical ramifications:
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* This is also the view expressed by Rambam in his Mishneh Torah (end of Laws of Misappropriation).  The above cited

explanation of Rambam is found in his Guide for the Perplexed (3:40).
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�
5 The priests, the sons of Levi, should then draw near—for God, your God, has chosen them to

serve Him, to issue blessings in the Name of God, and to pass judgment on every controversy

and lesion.

�
6 All the elders of that city, which is closest to the corpse, should wash their hands over the calf

that was decapitated in the valley. 7 They should announce and proclaim, “Our hands did not (do

anything that might have indirectly caused) this bloodshed, nor did our eyes see (this crime).” 

�
8 (The priests then say): “Atone for Your people Israel, whom You have redeemed, O God!

Do not place (the liability of) innocent blood among your people, Israel.” 

The blood will thus be atoned for them. 

�
9 (If the murderer is later found) you should (execute him and) eliminate the (shedding of)

innocent blood from among you, and you will thus do what is proper in the eyes of God. 

THE HAFTARAH FOR SHOFTIM IS ON PAGE 282.

a.) Measuring the distance from the corpse.

According to Rashi (as explained by Mizrachi—See Classic Questions to v. 2

above) the requirement to measure the distance from the corpse to its

surrounding cities is purely a practical one, in order to ascertain which city

is the closest. Therefore, in a case where it is obvious which city was the

closest, no measuring would be required.  

Rambam, however, maintained that the requirement of measuring is a

Biblical requirement which cannot be dispensed with.

Again, this appears to be a reflection of the underlying difference

between the views of Rambam and Rashi, whether this mitzvah serves

primarily to atone for the agent of the crime or its effect:

According to Rambam, the mitzvah atones primarily for the agent of the

crime (the people of the nearest city), by publicizing the crime to the

greatest extent possible. Therefore, since the measuring of the corpse

would add to this publicity, it cannot be dispensed with.

(Similarly, we would presume that according to Ramban, who perceived

the mitzvah to be a suprarational decree of scripture, none of its details

could be dispensed with).

However, according to Rashi, the key emphasis here is the atonement

of the loss of life suffered by the victim (effect). Consequently, the

measuring is not a crucial component of the atonement, and could be

dispensed with if there was no logical need for it.

b.) The location of the mitzvah.

According to Rambam, the calf’s neck is to be broken in a fertile valley

that contains a river, whereas Rashi maintained that the location should

be a hard, non-fertile valley that was never tilled (see Classic Questions to v. 4).

At first glance Rambam and Rashi are merely arguing over the

translation of a scriptural term (ï,h¥t k�j�b). However, based on the above

explanation, it appears that their respective interpretations reflect their

overall understanding of the atonement achieved via this mitzvah:

Rambam maintained that the main emphasis here was the atonement

of the local city, which was achieved by doing everything possible to find

the murderer. Rambam adds (see Classic Questions ibid.) that these attempts

were further enhanced by the efforts of the owner of the land where the

mitzvah takes place, who would be most eager to identify the murderer so

that the calf’s neck would not be broken and his land would not be

outlawed. Consequently, Rambam understood that the breaking of the

neck took place on extremely fertile land, which explains why the owner

would be so eager to ensure that his land not become prohibited.

But Rashi, who stressed the negative theme of this mitzvah (“A calf...

which has not yielded any fruit, should come and be decapitated...to

atone for the murder of this man, whom they did not allow to yield fruit”)

likewise stressed the negative connotation of the location: “a place that

does not yield fruit.” And this new concept (of offering a sacrifice in an

inferior location, in contrast to all other sacrifices which were offered in

the choicest of locations), was yet a further expression of Rashi’s

innovative stance here, that this mitzvah provided a new method of

atonement for the Jewish people.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 24, p. 121ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

The appointment of “judges and police” mentioned at the

beginning of our Parsha is intended to prevent undesirable

events from occurring, such as the case of a “corpse found in the

field,” mentioned here at the end of the Parsha. If such an event

does occur—even though it occurs in a field, beyond the

boundary of their city—it is the “judges” of that city who must

perform the service necessary to bring about atonement.

From here we learn that every Jew must take responsibility for

his brethren who are lost spiritually “in the fields.”  Even the great

leaders and judges must go out of the city, into the field, in order

to share the beauty of Judaism with others.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shoftim 5749; Likutei Sichos vol. 24, p. 131)

MAFTIR



1. To appoint judges and officers in every Jewish

community [16:18].

2. Not to plant a tree by the Altar [16:21].

3. Not to erect an idolatrous pillar [16:22].

4. Not to offer a blemished animal, even if it is a

temporary blemish [17:1].

5. To listen to the Jewish Supreme Court in every

generation [17:10].

6. Not to disobey the word of the Jewish Supreme

Court  [17:11].

7. To appoint a Jewish king [17:15].

8. Not to appoint a Jewish king who is not a

native Israelite [17:15].

9. A king should not amass horses beyond his

needs [17:16].

10. Not to live in the land of Egypt [17:16].

11. A king should not have too many wives

[17:17].

12. A king should not amass excessive gold and

silver [17:17].

13. A king should write a Torah scroll, in addition to

the one which every Jew is required to write

[17:18].

14. The Levites should not inherit land in the Land

of Israel [18:1].

15. The Levites should not share of the booty

during the conquest of the Land [18:1].

16. To give the shoulder, jaw and end-stomach of

an animal-offering to the priest [18:3].

17. To separate terumah (the priest’s portion) from

produce [18:4].

18. To give the first shearing of the fleece to the

priests [18:4].

19. Priests should work at the Temple in watches,

and at festival times they should work in unison

[18:6].

20. Not to practice divination [18:10].

21. Not to practice sorcery [18:10].

22. Not to use charms [18:10-11].

23. Not to consult a medium [18:10-11].

24. Not to consult a yidoni (wizard) [18:10-11].

25. Not to seek contact with the dead [18:10-11].

26. To listen to every prophet in the generation,

provided he does not add or detract from the

Torah [18:15].

27. Not to issue false prophecy [18:20].

28. Not to issue prophecy in the name of an idol

[18:20].

29. Not to refrain from putting a false prophet to

death, and not be afraid of him [18:22].

30. To prepare six Cities of Refuge [19:3, 6].

31. Not to have mercy on a person who inflicts

mortal injury, in a capital trial [19:13, 21].

32. Not to falsely adjust one’s boundary [19:14].

33. Not to pass judgment on the word of just one

witness [19:15].

34. To do to false, scheming witnesses as they in-

tended to do to their victim through their

testimony [19:19].

35. Not to be afraid of an enemy in battle [20:3;

7:21].

36. To anoint a priest for war [20:5-7].

37. To act in an optional war according to the rules

of the Torah [20:10ff.].

38. Not to allow any of the seven nations that

inhabited the Land of Israel to live [20:16].

39. Not to destroy fruit-bearing trees during a

siege, nor cause purposeless destruction

[20:19].

40. To break the neck of the calf in a riverbed

[21:1].

41. Not to plow or sow in the riverbed where the

calf’s neck was broken [21:4].
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Although the ideal of peace is so prominent in the

Torah, God designed and created the world in such

a way that it leaves man subject to an almost constant

inner strife, having to wage relentless battle with his

evil inclination.

In fact, the Zohar (III 188b) points out that the Hebrew

word for bread—lechem—is derived from the same root

that denotes “war.”  This symbolizes the concept of the

continuous struggle between the base and sublime

natures of man, whether he eats his bread as a glutton, in

the manner an animal eats its food, or on a higher level—

to keep the body healthy in order to be able to do what is

good and right in accordance with the Will of the Creator.

One source of inspiration to help a person succeed in

overcoming these challenges, is to reflect upon the

source of his soul. Our Sages taught that Jewish souls

actually preceded the rest of creation (Bereishis Rabah 1:4),

and were even “consulted” by God when the “decision”

was being made whether or not to create the world—and

the souls gave their full consent (Rus Rabah 2:1). Thus, from

the elevated vantage point of the soul in its primary

source, every aspect of this world was seen as conducive

to serving God, for otherwise the soul would not have

consented to its creation. At that moment, the soul

appreciated how things that we perceive now as a

negative influence or an “enemy” (because they attempt

to deter us from observing God’s Will) are in truth an aid

to Divine Service—for they enable us to serve God out of

our own free choice, rather than as mere robots.

Therefore, even the creation of our “enemies” had the

soul’s full consent.

Asoul never forgets. Even after it comes down into a

body, facing the ongoing struggle between the base

and the sublime, the soul retains an unbreakable inner

strength and imperviousness to anything that may deter it

from its mission.

And this is the message of our Parsha: “If you go out (Ki

Seitzei) to war”—when the soul “goes out” of its heavenly

setting into a body, to fight a war between the material

and the spiritual, it never loses sight of the fact that every

obstacle is surmountable.  Through meditating upon this

point, we can always be “upon your enemies,” i.e.

transcending every material “adversary,” and sanctifying

this physical world with goodness and spirituality.

(Based on Sichos of 10th Elul and Shabbos Parshas Ki Seitzei 5751;

Letter of 26th Teves 5742)

[ The Name of the Parsha [
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�� What kind of war does verse 10 refer to?

RASHI: The verse here is referring to a non-obligatory war, for in

reference to the [obligatory] war of conquering the Land of Israel, the

Torah would not stress, “and you seize their captives,” for it has

already stated [regarding the Land’s inhabitants], “you may not allow

any soul to live” (Devarim 20:16). The term Ih�c¦J ¨,h�c¨J±u (“and you seize

their captives”) thus comes to permit [the capture of] Cana’anites

who are part of [a nation being fought through a non-obligatory war],

even though they are from the seven nations [that inhabit the Land].

RAMBAM: A king may not wage other wars before obligatory wars.

What constitutes an obligatory war?  A war against the seven nations

[who occupied the Land of Cana’an], the war against Amalek, or a

war fought in defense against an enemy that attacks Israel. Afterwards

[when the obligatory wars have been won], he may wage a non-

obligatory war, which is a war fought with other nations in order to

expand the borders of Israel, and to magnify its greatness and

reputation (Laws of Kings 5:1).

”IF YOU GO OUT TO WAR”? (V. 10)

Rashi writes that verse 10, which introduces the laws of female captives

of war, refers to “a non-obligatory war,” i.e. a war which is not required

by Jewish law, but one that was fought to expand the borders of Israel.

Rashi proves this from the fact that our verse mentions the taking of

captives (“and you seize their captives”), which surely would not arise in

the case of an obligatory war, in which none of the enemy may be left

alive, as the Torah commands, “you may not allow any soul to live”

(Devarim 20:16).

However, Rashi’s assertion seems to be problematic for a number of

reasons:

a.) The command not to “allow any soul to live,” refers to the conquest

of the Land of Israel. However there is a type of obligatory war where it

is not a mitzvah to annihilate the enemy completely, and that is a war

fought in defense against an enemy that attacks Israel (see Rambam).

In such a war, it would be permissible to take captives*, so how can Rashi

prove that our verse “is referring to a non-obligatory war,” merely

because it mentions the taking of captives?

b.) At the literal level, our verse does not actually refer to the taking of

captives from the enemy population, but rather, the seizure of those

whom the enemy captured in a previous war (“and you seize their

captives”). Thus, it appears that our verse could indeed be referring to a

war against the seven nations that inhabited the Land of Cana’an,

because even though the seven nations themselves must be obliterated in

their entirety (“you may not allow any soul to live”), people from other

nations who were held captive by the seven nations would not have to be

killed. So how can Rashi prove that our verse is referring to a non-

obligatory war from the words “and you seize their captives”?

�
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* While there is an obligation in Jewish law for an individual to kill any person who seeks his life (see

Rashi to Shemos 22:1), which would mean that there would be a requirement to totally obliterate any

attacking enemy, nevertheless, this would presumably not apply to the women and children of the

enemy nation, who are not actively fighting (see Likutei Sichos vol. 14, p. 88, note 16).
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I f you go out to (wage a non-obligatory) war upon your enemies, and God, your God, delivers them

into your hand, and you seize their captives, 11 and you see among the captives a beautiful woman,

and you desire her:

� You may take her for yourself as a wife (even if she is married).

�
12 You should bring her into your home. She should shave her head and let her nails grow (to

make her repulsive), 13 and she should remove from herself the (attractive) clothing in which she

was captured. 

� She should stay in your house (so you see her at her worst), and weep for her father and her

mother for a full month. 

� After that, you may come to her and be intimate with her, and she will be your wife. 

�
14 What will happen is, if you do not desire her, then you should send her away to do as

she wishes. But you should not sell her for money, or keep her as a slave, because you have

afflicted her. 

c.) Besides the fact that Rashi appears to have no conclusive proof that

our verse refers to a non-obligatory war, it appears much more likely—at

the literal level—that our verse would be speaking of an obligatory war.

For, at the point in time when this passage was taught by Moshe, the

Jewish people were about to fight the obligatory wars required to conquer

the Land of Israel. So it is more logical that Moshe would be addressing a

matter of immediate relevance to the Jewish people, rather than

discussing the laws of a non-obligatory war, which would not be possible

until many years later (see Rambam).

THE EXPLANATION

Verse 10 stresses, “If you go out to war,” referring to a situation where

the Jewish people are settled in their homeland, and “go out” of that land

for the purpose of conquering other nations. It could not refer to the

Jewish people’s situation at that time, in the desert, which is not an

inhabited land from which one “goes out” to war.

Therefore*, Rashi concluded, “The verse here is referring to a non-

obligatory war.” 

[Consequently, when Rashi continues to explain, “In reference to the

[obligatory] war of conquering the Land of Israel, the Torah would not

stress, ‘and you seize their captives,’ etc.” Rashi is not bringing a proof that

our verse is speaking of a non-obligatory war—for the proof is from the

verse itself (“If you go out to war”).  Rather, Rashi is merely indicating that

the Torah chose to stress the idea of taking captives here in the case of a

non-obligatory war, where it is most common. There would, however, be

some instances where captives could be taken even in an obligatory war

against the seven nations, as explained above.]

However, this leaves us with another problem, that the words, “and you

seize their captives” now seem to be superfluous. For it is obvious that we

are speaking of a case when captives are taken, from the following verse,

“and you see among the captives....”

[Beforehand we did not have this question, since we presumed that the

words “and you seize their captives” were needed as proof that our verse

speaks of a non-obligatory war. Now, however, that it has been

established that the proof is from the words, “if you go out,” the words,

“you seize their captives,” appear to be redundant.]

Therefore, Rashi continues to explain that the extra words, “and you

seize their captives,” come to permit the capture of Cana’anites who are

themselves captives of the nation that is being conquered during this non-

obligatory war, even though they are from the seven nations which we are

normally obligated to obliterate.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Ki Seitzei 5748)
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* We could not prove that our verse is speaking of a non-obligatory war on the basis of the verse, “If you go out to war,” suggesting that such a war might not necessarily occur—

because the term “if” could be referring to the second half of the verse, “you seize their captives,” i.e., if (when you go out to war) you seize their captives.

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“SHE SHOULD WEEP...FOR A FULL MONTH” (V. 13)

Parshas Ki Seitzei is always read during the month of Elul,

which is a time of teshuvah (repentance), when a person

makes a spiritual stock-taking of the year that has passed, and

resolves to come closer to God in the year to come.

The Arizal (Rabbi Yitzchak Luria, 1534-1572) taught that this

month of repentance is alluded to in our Parsha:

The “beautiful woman” of verse 11 alludes to the soul. Her

capture from the enemy (v. 10-11) alludes to the release of the soul

from the desires of the body (the “enemy”), at the outset of the

month of Elul.

And then, “She should...weep,” i.e. return to God out of a spirit

of remorse and contrition, “for a full month”—for the entire month

of Elul.

(Likutei Torah of the Arizal, cited in Sichas Shabbos Parshas Re’eh 5746)



1 xprh      2 xbvsrhi gt/      3 nakh fd' f     4 xbvsrhi g/     5 ao py/     6 ,bjunt t     7 xbvsrhi nv:     

n,buuk,: )hs( uvhv to kt jpm, cv/ vf,ucncarl axupl

kabtu,v
1

: kt ,,gnr cv/ kt ,a,na cv ckaui prxheurhi kgcsu,

uahnua' ghnrtv/ nhxusu ak rchnav vsrai kns,h fi: )hz( ph abho/
fbds abh tjho

1
: cfk tar hnmt ku/ nfti athi vcfur buykph abho

crtuh kct ktjr nh,, vtc' fcnujze: )hj( xurr/ xr ni vsrl: unurv/
nxrc cscrh tchu' kaui nnrho: uhxru tu,u/ n,rhi cu cpbh akav unkehi

tu,u
2

/ ci xurr unurv thbu jhhc' gs ahdbuc uhtfk,ryhnr car uha,v jmh

kud hhi/ abtnr zukk uxuct' ubtnr
3

tk ,vhcxucth hhi czukkh car knu
4

/

uci xurr unurvbvrd gk ao xupu' vdhgv ,urv kxu; sg,u' xu;anfkv

nnui tchu uncea khnusu uthbu numt'uguns cpra, srfho unkxyo t,

vcrhu,' tnrv,urv hnu, zfth utk hnu, jhhc: )ft( ufk hartk hangu
uhrtu/ nfti amrhlvfrzv cch, shi' pkubh bxek gk avhv ci xurrunurv

5
:

)fc( ufh hvhv ctha jyt napy nu,/xnhfu, vprahu, ndhs' ato

jxho gkhu tchuutnu' xu; ahmt k,rcu, rgv uhgcur gchru,uh,jhhc

nh,v cch, shi
6

: u,kh, tu,u gk g./ rcu,hbu tnru' fkvbxekhi' b,khi'

abtnr fh ekk,tkvho ,kuh/ uvncrl vw' cxehkv
7

: )fd( fh ekk, tkvho
,kuh/ zkzuku ak nklvut' atso gauh csnu, shuebu uhartk vo cbhu/nak

kabh tjho ,tunho avhu sunhi zv kzv'tjs bgav nkl' utjs b,px
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“IF A MAN COMMITS A SIN...YOU SHOULD HANG HIM ON A GALLOWS” (V. 22)

The Arizal (Rabbi Yitzchak Luria, 1534-1572) used the above verse

to eulogize Ramak (Rabbi Moshe Cordovero, 1522-1570):

,¨nUv±u ,®u¨n y�P§J¦n t§y¥j Jh¦t�c v®h§v°h h�f±u�Literally, this means,

“when a man has a sin for which he is sentenced to death and he

is put to death.” However since the word t§y¥j (“sin”) can also

mean “deficiency,” the Arizal rendered: “When a man is lacking

any cause to be sentenced to death, then why is he put to death?

.�g k�g I,«t ¨,h�k¨,±u�Literally this means, “you should hang him on

the gallows.” However, the term “hang” ( ¨,h�k¨,±u) can also be

translated as “blame.” Thus the Arizal explained, when a person

devoid of sin, such as Ramak, passes away: “you should blame it

on the .�g,“ i.e. not on his own sins, which are lacking, but to the

tree of knowledge (,©g©s©v .�g), which caused death to be decreed

upon the world.

In other words, the passing of such a saintly person is devoid of

any negative cause at all. In such a case, it is simply that God willed

that death should occur in the world so that the righteous could

enjoy the spiritual elevation that occurs when passing from one world

to another.
(See Likutei Sichos vol. 24, p. 132ff.)
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[ RR II GG HH TT SS OOFF AA  FF II RR SS TT BB OO RR NN SS OONN [

I f a man has two wives, one whom he loves and the other whom he hates, and both the one whom

he loves and the one whom he hates bear him sons, and the firstborn son is from the one whom he

hates, 16 what will happen is:

� On the day (the father) bequeaths his property to his sons, he will not be able to give the son of

the one whom he loves birthright precedence over the son of the one whom he hates, the firstborn son. 

�
17 Rather, he must acknowledge the firstborn, the son of the one whom he hates, and give him a

double share in all that he possesses, because he was (conceived) in his prime. He has the

firstborn rights. 

[ TT HHEE RR EE BB EE LL LL II OO UU SS SS OONN [

I f a man has a deviant and rebellious son, who (steals, eats meat and drinks wine excessively and)

does not listen to his father or mother’s voice—and when they reprimand him (legally) he does not

listen to them:

�
19 His father and his mother should take hold of him and bring him out to the elders of his city,

to the gates (of justice) in his locality. 

�
20 They should say to the elders of his city, “This son of ours is deviant and rebellious!  He does

not listen to our voice!  He is a binger and a boozer!” 

�
21 All the people of his city should pelt him to death with stones, and you will eliminate the evil

from among you.

� (The court should publicize what has happened so that) all Israel will hear (what happened) and

be afraid.

[ HH AA NN GG II NN GG &&  BB UU RR II AA LL [

�
22 If a man commits a sin for which he is sentenced to death (by stoning), and he is put to death,

you should hang him on a gallows (afterwards). 

�
23 You should not leave his body on the gallows overnight. 

21:15

21:18
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

THE RIGHTS OF THE FIRSTBORN (V. 15-17)

The Midrash teaches that God’s initial choice to the appointment

of priesthood, to serve as His ministers in the Holy Temple, were

the firstborn. But when the firstborn sinned with the Golden Calf,

God instead chose His priests from among the tribe of Levites who

did not worship the calf (Bamidbar Rabah 6:2).

Thus, the Tzemach Tzedek (the third Lubavitcher Rebbe, 1789-1866)

concluded that in the Messianic Era, when any remnant of the sin of

the Golden Calf will finally be eradicated, the rights of priesthood

will return to the firstborn (Ohr haTorah, Mikeitz p. 344a).

And this, explains the Tzemach Tzedek, is consistent with the

kabalistic principle that in the future era, the “feminine” aspects of

spirituality will transcend the “masculine aspects,” for then the

firstborn (from the mother’s womb) will become greater than the

Levites (whose identity is determined by the father).

However, the Arizal (Rabbi Yitzchak Luria, 1534-1572) differed

on this matter, writing: “Those who are currently Levites will be

the priests in the future era” (Likutei Torah, cited in Tanya ch. 50).  

Thus, what will actually happen remains yet to be clarified....

(Based on Sichas Erev Shabbos Parshas Ki Seitzei 5751, note 16; 20th Av, note 37)

SECOND

READING



1 nkfho_t c' j     2 xprh      3 cct nmhgt fj:     4 ao kc:     5 bzhr by/

kkxyhu, ub,kv' fkvrutv tu,u tunr vnkl ,kuh/ fk ekkvacnert kaui

vek uzkzuk' fnuuvut ekkbh ekkv bnrm,
1

: )t( uv,gkn,/ fuca ghi ftku

thbu rutvu: kt ,rtv uv,gkn,/ kt ,rtv tu,ua,,gko nnbu' zvu

pauyu/ urcu,hbu tnru' pgnhoat,v n,gko ufuw
2

: )c( gs sra tjhl/
ufh ,gkv gk sg,lah,bvu ku euso ahsravu' tkt sravu akt hvtrnth

2
:

uvac,u ku/ a,vt cu vacv' akt htfkcch,l fsh snhu u,,cgo nnbu/

nfti tnru' fkscr aguav utufk hgav uhtfk' uathbu guavutufk' hnfr
3

:

)d( kt ,ufk kv,gko/ kfcua ghbl ftkuthbl rutv tu,u: )s( veo

,eho/ zu yghbv/ kvyghi natuhabpk ngkhu
4

: gnu/ go cgkhu' tck to vkl

uhac ku' utnrku vuthk ugkhl nmuv to rmh, kygui ygui'pyur
4

: )v( kt
hvhv fkh dcr gk tav/ a,vtsunv ktha fsh a,kl chi vtbaho' athi

zu tktkao bhtu;
5

: ukt hkca dcr ank, tav/ khkl ukhacchi vbaho/

scr tjr akt hahr agr vgruvuagr ak ch, vajh
5

: fh ,ugc,/ kt txrv

,urv tkt kcua vnchtkhsh ,ugcv
5

: )u( fh hert/ pry knzuni
2

: kt ,ej
vto/ cgusv gk cbhv: )z( kngi hhyc kl/ to nmuv ekv athi cvjxrui

fhx' tnrv ,urv kngi hhyc kl uvtrf,hnho' ek ujunr kn,i afri ak
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[ The Last Word [

“AN ARTICLE OF MEN’S CLOTHING MAY NOT BE WORN BY A WOMAN” (V. 5)

The goal of the “Women’s Liberation” movement appears to be

based on noble values: that a woman should not be given an

inferior role to a man, for she too was created in the “image of God”

(Bereishis 9:6), no less than man. In truth, however, “women’s lib” has

brought about the degradation of women, by demeaning the unique

talents and worth of women, suggesting that the only worthwhile

choice is to act like someone else.

This is highlighted by the Torah’s commandment, “An article of

men’s clothing may not be worn by a woman,” (and vice-versa). The

significance of this concept extends well beyond the appropriateness

of garments and clothing. The Torah is teaching us that a woman

cannot utilize her unique potential and enjoy the true satisfaction

which that brings, by trying to be like a man. 

A woman has the privileged task of imbuing her home with a truly

Jewish atmosphere, and she alone has unique talents for rearing a

family, thereby perpetuating the existence of the Jewish people.

After a woman has finished this task, there is no harm in her

pursuing a career (amid the air of modesty, which is the hallmark of

a Jewish woman). But her true pride and joy is surely not to be found

by “liberating” herself from the talents unique to womanhood.  

Femininity is not, God forbid, a weakness that needs to be

“overcome,” but a Divine distinction to be nurtured and cherished.

(Based on Sicha of 6th Tishrei 5745)

*ha durxho ew rc,h
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� Rather, you should bury him on that very day, for a hanging (corpse) is offensive to God (who

created man in His image).  Then you will not defile your land, which God, your God, is giving

you as an inheritance. 

[ CC AA RR EE FF OO RR AA NN OO TT HH EE RR ’’ SS PP RR OO PP EE RR TT YY [

�
1 You should not watch your brother’s ox or sheep straying, and turn a blind eye. You should

return them to your brother.  

�
2 But if your brother is not near to you, or if you do not know him, you should bring it into your

house and it should remain with you until your brother seeks it out. (If he proves to be the

genuine owner) you should return it to him. 

�
3 You should do the same with his donkey, you should do the same with his clothes, and you

should do the same with any lost property of your brother which he has lost and you have found.

You should not turn a blind eye to it. 

�
4 You should not watch your brother’s donkey or his ox fallen (under its load) on the road and

turn a blind eye to him. 

� (Rather,) you should pick up (the load) with him. 

[ CC RR OO SS SS --DD RR EE SS SS II NN GG [

�
5 An article of men’s clothing may not be worn by a woman, 

� A man may not wear an article of women’s clothing.

For whoever does these (things) is an abomination to God, your God. 

[ SS EE NN DD II NN GG AA WW AA YY TT HH EE MM OO TT HH EE RR BB II RR DD [

I f you encounter a bird’s nest in the street—on any tree, or on the ground—containing chicks or eggs,

and the mother is sitting upon the chicks or upon the eggs:

� You should not take the mother from upon the young. 

�
7 You should always send away the mother, and then you may take the young for yourself.

(This will be) for your own benefit, and you will live a long time.

�� When may the mother bird not be taken? (v. 6)

RASHI: While she is on her young.

�� What happens if the mother comes back? (v. 6)

TALMUD: Even if the mother bird comes back four or five times before

the young have been taken, one must send her away (Chullin 141a).

�� Why does the Torah promise that “you will live a long

time” specifically in connection with this mitzvah? (v. 7)

RASHI: If in the case of such an easy commandment, which involves

no financial loss, the Torah states, “(This will be) for your own benefit

and you will live a long time”—then how much more will one be

rewarded for mitzvos that are more difficult [to observe].

A VERY EASY MITZVAH (V. 6-7)

Rashi writes (in his commentary to verse 7) that sending away the

mother bird is a very easy mitzvah to perform, and it incurs no financial

loss.  However, this appears to be problematic, because:

a.) Rashi suggests that in sending away the mother bird no financial loss

is incurred at all. But surely the value of the mother bird itself is lost?

(In fact, the Mishnah states explicitly (Chullin 142a) that a small financial

loss is incurred).

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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1 xprh     2 ,bjunt t     3 crfu, fc/     4 haghv xv' v     5 hcnu, s/

nmu, jnuru,
1

: )j( fh ,cbv ch, jsa/ to ehhn, nmu,akuj vei xupl

kcbu, ch, jsa u,ehho nmu,ngev' anmuv durr, nmuv' u,dhg kfro

uasvukcdsho btho/ kfl bxnfu prahu, vkku
2

: ngev/ dsr xchc kdd'

utubekux ,rdo ,het'fghi ,he ananr nv ac,ufu: fh hpuk vbupk/ rtuh

zv khpuk ut; gk ph fikt ,,dkdk nh,,u gk hsl' andkdkhi zfu, gkhsh

zfth ujucv gk hsh jhhc
1

: )y( fktho/ jyv uagurv ujrmi cnpuk, hs
3

: pi

,esa/ f,rdunu ,x,tc/ fk scr vb,gcgk vtso' chi kacj fdui vesa'

chi kdbth fduithxur' bupk cu kaui esa' fnutk ,da ch fh esa,hl
4

:

vnktv/ zv nhkuh u,uxp, avzrg nuxh;: )h( kt ,jrua caur
ucjnur/ vut vshi kfkabh nhbho acguko' uvut vshi kvbvhdo hjs

eaurho zudho cvukf, auo nat
1

: )ht( agybz/ kaui ghruc/ urcu,hbu phrau

augyuuh ubuz
1

: )hc( dskho ,gav kl/ t; ni vfktho/ kflxnfi vf,uc
5

:
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�� Why does the mitzvah of guardrails follow after the mitzvah of sending away the mother bird? (v. 8)

RASHI: If you have fulfilled the mitzvah of sending away the mother bird, you will eventually build a new house and fulfill the mitzvah of

constructing a guardrail, because one mitzvah leads to another. You will then come to possess a vineyard (v. 9), a field (v. 10), and fine clothes

(v. 11). Therefore, these passages are juxtaposed.

b.) How can Rashi maintain that sending away the mother bird is an

example of one of the easiest of the mitzvos of the Torah, when ultimately

some form of physical effort is required? Surely a mitzvah such as the

recital of the Shema, which involves merely the uttering of words, is easier

than the act of sending away the mother bird?

A further issue here concerns Rashi’s explanation (v. 8) as to why the

mitzvah of sending away the mother bird is followed in the Torah by the

mitzvos of i.) constructing guardrails (v. 8), ii.) not mixing seeds in one’s

vineyard (v. 9), iii.) not plowing a field with two different types of animals

(v. 10), and iv.) not wearing garments made of wool and linen (v. 11)—
because “one mitzvah leads to another” (see Classic Questions to v. 8). For,

while Rashi does indeed stress that the mitzvah of sending away the

mother bird will lead to the mitzvah of constructing a guardrail, he then

continues: “You will then come to possess a vineyard, a field, and fine

clothes.” Why did Rashi not connect these acquisitions with the

mitzvos they entail: the mitzvah of not planting mixed seeds, the mitzvah

of avoiding mixed plowing and the mitzvah of avoiding shatnez?

THE EXPLANATION

a.) The Talmud maintained that it is a mitzvah to send the mother bird

away repeatedly, if necessary, in order that she not see her young being

taken away (see Classic Questions to v. 6, above).  Rashi, however, who limited

himself to a literal interpretation of scripture, rejected this idea. For the

Torah states explicitly: “You should not take the mother from upon the

young,” indicating that this prohibition only applies as long as the mother

is upon her young.

Thus, according to Rashi, when the mother bird returns—as is extremely

likely—it would be permissible to take the mother bird too, for at that

point she would not be on her young.

(Even if one wishes to argue that according to Rashi this mitzvah is

intended to prevent a person from being cruel [and that therefore the bird

would have to be sent away repeatedly], Rashi would maintain that the

main cruelty is taking the young from a mother while she is roosting on

them—and this is what the Torah wishes to avoid here.)

And this explains quite simply why Rashi wrote that this mitzvah

involves no financial loss at all, because after sending away the mother

bird and taking the chicks, the person would still be able to take the

mother bird as well, when she returns a short while later.

b.) At the literal level, this mitzvah is easier than reciting the Shema.

Reciting the Shema can sometimes be difficult to carry out, e.g. when one

is busy with another matter and the time for Shema is passing.

In contrast, sending away the mother bird is always related to what one is

doing at that moment, namely, collecting birds and eggs.  Therefore, this

mitzvah is even easier than reciting the Shema, as it is not only simple and

effortless to perform and incurs no financial loss, but furthermore, it

always comes at a convenient time.

c.) In addition to the physical rewards that, generally speaking, every

mitzvah brings, there is also the spiritual “reward” that “one mitzvah leads

to another.”  However, at the literal level, it is only logical that one mitzvah

would lead to another if both the mitzvos are similar in nature.

The mitzvah of sending away the mother bird is clearly similar to the

mitzvah of erecting guardrails, since: i.) They are both mitzvos associated

with the acquisition of property (new birds and new houses).  ii.) Both

mitzvos are aimed at saving another creature from pain.

Thus, Rashi writes (in his commentary to verse 8) that the mitzvah of

sending away the mother bird not only brings the physical reward that

“you will eventually build a new house,” but in addition, it brings the

spiritual reward of the mitzvah of constructing a guardrail.

However, the mitzvah of sending away the mother bird is not similar to

the laws of planting mixed seeds, plowing with different types of animals

or wearing shatnez. Therefore, Rashi could not suggest that a person
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[ CC OO NN SS TT RR UU CC TT II NN GG GG UU AA RR DD RR AA II LL SS [

�
8 When you build a new house, you must make a guardrail for your roof.

� Do not allow blood (to be spilled) in your house, when one (who is destined) to fall, falls from

(your unprotected roof). 

[ FF OO RR BB II DD DD EE NN MM II XX TT UU RR EE SS [

�
9 You may not sow your vineyard with a mixture of seeds, for then the (seeds’) growth and even

the seed that you planted together with the (fruit) yield of the vineyard will become forbidden. 

�
10 You may not plow with an ox and a donkey together. 

�
11 You may not wear shatnez, (which is) wool and linen together. 

�
12 You should make yourself twisted threads (tzitzis), on the four corners of your garment with

which you cover yourself, (even from a mixture of wool and linen). 

would come to observe these mitzvos as a result of sending away the

mother bird. Nevertheless, the fact that the Torah placed these precepts

alongside the others did indicate to Rashi that they are connected in terms

of physical reward: “If you have fulfilled the mitzvah of sending away the

mother bird...you will then come to possess a vineyard, a field, and fine

clothes.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 9, p. 133ff.)

FORBIDDEN MIXTURES (V. 9-11)

The three prohibited mixtures mentioned in verses 9-11 share a similar

theme, but a key distinction between them concerns the extent of the

mixture. With the mixing of seeds (v. 9), the result is a new entity of a

single, forbidden crop, which grows together and becomes harvested

together as one. However, in the case of plowing with an ox and a

donkey together (v. 10), no actual mixing results, for after the plowing is

complete, the ox remains an ox and the donkey, a donkey.

We may therefore ask the question: Which of these two types of

mixtures does the prohibition of shatnez (v. 11) most resemble?

Perhaps we could argue that this was the source of contention between

Rashi and Rabeinu Tam. Rashi understood that shatnez most resembled

the prohibition of mixed seeds, where two crops merge into one.

Therefore, he wrote that, in order for a garment to become shatnez, the

fibers must be totally mixed as one through all the stages: combing,

spinning and weaving.

However, Rabeinu Tam understood that shatnez resembles the prohi-

bition of plowing with an ox and a donkey together, where the two

elements retain their individual identity. Therefore, he ruled that woolen

thread and linen thread that were prepared separately will become

Biblically prohibited if they are woven together as one cloth. 

Rabeinu Tam’s reasoning appears to be the more obvious of the two,

since the Torah actually places the prohibition of shatnez (v. 11) directly

after the prohibition of plowing with an ox and donkey together (v. 10),

suggesting that they are linked. Furthermore, these two verses constitute

one single paragraph in the Hebrew text of the Torah, which stresses their

connection further; whereas the prohibition of sowing mixed seeds (v. 9) is

recorded separately, in the previous paragraph, suggesting that it is of a

different nature. 

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

�� Why may one not plow with an ox and a donkey? (v. 10)

RAMBAN: Because it would lead to the further prohibition of

crossbreeding species (Vayikra 19:19). For the farmer will house the ox

and the donkey together, and they will breed with each other. 

�� To what extent may wool and linen not be mixed? (v. 11)

RASHI: If wool and linen are combed together, and spun into thread

and woven together into cloth, then it is Biblically forbidden [to wear

a garment that is made from this cloth] (as quoted in Tur, Yoreh De’ah

ch. 300).

RABEINU TAM: Woolen thread and linen thread that were prepared

separately will become Biblically prohibited if they are woven

together as one cloth (Tosfos ibid.).

RAMBAM: When wool and linen are bound together in any way

whatsoever, the product is prohibited by the Torah (Laws of Forbidden

Mixtures 10:2).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“MAKE A GUARDRAIL FOR YOUR ROOF” (V. 8)

A roof, being the highest part of any structure, alludes to the

ego, which gives a person an elevated impression of himself.

Thus, in order to prevent a person from “falling off his roof,” by

allowing his feelings of swollen self-esteem to degenerate into

selfishness, we are warned to “make a guardrail for your roof”—

to carefully control and temper the ego with “guardrails”!

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 24, p. 140)

THIRD

READING



1 uhert hy' hz     2 xprh     3 f,ucu, ns:     4 ao nv/

)hd( uct tkhv uabtv/ xupu: )hs( uao kv gkhku, scrho/ gchrv

durr,gchrv' gcr gk kt ,abt
1

xupukct khsh kaui vrg
2

: t, vtav
vzt,/ nfti athi tunr scrtkt cpbh cgk shi

2
: )yu( tch vbgrv utnv/

nh adsku dhsukhovrgho h,czu gkhv: )yz( utnr tch vbgrv/ nkns

athi rau,ktav kscr cpbh vtha
2

: )hz( uprau vankv/ vrh zv nak'

njuurhivscrho fankv
2

: )hj( uhxru tu,u/ nkeu,
2

: )f( uto tn, vhv
vscr/ cgsho uv,rtvazb,v ktjr thruxhi

3
: )ft( tk p,j ch, tchv/

rtu dhsukhoadsk,o
4

: kzbu, ch, tchv/ fnu cch, tchv: uxekuv tbah

tm, hf ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 164ffcc::hhcc--fftt

Rashi, however, agreed that the inclusion of the two prohibitions

(shatnez and plowing with an ox and donkey) in one paragraph suggests

that they are of a similar nature. However, where he differed with Rabeinu

Tam was in his understanding of why plowing with two different animals

was prohibited. Rashi followed the reasoning of Ramban, that the Torah

prohibited plowing with an ox and donkey together because it would lead

to the further prohibition of crossbreeding species (Vayikra 19:19).

Therefore, when Rashi saw that the Torah placed the two prohibitions of
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I f a man takes a wife, is intimate with her and hates her, 14 and he makes scandalous accusations

against her and defames her name, saying, “I took this woman, and when I came to her, I did not

find proof of her virginity.” 15 Then the girl’s father and her mother should take proof of the girl’s

virginity, and bring it out to the elders of the city, at the gate(s of justice):

�
16 The girl’s father should say to the elders, “I gave my daughter to this man as a wife, and he

hated her. 17 He has now made scandalous accusations, saying, ‘I did not find proof of your

daughter’s virginity.’ But here is the evidence of my daughter’s virginity!”

� (If the facts are as clear) before the elders of the city, (like a) garment (which is) spread out: 

�
18 The elders of the city should take the man and reprimand him (with lashes). 

�
19 They should fine him one hundred silver (shekels), because he defamed the name of

a Jewish virgin, and give it to the girl’s father.

� She must remain as his wife.  He may not send her away all the days of his life.

�
20 But if these words (of the husband) were true, and it was proven that the girl was not a virgin

(and she had committed adultery after she was betrothed):

�
21 They should take the girl out to the entrance of her father’s house, and the people of her

city should pelt her to death with stones—because she did a disgraceful act in Israel, com-

mitting adultery (in) her father’s house—and you will eliminate the evil from among you. 

shatnez and plowing with two different animals side by side in the same

paragraph, he concluded that all forbidden mixtures are fundamentally

based on the same idea—making a new entity from the mixture. And just

as the Torah prohibits plowing with two species together, for fear they will

merge into a new entity (through cross-breeding), so too, we are

prohibited to wear a garment of wool and linen fibers that have merged

into a new entity, i.e. bound together during all three processes of

combing, spinning and weaving.

THE VIEW OF RAMBAM

Rambam ruled that if wool and linen are combined in any way, the

result is shatnez. For example, if wool and linen raw fibers were only

combed together (and not spun or woven) and then pressed into felt, it

would be shatnez according to Rambam.

Thus, Rambam took a position which partially accepted the arguments

of both Rashi and Rabeinu Tam. Rashi held that shatnez is the creation of

a new entity, and that therefore the prohibition applies only when the

wool and linen are combined at all stages of the process (combing,

spinning and weaving). Rabeinu Tam prohibited only the act of

combining wool and linen after they have been processed (combed, etc.)

separately.  Rambam (like Rashi) defined shatnez as a combination even

in the formative stages, but deemed one act of combination sufficient (like

Rabeinu Tam).*

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, p. 123ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

22:13

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“I GAVE MY DAUGHTER TO THIS MAN...” (V. 16)

Our Sages learned from the verse, “I gave my daughter to this

man” (v. 16), that a father may betroth his daughter to a man

while she is still a child (Kidushin 3b).

According to Chasidic teachings, the concept of marriage

between a man and woman on earth is a physical manifestation

of the union between God and the Jewish people.

The fact that a father may betroth his daughter while she is a

child teaches us the power of God’s love for the Jewish people,

that He wishes to “betroth” us with an eternal spiritual bond, even

though we are but a “child” compared to Him.

Why was this concept recorded here, amid the laws of

defamation? Defamation is an allusion to exile, as we find

that the spies brought about the first “exile” through defaming the

Land of Israel.  So the Torah recorded the law of child betrothal

here, to teach us that even amid the darkest moments of exile,

God remains loyally betrothed to the Jewish people—and from

this love the Redemption will blossom.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Ki Seitzei 5745)

* Rambam shared the outlook of Rashi and Rabeinu Tam, that the prohibition of shatnez is learned from the “adjacent” prohibition of plowing with mixed species together. But, due

to the fact that Rambam understood the latter prohibition differently, he therefore made a dissenting ruling with regard to shatnez. In his Laws of Forbidden Mixtures (9:2), Rambam

writes, “It is permitted to place two different species in one enclosed area, and if one sees them mating, one is not required to separate them,” i.e. he saw no problem with the outcome

of breeding two species together. Thus, it is not the creation of a new entity which Rambam perceived as problematic, but rather the act (alone) of causing two different species to

mate. From this, he came to a similar conclusion about shatnez: that the Torah prohibits wearing a garment that has undergone any act of mixing wool and linen together (be it during

the combing, spinning or weaving), even if they have not been completely combined into a new entity.
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�
22 If a man is found lying with a married woman, both of them must die—the man lying with the

woman and the woman. Thus you will eliminate the evil from Israel. 

�
23 If there is a virgin girl betrothed to a man, and (another) man finds her (lurking) in the city, and

lies with her, 24 you should take them both out to the gate of that city, and you should pelt them

both to death with stones—the girl, because she did not cry out in the city, and the man, because

he violated his fellow’s wife. Thus you will eliminate the evil from Israel. 

�
25 But if a man finds the betrothed girl in a field, and the man overpowers her and lies with her,

then only the man who lay with her should die. 26 To the girl, you should do nothing.  The girl

did not commit a sin deserving of death, for in this case (the girl was forcibly coerced) like a man

who assaults his fellow and murders him, 27 and since he found her in a field, there was nobody

to save the betrothed girl when she cried out. 

�
28 If a man finds a virgin girl who was not betrothed, takes hold of her and lies with her, and they

are found: 

�
29 The man who lay with her must give fifty (shekels of) silver to the girl’s father, because

he violated her.

� She must become his wife.

� He may not send her away all the days of his life.

[ PP RR OO HH II BB II TT EE DD MM AA RR RR II AA GG EE SS [

�
1 A man may not marry his father’s wife.

� One may not uncover the clothing of (a woman destined for) his father (in Levirate marriage). 

�
2 (A man) with damaged testicles or whose phallus is severed, may not (marry a Jewish woman

and) enter the congregation of God. 

�
3 A mamzer* may not (marry a Jewish woman and) enter the congregation of God. Even his

tenth generation may not enter the congregation of God. 

�
4 An Amonite or Mo’abite may not (convert and marry a Jewish woman and) enter the

congregation of God. Even their tenth generation may not enter the congregation of God,
5 because of the (persuasive) talk (of the Mo’abite women that led you to sin**, and because)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

2233

*A person born of an adulterous or incestuous union (but not one born simply out of wedlock).        **See Bamidbar 25:1-2.

[ The Last Word [

Surgical intervention for the treatment of an enlarged prostate

gland, the lowering of an undescended testicle into the scrotum or

scrotal hernia often involves explicit scriptural prohibitions against

severing and disconnecting seminal organs (v. 2), even though

alternative techniques may be permissible, without reservation.

In any of these areas it is thus crucial that a Rabbi who is qualified to

rule in these matters be consulted.  

I f there were surgeons who would be willing to testify publicly that

they had successfully carried out prostate surgery without

disconnecting the spermatic ducts, this would almost certainly

influence other surgeons to do likewise. Publicity of this kind is

worthwhile even if the possible results are limited.

(Based on Sefer Haminhagim p. 84)
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[ The Last Word [

“WHEN YOU GO OUT AS A CAMP...” (V. 10)

What makes servicemen particularly receptive to the basic

approach of Torah-true Judaism is, first of all, the very basic

principle on which the military depends, namely obedience and

discipline in the execution of an order by his commanding officer.

Even though in civilian life a private may be superior to his C.O., the

order must be executed promptly, whether or not the soldier

understands its significance. This, of course, corresponds to the

principle of na’aseh v’nishma, the condition on which Jews accepted

the Torah and mitzvos from the Supreme Commander, the Giver of

the Torah and mitzvos. 

A further basic point in military life is the fact that a soldier cannot

argue that his personal conduct and whether or not he obeys an order

is his private affair, and he is prepared to suffer the consequences, etc.

Whether he realizes it or not, his conduct may have implications for

his entire unit and all the military. In case of an emergency or war,

the personal conduct of a single soldier could very seriously affect his

platoon and brigade and division and the entire military operation,

the whole army and country. Thus it is not just a question of one

soldier’s personal moral attitude; it is of vital importance to the whole

army, sometimes even in time of peace. 

Applying the analogy to Jewish life, it becomes quite evident how

vitally important is every Jew’s commitment to Torah and

mitzvos in his personal life and in spreading Yiddishkeit to the fullest

extent of his influence. It may be added that the Jewish people live in

a state of emergency, what with the general atmosphere of trends and

ideas which are inimical to the Torah way, and a Jew having to fight

to overcome all and sundry alien forces which tend to undermine his

spiritual, hence also physical, existence. 

In other words, every Jew must consider himself a ”soldier” in

God’s Army (Tzivos Hashem) and be on a constant alert to spread the

light of the Torah and mitzvos, until the time when “God’s Glory will

be revealed, and all flesh shall see” (Isaiah 40:5), and “all the earth will

be full of the knowledge of God as the waters cover the sea” (ibid.

11:9)—which will come to pass with the appearance of Mashiach

Tzidkeinu, may he come speedily in our time.

(Excerpt from a letter of the Rebbe dated 24 Adar, 5737)
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they did not greet you with bread and water on the road when you were (exhausted after) leaving

Egypt, and because (the people of Mo’av) hired Bilam—the son of Be’or, from Pesor in Aram

Naharayim—against you, to curse you. 6 But God, your God, did not want to listen to Bilam, and

God, your God, transformed the curse into a blessing for you, because God, your God, loves you. 

�
7 You must never seek peace or anything good with them all your days. 

�
8 You should not (completely) despise an Edomite, for he is your brother, and you should not

(completely) despise an Egyptian, for you were residents in his land. 9 Children who are born to

them in the third generation may (convert and marry a Jewish woman and) enter the

congregation of God. 

[ SS AA NN CC TT II TT YY OOFF TT HH EE CC AA MM PP [

10 When you go out as a camp against your enemies, you should be careful to avoid anything evil

(because, at a time of danger, prosecutions of the Heavenly Court are more severe).

�
11 If there is a man among you who is ritually impure, (e.g.) due to a nocturnal emission: 

� He should go outside the camp. 

� He should not come within the (Levite) camp. 

�
12 Then, towards evening he should immerse in (mikvah) water, and when the sun sets,

he may come into the camp. 

�
13 You should have a designated place outside (the cloud surrounding) the camp, so that you can

go out there (to use it as a toilet). 

�� Does the prohibition of marrying an Amonite, Moabite,

Edomite or Egyptian convert apply nowadays? (v. 4-9)

RAMBAM: When King Sancheriv, King of Assyria, rose to power, he

confused the identity of all the nations and mixed them together,

exiling them from their homelands. Those “Egyptians” who now

inhabit Egypt are different people, and likewise the “Edomites” in

the area of Edom.  

Now that these four forbidden nations have become mixed with all

the other nations of the world from whom it is permissible to marry

their converts, every convert has become permitted.  This is because

when one of them separates himself out from the others by converting,

we presume that he belongs to the majority* [of permitted nations].

Thus, nowadays, wherever a convert converts, regardless of

whether he is an Edomite, Egyptian, Amonite, Moabite, Kushite, or

of another nationality, whether male or female—that person is

permitted to “enter the congregation” immediately (Laws of Forbidden

Relations 12:25).

LEVUSH: Certainly a minority of the original Egyptian nation

remained in Egypt. Thus while they are clearly stationed in their

original place we cannot apply the principle that the identity of the

minority is nullified.* However, when an individual converts and

separates himself out from them* we can presume that he is from the

majority of permitted nations, and thus is fit to marry a Jew upon

conversion (Even Ha’ezer ch. 4).

THE EGYPTIAN CONVERT (V. 9)

Rambam rules that, nowadays, it is permissible to marry an Egyptian

convert and that one does not have to wait for “children who are born to

them in the third generation” (v. 9), because “when one of them singles

himself out from the others by converting, we presume that he belongs to

the majority [of permitted nations].”  

Here Rambam has applied the Talmudic principle that kol d’parish

m’ruba parish—“anything that becomes separated from a mixture is

considered to have come from the majority of the mixture” (see note).

Thus, even though a remnant of the original Egyptian nation still remains

in Egypt (as Levush writes), nevertheless, when one person is separated

from this population, we can presume that he belongs to the majority

(of non-Egyptians).  

�
T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

*This discussion involves a number of Talmudic principles that are employed to resolve cases of uncertainty that arise when non-distinguishable items are mixed together.  The most

straightforward rule is that of following the majority (rov), based on which the Talmud concludes in many instances that kol d’parish m'ruba parish—“anything that becomes

separated from a mixture is considered to have come from the majority of the mixture.” However, there are many exceptions to this rule, where we do not follow the majority, such

as when the item is clearly identifiable, or when the item has the status of “an item of importance” (see Tosfos to Chulin 95a, s.v. sfayko; ibid. Zevachim 73b, s.v. aileh). The exception

under discussion here is, kol kavua k’mechtsah al mechtsah dami, which means: “items that were clearly stationed within their original mixture are of an indeterminate status,”

FOURTH

READING
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At first glance however, there appears to be a problem with this

argument:

The principle that an item is “considered to have come from the

majority of the mixture” can only be employed when that item becomes

separated from the mixture.  However, before it is separated, we apply the

rule that kol kavua k’mechtsah al mechtsah dami (“items which are clearly

stationed within their original mixture are of an indeterminate status.”)

Thus, Rambam’s dispensation to marry a first-generation Egyptian

convert would only appear to be valid outside Egypt, after the individual

became separated from the mixed population of “real” Egyptians and

others. For as long as the convert remains in the Land of Egypt he is

“clearly stationed within the original mixture” and is thus “of an

indeterminate status.” Why then did Rambam not state explicitly that his

dispensation applies only outside Egypt?**

We might argue that Rambam maintained that the tiny number of

Egyptians remaining somewhere in Egypt are outweighed by the majority.

But this is not the case, since Rambam rules that the prohibition against a

Jew living in Egypt is still in force in the present age (see Laws of Kings 5:7).

And since Rambam understood that living in Egypt is prohibited due to

the negative influence of the Egyptian people (“so we do not learn from

their deeds,” Sefer Hamitzvos, prohibition 46), it follows that he considered

even the minority of original Egyptian people that exist today in Egypt as

being sufficient to keep this prohibition in force.  

From this we see that Rambam did accept the argument that when

the minority of original Egyptians are stationed within their “original

mixture” (i.e. in Egypt), their effect is not outweighed by the majority of

non-Egyptians.***

This appears to further strengthen our previous question: Why did

Rambam not rule that a convert from Egypt may not marry a Jew while

the former is still found in Egypt (“clearly stationed” in his “original

mixture”)?

THE EXPLANATION

Rambam stresses that it is permissible to marry an Egyptian convert in

the present age because when “one of them separates himself out from

the others by converting, we presume that he belongs to the majority [of

permitted nations].”
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(Zevachim ibid.). The term, “kavua,” is literally translated as “firmly established” and usually refers to an item after it was taken from its original location. If the item was “kavua,”

we do not follow the general principle of majority rule. For further discussion of this subject see Sha’arei Yosher, Sha’ar Dalet; Ait Sofer (by Rabbi Eliezer Zusman Sofer, 1888-92),

Sugyos Hashas, Klal Kavua. See also Sichas Shabbos Parshas Bo 5751, note 42.  (Editor's note)       **cf. Yevamos 16b, Rashi s.v. beduchta dekeviyi.       ***Furthermore, logically

speaking, the minority of original Egyptians would not be insignificant, since: a.) The prohibition is motivated by the debased quality of the Egyptians’ deeds, and not their quantity.

b.) The debased activities of the original Egyptians are not out of character from the rest of the population—they are merely debased to a greater degree.  Thus it is likely that even

a small number of Egyptians would succeed in pushing an already debased population to further extremes.
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�
14 In addition to your weapons, you should keep a shovel.  Then, when you sit down outside (to

relieve yourself), you should (first) dig a hole with it, and then you may sit down, (and

afterwards) cover your excrement.

15 Since God, your God, is accompanying your camp, to save you and to place your enemies before

you, your camp should be holy.  Then He will not see any immorality in you and turn away from you. 
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�
16 You should not hand over a slave to his master if he seeks refuge with you (in the Land of

Israel) from his master. 17 He should (be allowed to) reside among you wherever he chooses, in

one of your cities where it is good for him. 

� You should not oppress him. 

[ MM OO DD EE SS TT YY [

�
18 No Jewish girl may be promiscuous.

� No Jewish man may be promiscuous. 

�
19 You should not bring an (animal that was used to) pay a harlot, (even if) it was exchanged for

a dog, to the House of God, your God, to fulfill any (sacrificial) vow, because both (the animal

and anything it is exchanged for) are an abomination to God, your God. 

At first glance, this emphasis that the separation is “by converting” is

difficult to understand. For even if a resident of Egypt singled himself out

merely by leaving the geographical boundaries of Egypt he would cease

to have any association with the original Egyptian nation, since kol

d’parish m’ruba parish—“anything that becomes separated from a

mixture is considered to have come from the majority of the mixture.”

Why, then, did Rambam stress that “one of them separates himself out

from the others by converting”?

However, it could be argued that with this phrase, Rambam is

addressing our above-mentioned question.  Rambam is teaching us that

the “separation” occurs, not via a geographic relocation, but rather, via a

change in halachic status—by conversion itself. The resident of Egypt

who converts to Judaism ceases to be part of the mixed population of

Egypt, since the conversion “separates” him from the mixture. Therefore,

we  can safely apply the principle that kol d’parish m’ruba parish—

“anything that becomes separated from a mixture is considered to have

come from the majority of the mixture.” And since the majority of the

inhabitants of modern-day Egypt are not members of the original Egyptian

nation, therefore, “that person is permitted to convert and ‘enter the

congregation’ immediately.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 19, p. 171ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

“YOUR CAMP SHOULD BE HOLY...” (V. 15)

Holiness, purity and modesty are the foundations of the

indwelling of the Divine Presence among Jews in general, and

within every Jew, man and woman, in particular.

The sanctity of the “camp,” the Jewish home, and of Jewish

conduct, is clearly emphasized in the Torah: “Your camp—at home

and outside the home—should be holy. Then He will not see any

immorality in you, and turn away from you” (v. 15).

Our Sages explain that modesty and holiness must be observed in

every aspect of Jewish life, including speech and thought, and

certainly in dress and general conduct.

In this area, especially, as in certain other areas of Jewish life, the

Jewish woman and daughter set the tone and standard, as experience

has shown. Our Sages often stressed that the future and happiness of

children is largely tied in with the modest conduct of the mother [See

Yoma 47a; Zohar 126a].

(Free translation of Letter to Women’s Convention, Lag b’Omer 5730)
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3
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:
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�� Should one charge interest to a gentile? (v. 21)

RAMBAM: It is a positive command to charge a gentile interest, as the

verse states, “You should charge a gentile interest” (v. 21). We have

received by oral tradition that this is a positive command (Laws of

Lending and Borrowing 5:1).

�� To whom are verses 25-26 addressed?

RASHI: To an employee.

JERUSALEM TALMUD: The verse states, “When you come in your

fellow’s vineyard,” which you might think refers to any person.

Therefore the Torah clarifies, “You may not put any into your

container,” indicating that you are putting some into your fellow’s

container. So who does this refer to? An employee (Ma’aseros 2:4).

BABYLONIAN TALMUD: This verse mentions “coming” (“When you

come into your fellow’s vineyard”), and it is written below (24:15), “do

not let the sun set (literally “come”) upon him.” [The use of the same

term in both places teaches us that]: Just as there the verse is speaking

of an employee, so too here the verse is speaking of an employee

(Bava Metzia 87b).

RAMBAM: The Torah states, “When you come into your fellow’s

vineyard....When you come into your fellow’s standing grain.”  Oral

tradition teaches us that scripture is referring specifically to an

employee.  For if he was not hired as an employee, how could he be

allowed to come into his fellow’s vineyard or standing grain without

permission?  Rather, the verse means: When you come with the

permission of the owner to work, you may eat (Laws of Employment 12:1).

CHARGING INTEREST (V. 20-21)

What is the logic behind Rambam’s ruling that it is a mitzvah to charge

interest to a non-Jew?  We can appreciate that it might be permissible to

do so, since it is commonplace among non-Jews to charge interest.

But why should it be a positive command?

In principle, however, the Torah would require us to charge interest to

any borrower, Jew or gentile. Being that it is an ethical, universally

accepted practice to charge interest, failing to do so would be considered

an unnecessary wastage of funds, which is prohibited by the Torah (see

Rambam, Laws of Kings 6:8ff.).

It is only that in the case of a Jewish person, the Torah makes an

exception to this rule and instructs: “You may not cause your brother to

pay interest” (v. 20).

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Vayeishev 5747)

THE EMPLOYEE’S RIGHTS TO FOOD (V. 25-26)

The Rogatchover Ga’on taught that many laws of the Torah can be

identified as a function of either the agent, the action or the result of what

is being carried out, and that this distinction can often take expression in

various practical ramifications. In this light, there are three ways of

approaching the principle recorded in verses 25 and 26, that an employee

is entitled to eat some of the crops which he is harvesting, while at work:

a.) The result of the work is that, having harvested the crops, the

employer rewards the employee. Thus, the fact that the employee is

permitted to eat from the crops while at work could be perceived as a type

of bonus payment given to the employee as a result of his work (in

addition to his main payment for services rendered).

b.) Alternatively, permission to eat from the crops could be perceived as

a function of the action of work itself, regardless of what that work actually

��
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�
20 You may not cause your brother to pay interest—interest on money, interest on food or interest

on any other item for which interest may be taken. 

�
21 You should charge a gentile interest, but to your brother you may not pay interest, in order that

God, your God, will bless all the work of your hands upon the land which you are coming to

take possession. 

[ FF UU LL FF II LL LL II NN GG PP LL EE DD GG EE SS [

�
22 When you make a vow to God, your God, you should not delay in paying it (beyond three

festivals), since God, your God, will be sure to exact it from you, and you will have sinned. 

�
23 It is not considered sinful for you to refrain from making vows. 

�
24 Be careful to carry out what is uttered by your lips—whatever you have pledged to God, your

God, as a donation, which you have spoken with your mouth. 

[ AA NN EE MM PP LL OO YY EE EE ’’ SS RR II GG HH TT SS [

�
25 When you come (to work during the harvest season) in your fellow’s vineyard, you may eat as

many grapes as you desire until you are satisfied, but you may not put any into your container. 

�
26 When you come (to work) in your fellow’s (field of) standing grain, you may pluck ears with

your hand (to eat them), but you may not lift a sickle on your fellow’s standing grain.  

accomplishes, i.e. the fact that the employee is working and toiling for his

employer, gives him the right to eat from the crops as a part of what the

Torah deems to be fair.

c.) A third approach would be to see this law as a privilege of the agent

of the work, the employee himself. In other words, the Torah granted the

right to every employee that he may eat from the crops of his employer,

as an inalienable right that is not directly work-related (similar to the gifts

granted by Torah to poor people).

It could be argued that these were the three approaches of the

Jerusalem Talmud, Babylonian Talmud, and Rambam. Each of these

texts came to the same conclusion, that verses 25 and 26 refer to an

employee, but they reached this conclusion from different sources. This

choice of sources reflects their underlying view whether the law is a

function of the agent, the action or the result of the work:

a.) The Jerusalem Talmud understood that the law is a function of the

result of the work (the work done). This is reflected in the Jerusalem

Talmud’s choice of source, which speaks of the actual harvest gathered by

the employee, i.e. what is being put into the container.

b.) The Babylonian Talmud understood that the law is a function of toil

exerted in the action of the work. Thus, the Babylonian Talmud’s source

is a verse which stresses the significant efforts of the employee: “You must

give him his wage on the day it is due, and not let the sun set upon him,

for he is poor, and he endangers his life (to work for you).”

c.) Rambam understood that the law is a function of the agent of the

work (the employee), i.e. that we are speaking here of an employee’s

inherent right that is not directly connected with his work. Therefore

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

Grapes are an expensive commodity, whereas grain is

relatively cheap.  Thus, after reading that a person may eat

his employer’s grapes (in v. 25) it is obvious that he would be

allowed to eat his employer’s less valuable grain (v. 26). Surely

then, the Torah should have stated the more obvious case first?

The distinction between grapes and grain is that the former is a

sweet and tasty food eaten for pleasure, whereas the grain is eaten

as a necessary, staple food. 

A person who serves God in the manner of “grain” is one who

sees the mitvzos as a necessary chore, and fulfills the minimum

requirement out of a sense of obligation.  On the other hand, one

who serves God in the manner of “grapes” sees the observance of

mitzvos as a delight and a pleasure.

Thus, when our Supernal “Employer,” provides us with

comfortable “working conditions” in this world so we can per-

form the task of observing His mitzvos, it is more obvious that He

will provide for those who work in His “vineyard,” serving Him

with the joy and delight characterized by grapes. Thus, being that

this is the more obvious case, the Torah recorded it first. 

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, pp. 133-4)

FIFTH

READING
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1

: )d( uabtv vtha vtjrui/ vf,uc

ncaruaxupu kabtu,v' uto ktu eucr,u' abtnr tu fhhnu,
2
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2
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3
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murl vmct' kt kxpe nhounzui ukt k,ei srfho' tck vjuzrho ngurfhvnkjnv

gk ph fvi' fdui cbv ch, ukt jbfu tutrx tav ukt kejv' nxphehi nho unzui

un,ebhi t, vsrfho
4

: hvhv kch,u/ t; cachk ch,u' to cbv ch,ujbfu uto
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vht v,j,ubv: urfc/ vht vgkhubv: kt hjcuk/ to ct knafbu gk jucu cch,

shi' kt hnafbbu cscrho aguaho cvi tufk bpa
5

: )z( fh hnmt/ cgsho

�� What constitutes grounds for divorce? (v. 1)

TALMUD: The School of Shammai says: “A man may not divorce his

wife unless he discovers something immoral about her, as the verse

states, ‘because he has found something immoral about her.’” 

The School of Hillel says: “[He may divorce her] even if she spoils

his food, as the verse [could be rendered]: “because he has found

[something] immoral [or another] thing about her.” 

Rabbi Akiva says: “[He may divorce her] even if he finds another

one who is more attractive, as the verse states, ‘and it happens that

she does not find favor in his eyes’” (Gittin 90a. See Sparks of Chasidus).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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Rambam derived the law from the words, “When you come into your

fellow’s vineyard,” which describe the employee himself merely “coming

into” the vineyard, and not actually working.  (Though, in practice, he is

obviously not permitted to start eating until work has begun).

A CONTRACTUAL OR RELIGIOUS DUTY?

A further distinction that arises out of the above discussion is whether

the employer’s requirement to permit his employee to eat from his crops

is a contractual duty or a purely religious one:

According to the approach (of the Jerusalem Talmud,) that the law is a

function of the result of the work and is thus a type of additional payment

to the employee, it follows that this “payment” is part of the contractual

obligation of the employer.

According to the approach (of Rambam) that we are speaking of an

inherent right of the employee (the agent) which is non-work related, it

follows that the employer is not paying a personal debt to the employee,

but rather, granting him a God-given right to eat while at work.  Thus, we

are speaking here of a religious duty. (Indeed, Rambam states explicitly

that the employee is eating “something granted from Heaven,” ibid. 14).

According to the approach (of the Babylonian Talmud) that the law is a

function of the action of the work, there appears to be room for both

interpretations—as the Talmud itself asks: “Does he eat his own food, or

is he eating food from Heaven?” For, perhaps the food that he is allowed

to eat comes as a reward for his labor. Or it could be argued that we are

speaking here of a gift directly from God to every hard-working employee.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, p. 129ff.)

1 dhyhi m:     2 xprh     3 xuyv ns/     4 ao nd/     5 cct nmhgt eyu/
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I f a man takes a wife and is intimate with her, and it happens that she does not find favor in his eyes

because he has found something immoral about her:

� He must write a bill of divorce for her, place it into her hand, and send her away from his house.

�
2 If she leaves his house and goes and marries another man, 3 and the latter husband hates

her and writes her a bill of divorce, places it into her hand and sends her away from his

house; or if the latter husband who took her as a wife dies—4 her first husband, who had sent

her away, may not take her again as his wife, since she was defiled (to him), for that is an

abomination before God, and you should not bring sin to the land God, your God, is giving

you as an inheritance. 

[ NN EE WW LL YY WW EE DD SS [

�
5 When a man takes a wife who is new (to him), he must not go out (to war) in the army, and no

(military) duty may be imposed upon him. 

� He must remain free for his (own) house for one year and make his wife whom he has taken happy. 

[ DD EE BB TT CC OO LL LL EE CC TT II OO NN [

�
6 One may not take (things used to prepare food, such as) a lower or upper millstone, as security

(for a loan), because that is taking a life-(sustaining entity) as security. 

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

BECOMING “DIVORCED” FROM ONE’S MISSION IN LIFE...AND “MARRYING” A NEW ONE (V. 1)

The place and circumstances in which a person finds himself are

guided by Divine Providence, and in the vast majority of cases a

person finds himself in an environment which is perfectly suited to

his mission in life (shlichus). So, even when things become difficult,

he should be loath to “divorce” himself from his current mission and

become “married” to a new path in life.

Even in a case where a person does wish to do so, he must have

sufficient grounds for “divorce”—and in this matter, there is a dispute

among the Sages (see Classic Questions): 

The School of Shammai maintained that, even if a person is facing

seemingly insurmountable difficulties in his mission, he is forbidden

to divorce himself from it unless “he discovers something immoral

about her.” I.e. there is a halachically valid reason why he cannot

continue. For only at this point can it be proven unequivocally that

the soul’s current mission has to be changed for another.

However, the School of Hillel maintained that a person may

become divorced, “even if she spoils his food.” I.e. if a person finds

that his mission is not being successfully carried out that and even his

prior spiritual achievements are being spoiled, then he may seek a

“divorce” and seek out a new mission.

Rabbi Akiva maintained that a man may seek divorce “even if he

finds another one who is more attractive,” i.e. even if there are no

real shortcomings to his current situation, but “she does not find favor

in his eyes”—he has lost enthusiasm in his current shlichus and has

spotted another path which he prefers—then he may change.

The final ruling in Jewish law favors the opinion of the School of

Hillel (Shulchan Aruch, Even Ha'ezer 119:3). However, this only means

that according to the letter of the law a person could be justified in

some cases to seek a new path in life. Nevertheless, our Sages taught,

“Whenever a person divorces his first wife, even the altar sheds tears”

(Gittin 90b), and even in a case where a person is halachically obliged

to divorce his wife (even according to the School of Shammai), he

should not hurry to do so (Chelkas Mechokaik 119:2).

I f a person truly desires, even in the face of tremendous difficulties,

he can uphold the view of the School of Shammai.  Even if he has

lost enthusiasm in his shlichus and he is not successful, and

furthermore, if his Torah study and care in the observance of mitzvah

enhancements has decreased—he should know that this is nothing

but a test from above, and that God is with him to help him succeed.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 3, p. 1121ff.; Sicha of 20th Av 5719)
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1 xprh     2 nfu, fc/     3 anu, fc' fv     4 cct nmhgt ehs:     5 uhert hy' hd     6 cct nmhgt ehc/     7 scrho yz' hz

uv,rtv
1

/ ufi fk fh hnmtac,urv: uv,gnr cu/ thbu jhhc gs aha,na

cu
1

: )j( vanr cbdg vmrg,/ akt ,,kua xhnbhyuntv' ukt ,eu. t,

vcvr,
2

: ffk tar huru t,fo/ to kvxdhr tokvjkhy to kyvr:

)y(zfur t, tar gav vw tkvhl knrho/to ct, kvzvr akt ,kev

cmrg,' tk ,xprkaui vrg/ zfur vgauh knrho ascrv ctjhvuke,v

cbdgho
1

: )h( fh ,av crgl/ ,juc cjcrl: nat, ntunv/ juc ak

fkuo: )hc( kt ,afc cgcuyu/ kt ,afc ugcuyutmkl
1

: )hd( fcut
vana/ to fxu, khkv vut' utofxu, huo vjzhrvu ccer' ufcr f,uc

cutkvvnapyho
3

gs ct vana ,ahcbuku' fk vhuo ,ahcbu ku ufcut vana

,ejbu
4

: ucrfl/ uto thbu ncrfl' nfk neuo ukl ,vhvmsev: )hs( kt
,gae afhr/ uvkt fcr f,uc' tktkgcur gk vtchui cabh ktuhi' kt

,gaue afrafhr avut gbh utchui' ugk vgahr fcr vuzvr kt ,gaue t,

rgl
5

: tchui/ v,tc kfk scr: ndrl/ zv dr mse
1

: cagrhl/ zv dr ,uac

vtufk bcku,
1

: tar ctrml/ krcu, afr cvnv ufkho
1

: )yu( utkhu vut
buat t, bpau/ tk vafrvzv vut buat t, bpau knu,' gkv cfca

ub,kvcthki
6

: uvhv cl jyt/ nfk neuo' tkt annvrhikvprg gk hsh

veurt
1

: )yz( kt hun,u tcu, gk cbho/ cgsu, cbho/uto ,tnr cgui

cbho' fcr btnr tha cjytuhun,u' tck nh athbu tha n, cgui tchu'

uveybho n,ho cgui tcu,o chsh anho
1

: )hz( kt ,yv napy dr h,uo/
ugk vgahrfcr vuzvr kt ,yv napy

7
' uabvcgbh kgcur gkhu cabh ktuhi'

kph abek kvyu,napy gbh hu,r nak gahr' kfl vzvhr uabvgkhu: ukt
,jcuk/ akt cag, vkutv: )hj( uzfr,/ gk nb, fi psh,hl kanur jeu,h
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[ The Last Word [

The Torah warns, “You may not take a widow’s garment as

security” (v. 17), even in reference to a widow who is wealthy

(Sefer Hamitzvos prohibition 241). Now, it could be the case that the

lender does not intend to pain the widow at all by taking her garment

as security, and since she is wealthy it is extremely unlikely that she

will become upset.  Furthermore, by failing to take any security, the

lender is actually endangering his own assets.  Nevertheless, he “may

not take a widow’s garment as security,” for there is a remote

possibility that, for a widow, this may be a distressing experience.

From this we can learn that even in a situation where: a.) It appears

unlikely that somebody will be hurt by one’s actions;  b.) There is

no intention to hurt another’s feelings; and c.) One suffers a personal

loss—nevertheless, there remains an obligation to “love your fellow

like (you love) yourself.”  
(Based on Sicha of 5th night of Chanukah 5747)
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[ KK II DD NN AA PP PP II NN GG AA JJ EE WW II SS HH PP EE RR SS OO NN [

�
7 If a man is witnessed kidnapping any person from among his brothers, the children of Israel,

and then he treats him as a slave and sells him—that kidnapper must die, and you will eliminate

the evil from among you. 

[ CC AA UU TT II OO NN WW II TT HH TT ZZ AA RR AA ’’ AASS LL EE SS II OO NN SS * [

�
8 Be careful (not to interfere with) tzara’as lesions, and be very cautious about carrying out all the

instructions of the priests, (who are from the tribe of) the Levites.  Be careful to observe what I

have commanded them. 

�
9 Remember what God, your God, did to Miriam on your journey out of Egypt. 

[ SS EE CC UU RR II TT YY FF OO RR LL OO AA NN SS [

�
10 When you hold any sort of debt against your fellow, you may not enter his home to take any

of his property as security. 11 You must stand outside, and the man to whom you are lending

should bring the security to you, outside. 

�
12 If he is a poor man, you may not go to sleep while holding his security. 13 You must return the

security to him by sunset, so that he can go to sleep in his garment, and he will bless you.  (Even

if he does not bless you), it will be considered as a righteous act for you, before God, your God. 

[ PP AA YY II NN GG WW AA GG EE SS OONN TT II MM EE ** [

�
14 You must not withhold the wages of a poor or destitute hired worker, (regardless of whether he

is) one of your brothers, one of your converts in your land, (or a resident alien) within your cities.
15 You must give him his wage on the day it is due, and not let the sun set upon him, for he is

poor, and he endangers his life (to work for you).  Do not cause him to cry out to God against

you, for then (the punishment for) this sin will be upon you (more quickly).

[ TT EE SS TT II MM OO NN YY OOFF RR EE LL AA TT II VV EE SS [

�
16 Fathers may not be put to death by (the testimony) of sons, nor may sons be put to death by

(the testimony) of fathers. A man should be put to death (only) for his own sin.

[ TT HHEE CC OO NN VV EE RR TT ,,   WW II DD OO WW AA NN DD OO RR PP HH AA NN [

�
17 You must not pervert the judgment of a convert or an orphan, 

� You may not (come and) take a widow’s garment as security (for a pre-existing loan). 

18 Remember that you were once a slave in Egypt, and that God, your God, redeemed you from there

(to observe his laws, even if they cause you to lose money). Therefore, I am commanding you to do

this thing.

* See Vayikra ch 12ff.     ** See Vayikra 19:13 and Sparks of Chasidus, ibid.

SEVENTH

READING



1 xprh     2 ptv pWu nWu     3 ao nWs     4 jukhi ekt:     5 ptv pWz nWs     6 hruaknh ptv pWz vWd     7 nfu, fc:     8 xbvsrhi pv/

tphku ha jxrui fhx cscr: )hy( uafj, gunr/ ukt dsha
1

/ nfti tnru

gunr aha cu xt,ho uafju thbu afjv
2

: casv/ krcu, afj, env aafj

nem,vnkemur
1

: kt ,auc kej,u/ nfti tnru' aktjrhuafjv' akpbhu

thbu afjv' athbu cck ,auc
3

: kngi hcrfl/ ut; gk ph act, khsu akt

cn,fuhi' ek ujunr kguav cn,fuhi/ tnur ng,v'bpkv xkg nhsu unmtv

gbh ub,prbx cv vrh vutn,crl gkhv
1

: )f( kt ,ptr/ kt ,yuk ,ptr,u

nnbu/ nftianbhjhi ptv kthki
4

: tjrhl/ zu afjv
4

: )ft( kt ,gukk/
to nmt, cu gukku, kt,ejbv/ uthzu vht gukk,' fk athi kv kt f,;ukt

by;/ ha kv tjs nvo vrh vut kcgk vch,
5

/urth,h cdnrt hruaknh,
6

thzu

vht f,;' pxhdhi zvgk dc zv/ by;' tku v,kuhu, casrv uhursu,: )t( fh

hvhv rhc/ xupo kvhu, bdaho tkvnapy/ tnur ng,v thi akuo humt

n,ulnrhcv' nh dro kkuy kprua ni vmshe' vuh tunrzu nrhcv
1

: uvrahgu
t, vrag/ hfuk fk vn,jhhchi cshikuehi' ,knus kunr uvhv to ci vfu,

vrag'pgnho kuev upgnho thbu kuev/ unh vut vkuev'knus ni vgbhi'

kt ,jxuo aurcshau' ktu akt b,e kgav: )c( uvphku vaupy/ nkns

athi nkehi tu,ukt guns ukt huac tkt nuyv
7

: kpbhu fsh rag,u/
uktjrhu fsh a,ho/ nftitnru' nkehi tu,u a,h hsu, nktjrhu uakha

nkpbhu
7

: cnxpr/ uthbu beus C©nxpr' kns avut scue'kunr cnxpr

trcgho ukt trcgho aknho' tktnbhi avut xufo unakho ktrcgho' uvi

trcghojxr tj,
7

: )d( kt huxh;/ nfti tzvrv knfv t, jcru
8

: ubekv

tm, hf ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 178ffss::hhjj  --  ffvv::dd

�� Does God give blessings for unintentional mitzvos? (v. 19)

RASHI: If someone dropped a coin, and a poor man found it and was sustained by it, then he [who lost the coin] will be blessed on its account.
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T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“WHEN YOU FORGET A BUNDLE...” (V. 19)

Why should a person be blessed for performing a mitzvah if he

unwittingly—and even unwillingly—drops money on the floor,

which is later found by a poor person? (see Rashi to v. 19)

Chasidic thought explains that every Jew, regardless of his status

and station, is essentially willing to do all that he is commanded to

do by our Torah. The fact that he might sometimes be influenced to

do otherwise is because his conscious state can be affected by exter-

nal pressures that induce states of mind and even behavior which is

contrary to his essential nature (cf. Rambam, Laws of Divorce 2:20).

Therefore, if he performs a mitzvah which was not consciously

intended, it is nevertheless an act that is consistent with his inner,

subconscious desire.  In fact, what has actually occurred here is that

his subconscious mind has been able to influence his actions directly,

without passing through the conscious state.

So, if a person drops money which is later found by a poor person,

he has done an action which is commensurate with his true, inner

desire to serve God, and therefore he is blessed because of it.

(Based on Sefer Hama’amarim Melukat vol. 5, p. 50)
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�
19 When you reap your harvest in your field and forget a (single) bundle (behind you) in the field,

you may not go back to take it. 

� It must be left for the convert, the orphan, and the widow, so that God, your God, will bless you

in everything you do. 

�
20 When you beat your olive tree (to shake off the olives), do not remove (all of) its best produce.

This should remain for the convert, the orphan and the widow. 

�
21 When you pick the grapes of your vineyard, do not harvest the young grapes.  They should

remain for the convert, the orphan and the widow. 

22 Remember that you were once a slave in the land of Egypt. Therefore, I am commanding you to

do this thing. 

[ AA DD MM II NN II SS TT EE RR II NN GG LL AA SS HH EE SS [

f there is a quarrel between (two) men, who come to court to be judged, the innocent one will be

acquitted and the guilty one will be condemned.

�
2 If the guilty person (from a court case) is liable for lashes, the judge should make him bend

over, and flog him with (one third of) the (total) number (of thirty-nine lashes) he deserves on

his front (and two thirds on his back). 

�
3 He should flog him with (almost) forty (lashes), but he must not give more, for if he gives him

a lot more lashes than this, your brother will be degraded before your eyes. 

�� Why does the Torah need to explain the reason why two

people might go to court? (25:1)

RASHI: “If there is a quarrel,” they will eventually go to court. We

learn from this that a quarrel will not end in peace. What caused Lot

to leave the righteous [Avraham]? It was a quarrel (See Bereishis 13:7-12).

GUR ARYEH: Rashi was troubled that the words, “If there is a

quarrel,” are superfluous.  The Torah could have simply stated, “If

two men come to court to be judged....” Rashi answers that the

words “If there is a quarrel” teach us that when a quarrel arises, “they

will eventually go to court.”  

At first glance, this is difficult to understand, for what is

objectionable about going to court to solve a dispute?  Surely this is

more preferable than continuing to quarrel? It seems that Rashi

means to say that they will eventually quarrel so much that the only

solution will be to go to court.

MASKIL LEDAVID: Surely going to court is a method of “ending in

peace” and not the opposite?

Rather, Rashi’s intention here is that when the case comes to court,

it will escalate from a verbal dispute to the extent that one of the

parties receives lashes, as the section continues (v. 2), “If the guilty

person is liable for lashes.”

�� Is it not obvious that “the innocent one will be acquitted

and the guilty one will be condemned”? (25:1)

SIFRI: Rabbi Shimon says: “‘The innocent one will be acquitted and

the guilty one will be condemned.’ This teaches us that one should

attempt to acquit a person.”

SIFRI DEBAY RAV: Rabbi Shimon reached his conclusion from the fact

that the verse stresses first, “The innocent one will be acquitted,” and

only afterwards, “the guilty one will be condemned.”

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

2255 I

THE QUARREL (V. 1)

On the words, “If there is a quarrel between (two) men” (v. 1), Rashi

comments, “they will eventually go to court. We learn from this that a

quarrel will not end in peace.”

At first glance this appears to be difficult to understand, as Gur Aryeh

and Maskil LeDavid ask, for going to court is surely the most effective

way of ending any quarrel in peace?

Gur Aryeh answers that Rashi’s statement, “they will eventually go to

court,” means that they will eventually quarrel so much that the only

solution will be to go to court.  However, Rashi’s statement, “They will

eventually go to court,” seems to imply that going to court itself is the

undesirable outcome here, and that this is worse than the quarrel itself.

Maskil LeDavid explains that Rashi means to say that going to court will

lead to an escalation in the intensity of the quarrel, to the point of

necessitating lashes.  However, it is very difficult to accept that this was

Rashi’s intention here, as he makes no reference at all to such a possible

outcome.  All Rashi says is, “They will eventually go to court.” 

So we are left with the question: What is undesirable about going to court?

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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A further problem with this verse concerns the statement, “The innocent

one will be acquitted and the guilty one will be condemned.” Surely these

words are superfluous, and if so, why does Rashi not explain their

significance, as he does in the case of all apparently superfluous phrases

of scripture?

Rabbi Shimon in the Sifri (as clarified by Sifri debay Rav) explains

that these words teach us that the court must always attempt to acquit a

person before they incriminate them. However, at the literal level, this

answer is difficult to accept, because the verse appears to be referring to

two separate people: “the innocent one will be acquitted and the guilty

one will be condemned.”

Presumably Rashi felt that the reader could work this matter out for

himself with simple logic and a knowledge of Rashi’s prior comments.

What, then, is the explanation of this matter, at the literal level?

THE EXPLANATION

In addition to the fact that the words, “If there is a quarrel between two

men,” appear to be superfluous (as Gur Aryeh writes), Rashi was troubled

in particular why the Torah chose to use the word “quarrel” (ch¦r).  For

normally, when two disputants go to court, the matter is referred to as a

(r�c¨s) (“claim” or “case” cf. Shemos 18:16, 19, 22, 26). The use of the term

“quarrel” generally refers to a personal dispute which does not reach

court,* as in: “A quarrel erupted between the herdsmen of Avram’s cattle

(who rebuked) the herdsmen of Lot’s cattle” (Bereishis 13:7), “The shep-

herds of Gerar argued (Uch¦r²H³u) with Yitzchak’s shepherds” (ibid. 20:6), and,

“If two men quarrel, and one strikes the other” (Shemos 21:18).

So, Rashi was troubled: Since our verse speaks of a dispute which came

to court, the verse should have said, “If two men bring their case to

court.” 

Rashi answered that if their intention is to quarrel, then “they will

eventually go to court,” but that all that will happen is “the innocent one

will be acquitted and the guilty one will be condemned.” However, this

will not help bring peace, since the disputants are not interested in

resolving their dispute, but rather, in fighting with each other. Thus, “We

learn from this that a quarrel will not end in peace,” because the initial

intention of the disputants was not to seek peace, but to quarrel with each

other. Thus, even when the court passes its judgment, the situation will

not be alleviated, and the two disputants will continue to quarrel.

It follows from this that, according to Rashi, our verse is teaching an

important law. If two disputants come to court and it appears obvious to

the judges that either one or both of the men are not really interested in

resolving their dispute, the court may be tempted not to judge the case.

They might think it preferable to penalize one or both of the contentious

parties, and perhaps in this manner the quarrel will finally end. 

To contradict this notion, the Torah teaches us: “If there is a quarrel

between (two) men who come to court to be judged, the innocent one will

be acquitted and the guilty one will be condemned.” Even if the court sees

that a legal ruling will not bring two disputants to peace, it is nevertheless

the duty of the court to decide the law and make the path of justice known

for all those who wish to avail themselves of it.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 24, p. 152ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

* However, the Torah does use the term ch¦r in reference to court cases too.  See: Shemos 23:2, 3, 6.  Devarim 17:8; 19:17; 21:5.

*xWtd−�X�`§lÎFl
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�
4 Do not muzzle an ox (or another animal) while it is threshing (or doing other agricultural work). 

[ LL EE VV II RR AA TT EE MM AA RR RR II AA GG EE [

f brothers (from the same father) live together (in the world at the same time) and one of them dies

having no child (or grandchild):

� The wife of the deceased may not marry outside (the family) to a strange man. Her husband’s

brother must come to her, taking her as a wife for himself in Levirate marriage. 

�
6 What should happen is that the eldest brother (will perform the Levirate marriage with her),

provided she can bear (children), standing in the place of his deceased brother, so that his name

should not be lost from Israel. 

7 But if the man does not wish to take his brother’s wife:

� The brother’s wife should go up to the gates (of justice), to the elders, and say: “My brother-in-

law has refused to perpetuate his brother’s name in Israel. He does not wish to perform a

Levirate marriage with me.” 

�
8 The elders of his city should call him and speak to him. He should stand up and say (in

Hebrew), “I do not wish to take her.” 

�
9 His brother’s wife should approach him, in the presence of the elders, and remove his shoe from

�� What if a muzzled animal threshes unintentionally ? (v. 4)

ALTER REBBE’S SHULCHAN ARUCH: A person does not transgress the

prohibition of “Do not muzzle,” if he muzzles his cows when taking

a shortcut over grain, even though the grain is inevitably threshed,

because this is not his intention. The same applies in other such

cases. (wk ;hgx 'vnhxju ,urhfau vkta hbhs)

�� Is it preferable for a person to perform Levirate marriage

(v. 5-6) or to exempt himself by chalitza? (v. 7-10)

RAMBAM: The mitzvah of Levirate marriage takes precedence over

the mitzvah of chalitzah (Laws of Levirate Marriage and Chalitzah 1:2).

REMA: We do not permit a Levirate marriage unless it is clear that

both parties are doing so for the sake of the mitzvah (Even Ha’ezer 165:1).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

25:5 I

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“DO NOT MUZZLE AN OX...” (V. 4)

The Alter Rebbe’s Shulchan Aruch rules that a person does not

transgress the prohibition of muzzling an ox while threshing

unless he does so intentionally—and that, “the same applies in other

such cases” (see Classic Questions). i.e. in the case of other prohibitions.

However, regarding positive mitzvos, the consensus of most author-

ities is that a lack of intention does not render the mitzvah invalid.  

At first glance, we would think that the opposite would be the case.

A positive mitzvah causes a total change of status, sanctifying a

physical object that was previously devoid of holiness; but a trans-

gression merely distances an already mundane object further from

being holy. Why is intention necessary for the apparently easier task?

In truth, however, it could be argued that intention is crucial for

all commands. In the case of a positive mitzvah though, the fact that

a person praised God upon awakening, at the beginning of the day*,

serves as a general “intention” for all the mitzvos throughout the day.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 4, p. 1127ff.)

LEVIRATE MARRIAGE VS. CHALITZAH (V. 5-10)

Generally speaking, the view of Sefardic Rabbinical authorities

(such as Rambam—See Classic Questions) is to favor the process of

Levirate marriage (v. 5-6), rather than the exemption process of

chalitzah (v. 7-10).  On the other hand, we find that the vast majority

of Ashkenazic authorities (such as Rema) strongly advocate chalitzah.

This difference of opinion is a reflection of the different degrees of

exile in which the Sefardic and Ashkenazic Jews have found

themselves during history. Sefardic Jews have generally lived in

countries which allowed Jews to practice the mitzvos amid a state of

relative prosperity. Ashkenazic Jews however, have faced a much

more bitter exile where poverty and persecution have been a fact of

day-to-day life. Thus, due to the financial burdens of supporting a

family, Ashkenazic Rabbis did not deem it wise for a person to carry

out Levirate marriage unless he was absolutely committed to doing

so. In Sefardic communities, this limitation was unnecessary.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tazria-Metzorah 5747)

* By saying the prayer Modeh Ani. However, even one who does not do so still has a subconscious positive intent which suffices to validate the positive mitzvos that he or she

performs. See Sparks of Chasidus to v. 19 above.
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[ The Last Word [

“REMEMBER WHAT AMALEK DID TO YOU...” (V. 17)

Amalek’s unprovoked and stealthy attack was calculated to shake

their [the Jewish people’s] belief in God and dampen their

enthusiasm for His Torah and mitzvos.

Haman, a direct descendant of Amalek, was driven by hatred of the

Jews, because “their laws were different from those of any other

people,” as the Megilah states (Esther 3:8). Likewise did all subsequent

Amalekites and Hamans of all ages hate the Jews.

But “Amalek”—in a wider sense—represents all obstacles and

hindrances which a Jew encounters on his, or her, way to receive and

observe the Torah and mitzvos with enthusiasm and joy in the

everyday life....

Why should a Jew be confronted with such trials and difficulties?

The answer is, that every Jew has been given the necessary powers to

overcome all such “Amalekites,” and he is expected to use them, in

order to demonstrate to himself and others that nothing will deter

him, nor dampen his fervor, in the observance of the Torah and

mitzvos in accordance with God’s Will.

And once he recognizes that whatever difficulty he encounters is

really a test of his faith in God, and resolves firmly to meet the

challenge, he will soon see that no “Amalek” of any kind is a match

for the Divine powers of the Jewish soul.

Indeed, far from being insurmountable obstructions, they turn out

to be helpers and catalysts for ever greater achievements, having

been instrumental in mobilizing those inner powers which would

have otherwise remained dormant.

(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe on Rosh Chodesh Adar II, 5738)
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his foot. She should spit before him (on the ground).  She should respond to him, and say (in

Hebrew), “That is what should be done to the man who will not build his brother’s household!” 

�
10 His name in Israel will be called, “The household of the one whose shoe was removed.” 

[ PP EE NN AA LL TT YY FF OO RR EE MM BB AA RR RR AA SS SS MM EE NN TT [

�
11 If (two) men, a man and his brother, are fighting together, and the wife of one of them comes

close to rescue her husband from his assailant, and she stretches forth her hand and grabs hold

of (the assailant’s) private parts, 12 you should decide* (an appropriate penalty for her, for the

embarrassment that she caused with) her hand. You should not look (upon her with) pity. 

[ CC OO RR RR EE CC TT WW EE II GG HH TT SS AA NN DD MM EE AA SS UU RR EE SS ** [

�
13 You must not keep in your pocket (two apparently identical) weights (and yet) one is a bigger

weight and one is smaller. 

�
14 You must not keep in your house (two apparently identical) dry-measures, (and yet) one is a

bigger dry-measure and one is smaller. 

�
15 You must have (only) perfect and correct weights, perfect and correct dry-measures, in order

that your days will be prolonged on the land which God, your God, is giving you. 

16 For anybody who does these things—anybody who acts dishonestly (with weights and measures)—

is an abomination to God, your God . 

[ RR EE MM EE MM BB EE RR II NN GG AA MM AA LL EE KK [

�
17 Remember what Amalek did to you on your journey out of Egypt, 18 how they surprised you

on the road and cut off all the weak people at your rear, when you were parched and weary (from

the journey), and they did not fear (retribution from) God (for hurting you). 

THE OBLIGATION TO REMEMBER AMALEK (V. 17)

We find a range of opinions concerning how often the mitzvah of

remembering Amalek needs to be carried out.  Sefer Hachinuch argues

that once a year, or even once in a lifetime would suffice. Shaloh

recommends the verbal remembering of Amalek daily, and Rambam

states that the mitzvah is incumbent “constantly.”

In order to minimize the dispute, the following could be argued:

a.) Even according to Sefer Hachinuch, if one chose to remember

Amalek verbally on a daily basis, one would perform a mitzvah daily.

b.) Furthermore, it could be argued that, according to all opinions, when-

ever one remembers Amalek, it has the status of a halachically “ongoing

activity”*** until the next occasion that one performs this mitzvah.

�

�� How often does one have to remember “what Amalek

did to you”? (v. 17)

RAMBAM: It is a positive command to constantly remember their evil

deeds and ambush, to arouse hatred for them, as the verse states,

“Remember what Amalek did to you” (v.17).  According to Oral

Tradition we are taught: “‘Remember’—with your mouths; ‘Do not

forget’ (v. 19)—in your hearts,” for it is forbidden to forget the hatred

we have for them (Laws of Kings 5:5). 

SEFER HACHINUCH: It is sufficient for us to remember the matter once

a year, or once in two or three years....If a person never mentioned

it with his mouth once in his entire life, then he has transgressed

(Mitzvah 603).

MINCHAS CHINUCH: Thus, according to the Sefer Hachinuch, it

appears that mentioning what Amalek did once in a lifetime suffices.

SHALOH: It is a great mitzvah to say this passage (v. 17-19) every day

to fulfill the mitzvah to “remember” (Torah Shebiksav, Parshas Ki Seitzei).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

*[Literally “cut (v̈,«M ©e±u) her hand.” However, Rashi explains this to mean a process of evaluation. (v̈,«M ©e±u is thus related to the term oh¦n¨S cUM¦e, meaning the “evaluation of funds.”)

Thus we have translated the term here as “you should decide,” since the verb “to decide” in English also means “to cut off,” from the Latin decidere. (A “decision” is thus the “cutting

off” point of an evaluation process, which appears to be Rashi’s intention here.)]      ** See Classic Questions and Toras Menachem to Vayikra 19:35-36.      ***See Mefa’ane’ach

Tzefunos (Kasher, 1976), chapter 5.

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

MAFTIR
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�� How does one “erase any reminder of Amalek” (v. 19)?

RASHI: Eliminate both man and woman, infant and suckling, ox and

sheep, so that the name of Amalek should never again be mentioned,

even regarding an animal, e.g. “This animal was from Amalek.”

RAMBAM: This mitzvah is incumbent on the community as a whole,

not on every person individually (Sefer Hamitzvos, end of positive commands). 

�� What is the connection between the command to

“remember what Amalek did” (v. 17) and “erase any

reminder of Amalek” (v. 19)?

RAMBAM: It is a positive command to remember what Amalek did

to us... at all times, and to verbally arouse people to fight them (Sefer

Hamitzvos, positive command 189).

However, this seems to present us with a problem when we compare

the mitzvah of remembering Amalek (v. 17) with the mitzvah of erasing

any reminder of Amalek (v. 19; see Classic Questions).  In the present age, it

is not possible to perform the mitzvah of erasing any reminder of

Amalek because:

a.) This mitzvah is only incumbent when all the Jewish people are living

in the Land of Israel, in a state of peace. As the verse states explicitly:

“When God, your God, gives you relief from all your surrounding

enemies,  in the land which God, your God, is giving to you...you must

erase any reminder of Amalek” (v. 19).

b.) Even if this were to be the case, the precise identity of the various

nations (including Amalek) has become confused due to intermixing (see

Classic Questions to 23:4-9, above). So it is impossible to eradicate Amalek

nowadays, since it cannot be determined which people are actually

descendants of the original nation of Amalek.

This begs the question: Rambam writes that the reason we are required

to “remember what Amalek did,” is “to verbally arouse people to fight

them,” i.e. in order to perform the mitzvah of eradicating Amalek. So, if

we are no longer able to carry out the mitzvah of “eradicating,” why is the

mitzvah of “remembering” still required, (especially in light of the above

explanation that remembering is required constantly)?

Of course, we could argue that since we impatiently await the arrival of

Mashiach every day, there is a need to prepare for the elimination of

Amalek, which may become relevant at any moment. But surely though,

there must be some significance to this mitzvah today, even before the

coming of Mashiach?

THE EXPLANATION

The mitzvah of remembering Amalek clearly has a broader scope than

being just a direct preparation for the war to eradicate Amalek, since:

a.) If “remembering” was merely required to “verbally arouse people to

fight them,” the two processes of “remembering” and “eradicating” would

constitute one single mitzvah.  As we find in the case of the other nations

which the Jewish people are obligated to eradicate (the seven nations of

Cana’an—see 20:16 above), that one single mitzvah includes both the

“arousal” to fight, and the fighting itself.

b.) While the requirement of eradicating Amalek is a mitzvah incumbent

on the community as a whole, the mitzvah of remembering the deeds of
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�
19 Consequently, when God, your God, gives you relief from all your surrounding enemies, in

the land which God, your God is giving to you as an inheritance to keep as a possession—you

must (destroy every man, woman, child and animal belonging to Amalek, so that you) erase any

reminder of Amalek from beneath the skies. 

� Do not forget (what they did to you)! 

THE HAFTARAH FOR KI SEITZEI IS ON PAGE 284.

Amalek is an obligation that rests on the individual. This indicates that

remembering Amalek has a broad implication for all Jewish people,

beyond the specific war effort to eradicate Amalek.

The reason why the mitzvah of remembering Amalek is of such

universal significance is related to the specific threat which Amalek poses

to the Jewish people:

We are commanded to totally obliterate any reminder of Amalek,

because they are a nation whose outlook is antithetical to the practice of

Judaism. Of course, the Torah identifies numerous nations that harbored

heretical views, but the specific threat of Amalekite ideology is considered

to be far more dangerous, because it is a subtle threat which does not

appear, at first glance, to be true heresy. For this reason, the Torah feared

that even a person who is a genuine believer in all the principles of our

faith, and who meticulously observes all the mitzvos, may nevertheless be

corrupted by the ideology of Amalek.  

Therefore, the Torah required a greater level of vigilance, to ensure that

Amalek does not influence us. We must constantly be aware of and

“remember” the threat posed by the Amalekite ideology, and eliminate

any member of the nation which attempts to perpetuate it.

What, precisely, is the subtle evil of Amalek which is so dangerous?

Our Sages explained: “He knows his Master, and yet intentionally rebels

against Him.” In other words, we are not speaking here of a heretical

belief which denies the existence of God (for Amalek “knows his Master”).

If Amalek simply denied the existence of God, or advocated idol-worship,

any believing Jew would find the matter easy to reject. It is precisely

because the Amalekite philosophy recognizes the existence of God

(“knows his Master”) that it poses a danger for a Jewish person, who may

easily become sympathetic to this outlook, eventually leading him to rebel

against God, Heaven forbid.

Of course, this is unlikely to happen overnight, for Amalek does not

“attack” by immediately telling a Jew to stop observing the mitzvos.  The

threat of Amalek lies in more subtle attempts to “disconnect” a person’s

knowledge from his practical observance. For example, Amalek might

initially tell a person not to become excited about observing the mitzvos*,

or to believe in God in general, but not with absolute certainty**.  Thus,

the fact that this “voice” is generally condoning the observance of mitzvos

and belief in God could fool a person into thinking that it is “kosher.”

In truth, however, such thoughts represent one of the biggest threats that

an observant Jew might face.

Based on the above, we can understand why there are two separate

mitzvos to “remember” and “eliminate” Amalek:

Due to its seemingly acceptable “front,” extra vigilance is required to

ensure that a person does not sympathize with the Amalekite ideology in

any way whatsoever. Thus, while in the case of other evil nations, the

mitzvah to destroy them logically includes the requirement to arouse

hatred for them, in the case of Amalek, the Torah deemed it necessary to

make a special issue about arousing hatred for them, by designating this

task as a separate mitzvah.

The practical offshoot of this is that, even though the command to

“remember” Amalek only arose out of a need to eliminate them,

nevertheless, even in a time when it is not possible to eliminate the actual

nation of Amalek (such as in the present age), it still remains relevant to

eliminate any sympathy for their ideology—and this is achieved today by

the mitzvah of “remembering” Amalek.***

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 19, p. 221; vol. 21, p. 191ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

*This is alluded to by verse 18, “how they surprised you (W§rë) on the road,” since the word W§rë is derived from the word ,Urh¦r§e, meaning “coolness.”  Thus the verse could be

read, “they cooled you,”  i.e. they cooled your enthusiasm.  Furthermore, Amalek’s initial attack upon the Jewish people was just before the giving of the Torah when practical

mitzvos were introduced, which stresses how their ideology is aimed at combatting practical observance.    **Alluded to by the fact that the Hebrew word Amalek has the same

numerical equivalent (gematria) as the word safek, which means “doubt.”     ***For this reason, a special Torah reading was introduced, connected with this mitzvah (Parshas

Zachor), since Torah has the ability to cleanse the soul from undesirable or heretical ideologies.



1. The law of a beautiful woman taken captive at war [21:11].

2. Not to sell a beautiful woman taken captive at war [21:14].

3. Not to make a beautiful woman taken captive at war work as a
slave after one has been conjugally intimate with her [21:14].

4. To hang a person after his execution when it is required
[21:22].

5. Not to leave a person who was hung overnight on the gallows,
and not to leave a dead man overnight in his house, unless it
is for his honor [21:23].

6. To bury a person put to death by court sentence, or any other
deceased person, the same day that he dies [21:23]. 

7. To return lost property to its owner [22:1].

8. Not to turn a blind eye to a lost object [22:3].

9. Not to leave a fellow-man's animal lying under its burden
[22:4].

10. To help lift up a heavy load for a Jew [22:4].

11. A woman should not wear men's clothing [22:5].

12. A man should not wear women's clothing [22:5].

13. Not to take the mother-bird while its eggs or young are in the
nest [22:6].

14. To send away the mother-bird from its nest, when taking its
eggs or young [22:7].

15. To build a parapet around a dangerous roof or pit [22:8].

16. Not to leave a dangerous roof or pit without a parapet [22:8].

17. Not to sow a mixture of seeds in a vineyard in the Land of
Israel [22:9].

18. Not to eat the produce of mixed seeds grown in a vineyard in
the Land of Israel [22:9].

19. Not to work with two kinds of animals together [22:10].

20. Not to wear cloth of wool and linen [22:11].

21. The mitzvah of kidushin (betrothing a woman) [22:13].

22. A man who spreads an evil report that his wife was immoral is
to remain with her permanently [22:19].

23. A man who spreads an evil report that his wife was immoral
may not divorce his wife [22:19].

24. The court should stone a person who is sentenced to stoning
[22:24].

25. Not to punish a person who was forced to transgress [22:26].

26. A rapist must marry his victim [22:29].

27. A rapist may not divorce his victim [22:29].

28. A sterilized man may not marry a Jewish girl [23:3].

29. A bastard from an adulterous or incestuous union should not
marry a Jewish girl [23:4].

30. A person from the nations of Amon or Mo 'av may not marry a
Jewish girl [23:6].

31. Not to make peace with the nations of Amon or Mo'av before a
war [23:7].

32. A descendant of Eisav may not marry a Jewish person even
after he has converted to Judaism, nor may his child [23:9].

33. An Egyptian may not marry a Jewish person even after he has
converted to Judaism, nor may his child [23:8].

34. A ritually impure person may not enter the camp of the Levites
(the Temple Mount) [23:11].

35. To prepare a lavatory outside the camp, when at war [23:13].

36. To prepare a shovel for each person in the army, so he can
cover his excrement [23:14].

37. Not to return a slave who fled from his master in the Diaspora
to the Land of Israel [23:16].

38. Not to oppress a slave who flees from his master in the
Diaspora to the Land of Israel [23:18].

39. Not to be conjugally intimate with a woman out of wedlock
[23:11].

40. Not to bring the wage of a harlot or the exchange-price of a
dog as an offering in the Temple [23:19].

41. Not to borrow at interest from a Jew [23:20].

42. To charge a non-Jew interest [23:21].

43. Not to delay a vow to make an offering, or to delay the
offering of a consecrated animal for three festivals [23:22].

44. To fulfill one's vows and oaths [23:24].

45. To permit a hired worker to eat certain types of produce while
he is under hire [23:25].

46. A hired worker should not take more produce from his
employer than he is allowed [23:25].

47. A hired worker should not eat from his employer's crops during
his actual work [23:26].

48. One who wishes to divorce his wife must do so with a get (bill
of divorce) [24:1].

49. A divorced man may not take back his ex-wife after she has
married and divorced again, or widowed [24:4].

50. A bridegroom may not part from his wife during the first year
of marriage [24:5].

51. A bridegroom must remain with his wife during the first year of
marriage [24:5].

52. Not to pawn any objects with which sustaining food is prepared
[24:6].

53. Not to pluck out signs of tzara'as [24:8].

54. Not to take an object in pledge from a debtor by force [24:10].

55. Not to withhold a pledged object from its owner when he
needs it [24:12].

56. To return a pledged object to its owner when he needs it
[24:13].

57. To pay the earnings of a hired worker on the day that he
earned them [24:15].

58. A person may not give testimony of a close relative at trial
[24:16].

59. Not to pervert justice in the case of a convert or an orphan
[24:17].

60. Not to take anything in pledge from a widow [24:17].

61. To leave forgotten sheaves for the poor [24:19].

62. Not to take a forgotten sheaf of grain or forgotten fruit
[24:19].

63. To administer lashes to a person who transgresses certain
prohibitions [25:2].

64. Not to give additional lashes, or hit any Jew [25:3].

65. Not to muzzle a domestic animal during its work [25:4].

66. A childless widow should not marry any person other than her
late husband's brother [25:5].

67. A childless widow should marry her late husband's brother
(Levirate marriage) [25:5].

68. The mitzvah of chalitzah (releasing a woman from the
obligation of Levirate marriage) [25:9].

69. To save a person pursued by a killer, by attacking the killer
[25:12].

70. Not to have mercy on a pursuing killer [25:12].

71. Not to keep inaccurate scales or weights, even if they are not
used [25:13].

72. To remember what Amalek did to the Jewish people when they
came out of Egypt [25:17].

73. To eradicate the descendants of Amalek [25:19].

74. Not to forget what Amalek did to the Jewish people when they
came out of Egypt [25:19].
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[t u c , h f , a r p

pp aa rr ss hh aa ss   KK ii   SS aa vv oo

Ki Savo means “when you enter,” as in the verse,

“When you enter the land which God...is giving you.”

At which point, according to Torah, does “entering”

occur?  Do we say that as soon as a person puts his hand

in a room he has “entered” it? Or does he have to put

most of his body inside? Or can he only be said to have

“entered” when his whole body is in the room?

Similarly, at which point has a nation considered to

have entered a land?  When the first few people arrive? Or

do they all have to arrive and settle before we can say

they have truly entered?

The Talmud answers: “Partial entry is not considered

entry” (Chullin 33b). Likewise, Rashi explains at the

beginning of our Parsha that, “when you enter the land”

refers to the time when “they conquered the land and

divided it.”

This teaches us a powerful lesson in daily life: that we

should “enter” ourselves totally and wholeheartedly

into everything that we do for God.  

When a person becomes fully immersed in what he is

doing, there is not merely a quantitative improvement in

his actions (how much he is involved), but a qualitative

change, which radically affects the manner in which he

is involved.

In order to reach a state of total immersion (“entering”),

a person must temporarily relinquish any other cares or

concerns, and dedicate himself unrestrainedly to the

matter at hand with utter devotion and concentration.  He

must surrender himself and not allow any personal bias to

interfere with the purity of this act.

In other words, even though a person has many “layers”

through which he interfaces with the world and copes

with day-to-day life, it is possible for him to “peel away”

these layers and forge a direct soul-connection with what

he is doing.  If he succeeds in doing so, then he and the

activity will become one indistinguishable entity.

By way of illustration: when the soul enters the body to

bring it to life, there is a total “entering,” such that

soul and body become one. Now, the body is alive too.

It is not merely enlivened by the soul; it has actually

become alive itself, because the soul has entered the

body totally, such that the soul and body are truly one.

And that is the lesson from Parshas Ki Savo: We should

“enter” into every mitzvah that we perform, and every act

with which we serve God. Then our observance of Judaism

will become alive—literally.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 19, pp. 245-7; 

Sichas Shabbos Parshas Ki Savo 5733)

[ The Name of the Parsha [
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�� When were firstfruits first brought? (v. 1-2)

RASHI: The words, “What will happen is, when you enter...you

should take possession of it and settle in it,” teach us that they were

not obligated to bring firstfruits until they conquered the land and

divided it.

SIFRI: [The obligation to bring firstfruits] began immediately on

entering the land.

MALBIM: How can Sifri argue that the obligation to bring firstfruits

began immediately upon entering the Land of Israel, when the verse

states explicitly that “you should take possession of it and settle in it,”

before bringing firstfruits? Rather, Sifri’s intention here is that the

mitzvah of firstfruits became obligatory immediately after conquer-

ing the land and dividing it. This is in contrast to the mitzvah of

eliminating Amalek, recorded at the end of the previous Parsha,

which did not become obligatory immediately after conquering the

land and dividing it, but only later, “when God your God gives you

relief from all your surrounding enemies” (25:19).

�� What is the reason why firstfruits are brought ? (v. 3)

RASHI: [To show] that you are not ungrateful [to God].

WHEN DID THE MITZVAH OF FIRSTFRUITS BEGIN? (V. 1)

Rashi explains that the mitzvah of offering firstfruits did not become

obligatory until the Jewish people had fully conquered and settled in the

Land of Israel, a process which actually took fourteen years.

Sifri, however, is of the opinion that the obligation to bring firstfruits

became obligatory immediately upon entering the Land of Israel.

One problem with the view of Sifri is that it appears to contradict that

which is stated explicitly in verse 1, that the mitzvah of firstfruits only

applies after the Jewish people “take possession” of the land “and settle

in it”—as Malbim points out.

Malbim explains that Sifri’s intention was not that the mitzvah became

obligatory immediately upon entering the land, but rather, immediately

upon settling in it. This is not indicated, however, in the wording of

the Sifri.

THE EXPLANATION

The Torah stipulates that firstfruits are only to be brought after “you

enter the land...take possession of it and settle in it” (v. 1). Rashi

understood that, like the vast majority of mitvzos connected with entering

the Land of Israel, this mitzvah would only become obligatory after the

entire land was conquered and settled by the Jewish people as a whole.

Sifri, however, understood that the above verse is speaking to the

individual, i.e. when you personally enter the land, you have an

obligation to bring firstfruits immediately upon settling on your own

private property.  Thus, you do not have to wait until the entire land has

been conquered and settled.

At first glance, however, this does not fully solve our problem.  For even

according to Sifri, a person only brings firstfruits upon acquiring his own

piece of land (when he can speak of the land “which you, God, have

given to me,” v. 10), and the allocation of land only began after the

conquest was complete, seven years after the Jewish people entered the

Land of Israel.  Thus, even according to Sifri it appears that the obligation

to bring firstfruits did not begin immediately, but rather after seven years.

It could be argued though, that according to Sifri, it did in fact become

obligatory for a person to bring firstfruits immediately upon entering the

land, but until the person actually owned land, he was legally exempt

�
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* cpauyu ak nert )ahy, raWh( fhcua ujkue, vtr. cf,uc fti thbo )re( ,bth cnmu, cfurho' tkt mhuuh cpWg gk fhcua ujkuev' Wuhra,v uhac, cvW/ ukfi kt bjh, raWh k,r. nsug vumrl vf,uc

kvesho vtrhfu, gWs cht, ufhcua vtr.' )skfturv vuWk kvzfhr re hahc, vtr.' unuci ngmnv avhhbu ktjr chtv ufhcua( _ GWp keuWa jkWs gw 741/  rtv do ahj, aWp fh ,cut ,asWn' u,anWj/
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[ CC OO NN QQ UU EE SS TT AA NN DD SS EE TT TT LL EE MM EE NN TT OOFF TT HH EE LL AA NN DD [

�
1 What will happen is, when you enter the land which God, your God, is giving you as an

inheritance, you should take possession of it and settle in it.*

[ FF II RR SS TT FF RR UU II TT SS [

�
2 Then (when the land is fully settled) you should take some of the first (to ripen) from every fruit

of the ground, which you gather in from your land, that God, your God, is giving you.

� You should put it into a basket and go to the place which God, your God, will choose to make

His Name rest there. 

�
3 You should come to the priest who is present in (your times, whatever caliber he may be), and

say to him: 

“I am declaring today to God, your God, that I have come to the land which God swore to

our fathers to give us.” 

�
4 The priest will take the basket from your hand (and wave it together with you). He will then

place it before the Altar of God, your God. 

from doing so.** According to Rashi, however, the obligation to offer

firstfruits did not commence until the Jewish people as a whole had

entered, conquered and settled the entire land.

THE RATIONALE OF RASHI AND SIFRI

At first glance, Rashi’s opinion also appears to be difficult to appreciate.

Rashi himself writes that firstfruits are brought so as not to appear

“ungrateful” to God (v. 3), so surely when a person has fruits growing from

his own land, he should make an offering to God immediately, as Sifri

argues? According to Rashi, a person who was one of the first to settle in

the land would be enjoying fruits from his field for seven years before

thanking God!

In truth, however, there are different approaches to expressing our

gratitude to God, each having their own unique advantage. For example,

according to Jewish custom, as soon as a person wakes in the morning he

recites the prayer Modeh Ani as an expression of gratitude to God, while

he is still in bed, even before his hands have been washed. Later in the

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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** Thus according to Sifri, the children of Yisro (who were allotted the “pastures of

Jericho” by Moshe himself, prior to entering the land—see Sifri, quoted in Rashi to

Bamidbar 10:32) would have offered firstfruits immediately upon entering the Land, for

Jericho was conquered instantly, without the need to fight. Clearly though, these first

fruits would have been: a.) On a private altar, which was permitted at this time since the

Tabernacle at Shiloh—and certainly the Temple itself—had not yet been constructed.

b.) From wheat or barley, to avoid the prohibition of orlah (prohibited fruits from the first

three years of planting). Or alternatively, from orchards and vineyards planted by the

previous inhabitants of the land, which were not subject to the prohibition of orlah (see

Devarim 6:11; Mishnah, Orlah 1:2). At first glance, since the children of Yisro were

converts they would not have been able to recite the declaration upon bringing firstfruits, “since he [the convert] cannot say (v. 3): “[I have come to the land which God swore] to

our fathers [to give us]” (Rashi to v. 11). However, in this case, it could be argued that the children of Yisro would have indeed made the declaration, since their father Yisro converted

before the Land of Israel was conquered. (Likutei Sichos vol. 34, pp. 149-50; Sichas Shabbos Parshas Ki Savo 5744). 

[ The Last Word [

“YOU SHOULD PUT THEM INTO A BASKET” (V. 2)

Firstfruits represent the Jewish souls, as the Midrash teaches that

the Divine Thought to create Jewish souls “preceded every-

thing” (Bereishis Rabah 1:4). In this respect, Jewish souls are “first”

and cherished in a way similar to firstfruits. 

When the soul is in Heaven, before it enters a body, it enjoys

an intense, ecstatic relationship with God. Nevertheless, the soul

is sent down to earth in a body which conceals its relationship

with God. This is not without profit since, through this descent,

the soul is able to carry out a mission in the physical world, which

can eventually result in an even more intense relationship with

God. For God’s innermost “desire” is for His mitzvos to be carried

out specifically in the physical world.

This is the lesson from the requirement of firstfruits being placed

in a basket. Although the fruits are the finest and first of the crop,

they cannot achieve perfection without a basket. Likewise, the

Jewish soul, which is God’s highest priority, cannot achieve

perfection without coming down into a physical body, in a world

of concealment and temptation, because it is precisely through

that descent that an even greater ascent is achieved.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 29, p. 150ff.)
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day, he will pray more at length to God, at which time he will obviously

be in a more fit state of mind to praise his Creator.

Nevertheless, each of these types of praise possesses a unique

advantage: His recital of the Modeh Ani prayer in the morning is

immediate and spontaneous, demonstrating a deep-rooted commitment

to serving God, to the extent that the very first thing a person does upon

awakening is to recite a prayer. On the other hand, his praises to God later

in the day are more meaningful, because they arise from a fuller and more

conscious appreciation of God’s kindness.

Sifri perceived the firstfruits to be a form of thanksgiving to God of the

former type (comparable to Modeh Ani), where a person offers fruits to

God immediately on acquiring his field.

Rashi, however, understood that the firstfruits are a form of praise which

comes after a person fully appreciates the fact that God gave the Land of

Israel to the Jewish people (comparable to one’s prayers later in the day

that arise from a fuller appreciation of God’s kindness). So until the point

has been reached where every Jewish person has received his portion in

the land, one’s praise to God cannot be complete—for how can one Jew

rejoice in receiving his portion when another Jew is still lacking?  Thus,

Rashi maintained that firstfruits are only brought after “they conquered

the land and divided it.”

WHEN RASHI & SIFRI WOULD AGREE

It could be argued that the positions of Rashi and Sifri are not mutually

exclusive. For while the conquest and division of the Land of Israel did

actually take fourteen years, if the sin of the spies had not occurred, it

would have happened instantaneously (for the spies themselves would

have conquered the land—see Rashi to Bamidbar 21:32). Thus, in such an

instance, firstfruits would have been brought immediately upon entering

the land, even according to Rashi.

And this will indeed occur with the true and complete Redemption,

when not only will the conquest of all the ten promised lands be

instantaneous, but the fruits will grow instantly too, as the verse states,

“the plowman will meet the reaper, and the treader of grapes the one who

carries the seed” (Amos 9:13). Thus, at that time, both Rashi and Sifri will

concur that firstfruits are to be brought immediately.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, pp. 145ff.; vol. 9, pp. 155-6; Sichas Shabbos

Parshas Ki Savo 5744; Sichas Shabbos Parshas Va’eschanan 5751)
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�
5 You should (hold the basket and) say out loud before God, your God: 

“(Lavan the) Aramean (wanted to) destroy my father (Ya’akov. And his sorrows did not

stop there, because) he went down to Egypt and lived there in a small (family) group (of

seventy souls). But he became a great, powerful, and populous nation there. 6 The Egyptians

treated us cruelly and afflicted us, and they imposed hard labor on us. 
7 “We cried out to God, God of our fathers, and God heard our voice and saw our

affliction, our toil, and our oppression. 8 God brought us out from Egypt with a strong hand

and with an outstretched arm, with great awe, and with signs and wonders. 
9 “He brought us to this site (of the Holy Temple), and He gave us this land, a land flowing

with milk and honey. 
10 “I have now brought here the first fruit of the ground which you, God, have given to

me.”

� You should (wave the basket once again, and) place it before God, your God. 

� Then prostrate yourself before God, your God. 

�
11 Then you will rejoice with all the good that God, your God, has granted you and your

household—(both) you, the Levite, and the convert who is among you. 

�� What is the connection between Ya’akov’s difficulties with Lavan and the bringing of firstfruits? (v. 5)

RASHI: One mentions the kindness of the Omnipresent [by stating]: “(Lavan the) Aramean (wanted to) destroy my father.”

TORAH TEMIMAH: One brings firstfruits to thank God for His kindness in giving the Land of Israel to the Jewish people.  Normally, a nation

can only acquire a land when they themselves are settled, and in a position of strength. The Jewish people, however, were lacking any

strength at all, spending all their time wandering from place to place, and yet thanks to God’s kindness, they managed to take possession of

the Land of Israel miraculously.  For this reason, when a person brings firstfruits to the Temple, he describes how from the moment Ya’akov

left his father’s house, Ya’akov was unsettled and in a position of strategic weakness which continued throughout the Egyptian exile. And

nevertheless, God’s kindness ensured that the Jewish people came to possess the land, despite all odds.

THE DECLARATION UPON BRINGING FIRSTFRUITS (V. 5-10)

In addition to the mitzvah of bringing firstfruits to the Temple, there is a

further mitzvah to make a verbal declaration (v. 5-10) in which “one

mentions the kindness of the Omnipresent,” as Rashi writes.

However, one detail which Rashi does not explain is why this decla-

ration only mentions two events in the history of the Jewish people:

Lavan’s attempt to “destroy” Ya’akov, and the Egyptian exile.

Why, for example, does the declaration omit major occurrences such as

the salvation of Ya’akov from Eisav, the splitting of the Reed Sea, the

miracles of the war with Amalek, the manna, and the supply of water in

the desert, etc.?

Torah Temimah explains that the two events mentioned in the

declaration, bring to light how the Jewish people managed to acquire a

homeland despite the fact that they were strategically weak, being a

people wandering from place to place.

However, this only magnifies the question why the declaration fails to

mention Ya’akov’s fleeing from Eisav, which was the initial cause of

Ya’akov’s wandering.  Also, it would have been appropriate to mention

how the Jewish people were wandering in the desert for forty years.

Since this is a matter which is difficult to understand at the literal level,

Rashi should surely have addressed this matter. We can only presume that

Rashi felt that the reader could discern the matter for himself with simple

logic, from one of Rashi’s earlier comments.

THE EXPLANATION

The declaration made on bringing firstfruits to the Holy Temple,

thanking God for His kindness, must clearly be connected with the

firstfruits themselves. I.e. we mention only acts of kindness of God which

resemble the kindness that led to the bringing of firstfruits.

The Jewish people were only obligated to bring firstfruits after the Land

of Israel had been divided among the Tribes (see Rashi to v. 1, above).

Consequently, this mitzvah is not merely a thanksgiving for acquiring the

actual land, but for its complete settlement, since only at that point could

one truly “rejoice with all the good” (v. 11).

Consequently, the salvation of Ya'akov from Eisav and the splitting of

the Reed Sea are not directly relevant here, since these events occurred

while on a journey, and not at a time of settlement. Similarly, the miracles

that occurred to our ancestors in the desert, such as the war with Amalek

and the manna, were not associated with a fixed place.

Thus, the only events mentioned in the declaration are times when God

helped the Jewish people while they were settled: a.) the salvation of

Ya’akov from Lavan, since Ya’akov lived with Lavan for twenty years,

and, b.) the period in Egypt, which lasted 210 years, since these were

both times when our ancestors benefitted from acts of God’s kindness

during long-term settlements. And this resembles God’s kindness in

helping a person to be settled in his homeland, and bring firstfruits.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 14, p. 93ff.)

�
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/ udo' krcu,,runv ucfurho
4

:

ukdr kh,uo uktknbv/ zv ngar gbh: ffk nmu,l/ b,,ho fxsri ukt

vesn,h,runv kcfurho' ukt ngar k,runv' ukt abhkrtaui' av,runv

eruhv rtah,' avht rtaubvnabgav sdi' uf,hc nkt,lusngl kt ,tjr
5

'

kt ,abv t, vxsr: kt gcr,h nnmu,hl/ kt vpra,h nnhi gkathbu

nhbu' uni vjsa gk vhai )ukt ni v,kua gk vnjucr' ukt ni vnjucr gk

v,kua(: ukt afj,h/ nkcrl gk vpra, ngaru,
1

: )hs( kt tfk,h ctbh
nnbu/ nfti atxurktubi

1
: ukt cgr,h nnbu cynt/ chi atbh yntuvut

yvur'chi atbh yvur uvut ynt
1

/ uvhfivuzvr gk fl' kt ,ufk ktfuk

cagrhl
6

' zu tfhk, yuntv' fnu abtnr cpxukhvneusaho cagrhl ,tfkbu

vyntuvyvur uduw
7

' tck zv kt ,ufk ktfuk srl tfhk,agrhl vtnur

cneuo tjr
8

: ukt b,,h nnbu kn,/ kgau, ku truiu,frhfhi
9

: ang,h
ceuk vw tkvh/ vchtu,hu kch,vcjhrv: gah,h ffk tar muh,bh/
anj,h uahnj,hcu: )yu( vaehpv nngui esal/ gahbu nvadzr, gkhbu'

gav t,v nv agkhl kgau,'atnr, to cje,h ,kfu ub,,hdanhfo

cg,o
01

: tar b,,v kbu ftar bacg, ktc,hbu/k,, kbu uehhn,'
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“LOOK DOWN FROM YOUR HOLY ABODE IN HEAVEN, AND BLESS YOUR PEOPLE ISRAEL” (V. 15)

Why does the verse use the repetitive phrase, “bless Your people

Israel”? Surely “Your people” and “Israel” are one and the

same? And why are “Your people” mentioned before “Israel”?

“Israel” refers to Torah scholars, and “Your people” to ordinary

Jews, who observe the mitzvos loyally. In the Talmud, a debate is

recorded whether Torah study or mitzvah observance is greater, and

the conclusion is: “Torah study is greater, since it leads to practical

observance” (Kidushin 40b). I.e. even according to the opinion that

Torah study is superior, this is only because it leads to practical

observance. Consequently, our verse places “Your people,” the

observant Jew, before “Israel,” the scholar, to emphasize that, overall,

observance is more important.

However, while the Talmud appears to stress that practical

observance is more important, it nevertheless employs the

expression, “Torah is greater.” So why are “Your people” placed

before “Israel,” suggesting that observance is unequivocally superior?

The answer lies in a comment of the Jerusalem Talmud on our verse:

“Come and behold the greatness of those who observe the mitzvos!

For every time the term ‘look down’ is mentioned in the Torah, it

refers to a curse, but here it refers to a blessing” (Ma’aser Sheni 5:5),

i.e. the unique quality of practical observance is brought to light by

the fact that it transforms curses into blessings. And since this is the

message conveyed by our verse, “Your people” are placed first. 

(Based on Sefer Hama’amarim Melukat vol. 4, pp. 371-2)

* nbvd veurtho c,urv kvdchv t, euko cpxue zv/

1 xprh     2 cnscr hj' fu     3 scrho hs' fd     4 hruaknh ngar abh pWv vWv     5 anu, fc' fj     6 scrho hc' hz     7 ao yu' fc     8 hcnu, gd:     9 ngWa pWv nhWc     01 uhert fu' d
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W hen you have reached (Erev Pesach of the fourth year of the tithing cycle, which is) the end

(of the period when you may) separate all the tithes of your produce for the third year—

the year when (only) the (first) tithe (is separated which) you give to the Levite. (And instead

of separating the second tithe, which is eaten in Jerusalem, you shall separate the tithe for the poor,

which you shall give) to the convert, the orphan, and the widow, so that they can eat to their satisfaction

in your cities—

�
13 Then you say before God, your God, (the following declaration):

“I have removed the holy (second tithe and fourth-year fruits*) from the house.

“I have also (separated terumah and firstfruits).

“(I have) given (the first tithe) to the Levite.

“(I have given the tithe for the poor to) the convert, the orphan, and the widow.

“(I did all this) in accordance with Your command which You have commanded me (about

the precise order of separation).

“I have not transgressed Your commands (about cross-separation).

“I have not forgotten (to bless You).

14 “I did not eat any (second tithe) while I was in a state of mourning.

“I did not consume any of it while in a state of ritual impurity.

“I did not give any of it (for making a coffin or shrouds) for the dead.

“I listened to the voice of God, my God, (and brought these offerings to the Temple).

“I did everything that You commanded me. (I rejoiced and brought joy to others).

15 “(We have done what is incumbent upon us.  Now do what you promised and) look

down from Your holy abode in heaven, and bless Your people Israel and the land which You

have given to us—as (You fulfilled the oath that) You swore to our fathers (and gave us) a

land flowing with milk and honey.”

�� When is the tithe declaration to be made? (v. 12)

RASHI: When you finish separating the tithes of the third year [i.e.

in the fourth year of the seven-year cycle].

RAMBAM: At the time of minchah (afternoon service) on the Yom

Tov of the last day of Pesach of the fourth year....The declaration may

only be made during the day (Laws of the Second Tithe 11:3-4).

�� Are women obligated to make the tithe declaration?

SEFER HACHINUCH: Only males are obligated (mitzvah 607).

MINCHAS CHINUCH: Sefer Hachinuch ruled that women are exempt

from making a tithe declaration, because: a.) They were not given a

portion in the Land of Israel, so they cannot say the words “the Land

which you have given to us” (v. 15). And, b.) Women are exempt from

mitzvos that are bound to a specific time.

R’ ELIYAHU OF LONDON: Women are obligated in this mitzvah.  Even

though they were not given a portion of the land, they can inherit

land like the daughters of Tzlafchad. Therefore they can say the

words, “the Land which you have given to us” (Piskei R’ Eliyahu Milondrish

leMa’aser Sheni).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

26:12

THE TITHE DECLARATION—A WOMAN’S OBLIGATION

Sefer Hachinuch and R’ Eliyahu of London dispute whether

women are obligated to make the tithe declaration (v. 12-15).  

Rambam does not mention this issue, from which it appears that

Rambam maintained that women are obligated to make the declaration,

for otherwise he would have mentioned their exemption explicitly (as he

did in the case of the firstfruits declaration—Laws of Firstfruits 4:2).

However, this leaves us with the problem posed by Minchas Chinuch.

Since Rambam states explicitly that the tithe declaration is a mitzvah

bound to a specific time (“minchah on the Yom Tov of the last day of

Pesach”), surely women should be exempt?

�
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* See Vayikra 19:24; 27:30.
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1 ,bjunt t     2 ,vkho ms' s     3 anu, hy' v/  rtv keuWa jfWs gw 751 uthkl/     4 uhert f' fu     

tr.zc,jkc usca: )yz( vhuo vzv vw tkvhl nmul/ cfk huo hvhucghbhl

jsaho' ftku cu chuo bmyuh, gkhvo
1

: uanr, ugah, tu,o/ c, euk

ncrf,u' vct,cfurho vhuo' ,abv kabv vctv: )hz( vtnr, uvtnhrl/
thi kvo gsnufhj cnert' ukh brtv avut kaui vpravuvcskv' vcsk,hu

kl ntkvh vbfr kvhu, klktkvho' uvut vprhal tkhu ngnh vtr. kvhu,

ku kgo xdukv' unmt,h kvo gs uvut kaui,ptr,' fnu h,tnru fk pugkh

tui
2

: )hj(ftar scr kl/ uvhh,o kh xdukv
3

: )hy( ukvhu,l go esua
ftar scr/uvhh,o kh esuaho

4
: )t( anur t, fk vnmuv/ kaui vuuv

drsb"yckg"z: )c( uvenu, kl/ chrsi utjr fl ,umhtu naotjru, u,cbu

nvi nzcj cvr ghck' bnmt, t,vtunr dw nhbh tcbho vhu' abho gar chrsi

tuc, hf ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 194ffuu::yyzz  --  ffzz::dd

THE EXPLANATION

If a mitzvah is not observed at a particular time, it could be for one of

two reasons:

a.) There is no obligation in Jewish law to observe the mitzvah at this

precise time.

b.) In principle, one would observe the mitzvah at this time, but it is

impossible to perform it for some other reason.

The former category, ‘a,’ represents a true “time-bound” mitzvah, from

which women are exempt. The latter case ‘b’, however, is not a mitzvah

that is bound to a particular time, but rather, a mitzvah which applies at

all times, and is not observed at certain times due to practical

considerations. Thus, women would be obligated in this type of mitzvah.

In our case, it could perhaps be argued that the mitzvah of making a

declaration at the end of the tithing season falls into the latter category.

For the Torah simply instructs us to make a declaration when tithing is

complete.  The fact that this occurs at a particular time of the year is due

to the fact that, until then, there are simply no crops to tithe (because of

the natural phenomenon of seasons which regulate the agricultural cycle),

and not because the Torah made this mitzvah obligatory at this time in

particular. Therefore, Rambam was of the opinion that women are

obligated to make a tithe declaration, just like men.

At first glance, however, there seems to be a further difficulty here.  For

in addition to the fact that the tithe declaration is made, “At the time of

minchah (afternoon service) on the Yom Tov of the last day of Pesach,”

(which is a circumstantial limitation and not a true limitation of time, as

explained above), Rambam also writes, “The declaration may only be

made during the day.” Apparently, the requirement to perform this

mitzvah during the day is a pure limitation of time that did not arise due

to any circumstantial factor.  So why does this not render a woman

exempt from this mitzvah?

In truth, however, the limitation that this mitzvah may only be

performed during the day is not considered to be a “limitation of time”

which is sufficient to render a woman exempt.  We see this explicitly from

the case of sacrifices which “may only be offered during the day” (Rambam,

Laws of Sacrificial Procedure 4:1), and yet we do not find that women are

exempt from personal sacrifices due to this time limitation. (Only in the

case of festival sacrifices, which are limited to a specific time of the year,

are women exempt.)

The above brings to light even further the importance of women in so

many areas of Judaism, which is all the more stressed in our generation

immediately prior to the redemption, which will come “in the merit of the

righteous women of the generation” (Yalkut Shimoni, Rus, remez 606).

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Kedoshim 5749, note 87, and hashlamos ibid.)
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[ CC OO NN CC LL UU SS II OO NN OOFF MM OO SS HH EE ’’ SS AA DD DD RR EE SS SS [

16 (It should always appear in your eyes that) today God, your God, is commanding you to fulfill these

suprarational commands and rational commands (for the first time).  Be careful to observe them, with

all your heart and all your soul.
17 (It should always appear in your eyes that) today you have selected God (from all the foreign gods),

to be your God (for the first time)—to go in His ways, and to observe His suprarational commands, His

(other) commandments and His rational commands, and to listen to His voice. 
18 And (it should always appear in your eyes that) today God has selected you (from all the nations

of the earth) to be His treasured people (for the first time)—as He told you—and to observe all His

commandments, 19 and to make you elite above all the nations that He made, in acclaim, renown and

splendor, being that you are a holy people to God, your God, as He said.  

[ II NN SS TT RR UU CC TT II OO NN SS UU PP OO NN CC RR OO SS SS II NN GG TT HH EE JJ OO RR DD AA NN [

M oshe and the elders of Israel commanded the people, saying, “You are to be keeping all of

the commandment(s) that I am commanding you today!”
2 “What will happen is, on the day that you cross the Jordan to the land God, your God, is

giving you, you should set up (at the Jordan) huge stones for yourself, and plaster them with lime. 3 When

you cross over, you should write on them all the words of this Torah, so that you may come into the land

which God, your God, is giving you a land flowing with milk and honey, as God, the God of your

forefathers, has told you. 

�� How is God commanding you “today”? (v. 16)

RASHI: [This means:] Every day they shall be new in your eyes, as

though you have been commanded them today.

�� What do the words ¨T§r©n¡t¤v and W§rh¦n¡t¤v mean? (v. 17-18)

RASHI: There is no conclusive proof in scripture as to what ¨T§r©n¡t¤v
and W§rh¦n¡t¤v mean, and it appears to me that they mean “separation”

and “distinction.”  [The meaning here is:] You have separated God

for yourself from all the foreign gods to be your God, and He

distinguished you for Himself from all the nations on earth to be His

treasured people. 

[Alternatively] these words could be understood as being similar to

the term for “glory” (,¤r¤t�p¦T), as in the verse “all workers of violence

glorify themselves (Ur§N©t§,°h)” (Psalms 94:4).

IBN EZRA: ̈T§r©n¡t¤v means “exalted.” Rabbi Yehudah Halevi Hasefardi

understood it as meaning “speech”: “Today, you have caused God to

say that He is your God....And today God has caused you to say that

you are His treasured people.”

RASHI & IBN EZRA (V. 17-18)

Why did Rashi reject the simple interpretation cited by Ibn Ezra

that ¨T§r©n¡t¤v and W§rh¦n¡t¤v are from the Hebrew word v¨rh¦n©t meaning

“speech,” and opt instead for an interpretation that “has no conclusive

proof in scripture”?

THE EXPLANATION

In his commentary to verse 16, Rashi explains that the word “today”

comes to stress, “Every day they shall be new in your eyes, as though you

have been commanded them today.”  Thus, when verses 17 and 18

continue to stress something which is happening “today,” Rashi under-

stood that the subject here must be something that happens every day.

Since there may be times, God forbid, that the Jewish people do not

follow God’s Will, Rashi could not accept the (second) interpretation of

Ibn Ezra that our actions cause God to happily affirm that he is the God

of the Jewish people every single day.  Similarly, it is difficult to accept that

God would glorify (Rashi’s second explanation) or exalt (Ibn Ezra’s first

explanation) the Jewish people on a daily basis, for the same reason.

Therefore, Rashi accepted that the primary interpretation here is that God

separates the Jewish people on a daily basis, even though this inter-

pretation “has no conclusive proof in scripture,” because the context of

this verse dictates such an interpretation. For even when the Jewish

people do not follow His Will, God forbid, they still remain distinct as His

people every day (even if God is not openly proud at that particular time).

Nevertheless, since this is an unprecedented interpretation, Rashi

deemed it necessary to offer a secondary interpretation which has some

scriptural basis: that God is glorifying the Jewish people daily.  Of course,

this will leave us with the above question—how are we causing God to

glorify His people when we are not acting in accordance with His Will? So

since this is a less acceptable explanation at the literal level, Rashi left it as

his secondary interpretation.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 9. p. 162ff.)
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1 kv:     2 ao kc/     3 rtv ahj, aWp fh ,cut ,anWd u,anWv/     4 scrho fv' d     5 haghw by' hs

ufbdsicdkdk ufbdsi cvr ghck' fsth,t cnxf, xuyv
1

: )j( ctr vhyc/
cacgho kaui

2
: )y( vxf,/ f,rdunu: vhuo vzv bvhh, kgo/ cfk huo

hvhu cghbhlfthku vhuo ct, gnu ccrh,
3

: )hc( kcrl t, vgo/ fsth,t

cnxf, xuyv
2

aav acyho gku krta vr drhzho' uaavkrta vr ghck

uvfvbho uvkuho uvtrui knyvctnmg' vpfu kuho pbhvo fkph vr drhzho

up,juccrfv' crul vtha tar kt hgav pxk unxfvuduw' utku utku gubhi

tni/ jzru uvpfu pbhvo fkphvr ghck up,ju cekkv utunrho' trurvtha

tar hgav pxk uduw' ufi fuko' gs trur tar kt heho: )yz( nekv tchu/
nzkzk' kaui ubekv tjhl

4
: )hz( nxhd dcuk/ njzhru ktjurhu udubc t,vereg

kaui uvuxd tjur
5

: )hj( nadv gur/ vxunt cscr unahtu gmvrgv:

tuc, hf ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 196ffzz::dd--hhjj

�� Why are eleven curses mentioned here? (v. 15-25)

RASHI: I saw in the treatise of Rabbi Moshe Hadarshan that there are

eleven curses here, corresponding to eleven of the [twelve] tribes.

But in connection with Shimon, [Moshe] did not write “Cursed be the

man...,” because he did not have it in his heart to bless him before

his passing, when he blessed the other tribes. Therefore, he did not

wish to curse him (Rashi to v. 24).

RASHBAM: The sins listed here are things done in private.  Two  sins

—idol worship (v. 15) and hurting one’s fellow (v. 24)—are sometimes

done in public too, so in these cases the Torah adds: “...in secret.”
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4 “Then, when you cross the Jordan, you should set up (a further set of) these stones, which I am

commanding you about today, on Mount Aival, and you should plaster them with lime. 5 You should

build there an Altar to God your God, (by making these stones into) an Altar of stones. You should not

use any iron (tool) on them. 6 You should build the Altar of God, your God, out of whole stones, and

you should offer up burnt-offerings on it to God, your God. 7 You should slaughter peace-offerings, and

eat there, rejoicing before God, your God. 8 You should write upon the stones all the words of this Torah,

very clearly (rendered into seventy languages).”
9 Moshe and the priests (from the tribe of) Levi spoke to all of Israel, saying, “Pay attention and listen,

O Israel! (It should always be in your eyes as if) today, you have become a people to God, your God (for

the first time). 10 Listen to the voice of God, your God.  Perform His commandments and His supra-

rational commands, which I am commanding you today.”
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M oshe commanded the people on that day, saying, 12 “When you cross the Jordan, the

following should stand on Mount Gerizim (where the priests and Levites will face) to bless

the people: Shimon, Levi, Yehudah, Yissachar, Yosef, and Binyamin. 13 The following should

stand on Mount Aival (where the priests and Levites will face) for the curse: Re’uvain, Gad, Asher,

Zevulun, Dan, and Naftali. 
14 The Levites should speak up, saying to every Jewish person, in a loud voice: 
15 “Cursed be the man who makes a graven or molten image—an abomination to God—the

handiwork of a craftsman, and sets it up in secret!” Then all the people should respond, and say, “Amen!” 
16 “Cursed be the one who disgraces his father and mother!” Then all the people should say, “Amen!” 
17 “Cursed be the one who moves his neighbor’s landmark!” Then all the people should say, “Amen!” 
18 “Cursed be the one who misdirects the path of a person who is blind (to a certain matter)! Then all

the people should say, “Amen!” 

THE ELEVEN CURSES (V. 15-25)

What is the reason why these eleven specific sins in verses 15-25 were

singled out to be the subject of the curses?  The vast majority of the topics

chosen here are not of a general nature, which begs the question why they

were singled out in particular?

Since Rashi does not appear to address this question, which requires

explanation at the literal level, we can presume that Rashi felt that the

reader could work the matter out for himself with simple logic and

knowledge of Rashi’s previous comments.

THE EXPLANATION

Rashi explains that the eleven curses listed here correspond to eleven of

the twelve tribes (with the exclusion of Shimon).  At first glance, Rashi

appears to be indicating only why the number eleven was chosen, and

not offering any explanation about the content of the curses.  

In fact, however, Rashi is also indicating the solution to our above

problem: The reason why these eleven sins were picked is because each

sin has a connection with one of the tribes. Rashi did not explain the

matter any further, since he has already provided sufficient information in

his prior comments:

� “Cursed be the man who makes a graven or molten image...” (v. 15).

Which tribe is associated in particular with idol worship?  In Parshas

Lech Lecha, on the verse, “Avraham...pursued them as far as Dan”

(Bereishis 14:14), Rashi writes: “There he became weak, seeing prophet-

ically that his children were destined to erect a [golden] calf there.”

Thus the tribe of Dan is associated with “a graven or molten image.”

� “Cursed be the one who disgraces his father and mother!” (v. 16).

In Parshas Ki Seitzei the reader learned of the rebellious son who

disgraces his parents by being “a binger and a boozer” (Devarim 21:20),

indicating that the child’s rebellion arose from physical luxuries.

Which tribe was blessed with the greatest abundance of luxuries?

“From Asher(’s land) will come rich food, and he will provide royal

delicacies.”(Bereishis 49:20). Therefore the tribe of Asher needed to be

warned especially about honoring parents.

� “Cursed be the one who moves his neighbor’s landmark!” (v. 17).

Who would be suspected of moving landmarks? One who is

frequently found at the borders.  Thus, this is a warning addressed to

the tribe of Yissachar, who were “(Like a donkey that journeys day

and night,) resting (temporarily) between the city borders,” (ibid. 49:14).

� Cursed be the one who misdirects the path of a person who is blind

(to a certain matter)! (v. 18).  In Parshas Pinchas, Rashi relates that

there was a plot by a group of seven families to return to Egypt.

Of these seven, five families belonged to the tribe of Binyamin (Rashi
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1 psrWt pbWd     2 jukhi ps:     3 rtv ahj, aWp fh ,cut ,anWt     4 cWn ez/

)fs(nfv rgvu cx,r/ gk kaui vrg vuttunr
1

/ rth,h chxusu ak rch

nav vsrai' h"ttrurho ha fti fbds h"t acyho' ufbds anguikt f,c

trur kph akt vhv ckcu kcrfu kpbhnu,u facrl atr vacyho' kfl kt rmv

kekku: )fu( tar kt heho/ fti fkk t, fk v,urvfukv ueckuv gkhvo

ctkv ucacugv: )s( adr tkphl/ uksu, cerl avcvnv nadr,nnghv:

uga,ru, mtbl/ f,rdunu/ urcu,hbu tnru knvbert ano ga,ru,

angahru, t, cgkhvi
2

unjzheu, tu,o fga,ru, vkku avi xkghojzeho:

)v( crul ybtl/ phru,hl/ scr tjr ybtl' scrkj at,v nxbi cxkho
3

:

unatr,l/ scr hca abatr cfkh uthbu zc
3

: )u( crul t,v cctl
ucrult,v cmt,l/a,vt hmht,l ni vguko ckt jyt fcht,lkguko

4
:

tuc, hf ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 198ffzz::hhyy  --  ffjj::zz

to Bamidbar 26:13).  Here we see that the tribe of Binyamin in particular

needed to be warned about misleading others.

� “Cursed be the one who perverts the judgment of the convert,

the orphan, or the widow!” (v. 19). This is addressed to the tribe

of Yehudah, who provided the vast majority of judges for the

Jewish people.

� “Cursed be the one who lies with his father’s wife, uncovering the

robe of his father!” (v. 20). This is addressed to the tribe of Re’uvain,

who sinned by moving his father’s bed: “You interfered with your

father’s bed” (Bereishis 49:4).

� “Cursed be the one who lies with any animal!” (v. 21). This is

addressed to the tribe who possessed a large number of animals. This

could be either Re’uvain or Gad (see Bamidbar 32:1), and since the

previous curse was addressed to the tribe of Re’uvain, it follows that

this one corresponds to the tribe of Gad.

� “Cursed be the one who lies with his sister....” (v. 22). This is addressed

to the tribe of Naftali, as indicated by the verse said upon Naftali’s

birth, “I have become connected with my sister” (Rashi, Bereishis 30:8).

� “Cursed be the one who lies with his mother-in-law!” (v. 23). This is

addressed to the tribe of Yosef, since the wife of Potifar (who later

became Yosef’s mother-in-law) attempted to lie with him (Bereishis

39:7ff.; ibid 41:45 and Rashi).

� “Cursed be the one who hurts his fellow (by maligning him) in secret!”

(v. 24). This refers to the sin of Shimon and Levi, who misused their

powers of speech (see Bereishis 49:5). And since Rashi writes that there

is no curse corresponding to Shimon, it follows that this must be

addressed to the tribe of Levi.
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19 “Cursed be the one who perverts the judgment of the convert, the orphan, or the widow!” Then all

the people should say, “Amen!” 
20 “Cursed be the one who lies with his father’s wife, uncovering the robe of his father!” Then all the

people should say, “Amen!” 
21 “Cursed be the one who lies with any animal!” Then all the people should say, “Amen!” 
22 “Cursed be the one who lies with his sister, his father’s daughter or his mother’s daughter!” Then

all the people should say, “Amen!” 
23 “Cursed be the one who lies with his mother-in-law!” Then all the people should say, “Amen!” 
24 “Cursed be the one who hurts his fellow (by maligning him) in secret!” Then all the people should

say, “Amen!” 
25 “Cursed be the one who takes a bribe to put an innocent person to death!” Then all the people

should say, “Amen!” 
26 “Cursed be the one who does not uphold the words of this Torah and observe them!” Then all the

people should say, “Amen!”  
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W hat will happen is, if you always listen to the voice of God, your God, and are careful to

observe all His commandments which I am commanding you today, then God, your God,

will make you an elite (nation), above all the nations of the earth. 2 All the following

blessings will come upon you and overtake you, if you listen to the voice of God, your God: 
3 You will be blessed in the city, and blessed in the field. 4 The fruit of your womb, the fruit of your

soil, the fruit of your livestock, the offspring of your cattle, and the flocks of your sheep will be blessed. 
5 Your fruits and your dough will be blessed. 6 (Just as) you were blessed (and without sin) when you

arrived (in this world, so too), you will be blessed (and without sin) when you depart.

2288

[ The Last Word [

BLESSINGS FOR OBSERVING THE MITZVOS (28:1-14)

“In order to receive God’s blessings it is necessary to prepare

‘receptacles.’ It would have been impossible for us to know the

receptacles, but for God’s mercy and infinite kindness, having given

us the Torah and having revealed to us that Torah and mitzvos are the

proper receptacles for us to receive His blessings....” 

“The daily life and conduct in accordance with the will of God,

namely in accordance with the Jewish way of Torah and

mitzvos, in addition to being a must for its own sake, is also the

channel to receive God's blessings in all needs. Therefore, every

additional effort in this direction is bound to bring additional Divine

blessings, and there is always room for advancement in all matters of

goodness and holiness, Torah and mitzvos, which are infinite, being

derived from, and connected with, the Infinite.”

“Every Jew, man or woman, young or old, must always have com-

plete faith in God, Whose benevolent Providence extends to every-

one individually, and our Sages have taught us, ‘Everything that the

Merciful One does is for the good’ (Brachos 60a). Of course, a human

being cannot always understand the ways of God, but nevertheless he

should be unshaken in his trust in God, and this very faith is in itself a

channel and vessel to receive God's blessings, as all matters connect-

ed with the Torah and mitzvos experienced in the daily life.”

(Excerpts from letters written by the Rebbe on 4th of Shevat, 5713, 

16th of Adar I, 5738, and 5th of Iyar, 5721)

� “Cursed be the one who takes a bribe to put an innocent person to

death!” (v. 25). Such an act is most likely to be done by a businessman.

Thus this is addressed to the tribe of Zevulun, who were businessmen

(See Rashi to Bereishis 49:13).

Here we see, once again, how Rashi’s commentary is a comprehensive

study of scripture at the literal level, which is neither lacking in necessary

information, nor superfluous in any detail.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Ki Savo 5733)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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tuc, hf ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 200ffjj::zz--ffdd
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7 God will cause your enemies who rise up against you to be beaten before you. They will come out

against you in one direction, and flee from you (in a panic) in seven directions. 
8 God will direct (His) blessing to be with you in your granaries, and with everything to which you put

your hand. He will bless you in the land which God, your God, is giving you. 
9 God will establish you as His holy people, as He swore to you, if you observe the commandments

of God, your God, and walk in His ways. 10 Then all the nations of the earth will see that the Name of

God is upon you, and they will fear you. 
11 God will grant you a good surplus in the fruit of your womb, the fruit of your livestock, and the fruit

of your soil, on the land which God swore to your forefathers to give you. 12 God will open up for you

His good treasury, the skies, to give your land its rain in the (right) time, and to bless everything you put

your hand to. You will lend to many nations, but you will not (need to) borrow. 
13 God will put you at the head, and not at the tail. You will be only at the top, and not at the bottom.

(All this is) if you listen to the commandments of God, your God, which I am commanding you today,

being careful to observe (them). 14 You must not deviate, right or left, from all of the words I am

commanding you today, to follow other gods and worship them. 
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W hat will happen is, if you do not listen to God, your God, to be careful to observe all His

commandments and suprarational commands which I am commanding you this day, then

the following curses will come upon you and overtake you:
16 You will be cursed in the city, and cursed in the field. 17 Your fruits and your dough will be cursed.

18 The fruit of your womb, the fruit of your soil, and the fruit of your livestock—those born from your

cattle and the flock of your sheep—will be cursed. 19 You will be cursed when you arrive, and cursed

when you depart. 
20 God will send you shortages, confusion, and turmoil in everything you put your hand to, until you

are destroyed and quickly vanish, because of your evil deeds in forsaking Me.  21 God will make a plague

cleave to you until it has consumed you from upon the land of which you are coming to take possession.
22 God will strike you with inflammation, illnesses, burning fevers, unquenchable thirst, with the sword

(of invading armies), with blasting and withering (of the crops), and this will pursue you until you perish.

�� How does one “walk in His ways”? (v. 9)

RAMBAM: We are commanded to emulate the Almighty as much as possible, as the verse states “walk in his ways”.... Just as God is referred

to [in scripture] as being gracious, likewise you are to be gracious. Just as He is referred to as being compassionate, likewise you are to be

compassionate. Just as He is referred to as being benevolent, likewise you are to be benevolent (Sefer Hamitzvos, positive command 8).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

28:15

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

What does the mitzvah of “walking in His ways” (v. 9) teach us

that we do not already know from the requirement to “love

your fellow as (you love) yourself” (Vayikra 19:18)?

Rambam explains that the key focus here is that “we are

commanded to emulate the Almighty as much as possible.”

I.e. when we act in a manner of graciousness, compassion or

benevolence, it should not be merely out of an ethical imperative, or

for the general benefit of society, but rather, in an attempt to

resemble God—“Just as God is referred to as being...likewise you are

to be....”

Practically speaking, this will ensure that a person will not allow

himself to become emotionally “carried away” to an extreme. For in

attempting to emulate God, one will always be conscious of the need

to balance one’s attributes—like God, whose qualities of kindness

and severity are in perfect harmony.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, p. 153ff.)

SIXTH

READING
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'
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tuc, hf ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 202ffjj::ffdd--kkyy
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203 / DEVARIM - DEUTERONOMY - PARSHAS KI SAVO 28:23-39

23 Your skies above you will (not rain, but merely exude moisture like) copper, and the earth below you

(will be dry like) iron. 24 God will make the rain of your land (insufficient, causing the wind that follows

to blow) dust and dirt (onto your sprouting crops).  It will come down upon you from the skies until you

are destroyed. 25 God will cause you to be struck down before your enemy. You will come out against

them in one direction, but you will flee from them (in panic) in seven directions. You will become a

(cause of) dread to all the kingdoms on earth (when they hear what has happened to you). 26 Your

corpses will be food for every bird of the skies and for the beasts of the earth, and no one will frighten

them (away). 27 God will strike you with the boils of Egypt, with hemorrhoids, with oozing sores, and with

dry lesions, from which you will not be able to be cured. 28 God will strike you with insanity, with

blindness, and with bewilderment. 29 You will grope around at midday, as the blind man gropes in the

dark, and you will be unsuccessful in your ways. You will be nothing but oppressed and robbed all the

time, and no one will save you. 30 You will betroth a woman, but another man will lie with her. You will

build a house, but you will not live in it. You will plant a vineyard, but you will not render it fit (for use).
31 Your ox will be slaughtered before your eyes, but you will not eat from it. Your donkey will be robbed

right in front of you, and it will never come back to you. Your flocks will be given over to your enemies,

and you will have no savior. 32 Your sons and daughters will be given over to another people, and your

eyes will see (what happened), and yearn for them all day long, but you will be powerless. 33 The fruit

of your soil and all your hard work will be eaten up by a people unknown to you. You will be nothing

but wronged and downtrodden all the time. 34 You will go insane from the things that your eyes will see.
35 God will strike you on the knees and on the legs with severe boils from which you will not be able to

be cured, (spreading out) from the sole of your foot to the top of your head. 36 God will lead you, and

your king whom you will have appointed over you, to a nation unknown to you or your fathers, and

there you will serve other gods of wood and stone. 37 Among all the nations to whom God will lead you,

you will become a (source of) astonishment, an example (of persecution), and a topic of discussion.
38 You will take a lot of seed out to the field, but you will gather in little, for the locusts will consume it.
39 You will plant vineyards and work them, but you will neither drink their wine, nor gather their grapes,
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T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

The admonition here in Parshas Ki Savo contains ninety eight curses,

whereas the admonition in Parshas Bechukosai contains half that

amount, forty nine curses.  

The inner reason for this distinction lies in the fact that the curses of

the admonition are not intended as mere punishments, but rather as

“blessings in disguise,” which spiritually purge and refine a person,

making him a fitting receptacle for even greater blessings from God.  

The admonition of Parshas Bechukosai, which is read before

Shavuos, is a spiritual preparation which enables a person to embrace

the giving of the Torah anew, which occurs every Shavuos.

The admonition of our Parsha, which is read shortly before Rosh

Hashanah and Yom Kippur, prepares us for the High Holidays.   

This is the inner reason why there are more curses here in Parshas Ki

Savo—for on Shavuos, when the Jewish people receive the Torah, they

are on the level of tzadikim (righteous people).  But on Rosh Hashanah

and Yom Kippur, where the key emphasis is on man’s effort to return to

God, we reach the level of ba’alei teshuvah (penitents). And since the

ba’al teshuvah is so much higher than the tzadik, many more curses

(“blessings in disguise”) are read in this Parsha so as to provide the

greater spiritual preparation required to reach this sublime level.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 2, pp. 392-3)
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because the worms will devour them. 40 You will have olive trees throughout all your borders, but you

will not anoint with their oil, because your olive trees will shed (their fruit). 41 You will bear sons and

daughters, but they will not be yours, because they will go into captivity. 42 The locusts will deplete all

your trees and all the fruit of your soil. 43 The foreigner who is among you will arise above you, higher

and higher, while you will descend lower and lower. 44 He will lend to you, but you will not lend to him.

He will be at the head, while you will be at the tail. 
45 All these curses will befall you, pursuing you, overtaking you until they destroy you because you

did not listen to God, your God, and observe His commandments and suprarational commands which

He commanded you. 46 They will be as a sign and a wonder, upon you and your children forever,
47 because you did not serve God, your God, with joy and with gladness of heart, when (you had an)

abundance of everything. 
48 Therefore, you will serve your enemies, whom God will send against you, amid hunger, thirst,

nakedness and total destitution. He will place an iron yoke on your neck, until He has destroyed you.
49 God will bring  upon you a nation from afar, from the end of the earth, (suddenly) as the eagle swoops

down—a nation whose language you will not recognize, 50 an arrogant nation, which will not respect the

elderly, or be kind to the young. 51 They will devour the fruit of your livestock and the fruit of your soil,

destroying you. They will not leave over anything for you from the grain, the wine, the oil, the offspring

of your cattle or the flocks of your sheep, until they destroy you. 52 They will besiege you in all your cities,

until your tall and fortified walls in which you trust are conquered, throughout your entire land. They will

besiege you in all your cities throughout your entire land, which God, your God, has given you. 53 During

the siege and the distress which your enemies will bring upon you, (you will be so hungry that) you will

eat the fruit of your womb, the flesh of your sons and daughters, whom God, your God, has given you.
54 The most sensitive and squeamish man among you (will be so hungry for his own children’s flesh that

he) will be selfish to his own brother, his darling wife and the rest of his children whom he has allowed

to remain 55 (refusing) to give any one of them of his children’s flesh that he is eating.  For not a thing will

remain for him in the siege and distress which your enemies will bring upon you, in all your cities.

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

“BECAUSE YOU DID NOT SERVE GOD, YOUR GOD, WITH JOY AND WITH GLADNESS OF HEART” (V. 47)

S imchah (joy) breaks through all barriers. This is also the unique

quality of Mashiach, who is a descendant of Peretz, and is referred

to as “the one who breaks through (haporetz).”

I therefore offer the following suggestion and request: that we

increase in joy with the intent of actually bringing Mashiach and the

true and complete Redemption.

Throughout the years of exile, the Jewish people have longed for

the Redemption and prayed for it sincerely every day. In earlier

generations, the main emphasis of the Chasidic movement was on

spreading the wellsprings of Chasidus outward and not (so strongly)

on the goal of this process, that of bringing Mashiach. It was known

that the object of these endeavors was to bring Mashiach, and from

time to time this goal was spoken about, but this point was not the

focus of attention.

After the Previous Rebbe issued the call, “Immediately to teshuvah,

immediately to Redemption,” the emphasis has been placed on

actually bringing Mashiach, to the extent that every phase of our

efforts in our Divine service (including the efforts to spread the

wellsprings of Chasidus) need to be permeated consciously with the

goal to bring Mashiach. For this is the mission of our generation: to

actually bring the Redemption.

Many decades have passed since the time of the Previous Rebbe’s

announcement, and the tumultuous activities which arose from it to

bring Mashiach. Nevertheless, Mashiach has not yet come.

There is no way to explain this. Our Sages stated, “All the

appointed times for Mashiach’s coming have already passed.” And

surely, there is not a single Jew who has not had several thoughts

of teshuvah.

What is there left to do? 

In reply, I am suggesting, as above, that the approach that is

required is the expression of joy for the sake of bringing Mashiach.

Joy breaks through barriers, including the barriers of exile, and joy

has a unique potential to bring about the Redemption. 

This joy will surely lead to the ultimate joy, the rejoicing of the

Redemption, when “our mouths will be filled with joy” (Psalms 126:2).

(Excerpted from Sichas Shabbos Parshas Ki Seitzei 5748—Free Translation)
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56 (Even) the most sensitive and squeamish woman among you, who had never dared to place her foot

upon the ground because of (her) sensitivity and squeamishness, will begrudge (giving flesh to) her

darling husband, her (adult) sons and daughters, 57 the infants who came from between her legs, and her

own children whom she will bear—for she will (slaughter them and) eat them in secret, in destitution,

amid the siege and distress which your enemies will inflict upon you in your cities. 
58 If you are not careful to observe all the words of this Torah, which are written in this scroll, to fear

this glorious and awesome name of God, your God, 59 then God will distinguish your plagues and your

children’s plagues, (to be) powerful and effective plagues, with sicknesses that are nasty and effective.
60 He will bring back upon you all the diseases of Egypt which you were terrified of (when you saw the

Egyptians suffer from them), and they will cling to you. 61 God will also bring upon you every disease

and plague that is not written in this Torah scroll, to destroy you. 
62 You will remain few in number, instead of being as numerous as the stars of the heavens as you

once were, because you did not listen to God, your God. 63 Then, just as God rejoiced over you to do

good for you and to increase you, God will likewise make (your enemies) rejoice over you, annihilating

you and destroying you. You will be uprooted from the land of which you are now entering to take

possession. 64 God will scatter you among all the nations, from one end of the earth to the other, and

there you(r taxes) will (be used to) serve other gods unknown to you or your fathers, (gods of) wood and

stone. 65 You will not be at ease among those nations, nor will your foot find rest. There, God will give

you a trembling heart, dashed hopes, and a suffering soul. 66 Your life will hang in suspense before you.

You will be frightened night and day, and you will not be certain of your life. 67 (Things will constantly

get worse, so) in the morning, you will say, “If only it were (yesterday) evening!” and in the evening, you

will say, “If only it were (this) morning!”—because of the fear in your heart which you will experience

and because of the things that you will see. 68 God will return you to Egypt (in captivity) in ships, through

the route about which I had said to you, “You will never see it again.” There, you will offer yourselves

for sale to your enemies as slaves and handmaids, but there will be no buyer. 

kl
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T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

The ultimate purpose of the admonition is to lead the Jewish

people to teshuvah (repentance; return).  This is alluded to in the

concluding curse, “God will return you to Egypt” (v. 68). To explain

the unique quality of teshuvah, the verse continues:

There, you will offer yourselves for sale to your enemies—

Through observing the mitzvos, we can only sanctify and

spiritually elevate those parts of the physical world which the

Torah permits us to interact with.  In contrast, the ba’al teshuvah

(penitent) elevates all his prior forbidden interactions with the

physical world, and his “intentional sins are transformed to merits”

(Yoma 86b).  This is alluded to by the verse: “there (i.e. in the realms

of the forbidden) you will offer yourselves for sale to (i.e.

spiritually elevate) your enemies (i.e. the forbidden entities that the

ba’al teshuvah had interactions with).

As slaves and handmaids—In addition to elevating the parts of the

physical world which he came into contact with, the ba’al

teshuvah also enjoys a substantial spiritual elevation himself, as a

result of conquering his strong desires. Being a master of self-

control, the ba’al teshuvah is compared to a “slave,” who does not

initially find his allotted tasks easy, but does them nonetheless

with utmost dedication.

But there will be no buyer—Rashi explains: “Because they will

decree death and expiration upon you,” i.e. the ba’al

teshuvah manages to “kill” his obsession with the pleasures of the

world, and instead he yearns to “expire”—to become free from the

shackles of physical existence and become one with God.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 19, p. 239ff.)
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�� What extra understanding was added on “this day”? (v. 3)

RASHI: No person can appreciate the depths of his teacher’s mind or the profundity of his teachings before forty years. Thus, the

Omnipresent was not strict with you until this day, but from now on, He will be strict with you. Therefore, “guard the words of this

covenant....” (v. 8; Rashi to v. 6).
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69 These are the words of the covenant, which God commanded Moshe to make with the children of

Israel in the land of Mo’av, besides the covenant of (curses*) which He made with them in Choraiv.

[ MM OO SS HH EE ’’ SS FF II NN AA LL AA DD DD RR EE SS SS [

M oshe called all of Israel and said to them, “You have seen all that God did before your

eyes in the land of Egypt, to Pharaoh, to all his servants, and to all his land, 2 the great tests

(of faith) which your eyes saw and those great signs (of God’s direct involvement) and

wondrous (plagues). 
3 Until this day, God has not yet given you a heart to recognize (His true kindness), eyes to see (it) or

ears to hear (it). 4 I led you through the desert for forty years, but your garments did not wear out from

your (using them), nor did your shoes wear out from (being used by) your feet. 5 You did not eat bread,

nor drink new wine or old wine, in order that you would know that I am God, your God. 
6 When you arrived at this place, Sichon, the King of Cheshbon, and Og, the King of Bashan, came

out towards us in battle, and we annihilated them. 7 We took their land, and we gave it as an inheritance

to the tribes of Re’uvain and Gad, and to half the tribe of Menasheh. 
8 (Since you have witnessed God’s greatness), guard the words of this covenant and observe them, in

order that you succeed in everything that you do. 

THE HAFTARAH FOR KI SAVO IS ON PAGE 286.

UNDERSTANDING ONE’S TEACHER (V. 3)

Rashi writes that in the current passage, Moshe was telling the Jewish

people that now they should be especially careful to “guard the words of

this covenant and observe them” (v. 8), because, “No person can fathom

the depths of his teacher’s mind or the profundity of his teachings before

forty years. Thus, the Omnipresent was not strict with you until this day,

but from now on, He will be strict with you.”

However, this begs the question:

The “words of this covenant” refers to the entire body of Torah and

mitzvos, which includes mitzvos that were only communicated by Moshe

at the end of his forty-year leadership. So surely God should only have

been “strict” with the Jewish people in those areas in which they had been

given a full forty years to internalize, and not with all “the words of this

covenant”?

Another fundamental difficulty here is how a fixed time could be given

to the process of fathoming one’s teacher’s mind and the profundity of his

teachings. Surely a bright student will take less time to understand his

teacher’s wisdom, and a weak student will take more time?

THE EXPLANATION

When a student learns Torah from his teacher, he is being educated at

two levels: a.) He learns specific teachings, i.e. laws, subjects and

passages. b.) He learns how to think, i.e. how to conceptualize and

analyze the subject matter.

The rate at which one fully understands the specific teachings (‘a’) will

vary significantly from person to person, depending on the aptitude of

each individual student. But with regard to learning how to think like

one’s teacher does, if the teacher is truly of a superior intellectual caliber

to his students, then his intellectual approach will not be quickly inter-

nalized, even by his most adept students. 

Nevertheless, God fashioned the human mind** in such a manner that

after prolonged exposure even this is absorbed by the students.  For since

all a teacher’s ideas are, ultimately, a direct expression of his genius, it

follows that through absorbing his teacher’s ideas a student is gradually

and indirectly absorbing his teacher’s way of thinking too.  But since this

occurs via a process of passive “absorption” (rather than through critical

analysis) it is simply a matter of time (rather than aptitude) until this point

is reached. Therefore, “No person can appreciate either the depths of his

teacher’s mind or the profundity of his teachings before forty years,” if his

teacher is truly of a different intellectual caliber to his students.

Nevertheless, once a person has internalized his teacher’s way of

thinking (after forty years), he is able to see all his teacher’s teachings in

the same light—even those teachings which have been studied over the

latter part of the past forty years.*** Therefore, Moshe told the Jewish

people that, since they had now reached the fortieth year of having

“witnessed God’s greatness,” their minds understood things from God's

perspective, so to speak. This enabled them to understand even those

things they had witnessed in the recent past.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, pp. 163-5)

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

* I.e. the curses in Parshas Bechukosai—Vayikra 26:14ff.       **Thus the verse stresses: “Until this day, God has not yet given you....” (v. 3).      ***From this it would appear that

those who were children at the beginning of Moshe’s leadership, or those that were born afterwards, did not appreciate the depths of Moshe’s mind even at this point, since they

had not been his students for forty years. However, it could be argued that as long as one person had come to truly appreciate Moshe’s genius (and of course, there were many more

than that), he would be able to impart that appreciation to others (Sichas Shabbos Parshas Bo 5749, note 23). 
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1. To recite a declaration when bringing firstfruits to the Temple [26:5].

2. To recite a declaration when bringing tithes to the Temple [26:13].

3. Not to eat the Second Tithe while in a state of mourning [26:14].

4. Not to eat the Second Tithe while in a state of ritual impurity [26:14].

5. Not to spend the money for which the Second Tithe was exchanged on
anything other than food or drink [26:14].

6. To emulate the good attributes of God [28:9].

Parshas Ki Savo ccoonnttaaiinnss  33  ppoossiittiivvee  mmiittzzvvooss aanndd  33  pprroohhiibbiittiioonnss

I

I
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The Parsha begins with the declaration: “You are stand-

ing firmly (nitzavim) today, all of you together, before

God, your God—the heads of your tribes...to your water-

drawers—in order to bring you into the covenant of God,

your God....”

At first glance, this declaration appears to contain a

contradiction: It begins by saying, “You are standing

firmly...all of you together” (without distinction); yet, it

proceeds immediately to divide them into various and

separate categories. Besides, what is the purpose of

enumerating the various classes of Jews, from the highest

to the lowest, after they had already been all included in

the general term “all of you” (o�f�KUF).

But—herein precisely is to be found a basic “rule,”

namely, that both go together: (a) “all of you”, meaning all

as one, and (b) at the same time, however, each

individual, man or woman, has his or her specific task

and mission, each one according to his or her status and

station in life.

Yet, the question begs to be asked: Since such a division

is necessary, indeed such an extreme diversity—from

“your heads” down to your “water-drawer”—how can

they be so completely unified and merged to become “all

as one”?

The answer is: “You are standing firmly this day, all of

you—before God, your God.” The Hebrew verb oh�c�M°b is

stronger than oh¦s§nIg, and means a firm stand, being

deeply conscious of standing in the presence of God,

Who is “your God”—your strength and your whole

essence. In this—all Jews are equal, and this is what

makes them all—one....

And the Torah goes on to explain: “All of you together”

are divided into “the heads of your tribes”...down to your

“water-drawer,” and each of them, with his distinct

capacity (and his special endeavors) is brought into the

covenant with God. Each individual endeavor, whether

by one who belongs in the category of your heads and

acts like a head, or in the category of water-drawer and

acts as such, is an expression of the total covenant of all

of you with God, your God. Each one has his special

Divine assignment according to his status and station in

life, and in this way—when each and every one carries

out his assignment—the complete unity of the Jewish

people—all as one—is achieved.

(Excerpt from public letter written “In the Days of Selichos” 5731)

[ The Name of the Parsha [



1 cfnv spuxho bg,eu cpraWH re v,hcu, Wt,o bmchoW —cspux rtaui )cxhuo pra, ,cut( thw Wpra, t,o bmcho )ucrWp n,jhk( vhuo nkns fuwW' cspux abh bg,e c,jk, praWh Wt,o bmcho vhuo

fukfoW/ ucruc vf,Wh spraWh Wt,o bmcho vhuoW )keuWa jhWy gw 852 vgrv 1(/     2 hvuag y' s     3 hcnu, gy/     4 scrho s' hs     5 hrnhw ks' hj     6 ,bjunt     7 hvuag fs' t     8 aWt hc' z

)y( t,o bmcho1/ nkns afbxo nav kpbhvec"v chuo nu,u kvfbhxo

ccrh,: rtahfo acyhfo/ rtahfo kacyhfo: zebhfo uayrhfo/ vjauc

jauc euso utjrfl fk tha hartk: )h( njyc gmhl/ nkns actu fbgbho

kv,dhhrchnh nav' fsrl actu dcgubho chnh hvuag' uzvuvtnur cdcgubho

uhgau do vnvcgrnv
2

' ub,bo nav juych gmho uautch nho
3

: )ht( kgcrl/
kvhu,l gucr ccrh,/ ukt h,fikprau fnu kvgchrl' tkt fnu kgau,fo

tu,o
4

: kgcrl ccrh,/ srl vgcrv' fl vhu fur,hcrh,u, guahi njhmv

nfti unjhmv nfti ugucrhochb,ho' fnu abtnr vgdk tarfr,u kabho

uhgcru chi c,rhu
5

: )hc( kngi veho tu,l vhuo ku kgo/ fkflvut bfbx

kyruj kngi ehho tu,l kpbhu kgo: uvut hvhv kl ktkvho/ kph ascr kl

ubacg ktcu,hl akt kvjkh; t, zrgo ctunvtjr,' kfl vut tuxr t,fo

cacugu, vkku'akt ,ebhyuvu tjr avut thbu hfuk kvcsk nfo/gs fti

phra,h kph pauyu ak prav/ unsratdsv knv bxnfv pra, t,o bmcho

kekku,'kph aangu hartk ntv ekku, jxr a,ho' ju.nn"y ac,ur,

fvbho' vurheu pbhvo utnru nhhufk kgnus ctku' v,jhk nav kphhxo t,o

bmcho vhuo' vrcv vfgx,o kneuo ukt gavt,fo fkhhv uvrh t,o

ehhnhi kpbhu
6

: vhuo/ fhuo vzv avut ehho uvut ntphkunthr' fl vthr kfo

ufl g,hs kvthr kfo'uvekku, uvhxurhi nehhnhi t,fo unmhchi t,fo

kpbhu/ ut; vprav akngkv nzu phuxhi vo' t,o rth,o t, fk uduw/ scr

tjrt,o bmcho' kph avhu hartk humthi nprbxkprbx nnav khvuag'

kphfl gav tu,o nmcvfsh kzrzo' ufi gav hvuag
7

' ufi anutk' v,hmcu

utapyv t,fo
8

' fahmtu nhsuubfbxu khsu ak atuk: )hs( ut, tar thbbu

ohcmb ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 212ffyy::yy--hhss

�� Why were the people “standing firmly today”? (v. 9)

RASHI: This teaches us that on the day he died, Moshe assembled

the Jewish people before God, to bring them into a covenant.

The Midrashic explanation is as follows. Why is Parshas Nitzavim

juxtaposed with the admonition [the curses in Parshas Ki Savo]?

Because when the Jewish people heard these ninety eight curses,

besides the forty nine curses in the Book of Leviticus (26:14-39), their

faces turned pale, and they said, “Who could withstand all these?” So

Moshe began to appease them, saying: “You are standing firmly

today”—You have angered God many times, but He has not

destroyed you.  And you see that you continue to exist before Him,

“today”—just as this day exists....

Another explanation of “You are standing firmly”: Since the Jewish

people were now passing from leader to leader, from Moshe to

Yehoshua, Moshe brought them to a standing assembly, in order to

encourage them.... (Rashi to v. 9 & v. 12).

”STANDING FIRMLY TODAY” (V. 9)

To explain the words “You are standing firmly today” (v. 9), Rashi cites

three different interpretations.  This begs the following questions:

a.) Rashi’s commentary was written exclusively to explain difficulties

with scripture at the literal level, as Rashi himself writes: “I come only to

explain the literal meaning of scripture” (Rashi to Bereishis 3:8).  What prob-

lem was troubling Rashi here, at the literal level?

b.) When Rashi gives more than one interpretation, it is because he

does not find any of the interpretations totally satisfactory as they remain

alone, and by offering several solutions, the shortcomings of one

interpretation are compensated for by another.  

In our case, we need to explain the difficulties posed by each one of

Rashi’s three interpretations, and how they are solved by the other

two interpretations?

c.) The sequence of Rashi’s interpretations is also arranged with

precision. The first interpretation is the most appropriate overall at the

literal level, followed by the second and then the third interpretation.

How is this to be explained in our case?

RASHI’S PROBLEMS

The opening of our Parsha prompts the following questions:

a.) Why do words of introduction appear in the middle of a speech?

Parshas Nitzavim opens in the middle of a speech which Moshe began at

�

m´ ¤ki�W «̀�x m® ¤ki�d «÷�` d́ �eŸd�i i− �p§t¦l m½¤k§NªM Æ mFI�d mi³¦a¨S	p mÆ
Y�` h

m½¤ki�W�p m´ ¤k§R�h i :l«�`�x�U	i Wi¬�` lŸ −M m½¤ki�x�hŸẂ�eÆ m¤ki�p�w	f mÀ¤ki�h§a�W
:Li«
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ẃ§A x−
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Li½
d÷�̀  d́ �eŸd�i Æ x
W�` F ®z¨l«�`§aE Li−
d÷�` d¬ �eŸd�i zi²�x§a¦A ÀL�x§är§l `i

`E ³d�e mÀ¨r§l F¹l | mFÆ I�dÁ L�zŸ «̀ Îmi «�w�d o©r´�n§l ai [ipy] :mF«I�d −L�O¦r z¬ �xŸM
Li½
zŸa�̀ «©l Æ r©A�W	p x³
W�`«©k�e K®l̈Îx¤A�C x−
W�`«©M mi½�d÷`«¥l Æ L§NÎdi�d«	i
Æ z�xŸM iÀ¦kŸp«�̀  m® ¤k�C©a§l m−¤k�Y�` ` ¬÷�e bi :aŸ «w£r«�i§l «E w−�g§v	i§l m¬�d�x§a�`§l
F¹p�Wi xÆ
W�`Îz
` Á i¦M ci :z Ÿ̀ «G�d d−l̈�`«�dÎz
`�e z Ÿ̀½ G�d zí�x§A�dÎz
̀
dŸ −R EP² pi�` x¬ 
W�` zÆ�`�e Epi® �d÷�` d́ �eŸd�i i− �p§t¦l mF½ I�d ć�nŸr Æ EpÆ�O¦r dŸÀR

�i�i m�c�w oFk§N�M oi�c `�nFi oi�n�i�w oEY�` h

oFki¥k�x�q�e oFki¥a�q oFki�h§a�W oFki�Wi�x oFk�d¨l�`

i�C K�xFI	b�e oFki�W�p oFk§l§t�h i :l�`�xŸ�y	i W�p�` lŸM

:Ki�I�n i¥l�n c©r Ki¨r�` h�w¨N�n K�zi�x�W�n Fb§A

i�C D�z�nFn§aE K�d̈l�` �ii�C �̀n�i�w¦A K�zEl�r� §̀l `i

`�n�w�`§l li�c§A ai :oi�c `�nFi K�O¦r x�f�B K�d¨l�` �i�i

K̈l i�d�i `Ed�e `�O©r§l i�dFn�c�w oi�c `�nFi K�z�i

mi	I�w i�c `�n§kE K¨l li¦N�n i�c `�n§M D¨l�`¤l

`¨l�e bi :aŸw£r�i§lE w�g§v	i§l m�d�x§a�`§l K�z�d¨a�`©l

z�i�e `�c�d `�n�i�w z�i x�f�B `�p�` oFki�cFg§l¦A oFk�O¦r

`̈k�d i�dFzi�̀ �C o�n z�i i�x�̀  ci :`�c�d `�z�nFn

z�i�e `�p�d¨l�` �i�i m�c�w oi�c `�nFi m�`�w `�p�O¦r
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Y ou are standing firmly today, all of you together, before God, your God—the heads of your

tribes, your elders, your police officers (standing in front of) every Jewish person: 10 your young

children, your women, and the converts within your camp (who were assigned positions

ranging) from your woodcutters to your water-drawers— 11 in order to bring you into the covenant of

God, your God, and His oath which God, your God, is making with you today. 
12 (This is) in order to establish you today as His people, that He will be your God, as He told you,

and as He swore to your forefathers, to Avraham, Yitzchak, and Ya’akov (that He would never swap you

for another nation). 
13 I am not only making this covenant and this oath with you, 14 but with (both) those standing here

with us today before God our God, and with those (in future generations) who are not here with us today. 

the end of Parshas Ki Savo: “Moshe called all of Israel and said to them,

‘You have seen all that God did before your eyes, etc.’” (29:1).  After this

introduction, follow another seven verses where Moshe describes God’s

kindness over the previous forty years, until reaching our verse, “You are

standing firmly today, all of you together, before God, your God.”

This begs the question: Our verse sounds like part of the introduction to

Moshe’s speech.  Why did Moshe decide to stress that “you are standing

firmly today, etc.” in the middle of his speech?

b.) Why did Moshe say these words on the day of his passing?

The verse stresses, “You are standing firmly today,” which refers to

the day of Moshe’s passing. What is the relevance of this point, at the

literal level?

c.) Why were these not Moshe’s very last words?

On the one hand, the verse stresses that this passage was said on the

day of his passing*; yet, on the other hand, these were by no means

Moshe’s last words, for several chapters of Moshe’s “last speech” follow

after this.  So, if it is significant that these words were said on Moshe’s very

last day, why were they not chosen as his very last words?

d.) Why did Moshe speak to the children too?

The Torah does not usually imply that the public gatherings made by

Moshe included children. Why did this gathering include “your young

children” (v. 10)?

e.) Why does the verse use the unusual term oh�c�M°b (“standing firmly”)?

The common word in scripture for standing is oh¦s§nIg.  Why did verse 9

employ the more unusual term oh�c�M°b, which means standing firmly?

RASHI’S FIRST SOLUTION

Rashi’s first solution solves the first four of these problems:

a.) Rashi stresses: “Moshe assembled the Jewish people before God, to

bring them into a covenant,” i.e. the reason why Moshe assembled the

Jewish people at the end of Parshas Ki Savo was not merely to convey

the eight verses at the end of that Parsha, but it was primarily to “enter

them into a covenant,” with the words of our Parsha. The eight verses at

the end of Parshas Ki Savo are thus a form of introduction, before

reaching the main topic of Moshe’s speech which is found here. So in v. 9,

Moshe stressed, “You are standing firmly today, all of you together before

God your God, etc.” because he was coming to the primary content of his

speech, for which he gathered the people in the first place.

b.) Moshe waited until the day of his passing to make this covenantal

declaration,  so that it would be as close as possible to the time when the

Jewish people would enter the Land of Israel, when the covenant would

actually begin (as Rashi writes below, v. 28).

c.) Nevertheless, since these words would not be immediately relevant

in any case for a number of days, until the Jewish people actually entered

the land, there was no need for these to be Moshe’s very last words.

d.) Since Moshe was entering the Jewish people into a covenant for all

future generations, the children were included too.

However, Rashi’s first solution leaves problem ‘e’ (why the word

nitzavim is used) unanswered. In fact “standing firmly” appears to be an

inappropriate word, since the Jewish people would surely have been in a

state of submission at the thought of entering the covenant, and not

standing firmly?

RASHI’S SECOND AND THIRD SOLUTIONS

Therefore Rashi cited a second solution, which addresses problem ‘e’

directly: “When the Jewish people heard these ninety eight curses... their

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“YOU ARE STANDING FIRMLY...” (V. 9)

“You stand firmly today, aIl of you together, before God, Your

God.” Jews must stand firm and unshakable, though they are

“the smallest among all the nations.”

This can be only when they are bound and united together—

“All of you.”

How is it possible to form a true and enduring union of different

individuals with different ideas, different interests, and different

aspirations?

The answer is: “Before God, your God.” The union of all Jews is

possible because, as a matter of fact, they are already united by

virtue of their souls, the Divine soul, which is actually a part of

God above, and which is found in every Jew without exception.

And the profound reflection that you stand “Before God”, who is

“Your God”—your strength and your life—must bring forth and

actualize the union of one Jew with another, and of the individual

with the community of our people, in the fullest measure.

(Excerpt from public letter written on Erev Shabbos Parshas Nitzavim 5721)

* See Gur Aryeh here for an explanation as to why this must be the case, at the literal level.

SECOND

READING
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pv/ ut; go suru,vg,hsho kvhu,
1

: )yu( fh t,o hsg,o uduw u,rtu
t,aeumhvo/ kph arth,o vtunu, gucsh tkhkhouant vaht kc tjs

nfo tu,u kkf,tjrhvo: )yz( u,rtu t, aeumhvo/ gk ao avo

ntuxho faemho: dkkhvo/ anuxrjho untuxhi fdkk: g. utci/ tu,i ak

gmho uak tcbho rth,ocdkuh' kph athi vgucsh tkhkho hrtho ant hdbcu'

tckak fx; uzvc gnvo cjsrh nafh,o vo' kphavo hrtho ant hdbcu
1

:

)hz( pi ha cfo uduw/kphfl tbhmrhl kvachgfo: pi ha cfo/ ant ha

cfo: tar kccu pbv vhuo/ nkeck gkhu vcrh,: ara prv rta
ukgbv/ ara ndsk gac nrfdhshi' avo nrho' fkunr nprv unrcv rag

cercfo: )hj( uv,crl ckccu/ kaui crfv' hjauc ckcucrf, akuo kgmnu

ktnr' kt hcutubh ekku,vkku' tl akuo hvhv kh: uv,crl/ cbshr"t auh"t

ckg"z'fnu uv,dkj
2

uv,pkk
3

: carru, kch tkl/ cnrth, kch' fnu

taurbu ukt eruc
4

' fkunr nv akch rutvkgau,: kngi xpu, vruv/ kph

atuxh; ku purgbu,gk nv agav gs vbv caudd uvhh,h ngchrgkhvo'

uduro g,v atmrpo go vnzhs utprgnnbu vfk/ ufi ,rdo tubekux cshk

ktuxpt khvjyth aku,t gk zsbu,t' atuxh; ku tbh vaddu,gk vzsubu,:

vruv/ audd' avut guav ftso afur aguav aktnsg,: vmntv/ avut

guav nsg, uc,tuv: )hy( hgai t; vw/ gk hsh fgx vdu; n,jnouvgai

humt ni vt;' ufi gkv gaictpu
5

' ut; gk ph athi zu kpbh vneuo' vf,uc

nanhg t, vtuzi fsrl avht rdhkv uhfukvkanug' fph srl vtr.:

uebt,u/ kaui jnv tbprynb"y tjhz,kcha, benv' uthbu ngchr gk

vnsv: )f( vf,ucv cxpr v,urv vzv/ ukngkvvut tunr cxpr

v,urv vzt,
6

' dofk jkh ufk nfv uduw' vzt, kaui becv nuxc gkv,urv'

vzv kaui zfr nuxc gk vxpr' ugk hshphxue vygnho vi bjkeho ka,h

kaubu,' cpra,vekku, vypjt b,ubv ,j, cxpr' uv,urv vzt,scueho

zv kzv' kfl tnr vzt,' ufti vypjvb,ubv ,j, v,urv' bnmt xpr
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x´ 
̀ �n Ÿ̀ −a�i x¬ 
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W�`
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W�` �di½
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d´�n�c�` Æ d�xŸn£r« �e mŸ ³c�q zº©k¥R�d�n§«M a
U® ¥rÎl¨M D−ä d¬ ¤l£r«�iÎ`÷�e
Æ Ex�n«�`�e bk :F «z�n�g«©aE F −R�`§A d½ �eŸd�i Ḱ ©t�d Æ x
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i�x�` eh :oi�c `�nFi `�p�O¦r `¨k�d i�dFzi¥l i�C
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`¨r�` oFd�z�e£r�h z�i�e oFdi¥vET�W z�i oEzi�f�g�e fh

`�n§l�C fi :oFd�O¦r i�C `¨a�d�c�e `¨R�q©M `�p§a�`�e
F` zi¦r�x�f F` `�z�Y�` F` x©a�B oFk§A zi�`
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`�I�n�n©r z�e£r�h z�i g©l§t�n§l K�d�n§l `�p�d¨l�`
oi�`�h�g x�d�x�d�n x©a�B oFk§A zi�` `�n§l�C oEP�`�d

�̀z�nFn i�n�B�z¦R z�i D¥r�n�W�n§A i�di	e gi :oFc�f F`
i�x�` i¦l i�d�i �̀n¨l�W x�ni�n§l D¥A¦l§A a�X�gi	e �̀c�d
D¥l `¨t�qF`§l li�c§A l�f�` `�p�` i¦A¦l xFd�x�d§A
�i�i i¥ai�i `¨l hi :`�zEp�c�f l©r `�zEl�W i�`�h
g
D�z�n
g�e �ii�c �̀f�b�x s�w�z	i o¥k§a i�x�` D¥l w©A�W�n§l
oi¦ai�z§k�C `�I�h�e§l l¨M D¥A oEw§A�c	i�e `Ed�d `�x§a�b§A
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`�I�h§a�W lŸM�n `�Wi¦a§l �i�i D�P�W�x§t�i�e k :`�I�n�W

�̀x§t�q§A oi¦ai�z§k�C �̀n�i�w i�h�e§l lŸk§M l�̀ �xŸ�y	i�c
d�`�x�z©a `�x�C x�ni�i�e `k :oi�c�d `�z�i�xF`�c
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15 For you know how we lived in the land of Egypt, and how we went among the nations, (and) as

you went on your way, 16 you saw their disgusting and repugnant (idols of) wood and stone (in their

streets, and their idols of) silver and gold which were (hidden in their houses) with them. 17 So perhaps

there is among you a man, a woman, a family, or a tribe, whose heart is straying today from God our

God, (and does not want to enter into the covenant with Him, but would rather) go and worship the gods

of those nations. Perhaps there is among you (a person growing in wickedness like) a root that is

sprouting (bitter herbs, like) hemlock and wormwood, 18 such that when he hears the words of this oath,

(he will think that they do not apply to him) and he will convince himself in his heart, saying, “I will be

okay, even if I follow my heart’s desires.” (To such a person) I will add (to the punishment for his sins

which were done inadvertently, as if) in a drunken stupor, (a further punishment for his sins done

intentionally, out of a conscious) thirsting. 19 God will not be willing to forgive him! Rather, God’s fury

and His zeal will then fume against that man, and the entire curse written in this book will come down

upon him, and God will obliterate his name from beneath the skies. 20 God will single him out him from

all the tribes of Israel for severe treatment, according to all the curses of the covenant, written in this Book

of the Torah. 
21 The later generation— your descendants, who will come after you, along with the foreigner who

comes from a distant land—will say upon seeing the plagues of that land and the diseases with which

God afflicted it: 22 Sulfur and salt have burned up their entire land! It cannot be sown. It is infertile, and

not even grass will sprout upon it. It is like the overturning of Sodom, Amorah, Admah and Tzevoyim,

(the cities) which God overturned in His fury and rage. 23 All the nations will say, “Why did God do such

a thing to this land? What caused this great rage of fury? 24 Then they will say, “It is because they

faces turned pale...so Moshe began to appease them, saying, ‘You are

standing firmly today.’” 

According to this interpretation, the Torah’s use of the term “standing

firmly” is understood, since Moshe’s intention was to re-establish the

strength of the Jewish people after they were emotionally debilitated from

hearing the curses: “You have angered God many times, but He has not

destroyed you.  And you see that you continue to exist before Him.”  

Problems ‘b’ & ‘c’ are also answered according to this explanation.

Because here the word “today” refers, not to the day of Moshe’s passing,

but rather, it is interpreted non-literally: “you see that you continue to exist

before Him “today”—just as this day exists.”*

However, the drawback of this interpretation is that it does not solve

problems ‘a’ or ‘d.’

a.) Why was Moshe’s attempt to console the Jewish people after the

curses made in the middle of his speech? Surely this should have been

done immediately after the curses were said?

d.) The curses describe the result of failing to observe the mitzvos.  This

is clearly not directly relevant to children, who are not obligated to

observe the mitzvos.  Thus, according to Rashi’s second solution we are

left with the question why Moshe gathered the children too.

Due to these problems, Rashi cited a third solution: “the Jewish people

were now passing from leader to leader, from Moshe to Yehoshua,

therefore Moshe brought them to a standing assembly, in order to

encourage them.”

This explains:

a. & b.) Why Moshe said these words on the day he passed away, and

why he did not say them at the very beginning of his last day (in Parshas

Ki Savo), so the words would be nearer to his actual passing.

d.) Why Moshe addressed the children, for they too were “passing from

leader to leader.”

e.) Why the Torah uses the word oh�c�M°b (“standing firmly”) because:

“Moshe brought them to a standing assembly (v�c�M©n),” and the purpose

of this was “in order to encourage them” to accept Yehoshua's leader-

ship wholeheartedly.

However, we are left with one problem:

c.) Since these words were meant as a transition into the leadership of

Yehoshua, surely they should have been Moshe’s very last words?

THE SEQUENCE OF RASHI’S SOLUTIONS

Why does Rashi write this explanation last, when it seems to have fewer

problems than the previous one? Because, in the final analysis, Rashi’s

second solution preserves a thematic continuity between Parshas Ki Savo

and Parshas Nitzavim (which the third solution does not) and in this

respect it resembles Rashi’s first, primary interpretation.  Therefore, of the

second and third solutions, Rashi deemed the second interpretation to be

more acceptable, at the literal level.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 19, p. 258ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

THIRD

READING

* According to the second interpretation, Rashi was forced to explain the word “today” non-literally (i.e. that it does not refer to the day of Moshe’s passing) for the following reason:

Even if Moshe’s words of consolation here were not said immediately after the curses, they clearly must have been said soon after the curses.  Thus, if the current passage was said

on the day of Moshe’s passing, it would follow that the curses too were said on, or shortly before, that day.  This is difficult to accept at the literal level, since: The curses were

intended to inspire the Jewish people to strengthen their observance of the mitzvos, so why should this be left until the last day of Moshe’s life?  Furthermore, it is highly unlikely

that Moshe would have rebuked the Jewish people on his last day. (In fact, we find that he blessed them on his last day).



1 hrnhw hc' hs    

v,urv scueho zvkzv' kphfl kaui zfr bupk tjrhu' avkaui bupkgk vxpr:

)fv( kt hsguo/ kt hsgu cvo dcur, tkvu,: ukt jke kvo/ kt b,bo

kjkeo/ utubekux,rdo ukt tuyhct kvui' kt vyhcu kvo auoyucv' ukaui

kt jke tu,u tkuv acjru kvo' ktjke kvo auo bjkv uauo jke:

)fz(uh,ao vw/ f,rdunu uykykhbui' ufi vbbh bu,ao ngk tsn,o
1

:

)fj(vbx,r, kvw tkvhbu/ uto ,tnru nvchshbu kgau,' t,v ngbha

t, vrcho gk vrvurhvhjhs' abtnr pi ha cfo tha uduw'utjr fl urtu

t, nfu, vtr. vvht'uvkt thi tso husg nynubu,hu ak jchru' thi tbh

ngbha t,fo gk vbx,ru,' avi kvw tkvhbu uvuthprg ntu,u hjhs' tck

vbdku,' kbu ukcbhbu kcgrvrg nercbu' uto kt bgav shi cvo hgbua t,

vrcho/ beus gk kbu ukcbhbu' ksrua' at; gkvbdku, kt gba t, vrcho gs

agcru t, vhrsi'naecku gkhvo t, vacugv cvr drzho ucvrghck ubgau

grcho zv kzv: )d( uac vw tkvhl t, acu,l/ vhv kukf,uc uvahc t,

acu,l' rcu,hbu knsu nftifchfuk avafhbv aruhv go hartk cmr,
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�� Why would God’s blessings lead a person to return to Him? Surely this is caused by the curses? (30:1)

OHR HACHAYIM: So long as the Jewish people had not sinned, they did not attribute the blessings in their lives to their observance of the

mitzvos, and they only began to recognize the source of their blessings after they sinned and were punished. Thus, in order to return to God,

a person had to contemplate both “the blessing and the curse which I have set before you.”

BLESSINGS THAT LEAD TO TESHUVAH (V. 1)

Ohr HaChayim addresses the question why a person needs to take to

heart both “the blessing and the curse which I have set before you,” in

order to return to God. Surely it is the curses alone that inspire a person

to teshuvah? How can the blessings lead him to teshuvah?

Since this appears to be a question at the literal level, why does Rashi

not address it?

THE EXPLANATION

The current passage describes the feelings of disress that lead to

profound remorse and teshuvah, “with all your heart and with all your

soul.” (v. 2).  Logically speaking, a more profound teshuvah will arise if the

cause—the feeling of distress—is more intense, and this will result in the

teshuvah reaching deeper into the depths of the heart and the soul.

When is a person most distressed? “When all these things come upon

you...the blessing and the curse” (v. 1), i.e. when a person first has

blessings, and then he loses them, the feeling of pain is more profound

than if he would never have had the blessings in the first place. Thus, in

order to return to God, “with all your heart and with all your soul,” it is

necessary that “all these things come upon you...the blessing and the

curse.”

Rashi did not feel it necessary to clarify this point, because:

�
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abandoned the covenant of God, the God of their fathers, which He made with them when He took them

out of the land of Egypt, 25 For they went and served other gods, prostrating themselves to them—gods

which they knew were devoid (of Divine power), and which He had not apportioned to them. 26 God’s

fury raged against that land, bringing upon it the entire curse written in this book. 27 God uprooted them

from upon their land, with fury, anger and great wrath, and He cast them to another land, (where they

are) to this day.” 
28 (If you will say, “Since this punishment will come on us even if an individual is harboring thoughts

of idolatry, what hope is there for us?”  My response is:) the hidden things (in a person’s mind) are for

God, our God, (to deal with privately), but the revealed things (where people’s sins are known) are for

us and for our children forever (to deal with, and enact justice), to fulfill all the words of this Torah.  

[ II NN GG AA TT HH EE RR II NN GG OOFF TT HH EE EE XX II LL EE SS [

W hat will happen is, when all these things come upon you (while you are) among all the

nations where God, your God, has banished you—the blessing and the curse which I have

set before you—you will take it to your heart, 2 and you will return to God, your God, with

all your heart and with all your soul. You will listen to His voice, to everything that I am commanding

you today,  you and your children. 3 Then, God, your God, will return your captives (from exile), and

He will have mercy upon you. He will gather you again from all the nations, where God, your God, had

dispersed you. 

a.) It is an observable fact of human nature which should not have to

be explained.

b.) The reader is already familiar with this concept from Rashi in Parshas

Re’eh.  Concerning the amount of charity that a person is required to give,

Rashi writes, “You are not required to make him wealthy (Rashi to 15:8).

Nevertheless, one is required to give a person “what he is lacking—even

a horse to ride on and a servant to run before him” (ibid.), if the person

had become accustomed to such a lifestyle.  Clearly then, the reader will

already have understood that, at the literal level, losing one’s previous

blessings is a very painful matter to such an extent that restoring a man to

his previously luxurious lifestyle is considered charity.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 14, p. 118ff.)
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[ The Last Word [

“HE WILL GATHER YOU AGAIN FROM ALL THE NATIONS” (V. 3)

The true test of events, to see if they herald the Geulah [redemption]

or not, is to see whether there has been an essential change in the

causes which have brought about the Galus [exile] in the first place,

namely, a new tendency in the direction of stronger adherence to the

Torah and Mitzvos....It has been amply explained in the Written and

Oral Torah that the Geulah will come through the Melech

Hamoshiach (Messianic King), and as the Rambam also declares....

“And when a king of the House of David will arrive, dedicated to

the study of the Torah and observance of the Mitzvos like his father

David, according to the Torah Shebiksav [written law] and Shebeal-

Peh [oral law],  and he will compel all the Jewish people to walk in

it and strengthen its fences, and he will fight the wars of God, he is

assumed to be the Moshiach. (Note that this is not yet a certain sign

of the Geulah, for all this can still take place in a state of Galus.

However) If he did so and has succeeded (in the above matters,

namely having won all battles and impelled all the Jewish people to

study the Torah and to mend its fences, we are still not sure and

require a further sign, namely), and built the Beis Hamikdosh [Holy

Temple] in its place (clearly in the holy city of Jerusalem, indicating

that there would be a large Jewish population in that city, yet we are

still not certain of the end of the Galus, so a further factor must be

fulfilled, namely), and he gathers in the dispersed ones of Israel—then

he is certainly the Moshiach.... (Laws of Kings, 11:4).

It is clear from the above Psak Din [ruling] of the Rambam that

before there can be a Kibbutz Galuyos [ingathering of the exiles] and

the rebuilding of the Beis Hamikdash in its place, there has to be a

full and complete return to the Torah and Mitzvos while Jews are still

in the Galus, and it is this that is the prelude and preparation for the

Geulah....

May God grant that each and all of us in the midst of all Israel,

should be inspired with true Heavenly inspiration to walk in the

way of the Torah and to mend its fences, for it is this that will prepare

the way for Moshiach to implement all the conditions necessary to

bring about the truly full and complete Geulah.

(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe on 21st Menachem Av, 5728)
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�� What does it mean that “God will circumcise your

heart”? (v. 6)

ONKELOS: He will remove the foolishness from your heart.

KLI YAKAR: God will enable the Jewish people to serve Him, not

only out of fear, but out of love, as the verse stresses, “God, your

God, will circumcise your heart and the heart of your children,

(enabling you) to love God, your God, with all your heart and with

all your soul.”  Since one can only serve God out of love and joy

when not threatened by one’s enemies, the Torah continues: “God,

your God, will place all these curses upon your enemies and upon

those that hate you, who have pursued you” (v. 7).

RAMBAN: In the future era, to which this verse refers, God will

totally eliminate the existence of impurity and evil, and con-

sequently, the evil inclination will cease to exist. This is the meaning

of the statement, “God will circumcise your heart.”

�� Why does verse 8 state, “You will return to...God,” when

verse 2 already stated, “You will return to God”?

TZROR HAMOR: The first teshuvah, in verse 2, is not a complete

teshuvah, because it is inspired by the difficult circumstances of pain

and suffering. Thus, in verse 8 the Jewish people do teshuvah again,

for God’s sake, and not merely to relieve their suffering.

KLI YAKAR: The expression “You will return to God,” in verse 8,

does not refer to actual teshuvah, since the previous verses already

described how the Jewish people will return to God. Rather, verse 8

indicates the Jewish people will reach a state of teshuvah which they

are doing completely on their own, without having to rely on any of

the merits of their forefathers.

OHR HACHAYIM: What is the need for the Jewish people’s hearts to

be “circumcised” in verse 6, after they have already done

teshuvah, in verse 2? And why does verse 8 repeat that the Jewish

people will do teshuvah again?

There are three phases to the Jewish people’s teshuvah described

here: 

a.) “You will return to God your God, with all your heart and with

all your soul. You will listen to His voice” (v. 2). This refers to Torah

study (“His voice”), which is the beginning of teshuvah. 

b.) “God will circumcise your heart and the heart of your children,

(enabling you) to love God,” (v. 6),  i.e. they will stop transgressing the

prohibitions of the Torah.

c.) You will return and listen to the voice of God, and fulfill all

His commandments,” (v. 8), i.e. they will observe all the positive

commands too (“all His commandments”).
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”CIRCUMCISING” THE HEART (V. 6)

What does it mean to “circumcise” a heart?  If the verse spoke of

“circumcising” the foreskin of the heart (as written above 10:16), we would

understand that this refers to the removal of undesirable qualities that had

crept into a person’s emotional make-up, which “block” a person’s heart

from loving and fearing God (see Rashi ibid.). But our verse does not

mention circumcising the “foreskin” of the heart, but rather, the heart

itself.  What does this mean, and why does Rashi not clarify this matter?

The question why Rashi is silent here is strengthened by the fact that

Onkelos, whose translation of the Torah into Aramaic also aims to

explain scripture at the literal level, does deal with the matter. Onkelos

explains that the “circumcision” referred to here is to “remove the

foolishness from your heart.”

Since Rashi explains every difficulty that arises at the literal level, we can

presume that Rashi did not address this matter since he felt that the reader

would be able to clarify the matter for himself with simple logic and a

knowledge of Rashi’s prior comments.

THE EXPLANATION

When addressing any problem, the answers that are offered might be of

varying quality: a poor answer, an acceptable answer or even an excellent

�
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4 Even if your exiles will be (on mountains reaching*) the extremities of the skies, God, your God,

will gather you from there, and He will take you from there. 
5 God, your God, will bring you to the land which your forefathers possessed, and you will take

possession of it. He will be good to you, and He will make you more numerous than your forefathers. 
6 God, your God, will “circumcise” your heart and the heart of your children, (enabling you) to love

God your God with all your heart and with all your soul, for the sake of your life. 
7 God, your God, will place all these curses upon your enemies and upon those who hate you, who

have pursued you. 8 You will return and listen to the voice of God, and fulfill all His commandments,

which I am commanding you today. 9 God, your God, will give you prosperity in all the work of your

hands, the fruit of your womb, the fruit of your livestock, and the fruit of your soil—for God will, once

* See Sichas Shabbos Parshas Nitzavim 5745.     **Verse 6 is thus the climax of the entire sequence of events that began in chapter 29, verse 15.  Therefore, at the literal level, we

can presume that in verses 7-9, the Torah is merely recapping to explain in further detail the general statement in verse 5 that “God will be good to you.”

answer.  However, the best answer of all is to prove that the question itself

was unfounded.

In our case: Not only is it of no concern as to why our verse omits

“circumcising the foreskin of the heart”; on the contrary, if the verse had

mentioned “circumcising the foreskin of the heart,” then we would have

a legitimate question. For our verse is referring to the Jewish people after

“you will return to God, your God, with all your heart and with all your

soul” (v. 2), i.e. after the Jewish people have repented and subsequently

eradicated their rebellious traits (“foreskin”) from their hearts (cf. question of

Ohr HaChayim).  

On the other hand, when the Torah speaks on earlier occasions about

the “foreskin” of the heart, this refers to traits which obstruct a person from

serving God, concealing a person’s love and fear of God (Rashi to 10:16,

above), and cause a person to “treat My (commands) offhandedly” (see

Vayikra 26:21, and ibid. 40).

Thus, if our verse had stated that “God will circumcise the foreskin of

your heart,” then we would have a legitimate question: Why is it

necessary to remove a person’s emotional barriers to Divine service, after

they have already been removed (in v. 2), through teshuvah?

Clearly, our verse refers to a further, much higher level of emotional

attachment to God that occurs after a person has already done teshuvah;

an attachment that leads a person “to love God, your God, with all your

heart and with all your soul.”

However, this leaves us with the following questions:

a.) If we are only speaking here of a higher level of love of God, why

does the verse use a negative expression, “circumcise,” which suggests the

removal of something undesirable?

b.) Why does the verse state that this refinement will be brought about

by God (“God will circumcise your heart”—see Ramban), and not through

further efforts by man?

THE BROADER CONTEXT OF VERSE 6 

In order to answer these questions, we need to examine the broader

context of verse 6, which is the climax of a long sequence of events that

began earlier in chapter 29, verse 15. There, Moshe began to warn the

Jewish people of the dire consequence of their actions if they choose to

sin, a description that continues to the end of the chapter. Chapter 30

then opens with the promise that the Jewish people will eventually return

to God, Who will gather in the exiles.

On closer examination, Moshe’s warning (in chapter 29) is divided into

two distinct sections: a.) The causes which lead a person to sin (verses 15-

18); and b.) The consequences when a person sins (verses 18-27).

From this it follows that even after the Jewish people eventually do

teshuvah, uprooting their sins and the consequences that these sins bring,

there needs to be a further stage of refinement, to uproot the causes which

led the person on a path towards sin in the first place.

What, precisely, are these causes? The Torah explains, “You saw their

disgusting and repugnant (idols of) wood and stone....So perhaps there is

among you a man...whose heart is straying today from God our God”

(29:16-17), i.e. we are dealing here with a case of “the eye sees and the

heart desires” (Rashi to Bamidbar 15:39), and this causes the heart to “stray.”

Therefore, even after the Jewish people have done teshuvah and

uprooted all their sins (described here in chapter 30:1-2), they are then required

to eliminate the cause of sin—the problem that if “the eye sees, the heart

desires.” 

But surely, this is a fact of human nature?  It does not appear to be

within the ability of the average person to refine himself to the extent that

he will not desire what he sees.

Therefore, the Torah continues, in verse 6, “God will circumcise your

heart,” i.e. after the person has done teshuvah with all his heart and all

his soul and returned to God, (thus removing the “foreskin” of his heart),

God will reciprocate and circumcise the person’s heart itself—changing

man’s innate nature to desire what he sees (by severing this automatic

connection between the eyes and the heart), thus enabling the person to

serve God with a total purity of spirit.**

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 29, p. 167ff.; Sichas Shabbos Parshas Nitzavim 5743)
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

B a’al Haturim writes that the first letters of the words W�c�c�k ,¤t
c�c�k ,¤t±u (“[God will circumcise] your heart and the heart of

[your children]”—v. 6) spells kUk¤t, the final month of the Jewish

year during which one rises early in the morning to recite selichos

(penitential prayers). From this it follows that according to Ba’al

Haturim, the predominant theme of the month of Elul is teshuvah.

However, according to Chasidic thought, the predominant

theme of Elul is love—how God projects His deep-rooted love for

the Jewish people which they, in turn, reciprocate (Likutei Torah,

Re’eh 32b).  This is stressed by the conclusion of the above-

mentioned verse, “God your God will circumcise your heart... to

love God your God with all your heart and with all your soul”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 29, p. 170)
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�� What does it mean that the Torah is not in o°h©n¨�? (v. 12)

RASHI: It is not in the skies*, for if it were in the skies, you would

have to climb up after it [in order] to learn it.

RAMBAM: It is clearly explained in the Torah that its commandments

are eternal and cannot be changed....The verse, “It is not in Heaven,”

teaches us that it is no longer the prerogative of any prophet to

introduce a new part of the Torah (Laws of Foundations of the Torah 9:1).

�� Will new parts of Torah ever be revealed by God?

RASHI: We have a promise from Him that He will once again

appear to us and reveal the secrets of its reasons and concealed facts

(commentary to Song of Songs 1:2).

MIDRASH: How will the [Leviathan fish and the giant beast (Shor

Habor)] be slaughtered? The beast will gore the fish with its horns,

and tear it up, and the Leviathan will slaughter the beast with its fin.

The Sages say: How could that be a kosher form of slaughter?  Are

we not taught in the Mishnah, “Any person may slaughter, and any

[hard, smooth] substance may be used for slaughter; and slaughter

may be done at any time; except a sickle, saw, teeth, or nails are

prohibited since they are not smooth and cause tearing” (Chullin 15b)? 

R’ Avin bar Kahana says: “A new Torah will emerge from Me. New

laws will emerge from Me!” says God (Vayikra Rabah 13:3).

YALKUT SHIMONI: In the future, God will sit…and expound a new

Torah which will be given through Mashiach (Isaiah remez 429).

RAMBAM: The king who will arise from the seed of David

(Mashiach), will be a greater genius than Shlomo, and a great prophet

approaching the greatness of Moshe. Therefore, he will teach all

humanity, and show them the way of God (Laws of Teshuvah 9:2).

Îl©r U−�UÎx
W�`«©M aF½h§l Æ LiÆ¤l¨r UE ³U¨l dÀ �eŸd�i aEẂ�i | í¦M d®äŸh§l
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n§l �i�i aEz�i i�x�̀

K�d̈l�̀  �ii�C �̀x�ni�n§A l¥A�w�z i�x�̀ i :K�z�d¨a�` l©r

`�x§t�q§A oi¦ai�z§k�C i�dFn�i�wE i�dFcFT¦R x�H�n§l

K�d¨l�` �i�i m�c�w aEz�z i�x�` oi�c�d `�z�i�xF`�c

�̀c�d �̀Y�c
w§t�Y i�x�̀  `i :K�W§t�p l¨k§aE K¨A¦l l¨k§A

`i�d `�W�x§t�n `¨l oi�c `�nFi K�c�T©t�n `�p�` i�C

`i�d `�I�n�W¦a `¨l ai :`i�d `�wi�g�x `¨l�e K�P�n

`�p¨l D�a�Q	i�e `�I�n�W¦l `�p¨l w�Q	i o�n x�ni�n§l

`�x§a¦r�n `¨l�e bi :D�P�c§A§r�p�e D�z�i `�p�P¦r�n�W�i�e

`�x§a¦r§l `�p¨l x©A¦r�i o�n x�ni�n§l `i�d `�O�i§l

:D¨P�c§A§r�p�e D�z�i `�p�P¦r�n�W�i�e `�p¨l D¨a�Q	i�e `�O�i�c

K�nEt§A `�c�g©l `�n�B�z¦R K¨l ai�x�w i�x�` ci

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

hWar

THE IMMUTABILITY OF THE TORAH (V. 12)

The Midrash and Yalkut Shimoni describe the “new Torah” that is

destined to be given by Mashiach in the future.  Rambam appears to hint

to this point, by stating that Mashiach “will be a greater genius than

Shlomo, and a great prophet…therefore he will teach all humanity,”

i.e. since he will be a “great prophet,” therefore the “new” Torah will be

revealed through him, and he will teach all humanity.

How is this to be reconciled with the fundamental principle, which

Rambam himself writes, that the Torah “is not in Heaven,” and, “it is no

longer the prerogative of a prophet to introduce a new part of Torah”? 

THE EXPLANATION

Our Sages taught: “Every insight that an advanced student was destined

to innovate, was already given to Moshe at Sinai” (Megilah 19b). At first

glance, this appears to be a contradiction: On the one hand, the insight is

termed a genuine “innovation,” implying that it has never existed before,

and yet, “it was already given to Moshe at Sinai”?

However, the explanation is that at the “Giving of the Torah,” Moshe

was given the principles through which we may innovate new laws

through “suggesting the logic behind laws, analyzing them with questions

and refutations, delving deeply into the rationale behind and the reasons

�
T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

1 haghv fz' hc     2 hjzetk fy' hs     3 scrho hz' j     4 thfv t' y     5 ghruchi bv/* See Likutei Sichos vol. 34 pp. 170-1, that according to Rashi o°h©n¨� is to be translated “skies.”
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again, rejoice over you, being good (to you), as He rejoiced over (being good to) your fathers. 10 For then

you will listen to the voice of God your God, to observe His commandments and His suprarational

commands written in this Torah scroll, (and) you will then return to God your God, with all your heart

and with all your soul. 

[ CC LL OO SS EE NN EE SS SS OOFF TT HHEE TT OO RR AA HH [

F or this (body of) commandment(s) which I am commanding you this day, is not concealed from

you, nor is it far away.  12 It is not in the skies, that you should say, “Who will go up to the skies

for us and take it for us, to tell it to us, so that we can keep it?” 13 Nor is it across the sea, that you

should say, “Who will cross the other side of the sea for us and fetch it for us, to tell it to us, so that we

can keep it?” 14 Rather, this thing is very near to you, in your mouth and in your heart, to observe it. 

30:11

given for the laws, understanding one thing from another” (Laws of Torah

Study of the Alter Rebbe 2:2; see Shemos Rabah 41:6). Therefore, when an

“advanced student” toils to find an undiscovered insight which is

consistent with the principles of analysis, it can be rightly termed

(according to the rules of Torah) as his innovation.  Nevertheless, since

this “insight” was derived through the application of the pre-existing

principles given to Moshe at Sinai, he has merely identified a concept that

was present, but remained as yet undiscovered.

A similar process could be argued for the introduction of the “new

Torah,” in the Messianic Era.  At Sinai, the entire Torah was given (which

was a “one-time” event, never to occur again), including all the secrets of

the “new Torah” which will be revealed by Mashiach. All of this was

included, hidden within the Torah of Moshe.  

But there is a fundamental difference between the innovative insights

of “advanced students,” throughout history, and the impending

“new Torah”:

Since the innovations of today are discovered via human intellect,

(which is limited), it follows, that even before they are found, these

insights were hidden within the Torah in a way that is possible for man to

discover (by novel application of the pre-existing principles).

However, the ingenuity necessary to discover the “new Torah” is so

profound that it is beyond mortal imagination.  Therefore, God Himself

will have to demonstrate its presence, (hence, “a new Torah will emerge

from Me”), since these insights are so well hidden that it is impossible for

any human mind to find them. With the advent of the Messianic Era, they

will be “revealed” by God in the form of “innovative Torah thoughts,”

ideas that are incomparably more profound than our present Torah—as

the Sages said, “The Torah that a person learns in this world is empty

compared to the Torah of Mashiach” (Koheles Rabah 11:7).

According to this approach, it is clear that the “new Torah” revealed by

Mashiach is, in fact, part of the pre-existing Torah given to Moshe at Sinai,

which has “no possibility of change and “is not in Heaven.” Even though

the ideas which will be revealed by God (“from Me”) are so deep that no

man could possibly discover them, nevertheless, they will be brought

down into a comprehensible form. Consequently, it is stressed that,

“A new Torah will emerge from Me,” i.e. it will depart the Heavenly realm

and come into earthly terms.

The route by which the new Torah will escape its heavenly garb and

come into human comprehension is via Mashiach himself. Rambam

stresses that the Mashiach is both a “great prophet” and “a greater

genius...than Shlomo...therefore he will teach all humanity.” This

indicates that “New Torah” will first be revealed to him in the form of

prophecy and then, through his great genius, Mashiach will be capable of

articulating these complex ideas in a way that makes them accessible to

the normal human intellect, so that “he will teach all humanity.”

The reason why Godly revelation of new legislature will not be a breach

of the tenet that the Torah “is not in heaven,” is because Mashiach (being

a greater genius than Shlomo) will explain the new innovations to the

newly reconvened High Court in Jerusalem in a rational way that meets

their approval (according to the existing principles and logic of Torah).

This will then become fixed as Jewish Law, since the High Court Judges

are “the bastion of Oral Law and the pillar of guidance. From them,

comes the Law for the entire Jewish People” (Rambam, Laws of Rebellious

Individuals 1:1).

In this manner, the “new Torah” will become like “laws learned through

tradition…laws learned through the intellectual application of one of the

principles of Torah exposition, and it will appear in their eyes that this is

indeed the case” (ibid. 2).

(Based on Sicha of second day of Shavuos 5751)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“THIS THING IS VERY NEAR TO YOU...” (V. 14)

At first glance, the statement that “this thing is very near to

you…in your heart,” appears to be contrary to our experience

(and yet the Torah is eternally relevant), that it is simply not a

“very near thing” to transform one’s heart’s desires from wanting

worldly pleasures to a sincere love of God.

However, the words “to observe it” [at the end of the verse

qualify what is written at the beginning of the verse]: that we are

speaking here merely of a love which is sufficient to bring about

the practical observance of the commandments...even if it is not

palpable in his heart, like a burning fire.

And this is indeed “very near” and easy for any person who has

a brain inside his skull, since a person’s mind is under his control,

and he is free to think about whatever he pleases, on any subject.

So when he will use it to think about the greatness of God, he will

inevitably generate—in his mind, at least—a love of God,

[sufficient to make a person want] to cleave to Him through the

performance of His commandments and the study of His Torah.

(Excerpt from Tanya, chapter 17—Free Translation)

SIXTH

READING



1 evk, t'v     2 xprh     3 ,vkho yz' v

)yu(t, vjhho ut, vyuc/ zv ,kuh czv' to,gav yuc vrh kl jhho'

uto ,gav rg vrh klvnu,/ uvf,uc npra uvukl vhtl: )yz( tar tbfh
nmul vhuo ktvcv/ vrhvyuc' ucu ,kuh: ujhh, urch,/ vrh vjhho:

)hz(uto hpbv kccl/ vrh vrg: )hj( fh tcs ,tcsui/ vrh vnu,:

)hy(vgs,h cfo vhuo t, vanho ut,vtr./ avo ehhnho kguko

uftar ,erv t,fovrgv hvhu gsho atbh v,rh,h cfo cfk zt,/scr

tjr vghs,h cfo vhuo t, vanho uduw' tnrkvo vec"v khartk'

vx,fku canho acrt,hkana t,fo' ant abu t, ns,o ant kt gkv

dkdk jnv ni vnzrj uvthr kfk vguko' fgbhiabtnr uzrj vana uct vana
1

'

vx,fku ctr. acrt,h kana t,fo' ant ab,vns,v' ant zrg,o tu,v

ukt mnjv' tu antzrg,o jyho uvgk,v agurho' unv tku abgaukt

kafr ukt kvpxs to zufhi thi neckhi afruto juythi thi neckhi

purgbu,' kt abu t,ns,o' t,o ato zfh,o ,ecku afr utojyt,o

,ecku purgbu,' gk tj, fnv ufnv
2

: ucjr, cjhho/ tbh nurv kfo

a,cjru cjkevjhho' ftso vtunr kcbu cjr kl jke hpvcbjk,h ungnhsu

gk jke vhpv utunr ku t, zvcrur kl' ugk zv btnr vw nb,jkeh ufuxh 

t,v ,unhl durkh
3

' vbj, hsh gk durkvyuc kunr t, zv ej kl:

jxk, pra, bmcho
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Îz
` mF½ I�d Æ LiÆp̈t§l i�Y³�z�p dÆ�̀ �x eh [oixaegn odyk iriax] [xihtne iriay]

» L�E©v�n i´¦kŸp«�` xÆ
W�` fh :r«�x�dÎz
`�e ze −�O�dÎz
`�e aF ®H�dÎz
̀ �e mi−	I�g«�d
xŸ ²n�W¦l�e ei½¨k�x�c¦A z¤k´ ¤l¨l Æ LiÆ
d÷�` d³ �eŸd�iÎz
` dº¨a�d«�`§l ¼ mFI�d
Li½
d÷�̀  d́ �eŸd�i Æ L§k�x«¥aE �zi½¦a�x�e �zí	i�g�e ei® �h¨R�W�nE ei−�zŸT�g�e ei¬�zŸe§v�n
−L§a«¨a§l d¬ p§t	iÎm�`�e fi :D«�Y�W�x§l d�O−�WÎ`¨a d¬�Y�`Îx
W�` u
x¾�`¨A
:m«�Y�c©a£r«�e mi−�x�g�` mi¬�d÷ «̀¥l �zi² 	e�g«�Y�W«�d�e À�Y�g�C	p�e r® �n�W�z `÷́�e
Æ mi�n�i o³ªki�x�`«�zÎ`÷ oE ®c¥a`Ÿ «Y cŸ −a�` i¬¦M mF½ I�d Æ m¤k̈l i�Y�c³ �B�d gi

d�O−�W `F ¬a¨l o½�C�x�I�dÎz
` Æ x¥aŸr d³�Y�` xÆ
W�` d½�n�c�`´�dÎl©r
¼ u
x¼�`�dÎz
`�e m	i´�n�X�dÎz
` » mFI�d m´ ¤k¨a i�zŸÆc¦r«�d hi :D«�Y�W�x§l
mi½	I�g«©A Æ �Y�x�g«äE d®l̈¨l�T�d�e d−k̈�x§A�d Li½ p¨t§l i�Y´�z�p Æ zeÆ�O�d�e mi³ 	I�g«�d
©rŸ ¬n�W¦l Li½
d÷�` d́ �eŸd�iÎz
̀ Æ d¨a�d«�`§l k :L«¤r�x�f�e d¬�Y�` d− i�g«�Y o©r¬�n§l
Îl©r z¤a´ 
Ẅl Li½
n�i K
xŸ ´̀ �e Æ LiÆI�g `E³d í¦M F ®aÎd�w§a�c§lE F −lŸw§A
aŸ −w£r«�i§l «E w¬ �g§v	i§l m² �d�x§a�̀ §l Li² 
zŸa�`«©l d̄�eŸd�i rÆ©A�W	pÁ x
W�` dÀ�n�c� «̀�d

t t t :m«
d¨l z¬ �z̈l

K�n�c�w zi¦a�di�c i�f�g eh :D�c§A§r
n§l K¨A¦l§aE

z�i�e �̀zFn z�i�e �̀z§a�h z�i�e i�I�g z�i oi�c �̀nFi

m�g�x�n§l oi�c `�nFi K�c�T©t�n `�p�` i�C fh : �̀Wi¦A

i�dFn�c�w o�p�w�z�C o�g�x�̀ §A K�d�n¦l K�d̈l�̀  �i�i z�i

i�B�q�z�e i�gi�z�e i�dFpi�c�e i�dFn�i�wE i�dFcFT¦R x�H�n§lE

o�O�z§l l¥l¨r �Y�` i�C `¨r�x�`§A K�d¨l�` �i�i K�P¦k�x¨ai	e

i¥r�h�z�e l¥A�w�z `¨l�e K¨A¦l i�p§t	i m�`�e fi :D�z�xi�n§l

i�zi�E�g gi :oEP�g§l§t�z�e `�I�n�n©r z�e£r�h§l cEB�q�z�e

oEk�xFz `¨l oEc§ai�Y c©ai�n i�x�` oi�c `�nFi oFk§l

l©r�n§l `�p�C�x�i z�i x¥a¨r �Y�` i�C `¨r�x�` l©r oi�nFi

oi�c �̀nFi oFk§A zi�c�d�q�̀  hi :D�z�xi�n§l o�O�z§l

zi¦a�d�i `�zFnE i�I�g `¨r�x�` z�i�e `�I�n�W z�i

i�gi�z�C li�c§A i�I�g§A i¥r�x�z�z�e oi�h�e§lE ök�x¦A K�n�c�w

`̈l̈A�w§l K�d̈l�` �i�i z�i m�g�x�n§l k :Ki�p§aE �Y�`

Ki�I�g `Ed i�x�̀  D�Y§l�g�c§l `̈a�x�w�z�̀ §lE D�x�ni�n§l

�i�i mi	I�w i�C `¨r�x�` l©r a�Y�n§l Ki�nFi zEk�xF`�e

o�Y�n§l aŸw£r�i§lE w�g§v	i§l m�d�x§a�`§l K�z�d¨a�`©l

t t t :oFd§l

hWar
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S ee! I have given you today (a choice of) life and good, or death and evil! 16 For I am commanding

you today to love God, your God, to walk in His ways, and to observe His commandments, His

suprarational commands, and His rational commands, so that you will live and prosper. God, your

God, will then bless you in the land of which you are coming to take possession. 
17 But if your heart strays and you do not listen, and you turn away and prostrate yourself to other

gods and serve them, 18 I am declaring to you today, that you will definitely perish! You will not live a

long time on the land, of which you are crossing via the Jordan to come and take possession. 
19 I am calling upon the heaven and the earth (which are eternal) as witnesses against you! I have set

before you (a choice of) life or death, blessing or curse. Choose life! Then you and your children will

live, 20 to love God, your God, to listen to His voice, and to cleave to Him—for He is your life and the

length of your days—to live on the land which God swore to your fathers to Avraham, Yitzchak, and

Ya’akov, to give to them. 

THE HAFTARAH FOR NITZAVIM IS ON PAGE 288.

30:15

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

“LOOK, I HAVE GIVEN YOU (A CHOICE)...CHOOSE LIFE!” (V. 15, 19)

How can man have free will if God already knows beforehand

what he is going to do? The answer to this is simple enough, as

can be seen on the basis of two illustrations: 

1. Suppose there is a human being who can foretell what will

happen to a person in the future. This does not mean that this

knowledge deprives that person from acting freely as before. It only

means that the knowledge of the forecaster is such, that he knows

how the person will choose to act freely and of his own volition.

Similarly, God’s knowledge of human actions is such that it does

not deprive humans of their free choice; it only means that God

knows how the person will choose to act in a certain situation. To

formulate this in scientific terms, we can say that the opposite of free

choice is not pre-knowledge but compulsion, for there is such

knowledge which does not entail compulsion at all, for example,

knowledge of the past. 

2. Every believer in God, and not only Jews, believes that for God,

the past, present and future are all the same, since He is above time

and space. Just as in the case of human affairs, the fact that Mr. X

knows all that happened to Mr. Y in the past, did not affect Mr. Y’s

actions in the past. So God’s knowledge of the future, which is the

same as His knowledge of the past, does not affect the free choice of

human action. 

From the simple solution to the above question, you can draw an

analogy in regard to all similar questions and be sure that there is an

answer to them, and very often a simple one. But the proper Jewish

way is to fulfill the Torah and mitzvos without question, and then to

try and find out anything that you wish to find out about the Torah

and mitzvos, but not, God forbid, to make human understanding a

prerequisite condition for the performance of God’s commandments.

(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe on 25th Adar 5721)
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R’ Sa’adia Ga’on writes that Nitzavim and Vayeilech

actually constitute one single Parsha, and it is only

that in some years the Parsha is split into two (as opposed

to other instances, where two separate Parshiyos will be

combined together). Thus, even when Vayeilech is read

separately, we can derive a lesson from the reading of

Nitzavim and Vayeilech together.

At first glance, the two terms Nitzavim and Vayeilech

appear to be diametrically opposed. Nitzavim means

“standing firmly” in the same position, whereas

Vayeilech, which means “he went,” indicates movement.

So what is the lesson to be learned from combining

together “standing firmly” and “moving,” a feat which

does not appear to be at all possible?

S tanding firmly represents stability, reliability and

strength. A king, for example, remains stationary on

his throne, and those who wish to see him must come

from afar. Moving, on the other hand, is a sign of growth

and expansion.

Thus, the combination of simultaneously “standing

firmly” and “moving” (Nitzavim-Vayeilech) represents:

the ability to grow without compromising one’s prior

position of strength.

Some practical examples: When a person grows in his

knowledge of Torah, there is a danger that his newly

found sophistication may negatively affect his prior

quality of simple faith and dedication. The lesson of our

Parsha is the need to retain one’s strong foundation of

simple faith—which is “reliable” under all circumstances,

even when the intellect fails—and not allow it to become

tarnished by one’s understanding.

Another example concerns the wealthy businessman

who enjoys substantial growth in his financial affairs.

Such a person may be tempted to feel that this growth

came as a result of his good judgment and business

acumen; so when somebody asks him for a donation to

charity, he may think to himself, “I earned this money

through my business skills and hard work, so why should

I give it away?” Of course, the less successful business-

man does not have this “problem,” and he regularly prays

that if only God would bless him with riches, he would

gladly give much of it to charity....

The lesson here is obvious: Our challenge is to

harmonize Nitzavim with Vayeilech—the stability of

simple faith, together with constant growth and expansion.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Nitzavim-Vayeilech 5742; 

Likutei Sichos vol. 19, p, 298)

[ The Name of the Parsha [



1 rtv ahj, aWp uhkl ,afWy     2 scrho ks' z       3 xuyv hd:     4 pxue fd

)t( uhkl navuduw:1)c( kt tufk gus kmt, ukct/ hfuk a,aa

fju' ,knus kunr kt fv,v ghbuukt bx kjv
2

/ tkt nvu kt tufk' thbh

rath'abykv nnbh vrau, ubh,bv khvuag: uvw tnr tkh/ zvu phrua

kt tufk gus kmt,ukct' kph avw tnr tkh: tbfh vhuo/ vhuo nktu

hnh uabu,h' chuo zvbuks,h uchuo zv tnu,
3

/ scr tjr'kmt, ukct

cscrh ,urv' nkns abx,nu nnbunxuru, unghbu, vjfnv
1'3

:)u( kt
hrpl/ kt h,i kl rphui kvhu, bgzcnnbu: )z( fh t,v ,cut t,
vgo vzv/ trh t,,hguk go gnt vshi/ nav tnr khvuag'zebho

acsur hvhu gnl' vfk kph sg,i ugm,i'tck vesua crul vut tnr

khvuag' fh t,v,cht t, cbh hartk tk vtr. tar bacg,hkvo
4

'
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�� “Moshe went..” (v. 1).  Where did he go?

IBN EZRA: He went to the camp of each tribe individually.

TARGUM YONASON: He went to the House of Study.

RAMBAN: When Moshe finished relating Parshas Nitzavim, the

people would have gone home, because this gathering was made in

order to bring the Jewish people into a covenant with God (“You are

standing firmly today, all of you together...in order to bring you into

the covenant of God, your God,” 29:9-11), so when the covenant had

been established, the gathering would have fulfilled its purpose and

consequently dispersed. Our verse continues to explain that,

afterwards, Moshe left the Levite camp and went over to the Israelite

camp, like a person who wishes to depart from his friend, and comes

to ask permission from him.

KLI YAKAR: Moshe went quickly throughout the entire Jewish camp

to prove that his leadership was not ending because he was

physically weak, but rather, because he had not been permitted by

God to continue.

OHR HACHAYIM: Before a person passes away, his spirit leaves him.

The verse is thus teaching us that “the spirit of Moshe went.”

BA’AL HATURIM: “Moshe went” to Avraham, Yitzchak and Ya’akov,

who are mentioned in the previous verse, to inform them that God

was fulfilling His promise to bring the Jewish people to the Land.

WHERE DID MOSHE GO? (V. 1)

At the literal level, it appears to be unclear where “Moshe went” in verse 1.  

Ibn Ezra suggests that Moshe went to the camp of each tribe

individually.  However, this does not appear to be a literal interpreta-

tion, since: 

a.) Each tribe was of a very different character.  For example, the tribe

of Yissachar were Torah scholars, the tribe of Zevulun were business

people, and the tribe of Levi were priests and ministers.  So if Moshe had

gone separately to each camp and spoken to them individually, he would

have addressed them each in a different manner that befitted the charac-

ter of that particular tribe (even if the general content of his words was the

same). The fact that the verse stresses that Moshe spoke “the following

words to all Israel” suggests that he spoke to them as a group, and not as

individual tribes.

b.) The entire camp measured 3 parsa by 3 parsa (See Rashi to Bamidbar

21:35, 10:25, 33:39), which would mean that in order to visit each tribe

individually Moshe would need to have walked 12 parsa.* This is difficult
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M oshe went, and he spoke the following words to all Israel. 2 He said to them, “Today I am

one hundred and twenty years old. I am no longer (permitted by God) to lead (you) out (to

war*) and bring (you) back (safely again, even though I am physically capable of doing so,

because) God said to me, “You may not cross this (River) Jordan.” 
3 It is God, your God, Who will take you across the Jordan. He will destroy these nations before you

so that you will take possession of their (lands. And) it is Yehoshua who will lead you across, as God has

said. 4 God will do to them what He did to the Amorite kings, Sichon and Og, and to their land when

He destroyed them. 5 God will deliver them to you, and you should do to them in accordance with all

the commandment(s) that I have instructed you. 
6 Be strong and courageous! Do not be afraid or dismayed because of them! For God, your God, is

the One Who is going with you. He will not loosen (his hold on) you and forsake you!” 
7 Moshe called Yehoshua and said to him in the presence of all Israel, “Be strong and courageous!

For you will come with this people to the land which God swore to their fathers to give them, and you

to accept at the literal level, since: 1) An average person can walk only 10

parsa a day (Pesachim 94a).  2) On this day—the last of his life—Moshe did

many other things too, as detailed in Parshiyos Nitzavim, Vayeilech,

Ha’azinu and Vezos Habrachah, which would not have left him time to do

a lot of walking.

According to Targum Yonason Moshe went to the house of study and

all the Jewish people were gathered there.  

However, gathering the entire Jewish nation would, practically

speaking, be an extremely difficult task, and if such a major undertaking

would have occurred we would expect some mention of it (at the literal

level).  In fact, we find later on in the Parsha, that the gathering of just the

elders and leaders of Israel required a special request from Moshe:

“Gather to me all the elders of your tribes and your officers” (v. 28).

So what is the explanation, at the literal level, where “Moshe went,” and

how he was able to address “all of Israel” at once?  And why did Rashi

not explain this matter?

THE EXPLANATION

Rashi’s did not address this issue directly, as he felt the reader would be

capable of deducing it for himself from one of Rashi’s earlier comments.

In Parshas Beha’aloscha the Torah describes that when the Levites were

inaugurated into service, Moshe was commanded to gather the entire

congregation of Israel in order that they all rest their hands on the Levites

(Bamidbar 8:9-10). Rashi explains the reason for this instruction: “Since the

Levites were being given as an atonement offering in their [i.e. the

congregation’s**] stead, let them come and stand by their offerings [i.e.

the Levites] and rest their hands upon them.”

From here the reader will have learned a rule, that when a communal

sacrifice is offered, the entire community needs to be present.***

Thus, we can presume that, at the literal level, when “Moshe went, and

he spoke the following words to all Israel,” he did not need to make a

special gathering since he would have found “all Israel” already gathered

together when one of the communal sacrifices was offered.

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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* See Rashi to Bamidbar 27:17; Sichas Shabbos Parshas Vayeilech 5726.     **[Originally, it was intended that ministers of God be appointed from the firstborn of the entire

congregation.  However, when the firstborn participated in the sin of the Golden Calf, this privilege was passed to the tribe of Levi. Thus here, the tribe of Levi was acting as an

“atonement sacrifice” for the rest of Israel.]     ***Later, in the times of Shmuel and King David, the system of Anshei Ma’amad was introduced, where a group representing the

entire Jewish people was present at the communal sacrifices (see Ta’anis 26a).  However, it would be difficult to accept, at the literal level, that this practice had already been

introduced here, because: a.) Rashi makes no mention of it; and, b.) Above, in Parshas Re’eh, the reader learned that non-sacrificial meat only became permitted upon entering the

Land of Israel, because at that point in time it was no longer convenient for every person who desired to eat meat to come to the Temple (12:21 and Rashi).  From this it appears

that the Anshei Ma’amad system was likewise only introduced after entering the Land, when it became difficult for everybody to be present at communal offerings.  At this point,

however, while still in the desert, there was no need for this dispensation, (and “it is preferable for a person to perform a mitzvah in person, rather than via an agent” Kidushin 41a).

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

At first glance, the transfer of leadership from Moshe to

Yehoshua represented a weakening of the strength of the

Jewish people, as our Sages taught: “Moshe’s face was like that

of the sun. Yehoshua’s face was like that of the moon” (Bava

Basra 75a). If the Jewish people had merited to enter the Land of

Israel under Moshe’s leadership, the conquest would have

been instant and miraculous. Under Yehoshua, however, the

Jewish people were required to conquer the land within the

confines of nature, with the tremendous courage and self-sacrifice

which that involves.

Nevertheless, Chasidic thought explains that this was not in fact

a disadvantage, but to the contrary, it was for the overall good.

The purpose of creation is to make, “a home for God in the lowest

realms,” i.e. by human effort within an everyday setting. Miracles

are generally counterproductive to this goal, as they serve to

impose spirituality on the world, rather than letting the “lowest

realms” develop a spiritual sensitivity for themselves.

So, ultimately, the non-miraculous entry into the land via

Yehoshua fulfilled the purpose of Creation to a greater extent.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 9, p.56ff.)
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�� Why are men, women and children required to be

present at the Hakhel gathering (v. 12)?

TALMUD (TRACTATE CHAGIGAH): Men come “to learn” and women

come “to hear.” Why do children come? In order to reward those

who bring them along (Chagigah 3a).

MAHARSHA: Verse 13 states explicitly the reason why children are

brought to the Hakhel gathering: “Their children, who do not

understand, will hear and learn to fear God, your God.” Why then

does the Talmud offer a different reason, “In order to reward those

who bring them along”?

The answer is that verses 12 and 13 are speaking of different types

of children. Verse 13 refers to a child who has reached the age when

his education has begun, and thus his father has an obligation to

bring him to the gathering, to educate him. Verse 12, however, refers

to very small children (“minors”).

TALMUD (TRACTATE KIDUSHIN): Children are obligated [in the mitzvah

of Hakhel] (Kidushin 34b). 

But this begs the question: Why did Moshe instruct, later in the Parsha,

to “gather to me all the elders of your tribes and your officers” (v. 28),

when he could have addressed them during one of the communal

sacrifices, without having to make a special gathering?

There is, however, a clear distinction between these two cases. Moshe

gathered the elders and leaders in order to fulfill God’s instruction to teach

them the Song of Ha’azinu (v. 19). And, for this, it was only appropriate

to have a gathering specifically for that purpose, so as not to fulfill the

Divine command ad hoc, while the Jewish people had gathered for

another reason.

In the opening of our Parsha, however, where Moshe chose to offer

words of encouragement to the Jewish people of his own volition, and not

as a direct command from God, Moshe did not want to bother the Jewish

people to make a special gathering. Rather, he addressed them when they

had gathered in any case, to offer a communal sacrifice.

(Based on Sichas Motzoi Shabbos Parshas Vayeilech 5739)

ASSEMBLING ALL THE PEOPLE (V. 12-13)

The explanations of Hakhel in the Talmud (see Classic Questions) present

us with a number of difficulties:
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will apportion it to them as an inheritance. 8 It is God Who will lead you forward.  He will be with you.

He will not loosen (His hold on) you and forsake you. Do not be afraid or dismayed.” 
9 Then Moshe wrote down this (entire) Torah, and gave it to the priests, (on behalf of) the descendants

of Levi, who carry the Ark of God’s covenant, and to all the elders of the Jewish people (on behalf of

the Jewish people).

[ TT HHEE MM II TT ZZ VV AA HH OOFF HH AA KK HH EE LL [

M oshe commanded them, saying: “At the end of seven years (in the year following) the

sabbatical year, during the festival on the holiday of Succos, 11 when all Israel comes to

appear before God, your God, in the place that He will choose:

� (The king) should read this Torah before all of Israel, in their ears. 

�
12 Assemble the people—the men, the women, and the minors, and the convert in your cities—

in order that they will hear, and in order that they will learn and fear God, your God, and be

careful to observe all the words of this Torah. 13 Their children, who do not understand, will hear

and learn to fear God, your God, all the days that you live on the land, of which you are crossing

the Jordan to take possession. 

1.) Tractate Chagigah states that the role of children in Hakhel is “to

reward those who bring them along,” implying that the children

themselves have no real part in the mitzvah. Tractate Kidushin, however,

states explicitly that “children are obligated.”

2.) What prompted Tractate Chagigah to explain that “men come ‘to

learn,’ and women come ‘to hear,’” when this is stated explicitly in v. 12:

“Assemble the people—the men, the women...in order that they will hear,

and in order that they will learn”?

3.) The statement in Tractate Kidushin that, “children are obligated,” is

also difficult to understand, since we do not find anywhere in the Torah

that children before bar-mitzvah or bas-mitzvah are obligated in mitzvos.

Maharsha explains that verses 12 and 13 are addressed to two different

types of children: Verse 12 refers to very small children (“minors”) who

are too young to begin their education, and the only reason that they are

brought is “to reward those who bring them along.” On the other hand,

verse 13 refers to children who are mature enough to be educated, and

thus they will “learn to fear God.” This appears to resolve the apparent

contradiction between the two tractates, whether children are obligated or

not (question ‘1’), since Tractate Chagigah (which states that children are

not obligated) could be speaking of younger children, and Tractate

Kidushin (which states that children are obligated), about older children.

However, this is somewhat difficult to accept, since the question

remains: How can a child be obligated, even if he is older?*

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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[ The Last Word [

“(THE KING) SHOULD READ THIS TORAH...” (V. 11)

The Torah was given to us in order that it permeate and vitalize

each and every Jew without exception—man, woman, child

and stranger—so thoroughly, and to such an extent and degree,

that one’s entire being, in all its aspects, senses and feelings, will

become a “Torah and mitzvos being.”

And in order to attain this end, most deeply and fully, the Torah

was read on that occasion by the king, whose awe-inspiring

quality filled the audience with an overwhelming sense of awe

and subservience, to the extent of complete bitul—self-

effacement....

It is the duty of everyone who is a “king,” a leader, in his circle

—the spiritual leader in his congregation, the teacher in his

classroom, the father in his family—to raise the voice of the Torah

and mitzvos, forcefully and earnestly, so that it produces a

profound impression and an abiding influence in the audience....

an influence that should be translated into daily life, into conduct

governed by the Torah and mitzvos, with fear of Heaven, and, at

the same time, with gladness of heart.

(Excerpt from a public letter written in the Days of Selichos, 5726)

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

Hakhel is a rare case where the Torah specifies that even small

children are obligated to observe a Biblical command.  For

Hakhel is a mitzvah which arouses and strengthens the inner faith

of a Jew—and in this area, men, women and children are equal. 

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 19, p. 369)

FOURTH

READING

*Even Maharsha’s distinction is in itself difficult to accept. One is only required to educate a child in those mitzvos in which he will later become obligated as an adult.  Thus,

according to Maharsha, verse 13, which speaks of an older child, would not obligate a father to bring a child who was, for example, blind or mentally handicapped, since there is

no requirement to educate a child in a mitzvah which he would not be required to observe as an adult.  However, verse 12 require all minors (below the age of education) to be

brought to the Hakhel gathering, since at this age the child is not being brought for the purposes of education but “in order to reward those who bring them along.” Thus, according

to Maharsha’s interpretation, we would come to the bizarre conclusion that a blind or mentally handicapped child would be brought to a Hakhel gathering before reaching the age

of education, but not afterwards!
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THE EXPLANATION

There are two legal dimensions to the mitzvah of Hakhel: a.) the

obligation resting on the king; and b.) the obligation resting on the people:

a.) The basic requirement of Hakhel, as it is recorded in the Torah, is an

obligation upon the king to “assemble the people.” The people

themselves, on the other hand, have no direct command to attend the

gathering, and they do so merely in order to enable the king to fulfill his

own, personal obligation.  In other words, since the observance of any

mitzvah involves taking an “entity” and doing a certain act with it, the

king needs an “entity” that he can inspire to “learn and fear,” in order to

fulfill his mitzvah—and the people are that entity. 

b.) As a result of their central role in the assembly, the people

themselves are indirectly obligated too. This could be compared to the

mitzvah of having children, which, according to Jewish Law, rests upon

the man and not the woman.  But since it is clearly impossible for a man

to father children on his own, it follows that his wife also shares the

obligation of having children indirectly (Ran to Kidushin beg. chap. 2). Likewise

in our case, it is impossible for a king to discharge his obligation of

gathering and inspiring the people without their co-operation, so it follows

that they share the obligation too, indirectly.*

Based on this distinction we can now explain the apparent contradiction

between Tractates Kidushin and Chagigah:

The king’s direct obligation (‘a’) requires him to gather the entire nation,

including the children. This is the meaning of the statement in Tractate

Kidushin that “children are obligated,” because in terms of constituting an

“entity” with which the king can perform his mitzvah (and thus sharing

the obligation indirectly), children are equal to adults.

But when we speak of the obligation resting on the people (‘b’), which

is a personal obligation, the question arises, “Why do minors come?”

They cannot be personally obligated in mitzvos, and they are too young

to be inspired to “learn and fear God.”

In response to this question, Tractate Chagigah explains that yes, it is

true that when we speak of the personal obligation resting on the people

themselves, children cannot be obligated; but even then, they are not just

part of an “entity” with which the king fulfills his mitzvah, but furthermore,

they are brought “in order to reward those who bring them along.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 19, p. 363ff.)
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*With the mitzvah of Hakhel there is more sharing of obligation than with the mitzvah of having children. For in the case of Hakhel it is intrinsic to the mitzvah itself that the people

become inspired, as the Torah stresses, “Assemble the people...in order that they will learn and fear God, your God etc.” So the people do not merely share the obligation with the

king by virtue of a practical technicality—that he could not do the mitzvah without them—but rather, because the very purpose of this mitzvah is to inspire the people.
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G od said to Moshe, “The time is now approaching for you to die. Call Yehoshua and stand in

the Tent of Meeting, and I will encourage him.” 

Moshe and Yehoshua went, and stood in the Tent of Meeting. 15 God appeared in the Tent, in

a pillar of cloud, and the pillar of cloud stood at the entrance to the Tent. 
16 God said to Moshe, “You are soon to lie with your fathers. This nation will rise up and desire to

follow the gods of the people of the land into which they are coming. They will forsake Me and violate

My covenant which I made with them. 17 On that day, I will become very angry with them. I will forsake

them and hide My face from them, (appearing as if I do not see their distress). They will be consumed,

and many misfortunes and traumas will happen to them. On that day, they will say, ‘Is it surely because

our God is no longer among us, that these evils have befallen us.’ 18 I will surely hide My face on that

day, because of all the evil they have committed, when they turned to other gods.” 

[ GG OODD ’’ SS TT EE SS TT II MM OO NN YY FF OO RR TT HH EE FF UU TT UU RR EE [

�
19 “Now, write for yourselves this song (in Parshas Ha’azinu), and teach it to the Children of Israel.”

“Place it into their mouths, so that this song will be for Me as a witness to the children of Israel.”
20 “When I bring them to the land which I have sworn to their forefathers, a land flowing with milk and

honey, they will eat, be satisfied, and become fat. Then they will turn to other gods and serve them,

angering Me and violating My covenant. 

�� What law is derived from verse 19?

RAMBAM: It is a positive command for every Jewish man to write a Torah scroll for himself, as the verse states, “Now, write for yourselves

this song,” meaning to say, “write for yourselves a Torah which contains this song,” for a Torah is invalid if it consists of separate scrolls....

If a person writes one with his own hand, it is as if he received it from Mount Sinai (Laws of a Torah Scroll 7:1).

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

THE FINAL TWO MITZVOS OF THE TORAH

Parshas Vayeilech contains two mitzvos: 1.) Hakhel—Gathering

the entire people in Jerusalem after the Sabbatical year to hear the

King read from the Torah (v. 10-13). And, 2.) The mitzvah of writing a

Torah scroll (v. 19—see Classic Questions).

What is the significance of the fact that these are the last two

mitzvos recorded in the Torah, both transmitted by Moshe on the day

of his passing?

As long as the Jewish people were in the desert, memories of the

experience at Sinai remained fresh. Even those members of the

next generation who had not seen the giving of the Torah with their

eyes, had nevertheless grown up in a spiritual oasis where the effects

of Sinai were still palpable.  

But at this junction in time, the Jewish people were leaving that

oasis and embarking on the formidable challenge of living a life

dominated by earning one’s physical needs—and this was to be

without the leadership of Moshe.  To help overcome these hurdles,

the Jewish people were given two mitzvos whose purpose was to

enable them to recreate the experience of Sinai in their new setting.

Thus Rambam writes that, at a Hakhel gathering: “They must

prepare their hearts and alert their ears to listen with dread and awe

and with trembling joy, like the day it was given on Sinai...as though

the Torah was being commanded to him now, and he was hearing it

from the mouth of the Almighty, for the king is an agent to make the

words of God heard” (Laws of Festival Offerings 3:6).

However, this only recreates the experience of being commanded

by God as a nation to observe the mitzvos. In order to re-enact

the experience of being given the Torah personally by God to study,

a further mitzvah was given—to write a Torah scroll. For when: “a

person writes one with his own hand, it is as if he received it from

Mount Sinai” (see Classic Questions).

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, p. 189ff.)
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�� Where was the Torah scroll placed? (v. 26)

RASHI: In [Tractate] Bava Basra, the Sages of Israel were divided over this matter. Some maintained that there was a shelf protruding from

the Ark, where it was put.  Others maintained that it was put next to the tablets, inside the Ark. 

MOSHE’S TORAH SCROLL (V. 26)

Rashi cites two views of “the Sages of Israel” concerning where the

Torah scroll that Moshe wrote was placed: i.) On a shelf protruding from

the Ark; or ii.) Inside the Ark.

This prompts the following questions:

a.) Since Rashi’s commentary is devoted exclusively to explaining

scripture at the literal level, how could he accept the notion that the Torah

was placed inside the Ark, when the Torah states unambiguously that it

was placed “beside the Ark”?

b.) Rashi’s first interpretation is also difficult to accept at the literal level,

since the detailed description of the Ark’s design in Parshas Terumah

makes no mention of “a shelf protruding from the Ark,” on which a Torah

scroll could be placed. Why did Rashi not conclude more simply that the

Torah was kept next to the Ark, without the Ark having a special feature

to accommodate it?

THE EXPLANATION

While verse 26 states clearly that Moshe’s Torah scroll was to be placed

beside the Ark, the verse does not state explicitly whether the Torah

was required to remain in this place at all times, even when the Ark was

in transit.  

However, from the context of the verse, it is quite clear that the Torah

was required to remain next to the Ark during transit, because:

a.) Verse 26 was an instruction given to “the Levites, who carried the

Ark of God’s Covenant” (v. 25).

b.) In a much broader context, the verse is part of Moshe’s instructions

to Yehoshua in preparation for their imminent entrance into the Land of

Israel. They were going to begin traveling very soon, and during this time,

the Tabernacle would have to be dismantled. So if we were to accept that

the command in our verse (to place Moshe's Torah next to the Ark) only

applied when the Tabernacle was erected, then it would turn out that
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21 “What will happen is, when numerous misfortunes and traumas will happen to them, this song

(which warns them of the consequences of their actions) will speak out to them as a witness, for it will

not be forgotten from the mouths of their children; for I know their inclination that they (are planning) to

do today, (even) before I bring them into the land which I swore (to give them).” 
22 On that day, Moshe wrote down this song, and taught it to the children of Israel.
23 (God) commanded Yehoshua, the son of Nun, and said: 

“Be strong and courageous! For you will bring the children of Israel to the land that I have sworn to

them, and I will be with you.” 

[ MM OO SS HH EE ’’ SS TT OO RR AA HH SS CC RR OO LL LL IISS PP LL AA CC EE DD WW II TT HH TT HH EE AA RRKK [

T hen, when Moshe finished writing the words of this Torah, until its very end, in a scroll,
25 Moshe commanded the Levites, who carried the Ark of God’s Covenant, saying: 
26 “Take this Torah scroll and place it beside the Ark of the Covenant of God ,your God, and it

will be there as a witness.  27 For I know your rebellious spirit and your stubbornness.  Look!—even while

I am alive with you today you have been rebels against God, surely (you will be) after my death (too)!”

Moshe’s instructions here did not apply to the immediate future, and were

therefore out of context with the rest of his words to Yehoshua, which did

concern the immediate future.

c.) In any case, the verse stresses that the Torah was placed “as a

witness,” which would presumably apply at all times.

This requirement for the Torah scroll to be with the Ark at all times,

presented Rashi with a problem: The Ark was protected with no less than

three coverings while in transit (Bamidbar 4:5-6), so how could Moshe’s

Torah scroll remain “beside the Ark” when the coverings intervened?

To solve this problem, Rashi offered two solutions (from “the Sages of

Israel”):

That the Ark had a shelf protruding from it, on which the Torah scroll

was placed; and clearly, the coverings must have been placed over the

Ark and its shelf (and scroll).

As for the fact that this shelf was not mentioned in Parshas Terumah, we

could argue that since the command to “take this Torah scroll and place it

beside the Ark of the Covenant” was surely an instruction which Moshe

had heard from God, it follows that the requirement to make the shelf is

derived from this verse itself—as a logical extension of the requirement to

keep the Torah scroll next to the Ark at all times.

However, in the final analysis it is difficult to accept that at this time,

some forty years after the Ark was made, a shelf was suddenly added.

Therefore Rashi cited a second interpretation, that the Torah scroll was

placed inside the Ark.   

However, this too is difficult to accept, because the verse states that the

Torah scroll was placed “beside the Ark” and not in the Ark. 

Thus Rashi was forced to bring two interpretations, since each is

problematic at the literal level.

Ultimately, Rashi was equally dissatisfied with both interpretations, so

he prefaced his explanation with the phrase: “the Sages of Israel were

divided over this matter,” as if to say: “neither of these interpretations are

preferable at the literal level, and they differ only according to the

personal approaches of the Sages.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 9. p. 196ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

31:24

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

Is a teacher forced to dilute his understanding of a subject in

order to transmit it to his students?  Or, is it possible for the

teacher to take an idea as he understands it and “reconstruct” that

very concept in class, so that it retains the same level of brilliance

and profundity that it possessed within his own mind?

Or, to phrase it differently: The teacher sees the general

perspective of an idea, but he can only communicate it through a

series of details.  Is it possible for a teacher to infuse those details

with the same energy and vision which the general idea

possesses?  Or will the student inevitably be left with a series of

disjointed details which he cannot “re-assemble” to capture the

general perspective that existed in the teacher’s mind?

This question was disputed between “the Sages of Israel” (see

Rashi): The Tablets inside the Ark contained the Ten

Commandments which represent the laws of the Torah in general.

Moshe’s Torah scroll (v. 24), contained the laws of the Torah

specified in detail.

Moshe’s Torah scroll had to be placed “beside the Ark” (v. 26),

indicating that the details should always be “close to” and

representative of the general perspective.  But how close?

One view maintained that the Torah was kept on a shelf outside

the Ark, but connected to it, i.e. that the details will never truly

represent the general perspective (they are “outside”), but that

they will be loyal and “connected to” it.

A second view, however, maintained that the Torah scroll was

placed inside the Ark—i.e. that a very talented teacher is capable

of communicating ideas in a way that they retain the same

brilliance and profundity that existed in the teacher’s own mind.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 9, pp. 202-3)
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�� Why were the elders and police officers picked for this gathering? (v. 28)

ABARBANEL: Because they were the leaders of the people, who listened to Moshe’s words on behalf of the people.

THE PRESENCE OF POLICE OFFICERS (V. 28)

In Verse 28, Moshe requested a gathering of the elders, to whom he

would transmit the Song of Ha’azinu on behalf of the Jewish people.

However, with this gathering we find a totally unprecedented detail, that

in addition to the elders of the Jewish people, Moshe also requested the

police officers to be present. Since the role of the police officers is simply

to enforce the law, what was the need for their presence here, when

Moshe was transmitting the Torah?

THE EXPLANATION

The purpose of this gathering was an attempt to avert the spiritual

decline of the Jewish people after Moshe’s passing, as verse 29 continues:

“I know that long after my (disciple Yehoshua’s) death you will surely

become corrupted (with idol worship), and depart from the way which I

commanded you. Misfortune will inevitably come upon you in the end, etc.”

At first glance, these efforts to avert spiritual decline would appear to

have been totally futile, according to Moshe’s own admission, as he

exclaimed in verse 27: “even while I am alive with you today you have

been rebels against God, surely (you will be) after my death (too)!”

How could Moshe possibly expect the Jewish people to listen to the

elders, if they had not listened properly to Moshe himself?

To address this problem, Moshe added police officers to the gathering,

thereby setting a precedent: that whenever the elders would gather in the

future to transmit the Torah’s commands to the people, they would do so

in the presence of the police officers.  In this way, the elders’ declarations

would be taken more seriously by the people, since the threat of law-

enforcement would be real and obvious.

Of course, this had not been done in the past, but on the day of his

passing, Moshe understood that it would be required in the future, at least

as a deterrent.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Vayeilech 5746)
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“G ather to me all the elders of your tribes and your police officers, and I will speak these words

(of the song of Ha’azinu) into their ears. I will call upon the heavens and the earth as

witnesses against them, 29 for I know that long after* my (disciple Yehoshua’s) death you will

surely become corrupted (with idol worship**), and depart from the way which I commanded you.

Misfortune will inevitably come upon you in the end, because you did evil in the eyes of God, to provoke

His anger through your actions.”

30 Then Moshe spoke the words of the following song, into the ears of the entire assembly of Israel,

until their completion.

HAFTARAHS: NITZAVIM-VAYEILECH—P. 288.     SHABBOS SHUVAH—P. 290.

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

31:28
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

Parshas Vayeilech is read on the Shabbos preceding Yom Kippur

(in years when it is read separately), whereas Parshas Nitzavim is

always read on the Shabbos before Rosh Hashanah.

The High Holidays are a time of Jewish unity, when we stand

before God as one. Nevertheless, there is a subtle, but significant

difference between the unity of Rosh Hashanah and the unity of Yom

Kippur, which takes expression in the two Parshiyos which are

connected with these dates: Nitzavim and Vayeilech.

Rosh Hashanah is a time of unity of all Jewish souls, as they exist

in their spiritual source. Yom Kippur, on the other hand,

represents the unity of the Jewish souls even as they exist down

below, in physical bodies.

Thus, on Rosh Hashanah we do not make confessions to God or

openly mention our sins, for this holy day stresses the soul as it is in

its source, where it transcends the concept of sin. On the other hand,

on Rosh Hashanah we do eat food—an experience which each

person enjoys in a different way, indicating that the unity and

equality among the souls that occurs on Rosh Hashanah is not

experienced by the body.

True unity comes about when there is a potential for differences

and divisiveness (due to the body), and yet we nevertheless come

together—and this occurs on Yom Kippur. Thus, the theme of Yom

Kippur is atonement for sins, for this stresses how our physical

existence lends the possibility for sin (and hence divisiveness), but

how we are nevertheless cleansed from sin, and come together as

one.  Likewise, even in our physical lives we stand united and equal

on Yom Kippur, for each person equally denies himself or herself any

food or drink at all.

Thus, Parshas Nitzavim, which is always read before Rosh Ha-

shanah, stresses the unity of the Jewish souls: “You are standing

firmly today, all of you together, before God, your God”—i.e. the

reason why “you are all together” is because we are speaking here of

the Jewish souls as they exist “before God, your God,” in their source.

Parshas Vayeilech, however, which is connected with Yom Kippur,

stresses the unity of the Jewish people as they exist down here in this

world, on their own level.  Thus the Parsha begins, “Moshe went, and

he spoke the following words to all Israel,” i.e. Moshe “went” from

his exalted spiritual standing and lowered himself to the level at

which “all Israel” found themselves.

And similarly here, at the end of the Parsha, the Torah stresses the

same theme again: “Then Moshe spoke the words of the following

song, into the ears of the entire assembly of Israel, until their

completion” (v. 30). Literally, the words, “until their completion” refer

to the end of “the words of the song.” However, Chasidic thought

explains that “their completion” also refers to the “completion” and

spiritual perfection of the Jewish people. Thus, the verse is informing

us that Moshe did not only address the souls of the Jewish people, but

he uplifted “the entire assembly of Israel” until their bodies and souls

together reached “completion” and perfection, here in this world.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 19, p. 298ff.)

MAFTIR



1. To assemble the entire people to hear the Torah being read,
after the Sabbatical year [31:12].

2. Every Jew should write a Torah scroll for himself [31:19].
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Parshas Ha’azinu begins with the words, “Listen,

O heavens, for I will speak! Let the earth hear the

words of my mouth!” The Midrash explains that Moshe

was “close to the heavens,” so he told them to “listen”—

a term which suggests a closeness between speaker and

listener.  But since he was “distant from the earth,” he told

it to “hear,” from afar (Sifri, beginning of Ha’azinu).

A fundamental principle of Chasidic thought is that

every Jew has a spark of Moshe within his soul, which

enables him to attain, to some small extent, the spiritual

greatness of Moshe (Tanya ch. 42). Thus, it is practically

relevant to all of us, to some degree, to appreciate that

spiritual matters are more important than physical things—

to be “close to the heavens and distant from the earth.”

At first glance, however, this appears to be somewhat

absurd. How is it possible for an ordinary person, who

lives a normal, bodily existence, to feel “close to the

heavens and distant from the earth”?

Furthermore, are we not taught that the ultimate

purpose of creation is to be found here on earth by

making a “home for God below” (Tanchuma, Naso 16)? What

is to be gained, then, from feeling “distant from the

earth”?

There is a very big difference between acquiring a new

talent and uncovering an existing one. Acquiring a

talent involves learning totally new skills, that are alien to

one’s existing personality traits. And even after the person

has fully mastered the skill, it will always remain as an

acquired trait. 

On the other hand, if a person has an intrinsic talent in

a certain area from the time he was born, when he

uncovers that talent it will be: a.) much easier to learn

than acquiring a new one, and, b.) after he has perfected

this “new” skill, it will be a statement of who he really is,

rather than something he has tried to become.

The Jewish soul is “literally a part of God Above” (Tanya

ch. 2). So, for a Jew, the feeling of being “close to the

heavens” is not something that needs to be acquired, but

merely uncovered. Thus, in some way, it is relatively easy

and natural for us to feel “close to the heavens and distant

from the earth,” because our souls, which sustain our very

lives, are truly “distant from the earth.”  

But nevertheless, after being born into a body, we are

firmly rooted in this world too, enabling us to bring our

natural affinity with “the heavens” down to the earth—

thus making “a home for God below.”

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Ha’azinu 5750)

[ The Name of the Parsha [
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�� How does one “ascribe greatness to our God”? (v. 3)

RASHI: “When I call out the Name of God”—When I call out and

mention God’s Name, you should “ascribe greatness to our God”—

and bless His Name. From here, they derived that after a blessing

recited in the Temple, one responds: “Blessed be the Name of His

glorious Kingdom!” [and not “Amen”].

SIFRI: From where do we derive that one must answer “Amen” after

a blessing is made?  From the words, “ascribe greatness to our God.”

GUR ARYEH: The verse cannot refer to answering “Amen,” since

Amen is is not a phrase with which one praises the greatness of God,

and the verse stresses: “ascribe greatness to our God.” 

ASCRIBING GREATNESS TO GOD (V. 3)

What forced Rashi to conclude that, at the literal level, the words

“ascribe greatness to our God,” refer to responding, “Blessed be the

Name of His glorious Kingdom!” after a blessing recited in the Holy

Temple? Why did Rashi reject the apparently more straightforward and

simple explanation of Sifri that the verse is referring to the answering of

“Amen” when any blessing is recited?

Gur Aryeh argues that the words “ascribe greatness to our God” could

not be referring to the response of “Amen,” which is not a description

of greatness.

However, this still does not explain why, at the literal level, Moshe would

now be telling the Jewish people a law about blessings in the Holy

Temple, which appears to be entirely out of context here, in Parshas

Ha’azinu.

THE EXPLANATION

In Parshas Ha’azinu, Moshe was addressing the Jewish people on the

very last day of his life, after leading them for some forty years in

the desert.

So, on reaching our verse, Rashi was troubled: Why is Moshe teaching

the Jewish people now such a basic principle: “When I call out and

mention God’s Name, you should ascribe greatness to our God and bless

His Name”?  Moshe had mentioned God’s Name on numerous occa-

sions before this point, so why would he be teaching them how to

respond now?

Due to this question, Rashi understood that our verse cannot be

referring to an ordinary response made when hearing God’s Name (such

as reciting “Amen,” as Sifri suggests), but rather, that it must be referring

to a more special and unusual response.  

From an earlier comment of Rashi, the reader will already be familiar

with the concept that God’s Name was pronounced in a special manner

in the Holy Temple: “permission was only granted to mention the Explicit

Name in the place where the Divine Presence comes, which is in the

Temple in Jerusalem” (Rashi to Shemos 20:21).

So, since we have a precedent here (at the literal level) for an unusual

manner in which God’s Name may be mentioned, Rashi concluded

that our verse must be referring to the principle that: “After a

blessing recited in the Temple, one responds, ‘Blessed be the Name of His

glorious Kingdom!’”

And this also explains why Moshe made this statement at the end of his

life, for it was only at this point that the Jewish people were poised to

enter the Land of Israel and build the “Temple in Jerusalem,” where this

law would become relevant, for the first time.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Ha’azinu 5742)
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1 Listen, O heavens (and be my witness), for I will speak! 

Let the earth hear (and witness) the (following) words of my mouth! 
2 Let my (Torah) teaching drip like rain (and give life to the world).

Let my words flow like dew;

Like storm winds (that bring rain) on vegetation (to make them grow),

And like raindrops on grass. 
3 When I call out (and mention) the Name of God, 

(Respond and) ascribe greatness to our God. 
4 (Though He is powerful, like a) rock,

His acts (of retribution) are perfect(ly balanced), 

For all His ways are just; 

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

3322

[ The Last Word [

THE SONG OF HA’AZINU

The Maharal of Prague and the Mezritcher Maggid stressed the

importance of reciting the Song of Ha’azinu and knowing it

by heart (with its cantillation notes), for it purifies the mind

and heart, and leads to longevity and success in business affairs.

Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak of Lubavitch added: “If businessmen

realized what benefit this would actually bring, they would be

more careful about doing it!” (Memoirs ch. 29; Sefer Hasichos 5701,

p. 56; ibid. 5696, p. 149). 

This general relevance of the Song of Ha’azinu is stressed

further by the fact that:

�� The Song of Ha’azinu was chanted by the Levites  throughout

the year in the Holy Temple, when the additional offering of

Shabbos was brought (Rosh Hashanah 31a).

�� The mitzvah of writing a complete Torah scroll is derived

from the verse, “write for yourselves this song” (Devarim 31:19;

See Rambam cited in  Classic Questions ibid.), alluding to the fact that

the Song of Ha’azinu is connected with the entire Torah.

�� Ha’azinu is the last Parsha of the Torah that is read on

Shabbos (since Parshas Vezos Habrachah is read on Simchas

Torah, which never occurs on Shabbos). Thus Ha’azinu is,

effectively, the “conclusion” of the Shabbos Torah-reading

cycle, which stresses its connection to the entire Torah.

�� At the literal level, the Song was said with the intention that

“you will command your children to be careful to observe all

the words of this Torah” (v. 46).

�� Parshas Ha’azinu spans the whole of chapter 32 (ck) of the

Book of Devarim. This alludes to the fact that Ha’azinu is

connected to the whole Torah, for the Torah begins with the

letter c, and ends with the letter k.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Ha’azinu 5735, 5741 & 5747)

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“LET MY TEACHING DRIP LIKE RAIN...” (V. 2)

In the song of Ha’azinu, Torah is described as both “rain” and

“dew” (v. 2).  Physically speaking, rain and dew are both sources

of nourishment, but the causes which bring them about differ

significantly. Rain is formed from water which is lost to the

atmosphere as vapor from the earth, then condenses and

precipitates back—as the verse states: “a mist ascended from the

earth, and then soaked the entire surface of the ground” (Bereishis

2:6). The precipitation of rain is thus dependent on prior evapo-

ration from the earth. 

Dew, by contrast, “never ceases” (Ta’anis 3b), and appears

spontaneously, regardless of the amount of water which is being

evaporated from the earth.

Rain thus represents the influx of Godliness which is bestowed

from above, in direct response to the efforts of Man (on earth).

Dew, on the other hand, alludes to that which God bestows

unconditionally, disproportionately to man’s efforts.

So, since “rain” and “dew” in this verse both refer to Torah, it

follows that “rain” represents the parts of Torah which are

dependent on the degree of effort on the part of man to master

them—namely, the extensive legal discussions of the Torah. The

comparatively effortless “dew” alludes to the mystical parts of the

Torah, which transcend the limitation of the human mind, since

they “flow” directly from their Divine source (as the verse states,

“Let my words flow like dew”).

Consequently, we find it is the “dew” of Torah with which God

will ultimately revive the dead (and not the “rain”), since “all

Jews” will enjoy resurrection and “have a portion in the world to

come” (Sanhedrin 90a). And clearly, something that is bestowed

upon all Jews, regardless of their spiritual standing, must be given

from Above, like dew, regardless of the efforts made to elicit it.

(Based on Sefer Hama’amarim Melukat vol. 1, p. 458ff.)



1 nhfv d' y     2 jukhi bu/     3 uhert hd' ny     4 ,vkho kj' ht     5 xprh     6 nkfho_c hd' hs

pgku/ t; gk ph avut jze'fancht purgbu, gk gucrh rmubu' kt cay;

vutncht' fh to cshi fh ,nho pgku: tk tnubv/ kako kmsheho mse,o

kgukovct/ ut; gk ph antjr t, ,dnuko' xupu ktnit, scrhu: uthi
guk/ t; kragho nako afr mse,ocguko vzv: mshe uhar vut/ vfk

nmsheho gkhvo t,shbu' ufl rtuh uhar kvo/ mshe nph vcrhu,/ uharvut

urtuh kvmsheu: )v( aj, ku uduw/ f,rdunu jchku kvui uktkhv: cbhu
nuno/ cbhu vhu uvaj,v avajh,u vhtnuno: cbhu nuno/ nuno ak cbhu

vhv ukt nunu: sur gea/ geuo unguek' fnu ut,vharv hgeau
1

' uckaui

nabv juksv aahbhvgeunu, ugeuau,
2

: up,k,k/ tbyuryhkhh"a fp,hk

vzvaduskhi tu,u unehphi tu,u xchcu, vdshk/p,k,k ni v,hcu,

vfpuku,' fnuhrere' tsnso
3

' xjrjr
4

' xdkdk: )u( vkvw ,dnku zt,/
kaui ,hnv' ufh kpbhut,o ngmhchi' aha chsu kvhprg nfo uavhyhckfo

cfk vyucu,
5

: go bck/ aafju t, vgauh kvo: ukt jfo/ kvchi t,

vbuksu, aha chsukvhyhc ukvrg
5

: vkt vut tchl ebl/ aebtl aebbl cei

vxkghouctr. jzev' a,ebl cfk nhbh ,ebv: vut gal/ tunv ctunu,:

uhfbbl/ tjrh fi cfk nhbh cxhx ufi/ nfofvbho nfo bchtho unfo nkfho'

frl avfk ,kuhcu
5

: )z( zfr hnu, guko/ nv gav crtaubhoavfghxu

kpbhu: chbu abu, sr usr/ sur tbua avmh; gkhvonh tuehbux usur vncuk

aaypo/ scr tjr ktb,,o kccfo gk agcr' chbu abu, sur usur'kvfhr

kvct aha chsu kvhyhc kfo ukvbjhk kfohnu, vnahj uvguko vct: atk
tchl/ tku vbchtho abertho tcu,' fnuabtnr ctkhvu tch tch rfc

hartk
6

: zebhl/ tku vjfnho
5

: uhtnru kl/ vrtaubu,: )j( cvbjk gkhui
duho/ favbjhk vesua crulvut knfghxhu t, jke bjk,i vmhpo uaypo

5
:

cvprhsu cbh tso/ favph. sur vpkdv vhvchsu kvgchro ni vguko
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�� How does one “Remember the days gone by, [and]

reflect upon the years of one generation and another”? (v. 7)

RASHI: “Remember the days gone by”—what God did to past

generations who provoked Him to anger. “Reflect upon the years of

one generation and another”—the generation of Enosh, upon whom

He inundated the waters of the Okyanus [Ocean], and the generation

of the Flood, whom He washed away. 

Another explanation is: If you did not [“remember the days gone

by” and] set your attention to the past, then, “reflect upon the years

of one generation and another”—to recognize the future, that He has

the power to bestow good upon you and to give you the days of the

Mashiach and the World to Come as an inheritance. “Ask your

father”—these are the prophets, who are called “fathers,” as Scripture

states regarding Eliyahu, “My father, my father, the chariot of Israel!”

(Kings II 2:12).  “Your elders”—these are the sages.

”DAYS GONE BY...” (V. 7)

Rashi’s comments to verse 7 prompt the following questions:

a.) What forced Rashi to conclude that, at the literal level, “one gener-

ation and another,” refers specifically to the generation of Enosh and the

generation of the Flood, rather than to previous wicked generations

in general?

b.) Why did Rashi bring a second interpretation, that “one generation

and another,” refers to “the days of the Mashiach and the World

to Come”?

c.) Why did Rashi reject the simple meaning of “fathers” and “elders,”

and write instead that they refer to “prophets” and “sages”?

THE EXPLANATION

In Parshas Vayeilech, the song of Ha’azinu is given a lengthy

introduction, stressing the unique quality of this song: “Now, write for

yourselves this song...so that this song will be for Me as a witness to the

children of Israel...this song will speak out to them as a witness, for it will

not be forgotten from the mouths of their children” (Devarim 31:19, 21). 

The Torah then relates how a special gathering was made for this

purpose: “Gather to me all the elders of your tribes and your police

officers, and I will speak these words (of the song of Ha’azinu) into their

ears....Then Moshe spoke the words of the following song into the ears of

the entire assembly of Israel, until their completion” (ibid. 28, 30).

From this elaborate introduction, the reader will have understood that

the song of Ha’azinu contains a unique message, which had not been

heard up to this point; a message that would protect the integrity of the

Jewish people for future generations.

Thus, on reaching our verse, the reader will immediately be struck by

the fact that this verse appears to be nothing more than the repetition of

an old message. Moshe had warned the Jewish people on numerous

occasions previously, especially in the Book of Devarim, that they should

remember the wicked deeds of the previous generations and the

punishments that resulted. For example: “Your eyes have seen what God

did at Ba’al Pe’or, for God, your God, has eliminated every man who

went after Ba’al Pe’or from among you,” (Devarim 4:3). “What He did to

Egypt’s army, to its horses and chariots, how He swamped the waters of

�
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God is faithful (to reward his righteous ones), 

(He even rewards the wicked) without injustice; 

(All acknowledge that) He is righteous and upright (in judgment). 
5 Corruption (is theirs), not His! 

It is His children’s defect,

A crooked and twisted generation! 
6 Is this how you repay God, 

You disgraceful, unwise people? 

Is He not your Father, your Master? 

He has made you (a special nation),

And established you (to be self-sufficient). 
7 Remember the days gone by (when God punished the wicked). 

Reflect upon the years of one generation and another. 

Ask your father, and he will tell you (about days gone by), 

(Ask) your elders, and they will inform you (what the early generations did). 
8 When the Supernal One gave nations their lot (with the Flood), 

When He separated the sons of man (after the Tower of Bavel), 

He (allowed them to exist by) establishing (seventy) distinct nations, 

the Reed Sea upon them when they pursued you....What He did to Dasan

and Aviram, sons of Eliav, Re’uvain’s son, when the earth opened its

mouth and swallowed them up.” (ibid. 11:4-6).

So Rashi was troubled: After a lengthy introduction about the unprece-

dented qualities of the song of Ha’azinu, the command to “remember

days gone by,” appears to be nothing new at all.

Rashi concluded that the innovative quality of our verse is that it

represents a warning to the Jewish people of unprecedented severity.

In the past, when contemplating the consequences of disobeying God,

the Jewish people had been reminded by Moshe about the punishments

received by those who worshiped Ba’al Pe’or, by the Egyptian people and

by Dasan and Aviram, etc. But here, they were informed of incomparably

more severe punishments: 

“The generation of Enosh, whom He inundated with the waters of

the Okyanus”—lived in close proximity to the garden of Eden, since the

nations were only scattered after the Tower of Bavel was built (see Bereishis

11:9). Yet we find that God chose to punish them with a flood from

the waters of the Okyanus, “the largest of all oceans” (Rashi to Bereishis 1:9),

which was clearly a tremendous distance from the garden of Eden.

This indicates what a major cataclysmic event this punishment must

have been.  

So by referring to the generation of Enosh, and certainly “the

generation of the Flood,” Moshe was giving a warning that was incom-

parably more ominous than anything he had said in the past.

RASHI’S SECOND INTERPRETATION

Rashi was not entirely satisfied with the above solution (that Moshe was

speaking of global punishments to entire generations), because the Torah

stresses that the Song of Ha’azinu was addressed to each person

individually—“into the ears of the entire assembly” (Devarim 31:30).

So Rashi looked for another explanation which explained how Moshe was

talking to each member of the Jewish community, on a personal level:

“If you have not set your attention to the past, then, ‘reflect upon the years

of one generation and another’—to recognize the future, that He has the

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

The Torah teaches a person to “ask your father” about “one

generation and another” (v. 7), i.e. about “the days of the

Mashiach and the World to Come” (Rashi ibid., see Classic Questions),

and, “he will tell you.”  Here we see that a father should educate

his child about the concept of Mashiach, and not leave the child

to “pick up” knowledge of the matter by himself.

Even though the concept of Mashiach is a lofty one, with

immense mystical significance which can only be fully

appreciated by an adult, nevertheless, it remains one of the

principles of our faith which needs to be taught to children even

at a young age.

Obviously, the educational approach will be different in the

case of children than with adults.  For example, with a child we

might stress the fact that with the coming of Mashiach “delicacies

will be as plentiful as dust” (Rambam, end of Laws of Kings), as this is

something which the child can relate to easily (and it is, of course,

totally true). Naturally, when the child matures, so will his

perception of Mashiach, but we cannot wait for children to grow

up before teaching them about a major principle of our faith.

Rather, when still very young, a child should be taught to cry out

earnestly and enthusiastically: “We want Mashiach now!”

(Based on Sichas Motzoi Shabbos Parshas Ha’azinu 5739; Terumah 5741)

SECOND

READING



1 rtv ahj, aWp vtzhbu ,afWy u,anWv/     2 scrho kd' c     3 rtv keuWa jkWs gw 602 uthkl     4 hrnhw c' c     5 rtv ahj, aWp vtzhbu ,akWz     6 cnscr ht' fc     7 hvuag hz' yz

8thuckz' fd     9 scrho kd' c     01 jceue d' d     11 xprh     21 anu, hy' s     31 ao hs' hy     41 kfturv phrua v,rduo aubv kdnrhnphrua raWh' a,rduo tubekux npra apxue zv eth

gk gmo vfhcua str. hartk' uthku raWh npra seth gk phru, tWh! uhWk aftar raWh fu,c Wf,rdunuW x,o )uthbu ng,he t, phruau ak tubekux( thi fuub,u kphruavbert W,rduoW fh to

uktgav fi' tkt hmcdcuku, gnho' ehhno ukt tcso: knxpr cbh hartk/
cachk nxpr cbh hartkag,hsho kmt, ncbh ao' uknxpr acgho bpaak

cbh hartk ahrsu knmrho' vmhc dcuku, gnhoacgho kaui: )y( fh jke vw
gnu/ knv fk zt,' kph avhvjkeu fcua chbhvo ug,hs kmt,/ unh vut jkeu'

gnu/ unh vut gnu: hgec jck bjk,u/uvutvakhah ctcu,' vnauka caka

zfhu,' zfu, tchtchu uzfu, tchu uzfu,u' vrh akav' fjck vzvavut gauh

cakav dshkho uvut ucbhu vhu kukbjkv' ukt hangtk ci tcrvo' ukt gau

cbu akhmje
1

: )h( hnmtvu ctr. nscr/ tu,o nmt kubtnbho ctr.

nscr' aecku gkhvo ,ur,uunkfu,u uguku nv akt gau hangtk ugau'

abtnr
2

uzrj naghr knu vuphgnvr ptri
3

: uc,vu hkk hahnui/ tr. mhv

uannv neuohkk, ,bhbho ucbu, hgbv t; ao bnafu tjrvtnubv' ukt

tnru knav vthl bmt knscru,neuo mhv uannui' fgbhi abtnrkf,l

tjrh cnscr
4

: hxccbvu/ ao xcco uvehpo cgbbho uxccocsdkho ktrcg

ruju, uxcco c,j,h, vvr'afptu gkhvo fdhdh,
5

: hcubbvu/ ao c,urv

uchbv
5

: hmrbvu/ nbja ar; ugerc uni vtunu,
5

: fthaui ghbu/ vut

vajur acghi' avntur humtvhnbu/ utubekux ,rdo hnmtvu hxphevu fk

mrfucnscr' fnu unmt kvo
6

' kt hnmt kbu vvr
7

/ hxccbvu/ tarhbui xjur

xjur kafhb,hv' tuvk nugs ctnmg utrcgvsdkho ktrcg ruju,:

)ht(fbar hghr ebu/ bvdo crjnho ucjnkvfbar vzv rjnbh gk cbhu

uthbu bfbx kebu p,tuogs avut neaea unyr; gk cbhu cfbphu chithki

kthki chi aufv kjcr,v' fsh ahguru cbhu'uhvt cvo fj kecku: hghr ebu/
hgurr cbhu: gk duzkhu hrj;/ thbu nfchs gmnu gkhvo tktnjup;' budg

uthbu budg' t; vec"v ash kt nmtbuvu adht fj
8

' fact kh,i ,urv kt

bdkv gkhvo nruj tj, tkt ntrcg ruju,'abtnr vw nxhbh ct uzrj

naghrknu vuphg nvr ptri ut,v nrccu, eusa
9

'tkuv n,hni hct
01

zu

ruj rchgh,
11

: hprua fbphu hejvu/ fact khyki nneuokneuo thbu buyki

crdkhu fatr gupu,' kphaatr gupu, hrtho ni vbar' avut ndchv kgu;

upurj gkhvo' kphfl buati crdkhu npbh vbar'tck vbar thbu hrt tkt ni

vj. kphfl buatigk fbphu/ tunr nuyc ahfbx vj. ch ukt hfbxccbh' t;

vec"v utat t,fo gkfbph barho
21

' fabxgu nmrho tjrhvo uvahduo

)jubho( gkvho vhu zureho cvo jmho utcbh ckhxyrtu,'nhs uhxg nktl

vtkvho uduwuhct chi njbv nmrho uduw
31

: )hc( vw css hbjbu/ vw css ucyj

bvdo cnscr: uthi gnu tk bfr/ kt vhv fj ctjs nfktkvh vduho

kvrtu, fju ukvkjo gnvo/ urcu,hbusrauvu gk vg,hs' ufi ,rdo

tubekux/ utbh tunrscrh ,ufjv vo' kvghs vanho uvtr. u,vtvahrv

kvo kgs axupi kcdus' ukt hzfruvrtaubu, agav kvo ukt vbuksu, avut

g,hskgau, kvo' kphfl mrhl khhac vscr kftiukfti/ ufk vgbhi nuxc gk

zfur hnu,guko chbu abu, sur usur' fi gav kvo ufi g,hskgau,' fk zv

vhv kvo kzfur: )hd( hrfcvu gk cn,h tr./ fk vnertf,rdunu
41

:

hrfcvu uduw/ gk ao atr. hartk dcuv nfkvtrmu,
11

: uhtfk ,buc,
ash/ tku phru, tr. hartkaekho kbuc ukv,cak nfk phru, vtrmu,

11
:

uhbevu sca nxkg/ ngav ctjs atnr kcbucxhfbh vct kh emhgu, ni

vjch,/ vkl unmtvsca m; gk phv/ tnr ku zu ak sca vht/ tnr kuvaeg

hsl k,ufv ut,v ngkv emhgu, n,ufv
51

:uani njknha mur/ tku zh,ho

ak dua jkc
11

: cnu,h tr./ kaui dcuv: ash/ kaui asv: jknha mur/
,epu ujzeu ak xkg/ fathbuscue k,hcv aktjrhu beus j©k²n°hJ' ufavut

scue beus j©k§n°hJ: )hs( jnt, cer ujkc mti/ zv vhv chnhaknv'

abtnr
61

garv cercrhtho ugarho cer rgh untv mti
51

: go jkc frho/
zv vhv chnh gar, vacyho'abtnr utufkho frho nmti

71
: jkc fkhu,

jyv/ zv vhv chnh aknv'abtnr uhvh kjo aknv uduw
81

: uso gbc ,a,v
jnr/ chnh gar, vacyho' vau,ho cnzreh hhi

91
: jnt, cer/ vut auni

vbeky ngk dch vjkc: ujkc mti/ j�k�cak mti' ufavut scue beusj�k�c fnu

cjkc tnu
02

: frho/ fcaho: uthkho/ fnangu: cbh cai/ anbho vhu: fkhu,
jyv/ jyho anbho fjkc fkhu, udxhiffukht: uso gbc/ ,vhv au,v yuc

)m�k gbc( uyugo hhi jauc: jnr/ hhi ckaui trnh: jnr/ thi zv ao scr' tkt

kaui naucjcygo uuhb"a ckg"z/ ugus ha kpra abhnertu, vkku tjr ,rduo

ak tubekux tarhbuigk ,ueph trgt uduw: )yu( gch,/ kaui guch: fah,/
fnu fxh,' kaui fh fxvpbhu cjkcu' ftso aani ncpbho ufxkhu bfpkho

ncju.'ufi vut tunr uhga phnv gkh fxk:fah,/ ha kaui ek ckaui fxuh'

fnu ufuxv ekui gruo
12

' uto f,c fah, sdua vhvbang fxh, t, tjrho'
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mi½�cEY©r�e Æ o�W¨aÎi« �p§A mi³¦li�`�e mi¹�x¨M a¤lÆ�gÎm¦r o`ŸÀv á¥l	g«
e x¹�w¨A
Æ oEx�W�i o³�n�W�I
e eh :x�n«�gÎd�Y�W�Y a− �p¥rÎm�c�e d® �H�g zF´i§l¦M a¤l−�gÎm¦r
xE ¬v l−¥A
p�i
e Ed½�U¨r �DFĺ` Æ WH�I
e �zi®�ÜM �zí¦är �Y�p−�n�W h½¨r§a�I
e

D�O©r �ii�c �̀ẅl�g i�x	̀ h :l�`�xŸ�y�i i�p§A o
i�p�n§l
`̈r�x�̀ §A oFdi¥M�ẍv wi¦R�q i :D�Y�p�q	g�̀  a�c£r aŸw£r
i
`�I�n zi¥l i�C x�z	` `�p�e	g�v zi¥aE `�x§A�c�n
i�n�B�z¦R oEP¦t¥N�` D�Y�p¦k�W¦l xFg�q xFg�q oEP�x�W�`
`�x�W�p§M `i :oFdi�pi¥r z©a¨a§M oEP�x�h�p `�z�i�xF`
qi�x¨R s¥tFg�z�n i�dFp§A l©r D�P�w§l Wi�g�n�C
sFw�Y l©r oFd§l�H
p�n oFd§l¤A�w�n i�dFt�c
B
oFd�zEi�x�W�̀ §l ci�z£r i�dFcFg§l¦A �i�i ai :i�dFx�a¤̀
m�I�w�z�i `¨l�e `�z�C�g�z�`§l ci�z¨r `Ed�C `�n§l¨r§A
i¥R�w¨Y l©r oEP�x�W�` bi :o�e£r�h o�g§l¨R i�dFn�c�w
oFd§l a�di�e oFdi�`�p�q z
G¦A oEP¦l¨kF`�e `¨r�x�`
:oi¦ti�T�Y oi¦M�x§M i¥a�z�i i�q§k�p�e oi�e�x�w i�hi¦N�W z
G¦A
oFdi�hi¦N�W�e oFdi¥k§l�n z
G¦A oFd§l a�d�i ci

oFd£r�x�`�c `�O©r oFd¥ti�T�z�e oFdi¥a�x§a�x x�zFr m¦r
oFd�z�i�x�X�nE oFdi¥li�g z
G¦A m¦r oFd�Y�p�q	g�`�e
l�`�xŸ�y�i x�Y©r�e eh : �̀I�n§M c�W�Y�i oFdi�ẍA�B m�c�e
w©a�WE oi�q§k�p `�p�w sFw�Y g©l§v�` h©r§aE

hWar
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(For the sake of) the children of Israel (who would later arise),

(And) number (seventy souls).
9 (He saved all the nations) because of God’s portion, His people, (hidden among them),

Ya’akov (and his sons were) His inheritance,

(For Ya’akov’s merit was threefold, like the strands of) a rope
10 He found them (faithful to Him, accepting the Torah) in a desert land, 

(Following Moshe) into a desolate, howling wasteland. 

He encompassed them (with clouds),

And bestowed understanding upon them (through the Torah); 

He protected them (from snakes and scorpions) like the pupil of His eye. 
11 (He guided them with compassion) like an eagle (that) wakens its nest (gently), 

Hovering over its young (without touching them); 

It spreads its wings, taking them, 

Carrying them (safely) on its upper side. 
12 God alone guided them, 

And there was no strange god (able to attack) them. 
13 He settled them on (the Land of Israel), the peak of the earth, 

So they could eat (its fast-growing) produce of the field. 

He let them suck honey from (its figs, which grow) from a rock(y, hard crust), 

And oil from the (olives that grow at the) hard, rock(y ground of Gush Chalav). 
14 The cream of cattle and the milk of sheep, 

With the fat of lambs, 

Fattened rams from Bashan and he-goats, 

With fat kernels of wheat. 

You will drink the blood of grapes, delicious (wine). 
15 But Yeshurun became fat and rebelled; 

You grew fat, rotund and obese; 

(Israel) forsook the God Who made them, 

And disgraced the Rock of their salvation. 

power to bestow good upon you and to give you the days of the Mashiach

and the World to Come as an inheritance.”

According to this interpretation we see clearly that each individual was

addressed personally, as Moshe was referring to each person’s individually

earned “inheritance” in the future.

However, according to this interpretation, we are left with the question:

How would “your father” or “your elders” possibly be able to describe the

Messianic Era which they know very little about? Therefore, Rashi

explained that (according to this interpretation) the term “fathers” and

“elders” refer to “prophets” and “sages,” who would clearly be knowl-

edgeable about future events, and they would be able to “tell you” about

“the days of the Mashiach and the World to Come.”

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Ha’azinu 5748)

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“GOD’S PORTION, HIS PEOPLE” (V. 9)

The Ba’al Shem Tov taught: ”The quality of ‘essence’ is such

that as soon as one grasps a tiny part of the essence, one

grasps the whole of it.” Thus it follows, that since all Jews (“His

people”) have a Godly soul which is “literally, a portion of God

above,” (Tanya ch. 2)—“God’s portion”—then even when that soul

undergoes the long journey downwards to this world, it remains

inseparably bound with the Essence of God.

(Based on Sefer Hama'amarim 5735 p. 243)

THIRD

READING

k,rdunv ak v,hcvfnu an,rdnho ,hcv zu kWci jna knertW cfk kaui ukaui )gWp ahj, aWp vtzhbu ,anWu(/     51 rtv ahj, aWp vtzhbu ,akWj/     61 nkfho_t v' d     71 gnux u' s    81nkfho_t

v' c     91 gnux u' u     02 scrho hs' ft     12 hjzetk j' yz
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fnu fhfxv pbhu
1

: uhbck mur hag,u/ dbvu uchzvu' fnu abtnr tjurhvo

tk vhfk vw uduw' thibcuk dsuk nzv: )yz( hebtvu/ vcghru jn,u uebt,u:

c,ugcu,/ cngaho ,gucho' fdui nafc zfur ufapho' abtnrcvo

,ugcv: )hz( kt tkv/ f,rdunu skh, cvui mrul' tkuvhv cvo mrul kt

vh,v ebtv fpukv fnugfahu: jsaho neruc ctu/ tphku vtunu, kt

vhurdhkho cvo/ bfrh avhv rutv tu,o' vhv tunr zvmko hvush: kt
agruo tc,hfo/ kt hrtu nvo ktgnsv agr,o npbhvo/ srl agru,

vtso kgnusnjn, hrtv' fl bsra cxprh/ uha kpra gusagruo kaui

uaghrho hresu ao
2

'aghrho vo asho/ kt gau tcu,hfo aghrhovkku:

)hj( ,ah/ ,afj/ urcu,hbu srau' fact kvhyhckfo t,o nfghxhi kpbhu

un,haho fju nkvhyhckfo
3

: tk njukkl/ numhtl nrjo' kaui hjukk

thku,
4

' jhk fhuksv
5

: )f( nv tjrh,o/ nv ,gkv cvo cxupo: fh sur
,vpufu, vnv/ nvpfhi rmubh kfgx: kt tni co/ thi dsukh bfrho cvo'

fhvurh,ho srl yucv uxru nnbv: tni/ kaui uhvh tuni
6

' busrhyur"v

ckg"z/ scr tjr tnui kaui tnubv'f,rdunu/ tnru cxhbh bgav ubang'

ukagv ekv cyku vcyj,o ugau vgdk
3

: )ft( ebtubh/ vcghru jn,h: ckt
tk/ cscr athbu tkuv: ckt go/ ctunv athi kv ao' abtnr vi tr.

fasho zv vgo kt vhv
6

' ucgauvut tunr czuh t,v nts
7

: cduh bck
tfghxo/ tku vfuprho' ufi vuttunr tnr bck ckcu thi tkvho

8
:

)fc(esjv/ cgrv: u,hes/ cfo gs vhxus: u,tfk tr. uhckv/ trmfo

uhcukv: u,kvy/ hruakho vnhuxs, gk vvrho' abtnr
9

hruakho vrho

xchc kv
**9

: )fd( txpv gkhnu rgu,/ tjchr rgv gk rgv'kaui xpu abv

gk abv
01

' xpu, vruv
11

' guku,hfo xpugk zcjhfo
21

/ scr tjr txpv

tfkv' fnu pi ,xpv
31

: jmh tfkv co/ fk jmh takho cvo/ uekkvzu kph

vpurgbu, kcrfv vht' jmh fkho uvothbo fkho: )fs( nzh rgc/ tubekux

,rdo' bphjh fpi' uthikh gs nufhj gkhu/ unanu ak rch nav vsrai

nyukuat ang,h aghrh rgc' tso fjua ndskagr gk caru: nzh/ kaui

trnh agr nzht' svuv nvpl cnzht
41

: ukjnh ra;/ vasho bkjnu cvo'

u b hztv ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 244kkcc::yyuu--ffuu

Æ mi�c�X©l EÀg§A�f�i fi :Ed«�qi¦r§k
i zŸ −a¥rF «z§A mi®�x�f§A Ed−�`�p�w
i fh :F «z̈r«�W�i
mE −x¨r�U `¬÷ E`½¨A aŸx́�T�n Æ mi�W�c	g mE ®r�c�i `÷́ mi−�d÷`* �D½÷`* `÷́
`�x¬ 
I
e hi [iriax] :L«¤l�lŸ «g�n l¬ �̀  g−©M�W�Y
e **i�W® �Y −L�c«l̈�i xE ¬v gi :m«¤ki�zŸ «a	`
m½�d�n Æ i
p̈t d�xi³�Y�q�̀  x�n Ÿ̀ÀI
e k :ei«�zŸp§aE ei− �p¨A q©r¬ ©M�n u® �`�p�I
e d− �eŸd�i
:m«¨A o¬�n�`Î` «÷ mi−�p¨A d�O½�dÆ zŸkªR�d�Y xF ³c í¦M m® �zi�x	g«�̀  d́�n d−�̀ �x�̀
m´�`i�p�w�` Æ i�p	`«
e m® �di¥l§a�d§A i�pE −q£r«¦M *l½�`Î`÷§a i�pE ´̀ �p�w m�dμ `k

c −�wi�Y
e i½¦R�̀ §a d́�g�c «�w Æ W�`Îi¦M ak :m«�qi¦r§k�` l−ä�p iF¬b§A m½¨rÎ`÷§A
:mi«�x�d i¬ �c�qF «n h−�d©l�Y
e D½¨lªai«�e Æ u�xÆ�` l©k Ÿ̀ ³Y
e zi®�Y�g�Y lF ´̀ �WÎc©r
i�n¬�g§lE a²r̈�x i¬ �f�n ck :m«¨AÎd¤N©k	` i−©S�g zF®r�x Fni−¥l¨r d¬ ¤R�q�` bk

i¬ ¥l	gŸ «f z−�n	gÎm¦r m½¨AÎg©N�W	` Æ zŸn�d§AÎo�W�e i®�xi�x�n a�h ´ �w�e s�W−�x
Îm
B Æ xEg¨AÎm
B d® �ni�` mi−�x�c	g«�nE a�x½�gÎl¤M�W�Y Æ uEg�n dk :x«¨t¨r
d�zi¬¦A�W�̀  m® �di�̀ §t�̀  i�Y�x−�n�̀  ek :d«¨ai�U Wi¬�`Îm¦r w− �pFi d½¨lEz§A

`¨ti�T�Y m�c�w f
B�x�`�e D�c§a¨r�c `�d¨l` o�g§l¨R
o�e£r�h o�g§l¨t§A i�dFn�c�w E`i�p�w�` fh :D�w�x¨t�c
oi�c�W§l Eg¨A�C fi :i�dFn�c�w Efi�B�x�` `�z�a£rFz§A
o�Y�c�g oEPªr�c�i `¨l�C o¨l	g�C KFx§v oFd§A zi¥l�C
oFd§a Ew�Q©r�z�` `¨l `�ci¦a£r�z�` ai�x�T�n i�C
K�`�x§a�c `¨ti�T�z `¨l	g�C gi :oFk�z�d¨a	`
:K�c§a¨r�c `�d¨l` o�g§l¨R `�Y�w©a�W `�zi�W�p�z�`
i�dFn�c�w Efi�B�x�`�C�n D�f�b�x s�w�zE �i�i m�c�w i�l�bE hi

i�l�B oFd�P�n i�Y�p¦k�W w¥N�q` x�n	`
e k :o�p§aE oi�p§A
EI�p�W� �̀c `�x�c i�x	` oFdi¥tFq§a i�d�i `�n i�n�c�w
E`i�p�w�` oEP�` `k :Ep�ni�d oFd§A zi¥l§C `�I
p§A oEP�`
o�e£r�h o�g§l¨t§A i�n�c�w Efi�B�x�` `¨l	g�c `¨l§A i�n�c�w
:oEP�f�B�x�` `�W§t�h `�O©r§A m©r `¨l§A oEP�p�w�` `�p	`
e
f
b�x¦A i©n�c�T�n w©t�p �̀X�`§M si�T�Y mEC�w i�x	` ak

`¨r�x�` si�q£`
e zi¦r�x	` lF`�W c©r i¦vi�W�e
s�q�` bk :`�I�xEh i¥t�i�q c©r z
I¦vi�W�e D�Y§l©l£r
e
i�gi¦t�p ck :oFd§a i¥vi�W` i�W�Y§k�n oi�Wi¦A oFdi¥l£r
o�Wi¦A oi�gEx i�Wi�z§kE sEr i¥lEk	`
e o¨t�k
`�I
pi�P�Y z�n	g m¦r oFd§a i�x�b` `�x¨A z
ei�g o�W�e
`¨A�x�g l¥M�z�Y `�x¨A�n dk :`�x§t©r§A oi¦l	g�f�C
oFdi�n¥lEr s�` `�zFn z
B�x�g `�I
p�e�Y�nE
:oFdi¥a�q W
p` m¦r oFdi�w�p�i oFd�z�n¥lEr s�`
oEP¦vi�W`�e oFdi¥l£r i�f�b�x lEg�i zi�x�n	` ek

hWar

*ao juk      **h zghrt

1 thuc yu' fz     2 haghw hd' ft     3 xprh     4 ,vkho fy' y     5 ao nj' z     6 haghw fd' hd     7 gucshw t' c     8 ,vkho hs' t     9 ao efv' c    *9 rtv ahj, aWp vtzhbu ,anWz     01 haghwfy't

11 scrho fy' hj     21hrnhwz'ft      31 crtah, hy' yu     41 ndhkv hj/

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

Seder Hadoros relates that Ramban once confronted his former

student, named Avner, and asked him why he had strayed from

the path of observant Judaism.  Avner replied that Ramban had once

taught that “everything is to be found in the Song of Ha’azinu,” and

Avner found the idea so utterly preposterous that it led him to lose

faith.  When Ramban stated that he still held by his assertion, Avner

challenged him, “If so, where is my name to be found in the song”?

Ramban turned to the wall, praying to God, and it soon occurred to

him that the third letter of each word in verse 26 spelled Avner’s

name: or̈�f°z JIb¡t¥N v¨,h�C§J©t o¤vh¥t�p©t h¦T§r©n¨t (r̄b�c©t �r). On

hearing this, Avner repented and mended his ways.

Even though Avner had strayed far from the path of observance, his

name was nevertheless recorded in the Torah with his title, Reb

Avner, referring to his status as a fully observant Jew, after he had

returned—for this was indeed his true essence.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Ha’azinu 5742)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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16 They made him furious with alien (worship); 

They made Him angry with abominable acts. 
17 They sacrificed to demons, which have no power, 

Deities with which they were not acquainted, 

New (idols) that just arrived (and were not even known by idolaters themselves), 

Which your fathers did not fear. 
18 You forgot the Rock Who gave birth to you; 

You forgot the God Who delivered you (from the womb). 
19 God saw this and became angry, 

Provoked by His sons and daughters. 
20 He said: I will hide My face from them; 

I will see what their end will be. 

For they are a generation that changes (My goodwill into anger); 

Children that have no (signs of My good) upbringing. 
21 They have made Me furious with something that is not a god, 

Provoked My anger with their nonsense. 

So I will make them furious by a nation devoid (of a name), 

I will provoke their anger with a vile (heretical) nation. 
22 For a fire burned in My nostrils, 

And it will blaze (in you) to the lowest depths (of your foundations). 

It will consume (your) land and its produce, 

Setting aflame (Jerusalem which is), founded upon mountains. 
23 I will heap misfortunes upon them. 

I will use up My arrows on them. 
24 They will sprout hair from famine, be attacked by flying (demons), 

And be cut down by (the Demon) Meriri. 

I will send animal’s teeth upon them, 

With the venom of those (snakes) that slither in the dust. 
25 From outside (the city), the sword (of invading armies) will bereave (them), 

And terror (will destroy) the chambers (of the heart), 

(Of even) young men and maidens, 

Suckling babes with old men. 
26 I said (in My heart) that I would scatter them, 

Causing their memory to cease from mankind. 

abtnr ucbh ra; hdchvu gu;
51

' uvo asho: ueyc nrhrh/ ufrh,u, as

aanu nrhrh
61

/ eyc/frh,v' fnu tvh eycl atuk
71

: uai cvnu,/ ngav

vhv uvhu vrjkho buafhiunnh,hi: jn, zujkh gpr/ trx bjaho

vnvkfho gkdjubo gk vgpr' fnho vzujkho gk vtr./ zjhkvkaui nrum,

vnho gk vgpr' ufi fk nrum, scrvnapa; gk vgpr uvukl: )fv( nju.
,afk jrc/ nju. kghr ,afkojrc dhhxu,: unjsrho thnv/ facurj

ubnky ni vjrcjsrh kcu buepho gkhu njn, thnv uvut n,uvukl cv/

scr tjr' unjsrho thnv' acch, ,vhvthn, scr' fnu abtnr fh gkv

nu, cjkubhbu
81

' ufi ,rdo tubekux/ scr tjr' nju.,afk jrc' gk nv

agaucjumu,' abtnr unxpr jumu, hruakho an,o nzcju,kcua,
91

:

unjsrho thnv/gk nv agau cjsrh jsrho'abtnr tar zebh hartk

guaho tha cjsrh nafh,u
02

: )fu( tnr,h tpthvo/ tnr,h ckch tptv

hWar

FOURTH

READING

51 thuc v' z     61 pxjho eht:     71 vuag hd' hs     81 hrnhw y' f     91 ao ht' hd     02 hjzetk j' hc



1 bjnhw y' fc     2 haghw nv' v     3 thuc yz' v     4 nkfho_c fd' s     5 hrnhw v' hd     6 haghw v' hy     7 scrho k' t

tu,o/ uha kpra tpthvo tah,o ptv kvakhfongkh vper/ usudn,u nmhbu

cgzrtu,,i kvo tr. nnkfu, ugnnho u,jkeo kptv
1

'kvper/ ufi jcru

nbjo/ uha pu,rho tu,uf,rdunu hjuk rudzh gkhvui' ukt h,fi' ato fivhv

ku kf,uc ttpthvo tj, kanua utj,khxus' fnu ttzrl
2

'ttnhmfo cnu

ph
3

' uvtw v,hfubv thbv rtuhv cufkk/ utubekux ,rdo tjr kaui vcrhh,t

vabuhvcxprh vjuke, ,hcv zu kaka ,hcu, tnr,h t;th vo' tnr,h

ctph t,bo fthku thbo' ahtnruruthvo gkhvo thv vo: )fz(kukh fgx
tuhc tdur/ to kt afgxvtuhc fbux gkhvo kvajh, uto hufk kvo

uhajh,o h,kv vdsukv cu uctkvhu ukt h,kvvdsukv ch' uzvu abtnr pi

hbfru mrhnu' hbfruvscr k,ku, dcur,h cbfrh' athi vdsukv aku: pi
htnru hsbu rnv uduw/ fh tu,u duh tucsgmu, vnv: )fj(uthi cvo
,cubv/ athku vhu jfnhohafhku zt,' thfv hrsu; uduw: )fy(hchbu
ktjrh,o/ h,bu kc kv,cubi kxu;purgbu,o ak hartk: )k(thfv hrs;
tjs/ nnbu tk; nhartk: to kt fh muro nfro uvw vxdhro/nfro

unxro chsbu/ shkcr"r ckg"z: )kt( fh kt fmurbu muro/ fk zv vhv kvo

ktuhcho kvchi avao vxdhro ukt kvouktkvhvo vbmjui' avrh gs vbv

kt hfku fkuotkvhvo fbds murbu' fh kt fxkgbu xkgo/ fkmur acnert

kaui xkg: uthchbu pkhkho/ ugfahu tuhchbu aupyho tu,bu'avrh murbu

nfrbu kvo )x�t vrh amurbu nfrbu kvo(: )kc( fh ndpi xsuo dpbo/

nuxc kngkv/tnr,h ckch tpthvo utach, zfro' kphangahvo ngav

xsuo ugnurv: asnu,/ asv ,cutv' fnuuasnu, kt gav tufk'casnu,

esrui
4

: gbch rua/ gac nr: tafk, nrr, knu/ naev nr rtuh kvo'

kph ngahvo purgbu,o/ ufi ,rdo tubekuxu,uakn, gucshvui fnrru,vui:

)kd( jn, ,bhbho hhbo/ f,rdunu vt fnr,,bhbht fx purgbu,vui' vbv

fnrhru, bjaho fuxna,v purgbu,o: urta p,bho/ fuxo' avut tfzr

kbaul/ tuhctfzrh hct uhprg nvo: )ks( vkt vut fnux gnsh/ f,rdunu

fxcurho vo aafj,h ngahvo' fuko dbuzhouanurho kpbh: vkt vut/
prh dpbo u,cut, asnu,o fnuxgnsh: )kv(kh beo uako/ gnh bfui

unzuni purgbu,beo uhako kvo fngahvo vbeo hako kvodnuko/ uha

npraho uako ao scr' fnu uakuo'uvut ndzr, uvscr thi cvo
5

' fnu

uvscur/ uthn,h tako kvo/ kg, ,nuy rdko/ fa,,uo zfu, tcu,o avi

xnufhi gkhu: fh eruc huo thso/ fatrmv kvcht gkhvohuo thso eruc

unzuni kpbh kvcht gk hshakujho vrcv: uja g,su, knu/ unvr hcutu

vg,hsu, kvo: uja/ fnu hnvr hjhav
6

/ gs ftivghs gkhvo nav scrh

,ufjv kvhu, vahrvvzt, kgs fa,ct gkhvo vpurgbu,/ hsgu atbh

vusg,ho nrta/ nfti uthkl vghs gkhvo scrh,bjunhi ahcutu gkhvo

ffku, vpurgbu, ffktar tnr kngkv
7

uvhv fh hcutugkhl fk vscrho

vtkv vcrfv uvekkv uduwuac vw tkvhl t, acu,l uduw: )ku( fhhshi vw

u b hztv ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 246kkcc::ffuu--kkuu

�� Is the ratio of one member of the enemy chasing one

thousand of Israel a fair punishment? (v. 30)

TOSFOS: When speaking of God’s “measure of retribution” (the

enemy chasing away the Jewish people), there is a ratio of 1:1000,

“How can one (of us) pursue a thousand (of Israel).” Yet, when

speaking of God’s corresponding “measure of benevolence,” the

Torah states (in Parshas Bechukosai), “Five of you will be able to

chase away a hundred” (Vayikra 26:8), a ratio of just 1:20. How is this

to be reconciled with the principle that “God’s measure of benevo-

lence always exceeds His measure of retribution”?

In truth, however, one cannot compare these two cases. For the

verse in Parshas Bechukosai is referring to the annihilation of the

enemy, “Five of you will be able to chase away a hundred....They

will fall by the sword before you” (ibid.), whereas the verse here is

speaking only of chasing away the enemy. Thus, it would be

unreasonable to compare the two cases (Sotah 11a).

MASKIL LEDAVID: Alternatively, one could argue that the verse in

Parshas Bechukosai is referring to five of the weakest members of the

Jewish army, chasing away a hundred members of the enemy, as

Rashi writes there explicitly. Whereas here, the verse is speaking of

one of the strongest members of the enemy army.

Îo¤R Fni® �ẍv E −x§M
p�iÎo«¤R xE½b�` Æ a�iF` q©r³©M iÀ¥lEl fk :m«�x§k�f WF −p`«�n
c¬ ©aŸ` iF²bÎi¦M gk :z`Ÿ«fÎl¨M l¬ ©r¨R d− �eŸd�i ` ¬÷�e d�n½�x Ep´�c�i Æ Ex�n`Ÿ «i
z`Ÿ®f Eli´¦M�U
i E −n§k«�g E ¬l hk [iying] :d« �pEa�Y m−�d¨A oi¬ �̀ �e d�O® �d zF −v¥r
d®ä¨a�x Eqí�p�i m�i− 
p�WE s¤l½�`Æ c�g�` sŸ ³C�x�i dºk̈i�̀  l :m«�zi�x	g«� §̀l Epi−¦a�i
Ep−�xEv§k `¬÷ i² ¦M `l :m«�xi�B�q�d d− �eŸdi«
e m½�x¨k�n ḿ�xEvÎi«¦M Æ `÷Îm�`
zŸ −n�c�X�nE m½ �p§t
B Æ mŸc�q o¤t³ �B�nÎi«¦M al :mi«¦li¦l§R Epi−¥a�iŸ «̀ �e m®�xEv
m−�pi�P�Y z¬�n	g bl :Fn«¨l zŸ −xŸx�n z ¬÷§M�W�` WF½xÎi¥a�P¦rÆ FnÆ¥a�p£r d®�xŸn£r
mE −z�g i®�c�O¦r q́�n̈M `E −dÎ`÷	d cl :x«�f§k�` mi−�p�z§R W Ÿ̀ ¬x�e m® �pi�i
mF´i Æ aFx�w i³¦M m®l̈�b�x hEń�Y z−¥r§l m½¥N�W�e Æ m�w�p i³¦l dl :i«�zŸx§vF «̀ §A
ei−�c¨a£rÎl©r�e F½O©r Æ d�eŸd�i oi³�c�iÎi«¦M el :Fn«¨l zŸ ¬c�z£r W−�g�e m½�ci�`

oFt¨lEN�` fk :oFdi�p�x§kEC `�W�p` i�p§A�n l�H©a`
l�r§A a�x§a�x�z�i `�n§l�C Wi�p§M d�`�p�q�c `�f�b�x
`¨l�e `�p¨l z©ti�w�z `�p�c�i oEx�ni�i `�n§l�C `¨a¨a�C
i�c§A�`�n m©r i�x	` gk : �̀C l̈M z
e	d �i�i m�c�w o�n
EN�` hk :Ep�z§l§kEq oFd§A zi¥l�e oEP�` d¨vi¥r
:oFdi¥tFq§a i�d�i `�n Ex¨a�q `�c§a El¨M�Y�q�` Eni¦M�g
oEw�x¨r�i oi�x�zE `¨t§l�` c�g sFC�x�i oi�c§ki�` l

�ii
e oEP�x�q�n oFd§ti�T�z (i�x	`) o�d¨l` `�zFA�x§l
oFd§R�w¨Y `�p¨R�w¨z§k `¨l i�x	` `l :oEP�n¥l�W�`
zEp£r�xEt§k i�x	` al :`�p�p�I�c Fe	d `�p¨a¨a�c i¥l£r©aE
m©r§M oFd�zEw¨l�e oFd�zEp£r�xER mFc�q�c `�O©r
z�n¨l�W�z�e o�i�e¦g i�Wi�x§M oi�Wi¦A oFd�z�g�n d�xFn£r

�̀I
pi�P�Y z�x�n§k �̀d bl :oFd�zEx�x�n¦M oFdi�c¨aFr
:oi�`�x�f§k�` o�i�e¦g i�p�z�R Wi�x§kE oFd�zEp£r�xER q¨M
oi�fi�p�B i�n�c�w o¨l�B oFdi�c¨aFr l¨k `¨l	d cl

`�p	`
e `�zEp£r�xER i�n�c�w dl :i�x§vF`§A `�pi�C mFi§l
mFi ai�x�w i�x	` oFd£r�x�`�n oEl�b�i�C o�C¦r§l m¥N�W	`
�i�i oi�c�i i�x	̀  el :oFd§l ci�z¨r�C r©A�nE oFd�x¨a�Y
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27 If it were not for the enemy’s anger heaped up (against them), 

Lest their adversaries misconstrue (their power) to a foreign (power); 

Lest they claim, ‘Our hand was triumphant!’ 

And, ‘It was not God who did all of this!’
28 For (the enemy of Israel) is a nation devoid of good advice, 

And they have no understanding (to see that their victory would come from God). 
29 If they were wise, they would understand this; 

they would reflect upon (Israel’s) demise. 
30 (They would have thought): How can one (of us) pursue a thousand (of Israel), 

And two put ten thousand to flight, 

Unless their Rock has sold them out, 

And God has delivered them (into our hands)? 
31 For their rock is not (a true power) like our Rock. 

(If) our enemies judge (and defeat us it is because our Rock has decreed so). 
32 (God says: I wish to scatter Israel) because their vine is of the vine of Sodom, 

and of the (grain) fields of Amorah; 

Their grapes are grapes of bitterness, 

They (deserve) clusters (with) bitter juice. 
33 Their (cup of punishing) wine (will be like) the bitter venom of serpents, 

and the cruel poison of cobras. 
34 Is not (the evidence of all their wicked actions) stored away with Me, 

Sealed up in My treasuries? 
35 Within Me vengeance is (prepared), and it will repay, 

At the moment their foothold (of merit of their fathers) falters. 

(As soon as I decide to punish them) the day of their reckoning (will be) close, 

And what is destined for them will happen quickly.” 
36 When God will judge His people (and bring these sufferings upon them), 

He will (then) change His mind about His servants, 

ONE VERSUS A THOUSAND (V. 30)

Tosfos notes verse 30 appears to contradict the principle, “God’s

measure of benevolence always exceeds His measure of retribution.”

For here, when the Jewish people are being punished, we see that they

are defeated by the enemy in a ratio of 1:1000; whereas in Parshas

Bechukosai, where “God’s measure of benevolence” is described, the

ratio is just 1:20.

While the concept that “God’s measure of benevolence always exceeds

His measure of retribution,” is not mentioned by Rashi in his commentary

to the Torah, it is nevertheless an easily understood principle which even

a child might come to unaided.  Why, then, did Rashi not address Tosfos’

question, seeing that Rashi’s wrote his commentary to address every

difficulty that arises at the literal level?

Tosfos answers that it is not fair to compare the two verses, here and in

Parshas Bechukosai, since the former is speaking of one army chasing

another, whereas the latter discusses one army destroying another.

However this still does not appear to fully clarify the matter at the literal

level, for it only leaves us with a further question: Is it a greater

accomplishment to kill a few soldiers, or to chase away a larger number?

Since Rashi does not attempt to clarify this matter, we can presume that

he did not accept the solution of Tosfos.

Another solution [offered by Maskil leDavid] is that the differing ratios

arise from the fact that our verse speaks of strong soldiers, whereas the

verse in Parshas Bechukosai speaks of weak soldiers.  However this again

leaves us with a similar unresolved question: Is it a greater accom-

plishment for weak soldiers to defeat a small army, or for strong soldiers

to defeat a larger army?  

THE EXPLANATION

Rashi did not address this issue, as he deemed it to be self-evident from

the verse itself. The verse states, “(They would have thought): How can

one (of us) pursue a thousand (of Israel), and two put ten thousand to

flight, unless their Rock has sold them out, and God has delivered them

�
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FIFTH

READING



1 thuc ku' kt     2 uhert fv' c     3 bjnhw d' j     4 hrnhw ny' fv     5 cnscr hs' fj     6 zfrhw t' yu

gnu/ fahapuy tu,o chxurhivkku vtnuru, gkhvo' fnu fh cohshi

gnho
1

/ fh zv thbu nana ckaui svt'k,, ygo kscrho ak ngkv' tkt kaui

,jk,scur' fnu fh ,cutu tk vtr.
2

'fahcutu gkhvo napyho vkku uh,bjo

vec"v gkgcshu kauc ukrjo gkhvo: h,bjo/ kaui vpl njacv kvhyhc tu

kvrg: fh hrtv fh tzk, hs/ fahrtv fh hs vtuhcvukf, ujuze, nts

gkhvo utpx cvo gmurugzuc: gmur/ buag gk hsh gumr unuak ahgmur cvo:

gzuc/ gk hsh guzc/ gumr vut vnuak vgumrcgo akt hkfu npuzrho cmt,o

kmct gk vtuhc/ckaui kg"z nhhbyhbsu"r/ gmur' vut vbuagcngmur vnuak/

gzuc' njuze' fnuuhgzcu t, hruakho gs vjunv
3

'thl kt gzcv ghr ,vkv
4

/

gmur nhhbyubsh"r/gzuc thbpurmh"s: )kz(utnr/ vec"v gkhvo: th
tkvhnu/ gcus, tkhkho agcsu: mur jxhu cu/ vxkg avhu n,fxhi cu npbh

vjnv uvmbv' fkunr avhu cyujhi cu kvdi gkhvoni vrgv: )kj( tar jkc
zcjhnu/ vhu tu,i tkvu,tufkho avhu nerhchi kpbhvo uau,hi hhi bxhfo:

hvh gkhfo x,rv/ tu,u vmur hvhv kfonjxv unx,ur: )ky( rtu g,v/
vchbu ni vpurgbu, avct,hgkhfo uthi kfo nuahg uni v,augv atuahgfo

uthi nujv chsh: tbh tbh vut/ tbh kvaphk utbh kvrho: uthi tkvho gnsh/
guns fbdsh knju,: gnsh/ sudn,h ufnubh: uthi nhsh nmhk/ vpuagho ch:

)n( fh tat tk anho hsh/ fh cjrui tphtat hsh tk gmnh cacugv:

utnr,h jh tbfh/ kaui acugv vut ]fnu jh tbh bto vw to kt ftar scr,o

ctzbh
5

t; fti[ tbh bacgjh tbfh: )nt( to abu,h cre jrch/ to tabi

t,kvc jrch' fnu kngi vhu, kvcre pkbsu"r: u,tjz cnapy hsh/ kvbhj

ns, rjnhoctuhch avrgu kfo' tar tbhemp,h ngy uvnv gzru krgv
5

/

�� Why does “I injure and I heal” come after “I cause death

and I bring to life” ? (v. 39)

TALMUD: Rava noted an inconsistency between two statements.

The verse states, “I cause death and I bring to life,” and then it states,

“I injure and I heal.” If He can bring to life, does it not go without

saying that He can heal?

Rather, God is saying: To the same person that I bring death, I will

bring life, just as I heal the same person that I injure.  [Likewise,] our

Sages taught: When the verse states, “I cause death and I bring to

life,” you might think that it is speaking of the natural phenomenon

that one person dies and another comes to life.  Therefore, the verse

states, “I strike and I injure,” to teach you that just as one person is

injured and then healed, so too, this same person who dies, is

brought to life.  From here we have a proof from the Torah that the

dead will be revived.

Another interpretation: First, I will bring to life those that I caused

to die [and the injuries that they had when they died, will temporarily

persist].  Then I will heal the injuries that I caused (Pesachim 68a).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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(into our hands)?” I.e. we are not speaking here about a simple war

between Israel and its enemies, but rather, a case where the enemy was

attacking Israel through God’s direct intervention.

At the literal level, the principle that, “God’s measure of benevolence

always exceeds His measure of retribution,” only applies in a case where

Israel is fighting its enemies without the direct intervention of God.

Then we would argue that the Jewish people do not deserve to be

punished at war for their sins (1:1000) to a greater degree than they are

rewarded at war for their merits (1:20).

However, in an exceptional case where “their Rock has sold them out,

and God has delivered them,” the above logic clearly does not apply.

In fact, when God intervenes, not even one soldier is required to secure

a defeat of even a thousand soldiers, as we find in the case of the

Egyptian army, which numbered many thousands and yet drowned at

sea, without the need to be fought at all.

Thus, the fact that even one soldier is required here is an expression of

God’s kindness, because in truth, not even that one is required.

However, in Parshas Bechukosai, the Torah is speaking of the usual

scenario, where God does not make any direct intervention.  And in such

a case we are promised, “If you pursue (the study of) My laws (in order

to) guard My commands and observe them....Five of you will be able to

chase away a hundred....They will fall by the sword before you.”

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Ha’azinu 5733)

”I CAUSE DEATH AND I BRING TO LIFE” (V. 39)

The Talmud raises the question as to why the Torah states “I injure and

I heal,” which would seem to be an obvious fact, having just read, “I

cause death and I bring to life.”

At first glance this appears to be a question at the literal level.  Why then

does Rashi not address it?

�

i´�` x−�n�`�e fl :aE«f¨r�e xE ¬v¨r q¤t−�`�e c½ �i z©l�f´�`Îi¦M Æ d�̀ �x�i i³¦M m® �g�p�z�i
oí�i E −Y�W�i El½¥k Ÿ̀i Æ FniÆ�g¨a�f a¤l³ �g xÆ�W	` gl :F «a Ei¬�q�g xE −v Fni® �d÷`
í¦M dÀ�Y©r | E ´̀ �x hl :d«�x�z�q m−¤ki¥l£r i¬�d�i m½¤k�x�f§r
i�e Æ EnEÆw�i m®k̈i�q�p
Æ i�Y§vÆ�g�n dÀ�I�g	̀ «
e zí�n�̀  ī�p	̀  i®�c�O¦r mi−�d÷̀  oi¬ �̀ �e `E½d Æ i�p	̀  i³ �p	`
i®�c�i m�i−�n�WÎl�` `¬�V�`Îi«¦M n [iyy] :li«¦S�n i−�c�I�n oi¬ �̀ �e `½¨R�x�` í�p	`«
e
f¬ �g Ÿ̀z�e i½¦A�x�g ẃ�x§A Æ i�zFP�WÎm�` `n :m«¨lŸr§l i−¦kŸp«�` i¬�g i�Y�x¾�n�`�e

`�I�wi�C©v i�dFc§a©r zEp£r�xEtE D�O©r�c `�pi�C
s�w�z�z§C o�C¦r§a�C i�dFn�c�w i�l�b i�x	` r�x§R�z�i
:oi�wi¦a�WE oi¦l�h§l�H�n oFd�i d�`�p�q z�g�n oFdi¥l£r
oi¦vi�g�x Fe	d�C `̈ti�T�Y oFd�z̈l	g�C o�` x�ni�i�e fl

o�z�W oi¦l§k�` Fe	d oFd�z�q§k�p a�x�z i�C gl :D¥A
oFd�i oFk�pEc£r�qi�e o©r§M oEnEw�i oFdi¥M�q�p x�n	g
`Ed `�p	` `�p	` i�x	` o©r§M Ff	g hl :o�b�n oFki¥l£r
`�pi�g�n d�g�nE zi�n�n `�p	` i�P�n x©A D¨l` zi¥l�e
i�x	` n :a�fi�W�n i�c�i o�n zi¥l�e `�pi�Q�n s�`�e
m�I�w zi�x�n	̀ 
e i�Y�p¦k�W zi¥A �̀I�n�W¦A zi�p�w�z�̀
Ef�g§M oi�x�Y c�g l©r m�` `n :oi�n§l¨r§l `�p	`
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When He sees that the power (of the enemy) is increasing, 

And no one (among Israel has a source of) salvation or help. 
37 Then He will say: Where is their deity (that they worshiped), 

The rock in which they trusted? 
38 Which ate the fat of their sacrifices,

And drank the wine of their libations? 

Let them stand up and help you! 

Let them be your shelter! 
39 See now that it is Me! I am the One! 

There is no god (to stand against) Me. 

I cause death and I bring to life. 

I injure and I heal. 

And no one can rescue from My Hand (those who sin against Me)! 
40 For (when the Jewish people repent, I will turn My anger upon the nations!*)

I (will) raise up My Hand to (Myself in) heaven, 

And say: Just as I live forever,  
41 (I swear that) when I sharpen the blade of My sword, 

And My hand grasps judgment (to punish the enemies of Israel), 

THE EXPLANATION

Rashi did not find it necessary to address the Talmud’s question here, as

with a knowledge of Rashi’s prior comments, the matter can be worked

out with simple logic.

In Parshas Mishpatim, the Torah states, “If two men quarrel, and one

strikes the other...he must (pay all) his medical (fees).” (Shemos 21:18-19,

according to Rashi). From here the reader will have gathered that, at the

literal level of scriptural interpretation, God does not heal the sick directly,

but rather, through the agency of a doctor.

Thus our verse, “I injure and I heal,” is not superfluous, for it teaches us

a new piece of information: that, in some cases, God heals an injury

directly, without the intervention of a doctor.

And the distinction between these two cases is made clear by scripture.

When the injury is caused by man (“two men quarrel, and one strikes

the other”), then the cure comes (from God, but) via the agency of man,

i.e. a doctor.  

But when the injury is caused by God (“I injure”), as a punishment for

sin, then the cure also comes directly from God (“I heal”).

PROOF FOR THE REVIVAL OF THE DEAD

In clarifying Rashi’s approach here, we appear to have created another

problem. For in rejecting the Talmud’s interpretation, we also appear to

have rejected the Talmud’s conclusion, “From here we have a proof from

the Torah that the dead will be revived.” 

Is it now the case that, at the literal level of scriptural interpretation

(adhered to by Rashi,) our verse does not provide proof that the dead will

ultimately be revived?

In truth, however, at the literal level, our verse must be speaking of the

death and subsequent life of the same person, for otherwise the verse

would not be teaching the reader anything new. The reader already

knows that God created the heavens and the earth (Bereishis 1:1), and that

“there is none other besides Him,” (Devarim 4:35), so if the verse “I bring to

life,” simply means that God causes new people to be born in this world,

then the verse is not teaching the reader something that he did not know

already. Clearly then, the verse, “I cause death and I bring to life,” must

be referring to the same person, who first dies and then comes back to life. 

So, in the final analysis we do indeed “have a proof from the Torah,” at

the literal level, “that the dead will be revived.”

But we are now left with a further problem. For having proved that it

is self-evident, at the literal level, that our verse refers to the revival of

the dead, why did the Talmud need to devise an elaborate proof for

this point?

The answer lies in the fact that the Talmud was written for a readership

which was familiar with Talmudic teachings, whereas Rashi’s commentary

was written for those who were beginning their studies.  Thus, the Talmud

found it necessary to prove that our verse indicates that the dead will be

revived, despite the fact that the matter appears to be obvious at the literal

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

* At first glance, verse 40 represents a sudden change of topic which appears to be out of context with the verses that precede it. For the previous verses describe the sins of the

Jewish people, whereas from verse 40, the topic switches to describe God’s punishment of the nations who harmed Israel. Furthermore, the two passages are connected by the word

h�F (meaning “for,” or “because”) at the beginning of verse 40, suggesting that the reason why God will punish the nations is because the Jewish people will sin!  Rashi addresses

this matter by explaining that the use of the word h�F here suggests: “For in My anger, I will raise up My hand to Myself, making an oath.” Where do we see God’s anger being

mentioned? In Parshas Nitzavim it is written that when the Jewish people will repent, “God will place all these curses upon your enemies” (Devarim 30:7), which includes the curse

that “I will become very angry with them” (ibid. 31:17). Thus, according to Rashi the verse is suggesting that after the Jewish people repent, God will redirect His anger towards the

nations  (Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Ha’azinu 5736).

SIXTH

READING



1 gucshw t' h     2 crtah, kc' ft     3 ,vkho pv' c     4 ao gv' y     5 haghw fu' u    6 dhyhi bu:     7 nhfv z' h     8 cnscr c' hz     9 kfturv thl tpWk avhw huo vac, uvrh )cpaaWn( chuo nu,u

dnr kf,uc vxW, )fhsug vaeuWy do gWs vvkfv gsWz(/ utukh vhw f,uc craWh Waw ak shuzdhW' uvfuubv Warrv tu WakyuiW ak shuzdh' ak abhvo' uvng,he akt vchi fuub, raWh cWawW phgbju fcaWx

)xuyv hd:( _ Wac,W )gWp keuWa jfWy gw 891 vgrv 12' ghhWa/( 

scr tjr u,tjzhsh t, ns, vnapy kvjzhe cv ukbeuo beo: tahc beo
uduw/ knsu rcu,hbu ctdsv n,ulkaui vnert atnr u,tjz cnapy hsh' kt

fns, car uso ns, vec"v' ns, car usozure j. uthbu hfuk kvahcu'

uvec"v zure jmhuuha chsu kvahci' ftku tujzi chsu' avrh crevut jmu'

abtnr fti cre jrch u,tjz cnapyhsh' uvnapy vzv kaui purgbu, vut

ckg"zhuayhmt"v: )nc( tafhr jmh nso/ vtuhc: ujrch ,tfk car/
caro: nso jkk uachv/ zt, ,vhv kvo ngui sojkkh )x�t jkkh so(

hartk uachv aacu nvo: nrta prgu, tuhc/ npag ,jk, prmu,vtuhc'

fh favec"v bprg ni vtunu, puesgkhvo gubo ugubu, tcu,hvo nrtah,

prmvaprmu chartk: )nd( vrbhbu duho gnu/ ktu,u vzni hacjuvtunu,

t, hartk rtu nv acjv ak tunv zuasceu cvec"v cfk v,ktu, agcru

gkhvo uktgzcuvu' husgho vhu cyucu ucacju: fh so gcshu heuo/ aphfu,

snhvo fnangu: ubeo hahc kmrhu/ gk vdzk ugk vjnx' fgbhiabtnr

nmrho kanv ,vhv utsuoknscr annv njnx cbh hvusv' utunr njnx

tjhl hgec uduw
1

: ufpr tsn,u gnu/ uhphhx tsn,u ugnu gkvmru, agcru

gkhvo uagav kvo vtuhc: ufpr/ kaui rmuh uphux' fnu tfprv pbhu
2

tbjhbhv krudzhv: ufpr tsn,u/ unv vht tsn,u gnu/ fagnun,bjnho

trmu n,bjn,' ufi vut tunr rmh, vw trml
3

' cnv rmh, trml' ac,acu,

hgec/ cpbho tjrho vht bsra, cxprh'ubjkeu cv rw hvusv urw bjnhv/ rw

hvusv surafukv fbds hartk' urw bjnhv sura fukv fbdsvtunu,/ rch

hvusv surav fkph hartk tnr,htpthvo' fnu aphra,h gs ukt vw pgk fk

zt,/fh duh tucs gmu, vnv tcsu ,ur,h avht kvogmv bfubv/ uthi cvo

,cubv kv,cubi thfv hrsu;tjs ni vtunu, tk; nvo to kt fh muro

nfro' fh kt fmurbu muro' vfk fnu aphra,hgs ,fkh,u/ urw bjnhv surav

fkph vtunu, fhduh tcs gmu, vnv' fnu aphra,h ,jkv gs utuhchbu

pkhkho: )kc(fh ndpi xsuo dpbo/ak tunu,: unasn, gnurv uduw/ ukt
hahnu kco k,ku,vdsukv ch: gbcnu gbch rua/ vut atnr kukhfgx tuhc

tdur gk hartk kvrghko ukvnrhro'kphfl tafku, nruru, knu kvkghy

tu,o gknv agau kcbh: )kd( jn, ,bhbo hhbo/nufi kvaeu,ogk nv

aguahi kvo: )ks( fnux gnsh/tu,u vfux'abtnr fh fux chs vw uduw
4

:

)kv( kg, ,nuy rdko/fgbhi abtnr ,rnxbvrdk
5

: )ku( fh hshi vw gnu/
ckaui zv nana fh hshickaui svt' uthi hshi kaui hxurhi' tkt fnu fhhrhc

t, rhco nhs guaehvo: fh hrtv fh tzk, hs uduw/ )kz( utnr th
tkvhnu/vtuhc htnr th tkvhnuak hartk' fnu atnr yhyux vrag fadsr

t,vprf,
6

' fgbhi abtnr u,rt tuhc,hu,fxv cuav vtunrv tkh thu vw

tkvhl
7

: )ky( rtu g,v fh tbh uduw/tz hdkv vec"v haug,u uhtnrrtu

g,v fh tbh tbh vut nt,h ct, gkhvovrgv unt,h ,ct gkhvo vyucv:

uthi nhsh nmhk/nh ahmhk t,fo ni vrgv tar tchtgkhfo: )n( fh tat
tk anho hsh/fnu fh bat,h',nhs tbh narv neuo afhb,h canho'

f,rdunutphku jka kngkv udcur knyv' thn, vgkhui gkv,j,ui' ufk afi

adcur kngkv ujka nknyv: hsh/ neuo afhb,h' fnu tha gkhsu
8

' uvhv chsh

kvprg nfo' tck tnr,h ajhtbfh kguko' thbh nnvr kprug' kph aha kh

avu, cscr' fh tbh jh kguko' ucsuru, tjrubhotbh bprg nvo uvhfuk, chsh

kvprg ni vn,houni vjhho/ nkl car uso avut vukl knu,nnvr ben,u

kvprg cjhhu' fh ant hnu, vuttu tuhcu ubnmt akt rtv ben,u nnbu' tck

tbhjh kguko uto hnu,u vo uthbh bprg cjhhvo'tprg cnu,o: )nt( to
abu,h cre jrch/vrcv toha athbo ,kuhhi' fatabi cre jrch u,tjz

cnapy hsh ufuw' fnu aphra,h kngkv: )ns( vut uvuag ci bui/ ac,
9
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level, because there is another Talmudic teaching that might lead a person

to think otherwise. 

The Talmud states, “There are three keys in God’s hand that He will not

place into the hand of any agent. And they are: the key to rain, the key to

bearing children, and the key to revive the dead” (Ta’anis 2a). Thus, the

student of the Talmud might come to the conclusion that our verse comes

to extend this teaching to the causes of death and continued life—that

rather than handing these matters to an agent, God says, “I cause death

and I bring to life,” directly. Consequently, if our verse has already been

used to provide proof that God does these directly without an agent, then

it can no longer be used to prove another point, that the revival of the

dead has a basis in the Torah.  

Therefore, the Talmud was forced to contradict this notion and show

(through an elaborate proof) that, to the contrary, our verse does provide

support for the revival of the dead.

However, Rashi presumed that his readership would not yet be familiar

with the Talmudic teaching, “There are three keys in God’s hand etc.,” so

Rashi did not need to prove that our verse could have any other meaning

than its literal interpretation—that the same person to whom “I cause

death, I will bring to life.”  

Thus, in the final analysis, “We have a proof from the Torah that the

dead will be revived,” both at the literal level of scripture, and according

to Talmudic logic.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Ha’azinu 5740)

xi³¦M�W�̀  an :m«¥N�W	` i−�`�pŸ�y�n¦l�e i½�x¨v§l Æ m�w�p ai³�W�̀  i®�c�i h−R̈�W�n§A

W`Ÿ −x�n d½�i§a�W�e Æ l¨l�g m³�C�n x®�U¨A l´ ©k Ÿ̀Y i−¦A�x�g�e m½�C�n Æ i©S�g

Æ m�w�p�e mF ®T�i ei−�c¨a£rÎm�c i¬¦M F½O©r Æ m�iFb Epi³�p�x�d bn :a« �iF` zF ¬r�x©R

x² ¥A�c�i
e dÀ�WŸn `Ÿá�I
e cn [iriay] t :F «O©r F −z�n�c�̀  x¬ ¤R¦k�e ei½�ẍv§l aí�W�i

:oE «pÎo¦A ©r¬ �WFd�e `E −d m®r̈�d í�p�f�`§A z`Ÿ −G�dÎd«�xi�X�d i¬ �x§a�CÎl¨MÎz�`

i¦l�B�z�Y `�I�n�W sFq c©r�e `�I�n�W sFQ�n `�w�x©a
`�zEp£r�xER ai�z	` i�c�i `�pi�c§A s�w�z�z�e i¦A�x�g
i�xi�b i�E�x̀  an :m¥N�W` i©a¨a�c i¥l£r©a§lE i©`�p�q§l
o¨li�h�w m�C�n `�I�n�n©r§A lFh�w�Y i¦A�x�g�e `�n�C�n
d�`�p�q Wi�x�n oi�x�z¦k d�`�C§r�`§l o�i§a�W�e
i�x	` D�O©r `�I�n�n©r Eg¨A�W bn :`¨a¨a�C l¥r§aE
zEp£r�xEtE r�x§R�z�i `�I�wi�C©v i�dFc§a©r zEp£r�xEt
:D�O©r l©r�e D¥r�x�` l©r x©R©ki�e i�dF`�p�q§l ai�z�i
i�n�B�z¦R l¨M z
i li¦N�nE d�WŸn `�z	`
e cn
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I will bring vengeance upon (them, for they are) My enemies (too). 

I will repay those who hate Me. 
42 I will make My arrows drunk with (enemy) blood, 

And My sword will consume (their) flesh;

On account of the blood of the slain (of Israel) and the captives (seized),  

From (even) the first attacks of the enemy. 
43 (At that time) the nations will sing praises for His people! 

When (they see how) He will avenge the blood of His servants (that they spilled), 

Inflict revenge upon His enemies (for the robberies and losses they caused), 

And appease His land (and) His people (for their distress). 

44 Moshe came and spoke all the words of this song into the ears of the people, he and Hoshe’a the

son of Nun.

�� Why will the nations praise Israel? (v. 43)

RASHI: At that time, the nations will praise Israel, saying: “See how

praiseworthy this nation is, that they remained attached to God

throughout all the hardships that they suffered and they did not

forsake Him!

�� Why are both Moshe and Yehoshua mentioned? (v. 44)

RASHI: It was a rulership of two pairs, [two leaders each with their

own spokesman through whom they lectured. For complete]

authority had been taken from one and given to [be shared with] the

other. Moshe appointed a spokesman for Yehoshua, for Yehoshua to

lecture in Moshe’s lifetime, so that the Jewish people would not say,

“During your teacher’s lifetime you did not dare to raise your head!”

Why does Scripture here call him [here, with his prior name]

“Hoshe’a”?  To indicate that Yehoshua did not become arrogant, for

although he was given high status, he humbled himself to be as he

was at the beginning [when he was still called Hoshe’a].

THE NATIONS’ PRAISE OF ISRAEL (V. 43)

Verse 43 states that the nations will praise the Jewish people when they

witness how God avenges those who harmed “His servants.”  Rashi adds

that the content of this praise will be how “they remained attached to

God throughout all the hardships that they suffered and they did not

forsake Him!”

At first glance, however, Rashi’s words seem to have no basis at the

literal level. Where is there an indication in the verse itself that the nations

will praise Israel because “they remained attached to God throughout all

the hardships that they suffered, etc.”?

THE EXPLANATION

On reading that the nations will “sing praises” for the Jewish people,

Rashi was troubled by an apparent inconsistency between this verse and

an earlier statement made in the song of Ha’azinu. In verse 6, Moshe said,

“Is this how you repay God, you disgraceful, unwise people? Is He not

your Father, your Master? He has made you (a special nation), and

established you (to be self-sufficient).” Consequently, upon reading in our

verse that the nations will praise the Jewish people, Rashi was troubled:

How is it possible that the nations will praise the Jewish people when

Moshe himself spoke in the most unflattering terms about Israel?

Clearly, Rashi concluded, the two verses must be speaking of two

very different times. Therefore Rashi wrote, “At that time, the nations

will praise Israel,” indicating that Moshe was speaking here of distant,

future events.

What could possibly bring about this transformation, from a

“disgraceful, unwise people,” to one that even the nations of the world

will praise?

Rashi concluded that this must be the effect of the Jewish people’s

remarkable stamina to withstand a long and difficult exile, i.e. “that they

remained attached to God throughout all the hardships that they suffered,

and they did not forsake Him!”

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Ha’azinu 5741)

MOSHE & YEHOSHUA (V. 44)

Rashi’s self-declared task is to explain the literal meaning of scripture,

and not to cite Talmudic and Midrashic teachings which are not connect-

ed with a verse at the literal level.  But in his commentary to verse 44, he

cites no less than three apparently non-literal teachings of the Sages:

a.) About the “rulership of two pairs,” from the Talmud (Sotah 13b);  b.)

The appointment of Yehoshua’s “spokesman” (Sifri, near beginning of

Vayeilech); and, c.) The reason why our verse uses the name Hoshe’a, and

not Yehoshua (Sifri to this verse).  Why are these three teachings necessary

to understand our verse at the literal level?

A further problem here, is that our verse is not the first occasion that the

Torah refers to the joint role of Moshe and Yehoshua on the last day of

Moshe’s life. In Parshas Vayeilech, the Torah also states: “Moshe and

Yehoshua went, and stood in the Tent of Meeting” (31:14). Furthermore, at

the very beginning of Parshas Vayeilech, Moshe also touched on this

matter, when he said “I am no longer (permitted by God) to lead (you)”

(ibid. v. 2). So why did Rashi not address this issue of the joint leadership

when the matter first arose, rather than here?

THE EXPLANATION

Even though Moshe declared at the beginning of Parshas Vayeilech that

his leadership was ending, he immediately clarified that this was because

“God said to me, ‘You may not cross this (River) Jordan,’” (ibid.),

suggesting that his leadership was actually going to continue until the

Jewish people had crossed the Jordan. So from Parshas Vayeilech, there

is no proof, at the literal level, that Yehoshua had yet been given any

leadership position at all.

�

�
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1 xuyv hd:     2 xprh     3 hjzetk n' s     4 crtah, ku' fc     5 ao hc     6 naWb ctcrvo )kl hz' fd( Wuhnk duw cgmo vhuo vzvWupraWh Wkt b,hhrt fuwW —thbu ahhl kbsuWs' avrh ao vnsucr

c)dsuk, nsrhw( tcrvo)sWcu chuo abmyuuv fuw ukt b,hrt fuwW(' natWf cbsuWs sWcgmo duwW vut ngbv vecWv ktnhrv sWthi tbu nbhjhi fuwW/ urtv ctrufv nprah raWh fti/ —uhWk azvu anpry raWh

vnbhi: dw neunu, — knguyh vbWk/ urtv ctrufv ahj, aWp vtzhbu ,anWt )keuWa jhWy gw 933' vgrv 2(/         7 ao z' hd     8 anu, hc' bt     

akshuzdhvh,v' bykv rau, nzv ub,bv kzv
1

' vgnhs kunav n,urdni

khvuag' ahvt sura cjhhu' fshakt htnru hartk cjhh rcl kt vhv kl

kvrhorta
2

/ uknv eurtu fti vuag' kunr akt zjvsg,u gkhu' at; gk

ph ab,bv ku dsukv' vaphkgmnu ftar n,jk,u
2

: )nu( ahnu kccfo/
mrhl tso ahvhu ghbhu ukcuutzbhu nfuubho kscrh ,urv' ufi vut tunr ci

tso rtv cghbhl uctzbhl anguaho kcl uduw
3

' vrh scrho ek ujunr' unv

,cbh,vch, avut brtv kghbho ubnss cebv mrhl tsoahvhu ghbhu utzbhu

ukcu nfuubho kvchi' scrh ,urvavi fvrrhiv,kuhhi cagrv gk tj, fnv

ufnv
2

: )nz( fh kt scr re vut nfo/ kt kjbot,o hdgho cv' fh

vrcv afr ,kuh cv' fh vutjhhfo/ scr tjr thi kl scr rhei c,urv ato

,srabu athi cu n,i afr' ,sg kl afi tnru utju, kuyi ,nbg
4

'u,nbg

vh,v pkda uduw
5

' kph atnrv thbh fsthkvhu, ku ktav vkuth utvhv

phkdau' ufk flknv' kvushg acju ak tcrvo avhu akyubhounkfho

n,tuho kvsce czrgu
2

: )nj( uhscr vw tk nav cgmo vhuo vzv/

cakav neunu,
6

btnr cgmo vhuo vzv' btnrcbj cgmo vhuo vzv ct bj

uduw
7

'cnrth, turu ak huo' kph avhu cbh suru tunrhocfl ufl to tbu

nrdhahi cu thi tbu nbhjhi tu,ukhfbx c,hcv' ukt gus tkt tbu buykhi

fahkhiuersunu, unceghi t, v,hcv/ tnr vec"v vrhbhnfbhxu cjmh

vhuo' ufk nh aha chsu fj knju,hct uhnjv/ cnmrho btnr cgmovhuo

vzv vumht vw
8

' kph avhu nmrho tunrhocfl ufl to tbu nrdhahi cvo

thi tbu nbhjhotu,o kmt,' ukt gus tkt tbu buykhi xhhpu,ufkh zhhi

uvurdhi cvo/ tnr vec"v vrhbh numhticjmh vhuo ufk nh aha cu fj

knju, hctuhnjv/ t; fti cnh,,u ak nav btnr cgmovhuo vzv' kph

avhu hartk tunrho cfl ufl totbu nrdhahi cu thi tbu nbhjhi tu,u' tso

avumhtbu nnmrho uerg kbu t, vho uvurhs kbut, vni uvdhz kbu t,

vakhu uvgkv kbu t,vctr ub,i kbu t, v,urv thi tbu nbhjhi tu,u/tnr

vec"v vrhbh nfbhxu cjmh vhuo ufuw
2

: )b( ftar n, tvri tjhl/
ctu,v nh,varth, ujns, tu,v' avpahy nav t, tvricds rtaui
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Likewise, the fact that “Moshe and Yehoshua went, and stood in the

Tent of Meeting” (31:14), does not prove that Yehoshua had begun a new

leadership position, for at the literal level, they were merely following

orders from God: “Call Yehoshua and stand in the Tent of Meeting” (ibid.).

It is only upon reading in our verse, “Moshe came and spoke all the

words of this song into the ears of the people, he and Hoshe’a the son of

Nun,” that we have clear proof of Yehoshua actually beginning a

leadership role alongside Moshe.

Therefore Rashi explained, “It was a rulership of two pairs...Moshe

appointed a spokesman for Yehoshua,” for addressing the people by

means of a spokesman was the privilege of the leader of the Jewish

people, a role which Moshe and Yehoshua now shared.

However, this begs the question: Usually, a new leader begins office

only after the passing of the previous leader. Why should Yehoshua’s

leadership have started before Moshe passed away?  

To explain this, Rashi continues: “So that the Jewish people would not

say, ‘During your teacher’s lifetime you did not dare to raise your head!’”

But the question then arises: if the whole purpose of this transfer of

power is to “raise the head,” of Yehoshua, why then is he called by his

prior name, Hoshe’a? Rashi answers: “To indicate that Yehoshua did not

become arrogant, for although he was given high status, he humbled

himself as he was at the beginning”—a powerful lesson for all those who

are appointed to positions of authority.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 29, p. 195ff.)

Îl¨MÎl�` d¤N−�`�d mi¬�x¨a�C�dÎl¨MÎz�` x² ¥A�c§l dÀ�WŸn l´ ©k�i
e dn

x¯�W	` mi½�x¨a�C�dÎlÆ¨k§l m½¤k§a©a§l Eni´�U Æ m�d¥l	` x�n`Ÿ³I
e en :l«�`�x�U�i
zF½U£r«©l x Ÿń�W¦l m½¤ki�p§AÎz�`Æ m�E©v�Y x³�W	` mF®I�d m−¤k¨A ci¬¦r�n i² ¦kŸp«�`
m½¤M�n Æ `Ed w¬ �x xÆ¨a�cÎ` «÷ i¦MÂ fn :z`Ÿ «G�d d¬�xFY�d i−�x§a�CÎl̈MÎz�̀
xÆ�W	` d½�n�c	`´�dÎl©r Æ mi�n�i Eki³�x	̀ «�Y dÀ �G�d x´ä�C©aE m® ¤ki�I�g `E −dÎi¦M
x³ ¥A�c�i
e gn [xihtn] t :D«�Y�W�x§l d�O−�W o² �C�x
I�dÎz�̀  mi ¯�x§a Ÿ«r m ¹�Y�̀

Á x�dÎl�` d¿¥l£r hn :xŸ «n`¥l d− �G�d mF¬I�d m¤v² ¤r§A d½�WŸnÎl�` Æ d�eŸd�i
F ®g�x�i í�p§RÎl©r x−�W	` a½�`Fn u�x´ �̀ §A Æ x�W	` FÀa�pÎx�d d¹�G�d miÆ�x¨a£r«�d
:d« �G�g	`«©l l−�`�x�U�i i¬ �p§a¦l o² �zŸp i¬ �p	` xÆ�W	` o©r½
p§M u�x´ �̀ Îz�` Æ d�`�xE
Îx�W	 «̀©M Li® �O©rÎl�` s−�q�`«�d�e d�O½�W d´ ¤lŸr Æ d�Y�` x³�W	`Æ x�d̈A zÀ�nE p

xÆ�W	` Á l©r `p :ei«�O©rÎl�` s�q−�`�I
e x½�d�d xŸd́§A Æ LiÆ�g�̀  oŸ³x	d«�̀  zº�n

x©A ©r�WFd�e `Ed `�O©r m�c�w `�c�d `�Y�g©A�W�z
`�I�n�B�z¦R l¨M z
i `¨l¨N�n§l d�WŸn i¦vi�W�e dn :oEp
FE�W oFd§l x�n	`
e en :l�`�xŸ�y�i l¨M m¦r oi¥N�`�d
oFk§A c�d�q�n `�p	` i�C `�I�n�B�z¦R l¨k§l oFk§A¦l
x�H�n§l oFki�p§A z
i oEP�c�T©t�z i�C oi�c `�nFi
i�x	̀  fn : �̀c�d `�z�i�xF` i�n�B�z¦R l¨M z
i c©A§r�n§l
oFki�I�g `ed i�x	` oFk�P�n `Ed `�wi�x m�B�z¦t `¨l
i�c `¨r�x�` l©r oi�nFi oEk�xFY oi�c�d `�n�B�z¦t§aE
:D�z�xi�n§l o�O�z§l `�p�C�x
i z
i oi�x§a¨r oEY�`
oi�c�d `�nFi o�x§k¦A d�WŸn m¦r �i�i li¦N�nE gn

`�xEh oi�c�d i�`�x¨a£r�c `�xEh§l w�q hn :x�ni�n§l
i�f	g
e Fg�x�i i¥R�` l©r i�C a�`Fn�c `¨r�x�`§A i�C Fa�p�c
l�`�xŸ�y�i i�p§a¦l a�d�i `�p	` i�C o©r
p§k�c `¨r�x�` z
i
o�O�z§l w¥l�q �Y�` i�C `�xEh§A zEnE p :`�p�q	g�`§l
KEg	` oŸx	d�` zi�n�c `�n§M K�O©r§l W�p§M�z�`�e
i�C l©r `p :D�O©r§l Wi�p§M�z�`�e `�xEh xFd§A
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[ MM OO SS HH EE ’’ SS CC OO NN CC LL UU DD II NN GG WW OO RR DD SS [

When Moshe finished speaking all these words to all of Israel, 46 he said to them, “Turn your

hearts to all of the words which I am bearing witness for you today, so that you will command

your children to be careful to observe all the words of this Torah. 47 For it is not an empty

thing for you (for which you will not be rewarded). Rather, it is your life! Through this thing, you will

lengthen your days upon the land of which you are crossing over the Jordan, to take possession.” 

[ MM OO SS HH EE IISS TT OO LL DD TT OO AA SS CC EE NN DD MM OO UU NN TT NN EE VV OO [

G od spoke to Moshe on that very day, saying, 49 “Climb up the Avarite mountains here, (at)

Mount Nevo—which is in the land of Mo’av that is facing Jericho—and see the Land of

Cana’an, which I am giving to the children of Israel as a possession. 50 Then die on the

mountain upon which you are climbing and be gathered to your people, just as your brother Aharon

�� Aren’t the words “on that very day” superfluous? (v. 48)

RASHI: Scripture uses the phrase “on that very day,” in three places

[that have the same implication]:

[1.] Concerning Noach it is written, “On that very day...Noach

came into [the Ark]....” (Bereishis 7:13), indicating that daylight was

shining [when he came in]. For the people of his generation were

saying, “We swear that we will not allow him to enter the Ark if we

notice him!  Furthermore, we will take axes [to hold back Noach] and

sledgehammers to smash the ark!” 

But God said, “I will have him enter in broad daylight! If anybody’s

hand is able to resist, let him come and resist!” 

[2.] Concerning Egypt it is written, “[It happened] on that very day

that God took [the children of Israel] out [of the land of Egypt]”

(Shemos 12:51). For the Egyptians were saying, “We swear that we will

not allow them to leave if we notice them! Furthermore, we will take

swords and weapons [of self-defense], and kill them [if need be]!” 

But God said: “I will bring them out in broad daylight! If anyone is

able to resist, let him come and resist!”

[3.] Likewise here, concerning Moshe’s death, it is written, “on that

very day.” For the Jewish people were saying, “We swear, that if we

notice Moshe [is going to die], we will not let him! He is the man

who brought us out of Egypt! He split the Reed Sea for us! He

brought the manna down for us! He made flocks of quails fly over to

us! He brought up the well for us! And he gave us the Torah! We will

not let him [die]!” 

But God said, “I will take him in broad daylight!”

MOSHE’S PASSING ON THE MOUNTAIN (V. 48)

Rashi’s comments to verse 48 prompt the following questions:

a.) Rashi writes, “The Jewish people were saying, ‘We swear, that if we

notice Moshe [is going to die], we will not let him!’” At first glance, this

appears to be utterly absurd. Life and death is something that is in the

hands of God and cannot be decided by man. How could the Jewish

people possibly “not let” Moshe die?

b.) Is it really necessary to know that, “Scripture uses the phrase, ‘on

that very day,’ in three places, etc.”? Why was it not sufficient for Rashi to

explain our verse alone? 

c.) Rashi does not explain why Noach’s contemporaries wished to stop

him from entering the Ark, nor does he explain why the Egyptians did not

want the Jewish people to leave Egypt, because the reason is obvious.

So why did Rashi explain that the Jewish people did not want Moshe to

die because “he is the man who brought us out of Egypt! etc.”? Surely this

is obvious too?

THE EXPLANATION

In our verse, the phrase “on that very day” appears to be superfluous.

Since no word in the Torah can be devoid of meaning, Rashi searched for

a teaching that would explain why the Torah used this extra phrase.

Rashi concluded that the words “on that very day” allude to the

Midrashic teaching that “God said, ‘I will take him in broad daylight!’” in

response to the efforts of the Jewish people to avert Moshe’s death.

However, at the literal level, this account is difficult to accept. For we are

speaking here of the generation that entered the Land of Israel, who—

unlike their parents—did not rebel against God and “remained attached

to God, your God” (Devarim 4:4).  So why would a righteous generation

attempt to defy God’s explicit wish that Moshe die at this time?
�
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

When the Jewish people sought to annul the decree against

Moshe’s passing, God did not reply, “If anyone is able to

resist, let him come and resist!” (see Classic Questions). The inner

reason for this is because if the Jewish people had actually

resisted, they would have indeed reversed the Divine decree

against Moshe’s passing. For when the Jewish community is

united, they have the power to nullify a Divine decree, even after

the decree is sealed (See Rosh Hashanah 18a).

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 19, p. 346)
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1
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vht klgk fi tbh tunr kl gkv urtv: jxk, pra, vtzhbu
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In order to answer this question, Rashi cited the fact that, “Scripture

uses the phrase, “on that very day,” in three places....” For by demonstrat-

ing that this phrase consistently has the connotation of a rebellion against

God, Rashi strengthens his assertion that this too is the meaning of the

phrase here.

How, indeed, did the Jewish people intend to rebel against God and

avert Moshe’s death?  Rashi stresses that this case is, “likewise here...”

i.e., similar in nature to the previous two cases that he cited, about Noach

and the Egyptian people. Both these two cases involved a rebellious

group which plotted to prevent the relocation of another party:  Noach’s

contemporaries wished to stop him from relocating into the Ark, and the

Egyptian people planned to stop the Jewish people from leaving Egypt.  

So, “likewise here,” it follows that the Jewish people wished to avert

Moshe’s death by preventing him from relocating to another place,

namely, to Mount Nevo. For God had said, “Climb up the Avarite

mountains here, (at) Mount Nevo....Then die on the mountain” (v. 49-50).

indicating that Moshe’s death was to be the result of a Divine decree (not

from natural causes), which would occur after ascending the mountain.

So the people figured: If Moshe does not “climb up Mount Nevo,” then

the decree will not take effect, and he will not die.
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died on the double mountain and was gathered to his people. 51 For, in the presence of the children of

Israel, you (caused people to) betray Me at the waters of Merivas-Kadaish, in the desert of Tzin, for you

did not (allow) My (Name) to be sanctified in the presence of the children of Israel. 52 While you will see

the land from afar, you will not come there, to the land I am giving to the children of Israel. 

HAFTARAHS: HA’AZINU—P. 293.     SHABBOS SHUVAH—P. 290.

However, the question still remains: How could a righteous generation

of Jewish people attempt to defy God’s Will and prevent Moshe from

dying by Divine decree?

THE JEWISH PEOPLE’S ARGUMENT

If a person helps you, there is a Torah obligation not to be ungrateful

to that person. We see this, at the literal level, from the example of first-

fruits which must be taken to the Temple from one’s portion of the

Land of Israel, “[To show] that you are not ungrateful [to God]” (Rashi to

Devarim 26:3).

Moshe had helped the Jewish people in so many ways: “He is the man

who brought us out of Egypt! He split the Reed Sea for us! He brought the

manna down for us! He made flocks of quails fly over to us! He brought

up the well for us! And he gave us the Torah!” So the Jewish people had

a Torah obligation to show gratitude to Moshe, and help him, in any way

possible. Thus, when Moshe faced a decree of death, the Jewish people

were obliged to help Moshe, by restraining him from going on the

mountain where the decree was to be enacted. 

So there were two conflicting obligations here: On the one hand, Moshe

was required by the Torah to ascend the mountain. But, on the other

hand, the Jewish people were required by the Torah to ensure that Moshe

did not ascend the mountain!

In the final analysis the Jewish people decided that their obligation

superseded that of Moshe’s, for the following reason:

The Torah states, “God spoke to Moshe on that very day, saying...

‘Climb up...Mount Nevo....Then die on the mountain,’” indicating that

the requirement to ascend the mountain was incumbent on Moshe alone.

As far as the Jewish people were concerned, they had one single

obligation resting upon them which they were required to carry out: to

save Moshe. Even though this would, in turn, prevent Moshe from

carrying out his obligation, this would nevertheless not be considered a

transgression on Moshe’s part, but rather, Moshe would be exempt due to

circumstances beyond his control (cf. Devarim 22:26 and Rashi ibid.).  And this,

reasoned the Jewish people, would be less of a problem than failing to

discharge their own Torah obligation to save Moshe, which constituted

circumstances within their control.

Furthermore, the very fact that God had put it within the control of the

Jewish people to nullify the decree was taken as a hint by them from God

that they should do everything in their power to keep Moshe alive.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 19, p. 339ff.)
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Parshas Vezos Habracha (“And this is the blessing”) is

the concluding Parsha of the entire Torah. It is not

read on Shabbos, but on the festival of Simchas Torah.

This has the following significance:

�� The Torah begins with Parshas Bereishis (“In the

beginning”), which teaches us the general principle

that “God created the world for the sake of the Torah

which is called, ‘the beginning of His way,’” (Rashi to

Bereishis 1:1). The subsequent parshiyos continue to

discuss various details concerning how the Torah’s

plan is to be enacted, but on reaching the end of the

Torah we return again to the general theme and

purpose of the Torah: “This is the blessing,” i.e. that

God’s blessings are brought into the world via the

observance of Torah.

�� The blessings mentioned here by Moshe in this Parsha

are considerably greater than any of the blessings given

earlier in the Torah, such as those given by Yitzchak

and Ya’akov. And yet, in contrast to all the other

Parshiyos of the Torah, this Parsha is not read amid the

spiritually uplifting atmosphere of Shabbos, but on a

weekday. (And while it is a festival day, it is

nevertheless of a lower sanctity than Shabbos, as

evidenced by the fact that many acts that are forbidden

on Shabbos are permitted on a festival). So with

Parshas Vezos Habrachah we witness two extremes:

It is the Parsha which contains the most blessings, and

yet it is read on a day which is of lesser holiness.

This indicates that the blessings read here are very

powerful, for the ability to penetrate through to a lower

sphere (a weekday, as opposed to Shabbos) indicates

that the blessings come from a higher source.

�� Furthermore, the Parsha is called, “And this is (vezos)

the blessing,” indicating that we are speaking here

about blessings whose benefits are visible and

apparent, to the extent that one can actually “point to

it with one’s finger” (cf. Rashi to Shemos 15:2), and say,

“This is the blessing!”

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Balak 5740, Sicha of 6th of

Tishrei 5734 and Sicha of 6th night of Succos 5742)

[ The Name of the Parsha [
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[ MM OO SS HH EE ’’ SS FF II NN AA LL BB LL EE SS SS II NN GG SS [

A nd this is the blessing which Moshe, a man of God, gave to the children of Israel, (shortly)

before his death. 
2 He (first) said (words of praise about God): “God came (out) from Sinai (to meet the Jewish

people), and He shined His glory to them (after coming) from Se’ir, (where the children of Eisav had

declined to accept the Torah). He appeared (to them after coming) from Mount Paran (where the

children of Yishma’el had declined to accept the Torah). He came (to the Jewish people along) with some

of the holy myriads. (Then He gave) them a fiery Law, (written with) His right Hand. 
3 He also showed affection for the (tribes, who are all) nations (unto themselves). All the holy (souls

of the righteous) are in Your hand (a privilege which they deserve), for they let themselves be placed at

Your feet (at Mount Sinai), bearing (the yoke of) Your utterances (and decrees with joy). 
4 The Torah (which) Moshe commanded us is an inheritance for the congregation of Ya’akov, (which

will never be abandoned). 
5 Whenever the people gathered as a numerous group, with the tribes of Israel together, (they always

accepted God’s rulership), so He was King in Yeshurun (and He wished to bless them).

[ MM OO SS HH EE BB LL EE SS SS EE SS TT HH EE TT RR II BB EE SS [

“M ay Re’uvain live (in this world), and (when he reaches the World to Come, may he) not

“die” (because of the incident with Bilhah*). May his people be counted in the (official)

number (of the tribes, and not be punished for his sin by being excluded).”
7 The following was (said) about Yehudah.  He said, “Listen, God, to Yehudah’s voice (when he prays

to You), and bring him (in peace) to his people (back from war). May his hands do battle for him

(successfully), and may You be a help against his enemies.” 
8 About Levi he said: “(God!) Your Tumim and Urim belong to Your pious man, (Levi), who

(remained faithful when) you tested him at Massah, (and when) you tried him at the waters of Merivah.
9 He said about his (non-Levite grand-)father (from) his mother(’s side, who was guilty of perpetrating

the sin of the Golden Calf), ‘I do not see him (as my grandfather any more),’ neither did he recognize
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33:6

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“WHENEVER THE PEOPLE GATHERED...THE TRIBES OF ISRAEL TOGETHER” (V. 5)

Verse 5 speaks of Jewish unity (achdus), “the tribes of Israel

together,” a level which is in fact higher than Jewish brotherly

love (ahavas yisra’el).  For even when you fulfill the command to

“love your fellow like (you love) yourself” (Vayikra 19:18), there never-

theless remains two separate entities: “your fellow” and “yourself.”

But when achdus is achieved, all Jewish people come together as one

single entity (“the tribes of Israel together”).

Nevertheless, the Torah did not mandate an explicit command that

the Jewish people reach the state of achdus, because achdus is a

direct consequence and an inevitable progression from loving one’s

fellow as one loves oneself.  In fact, these two stages are indicated by

the Alter Rebbe in Tanya (ch. 32).  First he writes that one should love

every Jew individually by virtue of the souls they all possess, since,

“Who knows their greatness and exaltedness in their root and source

in the living God?” And then, one progresses to appreciate how all

Jews are united as one single entity, since “they all have one Father.”

This theme of Jewish unity is especially stressed on Simchas Torah,

when this Parsha is read, a time when all Jews express their

connection to Torah, not through study (in which everyone is on a

different level), but rather, by dancing with their feet, in which all

Jews are equal. 

(Based on Sicha of the night of Simchas Torah 5743)

SECOND

READING



1 anu, kc' fu     2 xprh     3 hunt fu/     4 ,vkho gj' xz     5 hunt kt/     6 zcjho bs:     7 ,vkho py' fj     8 anu, s' fc     9 hrnhw d' y     01 aupyho j' h     11 crtah, nz' c     21cctentmc/

*21 crtah, ny' hd     31 crtah, rcv my' y     41 scrh vhnho_t hc' kd     51 crtah, rcv gc' v

nnautjhu ntchu ufi cbhu nna' avrh kuho vounacy kuh kt jyt tjs nvo

abtnr
1

fk cbhkuh
2

: fh anru tnr,l/kt hvhv kltkvho tjrho
2

: ucrh,l
hbmru/ crh, nhkv

2
' atu,o abuksucnscr ak hartk kt nku t, cbhvo uvo

vhunukhi unkhi t, cbhvo )x�t tu,o abuksu cnscr ahartk kt nku t,

cbhvo uvo vhu nukhi(: )h( huru napyhl/ rtuhhi tku kfl: ufkhk/ gukv
3

:

)ht( nj. n,bho enhu/ nj. enhu nf,n,bho' fgbhi abtnr un,bhvo

,nhs vngs' ugk vngurrhi gk vfvubv tnr fi/scr tjr rtv ag,hshi

janubth ucbhu kvkjogo vhubho uv,pkk gkhvo kph avhu nugyho h"ccbh

janubth utkgzr fbds fnv rccu,' kfl btnrcrl vw jhku upugk hshu ,rmv:

unabthu ni heunui/ nj. enhu unabthunvhu, kvo ,eunv: )hc( kcbhni
tnr/ kph acrf, kuh cgcus,vercbu, uak cbhnhi ccbhi ch, vnesa cjkeu

xnfi zv kzv uxnl hux; tjrhu' at; vut nafiahkv vhv cbuh cjkeu'

abtnruhntx ctvk hux; uduw
4

/ ukph ach, guknho jchcnahkv kfl vesho

cbhnhi khux;: jp; gkhu/ nfxv tu,u undhi gkhu: fk vhuo/ kguko nabcjrv

hruakho kt ar,vafhbv cneuo tjr: uchi f,phu afi/ cducv trmu vhv

ch,vnesa cbuh tkt abnul garho uaka tnv nghighyo
5

uao vhv sg,u

ak sus kcbu,u' fsth,tcajhy, esaho
6

tnrh bj,h chvpur,t nauo

sf,hc uchi f,phu afi thi kl btvcaur hu,r nf,phu: )hd( ncrf, vw
trmu/ akt vh,v cbjk,vacyho tr. nktv fk yuc ftrmu ak hux;

2
: nnds/

kaui gsbho un,e: un,vuo/ av,vuo gukv unkjkj tu,v nknyvt,v numt

cfk vacyho crf,u ak nav nghicrf,u ak hgec: )hs( )s�t( unnds
,cut, ana/ avh,v trmup,ujv kjnv unn,e, vphru,

2
: dra hrjho/

ha phru, avkcbv ncak,i utkuvi eauthi uskughi/ scr tjr dra hrjho/

avtr.ndra, unumhtv njsa kjsa: )yu( unrta vrrh eso/ uncurf,

nrtah,cauk vphru, avrrhv neshnhi kcfr caukphru,hvo/ scr tjr

ndhs aesnv crht,i katrvrho
2

: dcgu, guko/ dcgu, vguau, phru,

kgukouthbi puxeu, ngumr vdanho: )yz( urmui afbh xbv/ fnu aufi xbv

u,vttrmu ncurf, nrmubu ubj, ruju ak vec"vvbdkv gkh ,jkv cxbv:

rmui/ bj, ruj uphux ufi fk rmui acnert: ,cut,v/ crfv zu krta hux;:

bzhr tjhu/ avupra ntjhu cnfhr,u: )hz( cfur auru/ ha cfur avut kaui

dsukvunkfu,' abtnr t; tbh cfurt,bvu
7

' ufi cbh cfurh hartk
8

: cfur/
nkl vhumt nnbu uvut hvuag: auru/ afju eav faur kfcua fnv nkfho:

vsr ku/ b,ui ku abtnr ub,,vnvusl gkhu: uerbh rto erbhu/ aur fju

eav uthi erbhubtu,' tck rto erbhu btu,' uthi fju eav' b,ikhvuag fju

ak aur uhuph erbh rto
2

: tpxh tr./ akuaho utjs nkfho tparafuko

ntr. hartk vhu tkt thi kl fk nkluakyui akt ebv ku pkyrhi utjuzv ctr.

hartk' ajaucv kfuko vht' abtnr bjk, mch mctu, duho
9

: uvo rccu,
tprho/ tu,o vnbudjho vovrccu, avrd hvuag' act ntprho: uvo
tkph nbav/ vo vtkpho avrd dsguicnshi' abtnr uzcj umknubgcerer

uduw
01

: )hj(ukzcuki tnr/ tku jnav acyho achrlctjrubv zcuki ds si

bp,kh utar fpk anu,hvokjzeo ukvdchro' kph avhu jkaho acfkvacyho'

vo vo avukhl hux; kpbh prgv'abtnr unemv tjhu kej jnavtbaho
11

'

kph abrtho jkaho ukt haho tu,o kuarh nkjn,u
21

: anj zcuki cmt,l
uhaafr ctvkhl/ zcukiuhaafr gau au,pu,' zcuki kju; hnho hafui

*21

uhumt kprenyht cxphbu, una,fr' ubu,i k,ulphu ak haafr uvo huacho

uguxeho c,urv'kphfl vesho zcuki khaafr a,ur,u ak haafrgk hsh zcuki

vh,v
31

: anj zcuki cmt,l/ vmkj cmt,l kxjurv: uhaafr/ vmkj

chahc, tvkhl k,urv khacukgcr abho ukecug jsaho' fnu abtnr uncbh

haafr husgh chbv kg,ho rtahvont,ho
41

rtah xbvsrtu, vhu guxeho

cfl
51

/ ugk phechgu, g,hvo ugcurhvo: )hy( gnho/ ak acyh hartk:
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his (guilty, non-Levite half-)brothers, nor did he know his (guilty non-Levite grand-)children, (and he

loyally followed God’s orders to kill them. But none of the Levites were guilty), because they kept Your

word (never worshiping idols) and kept Your covenant (of circumcision, when others lapsed). 10 They will

teach Your laws to Ya’akov, and Your Torah to Israel (because they are fit to do so). They will place

incense before You, and burnt-offerings upon Your Altar. 11 May God bless him with his possessions, and

may You favor the work of his hands. May You smash the loins of his foes and his enemies, so that they

will never recover.” 
12 About Binyamin he said, “May God’s beloved dwell securely with Him, (when the Holy Temple will

be built in Binyamin’s portion.  May the Divine presence) cover him (and protect him) forever, and dwell

among (the high places of Binyamin’s territory, which are likened to) his shoulders.”
13 About Yosef he said: “May his land be blessed by God, with delicacies (nourished by rains) from

the skies, from dew, and (from underground waters that rise) from the depths that lie below. 14 (May it

be blessed with) the delicacies of produce (sweetened by) the sun, and with delicacies from crops

(ripened) by moon(light. 15 May it be blessed) with crops (that ripen) early (on its) mountains, and with

delicacies from its hills, all year round. 16 (May it be blessed) with the abundant delicacies of the

(low)lands, through the goodwill (of God, who was first revealed to Me) dwelling in the thornbush.

May (all this) come upon Yosef’s head, upon the crown of the one (who was) separated from his brothers

(when they sold him. 17 Yehoshua, a descendant of Yosef, is like) his firstborn ox (for he is to be a

powerful king, and) glory will be (given to) him. His horns are (beautiful like the) horns of an oryx.

With them, he will gore (thirty-one) nations together, (as far as) the ends of the Land (of Israel).

These (nations will number) tens of thousands (all killed by Yehoshua, a descendant) of Efrayim,

(besides) the thousands (to be killed in Midian by Gideon, a descendent) of Menasheh.” 
18 About Zevulun he said: “Succeed, Zevulun, when you go out (to work), and Yissachar, in your tents

(of Torah, where you will establish the calendar. 19 Then, when the festivals arrive), they will call (all the

�� Why is Zevulun mentioned before Yissachar ? (v. 18)

RASHI: Zevulun and Yissachar entered into a partnership: “Zevulun will live by the sea coast” (Bereishis 49:13), and go out in ships to trade.

He would make a profit and feed Yissachar’s mouth, while they would sit and occupy themselves with Torah. Therefore, Moshe mentioned

Zevulun before Yissachar [even though the latter was older], because Yissachar’s Torah was supported by Zevulun.
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C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

The purpose of Creation, according to the Midrash (Tanchuma Naso

16), is that man should make, “a home for God below,” in this

physical world. While the fulltime Torah scholar (Yissachar) achieves

this goal through his devoted study and observance of mitzvos, he

nevertheless remains somewhat withdrawn from interaction with the

world, and consequently, he only transforms a relatively small part of

this world into “a home for God.” On the other hand, the

businessman (Zevulun) sanctifies his entire working environment,

through observing the laws of business ethics, being attuned to acts

of Divine providence that he witnesses, and donating generously to

charity. Thus, the Torah mentions Zevulun before Yissachar (see Classic

Questions), because Zevulun furthers the goal of Creation to a greater

extent. (In fact, this is the inner reason why God made the world

in such a manner that most Jews are businessmen, and not

Torah scholars).

At first glance, however, this appears to be difficult to accept.  For

the approach of Zevulun is a temporary one which will cease

after the coming of Mashiach, when all Jews will become Torah

scholars. How then could it be suggested that the purpose of Creation

is furthered to a greater extent by Zevulun?

The answer is that a true “home for God below” can only be made

amid the Torah and the Jewish people, which are eternal. The

businessman makes a “home for God below” to a greater extent, not

due to his involvement with the physical world per se, but due to the

effect that this involvement has on his soul. For when the

businessman learns Torah, devotes himself to mitzvos and lengthy

prayer, and retains his Jewish values in the alien environment of the

workplace, he reveals the powers of his soul to a greater extent. And

this makes his bond with God, down here in this world, eternal and

lasting under all circumstances.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 30, p. 134ff.)
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1 s; u/      2 aupyho v' hj     3 nkfho_t u' y     4 ao z' d     5 xprh     6 xuyv hd:     7 scrho ks' u     8 scrho d' hj     9 hvuag hy' nz     01 cfuru, bv/     11 hvuag hy' nz     21cWe pt:

31 scrho t' ft     41 scrh vhnho_t z' kt     51 crtah, rcv gt' h     61 s; pv:     

vrhertu/ kvr vnurhv htxpu fk txhpv gkhsh erhtv vht uao hzcju

crdkho zcjh mse: fh apg hnho hhbeu/ haafr uzcuki uhvt kvopbth

kgxue c,urv: uapbh ynubh juk/ fxuhh ynubh juk yrh,ujkzui uzfufh,

kcbv vhumtho ni vho uni vjukucjkeu ak haafr uzcuki vhv' fnu atnru

cnxf, ndhkv
1

zcuki go jr; bpau knu,
2

nauo sbp,kh gk nrunh asv
2

'

avhv n,rgo zcuki gk jkeu ktjh b,, asu,ufrnho ufuw: uapbh/ kaui

fxuh' fnu abtnruhxpui t, vch,
3

' uxpui ctrz
4

' u,rdunuunykk cfhurh

)x�t cfxuh( trzt/ scr tjr gnho vr hertugk hsh prenyht ak zcuki'

,drh tunu, vgukoctho tk trmu' uvut guns gk vxpr uvotunrho

vuthk ubmygrbu gs fti bkl gs hruakhoubrtv nv hrt,v ak tunv zu unv

ngahv' uvorutho fk hartk gucsho ktkuv tjs utufkhontfk tjs kph

avduho tkuvu, ak zv kt ftkuvu,ak zv' untfku ak zv kt fntfku ak

zv' uvotunrho thi tunv farv fzu un,dhhrhi ao'abtnr ao hzcju zcjh

mse
5

: fh apg hnho hhbeu/ zcuki uhaafr vho bu,ikvo nnui capg:

)f(crul nrjhc ds/ nkns avhv ,junu akds nrjhc uvukl fkph nzrj
5

:

fkcht afi/ kph avhv xnul kxpr kphflbnak ftrhu, afk vxnufho

kxpr mrhfho kvhu,dcurho
5

: uyr; zrug t; eses/ vrudhvi vhu bfrhi'

ju,fho vrta go vzrug cnfv tj,: )ft( uhrt rtah, ku/ rtv khyuk

ku jkectr. xhjui ugud' avht rtah, fcua vtr.: fh ao jke, njee/
fh hsg tar aocbjk,u jke, asv ecur, njuee uvut nav

6
: xpui/ tu,v

jkev xpubv uynubv nfk crhv'abtnr ukt hsg tha t, ecur,u
7

: uh,t/
ds: rtah go/ vo vhu vukfho kpbh vjku. cfcuavtr. kph avhu dcurho'

ufi vut tunr ut,o ,gcru jkumho kpbh tjhfo uduw
8

: mse, vw gav/
avtnhbu scrhvo uanruvcyj,o kgcur t, vhrsi gs afcau ujkeu/scr

tjr uh,t nav rtah go/ mse, vw gav/gk nav tnur
5

: )fc( si dur
trhv/ t; vut vhv xnul kxprkphfl nuaku ctrhu,

5
: hzbe ni vcai/

f,rdunu avhv vhrsi humtnjkeu nngr, pnhhtx uvht kao avht cjkeu

ak si' abtnr
9

uhertu kkao si
01

uzhbueu uehkuju ni vcai/ scr tjr nv

zhbue zvhumt nneuo tjs ubjke kabh neunu,' fl acyuak si byku jke

cabh neunu,/ ,jkv bykucmpubh, ngrch, gerui uxchcu,hv' ukt xpeu

kvo uctu ubkjnu go kao avht pnhhtx uvhtcmpubh, nzrjh,' avrh

vhrsi humt nngr,pnhhtx uvut cnzrjv ak tr. hartk uctnvmpui

ksruo ufkv cemv ho vnkj' avutcnzrj hvusv' abyk csrunv ak tr.

hartk'fnu anpura cxpr hvuag' uvut abtnr uhmt dcuk cbh si nvo uhgku

cbh si uhkjnugo kao uduw
11

' hmt dcuko nfk tu,u vrujav,jhku kbjuk

cu
5

: )fd(acg rmui/ avh,v trmu acgv fk rmuihuachv: ho usruo
hrav/ ho fbr, bpkv cjkeu ubyk nktjck jro csrunv kprua jrnho

unfnuru,
21

: hrav/ kaui muuh' fnu gkv ra
31

'uvygo akngkv crh"a

nufhj' fnu hra' hsg'kej' ang' fanuxh; cu v"t hvhv vygo kngkv

angv' hsgv' xkjv' kejv t; fti hrav kauimuuh/ ucnxur, vdsukv nmhbu

ctkpt ch,t kauimuuh sygnhvui nkghk: )fs(crul ncbho tar/ rth,h

cxprh thi klcfk vacyho ab,crl ccbho ftar' uthbh husgfhms: hvh
rmuh tjhu/ avhv n,rmv ktjhu canitbphehbui ucepktu, uvo nrmhi ku

c,cutv/ scrtjr hvh rmuh tjhu avhu cbu,hu btu, uvutabtnr vut tch

crzh,
41

'avhu cbu,hu bautu, kfvbho dsukho vbnajhocani zh,
51

: uyuck
cani rdku/ avh,v trmu nuaf, anifnghi/ ungav abmyrfu tbah kuseht

kani nbukvo puknuxyux tjs ufuw' fsth,t cnbju,
61

: )fv( crzk
ubja, nbgkl/ gfahu vut nscrbds fk hartk' avhu dcurhvo huacho

cgrh vxprubugkho tu,v akt hufku vtuhcho khfbx cvftku vht xdurv

cnbgukho ucrhjho ak crzkubja,/ scr tjr crzk ubja, nbgkl trmfo

bgukv cvrho ajumchi nvo crzk ubja,' utrmuak tar vh,v nbgukv ak

tr. hartk
5

: ufhnhl sctl/ ufhnho avo yucho kl' avihnh ,jk,l hnh

bgurhl fi hvhu hnh zeb,l' avosutcho zcho un,nuyyho/ scr tjr ufhnhl

sctlufhnhl avo yucho kl fnbhi hnhl' fk vhnhotar t,o guaho rmubu

ak neuo' hvhu sctlafk vtrmu, hvhu suctu, fx; uzvc ktr.hartk'

a,vt ncurf, cphru,' ufk vtrmu,n,prbxu, vhnbv unnahfu, kv fxpo

vfrcv ,tzu ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 262kkdd::hhyy--ffjj
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71 hcnu, hd:     81 cnscr ht' z     91 hrnhw yu'hz

uzvcotaeukb"y/ vfx; uvzvc fkv nvo' avinzhcu, tu,o ktrmfo
5

:

)fu( thi ftk harui/ sg kl haurui athi ftkcfk tkvh vgnho ukt fmurl

muro: rfc anho/ vut tu,u tkuv acgzrl ucdtu,uvut rufc ajeho:

)fz( ngbv tkvh eso/ kngui vo vajehoktkvh eso' aeso kfk tkvho

uchrr ku ajehokac,u ungub,u' un,j, ngub,u fk cgkh zrugaufbho:

zrg, guko/ xhjui ugud unkfh fbgi' avhu,epu udcur,u ak guko' kphfl

gk frjo hjrsuuhzugu ufjo jka npbhu/ kguko thn, vdcuv gkvbnul'

uvut avfj uvdcurv aku cgzrl: uhdra npbhl tuhc/ utnr kl vans

tu,o: ngbv/ fk ,hcv amrhfv kn"s c,jk,v vyhkkv v"t cxupv
71

:

)fj(cyj css/ fk hjhs uhjhs tha ,j, dpbuu,j, ,tb,u npuzrhi uthi

mrhfho kv,tx; ukhachjs npbh vtuhc: ghi hgec/ fnu ughbu fghi

vcsukj
81

' fghi vcrfv acrfo hgec' kt fcssatnr hrnhv css hac,h
91

'
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Jewish) people to mount (Moriah, and) there, they will slaughter offerings of righteousness. For (Zevulun

—and Yissachar, whom they support)—will be nourished by the abundance of the seas, and by the

valuable things hidden in the sand.” 
20 About Gad he said: “Blessed is He Who grants an expanding (territory) to Gad, who lives (in a

territorial stronghold) like a lion.  He will tear off an arm (of his enemy in one blow, along) with the head.
21 He saw (fit to take) the first portion (of the land that was conquered) for himself (in the territory of

Sichon and Og), because there the (burial) plot of (Moshe) the lawgiver is hidden. (Gad) came (out to

war) at the head of the people (even after he had acquired his own portion), doing what was right for

God, and what is lawful with Israel.” 
22 About Dan he said: “Dan is a young lion (for he, too, has a territorial stronghold. His land drinks

from a) stream that runs from Bashan.” 
23 About Naftali he said: “Naftali(’s land brings) satisfaction (to its inhabitants) and is filled with God’s

blessing. Take possession of (part of) the south of the (Kineret) Sea (to spread your fishing nets).” 
24 About Asher he said: “May Asher be blessed with sons. He will be pleasing to his brothers (through

producing special oils), and he will (have so much) oil (that he will be able to) immerse his foot.”

[ MM OO SS HH EE BB LL EE SS SS EE SS AA LLLL II SS RR AA EE LL [

“M ay your locks (on your border towns) be (strong like) iron and copper. May the days of

your old age be like the days of your youth. 
26 “Yeshurun, there is none like God! (God), Who rides the heavens is at your assistance!

(He rides) the heavens in His majesty!”
27 “(The heavens) are the abode for God, Who precedes all. The mighty ones of the world are found

(only) below. He expelled the enemy from before you, and said, ‘Destroy!’ 28 Israel will live safely and (it

�� What did Moshe promise in verse 28? Was it fulfilled?

TALMUD: Moshe, our teacher, decreed four decrees on the Jewish

people, and then four prophets came and annulled them.

[One of the decrees was that] Moshe said: “Israel will live safely

and alone, like Ya’akov” (v. 28)—as if to say: “When will the Jewish

people live safely? When they will be righteous like Ya’akov.”   

Amos came and annulled this decree, as the verse states: “Please

refrain! How will Ya’akov survive [for he is small]?” (Amos 7:5)—as if to

say: “Who could be as righteous as Ya’akov? Such people are very

small in number!”

And the verse continues (ibid. 6): “God changed His mind about

this...,” [and canceled the decree]. (Makos 24a, according to Rivan).

MOSHE’S DECREE (V. 28)

The Talmud’s statement, that verse 28 was a decree of Moshe which

was later annulled by Amos, prompts the following questions:

a.) How could Amos annul Moshe’s decree, when according to Jewish

law, a decree can only be annulled by a Beis Din (court of law) and not

by a prophet? (see Rambam, Laws of Rebellious Individuals 2:2)

b.) Furthermore, a decree may only be annulled by a Beis Din which is

“greater than the first in size and wisdom” (ibid). So how could Moshe’s

decree be annulled at all, since Moshe was the greatest sage of all?

THE EXPLANATION

In order to answer these problems, let us first pose another question. The

Talmud states, “Moshe was a lover of the Jewish people,” (Menachos 65a).

�
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1 crtah, fz' fj     2 hvuag y' y     3 ao h' fs     4 xuyv hd:     5 xprh     6 aupyho hj' k     7 cnscr hd' fc     8 nkfho_t z' nu

tktfghi vcyjv avcyhjo hgec uvhv tkvho gnfo uvahc t,fo tk tr.

tcu,hfo
1

: hgrpu/ hyhpu: t; anhu hgrpu yk/ t; crf,u ak hmjebuxp,

gk crf,u ak hgec uh,i klvtkvho nyk vanho uduw: )fy( tarhl
hartk/ ktjr apry kvovcrfu, tnr kvo nv kh kpruy kfo' fkk scr'

vfk akfo: tarhl hartk nh fnul/ ,aug,l cvw tarvut ndi gzrl

)utar vut( jrc dtu,l: uhfjau tuhchl kl/ fdui vdcgubho atnruntr.

rjuev ctu gcshl uduw
2

: ut,v gk cnu,hnu ,srul/ fgbhi abtnrahnu

t, rdkhfo gk mutrh vnkfhovtkv
3

: )t( ngrcu, nutc tk vr bcu/
fnv ngku,vhu upxgi nav cpxhgv tj,

4
: t, fk vtr./ vrtvu t,

fk tr. hartkcaku,v uvnmhehi vg,hsho kvhu, nmhehi kv
5

: gs si/
vrtvu cbh si gucsho gcusv zrvabtnr uhehnu kvo cbh si t,vpxk

6
'

uvrtvu anaui ag,hs kmt, nnbuknuahg: )c( ut, fk bp,kh/ vrtvu

trmu caku,vujurcbv' uvrtvu scurv ucre nesa bp,khbkjnho go

xhxrt ujhhku,hu
5

: ut, tr. tprho unbav/ vrtvu trmocaku,v

ucjurcbv uvrtvu hvuag bkjo go nkfhfbgi act ntprho' udsgui act

nnbav bkjo gonshi ugnke
5

: ut, fk tr. hvusv/ caku,v ucjurcbv

uvrtvu nkfu, ch, sus ubmjubo
5

: gs vho vtjrui/ tr. vngrc caku,v

ucjurcbv/ scr tjr tk ,erh vho vtjrui tktvhuo vtjrui' vrtvu

vec"v fk vnturgu,ag,hshi khtrg khartk gs ahjhu vn,ho
5

: )d( ut,
vbdc/ tr. vsruo/ scr tjr ngr,vnfpkv' abtnr uhgku cbdc uhctgs

jcrui
7

: ut, vffr/ vrtvu aknv hume fkh ch,vnesa' abtnr cffr

vhrsihmeo vnkl cngcv vtsnv
8

: )s( ktnr kzrgl t,bbv vrth,hl/
fsha,kl u,tnr ktcrvo khmje ukhgec acugvabacg kfo vec"v ehhnv'

uzvu ktnr' kflvrth,hv kl' tck dzrv vht nkpbh aanv kt,gcur'

vfrcv ,tzu ,arp - ohrcs rpx // 264kkdd::ffjj  --  kkss::ss

So why would Moshe possibly enact a decree that the Jewish people will

only continue to live safely and exist if “they will be righteous like

Ya’akov”? Surely this is an extremely harsh decree to make, which is not

befitting for the “lover” and savior of Israel?

In truth, however, this decree was an expression of Moshe’s love for the

Jewish people, because it was aimed at spiritually assisting them. Moshe

reasoned that when a decree of Torah is made, the world is compelled to

comply with the decree because the Torah is the blueprint of the world

from which it was created. This remarkable concept is brought to light by

a passage of the Jerusalem Talmud (Kesubos 1:2), which describes how a

ruling of a Jewish court can actually bring about physical changes in a

person’s body.*

So by decreeing that the Jewish people would have to be as righteous

as Ya’akov in order to survive, Moshe was actually helping the people to

be righteous, with the force of a Torah decree.

However, this begs the question: If this decree was for the Jewish

people’s benefit, then why—and how—did Amos annul the decree?

Furthermore, why was the decree annulled on the basis that people as

righteous as Ya’akov are “very small in number”? Surely this is not a

strong enough argument to annul the decree, for according to Amos’

logic, the Jewish people could indeed continue to exist, only they would

be small in number?

The answer to these questions can be understood by further analyzing

the grounds for annulling a decree in Jewish law. The above-cited
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W`Ÿxμ F½a	p x´�dÎl�` Æ a�`Fn zŸ ³ax©r«
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* One of the roles of the Jewish Supreme Court (Sanhedrin) is to establish if a given year will be a leap year, which has an additional month (to correlate it with the solar year).

A possible scenario that can arise as a result of this is that a person might celebrate his birthday, and only afterwards the Sanhedrin declares that an additional month is to be added,

causing his birthday to be moved back a month.  He will thus now regress to his earlier age, celebrating his birthday again the following month(!) This has an astonishing ramification

concerning a small child whose ability to regenerate certain tissues ends at the end of the third year of the child’s life.  What will happen, then, if the Sanhedrin declares a leap year

after the child’s birthday, rendering the child to be less than three full years? Answers the Jerusalem Talmud: the ability to regenerate the tissues will return!  Here we have a graphic

example that a Torah decree brings about a physical change in the world.

*ha durxho tw rc,h
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will be safe for each person to live) alone—as Ya’akov (blessed them)—in a land of grain and wine, with

skies that drip dew, (as Yitzchak blessed them). 
29 Fortunate are you, O Israel! Who is like you, O people saved by God, the Shield Who helps you,

your majestic Sword! Your enemies will lie to you, but you will trample upon their exalted ones.” 

[ MM OO SS HH EE ’’ SS PP AA SS SS II NN GG [

M oshe went up from the plains of Mo’av to Mount Nevo, (to the) top of the summit facing

Jericho. God showed him the Land (and visions of what was to happen there in the future):

(The events at) the Gilead as far as Dan, 2 all (the land of) Naftali, the land of Efrayim and

Menasheh, all the land of Yehudah until the western sea, 3 the Negev, and the plain, (including) the valley

of Jericho, and the city of palm trees as far as Tzoar.  4 God said to him, “This is the Land I swore to

Avraham, to Yitzchak, and to Ya’akov, saying, ‘I will give it to your offspring.’ I have let you see it with

your eyes, but you should not cross over there.” 

principle that a decree may only be annulled by a Beis Din which is

“greater than the first in size and wisdom,” only applies to a decree which,

“became universally accepted by the Jewish people” (Rambam ibid.).

However if, “they made a decree, and they believed that it had become

universally accepted by the Jewish people, and this state of affairs

continued for many years, but after a long period, another Beis Din was

established which conducted a survey among the entire Jewish people

and discovered that the decree had never been universally accepted—

then they may annul the decree, even if they are less in number and

wisdom than the first Beis Din” (ibid. 2:7).

Likewise in our case, Amos annulled Moshe’s decree because he

“discovered that the decree had not been universally accepted.”

He indicated this by arguing, “Who could be as righteous as Ya’akov?

Such people are very small in number!”

(In a typical case, the non-acceptance of a decree would be verified by

a survey of the court; whereas in Amos’ case, he verified the matter using

his powers of prophecy.)

The reason why it was Amos in particular who annulled the decree, can

be understood from another of Amos’ prophecies: “For three sins (I

could forgive) Israel, but for four sins I will not forgive” (Amos 2:6). The

Talmud explains: “If a person sins once, he is forgiven; twice, he is

forgiven; three times, he is forgiven—but the fourth time, he is not

forgiven” (Yoma 86b).  

Now, clearly, Amos’ statement here refers to the Heavenly court, for an

earthly court would not pardon a person even for one violation of the law,

never mind three. His prophecy therefore confirmed that sins were indeed

being committed, and he realized that Moshe’s “decree,” that everyone

should be as righteous as Ya’akov, “had not been universally accepted.”

Moshe’s original intention in making the decree was to lift the Jewish

people to the level where they would always be connected to God by not

sinning in the first place, and would thus not need to be forgiven for their

sins. But when Amos saw that Moshe’s “decree” had simply not been

accepted, he annulled it.

In the final analysis, Moshe’s enactment of the decree and Amos’s

annulment of it were actually in the best interests of the Jewish

people, because:

a.) Amos did not annul the positive effects of Moshe’s decree, but only

the limitations that it imposed. The fact that Moshe said in the Torah that

the Jewish people “will be righteous like Ya’akov” gives us the strength,

even today, to refrain from sin, because all Moshe’s words and actions are

eternal. Amos only waived the limitation of Moshe’s decree, that the

Jewish people cannot continue to exist if they sin even once.

b.) Moshe’s decree only allowed the Jewish people to exist as tzadikim

(pious individuals). Amos, however, made it possible for the Jewish

people to exist as ba’alei teshuvah (penitents).  And since ba’alei teshuvah

are spiritually superior to tzadikim—to the extent that, “even complete

tzadikim cannot stand in the place of ba’alei teshuvah” (Brachos 34b)—it

turns out the Amos acted in the best interests of the Jewish people. 

(Based on Sichas Yud-Tes Kislev 5728)
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“MOSHE WENT UP...TO MOUNT NEVO” (V. 1)

Our Sages taught: “The world was created with fifty gates of

understanding, and they were all given to Moshe except for

the fiftieth, as the verse states (Psalms 8:6), ‘You have made him

slightly less than the angels,’” (Rosh Hashanah 21b).

The Mezritcher Maggid added that, on the very last day of his

life, Moshe was granted access to the elusive “fiftieth gate.”  This

is hinted to by the verse, “Moshe went up...to Mount Nevo,”

since the word Ic±b (Nevo) can be read IC wb meaning, “the fiftieth

is in him” (see Likutei Torah, Bamidbar 12a).

According to Chasidic teachings, every Jew possesses a spark

of Moshe within his or her soul. So the fact that Moshe

reached the fiftieth gate of understanding is of practical relevance

to us, since our own spark of “Moshe” gives us the power to

experience the fiftieth gate too.  

And while Moshe had to wait until the last day of his life to

reach this level, we do not. For Moshe paved the way which now

remains open to all Jews who choose to avail themselves of it

immediately, in their lifetimes.

(Based on Sicha of 3rd night of Succos 5744; 

Sefer Hasichos 5749, vol. 2, p. 756)

(7TH READING

IN LAND OF

ISRAEL ON

SHABBOS)



1 scrho kt' fu     2 cct c,rt yu/     3 ao hz/     4 xuyv hs/     5 cnscr u' hd     6 uhert fc' yz     7 xprh' cnscr u' efs     8 xuyv hs/     9 tcu, pWv nWu     01 cnscr f' fy     11 psrWt phWz

atkukhfl vhh,h nehhnl gs a,rtvtu,o byugho uecugho cv u,kl

u,dhs kvo: )v( uhn, ao nav/ tpar nav n, uf,cuhn, ao nav'

tkt gs fti f,c nav' nftiuthkl f,c hvuag/ rw nthr tunr tpar xpr

v,urv jxr fkuo' uvut tunrkeuj t, xpr v,urv vzv
1

' tkt vec"v

tunrunav fu,c csng
2

: gk ph vw/ cbahev
3

: )u( uhecr tu,u/ vec"v

cfcusu
4

/ rch hangtktunr vut ecr t, gmnu' uzvu tjs nakavt,hi

avhv rch hangtk sura fi/ fhumt cu chuo nkt, hnh bzru hcht tu,u
5

'vut

ncht t, gmnu/ fhumt cuuvahtu tu,o gui tanv
6

' ufh tjrho nahtho

tu,o' tkt vo nahtho t, gmno
7

: nuk ch, pgur/ ecru vhv nufi ao

naa,hnh crtah, kfpr gk ngav pgur
8

' uzv tjs nivscrho abcrtu

cgrc ac, chi vanau,
9

: )z( kt fv,v ghbu/ t; nan,: ukt bx kjv/
kjkujh, acu ktaky curecui ukt bvpl ,utr pbhu: )j( cbh hartk/
vzfrho' tck ctvri n,ulavhv rus; akuo ubu,i akuo chi tha krgvu

uchi tav kcgkv btnr fk ch,hartk
01

' zfrho ubecu,
11

: )h( tar hsgu

�� Who wrote the words “Moshe...died there”? (v. 5)

RASHI: Is it possible that Moshe died, and then wrote, “Moshe...

died there”? Rather, Moshe wrote up to this point, and Yehoshua

wrote from here on. 

Rabbi Meir says: “Is it possible that the Torah Scroll [which Moshe

gave to the Levites] would be lacking something? The verse states

[before Moshe’s passing], “Take this Torah Scroll” (Devarim 31:26).

Rather, God said this section, and Moshe wrote it with tears.

IYUN YA’AKOV: Moshe was not crying because of the thought that he

was about to die, but rather, because he was being denied the

opportunity to observe the mitzvos which can only be carried out in

the Land of Israel (Kesubos 103b).

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

R ashi explains (in his second interpretation) how it is possible that

Moshe could have written the words, “Moshe..died there,” but

he does not explain the purpose of this disheartening event.  Why did

God command Moshe to write about his own passing?

It could be argued, however, that Moshe actually wrote these

words with tears of determination and optimism. Moshe was not

poetically depicting his own death amid a spirit of resignation and

surrender, as it may at first seem. Rather, he was using these last

moments in a further, practical attempt to avert the looming decree

of his death, by motivating the Jewish people to beseech God on his

behalf.  For Moshe knew that when the Jewish people would read of

his death written down in black and white, it would provoke an

uproar.  The people would surely respond: “We will not allow this to

happen!  We will pray, beg and demand from God that Moshe lead

us into the Land!” and the decree would thus be annulled.

But this begs the question: Surely, when something is written in the

Torah it must happen? So by writing “Moshe...died there,” Moshe

appears to have been guaranteeing his own death.

In truth, however, Moshe’s “death” could have occurred in many

different ways, and not necessarily in the literal sense. For example,

the Zohar teaches, “One who falls to a lower spiritual level is called

‘dead’” (Zohar III 135b). We even find that a spiritual migration to a

higher plane is also sometimes referred to as “death” or “departure”

(Mikdash Melech to Zohar III 158a). So Moshe hoped that the prayers of the

Jewish people would transform the decree of his actual death, to a

spiritual equivalent.

The Jewish people did not merit for this to occur at that time. But

when Moshe does return, with the revival of the dead, the words,

“Moshe died there,” will then adopt their spiritual meaning alone.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Vayeilech 5749)
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5 Moshe, the servant of God, died there, in the land of Mo’av, by (a kiss from) the mouth of God.
6 (God) buried him in the valley, in the land of Mo’av, opposite Bais-Pe’or. No person knows the place

of his burial, to this day. 
7 Moshe was one hundred and twenty years old when he died. His eye never dimmed, nor did

moisture leave his (body, even after he died). 
8 The men of Israel wept for Moshe in the plains of Mo’av for thirty days, and then the days of weeping

over the mourning for Moshe came to an end. 
9 Yehoshua, the son of Nun was filled with a spirit of wisdom, because Moshe had laid his hands upon

him. The children of Israel obeyed him, and they did as God had commanded Moshe. 
10 No other prophet ever arose in Israel like Moshe, whom God knew face to face, 11 as manifested by

all the signs and wonders, which God had sent him to perform in the land of Egypt, to Pharaoh and all

�� Why did only the “men of Israel,” and not the entire

house of Israel, mourn Moshe’s passing? (v. 8)

PANE’ACH RAZA: When Aharon died, Moshe’s intense mourning

inspired the whole of the Jewish people to mourn too. However,

when Moshe passed away, there was no person as great as Moshe to

inspire all the people to mourn, so only the men participated.

RASHI: [Here Moshe was only mourned by some of] the males.

But concerning Aharon, the Torah states, “The entire house of Israel”

[wept for him] (Bamidbar 20:29), meaning both males and females,

because he used to pursue peace and bring peace between a man

and his fellow, and between a woman and her husband.

AVOS D’RABBI NASAN: When Aharon was walking in the street and

met a wicked person, Aharon would greet him. The next day, when

the man wanted to commit a sin, he would say, “Dear me! How will

I lift up my eyes afterwards and look at my friend [Aharon]? I am

ashamed, because he greeted me.” In this way, the man would

refrain from sinning.

Likewise, when two people quarreled Aharon went and sat down

with one of them and said to him, “My son! Do you know what your

friend is saying? His heart is in a turmoil and he is tearing his clothes

saying, ‘Dear me! How can I lift up my eyes and look at my friend?

I am ashamed because I have wronged him.’” [Aharon] would then

sit with him until he had dispelled the grudge from his heart. 

Then Aharon would go and sit with the other one, and say to him,

“Do you know what your friend is saying? His heart is in a turmoil

and he is tearing his clothes saying, ‘Dear me! How can I lift up my

eyes and look at my friend? I am ashamed because I have wronged

him.’” [Aharon] would then sit with him until he had dispelled the

grudge from his heart. When the two of them would then meet, they

hugged and kissed each other (Avos d'Rabbi Nasan 12:3).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

THE PUBLIC MOURNING OF MOSHE’S PASSING (V. 8)

In his commentary to verse 8, Rashi explains a subtle distinction

between the Torah’s description of Aharon’s passing, and that of Moshe’s

passing. In the former case, the Torah states that Aharon was mourned by

“the entire house of Israel,” a phrase which clearly refers to men women

(and even the children—see Zohar III 183a). In Moshe’s case however, an

open display of mourning only occurred with “the men of Israel,”

indicating that: i.) The women were not involved at all; and ii.) Only some

of the men participated (since the verse does not stress that “all the men

of Israel” mourned).

Rashi explains that Aharon’s passing grieved the Jewish people to a

greater extent, “because he used to pursue peace and bring peace

between a man and his fellow, and between a woman and her husband.”

This prompts the following questions:

a.) Since the current passage relates the passing of Moshe, we would

expect the Torah to stress Moshe’s greatness.  Why then did Rashi choose

an interpretation which indicates Aharon’s superiority over Moshe, rather

than one which indicates the greatness of Moshe, such as the explanation

of Pane’ach Raza?

b.) How could we possibly accept the notion that Moshe did not

“pursue peace and bring peace between a man and his fellow, and

between a woman and her husband”? Does the Talmud not testify that

“Moshe was a lover of the Jewish people” (Menachos 65a)?

THE EXPLANATION

Our Sages taught that Moshe personified the quality of truth (Shemos

Rabah 5:10; Sanhedrin 111a). Therefore, while Moshe would certainly have

made great efforts to “pursue peace and bring peace,” during his lifetime,

he found himself unable to go to the same lengths as Aharon in the

pursuit of peace.  For Aharon followed the principle, “It is permissible to

modify the facts for the sake of peace” (Yevamos 65b), and thus he would

bring quarreling parties together by saying that the opposing party really

wished to make peace (as described in Avos d’Rabbi Nasan).

Moshe, however, was unable to do so—not because he disagreed with

the principle that “it is permissible to modify,” since, after all, this was part

of the Torah which Moshe himself had taught the Jewish people.  Rather,

Moshe could simply not utilize this “permission” to “modify the facts”

even “for the sake of peace,” since he embodied the attribute of truth.

Nevertheless, on the last day of his life, Moshe was able to reflect on his

life’s work (something he would have been far too busy to do before), and

at this point, he came to attain the additional advantage of Aharon’s

approach which succeeded in reaching more people than Moshe.

Therefore, in an act of true ahavas yisra’el (love of one’s fellow), Moshe

recorded the events of his own passing in a way that brought to light

Aharon’s greatness, which Moshe only attained at this point in his life.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 24, p. 253ff.)

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M



1 anu, kc' k     2 cnscr y' j     3 xprh     4 scrho y' hz     5 anu, ks' t     6 ac, pz/

vw pbho tk pbho/ avhvkcudx cu unscr tkhu cfk g, arumv' fgbhi

abtnr ug,v tgkv tk vw
1

'gnsu utangv nv hmuv vw kfo
2

: )hc( ukfk
vhs vjzev/ aeck t, v,urvckuju, chshu: ukfk vnurt vdsuk/ bxho

udcuru, acnscrvdsuk uvburt
3

: kghbh fk hartk/ abatu kcu kacur

vkuju,kghbhvo' abtnr utacro kghbhfo
4

'uvxfhnv sg, vec"v ksg,u' 

abtnr tar acr,
5

' hharfjl aacr,
6

:

jxk, pra, uzt, vcrfv
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:D¥rx�` l¨k§lE i�dFc§a©r l¨k§lE dŸrx©t§l m�i�x§v�nc

i�C `¨A�x `�p�e	f�g lŸk§lE `�Y§t�T�z `�c	i lŸk§lE ai

wfg :l
`�xŸy�i l¨M i�pi¥r§l d�WŸn c©a£r

hWar

w�G�gz¦p	e w�f�g w�f�g
nWt pxueho/ dtutWk xhni/ tkh xhni/

xfuo pxueho ak xpr scrho ,ag ntu, ujnhaho ujnav vbW. xhni/ ujmhu ugah, gk ph vscr tar

hdhsu kl/  uprahu,hu hWt' txru jWd cgcu,ho xhni/ uxsrhu fWz' hphj tnubv hdhWs mse xhni/ uprehu

kWs' tusv vw cfk kcWc xhni/ nbhi vp,uju, kWs/ uvx,unu, efWs/ xl vfk ebWj prahu,' ufxt fcus 

hbjhkWo xhni/

xsrh ,urv bWs' kngi hznrl fcus ukt hsWo xhni/ nbhi vprahu, vp,uju, ak fk v,urv rW.' hct

sush kdbu uhtfk prWh ndshu xhni/ uvx,unu, agWy' tu txrv txr gk bpav cacgWv xhni/  bnmtu 

nbhi fk vprahu, p,uju, ux,unu, ,rxWy' kt ,jxr fk cv xhni/

xfuo vpxueho ak fk v,urv vw tkpho ,,nWv' utur vjnWv hvhv acg,hho xhni/ ujmhu uhao 

gkhu t, vjai uh,i tk vjai t, vturho ut, v,unho/

nbhi ,hcu, ak fk v,urv gWy tk; u,,egWu' gy xupr nvhr hphph, ncbh tso xhni/  nbhi tu,hu,

ak fk v,urv sWa tk; u,,Wv' uxhnbu trmv cu utfcsv tnr vw dsuk hvhv fcus vch, vzv vtjrui 

ni vrtaui/ ahcbv cnvrv chnhbu tni fi hvh rmui/  
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his servants, and to all his land, 12 and all the strength (he needed to receive the Torah with his) hand,

and all the (miracles that occurred in the) great, awe(some, wilderness), which Moshe performed before

the eyes of all Israel. 

The congregation*, followed by the reader, proclaim:

Be strong!  Be strong!  And may we be strengthened!

THE HAFTARAH FOR VEZOS HABRACHAH (SIMCHAS TORAH) IS ON PAGE 295.

�� What did Moshe perform “before the eyes of all Israel”? (v. 12)

RASHI: His heart inspired him to smash the Tablets before their eyes, as the verse states, “I shattered them before your eyes” (Devarim 9:17).

God gave His approval...[saying] “Well done that you broke them!”

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

*According to Chabad custom, the person called to the Torah also recites chazak chazak venischazeik, in contrast to those authorities who deem this to be an interruption before

the blessing which is said after reading the Torah (Sefer Haminhagim, p. 31; See Likutei Sichos vol. 24, p. 411; ibid. vol. 25, p. 474ff. See also Chikrai Minhagim by Rabbi Eliyahu

Yochanan Gurary (Oholei Shem, Lubavitch 5759), p. 126ff.).      **Cited above in Classic Questions to Devarim 9:17, from Rashi’s source text, the Midrash.

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

THE CONCLUSION OF THE TORAH

How can Rashi conclude his commentary to the entire Torah with

a reference to Moshe’s breaking of the Tablets, in contradiction,

it would seem, to the principle of always ending on a positive note?

(see Brachos 31a; Rashi to end of Lamentations)

Furthermore, if the Jewish people were not fit to receive the Tablets,

having sinned with the Golden Calf, why did Moshe need to destroy

them?  Surely, it would have been preferable to put the Tablets aside,

protecting these precious items that were fashioned by the Almighty,

until the time came when the Jewish people were fit to receive them?

In truth, however, the breaking of the Tablets brings to light

Moshe’s greatness as a true leader of Israel.

Rashi explains (in his commentary to Shemos 34:1**), that Moshe’s

breaking of the Tablets was like tearing up a contract, to ensure that

the Jewish people would not be in “breach of contract” for

worshiping the calf.

So the breaking of the Tablets brings to light Moshe’s true

dedication as a protector and defender of the Jewish people, that

when faced with a dilemma between saving the holy Tablets of Torah

fashioned by God, and saving the Jewish people from being liable for

breach of contract, he chose the latter.

However, this has not fully solved our problem. For while we

have explained that the Torah does indeed end on a positive

note for the Jewish people and their faithful shepherd Moshe, it

reflects negatively on the Torah itself. For when faced with a choice

between protecting the Torah and protecting the Jewish people,

Moshe chose not to protect the Torah!

The answer to this problem is clarified by the following Midrash: 

“There are two things in the world and I love them totally with all

my heart: the Torah and the Jewish people. But I do not know which

comes first?’”

“People say that the Torah comes first...but since the Torah

states, “Command the children of Israel. Speak to the children of

Israel,” I say that the Jewish people come first’” (Tanna debey Eliyahu

Rabah ch. 14).

So when Moshe broke the Tablets he was making a very similar

statement, that, “the Jewish people come first.” And this is indeed a

fitting conclusion for the Torah, for having completed the Torah we

should come to the realization that the purpose of the Torah is to

bring the greatness of the Jewish people to light.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 34, p. 217)
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q :z«Ä�X�d mF¬iÎz�̀  zF −U£r«©l Li½�d÷�` d́�eŸd	i Æ L	E¦v oÀ¥MÎl©r d½ �iEh	p
| o©r´�n§l Li® �d÷�` d́�eŸd	i −L	E¦v x¬�W�`«©M L½�O�`Îz�`	e Æ LiÆ¦a�̀ Îz�̀  c³¥A©M
Li−�d÷�̀  d¬ �eŸd	iÎx�W�` d½�n�c�`«�d l μ©r K½¨l a�hí�i Æ o©rÆ�n§lE LiÀ�n�i o´ªki�x�`«�i
q :a «Ÿp	b�Y ` −÷	e q :s«�`	p�Y ` −÷	e q :g«¨vx�Y ` −÷ q :K«¨l o¬
zŸp
q  L® ¤r
x z�W´
` c −Ÿng�z ` ¬÷	e  q  :`	e«�W c¬ ¥r −L£r«
x§a d¬ �p£r«�zÎ`÷	e
l −Ÿk	e F½ xŸn�g«�e Fx́FW Æ Fz�n�`«�e F ³C§a©r	e EdŒ
c�U LÀ¤r
x zí¥A d¹�E�`z�z `¸÷	e

q  :L«¤r
x§l x¬�W�`
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The person who was called up for Maftir says the following before reading the

Haftarah:

Æ x�g¨A x³�W�` m½¨lFr�d K¤l´�n Æ EpiÆ�d÷�` Æ d�eŸd	i d³�Y�̀  KȨẍA
mí
x�n� «̀ �P�d m−�di�x§ *a
c§a d¬v̈�x	e mi½¦aŸeh mí
̀ i¦a	*p¦A
d´�WŸn *§aE Æ d�xFY©A x³�gFA�d dÀ � eŸd	i d¹�Y�` KE¸x¨A z®�n�`«¤A

:w�c«¤v�e z−�n�̀ «�d i¬�̀ i¦a *	p¦aE F½O©r l´�`�x�Ui*§aE F½C§a©r 

After the Haftarah the following blessings are recited:

l¨M xEv ,m¨lFr�d K¤l �«n Epi«�d÷�` ,�i	i d�Y�` KEx¨A
o�n�`�P�d l�`�d ,zFxFC�d l¨k§A wi
C©v ,mi
n¨lFr�d
:w�c«¤v�e z�n�̀  ei�ẍa�C l̈M�W ,m�I�w *�nE x¥A�c *�n�d ,d�UŸr	e x�nŸ`�d

x¨a�c	e ,Li«�x¨a�C mip�n�`�p	e ,Epi«�d÷�` �i	i `Ed d�Y�` o�n�`�p
l�` i¦M ,m�wi�x aEW�i `÷ xFg�` Li«�x¨a�*C
n c�g�`
o�n�`�P�d l�`�d ,�i	i d�Y�` KEx¨A .d�Y«�` o�n�g�x	e o�n�`�p K¤l«�n

:ei�ẍa�C l̈k§A

W¤t« �p z©aE«l£r©l	e ,Epi���«�I�g zi¥a `i
d i¦M oFI¦v l©r m�g�x
,�i	i d�Y�̀  KEẍA .Epi«�n�i§a d�x�d �*n¦A g�O�U� *zE ©ri«
WFY

:�di« �p¨a§A oFI¦v �g« �O�U�n 

zEk§ *l�n *§aE ,L«�C§a©r `i¦a�P�d Ed«�I¦l�`§A ,Epi«�d÷�` �i	i ,Ep«�g *�O�U
,Ep«¥A¦l l�b�i	e `Ÿa�i d�x�d� *n¦A ,L«�gi
W�n ce�C zi¥A
z�` mi
x�g��` cFr El�g	pi `÷	e ,x�f a�W�i `÷ F`�q¦M l©r 
Fx�p d¤A§ki `ø�W ,FN �Y§r«©A�Wp L�W�c�w m�W§a i¦M ,FcFa§M

:ce�C o�b�n ,�i	i d�Y�` KEx¨A .c¤r�e m¨lFr§l



On fast days end here. On Shabbos (including Shabbos Chol HaMo’ed) continue Ç :

l©r	e mi
`i¦a *	P�d l©r	e d�cFa£r�d l©r	e d�xFY�d l©r 
d�X�c *�w¦l Epi«�d÷�` �i	i Ep«¨N �Y«�z�P�W ,d�G�d z¨A�X�d mFi

:z�x«�̀ §t
z *§lE cFa¨k§l ,d�gEp� *n¦l	e 

,K�zF` mi¦k �*ẍa *�nE K¨l mi
cFn Ep�g«�p�` Epi«�d÷�` �i	i ,lŸM�d l©r 
KEẍA .c¤r�e m¨lFr§l ci
n�Y i�g l¨M i¦t§A L� *n
W K�ẍA�zi

:( – ) z̈A�X�d W�C�w�n ,�i	i d�Y�̀On Shabbos Chol
HaMo’ed Succos add

miP�n	G�d	e l�`�x�Ui	e

Ç On a Festival, and Shabbos that coincides with a Festival continue here:

mFi l©r	e  (d�G�d z¨A�X�d mFi l©r	e–On Shabbos) mi
̀ i¦a*	P�d l©r	e d�cFa£r�d l©r	e d�xFY�d l©r

b�g�d z�x«¤v£r ipi
n�W  zFM�Q�d b�g    zFrEa�X�d b�g    zFS�O�d b�g 

d�X�c� *w¦l–On Shabbos) Epi«�d÷�` �i	i Ep«¨N �Y«�z�P�W ,d�G�d W�c «Ÿw `�x�w
n aFh mFiÎl©r	e ,d�G�d
Ep�g«�p�` Epi«�d÷�` �i	i ,lŸM�d l©r .z�x«���`§t
z *§lE cFa¨k§l ,d�g�n
U *§lE oFU�U§l (d�gEp *�n¦l	e
KEx¨A .c¤r�e m¨lFr§l ci
n�Y i�g l¨M i¦t§A L *�n
W K�ẍA�zi ,K�zF` mi¦k� *ẍa � *nE K¨l mi
cFn

:miP�n*	G�d	e l�`�x�Ui(	e z¨A�X�d–On Shabbos) W�C�w�n ,�i	i d�Y�̀

Ç On Rosh Hashanah continue here:

mFi l©r	e (d�G�d z¨A�X�d mFi l©r	e–On Shabbos) mi
̀ i¦a*	P�d l©r	e d�cFa£r�d l©r	e d�xFY�d l©r
–On Shabbos) Epi«�d÷�` �i	i Ep«¨N �Y«�z�P�W ,d�G�d W�c «Ÿw `�x�w
n aFh mFiÎl©r	e ,d�G�d oFx¨MG�d
,K¨l mi
cFn Ep�g«�p�` Epi«�d÷�` �i	i ,lŸM�d l©r .z�x�«`§t
z *§lE cFa¨k§l (d�gEp *�n¦l	e d�X�c� *w¦l
Ep«¥M§l�n L �*ẍa �*cE ,c¤r�e m¨lFr§l ci
n�Y i�g l¨M i¦t§A L *�n
W K�ẍA�zi ,K�zF` mi¦k� *ẍa � *nE
z̈A�X�d–On Shabbos) W�C�w�n ,u�x«� �̀d l̈M l©r K¤l«�n ,�i	i d�Y�` KEx¨A .c©r̈l m�I�w	e z�n�`

:oFx¨MG�d mFi	e l�`�x�Ui(	e 

Ç On Yom Kippur continue here:

mFi l©r	e (d�G�d z¨A�X�d mFi l©r	e–On Shabbos) mi
̀ i¦a *	P�d l©r	e d�cFa£r�d l©r	e d�xFY�d l©r
�Y«�z�P�W ,d�G�d W�c «Ÿw `�x�w
n mFi l©r	e ,d�G�d oŸe¨r �d z�gi¦l�q mFiÎl©r	e ,d�G�d mi
xER¦M�d
cFäk§l ,d�ẍR©k§ *lE d¨li
g *�n¦l	e d�gi¦l *�q¦l (d�gEp *�n¦l	e d�X�c� *w¦l–On Shabbos) Epi«�d÷�` �i	i Ep«¨N
K�ẍA�zi ,K�zF` mi¦k� *ẍa � *nE K¨l mi
cFn Ep�g«�p�` ,Epi«�d÷�` �i	i lŸM�d l©r .z�x«�`§t
z *§lE
KEx¨A .c©r¨l m�I �w	e z�n�` Ep«¥M§l�n L �*ẍa �*cE ,c¤r�e m¨lFr§l ci
n�Y i�g l¨M i¦t§A L *�n
W
xi¦a£r�nE ,l�`�x�Ui zi¥A FO©r zFpF£r©l	e ,Epi«�zFpF£r©l �g«¥lFq	e l�gFn K¤l«�n ,�i	i d�Y�`
z̈A�X�d–On Shabbos) W�C�w�n ,u�x«�`�d l¨M l©r K¤l«�n ,d�p�W	e d�p�W l¨k§A Epi«�zFn� *W�`

:mi
xER¦M�d mFi	e l�`�x�Ui(	e
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1:1(This is) the prophetic vision of Yeshayahu son of

Amotz.

(The following) was prophesied about Yehudah and

Jerusalem in the days of Uziyahu, Yosam, Achaz, and

Chizkiyahu, Kings of Yehudah.
2 Hear, O heavens, and listen, O earth, for (it is) God

(and not I who) has spoken (these words): 

“I have reared and raised (my) children, (the Jewish

people, above all the nations), and they have rebelled

against Me! 3 (Even) an ox recognizes its owner and a

donkey its master’s trough, (but) Israel does not (want

to) know (me)! My people (whom I have helped) do not

try to understand (what is good for them)!”
4 Oh you sinful nation! A people (who were once holy

and are now) heavy with sin! (Holy) offspring (who

became) wicked! Corrupt children! They have aban-

doned God, disgraced the Holy One of Israel, and

separated themselves (from Him)! 5 Why do you (allow

yourselves to commit the same sins repeatedly, contin-

uing to) turn astray and be stricken again and again?

(From being stricken so many times) every head is heavy

and every heart is pained. 6 From the sole of the feet to

the head nothing is sound—(only) wounds, bruises, and

open sores, untreated, unbandaged, not softened with

oil, (yet you continue to sin, and incur yet more lashes).
7 (Therefore) your land is waste, your cities burned

down. Strangers eat your farmland before you(r eyes).

It is desolate, as if destroyed by foreign (enemies, from

afar). 8 (The city of) Tziyon is left (uninhabited) like a(n obsolete) hut in a vineyard, like a(n abandoned) night-hut in a

cucumber field, like a besieged city. 9 If the God of Hosts had not left us a small remnant (in His kindness), we would be

(destroyed) like Sodom and like Amorah! 
10 Hear God’s Word, you (who resemble the) nobles of Sodom! Listen to the teachings of our God, you (who resemble the)

people of Amorah!

d−�cEd	iÎl©r d½ �f�g x´ �W�` uF½n�`Îo¤a Ed́ �i§r�W	i Æ oFf�g ` `
i¬ ¥k§l�n Ed− �I
w	f
g	i f¬�g�` m² �zFi Ed̄�IGªr iÆ�ni¦A ¦m®l̈�WE «xie
x® ¥A
C d− �eŸd	i i¬¦M u�x½�̀  ipí f�`«�d	e Æ miÆ�n�W E ³r�n
W a :d«�cEd	i
Æ xFW r¬�c�i b :i«¦a Er�W¬R̈ m−�d	e i
Y�n½�nFx	e i
Y§l´�CB Æ mip¨A
` ¬÷ i−
O©r r½�c�i `÷́Æ l�`�x�Ui ei®l̈¨r§A qEá�` xF −n�g«�e Ed½ �pŸw
mi½¦r�x�n r�x́ �f oŸ½ e¨r c¤a´ ¤M m©rμ `À�hŸg iF´B | iFd́ c :o« �pFA�z
d
WF ¬c�wÎz�̀  E ²v�`«p dÀ �eŸd	iÎz�` Eá	f«¨r mi®
zi
g�W�n mi−p¨A
d®�x�q Etí
qFY cF −r E ²M�z d¬ �n ĺ©r d :xF «g�` ExŸ¬f�p l−�`�x�Ui
Îc©r	e l�b³�xÎs©M
n e :i« �E�C a−ä¥lÎl¨k	e i½¦l�g«¨l W`Ÿx́Îl¨M
d® �I
x�h d´M̈�nE d−�xEA�g	e r©v¬ ¤R mŸ½z�n FÁÎoi«�` Æ W`Ÿx
m´ ¤k§v�x�̀  f :o�n«�X©A d−k̈§M�x ` ¬÷	e EW½¨A�g `÷́	e Æ ExŸÆ fÎ`÷
Æ mi
x�fÆ m¤k�C	b�p§l mÀ¤k�z�n�c�` W®�` zFt́�x�U m−¤ki�x«¨r d½�n�n�W
d¬�x�zF «p	e g :mi«
x�f z¬ ©k¥R�d�n§M d−�n�n�WE D½�zŸ` mí¦l§kŸ «̀
xi¬¦r§M d−�W�w
n§a d¬ �pEl�n¦M m�x®k̈§a d´M̈�q§M oF −I¦vÎz©a
ci−
x�U Ep²l̈ xi¬
zFd zF½̀ ä§v d́ �eŸd	i Æ i¥lEl h :d«�xEv	p
Îx©a�c E ¬r�n
W i :Epi«
n�C d−�xŸn£r«©l Epi½ i�d mŸć�q¦M h®r̈�n¦M
:d«�xŸn£r m¬ ©r Epi−�d÷�` z¬�xFY Epi² f�`«�d mŸ ®c�q í�pi¦v�w d− �eŸd	i
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HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS DEVARIM

This is the third of three “Haftaros of punishment” which are read

between the 17th of Tamuz and the 9th of Av, when we mourn the

destruction of the Holy Temple. The Haftarah is taken from the opening

of the Book of Yeshayah (Isaiah), though it is unclear whether this was in

fact his first prophecy.

At first glance, the harsh tone of Yeshayah's words—the most

condemning of all three “Haftaros of Punishment”—is difficult to

understand in the light of the Talmud’s statement that “Yeshayah speaks

entirely of consolation” (Bava Basra 14b).  Maharsha answers, “This is not

meant literally, that the entire book of Yeshayah is consolation, as we find

many prophecies of destruction there. Rather, the overwhelming majority

of the book is consolatory.”

However, according to Kabalistic teachings, the Talmud’s statement

could, in fact, be taken literally. Kehilas Ya’akov writes that Yeshayah did

not speak words of pure gevurah (harshness; judgments), but rather,

chesed shb’gevurah (sweetened judgments), and this spiritually

empowered the Jewish people to bring the redemption, which will come

through sweetening the judgments of exile. Therefore, it could truly be

said that “Yeshayah speaks entirely of consolation,” for even his words of

criticism are charged and sweetened with redemptive undercurrents

(Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 344, note 22).

After the Haftarah’s opening words which introduce Yeshayah as a

prophet (1:1), he laments the sinfulness and rebelliousness of the Jewish

people and their consequent punishments (2-9). He rebukes them for

insincere confession when bringing sacrifices (10-15), because God

desires ethical behavior and repentance (16-20). In his final lament, the

�

Rebellious

people

Judgments

[ DEVARIM / mixac [

(Isaiah 1:1-27)



11 “Why do I need all your numerous sacrifices (when

your accompanying confessions are insincere)?” says

God. “I had enough of your burnt-offering rams and

fattened cattle, and I do not desire the blood of cattle,

sheep, and goats (since they do not bring you to repent).
12 When you appear before Me (at a festival, I will say),

‘Who asked you to do this, trampling My (Temple)

courtyards?’ 13 Do not bring anymore meal offerings (for

they will be) in vain, (for the three-finger fistful that) is

burned (on the Altar) is offensive to Me! (When) groups

of you (bring the sacrifices of Rosh) Chodesh, Shabbos,

and festivals I cannot bear the falsehood (in your

hearts)! 14 I hate your (Rosh) Chodesh and festival

(offerings). They are (like) a burden to Me, and I cannot

bear them! 15 When you spread your hands (in prayer),

I will turn My eyes away from you. As much as you pray,

I will not listen, (because) your hands are full of blood!”
16 “Cleanse and purify yourselves (by repenting).

Remove your evil deeds from My sight, and refrain from

doing evil. 17 Learn (to do) good, seek justice, and

support the oppressed. Demand justice for the orphan

and plead the cause of the widow!”
18 “Come, now, and let us clarify (who has offended

whom),” says God. “If your sins are like scarlet thread

(and you return to Me), they will become white like

snow. If they are as red as crimson, they will become

like wool.”
19 “If you desire to listen, you will eat the best of the

land. 20 But if you refuse and rebel, you will be eaten by

the sword,” for God has spoken.
21 How the (faithful) city (of Jerusalem) has become

(unfaithful like) a harlot! (Once) it was full of justice, and

righteousness was always there, but now (it has become

a city of) murderers! 22 (In your business dealings) your

silver has become dross and your strong drinks diluted with water. 23 Your rulers are corrupt and are friendly with thieves. They

all love bribes and run after favors. They do not judge the orphan, and the widow’s case does not reach them.
24 Therefore, the Master of Israel, the God of Hosts says: “Oh! I will appease Myself (of anger against) My rivals and take

zF ¬lŸr i
Y§r² ©a�U d½ �eŸd	i x́�n Ÿ̀i Æ m¤ki�g§afÎaŸ «x i³¦N d�Ó¨l `i

mi−
cEY©r	e miŸ²
y¨a§kE mi¯
x¨R mÆ�c	e mi®
`i
x�n a¤l´�g	e mi−¦li�`
z`Ÿ²f W ¬�T¦aÎi«
n i® �p¨R zF −̀ �x«¥l E`Ÿ½a�z i´¦M ai :i
Y§v«ẗ�g ` ¬÷
`	e½�WÎz�g	p
nÆ `i¦a�d EtiÀ
qFz `÷́ bi :i«�x¥v�g qŸ ¬n�x m−¤k�c�I
n
`½�x�w
n `Ÿx́�w Æ z¨A�W	e W�cŸ ³g i®¦l `i−
d d²ä¥rF «Y z�xŸh̄�w
d́�`	p«�UÆ m¤ki�c£rF «nE m³ ¤ki�W�c�g ci :d«�ẍv£r« �e o�e −�̀  l¬ ©kE`Î` «÷
m´ ¤k�U
x«¨t§aE eh :`Ÿ «U	p i
zi−�`§lp g�xŸ ®h¨l i−©l¨r E¬i�d i½
W§t�p
iṔ�pi�` d−N̈¦t�z E ¬A�x�zÎi«¦M m² �B m½¤M
nÆ i�pi¥r mi³¦l§r�` mÀ¤ki¥R©M
©rŸ ¬x Exi²
q�d E½M�G
d Æ Ev�g«�x fh :E «̀¥l�n mi¬
n�C m−¤ki�c	i ©r®�nŸW
a² �hi�d E ¬c�n¦l fi :©r«�x�d E −l�c
g i® �pi¥r c�b́ �P
n m−¤ki¥l§l©r«�n
Eai−
x mF½z�i Eh́§t
W uF ®n�g Ex́�X�` h−R̈�W
n E ¬W�x
C
EÆi �d«iÎm
` d® �eŸd	i x´�n`Ÿi d−�g§k«�Ep	e ²̀ �pÎEk§l gi :d« �p�n§l�`
r−l̈FY©k Eni¬
C�`�iÎm
` Epi½¦A§l�i b¤l´ �X©MÆ mip�X©M m³¤ki�`«�h�g
u�x−�̀ �d aE ¬h m® �Y§r�n�WE E −a`ŸYÎm
` hi :E «i�d«i x�n¬ ¤S©M
i¬¦R i² ¦M E½l§M�`�Y a�x´ �g m® �zi
x�nE E −p�`«�n�YÎm
`	e k :El«¥k`ŸY
d® �p�n� «̀ �p d− �i�x
w d½ �pFf§l d´�z	i«�d Æ d̈ki�̀  `k :x«¥A
C d− �eŸd	i
:mi«
g§S�x�n d¬�Y©r	e D−Ä oi¬¦l�i w�c² ¤v hÀ¨R�W
n i´
z�`«¥l�n
Kí�x�U bk :mi«�O©A lE ¬d�n K−� §̀a�q mi® bi
q§l d́ �i�d K−¥R�q©M ak

s−�cŸx	e c�gŸ½W a´�dŸ` Æ FNªM mi½¦a�P�B Æ i�x§a�g	e miÀ
x�xF «q
`F ¬a�iÎ` «÷ d− �p�n§l�` ai¬
x	e EhŸ½R�Wi `÷́ Æ mFz�i mi® pŸn§l�W
xi−¦a�` zF½`̈a§v d́ �eŸd	i Æ oFc�`«�d m³�`	p oÀ¥k¨l ck :m«�di¥l�`
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Insincere

confession

Need for

repent-
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Deca-

dence of

Jerusalem

prophet grieves over the corrupt state of Jerusalem (21-25), and

envisions a future time of restoration (26-27).

1. Uv²h �g ©J ±h iIz£j—The prophetic vision of Yeshayahu. The Shabbos

when this Haftarah is read is commonly known as Shabbos Chazon

(“Shabbos of the prophetic vision”), after the opening words of the

Haftarah. Rabbi Levi Yitzchak of Berdichev taught a further significance

to this term, that on this day, “Everybody is shown a distant vision of

the future Temple.” And, even though most people do not claim to

actually see this vision, it nevertheless is felt by the more sublime,

subconscious levels of each person’s soul which subsequently influence

the conscious mind. 

Rabbi Levi Yitzchak explained the purpose of this vision with a parable:

A father had a valuable garment made for his son, but the son was

irresponsible, and soon the garment was ripped into pieces. So the father

had a second garment made for his son, but the son also allowed it to be

ripped. When the father prepared a third garment he did not give it to his

son to wear, but instead he showed it to him from time to time, telling him

that if he would behave himself the garment would be his to wear.

Likewise, the vision which we experience on Shabbos Chazon is

intended to arouse a desire for the Third Temple to be built, a feeling

which will inevitably lead a person to be more careful in the observance

of mitzvos (Sichas Shabbos Parshas Devarim 5749, note 3).

2. .¤r ¤t h°bh°z £t ©v ±u o°h©nJ̈ Ug §n ¦J—Hear, O heavens, and listen, O earth.

Moshe used the opposite expression to Yeshayah. Instead of saying,

“Hear, O heavens, and listen, O earth,” he declared, “Listen,

O heavens...Let the earth hear” (Devarim 32:1). The Midrash explains

that Moshe was “close to the heavens,” so he told them to “listen”—a

term which suggests a closeness between speaker and listener. But since



revenge on My enemies! 25 I will pass My hand over you

(to strike you with one blow after another). I will smelt

your impurities as (if cleaning them) with soap, and I will

remove all your (impurities) of tin.”
26 “I will restore your judges (to be righteous) as they

were at first, and your advisers as they were in the

beginning. Afterwards you will be called ‘city of

righteousness—faithful city.’”
27 (The city of) Tziyon will be redeemed through (the

observance of) law, and those who return there (will come) due to (their acts of) righteousness.
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40:1G od will say (to the prophets), “Comfort, oh

comfort My people! 2 Speak (in a way that will

enter the) heart of Jerusalem and announce to her that

her period (of exile) has been fulfilled and that her sins

have been forgiven, for she has (already) been punished

for all her sins twice by God (with two exiles).”
3 (It is as if) a voice is calling out: “Clear a path in the

desert for God (to return the exiles)! Make a straight

road in the wilderness for our God (to go ahead of

them)! 4 Every valley will be raised. Every mountain and

hill will be lowered. The crooked (paths) will be made

straight, and the high places will become a plain.” 
5 Then God’s Glory will be revealed and all flesh will

see together that God has spoken (words of comfort).
6 A voice says (to the prophet): “Announce (in

public)!”

“What shall I announce?” (asks the prophet).

(“Announce the following,” says the voice), “All the people (who will come with Gog to Jerusalem to war will wither like)

grass. Even their good (people will wither) like the flowers of the field, 7 (for) grass withers and flowers fade when God’s breath
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he was “distant from the earth,” he told it to “hear,” from afar. Yeshayah,

however, told the earth to “listen,” since he was “closer to the earth, and

more distant from the heavens” (Sifri, beginning of Parshas Ha’azinu).

Being closer to the heavens, Moshe was able to take the Torah from its

supernal source and act as a channel for it to be brought below. Yeshayah,

on the other hand, worked in the opposite direction. Being closer to

earth, he was able to address the real issues in people’s lives, lifting them

out of their difficulties so as to progress to a higher spiritual level. So both

prophets aimed to spiritualize, but Moshe “delivered” spirituality in the

form of mystical revelation, whereas Yeshayah cajoled and challenged the

people to become more spiritual themselves (Likutei Sichos vol 2, p. 415ff).

27. vës̈ �m �C v̈h �cJ̈ ±u v ¤s �P ¦T y �P §J ¦n �C iIH �m—(The city of) Tziyon will be

redeemed through (the observance of) law, and those who return there

(will come) due to (their acts of) righteousness. The last verses of the

Haftarah describe two phases of restoration: 1.) First, in verses 25-26, we

read of the correction and transformation of evil: “I will smelt your

impurities as (if cleaning them) with soap, and I will remove all your

(impurities) of tin. I will restore your judges (to be righteous) as they were

at first, and your advisers as they were in the beginning.” 2.) Verse 27

then concludes by stressing the observance of good deeds alone: “(the

observance of) law,” and “(acts of) righteousness.”

The message here appears to be that pure good (verse 27) is a spiritual

progression from—and thus superior to—the transformation of evil into

good (verses 25-26), a conclusion which seems to fly in the face of the

traditional understanding that the ba’al teshuvah (penitent) is greater

than the tzadik (naturally pious person). And are we not taught that there

is a superiority to “light” which comes from a setting of spiritual

“darkness” (cf. Ecclesiastes 2:13)?

In truth, however, there is a development of spiritual intensity here.

Initially, there is a superior quality to “light which comes from a setting of
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(Isaiah 40:1-26)



blows over it. Indeed, the people (of Gog will be like)

grass! 8 (They are like) grass (that) withers and flowers

(that fade), but the word of our God will endure

forever!”
9 (You prophets) who bring news (of redemption) to

Tziyon, go up on a high mountain (so your voices can

be heard from afar! You prophets) who bring news (of

redemption) to Jerusalem, raise your voice powerfully!

Raise it, do not be afraid (that somebody will deny it)!

Declare to the cities of Yehudah, “God is coming (to

redeem you)!” 10 Look! God Almighty is coming with

power, and His arm will rule for Him (without any help).

His reward (for every person) is (ready) with Him! His

payment (for good deeds) is (ready) before Him! 11 (God

will lead you out of exile) like a shepherd pasturing his

flock, who gathers the lambs with His arm (and not his

stick) and carries them in his bosom, leading the

nurslings carefully.
12 Who (is like God, Who knows the depth of) the

waters (as if) He measured (them) with His fist, and (He

knows the length of) the skies (as if) He measured them

with a ruler? (He knows) the amount of earth on the

ground (as if) He measured it. (He knows) the weight of

the mountains and the hills (as if He had used) a scale

and a balance. 13 Who (could) influence God’s will (to

accord with his own will)? What man is His advisor that

informs Him? 14 Whom did He consult and who taught

Him? Who instructed Him in the way of justice, taught

Him knowledge, or guided Him in the path of wisdom?
15 The (strength of the) nations is like a drop (which runs down the back of) a bucket (and becomes) bitter (from the mold

on the bucket. They are) like (moldy) dust on a (copper) balance (which can easily be blown away). He casts away the islands

as if (they were) dust, (so surely He can save the Jewish people from the nations? 16 All the wood of) Lebanon is not enough

to burn (on His Altar), and its animals do not provide sufficient burnt offerings (before Him). 17 All the nations are like nothing

to him. He considers them void and empty.
18 To whom can you compare God? What image is of any value compared to Him? 19 (Could you possibly compare Him to)

idols cast by a smith and plated with gold by a goldsmith, with cast silver chains (to pull it along, because it cannot move on
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darkness,” but once the light has “learned” and “acquired” this

advantage from the darkness, it can then progress on its own to

unprecedented levels of pure holiness (light) that vastly transcend the

spiritual illumination of teshuvah and correction. In other words, becoming

a ba’al teshuvah is not the highest level of spiritual achievement in itself;

rather it is a springboard to becoming an even greater tzadik than would

have been possible without the teshuvah process (Sichas Shabbos Parshas

Devarim 5748). 

HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS VA’ESCHANAN

This is the first of a series of “Seven Haftaros of Comfort” which are

read between the ninth of Av and Rosh Hashanah. The Shabbos when

this Haftarah is read is commonly known as Shabbos Nachamu

(“Shabbos of Comfort”). The Haftarah was addressed by the prophet

Yeshayah (Isaiah) to the Jewish people in Babylon after the exile at the

end of the 6th century B.C.E, and to the ruins of Jerusalem. 

The Haftarah opens with a message of comfort and images of

redemption (40:1-5). We read how the enemies of Jerusalem will

ultimately wither like grass (6-8), and how the prophets will herald

redemption from the mountaintops (9-11). The latter section of the

Haftarah praises the greatness of God, His omnipotence and the fallacy

of idol-worship (12-26).

1. h¦N �g Un £j³b Un £j ³b—Comfort, oh comfort My people! Noting the

obvious repetition in this verse, the Midrash explains that the prophet was

offering a double measure of comfort here, “for the First Temple and for

the Second Temple” (Eichah Rabah end of ch. 1; Yalkut Shimoni, Yeshayah,

remez 445).

Here we see a connection to the Parsha. (Strictly speaking, the “Seven

Haftaros of Comfort” are not directly connected to the Parshiyos when

they are read (see Orach Chaim 428), but Shaloh writes that, by Divine

Providence, a connection will always be evident). Parshas Va’eschanan

takes its name from Moshe’s petition to God to enter the Land of Israel

�



its own). 20 A poor person sets aside (large amounts of

money for his idol, as if he were rich). He (pays a)

professional to choose a wood which will not rot, and he

seeks an expert to prepare an idol which will not fall

apart (and shame him for worshipping it).
21 Don’t you know (who the Master of the world is by

working it out by yourself)? Haven’t you heard (from

somebody else that worked it out)? Haven’t you been

told (about God) from ancient tradition? Haven’t you

understood that the earth (is not resting on any)

foundations (for it is a globe surrounded by sky, so God

must be decreeing it to stand)? 
22 (God) sits above the skies that encompass the earth,

and those who live on it seem like grasshoppers. He

stretches out the skies like a sheet and spreads them like

a tent for dwelling. 23 He makes princes into nothing and

turns rulers of the land to worthlessness. 24 (They are as if)

they were never planted or never sown, (as if) they never

even took root in the earth. (Even) by blowing at them

(with an ordinary breath) they dry up, and the storm

carries them away like straw (blowing in the wind).
25 “So to whom can you liken Me? To whom can you compare Me?” asks the Holy One. 26 Lift up your eyes to the heavens

and see who created these (stars)! He brings out their hosts by number, calling each (star) by name. Because of His great might

and tremendous strength, not one (star) is lost (because He made them exist permanently).
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49:14T ziyon will (want to) say, “God has abandoned

me! My God has forgotten me.” 15 (But this

cannot be the case, for) could a woman forget her baby,

or not have compassion on the child of her womb?

(Even if it is conceivable that) she would forget (her

children, nevertheless), I will not forget you! 16 Indeed,

(My memory of you is so vivid, it is as if) I have

engraved you on My palms, and your (ruined) walls are

always (a reminder) before Me (that I must rebuild them. 17 In fact it is) your children (and not I, who) quickly (forgot about

their land! It was the wicked ones) that came from you, (and not I) who destroyed you and laid waste to you, (O Tziyon).
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and, as Megaleh Amukos writes (par. 185), if this request had been

granted, the Jews would never have gone into exile because Moshe’s

conquest would have been eternal. This parallels the theme of “double

comfort” in the Haftarah, since the only consolation for the destruction of

the first two Temples will be the rebuilding of the Third Temple, which will

be eternal (Sichas Shabbos Parshas Va’eschanan 5748).

HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS EIKEV

This is the second of a series of “Seven Haftaros of Comfort” which are

read between the ninth of Av and Rosh Hashanah. The Haftarah was

addressed by the prophet Yeshayah (Isaiah) to the Jewish people in

Babylon after the exile at the end of the 6th century B.C.E.

The Haftarah opens with God’s consolation to Tziyon (Zion) that she

will not be abandoned, and promises of restoration (49:14-21). In a

second declaration, God reaffirms the ingathering of the exiles and

punishment of the nations with more vivid imagery (22-26). In the

following chapter, the mood shifts from consolation to criticism. Exile

(“divorce”) has come, not due to a weakness on God’s part, but because

of Israel’s sins (50:1-3). On a personal note, the prophet declares his own

loyalty to God, and his determination to deliver God’s word regardless of
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18 Lift up your eyes and see (how your children) have all

gathered and come to you. “As I live,” says God, “you

will (be proud of) them all like (one who) wears jewels,

and you will tie them to yourself like silk adornments of

a bride.”
19 For your (worries about your) ruins, desolate places,

and destroyed land (will end, as your land) will now be

swarming with inhabitants, and your destroyers will be

distant from you. 20 Your ears (will hear) that your

children (from whom you thought you were) bereaved

are saying (to each other): “This place is too crowded for

me. Make room for me to settle (too)!”
21 Then you will say in your heart, “Who gave birth to

(all) these (people) for me? I was bereft and alone (for

so long, with my children) exiled and wandering (from

me). Who raised them? For I was by myself—where

have these (people come from)?”
22 This is what God Almighty says: “Look! I will lift up

My hand to the nations and hoist My banner to the

peoples (to arouse their hearts). They will bring your

sons in their corners (of their garments) and carry your

daughters on their shoulders.” 
23 “Kings will be your child-minders and their prin-

cesses your wetnurses. They will bow down to you and

lick the dust of your feet, and you will know that I am

God (Who is all-powerful, so) that those who trust in Me

will not be ashamed.”
24 Can spoil be taken away from the mighty (Eisav)?

Or captives saved from (Ya’akov) the righteous? 25 But

God says: “Captives can be freed from the mighty and

spoil taken back from tyrants, for I will fight your

enemies and save your children. 26 I will feed the flesh of

those who verbally abused you (to wild animals), and

(birds) will become drunk on their blood as if it were

wine. Then All flesh will know that I am God, your

Savior and your Redeemer, the Mighty One of Ya’akov!”
50:1 God says, “What is (the reason for) the bill of

divorce with which I sent away your mother, (the congregation of Israel)? To which of My creditors did I sell you (to pay back

My loan)? You were sold because of your sins, and your mother was sent away because of your transgressions, (so all this will

end when you repent). 
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any opposition (4-9). The only solution, therefore, is to listen to the

prophet and trust in God (10-11). The conclusion of the Haftarah, from

yet another chapter, sees the tone return to conciliation. The Jewish

people are advised to find hope in the story of Avraham and Sarah, that

God will soon comfort all the ruins of Tziyon (51:1-3).

49:14. wv h °b�c ²z �g iIH �m r ¤nt«T³u—Tziyon will (want to) say, “God has

abandoned me! Chasidic thought describes a two-phase interaction that

forms the basis of man’s relationship with God. Initially, there must be an

“arousal from Above.” God must spark an interest in the relationship and

send messages that He desires the person to respond. But while these

revelations are both inspiring and effective, they do not form a true

relationship with God, which must come from within the person himself.

The “response from below” ensures that God’s initial “arousal” does not

evaporate, but instead becomes a source of real, lasting inspiration. 

These two phases are represented by Parshiyos Va’eschanan and Eikev,

which are read in the wake of Tisha b’Av (the destruction of the Temple),

when our relationship with God needs to be rebuilt once again.

Va’eschanan means an “unearned gift” (Rashi), signifying God’s initial

“arousal from Above” which comes “free of charge,” without any effort

from man. But this only penetrates a person superficially, and it must be

followed by Eikev (“heel”), i.e. a self-motivated effort to building the

relationship that permeates the person’s entire being, down to his heels.



2 “Why was no one there when I came (to you), no one

to answer when I called? Is My hand too short to

redeem? Do I lack strength to save? Indeed, I can dry up

a sea (of idol worshippers) with My roar and make the

rivers (of them) into a desert, so their fish stink from lack

of water and die of thirst. 3 I (can) clothe the heavens in

darkness and cover them with sackcloth.”
4 (The prophet says): God Almighty has given me a

tongue for teaching, so I should know how to (teach

those who) thirst for (God’s) word, (the right thing) at

the right time. He wakes (me) every morning and rouses

my ears (to hear prophecy), so I will be able to listen like

a disciple.
5 God Almighty opened my ears, and I did not hold

myself back or retreat. 6 (Even if there was a fear that I

would be hurt, I went nonetheless and) I gave over my

body to floggers and my cheeks to those who tore out

my hair. I did not hide my face from (the fear of) insult

and spitting. 7 (Despite all odds), God Almighty helped

me and so I was not ashamed. (I saw God was helping

me) so I have made my face like hard rock (that would

deflect any insult), and I know that I will not be

ashamed.
8 (God, Who is) my defender is near (to me)! So who

wants to fight me? (God and I) will stand together!

Whoever (wishes to be) my adversary, let him approach

me! 9 Indeed, God Almighty will help me, so who could

declare me guilty? (My opponents) will all be worn out

like old clothing and consumed by moths.
10 Who among you fears God and listens to the voice

of His servant (the prophet)? Even he who walked in

darkness (of suffering), without (any) light (of hope for

salvation), should trust in God’s Name (that salvation

will indeed come) and rely on his God. 11 But in truth

(nearly) all of you cause the fire (of God’s anger) to

blaze and fan the flames. (Consequently), you will walk

in the light of your fire and the flame you lit (being

punished accordingly)! This (is no accident! It) has come

to you from My hand, so that (when) you lie down (to

die you will have had only) sadness.
51:1 Listen to Me, you who pursue justice and seek God! Look to (Avraham), the rock from which you were hewn and to

(Sarah), the quarry from which you were dug. 2 Look to your father Avraham, and to Sarah, who gave birth to you. For he

was alone (without any family) when I called him, but I blessed him and caused him to multiply, (and likewise, I will make the

Jewish people, who are now a minority, multiply greatly). 
3 For God will comfort Tziyon, (He will) comfort all her ruins. He will make her wilderness like Eden and her desert like

God’s garden. Joy and gladness will be found there, thanksgiving and the sound of music.
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The two phases are also reflected in the Haftaros. Initially, in the

Haftarah of Parshas Va’eschanan, it is God Who arouses the Jewish

people: “God will say (to the prophets), ‘Comfort, oh comfort My

people!’” But then, in the Haftarah of Parshas Eikev, it is the people that

cry out to God (“God has abandoned me! My God has forgotten me”),

because they are struggling with the second, more difficult phase of

internalizing their relationship with God so that it integrates smoothly with

their real personalities and their real lives (Likutei Sichos vol. 9, p. 76ff).

God
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Avraham
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[ RE’EH / d`x [

(Isaiah 54:11 – 55:5)

54:11“(O Jerusalem! You) afflicted, storm-tossed

one, who has not been comforted!  I will

lay your (floor) stones upon antimony (instead of sand),

and lay your foundations with sapphires. 12 I will make

your windowpanes from emeralds, your gates from

carbuncle stones, and (the floor-stones of) all your

borders (will become) desirable gems. 
13 “All your children will be (extremely wise, as if they

were) disciples of God, and your children will have

much peace. 
14 “Through (your) righteousness you will be fit (for all

this). You will distance yourself from crooks who have

no fear of me (at all), and from terror, for it will not come

near you. 15 Indeed, people will fear no one but Me.

Whoever attacks you will fall into your power. 16 Behold,

it was I Who created the smith to fan coal fires and make

the tools of his trade, and it was I Who created the

destroying (enemy) to destroy (itself). 17 Every weapon

engineered against you will not succeed, and every

tongue raised against you in judgment you will have

condemned. This is the inheritance of God’s servants

and their just reward from Me,” says God.
55:1 “Come! Everyone who is thirsty (for God’s word),

go to (the prophet and drink his) ‘water’! (Even) those

who have no money, go and eat! Come and take wine

and milk without paying, without charge (for the

prophet’s wisdom is free)!  2 Why do you ‘pay money”

(and invest your energies in non-Jewish wisdom)

without (getting any real substance or) ‘bread’? Why do

you labor (in something that) cannot give satisfaction?

Listen to me! (Learn Torah) and you will ‘eat’ well and

satisfy your souls with rich foods!
3 “Incline your ears and come to Me (to hear My

words)! Listen, and you will (merit to) live (again, with

the revival of the dead)! I will make an eternal covenant with you, as enduring as (My) loyalty to David. 4 Indeed, I have made

his (enduring dynasty) as a proof to the nations (that My word always endures, and Mashiach, his descendant, will be) a ruler

and leader of the nations. 5 (Likewise My promises to you will be fulfilled). Indeed, nations that you do not know will call upon

you (to serve you), and nations which never knew you will run to you (to follow your orders. But they will not do this due to

your own power, but) for the sake of the God your God, the Holy One of Israel (Who dwells among you and) Who has

glorified you.
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HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS RE’EH

This is the third of a series of “Seven Haftaros of Comfort” which are

read between the ninth of Av and Rosh Hashanah. The Haftarah was

addressed by the prophet Yeshayah (Isaiah) to the Jewish people in

Babylon after the exile at the end of the 6th century B.C.E.

The Haftarah describes the magnificent rebuilding of Jerusalem

(54:11-12), and the peace which will then prevail (13-17). In the

following chapter, the people are urged to study Torah, and not secular

wisdom (55:1-3), and are promised an everlasting covenant (3-5).

12. Q°h ©,«J§n¦J s«f§s�F h¦T§n«©a±u—I will make your window panes from

emeralds etc. This is not a mere metaphor. This prophecy will materialize

physically in the future era (Sefer haMa’amarim 5734, p. 198, 202). 

�



20: 18 Yonasan said to him (David), “Tomorrow is the

(first of the new) month. You shall be missed, because

your seat will be empty.
42 Yonasan said to David, “Go in peace, as both of us

have  sworn in the name of God, saying, ‘God be (a

witness) between me and you, and between my

descendants and your descendants forever.’”
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If Sunday is Rosh Chodesh, Chabad communities add (I Samuel 20:18,42):

[ SHOFTIM / mihtey [

(Isaiah 51:12 –52:12)

51:12I t is I, yes I, Who comforts you. Why do you, (who

have so many merits), fear mortal man, human

beings who are put (into the world) like grass? 13 You

have forgotten (the influence of) God, Who made you,

Who stretched out the heavens and laid the foundations

of the earth. You are constantly afraid, all day, from the

anger of the enemy that is preparing to destroy you. But

where is the enemy’s anger? 
14 The wanderer (in exile) will be freed quickly. (Even

while in exile) He did not die and he was not destroyed,

and his bread did not fail.
15 For I am God your God, Who calms the sea (if He

wants, or makes) its waves roar. His name is the God of

Hosts. 
16 I have put My Words (of Torah) into your mouth and

(in the Torah’s merit, I) sheltered you with the shadow of

My hand (from the enemy), planting (you in your land

like the stars) of the skies, and establishing you (to be as

widespread as) the earth. (All the nations) will say to

Tziyon: “(God is saying to you), You are My people!”
17 Wake up! Wake up! Rise, O Jerusalem, you who

have been drinking (until now) the cup of wrath from

God’s hand (to cleanse your sins)! You drank and

sucked, the cup of poison, to the dregs (so there are no

punishments left for you). 18 Of all the children to whom

she gave birth, there is no one to guide her, no one to

hold her hand from all the children she raised. 19 Double

(suffering) has happened to you, but who will (even) nod (his head to comfort) you (when everybody is your enemy? (From

the double suffering of) robbery and starvation, famine and the sword, who will be able to comfort you? 20 Your children have
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HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS SHOFTIM

This is the fourth of a series of “Seven Haftaros of Comfort” which are

read between the ninth of Av and Rosh Hashanah. The Haftarah was

addressed by the prophet Yeshayah (Isaiah) to the Jewish people in

Babylon, after the exile, at the end of the 6th century B.C.E.

As the Haftarah opens, God announces Himself as the comforter of the

Jewish people and urges them not to fear the enemies who are just

mortal men (51:12-16). God urges Jerusalem to “rise” from her pitiful

state, because all the suffering has now come to an end (17-22). In a

second awakening call, Jerusalem is told to prepare for imminent

redemption, because God hates the exile when His Name “is disgraced
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passed out (from the lack of food and drink). They lie

(unburied) at the head of every street, like a bison

(caught) in a trap, filled with (the effects of) God’s fury,

the rebuke of your God. 
21 Therefore, hear this, O afflicted one, who is (like a)

drunk (from suffering), and not from wine! 22 This is what

your Master, your Almighty God, Who fights for His

people, says: “I have taken the cup of poison from your

hand and the dregs from the cup of My wrath. You will

never drink from it again. 23 I will place it in the hands of

your persecutors, who said to you: “Bow down, and we

will walk over you, and make your body like the ground,

like the street for passersby.”
52:1 Wake up (from your slumber of suffering)! Wake

up! Clothe yourself with your strength (of old), Tziyon!

Put on your beautiful clothes, O Jerusalem, holy city, for

the uncircumcised and unclean will no longer enter you

(to rule over you)! 2 Jerusalem, shake off the dust (of

mourning)! Arise and sit (on your throne)! Release the

bonds from your neck, O daughter of Tziyon, captured

(in Babylon)! 3 For this is what God says: “You were sold

for nothing, so you will be redeemed without payment.”
4 This is what God Almighty says: “My people originally

went down to Egypt long ago to live there temporarily,

and (Sancheriv, King of) Assyria oppressed them for no

reason. 5 So why should I (leave my people in exile) here

now?” says God. “For My people were taken captive

free of charge, and its oppressors are boasting (of their

success),” says God. “My Name is disgraced constantly,

all day! 
6 Therefore, (when) My people (are redeemed they)

will recognize My Name. Therefore, on that day, (they

will know) that I, Who promised (redemption), am here

(having fulfilled My word)!” 7 How beautiful (it will be

when) the feet of one who announces (the redemption

goes up) upon the mountains (to make his voice heard

from afar), announcing peace, announcing good, (and)

announcing salvation! He will declare to Tziyon: “Your God is King (over the whole world!” 8 Your (town) watchmen, (who

announce visitors with their) voices, will raise their voices together and sing, for God’s return to Tziyon will be seen eye to

eye! 9 Burst forth in song together, O ruins of Jerusalem, for God has comforted His people and redeemed Jerusalem (from

the control of idolaters). 10 God has bared His holy arm before the eyes of all the nations (when He punished the enemy). All
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constantly, all day” (52:1-5). The day of redemption is then depicted, with

universal recognition of God amid song and rejoicing (6-10). The

conclusion of the Haftarah backtracks to the time preceding redemption,

as the Jewish people are urged to leave the exile without delay (11-12).

51:12. o �f §n¤j³b §n tUv h�f«bẗ h�f«bẗ—It is I, yes I, Who comforts you.

The opening of the Haftarah is connected with both the beginning and

end of the Parsha. The Parsha begins with the instruction to appoint

judges that issue rulings of law, and the Haftarah likewise alludes to the

significance of law by employing the unusual term Anochi (“I”) which is

associated with the beginning of the Ten Commandments, the basis of all

Jewish law. The repetition of the term here, “Anochi Anochi,” alludes to

the Written and Oral law with which the judges guide the people. 

A further connotation of this repetition is the theme of teshuvah

(repentance; return). At the giving of the Torah, the word Anochi was said

only once, so its repetition here hints to the superior level of ba’alei

teshuvah (see commentary to Haftarah of Parshas Ki Sisa at end, page

1420). Here we see a connection with the conclusion of the Parsha which

stresses the idea of atonement and teshuvah: “Atone for Your people

Israel, whom You have redeemed, O God!” (Sichas Shabbos Parshas

Shoftim 5750 and 5748).



(those who live at) the ends of the earth will see the

salvation of our God.
11 Go out! Go out! Leave that place (of exile quickly)!

Do not touch anything unclean!  Go out from (the city of

your exile)! Keep pure, you who carry God’s weapons

(the Torah and its mitzvos)! 12 But you will not leave too

quickly (in a panic) or depart in flight, since God is going

before you, and the God of Israel is your rear guard.
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(Isaiah 54:1-10)

54:1S ays God: “(O Jerusalem! During exile times,)

you (were like a) barren woman who never gave

birth, (since you were a city devoid of people. But now,

in the times of the Redemption, you can) sing! (O

Jerusalem!) Open your mouth and sing loudly, for you

(were a woman who) never had labor pains. (Now), the

inhabitants of (Jerusalem—which previously) lay deso-

late—are more numerous than the inhabitants of the

built up cities (of Edom).” 
2 “(O Jerusalem!) Extend the area of your tent (to

include all your children). Stretch the curtains (that mark

the edge) of your dwellings so that they spread out far—

do not hold (them) back. Lengthen your ropes (of your

tents, expanding your borders) and strengthen your

fastening-pegs (so that your borders remain enlarged

forever). 3 For you will break through, (spilling into the

territory) to the right and (to the) left. Your descendants

will inherit nations and (they will multiply so much that they will) inhabit desolate cities.”
4 “Do not fear (another exile after the redemption). Do not be ashamed or embarrassed (to proudly display your greatness,

for fear that you may be exiled again), for you will not be disgraced (with another exile). You will forget the shame (of the

exile) of your youth, and you will no longer remember the disgrace of your widowhood (when you were a people without a

king). 5 For the Name of your Husband, who made you (great), is the God of hosts—(so who could possibly oppose you? Isn’t)
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52:12. Ut �m ¥T iIz �P¦j �c tO h�F—But you will not leave too quickly. The

comfortable pace of the future redemption described in this verse is in

contrast to the panic of the Egyptian redemption, when “the people fled”

(Shemos 14:5). 

According to Chasidic thought, the collective mitzvah-acts and good

deeds of history have gradually refined the physical fabric of the world

such that when the Divine revelation of the redemption emerges, the

world itself will be compatible and comfortable with that revelation.

Therefore, the redemption will not be a cause of panic. But when the

Exodus from Egypt took place, “the evil in the [animal] souls of Israel was

still strong" (Tanya, ch. 31), and therefore they had to flee from the evil and

impurity of Egypt. 

In other words, the Exodus from Egypt occurred despite the world, but

the revelations of the future redemption will be effective with the world

(Likutei Sichos vol. 16, p. 125).

HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS KI SEITZEI

This Haftarah mentions God’s promise to Noach not to bring another

flood that will destroy the world (v. 9). In general, the Haftarah describes

the rebuilding of Jerusalem with the Final Redemption, and the universal

knowledge of Torah that will be attained by the Jewish people.

The Haftarah opens with a description of how Jerusalem will be

repopulated with the Redemption (54:1-3), followed with a promise that

the present exile is only temporary (4-10). The prophet then describes

how God will rebuild Jerusalem with gems (11-12) and how the Jewish

people will master the study of Torah and be righteous, thus averting any

threat from potential enemies (13-17). The prophet then lauds the virtues

of Torah study (55:1-3) and describes the respect that the nations will

have for Israel in the times of Mashiach (4-5). 

5. Q°h« ©a«g Q°h�k �g«c h�F—Your Husband, who made you. Our Sages

taught: “A woman [before marriage] is unfinished, and she enters into the
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your Redeemer (none other than) the Holy One of

Israel, Who will (then) be called ‘God of the entire earth’

(by all, so why be afraid)?”
6 “For God has called you (to return to Him) like a

(husband who calls to his) forsaken and dejected wife;

like a man who was (briefly) disgusted by the wife of his

youth (but soon forgives her),” says your God. 7

“(When) I abandoned you (it was only) for a short

moment (compared to the time when) I will gather you,

(which will last forever, due to My) great mercy.
8 (Compared to the) everlasting kindness (with which) I

will have mercy upon you, I hid My face from you for

(just) a moment, (and I was) only a little angry,” says

God, your Redeemer. 
9 “This (anger) was for Me like the waters of Noach.

Just as I swore never to allow the waters of Noach to

pass again over the earth, so too, I swore not to be angry

at you or rebuke you. 
10 “For the mountains (may) move away and the hills might collapse (in an earthquake), but My kindness will not leave you,

nor will My covenant of peace collapse,” says God, Who is merciful to you.
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covenant only with a man who will transforms her [into] a [finished]

vessel, as the verse states, ‘The Name of your Husband, who made you,

is the God of hosts’” (Sanhedrin 22b). In the prophet’s analogy of the

marriage between the Jewish people and God, the difference between

being an “unfinished” or “finished vessel” is whether or not a person is a

suitable receptacle to spiritual matters. If he performs mitzvos by rote,

without enthusiasm, then he is an “unfinished vessel”; if he finds the

mitzvos exciting and inspiring, then he is a truly receptive “vessel” to

Godliness. Of course, for most people this does not come naturally, which

is why the Chasidic movement stresses the importance of prolonged

meditative prayer, which is aimed at transforming oneself into a “finished

vessel” (Sefer haMa’amarim 5718, pp. 311-2).

9. j«b h¥n—The waters of Noach. At first glance, the term “waters of

Noach” appears to be self-contradictory, as Noach was the savior of his

generation, whereas the waters constituted the punishment. A simple

solution is that the waters eliminated the generation because of Noach,

since he failed to pray sufficiently for the people to be saved (Zohar I 67b).

However, Chasidic thought explains that the waters were named after

Noach because they had a positive effect of cleansing the earth spiritually,

like a mikvah, making it more sensitive to spiritual matters (Likutei Sichos

vol. 15, p. 40; Torah Ohr, Noach 8c).

12. Q°h ©,«J§n¦J s«f§s�F h¦T§n«©a±u—I will make your window panes from

emeralds etc. This is not a mere metaphor. This prophecy will materialize

physically in the future era (Sefer haMa’amarim 5734, p. 198, 202). 

If Shabbos Parshas Ki Seitzei occurs on the 14th of Elul, Chabad communities add the following section.

54:11 “(O Jerusalem! You) afflicted, storm-tossed one,

who has not been comforted!  I will lay your (floor)

stones upon antimony (instead of sand), and lay your

foundations with sapphires. 12 I will make your window

panes from emeralds, your gates from carbuncle stones,

and (the floor-stones of) all your borders (will become)

desirable gems. 
13 “All your children will be (extremely wise, as if they

were) disciples of God, and your children will have

much peace. 
14 “Through (your) righteousness, you will be fit (for all

this). You will distance yourself from fraudsters who

have no fear of Me (at all), and from terror, for it will not

come near you. 15 Indeed, people will fear no one but

Me. Whoever attacks you will fall into your power.
16 Behold, it was I who created the smith to fan coal fires and make the tools of his trade, and it was I who created the destroying
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(enemy) to destroy (itself). 17 Every weapon engineered

against you will not succeed, and every tongue raised

against you in judgment you will have condemned. This

is the inheritance of God’s servants and their just reward

from Me,” says God.
55:1 “Oh! Everyone who is thirsty (for God’s word), go

to (the prophet and drink his) ‘water’! (Even) those who

have no money, go and eat! Come and take wine and

milk without paying, without charge (for the prophet’s

wisdom is free)!  2 Why do you ‘pay money” (and invest

your energies in non-Jewish wisdom) without (getting

any real substance or) ‘bread’? Why do you labor (in

something that) cannot give satisfaction? Listen to Me!

(Learn Torah) and you will ‘eat’ well and satisfy your

souls with ‘rich foods’!
3 Incline your ears and come to Me (to hear my

words)! Listen, and you will (merit to) live (again, with

the revival of the dead)! I will make an eternal covenant

with you, as enduring as (My) loyalty to David. 4 Indeed,

I have made his (enduring dynasty) as a proof to the

nations (that My word always endures, and Mashiach,

his descendant, will be) a ruler and leader of the nations.
5 (Likewise My promises to you will be fulfilled). Indeed, nations that you do not know will call upon you (to serve you), and

nations which never knew you will run to you (to follow your orders. But they will not do this due to your own power, but)

for the sake of the God your God, the Holy One of Israel (Who dwells among you and), Who has glorified you.”
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Light of

redemption

60:1A rise, shine (and rejoice, O Jerusalem)! For your

light has arrived, and God’s Glory has shone

upon you. 2 Darkness (and suffering) will cover the earth

and thick clouds (will cover) the nations, but God will

shine (the light of salvation) on you, and His Glory will

be seen on you. 3 Nations will follow your (guiding) light,

and kings your shining brilliance.
4 (Jerusalem,) raise your eyes! Look around and see

:g«�x�f Ki¬ ©l¨r d− �eŸd	i cF ¬a§kE K®�xF` `́ä i«¦M i
xF −̀  i
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[ KI SAVO / `eaz ik [

(Isaiah 60:1-22)

HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS SAVO

This is the sixth of a series of “Seven Haftaros of Comfort” which are

read between the Ninth of Av and Rosh Hashanah. The Haftarah was

addressed by the prophet Yeshayah (Isaiah) to the Jewish people in

Babylon, after the exile, at the end of the 6th century B.C.E.

The Haftarah opens in a wondrous, redemptive mood. A new light is

shining on Jerusalem and the exiles are returning (60:1-9). The city is

fully restored with the finest wood and precious metals, its gates are

opened and a new era of prosperity begins (10-18). Divine light is the

only source of illumination (19-20), and the expanding nation is

completely righteous (21-22).

60:1. Q ¥rIt t�c h �F h ¦rIt h ¦nUe—Arise, shine (and rejoice, O Jerusalem)!

For your light has arrived. According to the Midrash, this verse refers to

the spiritual illumination offered by Mashiach: “When King Mashiach

comes, he will stand on the roof of the Temple, and proclaim to the Jewish

people. He will say, ‘The time of your redemption has arrived! And if you

do not believe, see my light which I have shone upon you,’ as the verse

states, ‘Arise, shine! For your light has arrived, and God’s Glory has shone

upon you.’” (Yalkut Shimoni, Yeshayah, remez 499).

The reference here to the roof of the Temple is noteworthy, for,

ironically, it is an area of the Temple that is unconsecrated (Rambam, Laws

of the Chosen House, 6:7). Why does Mashiach choose to make his

declaration from a non-sacred part of the Temple?

�
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how everybody has gathered together and are coming to

you! Your sons will come from afar, and your daughters

will be reared (by kings). 5 When you see this, you will

glow (with joy). Your heart will throb and swell, for the

many (possessions) of the (people who live in) the west

will be turned over to you, and the wealth of nations will

come to you. 6 You will be covered by hordes of camels,

young camels from Midian and Aifah (brought as gifts).

They will all come from Sheba, carrying (gifts to God of)

gold and incense and they will declare God’s praises.
7 All the sheep of Kedar will be gathered up (and

brought) to you, and the rams of Nevayos will serve all

your needs. They will be accepted favorably on My altar,

and I will glorify the House of My splendor (by causing

the nations to come with gifts of gold and silver).
8 (People will ask:) Who are these (exiled people that

are returning so quickly) like soaring clouds, and like

doves to their coop-windows? 9 For (the people of) the

islands are gathering with the ships (which cross the Sea

of) Tarshish in the lead, to bring your sons from afar,

along with their silver and gold (as a gift for God.  All this

will happen) for the sake of the Name of God your God,

the Holy One of Israel, Who glorifies you. 
10 Foreigners will rebuild (the) walls (of your cities), and

their kings will serve you. For I struck you in My anger,

but in My grace I had mercy on you. 11 Your gates will

always be open; they will not close day or night, so the

wealth of nations may be brought in to you, with their

kings in procession. 12 For whatever nation or kingdom

does not serve you will perish, and those people will be

utterly destroyed.
13 The glorious (trees) of Lebanon will be brought to

you together—cypresses, fir, and box trees—to glorify

the site of My sanctuary. I will (use them to) honor the

site of My “footrest,” (the Holy Temple).
14 The children of your oppressors will come to you stooped, and all those who disgraced you will prostrate themselves at

the soles of your feet. They will call you “Tziyon, City of God, the Holy One of Israel.” 15 Instead of being abandoned and

hated, with no one passing through, I will make you an eternal prodigy, a joy for all generations. 16 You will suckle the milk of

nations and nurse from the breast of kings.  

Then you will know that I am God your Savior, your Redeemer, the Mighty One of Ya’akov.
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The Midrash alludes to the fact that Mashiach is a Jewish leader

who lives with the Jewish people in exile, outside the Land of Israel, and

that therefore he announces the imminence of redemption from the

Diaspora, an “unconsecrated” location (Sichas Shabbos Parshas Chayei

Sarah 5751, note 108). 

9. oT̈ ¦t o�c¨v±zU o�P §x�F—Along with their silver and gold. The unique

accomplishment of the final redemption is that everything will be freed.

Nothing will remain “lost” in exile, and nothing will be left behind.  Even

those who are “lost” or those who are “outcasts” will be redeemed. The

redemption will be true and complete in quantity and quality in all areas,

from the most all-encompassing of principles, to the most minute of

details. Each and every Jew, “with our youth and with our elders…with

our sons and with our daughters” (Shemos 10:9), will be redeemed,

including their allotted portion of the world, “along with their silver and

gold,” and all their activities and possessions from exile. The redemption

will free each and every person (including non-Jews) and all their worldly

affairs, and each individual will be preserved with all his effects.

All (positive) things in exile will remain and continue; only the state of

exile will cease to exist.  The concealment which masks the true and inner

identity of the world will be eliminated, including the subjugation to

nature and physicality, which is a result of the concealment.

As Rambam rules, “Do not think that in the Messianic Era any aspect
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17 In the place of the bronze (which the nations took

from you), I will bring gold, and in the place of the iron

I will bring silver.  In the place of the wood (I will bring)

bronze, and in the place of the stone (I will bring) iron.

(In the place of) your (aggressive, tax-collecting) govern-

ment, I will make (a) peace(ful, friendly one), and (in the

place of) your debt-collectors, (I will place people that

come to perform) justice. 18 Corruption will no longer be

heard of in your land, nor robbery and ruin in your

borders. You will call your walls “Salvation (of God),”

and your gates “Glory (of God).” 
19 You will no longer need the sun for daylight nor the

moon to shine at night. God will always be your light,

and your God will be your glory. 20 Your sun will never

set and your moon will not be eclipsed (by another

nation), for God will always be your light (and source of

power). Your days of mourning will come to an end.
21 Your people will all be righteous (since the wicked

will have perished). They will inherit the land forever,

(never to be exiled again). They are the shoot I planted,

My handiwork in which I take pride. 22 The smallest

(tribe) will become a thousand (times the size), and the

youngest (tribe), a mighty nation. (Since) I am (the all-

powerful) God, I will hasten (the smallest tribe to

expand) in the time (of the redemption)!
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of world order will become nullified or that there will be an innovation in

the act of creation. Rather, the world will continue according to its normal

order” (Laws of Kings 12:1; Sichas Shabbos Parshas Acharei-Kedoshim 5751).

HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS NITZAVIM

This is the last in a series of “Seven Haftaros of Comfort” which are

read between the ninth of Av and Rosh Hashanah. The Haftarah was

addressed by the prophet Yeshayah (Isaiah) to the Jewish people in

Babylon after the exile at the end of the 6th century B.C.E. This Haftarah

is always read on the Shabbos preceding Rosh Hashanah.

As the Haftarah opens, Tziyon (Zion) rejoices in her redemption, as

God clothes her in “garments of salvation” (61:10-11). God promises to

protect Tziyon and she will consequently be known by more positive

names than in the past (62:1-7). God then reinforces His words with an

oath (8-9). In a tone of exultation, the prophet declares that the roads

should be smoothed for the ingathering of the Jewish people, because

God is now going to pay His “wages” to the Jewish people and redeem

them (10-12). In the following chapter, the prophet depicts God as

wearing bloodstained garments after wreaking vengeance on the wicked

nations (63:1-6). The Haftarah concludes by praising God’s kindness, His

love for Israel, and His sympathy for their distress (7-9).

61:10. h©vOt�C h ¦J �p³b k¯dT̈ wv�C Gh ¦Gẗ GIG—I  will rejoice greatly

in God(’s salvation). My soul will be glad with my God. The distinction

between rejoicing and being glad is that rejoicing is expressed outwardly

�

61:10Iwill rejoice greatly in God(’s salvation). My soul

will be glad with my God, for He has clothed me

in garments of salvation and wrapped me in a robe of

righteousness; like a bridegroom who wears majestic

clothing, and a bride who adorns herself with her

jewelry. 11 For just like the earth brings forth its growth,

and a garden makes its seeds grow, so too will God
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[ NITZAVIM (& NITZAVIM-VAYEILECH) / (jlie- miavp) miavp [

(Isaiah 61:10 - 63:9)
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Almighty cause the righteousness and praise (of Israel)

to sprout before all the nations. 
62:1 For Tziyon’s sake I will not be silent, and for

Jerusalem’s sake I will not be still, until her

righteousness emerges like shining light, and her

salvation like a burning torch. 2 Nations will see (the)

righteousness (which I will do for you), and all the kings,

your glory. You will be called a new name, pronounced

by the Mouth of God. 
3 You will be (protected like) a crown of beauty in

God’s hand, a royal coronet in the palm of your God.
4 You will no longer be called “Abandoned (by God),”

and your land will no longer be called “Desolation.”

Rather, you will be called “I desire her” and your land

“inhabited,” for God will desire you, and your land will

be inhabited. 5 As a young man (marries a) maiden and

settles (with her), so will your children settle you, and

your God will rejoice over you as a bridegroom rejoices

over his bride. 6 Over your walls, Jerusalem, I have

appointed (the stones as) watchmen. They will never be

silent (from crying and mourning), day or night. (Do not

be silent,) you (stones) who speak of God! 7 Do not let

Him be idle (and free from complaint) until He restores

Jerusalem and establishes it in glory amid the earth!
8 God has sworn by His right hand and His mighty

arm: “I will never again give your grain as food to your

enemies or let foreigners drink the wine for which you

labored. 9 Rather, those who harvest (the grain) will eat

it and praise God (in thanks), and those who gathered

(the grapes) will drink (wine) in (their homes, in) My

holy courts (of Jerusalem).”
10 Go through the gates (you nations), go through (the

gates of your cities, in order to) raise (and smooth) the

road for the people. Clear away stones (that obstruct the

way). Raise a banner for the nations (telling them to

bring the Jewish people home). 
11 Look! God has proclaimed to the ends of the earth:

“Say to the daughter of Tziyon: Your salvation is coming! Look! His reward (which is due to the Jewish people) is with Him,

and His wages (which he owes to the Jewish people are ready) before Him!” 12 They will be called a holy people, God’s

redeemed. You, (Tziyon), will be called “sought after, a city not forsaken.”
63:1 (When God wreaks vengeance on Edom, people will say), “Who is this coming from Edom, from Batzrah, with (blood)-
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whereas being glad is only felt inwardly because one’s joy is tempered by

other concerns or fears, as the verse states, “Be glad in times of

trepidation” (Psalms 2:11). 

“I will rejoice greatly” thus alludes to the joy of the festival of Succos,

which is expressed outwardly, whereas, “My soul will be glad with my

God” refers to the more restrained joy of the High Holidays which are

festivals in their own right, but are tempered by the trepidation of

judgment (Likutei Torah, Nitzavim 47a). 

This, however, begs the question: Why does the verse mention

rejoicing (Succos) before gladness (Rosh Hashanah), when these festivals

occur in the reverse order? And why is this Haftarah, which opens with

the theme of outward joy, read on the Shabbos before Rosh Hashanah

and not the Shabbos before Succos? 

The answer is that Rosh Hashanah itself is associated with both an

element of outward rejoicing and a sensation of restrained joy, one

preceding the other. First, on the eve of Rosh Hashanah there is a feeling

of joy, in anticipation of celebrating the holy day, and this can be

expressed outwardly because the time of judgment has not yet begun (see

Tur, Orach Chaim 581). This is then followed by the more restrained

feeling of “gladness” on Rosh Hashanah itself. Thus the verse reads, “I
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stained clothing? This one (who used to be) dressed

majestically and ordered (people) from place to place

with his great power!”

(Says God), “It is I, Who say (and fulfill My promises

of) justice (for the Jewish people and I Who am) mighty

to save.”
2 (People will say), “Why is your clothing red, and your

garments like (those of) one who treads in a winepress?”
3 (Says God), “I trod the winepress (of blood in My

righteousness) alone, (not in the merit of the Jewish

people). Not one person from the nations was (able to

stand against) Me. I trod them in My anger and trampled

them in My rage. The (blood of their) strength splashed

on My garments and stained all My clothing.” 
4 “For I have (been) planning a day of vengeance

(against the nations for a long time), and the year of

redemption (for My people) has (now) come. 5 I looked

around (for a merit with which the Jewish people might

be redeemed), but there was no (merit) to help. I was

amazed that there was no (merit) to be of help (in

redeeming them). So My arm wrought (their) salvation

for Me (and not their own merit), and My anger (against

the nations) supported Me (in wreaking vengeance upon

them). 6 I trampled peoples in My wrath and made them

drunk with (the cup of) My rage. I cast (the blood of)

their strength down to the ground.”
7 (The prophet says, “Israel) will relate God’s kind deeds and His praise for everything He has done for us —all the good He

has granted to the House of Israel in His mercy and great kindness.” 8 (When God took them out of Egypt), He said, “Indeed,

they (alone) are My people, children who were not unfaithful (and did not forsake Me),” and He became their Savior. 
9 All their sufferings caused Him pain and the angel (who stands) before Him saved them. (Likewise), out of His love and

mercy He redeemed them. He will bear them and carry them forever.
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will rejoice greatly in God—on Erev Rosh Hashanah—My soul will be

glad with my God—on Rosh Hashanah itself. (Sichas Shabbos Parshas

Nitzavim-Vayeilech 5735, par. 2).

HAFTARAH OF SHABBOS SHUVAH

The Shabbos preceding Yom Kippur (the Day of Atonement) is known

as Shabbos Shuvah (Shabbos of Return), after its special Haftarah that

stresses the need for repentance by man, and God’s forgiveness. 

According to Chasidic thought, this Shabbos spiritually elevates and

“mends” every Shabbos of the past year (Sefer Hama'amarim Melukat

vol. 1, p. 345). Of all times in the year, the “Ten Days” between Rosh

Hashanah and Yom Kippur are the most opportune for teshuvah

(Rambam, Laws of Teshuvah 2:6), and among these days themselves,

Shabbos Shuvah is the pinnacle (Sicha of Shabbos Shuvah 5749). 

It is customary that men, women and children come to the synagogue

on this day, because the theme of teshuvah is of universal relevance

�

14:2I srael, return to God your God, for you have

stumbled on account of your sins. 3 (You do not

need to take sacrifices. Just) take words (of confession)

with you and return to God. Say to Him: “Lift away all

sin and accept (our promises for) good (behavior in the
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future). Let (the confession) of our lips be in place of (the

sacrificing of) bullocks.”
4 “We will no longer (ask) to be saved by Assyria, and

we will not (put our trust in) riding (powerful) horses

(into battle). We will never again call the (idol) made by

our hands, ‘our god,’ because (we know that) the

orphan finds compassion through You (alone).” 5 Then

(after they confess) I will forgive them for their

rebelliousness. I will love them deeply, because My

anger will have turned away from them. 6 (My love) for

Israel will be (perpetual) like dew. He will blossom like a

rose, and his roots will spread like (the roots of a cedar

from) Lebanon. 7 His young leaves will spread out, he

will be beautiful like an olive tree, and he will have the

aroma of Lebanon. 8 Those who sat in His shade will be

peaceful. They will be peacefully self-sufficient like grain

(which sustains life), and they will blossom like the vine.

Their fame will be like that of the wine of Lebanon.
9 (When) Efrayim asks, “What do I need idolaters for

anymore?” I will answer (all his requests) and look over

(and supervise his needs). I (will attend to him) like a fresh cypress tree (which bends its head over its roots). The fruit of your

(success) comes from Me. 10 Whoever is wise will understand these (words). The discerning will recognize them. For the ways

of God are straight and the righteous will walk in them, but the wicked will stumble in them.
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2:11 God makes His voice heard (through the prophets)

before His army (of locusts arrive). His camp is

extremely large, and those who carry out His Word (on

a mission of destruction) are awesome. The day of

(destruction from) God is great and very formidable.

Who could endure it? 
12 Yet even now—says God—return to Me with all

your heart, with fasting, weeping and lamenting. 13 Rend

your hearts, not your garments, and return to God your

God. For He is merciful and compassionate, slow to

anger, very kind and renounces bad (decrees). 14 Let

anyone who knows (what sin he has done) repent and

regret. Then, (when the locusts come) they will (not

destroy, but rather) leave behind a blessing (from which

to bring) a meal-offering and a wine libation to God

your God. 
15 Sound the shofar in Tziyon (to awaken the people

to repent), announce a fast, call an assembly. 16 Gather

the people, instruct the congregation (to fast), bring together the elders, gather the children and the nursing babies. The groom
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Chabad and Sefardic communities omit the following (Yoel 2:11-27) and continue below: 

(ibid.). Nevertheless, one must be careful not to let a child be called to

Maftir and read the Haftarah on this Shabbos—which is permissible

during the rest of the year, though not practiced by Chabad—since a

child cannot fully appreciate the concept of teshuvah (Alter Rebbe’s

Shulchan Aruch 284:8; Likutei Sichos vol. 14, p. 144).

In the opening passage of the Haftarah, the prophet Hoshea (7th

century B.C.E.) urges the people to sincere verbal confession (14:2-3)

and to trust in God (4). God will then forgive Israel and love them forever

(5-9). The passage concludes with a plea to take the prophet’s words to

heart (10). In the following section, from Yoel (read only by Ashkenazim),
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should leave his room and the bride her chupah (to

participate; they should not rejoice). 
17 Let the priests, the ministers of God, cry out between

the Hall and the Altar. Let them say, “God! Have pity on

Your people! Do not allow Your inheritance, (Your

people,) to be shamed by letting nations rule over them

(when they come to beg for food after the locusts

destroy everything they have). Why should the nations

say, ‘Where is their God?’” 
18 Then, (when you repent) God will become jealous

for His Land and have pity on His people. 19 God will

respond and say to His people, “(From now on), I will

send you grain, wine and oil, and it will satisfy you. I will

no longer let you be shamed among the nations. 20 I will

distance from you the (locusts that come form the) north

and drive them to (their death in) a barren and desolate

land. (I will send) the first (locusts that come) to the

(Salt) Sea in the east, and the last (locusts) to the

Western Sea. The stench (of the dead locusts) will go up

and its odor will rise, for there were many locusts (ready)

to do (harm). 
21 Do not be afraid, Land (of Israel, that the locusts

may return. Rather), be glad and rejoice, because God

(has decided from now on to do) many great things. 22

Do not be afraid of the animals of the field (that pasture

may be lacking), because the pastures in the wilderness

have sprouted. (Even) trees (which need much more

rain than pasture) have borne their fruit, and the fig tree

and vine have produced their yield. 
23 Rejoice and be happy with God your God, children

of Tziyon, because He has given you the early rain as

charity (and not according to what you deserve). He

caused the early and late rain to fall in the first (part of

the season). 24 The granaries will be filled with grain and

the vats will ring (with the noise of flowing) wine and oil.
25 I will repay you for (your losses in) the years that were

consumed by the (different species of locust) arbeh,

yelek, chasil and gazam, My mighty army which I sent

against you. 26 Then, you will eat and be satisfied, and

praise the Name of God your God, Who performed such wondrous acts. My people will never be shamed again (by being

forced to live in other lands due to lack of food). 27 Then you will know that I am in Israel’s midst, that I am God your God,

and there is no other. My people will never be shamed again.
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the prophet inspires the people towards repentance in order to avert an

imminent day of locust destruction (2:11-14). A public fast is

declared, and the priests are advised to cry out to God (15-17). In

response, God will bring ample sustenance and safety from the enemy,

7:18 Who is like You, O God, forgiving iniquity and

overlooking transgression for those who remain of His

heritage (after the birth pangs of Mashiach? Even when

r�W½¤RÎl©r x´¥aŸr	e Æ oŸe¨r ³̀ �UŸp LFÀn¨M l´�`Îi
n gi f
u¬ ¥t�gÎi«¦M F½R�` Æ c©r¨l wi³ f�g�dÎ`÷ F ®z¨l�g«�p zi−
x�`�W¦l

All communities conclude here (Micah 7:18-20):
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He does become angry) He does not maintain His anger

forever, because He is a lover of kindness. 19 He will

(once again) have mercy on us. He will grasp our

iniquities (preventing them from being held against us),

and cast all our sins into the depths of the sea. 20 Give (to

us the fulfillment of the) true (words that You spoke) to

Ya’akov, (and the words of) lovingkindness (you spoke) to Avraham, which you promised our fathers long ago (at the Akeida). 

Ki² ¦l�W�z	e Epi®�zŸpŸ «e£r W −ŸA§ki Ep½�n�g«�x	i aEẂ�i hi :`E «d c�q−�g 
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22:1Then David chanted the words of this song to

God (in his old age) on the day God saved him

from all of his enemies and from Sha’ul. 2 He said: 

God is my Rock and my Fortress, Who saves me.
3 God! My Rock in Whom I trust! My shield! My saving

power! My support and my refuge! My savior! Save me

from (men of) corruption! 4 (When) I call out God’s

praises I am saved from my enemies. 
5 When the pains of death engulfed me, and the

sicknesses brought by treacherous men frightened me;
6 when the pains of the grave surrounded me, and the

snares of death came before me; 7 when I am pained (by

all these things), I call on God! I call out to my God! He

hears my voice from His Temple, and my plea reaches

His ears. 
8 The earth shook and trembled, the foundations of

heaven shuddered; they shake because He is angry.
9 Smoke rises in His nostrils, fire from His mouth

devours (those that rise against Him when) live coals
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[‡k yrbze] W³©r�B�zI�e g :ei« �p	f�`§A i−
z¨r	e�W	e i½¦lFw Æ Fl̈ki«�d�n
E −W£r«�B�z«I�e Ef® �B�xi mi−�n�X�d zF ¬c�qF «n u�x½� �̀d Æ W©r�x
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n W¬ �̀ 	e F½R�`§A Æ o�W¨r d³l̈¨r h :F «l d�x¬�gÎi¦M

If Parshas Ha’azinu occurs between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur the Haftarah of Shabbos Shuvah is read (page 290). 

[ HA’AZINU / epif`d [

(II Samuel  22:1-51)

and a spirit of joy will consequently prevail (18-27). A final passage from

Michah, read by all communities, stresses God’s attributes of forgiveness,

kindness and compassion.

HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS HA’AZINU

This Haftarah relates the Song of David, similar to the Song of

Ha’azinu sung by Moshe in the Parsha. The Haftarah is also read on the

seventh day of Pesach.

The Tzemach Tzedek once asked why the Song of Devorah is not read

on the seventh day of Pesach, which commemorates the splitting of the

Reed Sea, since the women rejoiced more than the men when the sea

split. (In fact, this is the reason why the Song of Devorah was chosen as

the Haftarah for Parshas Beshalach, which recounts the splitting of the

Reed Sea, rather than the Song of David—see commentary to the

Haftarah of Parshas Beshalach).

The Tzemach Tzedek answered: “On the seventh day of Pesach, the

Haftarah is the Song of David because on the seventh and final days of

Pesach there is a revelation of Mashiach, who is a descendant of David.

Thus, it is to honor Mashiach that we recite the Song of David” (Sefer

Hasichos 5698, p. 283). The Song of David thus alludes to the “Tenth

Song” that will be chanted with the coming of Mashiach (Likutei Sichos

vol. 37, p. 111).

The Song was recited by David in his old age in gratitude to God, Who

“saved him from all of his enemies and from Sha’ul” (22:1). David

praises God as a “rock” and personal savior Who responded in times of

emergency (2-7), and God’s methods of deliverance are depicted with

rich imagery (8-20). David then attests to his own loyalty to God (21-24)

and hopes for just reward (25-28). The theme of personal gratitude is

then redeveloped, as David depicts God’s involvement in his victories at

length (29-46). In his closing words, David reiterates and intensifies His
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blaze forth from Him (to consume them). 10 He bent the

heavens and descended (to reach the enemy), with a

thick cloud under His feet (with which to punish them).
11 He mounted a cherub and flew off. He appeared on

the wings of the wind. 12 He surrounded Himself with a

canopy of darkness (ready to punish the enemy), from

clouds of water bound together (under the) heavens.
13 From the brightness before Him (which he shone to

save me) blazed fiery coals (against those who stood

against me). 14 God thundered from heaven. The Supreme

One sent forth His voice. 15 He shot arrows and scattered

(the enemy. He sent) lightning and he confused them.
16 With God’s roar and the blast of His nostrils, the

depths of the sea were visible and (the earth split),

revealing the world’s foundations.
17 He sent (His salvation) from on high and took me.

He drew me from deep waters. 18 He saved me from my

powerful enemy, from those who hated me, when they

were stronger than me. 19 They took advantage of me (by

attacking me) on the day of my calamity, but God was a

support for me. 20 He brought me out to a wide place. He

delivered me (from the straits), because He wants me.
21 May God reward me according to my righteousness.

May He repay me according to the purity of my hands.
22 For I have kept God’s ways, and I have not acted

wickedly before my God. 23 For all His laws are (in my

mind) before me, and I have not turned away from (any

one) of His suprarational commands. 24 I was whole-

hearted with Him, and I guarded myself from my sin.
25 So may God pay me according to my righteousness,

according to my purity in His eyes. 26 With the kind man

You deal kindly, with the wholehearted man, whole-

heartedly, 27 with the pure, in purity, with the crooked,

You act with guile. 28 You save a humble nation but You

look down on the haughty. 
29 You are my lamp, O God! God lights my darkness!

30 For with you(r help) I can run through a troop (of the

enemy). With my God I can jump on a wall (to conquer

cities). 31 God’s Way (of justice) is perfect. God’s Word is

refined, He is a shield to all who trust in Him. 32 For who

has any power (against) God (to stop Him carrying out

His word)? Who is a rock but our God? 33 God is my

strength and power. He springs me onto my path of perfection. 34 He makes my legs straight like a doe’s, He stands me on the

high places. 35 He teaches my hands to fight, (and he gives) my arms (the strength) to break a copper bow. 36 You grant me the

shield of Your protection, and Your humility (in caring for me) made me (powerful like) a large number (of people). 37 You

z�g¬�Y l−¤t�x£r«�e c®�x�I�e mi−�n�W h¬ �I�e i :EP«�O
n E ¬x£r«¨A mi−¦l�g«�B
:�gE «xÎi¥t	p©MÎl©r `−�x�I�e sŸ ®r�I�e aE −x§MÎl©r a¬ ©M�xI�e `i :ei«¨l	b�x
i¬ ¥är mi−�nÎz�x�W«�g zF ®M�q ei−�zŸai«¦a�q K�W ²Ÿg z�W¬ �I�e ai

m¬ ¥r�x�i ci :W«�`Îi¥l�g«�B E −x£r«¨A F ®C	b�p D�bŸ −P
n bi :mi «
w�g�W
mi−¦S
g g¬ ©l�WI�e eh :F «lFw o¬ �Yi oF −i§l¤r	e d® �eŸd	i mi−�n�WÎo
n
E −l�Bi m½ �i i�ẃ¦t�̀ Æ E`�x« �I�e fh : [‡k mndie] mŸ «d�I�e w−�ẍA m® ¥vi¦t	i�e
:F «R�` �gE ¬x z−�n�WP
n d½ �eŸd	i z´�x£r«�b§A l® ¥a�Y zFć�qŸ «n
ip¾¥li¦S�i gi :mi«¦A�x mi¬�O
n ip−�W�n« �i ip®�g«�Ti mF −x�O
n g¬ ©l�Wi fi

mF́i§A ip−�n�C�w	i hi :ip«�O
n E −v�n«�̀  i¬¦M i½�̀ 	p ´ŸV
n f®r̈ i−¦a	iŸ «̀ �n
i®
zŸ` a−�g�x�O©l `¬ ¥vŸI�e k :i«¦l o−r̈�W
n d² �eŸd	i ī
d	i�e i®
ci�̀
xŸ ¬a§M i®
z�w�c¦v§M d− �eŸd	i ip¬ ¥l�n	bi `k :i«¦A u«¥t¬�gÎi¦M ip−¥v§N�g	i
i
Y§r−�W�x ` ¬÷	e d® �eŸd	i í¥k�x�C i
Y�x−�n�W i¬¦M ak :i«¦l ai¬
W�i i−�c�i
ei−�zŸT�g	e i®
C	b�p§l [‡k ehtyn] ei−�h¨R�W
nÎl¨k i¬¦M bk :i«�d÷� «̀�n
d−�x�O�Y�W� «̀ �e F ®l mi−
n�z d¬ �i�d«�`�e ck :d�P«�O
n xE ¬q�`Î` «÷
:ei«�pi¥r c�b¬ �p§l i−
xŸa§M i®
z�w�c¦v§M i−¦l d² �eŸd	i a�W¯�I�e dk :i«pŸe£r«�n
:m«�O�Y
Y mi−
n�Y xF ¬ABÎm¦r c®�Q�g�z
Y ci−
q�gÎm¦r ek

m¬ ©rÎz�`	e gk :l«R̈�Y
Y W −�T¦rÎm¦r	e x®ä�Y
Y x−ä�pÎm¦r fk

d¬�Y�̀ Îi«¦M hk :li«¦R�W�Y mi¬
n�xÎl©r Li− �pi¥r	e ©ri®
WFY i−p¨r
cE ®c	B uEx́�` d−k̈§a i¬¦M l :i«¦M�W�g �Di¬ B�i d− �eŸdi«�e d® �eŸd	i i−
xi�p
z³�x�n
` F ®M�x�C mí
n�Y l−�̀ �d `l :xE «WÎb¤N�c�` i−�d÷`«¥A
l−�`Îi
n i¬¦M al :F «A mi¬
qŸg«�d lŸ −k§l `E½d ó �b�n d½¨tEx§vÆ d�eŸd	i
l¬ �̀ �d bl :Epi«�d÷�` i¬ �c£r§l©A«
n xE −v i¬
nE d® �eŸd	i í�c£r§l©A
n
i−©l	b�x d¬ �E�W�n cl : [‡k ekxc] i«¦M�x�C mi−
n�Y x¬ �Y�I�e li®�g i−GEr«�n
i−�c�i c¬ �O©l�n dl :ip«�c
n£r« �i i−�zFn«ÄÎl©r	e zF ®l�I�`«¨M [‡k eilbx]

i−¦lÎo�Y
Y�e el :i«�zŸrŸ «x	f d−�WEg	pÎz�W «�w z¬�gp	e d®�n�g§l
O©l
ip®�Y�g�Y i−
c£r«©v ai¬
g�x�Y fl :ip«¥A�x�Y −L�zŸ «p£r«�e L® ¤r�Wi ó �b�n
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praises (47-48), promises to publicize God’s acts among the nations (50),

and prays that God should continue to bestow kindness on his

descendants forever (51).

34. ,Ik²H ©t�F h�k±d ©r v®U ©J §n—He makes my legs straight like a doe’s.

Rashi explains, “The legs of the female deer (doe) are straighter than the

male’s.” According to Chasidic thought, the legs represent “that which

supports the entire body, with the head which stands over them, and they

bring a person to his desired destination. Just as this is the case physically,

so too it is true spiritually...Faith is referred to as ‘legs’ since it upholds and

sustains the head, namely the intellect, which meditates upon the
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have broadened my step, so my feet have not slipped.
38 I pursue my enemies and destroy them, not turning

back until I annihilate them. 39 I annihilate them and

strike them so they rise no more, and they fall beneath

my feet. 40 You gird me with strength for battle, and cause

my attackers to fall before me. 41 You made my enemies

and foes turn around before me, but I (still chased them

and) destroyed them. 42 They turned (for help), but there

was no one to save them. (They turned) to God, but He

did not answer. 
43 I ground them like dust of the earth, I pulverized and

crushed them like the mud of the streets. 44 You saved me

from the enemy (from among) my own people, You

protected me (from them all until I became) the head of

nations, (and now even) a people unfamiliar to me

serves me. 45 Foreigners (desperately) lie to me (out of

fear, but) because of what they heard about me, they

listened to me. 46 Foreigners wither, and become lame

from their confinement (that I decree on them). 
47 God lives! May my Rock be blessed! My exalted God

is the Rock of my salvation. 48 The God, Who avenges on

my behalf, Who subdues nations before me, 49 Who

saves me from my enemies, Who lifts me above my

attackers, Who rescues me from corrupt men!
50 Therefore, (for these acts of kindness) I will thank God

(and publicize His acts) among the nations and sing to Your Name. 51 He granted His king great victories, and He has acted

kindly to His anointed one. (As he did) to David, (so may He do) to his descendants forever! 
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295 / HAFTAROS - VEZOS HABRACHAH

1:1I t was after the death of Moshe, God’s servant,

that God said to Moshe’s attendant, Yehoshua son

of Nun: 
2 “My servant Moshe is dead. Now, set off and cross

this (river) Jordan now—both you and this entire

people—to the land which I am giving the children of

Israel. 3 I will give you every place on which the soles of

Æ d�eŸd	i x�n`Ÿ³I�e d® �eŸd	i c¤a´ ¤r d−�WŸn zF ¬n i² �x�g«�̀  iÀ
d	i�e ` `
d¬ �WŸn a :xŸ «n`¥l d−�WŸn z¬ �x�W�n oE½ pÎo¦A ©r´�WFd	iÎl�`
Æ d�Y�̀  dÀ �G�d ó�C�x�I�dÎz�̀  xŸ¹a£r mEÆw Á d�Y©r	e z®�n i−
C§a©r
m−�d¨l o¬ �zŸp i² ¦kŸp«�` x¯�W�` u�x¾�`�dÎl�` d½ �G�d ḿr̈�dÎl¨k	e
m² ¤k§l	b�xÎs«©M KŸx̄�c
Y xÆ�W�` mFÀw�nÎl¨M b :l«�`�x�Ui i¬ �p§a¦l

[ VEZOS HABRACHAH / (dxez zgny) dkxad z`fe [

(Joshua 1:1-18)

greatness of God” (Tanya, Igeres Hakodesh ch. 1). By suggesting that the

female deer has “straighter” legs, the verse points to the fact that women

are generally endowed with a greater measure of faith in God than men.

(For example, we find that the women did not wish to contribute their

jewelry for the construction of the Golden Calf.) Thus, with these words,

David praised God for giving him the superior quality of faith usually

possessed only by women (Ohr Hatorah, Nach vol. 2, p. 927).  

HAFTARAH OF SIMCHAS TORAH

This Haftarah mentions the passing of Moshe, which is related in the

Torah portion for Simchas Torah. It is also a direct continuation of the

Five Books of Moshe which are completed on this day (for a further

explanation see Sichah of the night of Simchas Torah 5747, par. 39). The

Haftarah opens with God’s communication to Yehoshua after Moshe’s
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your feet tread, as I said to Moshe: 4 Your borders will be

from the desert and Lebanon here, to the Great River,

the Euphrates River—all the land of the Chitites, to the

Great Sea to the direction where the sun sets. 
5 “No one will stand against you all the days of your

life. I will be with you, as I was with Moshe. I will not

weaken (My support of) you and I will not abandon you.
6 “Be strong and firm, for you will bring this people to

take possession of the land which I swore to their fathers

to give them. 
7 “But you must be very strong and firm to be careful

to observe the entire Torah which My servant Moshe

commanded you. Do not turn aside from it to the right

or the left, so that you succeed wherever you go. 8 This

book of the Torah must not depart from your mouth.

You must pore over it day and night, so you will be

careful to observe everything written in it. (Only) then

will you prosper in (all) your ways and be successful.
9 Have I not commanded you: Be strong and firm! Do

not be anxious or afraid, for God your God is with you

wherever you go.”

Á ẍA�c
O�d«�n c :d«�WŸnÎl�̀  i
Y�x−©A
C x¬ �W�`«©M ei®
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n xE ¬q�YÎl�` i½
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WE¿n�iÎ` «÷ g :K«¥l�Y x¬ �W�` lŸ −k§A li½¦M�U�Y o©r´�n§l le`Ÿ ®n�UE
d¨l	i½©l�e m´�nFi Æ FA �zi³ b�d	e LiÀ¦R
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ẃ�f�gÆ LiÆ
ziE¦v `F ³l�d h :li«¦M�U�Y f¬ �̀ 	e L−¤k�x�CÎz�̀  �gi¬¦l§v�Y
Li½�d÷�̀  d́ �eŸd	i Æ L�O¦r i³¦M z®�g�YÎl�`	e uŸ −x£r«�YÎl«�` u½�n� «̀ �e

:K«¥l�Y x¬ �W�` lŸ −k§A
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10 Yehoshua then commanded the officers of the people:
11 “Go through the camp and instruct the people, saying,

‘Prepare provisions for yourselves, for in another three

days you will cross this Jordan (river) to enter and take

possession of the land which God your God is giving

you as an inheritance.’”
12 Yehoshua then told the tribes of Re’uvain, Gad and

half the tribe of Menasheh, saying: 13 “Remember the

words which Moshe, God’s servant, commanded you,

saying: ‘God your God is granting you a place to settle,

and He has given you land on this (side of the Jordan).’

:xŸ «n`¥l m−r̈�d i¬ �x�hŸ «WÎz�` ©r½�WFd	i e´ ©v	i�e i

Æ m¨r�dÎz�` E ³E©v	e dÀ�p�g«�O«�d a�x ´ �w§A | Ex́§a¦r `i

miÀ
n�i z�W÷́�W | cFŕ§A iº¦M d®�ci¥v m−¤k̈l Epi¬¦k�d xŸ½n`¥l
Îz�` z�W´ �x¨l Æ `Fa¨l d½ �G�d ó�C�x�I�dÎz�̀ Æ mi
x§aŸ «r Æ m�Y�`
:D«�Y�W
x§l m−¤k¨l o¬ �zŸp m½¤ki�d «÷�` d́ �eŸd	i Æ x�W�` u�x½�`�d
©r−�WFd	i x¬�n�` d® �X�p�n«�d h¤a´�W i−¦v�g«©l	e i½
c�B©l	eÆ ip¥aE` «x¨l	e ai

d¬ �WŸn m² ¤k�z�̀  d¬ �E¦v xÆ�W�` x½¨a�C�dÎz�` Æ xFk�f bi :xŸ «n`¥l
o¬�z�p	e m½¤k¨l �gíp�n Æ m¤ki�d «÷�` d³ �eŸd	i xŸ ®n`¥l d− �eŸd	iÎc¤a«¤r

Sefardic communities conclude here.  Chabad and Ashkenazic communities continue: 

passing, instructing him to lead the conquest of the Land (1:1-4). God

promises to assist Yehoshua, encourages him to be “strong and firm,”

and warns him that he must observe the Torah (5-9). Yehoshua

immediately instructs the people to prepare for war (10-11). He reminds

the tribes of Re’uvain and Gad and the half-tribe of Menasheh of their

promise to lead the battle before returning to settle in the Transjordan

(12-15), and they wholeheartedly consent (16-18).

8. v�k±h�k ²u o¨nIh IC ,̈h°d¨v ±u—You must pore over it day and night.

“Technically speaking, a person can fulfill his obligation to study Torah by

allocating specific times, thus satisfying the requirement to “pore over it

day and night,” by allocating specific times in the day and the night when

he will learn and memorize well at least those ideas that have practical

relevance, which is a universal obligation. This includes the parts of the

Code of Jewish Law which every person needs to know himself—which

do not require further Rabbinical clarification—and the study of non-legal

Midrashim or texts of ethical refinement that are based on the wisdom of

our Sages” (Alter Rebbe’s Shulchan Aruch, Laws of Torah Study 3:4). 

Every mitzvah has a preferable standard to which it should be

observed (lechatchilah), and a minimal standard which is acceptable only

under extenuating circumstances (b’dieved). 

The preferable way of observing the mitzvah to study Torah is to follow

the verse literally and “pore over it day and night,” i.e. all day and all

night. The notion of merely allocating a time during the day and a time

at night, mentioned  here in the Alter Rebbe’s Shulchan Aruch, is a

dispensation for those who are only capable of fulfilling a minimal
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14 Your wives, children, and flocks can settle in this land

which Moshe has assigned you across the Jordan (from

the Land of Israel), but all of you—all your mighty

warriors—must pass armed ahead of your brothers and

help them, 15 until God grants your brothers a place to

settle as you (have), and they take possession of the land

which God your God has given them. Then you will

return to the land of your inheritance which Moshe,

God’s servant, gave you on the east side of the Jordan,

where the sun (rises), and take possession of it.”
16 They answered Yehoshua: “Everything you have

commanded us, we will do, and wherever you send us,

we will go! 17 Just as we listen to everything Moshe (said),

so will we listen to you, so long as God your God is with

you, as He was with Moshe. 18 Any man who rebels

against you and does not listen to your words

concerning anything you command us will be put to

death. Just be strong and firm (to punish them, and do

not forgo your honor)!”

¼ m¤ki�p�w
nE » m¤k§R�h m´ ¤ki�W	p ci :z`Ÿ «G�d u�x¬ �`�dÎz�` m−¤k¨l
o®�C�x�I�d x¤á¥r§A d−�WŸn m² ¤k¨l o¬�z�p xÆ�W�` u�x¾�`¨A E¾a�W« �i
li½�g�d i´�xFAB lŸMμ mÀ¤ki�g�` í�p§t¦l mi¹
W�n�g EÆx§a©r«�YÁ m�Y�`	e
» m¤ki�g�`«©l | d¬ �eŸd	i �giÆp�iÎx�W�` c©rÂ eh :m«�zF` m−�Y�x�f£r«�e
d¬ �eŸd	iÎx�W�` u�x¾�`�dÎz�` d�O½�dÎm�b EẂ�x« �i	e ¼ m¤k¨M
Æ m¤k�z�X�x	i u�x³�`§l mº�Y§a�W	e m® �d¨l o´�zŸp m−¤ki�d «÷�`
d½ �eŸd	i c¤a´ ¤r Æ d�WŸn mÀ¤k¨l o´�z�p | x´ �W�` D½�zF` ḿ �Y�W
xi«e
©r−�WFd	iÎz�` E½p£r« �I« �e fh :W�n«�X�d g¬�x	f
n o−�C�x�I�d x¤a¬ ¥r§A
x¬ �W�`Îl¨MÎl«�`	e dŸ½�y£r«�p Æ EpÆ�ziE¦vÎx�W�` lŸ ³M xŸ ®n`¥l
o−¥M d½�WŸnÎl�` Æ Ep§rÆ�n�WÎx�W�` lŸ ³k§M fi :K«¥l�p Ep−�g¨l�W
Y
x¬ �W�`«©M K½�O¦r Æ LiÆ�d÷�̀  d³ �eŸd	i dº�i�d«i w�xÂ Li® ¤l�` r´�n�Wp
LiÀ¦RÎz�̀  d´ �x�n�iÎx�W�` Wiº
`Îl¨M gi :d«�WŸnÎm¦r d− �i�d
w−�x z® �nEi EP− �E©v�YÎx�W�` lŸ ¬k§l Li² �x¨a�CÎz�` r¯�n�WiÎ` «÷	e

:u«�n�`« �e w¬ �f�g
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20:18Y onasan said to (David), “Tomorrow is the (first

of the) new month. You shall be missed,

because your seat will be empty. 19 For three (days) you

should go down (and hide yourself) well. Come to the

place where you hid on the day of the incident (when

the King swore to me not to kill you), and sit by the

traveler’s (marker) stone. 
20 “I will shoot three arrows to the side, as though I shot

at a target. 21 Then, I will send a lad (saying to him), ‘Go,

find the arrows.’ If I say to the lad, ‘look!—the arrows

c −�ẅRi i¬¦M ½�Y�c�w§tÆ p	e W�cŸ ®g x́�g�n o−�z�pF «d	i F ¬lÎx�n`Ÿ «I�e gi k
mF½w�O�dÎl�` Æ �z`̈aE cŸ½̀ �n ć�x�Y Æ �Y�W©N
W	e hi :L«¤a�WF «n
l¤v−�` ½�Y§a�Ẃ�i	e dŸ® �y£r«�O«�d mFÍ§A m−�X �Y�x¬�Y�qpÎx�W�`
d® �xF` d́�C¦v mi−¦S
g«�d z�W ¬÷�W i¾p�`«�e k :l�f «�`�d o¤a¬ �`�d
K−¥l x©r½ �P�dÎz�` ǵ©l�W�` Æ d�P d	e `k :d«�x�H�n§l i−¦lÎg«©N«�W§l
d¬ �P
d x©r¹�P©l xÆ�nŸ` Á xŸn�`Îm
` mi®¦S
g«�dÎz�` `̈́v�n

The Plan

[ EREV ROSH CHODESH / zaya lgy yceg y`x axr [

(I Samuel 20:18-42)

obligation, for Torah study is, in essence, a continual obligation (Likutei

Sichos vol. 14, p. 21, note 6).

HAFTARAH OF EREV ROSH CHODESH

This Haftarah mentions the eve of Rosh Chodesh: “Tomorrow is the

(first of the) new month” (20:18). At first glance, this connection appears

to be somewhat tenuous, as the remaining narrative of the Haftarah is

not connected with the theme of Erev Rosh Chodesh. Why should this be

more pertinent than reading the Haftarah connected with the weekly

Parsha? Chasidic thought explains that the renewal of the moon signifies

redemption, and therefore, by logical extension, the eve of the new moon

(Erev Rosh Chodesh) represents the work carried out during exile in order

to bring the redemption. Being that this is the underlying significance of

all our activities, it was considered a sufficiently important replacement

for the Haftarah of the week (Hisvaduyos 5711, vol. 2, p. 50, 56).

The Haftarah describes a climactic moment in the rift between David

and Sha’ul, which arose from David’s successful military career. Sha’ul,

who was king at the time, perceived David as a rebel that needed to be

eliminated. Fearing for his life, David seeks the assistance of Yonasan, the

king's son, who was David’s passionate admirer, but Yonasan finds the

conspiracy theory difficult to believe. In order to verify his suspicions,

David suggests a plan: he will disappear for three days to test the king’s

reaction, which would then be reported to David by Yonasan with a

secret sign.

The Haftarah opens as Yonasan reviews David’s plan and confirms

a secret sign to be enacted by shooting arrows and instructing certain

�
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are on this side of you,’ then you should take them and

return, for it is safe for you, and there is no (dangerous)

thing (looming. I swear this) as God lives.
22 “But if I say this to the young man, ‘Behold, the arrows

are beyond you,’ then go, because God has sent you. 
23 “This matter of which you and I have spoken,

behold!—God is (a witness) between me and you forever.”
24 David hid himself in the field. When the (first of the

new) month came, the King sat down to eat the meal.
25 The King sat at his seat, as usual, on a seat by the wall.

Yonasan stood up so that Avner could sit at Sha’ul’s side.

David’s place was empty. 26 Nevertheless Sha’ul said

nothing on that day, for he thought, “(He had) a

(nocturnal) accident. He is not ritually pure. (He didn’t

come because) he has not been ritually purified.”
27 It came to pass on the next day, which was the

second day of the month, that David’s place was empty.

Sha’ul said to Yonasan his son, “Why didn’t the son of

Yishai come to the meal, neither yesterday, nor today?”
28 Yonasan answered Sha’ul, “David asked me

permission to go to Beis Lechem. 29 He said, ‘Please let

me go, because our family (is offering) sacrifice(s today)

in the city and my (oldest) brother (Eliav) has instructed

me (to be there). Now, if I have found favor in your eyes,

please excuse me (from the King’s duties) to see my

brothers.’ Therefore he has not come to the King’s table.”
30 Sha’ul became furious with Yonasan, and he said to

him, “You are the son of a sinful and rebellious woman!

Do I not know that you have chosen the son of Yishai

(for the monarchy) to your own shame, and to the

shame of your mother’s nakedness (for the fact that you

prefer that my enemy will lead people to suspect that

you are not my son)? 31 For as long as the son of Yishai

lives on the earth, you shall not be established, nor your

Kingdom. Now (since you sent him away) send (for him)

and fetch him to me, for he deserves death.”
32 Yonasan answered Sha’ul, his father, and said to

him, “Why should he be killed? What has he done?” 
33 Sha’ul raised a spear to strike him. Yonasan realized

that his father was determined to slay David. 
34 Yonasan rose from the table in fierce anger. He ate

oi¬�`	e ²L§l mF ¬l�WÎi«¦M d�`Ÿ ²a�e | EP¯�g�w d�PÀ�d�e ´L�O
n | mi´¦S
g�«d
mi−¦S
g�«d d¬ �P
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`	e ak :d« �eŸd	iÎi�g x−ä�C
x¬ �W�` x½¨a�CÆ�d	e bk :d« �eŸd	i −L�g«©N«
W i¬¦M K¾¥l d� §̀l® �d�e ´L�O
n
:m«¨lFrÎc©r −L	pi«¥aE i¬ pi¥A d² �eŸd	i d̄�P
d d�Y® �`�e íp�` Ep�x−©A
C
Îl�` K¤l² �O�d a�W̄�I�e W�cŸ½g�d í
d	i�e d®�c�V©A c−e�C x¬�z�QI�e ck

|m©ŕ©t§M F¹a�WFÆ «nÎl©r K¤lÂ�O�dÂ a�Ẃ�I�e dk :lF «k�`¤«l m�g−¤N�d ['k lr]

x− �p§a�` a�W¬ �I�e o½�z�pFd́	i Æ m�wÆ �I�e xi½
T�d Æ a�WFnÎl�` m©rÀ©t§A
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Æ o©rÆ�I�e al :`E «d z�e−�nÎo¤a i¬¦M i½©l�` Æ FzŸ` g ³�w	e gÆ©l�W dÀ�Y©r	e
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Æ r�cÆ �I�e F ®zŸM�d§l ei−l̈̈r zi² p�g«�dÎz«�` lE ¯̀ �W l�hÆ �I�e bl :dŸ«�y¨r
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phrases to his servant (20:18-23). Initially, the king appears indifferent

to David’s absence (24-28), but on the second day he becomes

furious with Yonasan and states that David “deserves death” (29-34).

So, the next morning, Yonasan goes out to the field and communicates

their pre-arranged sign by shooting arrows, and sends his servant home

(35-40). David then comes out of hiding, and they part amid tears,

swearing an oath “between my descendants and your descendants

forever’” (41-42).

21. wudu W§N¦n oh�M¦j©v—The arrows are on this side of you, etc. When

arrows are shot from a bow, the more the bow is extended backwards,

the further the arrows will reach. This is a metaphor for the spiritual

accomplishments of exile: The more the Jewish people “extend

themselves” to deal with the physical world in the most difficult of

circumstances, the greater and more “far reaching” is the spiritual

accomplishment. David wanted to know if these accomplishments had

already been completed, heralding the time of redemption. So Yonasan

told him that if “the arrows are on this side of you,” i.e. if the task of exile,

represented by the arrows, is complete, “then you should take them and

return, for it is safe for you,” i.e. the time of redemption has arrived. But

if the arrows are beyond you,” then there is still much work to be done in
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no food on the second day of the new moon, for he was

upset for David, and his father had put him to shame (by

insulting and threatening him). 
35 In the morning, that Yonasan went out to the field to

the appointed place (he had arranged) with David, and

a young lad was with him. 36 He said to his lad, “Run!

Find now the arrows which I shoot.” As the lad ran (for

the first arrow), he shot an arrow beyond him. 
37 When the lad came to the place of the (first) arrow

which Yonasan had shot, Yonasan called out after the lad

and said, “Isn’t the (last) arrow beyond you?” 
38 Yonasan called out after the lad, “Go quickly! Hurry

(after the second arrow). Don’t stay (by the first)!”

Yonasan’s lad gathered up (both) the arrows, and came

to his master. 39 The lad knew nothing (about the sign).

Only Yonasan and David knew the matter. 
40 Yonasan gave his bow and arrows to his lad, and said

to him,“Go and carry them to the city.” 41 As soon as the

lad had gone (towards the city), David (understood that

it was safe and) stood up from near the south (side of the

stone). He fell on his face to the ground, and prostrated

himself three times. They kissed one another, and wept

with one another, until David (wept) greatly (more than

Yonasan). 
42 Yonasan said to David, “Go in peace, as both of us

have sworn in the name of God, saying, ‘God be (a

witness) between me and you, and between my

descendants and your descendants forever.’”
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66:1T his is what God said: “The heaven is My

throne, and the earth is My footstool, (so) what

house could you build (worthy) for Me, and what place

mŸć�d u�x−�̀ �d	e i½
̀ �q¦M mí�n�X�d d½ �eŸd	i x´�n�` dŸMμ ` eq
mF −w�n d¬ �fÎi�`	e i½¦lÎEp§a
Y x́�W�` Æ ziÆ©a d¬ �fÎi�` i® ¨l	b�x

[ SHABBOS ROSH CHODESH / yceg y`x zay [

(Isaiah 66:1-24, ibid. 23)

The Maftir reading for Shabbos Rosh Chodesh is on page 302.   (Bamidbar 28:9-15)

exile. But do not be afraid to continue this work, “because God has sent

you” (Hisvaduyos ibid.).

HAFTARAH OF SHABBOS ROSH CHODESH

This Haftarah mentions the sacrificial worship that will occur every new

month (Rosh Chodesh) after the ingathering of the exiles. The Haftarah

was addressed by the prophet Yeshayah (Isaiah) to the Jewish people in

Babylon after the exile, at the end of the 6th century B.C.E.

The Haftarah opens with God’s proclamation of omnipresence and the

insufficiency of one House to contain Him (66:1). God will turn His

attention to those that fear Him (2), and all types of insincere worship are

abhorred by Him (3-4). Those who fear God will ultimately be joyous,

but those who hate and ostracize God’s servants will be chastised by a

“voice from the Temple” (5-6). Tziyon’s (Zion’s) deliverance is compared

to that of a mother who gives birth without pain (7-9), and the rejoicing

at Jerusalem’s rebuilding is depicted (10-14). All enemies and idol-

worshipers will be punished (15-18) and the nations that remain will

come to Tziyon, bringing the Jewish people along with them (19-20).

New priests will be appointed, and all mankind will worship God (21-23).

The rebels’ corpses will remain in the valley of Yehoshafat as an ominous

reminder to all mankind (24; verse 23 is then repeated so as to finish on

a positive note).

1. h�k±d©r o«s£v .¤r¨t¨v±u h¦t§x�F o°h©n¨	©v—The heaven is My throne, and

the earth is My footstool. According to Chasidic thought, the various
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gradations of the human soul can be divided into three broad categories:

a.) Internal. Those powers which rest within the body and interact with it.

These parts of the soul give life to the body and control its intellectual and

emotional activity. b.) External. The aura (makif) of the soul which

surrounds the body and ordinarily has no direct contact with it.

On occasion, however, one can draw from these energies of the soul in

order to break free from existing limitations in one’s life. 

c.) Essence. Then there is the very essence of the soul which is not

limited to being inside or outside the body. The route to access the soul’s

essence is through humility, simplicity and sincere dedication.

(is worthy for) My (Presence to) rest? 2 My hand has

made all these things (Heaven and earth), and

(therefore) all these things came into being,” says God.

“But (even though I am so exalted), to this I will pay

attention: to he who is poor and of a contrite spirit, and

trembles at My word. 3 “However, he who kills an ox

(offering his sacrifice without trembling at My word) it is

as if he slew a man. He who sacrifices a lamb (without

trembling), is as if he cut off a dog’s neck. He who offers

a meal-offering (without trembling), is as if he offered

swine’s blood. He who burns incense (without

trembling), is as if he blessed an idol. He who offers up

frankincense (without trembling) is as if he offered an

inappropriate gift. They have chosen their own ways,

and their soul delights in their abominations. 4 So too I

will choose to mock them, and will bring their fears

upon them, because when I called (to them through the

prophets), none answered. When I spoke, they did not

listen. They did evil before My eyes, and chose what I

did not desire.”
5 “Hear the word of God, you who tremble at His

word! Your (wicked) brothers who hate you and who

ostracize you say, ‘(I am so great that) God is glorified

because of my name!’ (But in truth) we shall see your

joy and they shall be shamed. 6 (Then there will be) a

voice of rumbling from the city (of Tziyon), a voice from

the Temple, the voice of God rendering recompense to

his enemies (Gog and Magog).”
7 “Before she (Tziyon) feels labor pains she will give

birth. Before her labor pain will come, she will be

delivered a son. 8 Who has heard such a thing? Who has

seen such a thing? Has a land gone through its labor in

one day? Has a nation been born all at once, for Tziyon

labored and gave birth to her children? 9 Shall I bring to

the birthstool, and not cause her to give birth?” says

God. “Shall I, who cause birth, hold back?” says your

God. 
10 “Rejoice with Jerusalem, and be glad with her, all

you who love her (to see her rebuilt). Rejoice for joy

with her, all you who mourn for her (in her destruction),
11 so that you may (be rewarded to) nurse, and be satisfied with the breasts of her consolations. That you may drink deeply,

and be delighted with the abundance of her glory. 12 For this is what God says: ‘Behold, I will extend peace to her like a river,

and the wealth of the nations (will rush to her) like a flowing stream. (You who mourned for her) shall (be rewarded) to draw

(effortlessly from) the wealth of the nations. You shall be (honored by the nations, like a baby who is) carried on (its mother’s)

sides, and dandled on her knees. 13 Like one whom his mother comforts, so will I comfort you, and you shall be comforted in
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Jerusalem (for your suffering). 14 When you see

(Jerusalem rebuilt), your heart will rejoice, and (the

health of) your bones will (be strengthened) like

flourishing grass. The (mighty) Hand of God will be

known to His servants, and His anger toward His

enemies. 
15 For, behold, God will come with fire (to destroy the

armies of Gog and Magog), and with His chariots like a

storm to repay (His enemies) with fury. His rebuke (will

be) with flames of fire. 16 For by fire God will execute

judgment, and by His sword upon all flesh. The slain by

God will be many.”
17 “Those who prepare and purify themselves (to go)

to the gardens (of idolatry, one group) after another (to

worship the idol) in the center (of the garden); those

who eat swine’s flesh, abominable creatures, and mice—

they will all perish together,” says God. 18 “I (know) their

works and their thoughts. (The time) has come, that

I will gather all nations and tongues, and they shall come

and see My glory. 19 I will scar them, but from them I will

let survivors escape to the nations, to Tarshish, Pul, and

Lud, the archers, to Tuval, and Yavan, to far off islands,

that have not heard My fame, nor have they seen My

glory. They shall declare My glory among the nations.
20 They will (then) bring all your brothers from all

nations as an offering to God, on horses, in chariots, in

covered wagons, on mules and with songs and dances to

My holy mountain in Jerusalem,” says God, “just as

(respectfully as) the people of Israel bring an offering in

a pure utensil to the House of God. 
21 From them too I will take to be priests and Levites

(even though they will have forgotten their lineage),”

says God. 22 “For just as the new heavens and the new

earth, which I will make (in those days), shall remain

before Me, says God, so shall your descendants and

your name remain (forever).”
23 “It will then be, that every (first of the) new month,

and every Shabbos, all mankind shall come to worship

before Me (in the holy Temple),” says God. 24 The (non-Jews) shall go out (of Jerusalem, to the valley of Yehoshafat), and

look upon the corpses of the men (of Gog and Magog) who have rebelled against Me, for the worms (that eat them) will not
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301 / HAFTAROS - SHABBOS ROSH CHODESH

These three levels of the soul are alluded to in the opening of the

Haftarah. “The heavens” and “earth” allude to Torah and mitzvos

respectively (because Torah was given from Heaven, and the mitzvos are

performed with physical objects here on earth), i.e. things which are

observed in everyday life with the normal faculties of the soul found in

the body. The “house” mentioned by the verse alludes to the soul powers

which encompass the body, just as a house encompasses a person. While

these powers are indeed impressive, scripture nevertheless bemoans their

insufficiency (“What house could you build (worthy) for Me?”), because

the most profound form of Divine service comes from the essence of the

soul. And this essence is reached through humility: “To this I will pay

attention: to he who is poor and of a contrite spirit, and trembles at My

word” (v. 2). This explanation adds further significance to the reading of

this passage on Rosh Chodesh (new moon). For just as the disappearance

of the moon and its re-emergence as a miniscule point is the key to its

later growth, likewise it is the path of humility and self-renunciation which

reaches the essence of the soul, bringing the person to a genuine spiritual

rebirth (Sefer Hama’amarim Melukat vol. 3, p. 133).
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die, and the fire (that burns them) shall not be

extinguished. They shall be a (symbol of) disgrace to all

mankind.”
23 “It will then be, that every (first of the) new month,

and every Shabbos, all flesh shall come to worship

before Me,” says God.
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20:18 Yonasan said to (David), “Tomorrow is the (first of

the) new month. You shall be missed, because your seat

will be empty.
42 Yonasan said to David, “Go in peace, as both of us

have sworn in the name of God, saying, ‘God be (a

witness) between me and you, and between my

descendants and your descendants forever.’”

c −�ẅRi i¬¦M ½�Y�c�w§tÆp	e W�cŸ ®g x́�g�n o−�z�pF «d	i F ¬lÎx�n`Ÿ «I�e gi

Á x�W�` mF ®l�W§l Ḱ¥l c−e�c§l o² �z�pF «d	i x�n`ŸĪ�e an :L«¤a�WF «n
| d́ �i�d«i dº �eŸd	i xŸ½n`¥lÆ d�eŸd	i m³�W§A Ep�gÀ�p�` Epi¹�p�W Ep§rÆ©A�Wp

:m«¨lFrÎc©r −L£r�x�f oi¬ ¥aE i² ¦r�x�f oi¬ ¥aE LÀ�pi¥aE ípi¥A

If Sunday is also Rosh Chodesh, Chabad communities add (I Samuel 20:18,42):
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d́l̈El§A Æ d�g	p
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[ MAFTIR FOR SHABBOS ROSH CHODESH / ycg y`x zayl xihtn [

(Bamidbar 28:9-15)

Haftarah is on page 299.
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I n Parshas Masei, where the Torah describes the borders of the

Land of Cana’an, Kadaish-Barne’a is listed as one of the towns

along the southern border of Cana’an (Bamidbar 34:4). Thus when

we read, at the opening of the Book of Devarim, that the Jewish

people traveled from Mount Sinai to Kadaish-Barne'a (Devarim 1:2, 19),

one would presume that the Torah refers to the previously

mentioned town bearing this name, located on the southern border

of the Land of Cana’an.

However, several statements of Rashi indicate that this is not the

case, and that the Kadaish-Barne'a referred to here is in fact to the

south of the Land of Edom and therefore far south of Cana'an:

a.) Earlier, in Parshas Masei, Rashi writes: “Three lands lie south

of the Land of Israel, each adjoining the other - part of Egypt, the

entire land of Edom, and the entire land of Mo’av. The land of Egypt

is in the southwestern corner... The land of Edom adjoins it from the

east, and the land of Mo’av adjoins the land of Edom at the

southeastern corner [of the Land of Israel]” (Rashi to Bamidbar 34:3).

Since the three lands to the south of the Land of Israel were

adjoining each other, it follows that there was no access to the

southern border of Cana’an, other than passing through the land of

Edom.  At the literal level, it is not feasible that the entire Jewish

camp would have passed through the Land of Edom without being

challenged, so we can presume that they must have stopped south

of Edom.

Thus, in Parshas Devarim, Rashi did not have to inform the

reader that Kadaish-Barne’a, where the Jewish people camped, was

not the town on the southern border of Cana’an bearing that name,

since it is self-understood (at the literal level) that the Jewish people

would not have been able to pass through Edom without being

granted permission, or being challenged at battle.

b.) While in Kadaish-Barne’a, the sin of the spies occurred

(Devarim 1:19ff), and the entry into the Land of Israel was postponed

until the next generation.  Rashi writes, “I thought [previously] to let

you pass through the breadth of the land of Edom northward, to

enter the Land, but you sinned and caused a delay for yourselves”

(Rashi to v. 40 ibid.).  Clearly, “Kadaish-Barne’a,” where the Jewish

people were located, was not on the southern border of the Land of

Cana’an, but to the south of Edom (Mount Se’ir). 

c.) At the end of the 38 years of wandering in the Desert the

Jewish people finally reached a place called “Kadaish” (Bamidbar

33:36) which is to the south of Edom. At this point, Moshe requested

rights of passage from the King of Edom, to pass northwards through

Edom into Cana’an (ibid. 20:14ff).  While some commentators argue

that this is a different location than the “Kadaish-Barne’a” from

where the spies were sent (see Ramban to Bamidbar 20:1), Rashi stresses

that, “for nineteen years they were continually wandering about,

and they returned to Kadaish” (Rashi to Devarim 1:46). I.e. the “Kadaish”

at the south of Edom where the Jewish people ended up after

wandering in the desert, is the very same place from where the spies

had been sent out.

In conclusion we see that, according to Rashi:

i.) The Kadaish-Barne'a referred to at the beginning of the Book

of Devarim is not the town on the southern border of the Land of

Cana’an. (Incidentally, this appears to be the view of Rambam in

Moreh Nevuchim III:50). This is because the Jewish people could

not have reached the southern border of Cana’an without passing

through enemy territory of Edom which bordered the southern

border of Cana’an. Rashi did not need to clarify this point at the

beginning of the Book of Devarim as it is self-evident from his

description of the borders in Bamidbar 34:3.

ii.) The town to the south of Edom from which the Jewish people

sent the spies was the same town to which they returned after

wandering in the desert.

iii.) This town is referred to in the Torah both by the names of

“Kadaish-Barne’a” and “Kadaish.”

A nother point that remains to be clarified is: What forced

Rashi to conclude, at the literal level, that the Land of Edom

spanned the entire southern border of Cana’an, from Egypt

to Mo’av? Surely it would be simpler to conclude, at the literal level,

that there was some direct access point to the southern border of

Cana’an, without having to pass through another land, and thus it is

feasible that the Jewish people did indeed reach Kadaish-Barne’a on

the southern border of Cana’an.  With this approach, Rashi would

have avoided the slightly difficult conclusion (argued above), that

the Torah sometimes refers to the same place by different names

(“Kadaish-Barne’a” and “Kadaish”).

Perhaps it could be argued that Rashi rejected the notion that

there was an access point to the south of the Land of Cana’an

without passing through Edom, for then we would be left with the

question: Why did Moshe ask Edom for the right of passage through

his land (Bamidbar 20:14ff), if there was a direct access point to Cana’an

without passing through Edom? Clearly, at the literal level, there was

no route into the south of Cana’an other than passing through

Edom.

Therefore, Rashi concluded that the “Kadaish-Barne’a” referred

to at the beginning of Devarim must be synonymous with the town

of “Kadaish” on the southern border of Edom.

As for the fact that we are left with the difficulty that the Torah

refers to the same place with two slightly different names, it could be

argued that:

i.) They are not different names, but rather, one is an abbreviated

form of the other.*

ii.) This is a problem that applies equally to the interpretation that

Kadaish-Barne’a (at the beginning of Devarim) is the town at the

southern border of Cana’an, since the Torah states, in reference to

this location, “You stayed in Kadaish for a long time” (Devarim 1:46).

Here we see that the names Kadaish and Kadaish-Barne’a are used

interchangeably according to all interpretations. (Editor’s note)

AA PP PP EE NN DD II XX ::   TT HHEE LL OO CC AA TT II OO NN OOFF KK AA DD AA II SS HH --BB AA RR NN EE ’’ AA
(See illustration on page 28).

* cf. Masah u’Merivah (Shemos 17:7) which is also referred to as just “Masah” (Devarim 6:16).
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Abarbanel — Rabbi Don Yitzchak Abarbanel (1437-1508), famous

Jewish philosopher and leader of Spanish Jewry.  Authored

an extensive, running commentary to the entire Bible.

Alshich — Popular commentary on the Bible by Rabbi Moshe

Alshich (1508-1593?), Rabbi and preacher in Safed in the

Land of Israel. Often cited in Chassidic discourses.

Alter Rebbe — Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Liadi, author of the

Shulchan Aruch HaRav and Tanya, the First Rebbe and

founder of the Chabad Movement (1745-1812).

Alter Rebbe’s Shulchan Aruch — Major recodification of the

Shulchan Aruch by Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Liadi (the Alter

Rebbe), author of the Tanya.  Also known as Shulchan Aruch

Harav. First section printed in Shklov in 1814.

Aruch Ha’Shulchan — Halachic code following the sequence of

the Shulchan Aruch, where each law is analyzed according

to its development from Mishnah and Talmud by R’ Yechiel

Michel Epstein, Rav of Novardok, Russia (1829-1908).

Avos — Tractate of Mishnah in Order of Nezikin (Damages)

devoted exclusively to the ethical teachings of the Sages. 

Avos d’Rabbi Nasan — Minor tractate by R. Nasan of Babylonia;

a commentary on Avos.

Ba’al Haturim — Commentary on the Torah by Rabbi Ya’akov

Meir ben Asher (1268-1340), author of the Tur, analyzing

the significance of word usage. (See Tur Ha’aruch)

Bach — Acronym for “Bayis Chadash,” a legal commentary on the

Tur by R’ Yoel Sirkis (c. 1561-1640).

Bahag —  Acronym for Ba’al Halachos Gedolos, lit., “Master of

Great Laws,” an early halachic compendium by either Rabbi

Shimon Kiara, Rabbi Yom Tov Elem, or Rabbi Yehuda’i

Gaon (8th cent.).

Bachaye — Rabbi Bachaye ben Asher (1263-1340) of Saragosa,

Spain. Author of a popular Torah commentary which

incorporates literal, allegorical and kabbalistic

interpretations, often cited in Chassidic discourses.

Bamidbar Rabah — The section of Midrash Rabah on the Book of

Numbers. (See “Midrash Rabah”)

Bartenura — Rabeinu Ovadiah, Italy (1445-1515), author of Amar

Nekei, a supercommentary on Rashi’s commentary to the

Torah.  Author of classic commentary to the Mishnah,

printed in most editions.

Bava Basra — Talmudic tractate in Order of Nezikin (Damages).

Bava Kama — Talmudic tractate in Order of Nezikin (Damages).

Bava Metzia — Talmudic tractate in Order of Nezikin (Damages).

Bechor Shor — R’ Yosef Bechor Shor (c.1140-1190). Talmudist of

the school of the Tosafists who lived in Northern France.  A

disciple of Rabeinu Tam and a direct descendant of Yosef

Hatzadik.

Be’er Basadeh — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary to the

Torah by Rabbi Meir Binyamin Menachem Danon of Bosnia,

a student of Rabbi David Pardo (author of Maskil leDavid).

First printed in 1806 in Jerusalem.

Be’er Haitev — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary to the

Torah by Rabbi Moshe Moss (c. 1540-1606) of Poland.

Author of the Halachic work Mateh Moshe; a disciple of the

Maharshal.

Be’er Mayim Chayim — Supercommentary to Rashi’s

commentary to the Torah by Rabbi Chaim ben Betzalel

(1515-1588), older brother of the Maharal of Prague, first

published in Brooklyn and London between 1965 and 1971.

Be’er Yitzchak — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary to

the Torah by Rabbi Yitzchak Ya’akov Horowitz of Yaroslav

(d. 1864).

Beis Yosef — Halachic commentary by R’ Yosef Caro (1488-1575)

on the Tur. He was also the author of the Shulchan Aruch

and Kesef Mishneh, a commentary on Rambam’s code.

Bereishis Rabah — The section of Midrash Rabah on the Book of

Genesis.  (See “Midrash Rabah”)

Bi’ur HaGra — Commentary to Shulchan Aruch by the Vilna

Ga’on  (See: Vilna Ga’on).

Biuray Maharay — Commentary to the Torah by R’ Yisra’el

Isserlein (c.1390-1460), German halachist, author of

Sha’alos v’Teshuvos Terumas Hadeshen. First printed in

Venice in 1419.

Chacham Tzvi — Responsa by R’ Tzvi Ashkenazi of Amsterdam

(1660-1718).

Chelkas Mechokaik— Primary commentary to the Even Ha’ezer

section of Shulchan Aruch by Reb Moshe Lima of Vilna

(17th cent.).

Chiddushei Aggados — See Maharsha.

Chizkuni — Commentary on the Torah by Rabbi Chezkiyah ben

Manoach, who lived in the thirteenth century, in Provence.

Da’as Zekeinim — Commentary to the Torah by the Tosafists of

France and Germany, circa. 1100-1300.  Edited by Rabbi

Yehudah ben Eliezer and first printed in 1783.

Degel Machaneh Efrayim — Important chassidic commentary to

the Torah, based strongly on the teachings of the Ba’al Shem

Tov, by Rabbi Moshe Chaim Efraim of Sidlikov (1748-1800),

a grandson of the Ba’al Shem Tov. Published in Koretz.

Devarim Rabah — The section of Midrash Rabah on the Book of

Deuteronomy.  (See “Midrash Rabah”)

Devek Tov — Commentary on Rashi by Rabbi Shimon Oshenburg

Halevi of Frankfurt, 16th century.
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Derech Mitzvosecha — Compendium of fundamental Chasidic

discourses on many mitzvos of the Torah by the third

Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel of Lubavitch

(the “Tzemach Tzedek”).  Also known as “Ta'amei

Hamitzvos.” First published in 1911, in Poltova Ukraine.

Divrei David — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary on the

Torah by Rabbi David ben Shmuel HaLevi (1586-1667),

author of Taz, a major commentary on the Shulchan Aruch.

Drashos Haran — Fundamental discourses by Rabbi Nissim of

Gerona, Spain (14th century). See: Ran.

Eitz Yosef — Commentary to Ein Ya’akov, the homiletic passages

of the Talmud, by Rabbi Chanoch Zundel (d. 1867).

Emunos v’Deos — Classic philosophical work written by Sa’adiah

Ga’on, discussing the basic foundations of Judaism. First

published in Constantinople in 1562. (See: Sa’adiah Ga’on)

Epistle to Yemen — Letter written by the Rambam in 1172 to the

Jews of Yemen who were suffering from a fanatical Muslim

movement that threatened the existence of their community.

Gur Aryeh — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary on the

Torah by the Maharal of Prague, Rabbi Yehudah Loewe,

(1512-1609), Chief Rabbi in Moravia, Posen, and Prague.

Author of numerous works in all fields of Torah. He was a

descendant of King David. All the Chabad Rebbeim are

descendants of the Maharal.

Hadar Zekeinim — Commentary to the Torah by the Tosafists of

France and Germany from around 1100-1300. First

published in 1840.

Har Tzvi — Responsa by Rabbi Tzvi Pesach Frank (1874-1960),

Rabbi of Jerusalem for many decades; active in establishing

the chief rabbinate of Israel.

Hatamim — Scholarly journal published by the Students’

Organization of the Lubavitcher Yeshivah in Warsaw. A total

of eight issues were printed, between 1935 and 1937.

Hayom Yom — Handbook of chasidic insights following the

calendar, compiled by the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi

Menachem Mendel Schneerson. First printed in 1942.

Ibn Ezra — R’ Avraham (1080-1164). Born in Spain, he was the

author of a classic commentary to Tanach, and was also a

prominent grammarian and poet.

Igeres Hateshuvah — Third section of Tanya, discussing the

concept of Teshuvah according to Talmudic and Kabbalistic

sources (see Tanya).

Ikarim — “Book of Principles” which stresses three fundamental

aspects of Jewish belief – faith in G-d, Torah from Sinai, and

reward and punishment – by R’ Yosef Albo (1380-1444) of

Spain.

Imray Shefer — Supercommentary to Rashi’s and Mizrachi’s

commentary on the Torah by R’ Nasan Nata Shapira

(d. 1577). First published in 1597.

Iyun Ya’akov —  Commentary to the homiletic passages of the

Talmud by Rabbi Ya’akov Back Reischer (1670-1733),

which appears in standard editions of Ein Ya’akov.

Kesef Mishneh — Commentary to Rambam’s Mishneh Torah by

R’ Yosef Caro, author of Shulchan Aruch.

Kli Yakar — Commentary on the Torah by Rabbi Shlomo Ephraim

Lunshitz (c.1550-1619), Rosh Yeshiva in Lemberg and

Rabbi of Prague.

Kuzari — Important work on Jewish Philosophy by Rabbi Yehuda

Halevi (1074-1141) written in the form of a dialogue

between the King of the Khazars and a Jewish scholar.

Levush Ha’ohrah — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary on

the Torah by Rabbi Mordechai Yaffe (c. 1535-1612).

Commonly known as the “Levush” after the ten works he

wrote which contain that word within their names.

Likutei Torah – Fundamental chasidic discourses of Rabbi Shneur

Zalman of Liadi, author of the Shulchan Aruch Ha’Rav and

Tanya, on Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy.

Likutei Sichos — 39-volume work of the Lubavitcher Rebbe,

Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, analyzing all parts of

the Torah in an original manner and bringing them into

harmony with one another.  Published by Va’ad Lehafatzas

Sichos (Kehos) from 1962 to 2001.

Magid Mishneh – Commentary to Rambam’s Mishneh Torah, by

Rabbi Vidal of Tolosa (c. 1360), printed in standard editions.

Maharik — Rabbi Yosef ben Shlomo Kolon (1420-1480) of France,

and later northern Italy.  Author of classic responsa and

teacher of Rabbi Ovadiah of Bartenura.  His commentary to

the Torah was first published in Jerusalem in 1970.

Maharsha — Acronym for Moreinu HaRav Shmuel Eliezer Halevi

Eidel’s of Ostroh, Poland (1555-1632), Rosh Yeshiva and

Rabbi in a number of the leading communities of Poland.

Author of important commentaries on the Talmud, divided

into halachic and Aggadic sections.

Maharshal — Acronym for Rabbi Shlomo ben Yechiel Luria (1510-

1573), famed Talmudist, author of Yam Shel Shlomo,

Chochmas Shlomo, Yerios Shlomo, and other important

works.

Maharzu — Commentary to the Midrash Rabah by Rabbi Ze’ev

Wolf Einhorn (19th century).  (See “Midrash Rabah”)

Malbim — Acronym for Meir Leibush ben Yechiel Michel (1809-

1879), Rabbi in Germany, Romania, and Russia.  Author of

popular Bible commentary which connects the Oral and

Written traditions.
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Maskil leDavid — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary on

the Torah by Rabbi David Pardo (1710-1792), Rabbi in

Sarajevo and Jerusalem, author of important commentaries

on Tosefta and Sifri.  He was one of the leading Sephardic

Torah scholars of the eighteenth century.

Matnos Kehunah — Commentary on Midrash Rabbah by Rabbi

Yissachar Ber HaKohen (c.1520-1590), a student of the

Rama.

Mechilta — Halachic Midrash of the Tannaic period to the Book of

Exodus.

Megaleh Amukos — 252 explanations of Moshe’s Prayer in

Parshas Vaeschanan and 1000 explanations on the small alef

in the first word of Vayikra, according to Kabbalah, by

R’ Noson Noteh Shapiro. First printed in Cracow in 1637.

Megilas Esther — Scholarly commentary to Sefer haMitzvos

defending the Rambam against attacks from the Ramban, by

Rabbi Yitzchok Lioven.  First published in Venice in 1591.

Me’or Einayim — Chasidic commentary to the Torah by Rabbi

Menachem Nachum of Chernobyl (1730-1797), a student of

the Baal Shem Tov and the Maggid of Mezritch. First

published in Slavita, 1798.

Meiri — Extensive Commentary to the Talmud by R’ Menachem

HaMeiri (c. 1249-c. 1306).

Metzudos — Commentary to the Prophets and Writings, consisting

of two parts, Metzudas Tziyon, which explains the meaning

of individual words, and Metzudos David, a running

commentary to the text. Initial manuscripts of the

commentary were authored by Rabbi David Altschuler, and

published shortly before his passing in 1753. The

commentary was edited and completed by his son, Rabbi

Yechiel Hillel, and published in 1780. The commentary has

attained great popularity for being concise and

comprehensive.

Midrash — Aggadic and Halachic teachings of the Talmudic period

arranged according to the verses of the Torah.

Midrash Hagadol — Midrashic anthology arranged by R’ David

al-Adeni of South Arabia (13th century). Many Midrashic

teachings which were lost throughout the course of time

have been preserved in this work. First printed in 1967 in

Jerusalem. 

Midrash Lekach Tov — (also known as Pesikta Zutrasa). Midrashic

anthology arranged by R’ Toviah Hagadol (1036-1108) of

Greece and Bulgaria.  

Midrash Rabah — A major collection of homilies and commen-

taries on the Torah, ascribed to R’ Oshiah Rabah (c. 3rd

century), perhaps assembled during the early Geonic period.

First printed in Constantinople 1512.

Mikdash Melech — Commentary to the Zohar culled from the

works of R. Chaim Vital, R. Avraham Azulai, and their

students R. Yaakov Pinto, R. Yeshaya Cohen and R. Moshe

Zacutto.

Minchah Belulah — Commentary to the Torah by R’ Avraham

Menachem Rapaport (c. 1540-1604), Italian Torah scholar,

doctor and grammarian. 

Minchas Chinuch — Scholarly supercommentary to Sefer

haChinuch by Rabbi Yosef Babad (1800-1875), Rabbi of

Tarnipol, Poland.

Mishnah — Fundamental collection of the legal pronouncements

and discussion of the Tanna’im, edited by Rabbi Yehuda

haNassi early in the third century.  The Mishnah is the basic

text of the Oral Law.

Mishneh Torah — 14-volume halachic code by Rambam

(Maimonides) encompassing all the laws found in the

Talmud.

Mitteler Rebbe — Rabbi Dov Ber Schneuri (1773-1827), son of

Rabbi Schneur Zalman of Liadi; second Lubavitcher Rebbe.

Mizrachi — Exhaustive supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary

on the Torah by Rabbi Eliyahu Mizrachi (1450-1525) of

Constantinople, Chief Rabbi of the Turkish Empire.

Moreh Nevuchim — “Guide for the Perplexed” by Maimonides.

Moshav Zekeinim — Anthology of comments of about 130

different sources, the majority of whom are Tosafists of

France and Germany, circa. 1100-1300.  First printed in

1959.

Nachalas Ya’akov — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary

on the Torah by Rabbi Ya’akov Yekl Solnick. First published

in Cracow in 1642.

Nimukei Yosef — Halachic commentary on Sefer Hahalachos (of

the Rif), by R’ Yosef Chaviva of Spain (14-15th centuries).

Noda Biyehudah — Halachic Responsa of Rabbi Ezekiel Landau,

(1713-1793) Chief Rabbi of Prague. 

Ohr haChayim — Commentary on the Torah by Talmudic and

Kabalist scholar Rabbi Chaim ben Attar (1696-1743).

Ohr haTorah — Extensive exposition of Chabad chasidic thought

by the third Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel

(the Tzemach Tzedek, 1789-1866). Printed in New York

between 1951 and 1983 in 48 volumes.

Ohr Torah — Anthology of Chasidic commentaries by Rabbi

Dovber, the Maggid of Mezritch (d. 1773). First published in

Koretz in 1781.

Orach Chayim — One of the four sections of the Tur and Shulchan

Aruch, dealing with laws that follow a time cycle.
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Onkelos — Proselyte (c. 90 C.E.) who reinstated a forgotten,

authoritative translation of the Torah into Aramaic, which

was read alongside the Torah in Talmudic times to assist the

congregation in understanding the Torah reading.

Pane’ach Raza — Commentary to the Torah by R’ Yitzchak ben

Yehudah Halevi of France, 13th century. First printed in

Prague in 1607.

Parashas Derachim — Treatises by Rabbi Yehudah Rozanes

(1657-1727) of Constantinople, Turkey, author of Mishneh

Lemelech, a major commentary to Rambam’s Mishneh

Torah.

Pesachim — Tractate of Talmud in the Order of Moed (Festivals).

Pesikta Rabasi — Compendium of teachings by Sages of the

Talmud, first published in Prague in 1653.

Pirkei d’Rabbi Eliezer — Midrashic work by the school of Eliezer

ben Hyrcanus (c. 100).  First published in Constantinople in

1514.

Pnei Moshe — Running commentary to the Jerusalem Talmud, by

Rabbi Moshe Margulies of Amsterdam and Zamut. (1710-

1781).

Rabeinu Chananel — (died c. 1056). Author of important

commentary to the Talmud, and commentary to the Torah.

Headed Yeshivah in Kairouan, North Africa.

Rabeinu Tam — Rabbi Yaakov ben Meir (1100-1171), his

Talmudic discourses served as the basis for the Tosfos

commentary to the Talmud. He often challenged Rashi’s

interpretations, offering original and brilliant insights.

Rabeinu Tam was also a successful wine merchant and

financier.

Radvaz — (c. 1480-1573) Acronym for Rabbi David ibn Zimra,

Chief Rabbi of Egypt. Author of a commentary to the

Rambam’s Mishneh Torah and extensive responsa. 

Ralbag — “Gersonides,” acronym for Rabbi Levi ben Gershom

(1288-1344). Author of rationalistic commentary to the

Bible.

Ramak — R’ Moses Cordovero, Kabalist of 16th century Safed.

Student of R’ Yosef Caro.  Author of numerous works,

including Pardes Rimonim, a classic work which explains

fundamental concepts of Kabalah.

Rambam — “Maimonides,” acronym for Rabbi Moshe ben

Maimon, (1135-1204) leading Torah scholar of the Middle

Ages. His major works are Sefer haMitzvos, Commentary to

the Mishnah, Mishneh Torah (Yad Hachazakah), a

comprehensive code of Jewish law, Moreh Nevuchim,

“Guide for the Perplexed,” a primary work of Jewish

philosophy.

Ramban — “Nachmanides” (1194-1270), Acronym for Rabbi

Moshe ben Nachman of Gerona, Spain, one of the leading

Torah scholars of the Middle Ages;  author of major

commentary to the Torah and numerous other works.

Ran — Acronym for Rabbenu Nissim (1308-1376). Authored an

important commentary to the Talmud, published in most

major editions.

Rashbam — Acronym for Rabbi Shmuel ben Meir, Talmud and

Torah Commentator, who supplemented Rashi’s (his

grandfather’s) commentary on the Talmud (c. 1085-1174).

Brother of Rabeinu Tam.

Rashi — Acronym for Rabbi Shlomo Yitzchaki (1040-1105), author

of basic commentary on the Bible and Talmud.  According to

Chasidic tradition, his commentary to the Torah contains

allusions to kabalistic concepts.

Rema — R’ Moshe Isserles (1530-1572), Rav and Rosh Yeshiva of

Cracow. Author of many works. Most famous are his

Ashkenazic annotations to Rabbi Yosef Caro’s Shulchan

Aruch, which transformed this predominantly Sephardic

work into a universal Code of Jewish Law.

Ritvah — Acronym for R’ Yom Tov Ibn Asevili (1248-1330),

Talmudic Commentator and Halachist.

Riva — R’ Yehudah ben Eliezer.  Authored commentary to the

Torah in 1313. First printed in Warsaw in 1776.  

Rosh — Acronym for R’ Asher ben Yechiel, Talmudic commentator

and author of halachic compendium arranged on the

tractates of the Talmud (c. 1250-1327).

Sa’adiah Ga’on — (882-942) Author of works in many areas of

Torah, including the philosophical work, Emunos v’Deos.

Sanhedrin — Tractate of Talmud in Order of Nezikin (Damages).

S’dei Chemed — Extensive Halachic encyclopedia by R’ Chaim

Chizkiyahu Medini (1832-1904), Rav of Karasubazar in

Crimea, Russia, and later Chief Rabbi of Chevron in the

Land of Israel. Revised edition by the Lubavitcher Rebbe,

Rabbi Menachem M. Schneerson, New York, 1949-1953

(Kehos Publication Society).

Seder Hadoros — A chronology of events and personalities from

creation until 1696, based on rabbinic sources, by Rabbi

Yechiel Heilprin (1660-1746) Lithuanian Rabbi, Kabbalist,

and chronicler.  First published in 1769. 

Sefer Chasidim — Classical work of ethical and halachic

instruction by R’ Yehudah haChasid, (c. 1150-1217).

Sefer Ha’Agur — Halachic compendium by R. Yaakov ben

Yehuda Landa (Germany, fifteenth century), based primarily

on the Tur. Widely used as a source for halachic decisions

until the appearance of the Shulchan Aruch. 
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Sefer haChinuch — Compendium of basic explanations on the

613 mitzvos by an unknown Spanish author among the

Rishonim of the 13th century.

Sefer haMa’amorim Melukat — Chasidic discourses of the

Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson,

in six volumes, published by Vaad Lehafatzas Sichos

(Kehos) between 1987 and 1992.

Sefer haMitzvos – Comprehensive list of the 613 mitzvos of the

Torah and their basic requirements, by Rambam.

Sefer haSichos — Public talks of the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi

Menachem Mendel Schneerson, from the years 1986-92.

Sefer haZikaron — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary to

the Torah, by R’ Avraham Bukrat Halevi (15th Century) of

Spain. First published in Leghorn in 1845.

Sforno — Commentary on the Torah by Rabbi Ovadiah Sforno of

Rome and Bologna, Italy (1470-1550).

Sha'ar haGemul — Short eschatological treatise of the Ramban

discussing reward and punishment.  In this work the author

refutes Rambam’s assertion that the climax of Creation will

be a spiritual “soul world,” arguing instead that the

Resurrection of the Dead will be the ultimate era of perfection.

Shach al Hatorah — Abbreviation for Sifsei Kohein, a

commentary on the Torah by Rabbi Mordechai Hakohein,

incorporating numerous mystical interpretations and

gematrios. First published in 1610. (Not to be confused with Rabbi

Shabsai Hakohein of Cracow, author of Shach, a major commentary to the

Shulchan Aruch).

Shaloh — Acronym for Shnei Luchos Habris (“The two tablets of

the Covenant”), by Rabbi Yeshayah Hurwitz (1560-1630).

There is a tradition that the Tanya is significantly based on

the Shaloh.

Shemoneh Perakim — Philosophical treatise of Rambam,

discussing the ills and cures of man’s soul, prophecy, reward

and punishment, free will, and the rule of the “golden mean.” 

Shemos Rabah — The section of Midrash Rabah on the Book of

Exodus.  See “Midrash Rabah.”

Shitah Mekubetzes — Compilation of numerous medieval

commentaries to the Talmud by R’ Betzalel Ashkenazi (1520-

1592).

Shulchan Aruch — Universally accepted halachic code

encompassing all areas of practical halacha, by Rabbi Yosef

Caro (1488-1575).

Sifri — Halachic Midrash on the books of Bamidbar and Devarim.

Sifri debay Rav — Comprehensive commentary to Sifri by Rabbi

David Pardo (1710-1792), author of Maskil leDavid.

Sifsei Chachomim — Anthology of supercommentary to Rashi’s

commentary on the Torah by Rabbi Shabsai Bass (1641-

1719).  First published in 1712.

Smag — Acronym for Sefer Mitzvos Gadol, an important

compendium of the 613 mitzvos by the Tosafist R’ Moshe

ben Ya’akov of Coucy (13th century).

Talmud — Comprehensive term for the Mishnah and Gemara as

joined in the two compilations known as Babylonian Talmud

(6th century) and Jerusalem Talmud (5th century).

Tanchuma —  Aggadic Midrash on the Torah by Rabbi Tanchuma

bar Abba (4th cen.)

Tanna debey Eliyahu — A Midrash, consisting of two parts, whose

final redaction took place at the end of the tenth century of

the Common Era. The first part is called “Seder Eliyahu

Rabah” (31 chapters); the second, “Seder Eliyahu Zuta” (15

chapters). 

Tanya — Primary chasidic text authored by Rabbi Shneur Zalman

of Liadi. (See: Alter Rebbe)

Targum Yonason — Elaborate Aramaic translation of the Torah by

Yonason ben Uziel, a disciple of Hillel.

Tiferes Yehonason — Commentary to the Torah by Rabbi

Yehonason Eybeshutz (d. 1764) of Prague, Metz and Altona.

Tikunei Zohar — Section of the Zohar discussing seventy

permutations of the first word of the Torah – Bereishis, and

commentaries on various other sections of Scripture.

Torah Shlaimah — Comprehensive encyclopedia of all Talmudic

and Midrashic commentaries on the Torah, with scholarly

notes and essays, by R’ Menachem Kasher (1895-1983).

This work is still being compiled and currently spans 47

volumes, covering the books of  Bereishis-Bamidbar,

Megillos and Hagadah Shel Pesach.

Torah Temimah — Anthology of main Talmudic references to the

Torah, along with commentary, by Rabbi Baruch Epstein

(1860-1942), son of Rabbi Yechiel Michel Epstein, author of

Aruch Hashulchan.

Toras Ha’olah — A work discussing the measurements of the Holy

Temple and reasons for sacrifices according to philosophy by

Rema. (See: Rema)

Toras Kohanim — Halachic Midrash to the Book of Leviticus. Also

known as Sifra.

Toras Levi Yitzchak — Kabbalistic commentary to the Talmud by

Rabbi Levi Yitzchak Schneerson (1878-1944), Chief Rabbi

of the Ukranian city of Yekaterinoslav (Dnepropetrovsk)

from 1907-1939, and father of the Lubavitcher Rebbe,

Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson. First published in

New York in 1971.

Tosfos — Talmudic commentary of the French, German and

English rabbis of the 12th and 13th centuries.

Tsafnas Pane’ach — Precedent setting commentary to the Torah

and Rambam’s Mishneh Torah which innovated a fresh,

deeply analytical approach to Talmudic study, by Rabbi
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Yosef Rozin, Chief Rabbi of Dvinsk, known as the

Rogatchover Gaon (1858-1936).  He also authored

Responsa and a commentary on the Torah by the same

name.  Likutei Sichos makes much use of the Rogatchover’s

methodology.

Tzemach Tzedek — Title of responsa authored by the third

Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel of Lubavitch

(1789-1866), after which he is usually referred to.

Tzror Hamor — Commentary to the Torah by R’ Avraham Saba

(15th century) of Portugal, and later Morocco.

Tur Ha’aruch — Second half of commentary to the Torah by Rabbi

Ya’akov Meir ben Asher (1268-1340), author of the Tur. (See

Ba’al Haturim)

Turei Even – Prodigious commentary to tractates Rosh Hashanah,

Chagigah, Taanis and Megilah by Rabbi Aryeh Leib of Metz,

author of Sha'agas Aryeh.

Tzeidah Laderech — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary

on the Torah by Rabbi Yissachar Ber Ailenberg.  First printed

in Prague in 1623.

Vayikra Rabah — The section of Midrash Rabah on the Book of

Leviticus.  (See “Midrash Rabah”)

Vilna Ga’on — R’ Eliyahu ben Shlomo of Vilna (1720-1797)

Lithuanian Talmudist, Kabalist, grammarian, and

mathematician.

Yad Malachi — Compendium of rules and principles on which

various major Rabbinic texts are based (including the

principles on which the Mishneh Torah is based) by

R’ Malachi ben R’ Yaakov haKohain, published in 1767.

Yefay To'ar — Major commentary on Midrash Rabah, by R’ Shmuel

Yaffa-Ashkenazi, Rabbi in Constantinople, 16th century.

Yalkut Re’uvaini — An anthology of Midrashic and Kabalistic

commentaries on the Torah, collected by Rabbi Avraham

Re’uvain Hakohain Katz of Prague (d. 1673).

Yalkut Shimoni — Comprehensive Midrashic anthology, covering

the entire Bible, attributed to Rabbi Shimon HaDarshan of

Frankfurt (13th century).

Yere’im — Halachic discussion of the mitzvos, by Tosafist R. Eliezer

ben R. Shmuel of Metz (France, twelfth century) a student of

Rabeinu Tam. First printed in condensed form in Venice, in

1565. Unabridged version published in 1892 in Vilna. 

Yerios Shlomo — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary on

the Torah. (See: Maharshal)

Yoma — Tractate of Talmud in the Order of Mo’ed (Festivals).

Zohar — Basic text of Kabalah, compiled by Rabbi Shimon ben

Yochai and his disciples in the form of a commentary on the

Torah. First published in the late 13th century by Rabbi

Moshe de Leon (c.1250-1305), in Spain.
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kzfu,

vrvWj vrvW, rwjhhonhkgrahjhw

uzud,u nr, jbv ru,,jhw

uhksHvo ktv'nbjo ngbsk'jhw nuaet ukuh hmje ahjhu

uvurhvo ahjhu

[

kghkuh Ban,

rw hgecci rw nbjo suc
bhunti

zfrubu kcrfv

,/ b/ m/ c/ v/

[

kghkuh Ban,

vrvWj vrvW, rw hux; hmje ci rw hgec
khpxegr
zfrubu kcrfv

,/ b/ m/ c/ v/





kghkuh Banu,

vrvWd vrvWj rw nrsfh ztcvfvi duybhe

vjxhs rw tcrvouzud,u zgkst phhdkhi

vrvWd vrvWj rw taruzud,u jhwv c,hwv tcrnxti

vrvWd vrvWj rw sus trhwvvfvi htrnua

zfrubo kcrfv

,vhhbv banu,hvo mruru, cmrur vjhho

[

ukzfu,

vrvWd vrvW, rw akuo sucgrahjhw vfvi duybhe

rtcWs seWe ngkcuri hgWt

uzud,u nr, scurv,jhw

[

nr, arv bjnv,jhw htrnua

[

bspx gWh

vrvWj vrvW, rw nthr ahjhw vfvi duybhe

uzud,u nr, ahhbsk ygnt,jhw

cbhvo ucbu,hvo:

vrvW, anutk nrsfh ztc vfvi uzdu,u nr, phhdt shbv' 

uhksHvoahhbt tx,r aprv'sus trhwv ujhw nuaet

jbvucgkv vrvW, mch tkhnkl aphrt 

uhksHvojhwnuaet' nbjo ngbsk usus trhwv

nbujv rjkucgkv vrvW, hux; hmje ctrcgr 

uhksHvothyt ujhwnuaet

zgkst ucgkv vrvW, nhftk tkgzr kgrbgr 

uhksHvojhw nuaet uac,h

nbjo ngbskvfvi' xhnt tx,r' aprhbmt ktv' hux; hmjevfvi'

tcrvo aknvvfvi' jhwv c,hwv' usus trhwv vfvi 

ahjhu kturl hnho uabho yucu,





nuesa

kjhzue v,earu,

kfcus esua, tsubbu nurbu urcbu

baht surbu

kghkuh Banu,

rw susuzud,u ktv xktdgr

rw susuzud,u rhbv gyr

zfrubo kcrfv

,vhhbv banu,hvo mruru, cmrur vjhho

[

bspx gk hsh

rw susahjhw xktdgr

uzud,u nr, ktrt,jhw

ucbu,hvo:

jbv uarv nkfv

[

ukzfu,

rw rtuciahjhw xktdgr

uzud,u nr, nrho,jhw
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